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PREFAE

The United States Air Force Sumer Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRP)
is a program designed to introduce university, college, and technical
institute faculty members to Air Force research. This is accanplished by

the faculty members cen selected on a nationally advertised ompetitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the sumer intersession period to
perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a
suject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the

faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to compensation, tavel and
cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the

4Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Ccrewad, United
States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical

Engineering.

The specific objectives of the 1984 UEAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers holding

Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further'the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1984, 152 faculty muiers participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

country. This three volufe document is a copilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty mbers about their sumrer research

efforts.
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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program (USAF-SFRP)

is a program designed to introduce university, college, and technical

institute faculty members to Air Force research. This is accomplished by

the faculty members ceing selected on a nationally advertised competitive

basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to

perform research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a

suoject area and at an Air Force facility mutually agreed upon by the

faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to compensation, travel and

cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the

Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United

States Air Force, and is conducted by the Southeastern Center for Electrical

Engineering.

The specific objectives of the 1984 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers holding

Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air Force Weapons

Laboratory;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further' the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

S•Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air Force

technical interests.

During the summer of 1984, 152 faculty members participated. These

S., researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the

*country. This three volume document is a compilation of the final reports

written by the assigned faculty members about their summer research
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University of Lowell Signal Processing,
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Associate Professor pe cty Astonoiiical Instrumentation,
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* Evanston, IL 60201
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List of Participants (continued: page 2)
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Professor 1964
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Professor 1968
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Mr. Mike Burlakoff Degree: M.S., Math/Computer Science,
Assistant Professor 1965
Southwest Mo. State Univ. Se~cialty: Languages and Environments
Computer Science Dept. Asigned: AL
Springfield, MD 65804
(417) 836-5930
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Dr. Myron Calhoun Degree: Ph. D., Electrical Engr.,
Associate Professor 1967
Kansas State University Specialty: Digital Hardware and
Computer Science Dept. Software
Manhattan, KS 66506 Assigned: AD
(913) 532-6350

Dr. Jeya Chandra Degree: Ph. D., Ind. Eng. and
Assistant Professor Operations Rsch., 1980
Pennsylvania State Univ. Speciaty: Stochastic Processes
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* Chemistry Department Assigned: AD
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Professor 1962
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North Dakota State Univ. Planning and Scheduling
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Assistant Professor 1978 M ng
Washington State University Specialty: Heat Transfer, Fluid
Mechanical Engr. Dept. Dynamics .
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*. Dr. David Chung Degree: Ph. D., Solid State
Professor Physics, 1966

IA Howard University Specialty: Fiber Optics Sensors Ultra-
Department of Physics sound, Solid State Elect.
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MANUAL AND COMPUTER-AIDED SEQUENTIAL

DIAGNOSTIC INFERENCE

by

Sallie E. Gordon

ABSTRACT

It is becoming increasingly obvious that computerized automation

can be a useful aid for a wide variety of positions in the Command and

Control network, where many of the tasks involve situational assessment

or "diagnostic inference". To optimally combine human talent and

computer-aiding systems we must know how the human operator performs

the task unaided (and under what circumstances), what subtasks can be

allocated to the machine, and what variables affect operator acceptance

of the aiding system. This paper presents a theoretical model of the

human performance of a diagnostic inference task when unaided by machine

including the variables affecting those inference processes, and a

preliminary model of how a computer-aiding system might be expected to .

fit into the diagnostic system.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

% It is becoming increasingly obvious that computerized automation

can be a useful aid in a wide variety of Positions in the armed services.

This is especially true in the world of Command and Control (C 2 ) where

much of the work involves complex situational assessment or "diagnostic

inference". As technological complexities increase, the human operator

will have a more difficult time trying to understand, integrate, and

utilize the information made available to him. In contrast to man's

limited cognitive capacities and well-documented biases1'2 a computer

can utilize and aggregate large volumes of information using pre-

determined optimal strategies that are most appropriate for the situation

at hand. It is no longer a question of whether computer aiding will be

used, but how it will be used.

* Just as there are problems inherent in using a completely "manual"

system to perform a function, there are also problems in using a com-

pletely "automated" system. These problems have been discussed in length

* - elsewhere,2' but let it suffice to say that at the current time expert

systems are not sufficiently advanced to make automated systems inf all-

ible or able to deal with the multitude of unforeseen occurances that

are likely in the C2 environment.

- . Since neither man nor machine are solely capable of performing

situational assessment functions, the solution lies in using both together

and relying on the strengths of each (hopefully also minimizing the

weaknesses of each). To integrate man and machine successfully for a

given task, one must understand how the human perceives and performs the

task, how the machine can be programmed to perform the task (or parts of

the task) and then analyze the best way to fit the two together. In the

procurement cycle, a common method for developing a computerized aiding

system is to intuitively develop a software system that seems like it

could do the job. Little attention is paid to analysis of the entire

* task and what subtasks could be best performed by the man and which are

best left to the machine (a few exceptions do exist). Consideration

is usually not given beforehand to how the operator will react to the

aiding system, nor to what variables will lead to his acceptance or

rejection of the new system. Instead, an automated system is designed

50-4



and a prototype built. Any modifications necessary to make the system

compatible with the operator are usually done after this point. This

leads to only those changes that seem absolutely necessary and the result

is an overall man-machine system that is much less effective and effi-

cient than what could have been achieved.

Part of the problem outlined above results from our inadequate

knowledge concerning three vital questions: (1) How does the human

operator perform the assessment task when unaided by automation? (2) What

subtasks are best performed by the operator and what subtasks are best

performed by the automation device? (3) What factors determine operator

acceptance and use of the automated system? The first question (how the

operator performs the task) may seem unnecessary to some. However, we

do need this information because it directly affects the answers to the

second and third questions. That is, if we know how the operator per-

forms the task (not how he differs from some theoretically optimal

strategy) we can determine specifically what capabilities he has that

we want to preserve in determining the optimal man-machine subtask

allocation. In addition, one can argue that how the operator performs."

the task will largely affect his acceptance of the automation. If the

automation is extremely different from or incompatible with his way of

perceiving and accomplishing the task, then he will be less likely to

accept and use that automation.

The theories and methodologies of cognitive psychology can be -

brought to bear on this problem. By mapping out the cognitive processes

or strategies that are used by the perceiver under various situational

constraints, we can then measure how those processes change as a function

of providing a computer aiding system.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The primary objective of this effort was to develop a predictive

model of the diagnostic inference task, and how that task would be

affected by implementation of an automated system. This objective in-

cluded the following specific goals:
(1) Develop a descriptive model of the inference task that char-

acterized inference tasks in the C2 system and would be amenable

50-5
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to laboratory research.

(2) Determine appropriate techniques for measuring process and

performance in the inference task.

(3) Determine a preliminary set of independent variables expected

to affect the inference process (and performance).

(4) Develop a predictive model of the effects of automation on

the operator's inference processes.

Accomplishing these goals would serve two purposes: provide guidance to

researchers at AF Human Resources Laboratory concerning variables of

critical interest in related field research, and provide a framework for

follow-on laboratory research designed to answer some of the questions

outlined earlier.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE INFERENCE TASK:

Diagnostic inference will be defined as the process of using avail-

able cues to determine the uderlying or "unseen" cause of those cues. An

example is medical diagnosis where the doctor must infer a disease

causing some set of symptoms. If the available cues are very informative,

the inference will be accurate and made with a high degree of con-

fidence. However, it is often the case that the cues do not convey

-"'" enough information and the inference task takes place amid psychological

uncertainty.

In the past, most research addressing this type of task assumed

a "single-stage" process, where the perceiver received the cues and

somehow aggregated or operated upon the information and derived a

judgment. This was a popular view for some time, partially because

it was amenable to laboratory experimentation and formal mathematical
4description and analysis. Two approaches were common; the first was

to develop a formal mathematical model (such as Bayes Theorum) to specify

optimal performance and then fit that model to data obtained with human -- -

* subjects. 5 The other approach was to use linear regression models to

assess how the subjects were combining or utilizing the cues in gener-

*" * ating the inference. 6 ,7 Research questions addressed in these studies

included such topics as, what cues are predominantly utilized by people

how many dimensions or cues are used for various tasks and are they ther 50-6
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same as in the "real world" 8, and whether experts cluster or weigh cues
9,10in a similar fashion

The appropriateness of these models has been debated recently and

this issue will not be discussed in length. However, two points will

be reviewed. The first is the criticism that most laboratory inference S

tasks involve simultaneous and orthogonally manipulated cues. This cue

independence is seen as being highly artificial and unrealisticI I.

Since humans develop cognitive skills to deal with a real, complex

world, it is not surprising that they perform "suboptimally" on these

inference tasks where no intercue correlations are preserved.

The second criticism with these approaches suggests that we should

treat the inference task not as a single-stage process but as a multiple-

stage process.12  This is not to say that the reception vs. the integra-

tion of cues are different stages, but that the acquisition of cues or

characteristics takes place over time and that this process should be

reflected in the theoretical models.

In line with these criticisms and recent views in cognitive psycho-

logy, it will be assumed that the inference task of interest takes place

in a complex situation where the perceiver must sequentially seek

information to make the inference judgment. In addition, that information

is typically incomplete and varies in it's diagnosticity. The perceiver

starts with one or two cues and then searches for others to either confirm

-" hypothesized causes or suggest new ones. The inference process is viewed

"- as a "constructive" process, much like building a jigsaw puzzle. One

*" does not need all of the pieces to be able to infer the nature of the

picture, instead the ability to draw the inference will depend on the

combined information provided by the pieces put together.

In psychological terms, the perceiver uses both Conceptually- . '

Driven processing (where the hypothesized cause suggests cues to seek)

and Data-Driven processing (where cues suggest plausible hypotheses).

The cyclic procedure continues until the perceiver exceeds some cert-

ainty criterion that he/she knows the identity of the cause. In some

cases, a lack of information will prevent that criterion from being

reached at all.

50-7
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IV. MEASURING PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE:

It was suggested that the inference judgment is constructed over

time as information is acquired. This implies that it is important to

measure the process by which the perceiver is coming to a conclusion

as well as to measure performance per se. Each of these issues will be

addressed in turn.

A. PROCESS

Several methodologies for measuring judgment or decision "process"

have been suggested. Payne 1 3 is a predominant supporter of two of

these methods known as process tracing. The first method is a class of

measurement techniques where the subjects' information acquisition is

monitored. The subject must view or select information in such a way

that can easily be observed and recorded. Data is obtained concerning

what cues the subject samples, in what order, how many are sampled, and

the amount of time for the cue sampling.

The other method of process tracing is the collection of verbal

protocol. In this technique, the subject is simply asked to "think

out loud" as he/she performs the taskc. Although this type of data can

give us insight into the subject's strategies, it cannot be assumed that

the subject will always verbalize the cognitive processes as they occur.

After assessing the various process measurement techniques, a method

was decided upon which seems most suitable to an inference task. The

inference is actually a classification task where the perceiver must

choose between class A, class B, class C, and so on (also possibly

"none of the above"). The process measure being suggested consists of

two aspects: L-4

(1) Allowing the subjects to acquire whichever cues they desire

until they feel reasonably confident in their choice (this is similar

to the previously described information acquisition measure), and

(2) Asking the subject after each cue acquisition to give the

hypothesized cause(s) along with a subjective certainty rating (i.e.,

l=not certain at all, 7=extremely certain). An example of these

measures will be presented shortly.

B. PERFORMANCE
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In addition to studying cognitive processes or strategies engaged

in by the perceiver, it is informative to determine how well the operator

is able to infer the cause of the cues. The most appealing measures

are suggested by Signal Detection Theory (SDT) because it allows for

separate measurement of discrimination capabilities and subjective bias.14

However, SDT cannot at this time be applied to more than a two-category

(Signal-Noise) task. Swets and Pickett1 5 discuss the problem of multiple

category discrimination and suggest using % Correct as a reasonable

solution. This is justified because the inference task for multiple

causes is actually conceptually similar to a forced choice task. It was

therefore determined that % Correct could be used as a performance

measure in the diagnostic inference task.

To summarize the inference task and associated measures of process -

4 and performance:

-the subject is given an initial cue

- the subject verbalizes one or more hypotheses along with a

certainty rating

- the subject samples a new cue of his/her choice

- the subject verbalizes revised hypothesis(es) along with new

certainty rating

(continues until subject exceeds some subjective certainty .

criterion)

An example of data collected from a subject is given below:

class A class B Neither

Cue 1

Cue 2 2 2 %%

Cue 3 4 S

Cue 4 7

It can be seen that after the first cue sampling, the subject hypothesized

class A as the cause. However, after receiving additional cues, the

hypothesized cause was switched to class B with increasing certainty.

To determine performance (% Correct) from the data, a cutoff point

0-.
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must be chosen for the certainty scale. For example, correct might be _

arbitrarily defined as "four and above". If the correct answer for the

example was class B, the subject would be scored as "correct" on only

the last observation given above. The advantage of this method is that

accuracy of the inference can be assessed without the subject having to

make a strictly Yes-No decision (this is a way of "setting" the subject's

decision criterion). With this method of data collection, it is possible

to measure a variety of process and performance variables as the subject

samples the information:

(1) information sampled

(2) hypotheses generated

(3) hypothesis transition (when do they give up and generate another) ( --

(4) subjective certainty criteria

(5) accuracy

C. FEASIBILITY STUDY

A pilot study was conducted during the Summer Fellowship period to

determine the appropriateness of the above variables. Eight subjects

(students at Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio) received course credit

for participating in the study.

Subjects were first given fictitious names of two diseases along with

eight case studies for each disease. The case studies were described in

terms of patient initials, occupation, and a set of symptoms that varied

in number from three to seven. There were eight total symptom dimensions

(such as blood pressure, weight loss, etc.). Four of the dimensions were

strongly associated with disease A, and the other four were strongly

associated with disease B. However, there was some overlap of symptoms

across diseases. After subjects reported that they were familiar with

the disease characteristics (approximately 15 minutes), they were given

32 new case studies to diagnose. For each one, they were presented with .0

a 3x5 index card with initials, occupation, and one symptom. They were

6" also presented with seven other cards with a symptom dimension (e.g.,

"blood pressure") labelled on one side. They were told to turn any card . " -

over that they wished, and after each one to tell the observer their

hypothesis and certainty rating. Data was collected corresponding to

the example shown previously.

50-10
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Based on the theoretical considerations outlined earlier, two

effects were expected:

(1) The certainty ratings would start low and slowly increase

until some criterion was reached - at this point subjects would

discontinue information acquisition.

(2) The % Correct would be a positive function of the number of

symptoms sampled on a given trial.

Data relevant to the first hypothesis are presented in Figure 1. It can

be seen that certainty ratings did in fact start relatively low and

increase over cue samples; the rate of increase was highest for trials

where subjects only sampled 4 cues, and lowest for trials where subjects

sampled 8 cues. Notice that for trials where all symptoms were utilized,

the certainty rating never reached a level equal to the other trials.

That is, a subjective certainty criterion of approximately 5 was exceeded

in all but those trials where subjects simply did not have enough infor-

mation to generate an inference with any degree of confidence.

2..

2 3 4 5 6 7 8..

Number of Cues Sampled -",'-

Figure 1. Subjective Certainty as a Function of Cues Sampled .
70-11
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This pattern in the Certainty data is consistent with the Accuracy

(% Correct) data shown in Figure 2. A liberal cutoff was arbitrarily

K, chosen so that "three and above" for the Certainty rating was considered

a "correct" answer. Even still, the scores were not remarkably high

(mean % correct for all trials was .66). This would indicate that subjects

were not able to completely learn the correct structure of the disease- .

symptom associations. Performance varied widely from subject to subject,

with a range of .50 to .97 for the eight subjects.

Figure 2 shows that subjects' perceived uncertainty had some basis,

performance decreased as the subjects utilized a greater total number-.

of symptoms. Interestingly, both data sets show the same pattern of

an increase in accuracy and subjective certainty for trials where

seven cues were sampled. Additional studies will be conducted to deter-

mine whether this effect still holds for larger sets of data.

.90-

.80
3.80

.70
.7 7

-. 
"- 

,

U .60-

• .'.''.50'

4 5 6 7 8

Number of Cues Sampled

Figure 2. Accuracy as a Function of Cues Sampled.
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It can be seen from the data collected thus far, that the process

and performance measures are appropriate for the task and yield a rich

variety of information concerning the perceiver's strategy. (It should

be noted that additional more fine-grained analyses are planned.)

. Ad

V. VARIABLES AFFECTING THE INFERENCE PROCESS:

Inference process and performance are each affected by various

situational constraints. These include characteristics of the perceiver,

* of the task, and of the situational environment from moment to moment.

A real world illustration of this complex situation will be described as

a way of introducing situational constraints which affect process and

performance variables.

An important inference function within the C network is that of

the radar operator (and/or officer) who must determine the identity of

aircraft showing up on the radar scope. This person receives a "track"

on his scope and must "infer" the identity of the aircraft using N

auxillary pieces of information or "cues". These pieces of information

include Flight Plan Data, Special Codes emitted by the aircraft (friendly

aircraft), speed, heading, electronic emissions, intelligence data, and

possibly visual identification information. Some of this information

will be quite diagnostic (i.e., the Code), while others will not be

particularly diagnostic (speed or heading). Given enough time, the

operator could identify almost any track - if nothing else he could send

someone up to look at the aircraft. The problem is based on the fact that --

the operator officially has two minutes maximum to identify the aircraft.

In addition, sending someone up for visual identification is very

costly. In wartime conditions, the operator will have to identify many

tracks in a very short period of time.

A preliminary list of variables was developed that are considered

most important in determining the operators performance (as defined by

* accuracy). These situational constraints are shown in Figure 3; for

example, "time stress" is a variable that will negatively impact

performance. Time stress will be determined by the number of tracks the

operator has to identify, how far away the aircraft are from important

locations, and the alert status at the time (i.e., white, yellow, or red

alert).

50-13 N
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oFigure 3. Variables Affecting Operator Performance

iti oThe same variables are assumed to also impact the process of

. . ~generating an inference. Time stress will result in fewer cues considered ,,

• :" ~and a lower subjective certainty criterion (point where the perceiver' ''

'_ 'iis willing to stop collecting data). Time stress is also expected to

•--: decrease the number of hypotheses generated and considered during the

:':" :i-":inference process. :''"

':':-" ~Suspiciousness of the aircraft travel will increase the likelihood-i.:-

~~of an enemy aircraft being hypothesized, resulting in cues being sampled "

- which will confirm (or disconfirm) that hypothesis. Diagnosticity or

• . ~predictive validity of the cues will result in a need to sample fewer ....

"" ~cues and a higher subjective certainty concerning the inference. Finally,.-.-

• operator experience is assumed to enhance the inference performance, but"."

• it is not totally clear how that variable will impact the process.
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VI. IMPACT OF AUTOMATION:

Before discussing the impact of implementing a computer aiding

system, it is necessary to define the nature of the automated system.

Several researchers have developed taxonomies of types of automation,1

most are admittedly imprecise. For the present purposes, a continuum

will be assumed with a completely manual method of task accomplishment at

one end and complete automation at the other end of the continuum. An

example of this type of continuum is shown in Figure 4. One of the more

prevalent types of automation is given on the far right of the scale,

that is, the computer completely performs the task and provides an

"answer" to the operator who then decides if he/she wants to believe and

utilize that answer. This type of automation is currently being planned

for the radar identification task described earlier. A predictive model

can be outlined at this point describing the impact of implementing

this type of automation. First, we can say that most of the variables

expected to affect the human perceiver will probably not affect the

performance of the automated system. Thus under conditions of stress, the

human performance will deteriorate while the machine performance will not.

The only variables expected to affect the machine performance will be

the characteristics of the cues themselves (see Figure 5). This puts the

operator in the place of deciding whether to "trust" the machine knowing

that the machine can perform the task more quickly and objectively in

times of duress. His decision to use the answer provided by the system

will depend on how much time he has, the seriousness of the consequences,

and the nature of the information (i.e., is it suspicious activity?). ..

In addition, his decision to use the answer provided will strongly

depend on his feelings of his own ability vs. the history of the machine

reliability and accuracy. If the machine has a relatively low "hit

rate", he will be more inclined to consider it worthless and go mostly

on his own judgment.

* An interesting point which should be considered is the possibility

that the operator might treat the answer provided by the machine as just

"another cue". Rather than determining his inference based on the

standard set of cues and then comparing this with the automated choice,

g the operator may just use that choice during the inference process

- . treating it as he does all of the other pieces of information.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The previous section outlined hypothesized effects of situational

constraints upon inference process and performance. In addition, a

preliminary predictive model was constructed relating the implementation

of an automated subsystem within a "manual" inference system. The

relationship between the variables need to be empirically obtained to

confirm the theoretical assumptions.

I propose to do this by developing a laboratory inference task that

has the characteristics outlined earlier (complex, sequential cue

acquisition, etc.). This inference task will be run on a computer ter-

minal so that the subject can request cues and respond with hypotheses

and certainty ratings. This will allow collection of data relevant to

the process and performance variables outlined previously.

For assessment of the processes used in a manually performed in-

ference task, situational constraints will be manipulated and their

effects on process and performance variables measured. This will allow *....-

determination of what processes are utilized under various task condi-

tions.

A second phase of the follow-on research will be to provide the

subject with a computer aid. This will be a simulated computer aiding

system because the answer to be given to the subject will be predetermined

by the Experimenter. In this way, the accuracy of the answers provided

to the perceiver can be manipulated as an independent variable. It is

expected that as accuracy of the automated system increases, the use

of the machine will also increase in an exponentially increasing fashion.

Situational constraints will also be varied similarly to the design

used in assessment of the completely manual inference process.
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ANGLE RESOLVED ION-SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY-

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

by

Thomas P. Graham

ABSTRACT

* An angle resolved ion-scattering system was assembled, tested and

calibrated. The system performed well in both the constant transmission

mode and the sector sweeping mode. Samples of gold, GaAs coated with

gold and GaAs were studied using helium, neon and sodium ion beams

accelerated to a number of different voltages. Angular studies were

carried out over a limited range of angles. Good agreement was obtained

with available theory in most cases. A number of deficiencies of the

system were discovered and suggestions are made to remedy them.
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I. Introduction:

The characterization of the surface properties of electronic

materials is a very important requirement for the successful design of
semiconducting devices for a number of Air Force programs. At present
there is a particular interest in GaAs for use in detectors and FET
devices. The characterization includes quantitative and qualitative

determination of surface species as well as surface structure.

ton scattering spectroscopy (ISS), the scattering of low energy
ions in the range of 0.2 to 10 key, exhibits excellent surface

selectivity. The ion scattering that results is attributed to scattering
from the first one or two surface layers of the sample. This selectivity

arises from: (a) large scattering cross-sections which leads to

depletion of the ion beam as it enters and leaves the solid, and (b) to
* a neutralization effect whereby ions penetrating beyond the first layer

of atoms at a solid surface are neutralized very efficiently.1

When a beam of accelerated ions strikes a crystal surface, each
encounter between a projectile ion and a surface atom can be described
in terms of an elastic binary collision. Under certain circumstances
multiple scattering, blocking, shadowing and channeling effects become
important. The energy of an ion making an elastic collision, expressed
as a ratio of final energy,E1 to initial energy, E0 is determined from

1 0q

energy and momentum conservation to be:

* E11E0 = [M1/(M1+M)oe+ ( 21M12  2 si2L1/2]2 (1)

Here M is the mass of the incoming ion, M 2the mass of the target atom

1 2%

* and 0 the laboratory scattering angle. By measuring the energyjLdistribution of the scattered ions, the elements in the region of impact

can be determined.1

While ISS is used routinely for elemental characterization, j
interest has grown in recent years in using angle resolved ion

scattering (ARISS as it is called by some groups to determine surface -

structure often in conjunction with LEED measurements. Analysis of
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multiple scattering effects and of shadowing and blocking effects can be
used to construct models of the surface. When multiple collisions occur,

shoulders or peaks occur at energies greater than that of the binary

peak for a given element. Since different collision sequences lead to -
different final energies, knowledge of the energies and angular

distributions in principle enable structural analysis. When shadowing,

blocking, focussing or channeling effects occur, the intensities of the -

binary peaks will depend on the energies and incident and final angles.

3 ,~

Heiland and Taglauer studied shadowing effects of adsorbed species ..-

on metal surfaces to estimate the positions of the adsorbed atom on the

surface. Algra et a14 determined the structure of a stepped Cu surface

using multiple collision analysis. Overbury et al have investigated the
2 5structure of Au(11O) and adsorbate ordering on Mo(O01) using ARISS.

Bronckers and de Wit have studied the first two layers of Cu(110) using

shadowing effects. '7Marchut et al8 have analysed an unreconstructed
L Fe(O01) surface using a shadow cone analysis involving the second and

. third atomic layers.

II. Objectives

The main objective of the project was to assemble, test and gain

experience with a rudimentary angle resolved ion scattering

spectrometer. The experience with this system, particularly with its .
,- limitations and problems, will provide the basis for the design of a

more versatile and sophisticated ARISS system.

A secondary objective was to compare the results obtained with rare

gas ions and alkali-metal ions. Neon and sodium were to be scattered off

gold and gallium arsenide surfaces in this phase of the work.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE ARISS SYSTEM

A schematic for the angle resolved ion scattering spectrometer

(ARISS) system is shown in Figure 1. The heart of the system is its
dispersive element, the electrostatic analyzer. The analyzer provides a

51-5 ..
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means for analyzing the energy distributions of ions incident upon itsentrance aperture. Particles within an energy range will be transmitted

between the inner and outer spherical sector surfaces of the analyzer

and refocused upon the exit aperture. By sweeping the reference
potential of the whole analyzer with a fixed potential across the

hemispheres, or by sweeping the potential across the hemispheres with a

fixed reference potential, the input energy spectrum is obtained.

The analyzer is a Comstock Double Focusing Electrostatic Analyzer
9 jModel AC-901. It consists of two concentric 160 degree spherical sector

surfaces; an inner convex one of radius 3.25 cm, and an outer concave
surface of radius 4.05 cm. Two end plates are provided with knurled .

screw caps for easy insertion and changing of the apertures. The focal
points of the analyzer lie at the entrance and exit apertures. Single
charged particles of energy Ep are transmitted between concentric
constant potential spheres of radii rI and r2  if the potential

difference, VH, between the spheres satisfies

Ep= VH/(rl/r 2 - r2/r1) (2)

In this case E = VH/C where C =1/2.254 (3)

The analyzer can be operated in either of two modes as indicated

above. These are (1) the sector sweeping mode and (2) the constant

transmission (resolution) mode. The electrical connections and power

supplies used for each mode are shown in Figure 1.

In the sector sweeping mode, equal and opposite voltages are

applied to the sector surfaces and the apertures and side plates are
held at a fixed voltage, often ground potential. As the sector voltage,

VH, is swept, the energy distribution is obtained. In this mode

transmission effiency and absolute energy resolution change as VH is
swept. It is a useful mode when external focusing conditions are
sensitive to the potential on the apertures.

In the constant transmission mode, the sector voltage, VH, is fixed

while the voltage on the apertures and side walls are swept. The ions
are either accelerated or retarded until their energy matches the
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transmission energy at which they are focused on the detector. In this
mode both transmission and resolution are constant for a given VH Py
choosing V H small, high resolution (but lowered count rate) can be
obtained. The manufacturer gives the energy resolution for 1 mm diameter

apertures as 0.8% and for 0.5 mm diameter apertures as 0.40.j

Once the ions traverse the analyzer they are detected bya

Channeltron detector (model CEM 4013). The cone of the Channeltron is
held at about 2300 volts negative so the efficiency for electron
multiplication is about the same for all ion energies used. The current *~
pulses are coupled via a capacitor to a pre-amp and the signal

acquisition equipment.

* The sample and the analyzer are rigidly attached to a circular
plate which can be rotated relative to fixed ion guns. An angular scale

* is scribed on the plate. The axis of rotation is co-linear with the
center line of the long side of a tee with a six inch inner diameter
which forms the experimental chamber. One end of the chamber

accommodates a base plate with a rotary feedthrough to control the
rotation of the analyzer-sample stage, and the electrical feedthroughs.

*The other end has a window. Two ports , 90 degrees apart, with axes
* .perpendicular to the rotation axes hold the ion guns, a sodium gun and

an ion gun of the electron impact type. Helium and neon gases were used

with this gun. A four inch window was on a port half-way between the ion

gun ports to enable angle measurements to be made with the aid of a
reference pin. This chamber was appended to a larger chamber which could

be pumped with sorb pumps, an ion pump and a sublimation pump. The base
pressure for the system was about 2 x 1o8 torr. When helium or neon was

used the system was backfilled to 2 x 10- torr.

* .An examnple of a spectrum taken with the system is shown in Figure

* 2. Its the spectrum of sodium scattered from a GaAs sample with a thin
* coating of gold. The scattering angle was 80 degrees and the initial ion

energy was 2 keV. There is apparent multiple scattering at energies
* . above the binary collision peaks and a rather high intensity below the

peaks due to inelastic losses which result from scattering from layers
below the surface. This later effect occurs more for alkali atom
scattering because of the much smaller neutralization probability.
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0IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The ARISS system was tested extensively using a variety of ..

experimental conditions. Both modes were tested, using helium, neon and

sodium as the projectile ions. The test encompassed a range of

accelerating voltages from about 500 V to 2500 V. The tests used either

no sample, i.e. the ions fired drectly into the analyzer, an aluminum

block coated with gold, a GaAs sample coated with gold or a GaAs (110)

surface. In this section, a selection of the results will be presented

to illustrate the behavior of the system.

The energy of an ion which approaches the analyzer and is

subsequently detected, E, is just the sum of the pass energy, EP, and
Ithe energy gained or lost as a result of the accelerating or retarding

voltage which will be denoted by VR. Ep is given by Equation 3. If the

incoming ion has been scattered off a surface in a binary collision, E

is just the E of Equation 1. In general, we could write E = B*E where~1 0
B would depend on the details of the scattering process involved and is

a function of angle. Since E0 results from an acceleration in the ion

gun, it is convienent to write it as VCUN (in eV's). With these

definitions we can then take as a working equation for the analyzer:

E = B*VGUN = VR + VH/C (4)

With this equation we can analyze experiments using either mode for the

analyzer constant, C, or the energy of the incident ion, VGUN or the

energy ratio, B = E/EO. B = 1 corresponds to the case of no scattering.

VR equal to zero or a constant describes the sector sweep mode and VH

constant, the constant transmission mode.

Another useful equation is based on the definition of the

resolution, R, of the analyzer, AE/E . If AE0 is the linewidth (FWHM) of

1-•.:... the beam incident on the analyzer, then the detected linewidth including

K. the contribution from the analyser energy distribution can be written

as:

51-10
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AE =E + R*E (5)0

The analyzer constant, C, was initially determined by using neon

gas and the Phi ion gun and detecting the ion current to the cone of the

detector. The voltage across the sectors was set and the retarding

voltage varied until the ions traversed the analyzer and exited to the

detector. A plot of the data is given in Figure 3. The solid line is a

least squares fit and gives 0.422 for the constant which is about 5%

lower than given by the manufacturer. However the analyzer had been

disassembled a number of times and the spacing and alignment had

probably changed. As the retarding increased, the beam had to be

refocused, indicating the need for a better shielding of the beam region

from the potentials. This was subsequently done but the problem was not

completely eliminated.

Figures 4 and 5 show the results obtained by firing neon and sodium

ions directly into the entrance aperture of the analyzer. The analyzer

constant was obtained in each case. In the neon case the avegage

constant was about 0.3% lower than the value given above while the

sodium date gave a value about 1.3% lower. At zero and low retarding

voltages, the width of the transmission peak was quite small. But as

higher retarding voltages were used, The line shape became distorted and -,'

even multiple peaks were observed. This seems to imply a focusing

problem caused by the potentials on the entrance aperture. This data

also illustrates the way the initial ion energy can be determined from

the intercept on the ordinate.

From the line width obtained with neon fired directly at the

analyzer with 0.5 mm diameter apertures at an energy of 1.5 keV with

zero retardation, the resolution was found to be 0.63%. This compares

favorably with that quoted by the manufacturer. Because of the

distortion of the line shape with retarding voltage a least squares

analysis of the retarding data was not possible.

Figure 6 is a plot of the line widths obtained from neon scattered

off gold using 1 mm diameter apertures. The slope is, from Equation 5,

R/C. A value for R of 1.3% is obtained which is comparable to that given

by the manufacturer. From the same experiment, the count rate as a

51-11
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function of retarding voltage can be obtained. This is shown in Figure H

7. The linear fall-off is in accord with the predictions of Helmer. 0

The higher retarding voltages correspond to smaller voltages across the

sectors. This implies that in the constant transmission mode, for high

resolution (small VH) we would obtain lower count rates.

Figures 8 and 9 illustrate how the scattered energy and analyzer

constant can be extracted from the data for scattering from a sample.

The constant is essentially the same as obtained by directly aiming the

gun into the analyzer. The energy ratios are about 3% lower than

expected on the basis of Equation 1 for the angle used (85 0).

In sum, the system performs substantially as expected with some

limitations as a high resolution instrument.

9

V. ANGULAR STUDIES

The angular dependence of the scattering of both neon and sodium

from a number of samples was investigated. Because of the compactness of

the system, data could be taken for only about a range of 65 degrees

before the shielding enclosure of the analyzer interfered with the ion

beam. Also since the sample could not be moved independently of the

- .analyzer, the angle of reflection and the azimuthal angle could not be

changed. It was possible to obtain data to compare with Equation 1 and

to see as yet unexplained intensity variations as the scattering angle

was varied.

Figure 10 shows data taken in the constant transmission mode

(VH=150 V) for neon on gold. 35 degrees should be subtracted from the

angles given to get the scattering angle. The X's go with the right hand

scale and show the intensity variation with angle. The retarding voltage

data, boxes and left scale, is consistent with Equation 1. How much of -- A.

the intensity variation is due to the changing retarding voltage is not

known. Some of the variation at the smaller angles is undoubtably due to

the fact that more of the ion beam impinges on regions of the sample not

"* viewed by the entrance aperture.

51-14
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Figure 11 shows data obtained from the scattering of sodium off a

GaAs sample with a coating of gold. The Ga and As peaks were not

separately resolved as seen in Figure 2. Comparison is made with the

ratios calculated on the basis of Equation 1. The data for gold is

consistently low. The gold peak is sitting on the multiple scattering

shoulder of GaAs which would tend to lower the apparent peak position.

Also recent studies on silver found the peak to be 1 to 2% low due to an

inelastic energy loss mechanism.

The angular dependence of the energy ratio for scattering of neon

from a GaAs surface is shown in Figure 12. Good agreement is seen with

the binary collision model. From the same experiment, the intensity vs

angle dependence was determined and is shown in Figure 13. The solid

lines represent third order polynomials fit to the data to help guide

the eye. The count rates were rather low and there is noticeable scatter

to the data.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Within the limitations of time and available components and

equipment the project was successful. From it we can point to a number

of improvements which must be made in order to develop a high quality

ARISS system.

1. The system should be built in a large vacuum chamber- 12 to 15

inches in diameter. This will allow the analyzer to be placed a

relatively large distance from the scattering region. A much

larger range of scattering angles would be allowed and

extraneous fields in the scattering region would be reduced.

Room for other instruments such as LEED would be available.

2. An input lens system should be added to the system to collect

the ions and focus them on the entrance aperture. This would

allow operation with a relatively large aperture for

sensitivity while maintaining high resolution. An appropriate

lens would permit operation in the constant transmission mode

with the sector voltage low enough to obtain high resolution.

51-17
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An output lens, while less necessary, would be useful in

increasing detection efficiency and reducing noise by the use

of a smaller detector aperture.

3. A sample manipulator to allow placement of the sample in any

orientation is needed to be able to map out the intensity

variations in various crystallographic directions.

4. Complete shielding of the entire analyzer-channeltron assembly,

which would be possible in a larger chamber, is necessary.

Acting on the above recommendations could form the basis for

follow-o, research. If, in addition the capability to do laser

multiphoton resonance ionization were added, the sensitivity of the

experiments could be enhanced by preferentially detecting certain of the

sputtered ions.
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ELECTROGASTROGRAM AND ITS EFFECTIVENESS

IN EVALUATION OF MOTION SICKNESS

by

Edward Carl Greco, Jr.

ABSTRAC

The electrogastrogram (EGG) is a low frequency signal

recorded from the abdomen with surface electrodes which is

thought to represent gastric motility. Its frequency con-

tent ranges from 1 to 5 cycles/min. The EGG offers the po-

tential for a direct observation of gastric motility which

would be very useful as an index of nausea during motion

stimuli. The EGG could be used as a biofeedback variable

providing an indicator of gastric activity. Subjects moni-

toring their own EGG may be able to voluntarily control gas-

tric activity during motion stimuli and thus learn to minim-

ize their susceptibility to motion sickness. However, there

are several problems associated with the recording techni-

ques and interpretation of results which requires further '.

I.%,-.

investigation before the EGG can be used effectively for bi-

ofeedback treatment of motion sickness.

4.'['.
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I. Introduction.

The debilitating effect of motion/air sickness may ad-

versely and severely affect fliers ability to function.

Student, as well as experienced aviators, are susceptible to

the malaise of this unpredictable affliction [Levy, Jones,

Carlson, 19811. A form of motion sickness has also been ex-

perienced by approximately 40% of all astronauts.

Astronauts were more susceptible to space adaption syndrome

(SAS, as it is now called) the first several days in space

O but symptons persisted for up to two weeks [Oman, 1982].

The seriousness of motion sickness for space, as well as

air, operations has been recently publicized in the popular

press [Chaikin, 1984; Joyce, 1984].

Symptoms of motion sickness include hypersalivation,

facial pallor, sweating, warm flush, malaise, headaches,

drowsiness,-- epigastric awareness, epigastric discomfort,

nausea, and vomiting. Epigastric awareness is defined as

the feeling which draws attention to the epigastric area but

is not uncomfortable, while the feeling of distress which is

more than awareness but less than nausea has been termed ep-

igastric discomfort [Graybiel, 1968]. In addition there are

0Q symptoms which have not been regularily reported. These in-

clude: (1) symptoms which are difficult to measure, i.e.,

respiratory irregularities and electrical activity of the

52-4 7
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stomach and intestine; and (2) symptoms which have not been

shown to be reliable, e.g., blurred vision [Graybiel, 1968].

The treatment for motion sickness has evolved around

two paradigms: pharmacological and self-asserted autonomic

control. Pharmacological agents include drugs which act on

the cholinergic receptors. Autonomic control has been

.,*; taught through biofeedback techniques. Scopolamine and sco- i.

*.i polamine combined with amphetamine are anti-cholinergic

drugs which have been used to treat motion and space sick-

ness. These drugs are short acting but are ineffective if

administered after symptoms have appeared. The short term

side effects of scopolamine include central nervous system

depression, dry mouth, and loss of visual accommodation as

well as longer term effects such as memory imparement, sleep

disturbances, and prenatal toxicity [Kohl, 1983). Dexedrine -,

has been combined with scopolamine and amphetamine in order

to counteract the drowsiness side effect. However these

drugs can not be used by solo pilots because of the poten-

tial side effects [Jones, 1984]. Some of the side effects

may be reduced with alternate administration procedures;

for example, a skin patch for absorption across the skin.

Skin absorption administration reduces the peak intravenous

concentration and prolongs the drugs effectiveness. However

these drugs do not totally eliminate the motion sickness but

simply raise the crew person's tolerance to motion stimuli

52-5
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[Oman, 1982].

Volitional control over autonomic functions during mo-

tion stimuli has been achieved with biofeedback conaitioning

[Cowings, 1977]. Biofeedback involves the measurement and

presentation of physiological variables to a subject.

Physiological signals which have been found to be sensitive

to subjects' autonomic state during motion stimulus and can

be readily measured are the following: (1) skin temperature

[Levy, 1981], (2) galvanic skin response [Levy, 1981]r (3)

*l frontalis EMG [Levy, 1981], (4) heart rate [Cowings, 1977],

. (5) respiration rate [Cowings, 1977], and (6) blood volume

pulse of the face and hands [Cowings, 19771. Subjects are

able to gain control over their autonomic state by voluntar-

ily shifting these recorded physiological variables to some

desired range and thus reduce their sensitivity to motion

stimuli [Cowings, 1977; Levy, 1981; Jones, 19841.

The objectives of this research study were to evaluate

existing instrumentation and equipment; and to specify and

design additional instrumentation to monitor motion stimuli

responses in order to provide biofeedback training to incre-

ase motion stimulus tolerance. Existing laboratory equip-
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ment and instrumentation in the motion stimulus laboratory

of Neuropsychiatry, and instrumentation provided by the Air

Force Institute of Technology [Earl, 1983], under separate

contract, were evaluated, modified, and integrated into a

laboratory system for motion sickness evaluation and bi-

ofeedback training. This report concentrates on the elec-
b.-

trogastrogram (EGG): a physiological variable which has not

received widespread interest for evaluation of motion stimu-

li until recently [Earl, 1983; Patterson, 1967].

III. Electrocastrogram.

Low frequency electrical activity recorded from skin

surface electrodes on the abdomen has been designated the

electrogastrogram (EGG). The EGG was thought to originate

from the smooth musculature of the lower alimentary canal,

including the stomach and intestine [Russell, 1967].

Electrical activity of the gastrointestinal tract has been.

recorded from electrodes places directly on exposed o ex-

cised tissue in several early investigations. A close cor-

respondance between the electrical and mechanical activity

in both amplitude as well as form was observed in these stu-

dies [Russell, 1967]. An intragastric electrode technique

was developed by Goodman [1942] with an electrode placed

into the stomach through a nasal gastric tube and a refer-

52-7
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ence electrode placed on the forearm. This intragastric

electrode technique formed the basis for several clinical

studies in which electrical activity was found to correlate

with intragastric balloon pressure measurements [Russell,

1967]. The first attempt to record g.i. activity from

external surface electrodes on humans was made by Alvarez

[1922]. These early human EGG's were not very successful

mainly due to the lack of low-frequency, high-gain amplif-

iers [Russell, 1967].

The EGG was recorded with silver disk electrodes which

had been coated with silver/silver chloride to minimize po-

larization effects. The subject's skin was prepared to ac-

cept the electrodes by shaving and either rubbing the shaved

area with electrode jelly or lightly abrading with fine

sandpaper. The electrodes were coated with electrode jelly

prior to attaching to the subject [Russell, 1967]. The

reference electrode was placed on the subject's leg with the .-

active electrode placed in one of four quadrants sites on

the abdomen. The standard site for the active electrode was

1 in. above and 2 in. to the left of the navel. Another

site was I in. above and 2 in. to the right with other sites

symmetrically located around the navel.

The EGG recording was observed to depend on several

factors including: electrode placement, content of stomach,

52-8
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body position, drugs, visual and auditory stimulation, smok-

ing, and task required of subject [Russell, 19671. There

were common features amoung all recordings which could be

classified into three types. Type I signals were low magni-

tude, single frequency waves with frequencies in the range

-' of 1 to 2 per min in the fundus of the stomach and 3 to 4

per min in the antrum. Type II signals were larger ampli-

tude waves than type I. The harmonic content of type II was

simple, like type I, but the frequency was time varying.

The frequency covered the range from 2 to 5 per min during

non-rhythmic activity and 3 per min during rhythmic condi-

tions. Type III waves were complex with frequency compo-

nents between 1 and 5 per min. Type III activity appeared

as baseline shifts. It was suggested that type I waves re-

present "mix-ing"; type II, peristalsis; and type III, a

change in muscle tone of the lumen affecting its diameter.

Several questions concerning the EGG must be addressed

before it can be used as an indicator of g.i. motility, and,

as such, an appropriate feedback variable for the treatment

of motion sickness. First, and perhaps foremost, does the

surface recording of electrical activity adequately detect

and distinguish mechanical events within the stomach and in-

* testine similar to the relationship which exists between me-

chanical and electrical activity recorded from direct elec-

trode placement on g.i. tissue? Second, is there signifi-

52-9
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cant interference in the EGG from other bioelectric poten- Z

tials, such as the EKG and myoelectric activity from respi-

ratory muscles? Third, electrodes are subject to movement

artifacts caused by mechanical variations in the

skin-electrode interface during movement from activities

such as breathing and voluntary changes in position by the

subject. How do these movement artifacts affect the EGG?

Fourth, can electronic amplifiers be constructed to handle

the EGG signals and provide reliable representation of the

actual EGG? Fifth, can the electrical signal be readily and

reliablily associated with a corresponding ruechanical event

of activity? Sixth, how is the EGG effected by nausea?

Seventh, can subjects be taught to modify their electrogas-

tric activity and, if so, will this help them to gain con-

trol over their body's response to motion stimuli?

IV. Efficacy and Reliability of the EGG.

The relationship between mechanical and electrical

events in the gastrointestinal tract has been considered by

Stevens and Worrall [1974]. They recorded the EGG from sur-

face electrodes with simultaneous measurements of stomach

wall movement via strain gauges in the sedated cat. They

reported the results from three of seventeen animals and

submitted a three minute record from one animal to

52-10
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time-series analysis on the computer. Cross-correlation an-

alysis of electrical and mechanical activity indicated a

correspondance between these two signals predominately at

4.2 cycles/min. The low frequency range observed for all

three animals was between 3.76 and 4.54 cycles/min. In add-

tion, the electrical signal contained activity at higher

frequencies concentrated at 9.4, 11.8, 13.9, and 18.6

cycles/min. These higher frequency electrical components

did not have a corresponding mechanical equivalent.

Although the electrical activity contained frequencies which

were not represented in the recording of mechanical activity

of the stomach, the higher frequency components corresponded

with electrical signals recorded directly from the alimenta-

ry canal by others [Stevens, 19741.

Stevens and Worrall concluded that the high degree of

correlation, over 80%, between electrical and mechanical ac-

tivity at the low frequency range was highly significant and

indicated the two measurements were correlated. A high.

correlation between two signals does not necessarily imply a

causal relationship, however. These investigators conceded

that their results indicated that the mechanical and electr-

ical activities are not exact replicas of each other but are

"loose-coupled".

Thus in response to questions 1 and 5 Stevens and Wor-
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rall would reply that surface recorded electrogastric activ-

ity contains components correlated with stomach motility

but, in addition, reflects the complex nature of electrical

activity of the stomach and intestine. Threrfore, interpre-

tation of the EGG as stomach motility is not straight for-

ward. These investigators experienced artifacts in their

recordings which limited the amount of data which could be

analyzed. Since their animals were sedated, it is assumed
that voluntary movement did not significantly contribute to

these artifacts. Movement from breathing as well as myoe-

lectric interference likely produced these observed arti-

facts.

The relationship between nausea and EGG activity was

investigated by Patterson [1967]. He recorded the EGG and

thoracic breathing amplitude from a strain gauge around the

chest. He used involuntary head tilts during Coriolis chair

rotation to provide motion stimuli to human subjects. His

subjects reporting nausea during the head movements had a

corresponding increase in the EGG drift and breathing ampli-

tude. (EGG drift was determined from the cummulative sum of

.- the differential deflections recorded every 30 sec.) The

group of subjects who were able to tolerate head tilts dur-

.* ing rotation with no reports of nausea exhibited little or .-

no increase in either EGG or breathing amplitude. Although

Patterson's studies imply that both thoracic breathing am-

* 52-12
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plitude and EGG drift correlate with the subjective sensa-

tion of nausea, the degree of preceived nausea may not be as

well related. The experimental protocal was designed to

allow the subject to terminated the experiment when the sub-

ject felt that the nausea was no longer tolerable.

Patterson compared the EGG and respiratory amplitude signals

with the time to termination as designated by the subject.

A statistically significant relationship did not exist,

which indicated that the subjective awareness of nausea may

not be related in a one-to-one manner to thoracic breathing

or EGG activity.

Walker and co-workers [1978] looked into the question

of voluntary control of the tonic EGG signal. They recorded

thoracic respiration, heart rate, abdominal EMG and digital

blood flow in addition to EGG. Subjects were asked to vo-

luntarily increase or d'=rease the tonic EGG activity during

a 1.5 min session. The direction of required EGG movement

was reversed during the next session with a 25 sec interval

between sessions. When analyzed as a group, subjects were

able to significantly increase their tonic EGG activity but

were unable to reduce it below baseline with statistical

significance. Subjects who were successful in controlling

their tonic EGG did so with reduced amount of abdominal EMG

during both increased and decreased EGG attempts. The un-

successful subjects exhibited large increases in EMG during

52-13
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sessions in which an increase in EGG was attempted and de-

creased EMG during reduction in EGG attempts. The success-

ful subject reported that relaxation and "indifference" were

the techniques utilized to control the tonic EGG response

during either increase or decrease challenges.

V. EGG Recordins .

The electrogastrogram was redorded from two volunteers

in order to validate the EGG instrumentation. Electrodes

were attached to the abdomen utilizing position 6 from the

placement configuration shown in figure 111-4 from Earl and

Peterson [i193]. The reference electrode was located 1

in. above the navel with the active electrode placed 2

in. above and 2 in. to the subjects' right. The electrode

site was prepared by cleaning the skin with an alcohol pad,

and standard pregelled silver/silver chloride electrocardi-

ogram electrodes (Instruments for Cardiac Research, Inc.;

Catalog #5015) were attached. TI
The EGG amplifier was provided by the Air Force Insti-

tute of Technology [Earl, 1983]. It was designed and con-

structed as a low-frequency, band-pass, high-gain, differen- 77

tial amplifer. The maximum gain occurred at 0.03 Hz (1.8

cycles/min) with a half-power bandwidth from approximatelyA
52-14
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0.01 to 0.08 Hz (0.6 to 4.8 cycles/min). The amplifier's

gain was adjustable from approximately 98 dB (80,000) to 103

dB (140,000). An offset adjust potentiometer was added to

the next to last stage of the amplifier. This offset ad-__

justmient was found to be necessary to zero the amplifier's

output with shorted inputs. It was not included for the

purpose of bucking d.c. potentials present at the input of

the amplifier but to compensate for dc. offsets existing

within the operational amplifiers of the final two stages.

Three experiments were performed with subjects sitting

or reclined in a comfortable recliner chair. Electrode

placement was similar for each experiment as previously des-

cribed. A record of the EGG from the first experiment is

presented in figure 1. This experiment was performed to

test the contribution of voluntary abdominal muscle contrac-

tion and diaphragmatic breathing on the EGG signal.

Abdominal muscle contraction adds a large artifact to the

EGG which saturated the amplifier requiring approximately 30

sec to recover. Diaphragmatic breathing produced a smaller

artifact which was superimposed on the EGG signal. L

Forward body tilts at the waist were performed during j:
experiments 2 and 3. The forward tilt has been used to pro-

duce a motion stimulus for a subject spinning in the Cor-

olis chair. The purpose of these two experiments were to

52-15
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determine how the forward tilt effects the EGG in the ab- -

sence of motion stimulus. Subjects set upright in a sta-

tionary chair and tilted the upper body forward and back to

the upright sitting position on command. The forward tilt -i

- and return to upright took less than 5 sec. In each case

the forward tilt produced a large deflection in the EGG re-

cording which exceeded the limits of the amplifier. In many

cases the amplifier recovered in 30 sec or less but in a few

trials recovery required much longer. As the subject tilts

forward the electrode may move in relation to the skin.

This movement likely produces a change in the

skin-to-electrode potential which would be detected by the

EGG amplifier. If the potential is of sufficient magnitude,

the front-end amplifier or subsequent stage could be satu-

rated, i.e., driven above its operational limits.

VI. Recommendations.

The EGG offers the potential for a direct measurement

of gastric motility which could be extremely useful as an

index of nausea during motion stimuli. If subjects could be

trained to control their electrogastric activity, they

should be able to increase their tolerance to motion stimu-

li. Also, the EGG may offer an independent objective meas-

ure of the level of nausea. However, the EGG is not without

52-19
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its problems. It appears to be highly susceptible to arti-

facts from movement and interference from other biopotential

signals such as abdominal muscule EMG. The EGG contains

%electrical activity which can not be accounted for by sto-

mach contractions as indicated by the studies of Stevens and

Worrall [1974]. The electrical activity uncorrelated with

mechanical activity of the stomach may be due to artifacts

or it may be from other segments of the alimentary canal.

It is important to understand the contributions to the EGG,

and it would appear that additional studies are required to

better relate g.i. motility with the EGG.

Patterson [1967] found that both thoracic respiratory

breathing epth and EGG drift increased with a feeling of

nausea. He was however unable to-show a correlation between

breathing or EGG and the degree of nausea. Although a

correlation my be obtained between EGG drift and the deyree

of nausea with a larger data set, this would not be helpful

for evaluation of a individual subject. Therefore other

parameters of the EGG should be considered, e.g., a reduc-

tion in the 3 cycles/min frequency component.

A question of immediate importance to the application

of EGG to biofeedback training for motion stimuli tolerance

is the effect of movement artifact on the EGG recording.

The test performed in the lab indicated that the forward

S 
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body tilt did produce an artifact in the EGG which required

from 30 sec or longer to recover. Recovery should be en-

hanced by redesigning the amplifier by (1) a.c. coupling the

front-end stage, and (2), clamping the range of the opera-

tional amplifier to prevent saturation.
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FAR-INFRARED ABSORPTION PROFILES FOR SHALLOW DONORS

IN GaAs-GaAlAs UANTLIM WELL STRUCTURES

by

Ronald L. Greene

ABSTRACT

Previous variational calculations of the ground and 2p-like excited

states of a shallow donor in a quantum well are extended to include the

effects of an applied magnetic field and arbitrary donor position. The

extended wave functions are then used in a theory for the absorption

profile of shallow donor transitions in quantum wells. Absorption

profiles for several donor impurity distributions are calculated and

compared to recent far-infrared absorption experiments. The comparison

with experiment is ambiguous, but the theory does suggest that the experi-

mental samples may possess thin donor impurity layers at the interfaces

between semi conductors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current epitaxial growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy ...

and metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition make it possible to grow sys-

tems of alternate layers of different semiconductors (usually referred to

as heterostructures) or layers of a single semiconductor with different

doping properties. Such systems with large-scale periodicity (typically

50-500 1) along the growth direction are known as superlattices. Per-

*.. haps the most commonly studied heterostructure consists of alternating

layers of GaAs and (ia1_xAlxAs, where the Al fraction xS0.4. In this

paper we shall confine our attention to such systems.

rhe band gap of GalxAlxAs varies with x, and is larger than that of

GaAs. When it is grown in alternating layers with GaAs, discontinuities

in the conduction and valence band edges occur at the interfaces. For

sharp interfaces the potential felt by an electron moving in the conduc-

tion band is that of a one-dimensional array of square wells and barriers,

with the wells formed in the GaAs and the barriers in the Gal-xAlxAs. The

presence of these quantum wells causes the normal three-dimensional band

structure to be split into subbands along the kz direction. In the

effective mass approximation the subband edges correspond to the Qnergy

* levels of all effective mass electron moving in the one-dimensional

potent i a I.

Studies of shallow donor states in bulk semiconductors have yielded

considerable information about the host semiconductor, so that it is not

surprising that similar studies have been made of shallow donors in

heterostructures. The energy levels associated with such shallow states

in a (iaAs-Ga1_xAlxAs quantum well are found near the conduction subband

53-47S
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edges. [he Coulomb binding energy has been the focus of most of the

theoretical work to date. 1-2

Recently far-infrared absorption experiments have begun to measure

the shallow donor ls-2p transitions in GaAs-Gai.~xAlxAs quantum wells. At

the present time the absorption profiles are rather poor, but several

peaks have been seen. There is now a need for accurate theoretical

absorption profiles for comparison. In principle, such profiles can be

combined with experimental profiles to extract the distribution of

impurities in a given sample. Prior to this work there has been one

calculation of the absorption line shape for the is to 2p shallow donor

transition in these heterostructures.3  There are several problems with

the calculation, however, in terms of comparison to experiment. First,

the model chosen was that of a quantum well with infinitely high barriers.

This has been shown to be not a very good approximation for narrow wells

(L-5 ). A second problem is that the line shape was calculated for zero

external magnetic field. The experimental data, on the other hand, is

much better for moderate size magnetic fields. However, the biggest

%.- - _-.

problem with the previous calculation is that the authors arbitrarily

considered only donors within the GaAs well in their calculation of the

line shape. Tanaka, et al. 4 have shown that the binding of electrons

within the well to donors outside it can be appreciable. This, plus the

fact that the density of states continues to increase for donors outside

the well means that they should not be neglected. In fact, as will be5

pointed out later, neglecting such impurities leads to the prediction of a

spurious second peak in the absorption profile.

This problem of the calculation of absorption profiles of shallow
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donor transitions in quantum well systems is an obvious one for me to work

on. Not only is the work of importance in the understanding of the

physics of semiconductor heterostructures, but my experience with several

S.aspects of the problem make me especially well qualified to tackle it.

Several collaborators and I have previously published the results of work

-'. on far-infrared shallow donor spectra in GaAs, on the effects of magnetic

fields on shallow donors, and on the effects of quantum wells upon the

energy levels of shallow donors in 6aAs-Ga l-xAl xAs materials.

I also have extensive experience in the calculation of line shapes for

hydrogenic atoms in plasmas.

[I. OBJECrlVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

rhe specific objectives of my research were all aimed at producing

theoretical absorption profiles of is-2p shallow donor transitions in

GaAs-GaI-xAlxAs quantum well systems. They are listed below:

1) Apply the theory for the absorption profiles to shallow

donors in quantum wells with an external magnetic field.

2) Obtain accurate ground and excited state variational wave

functions as a function of donor position for several

* Ivalues of magnetic field and well width.

3) Evaluate the transition line strengths using these wave

functions.

4) Calculate the line shape for a variety of impurity distri-

butions.

5) Compare the results with experiment.

*- ,53-6-1
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4.

111. THEORY OF THE ABSORPTION PROFILE

The theory of absorption of light by atomic systems is well known,

and can be found in standard texts on quantum mechanics (See, for example,

Reference 5.). We will only sketch it here, and indicate specifically how

it can be applied to the problem of shallow donor absorption. We first

assume that our donors are sufficiently well separated that they do not

interact with each other. Since the effective Bohr radius of a shallow

donior in 6aAs is about 100 1, and our donors will be constricted still

further by the applied magnetic field and the quantum well, this is not a

very restrictive approximation. We also assume that the experiments will

be performed at very low temperature so that all the donors are initially

iii their grouid states. We choose our coordinate system such that the

z-axis is directed along the growth direction for the heterostructure, and

consider the incident light polarized in the x-direction with intensity Io.

[he probability per unit time for an electric dipole transition from

an initial state i to a final state f is given by

where a is the angular frequency of the incident light and Efj is the

energy difference between the final state and the initial state ---

Eli = Ef - Ei. In the effective mass approximation the mass in Equation

(1) is the effective mass of the donor electron.6 If we multiply this

expression by Efi and sum over final states we obtain the rate of energy

loss from the field caused by absorption as a donor electron is excited

from an initial state i to any other state. Then if we multiply the

resulting expression by i , the probability that the donor electron is

53-7
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KohO1 has shown that within the effective mass approximation

V.~• 1>, .,1 1
' _ _ _ _

Substituting this into Equation (2) yields the following expression for

the absorbed power:

* .In the presence of an applied magnetic field, -i1if should be replaced by

* 14 -(e/c), where Iis the magnetic vector potential. However, the

relationship in Equation (3) is changed with the result that Equation (4)

is sti II val id.'

[or a bulk semiconductor the sum over i reduces to a single term

s:itie the qrouii( state n d srqieu of all isolated donors are the same.

However-, for- a quiantum well system the ground state energy of a givenI
*donor dt~pends on :Its location relative to the quantum well. The sum over

" .oi, hen, is actually a sum over all the possible positions of the donor

7 inopur- i°y.

N this work we are interested in the shape of the absorption

profile, rather than its absoln(te expression. For this reason we define

a function () as follows:

53-8
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"(Co is usually called the absorption line shape because it contains most

of the frequency dependence of the power spectrum of Equation (4). It is

closely related to the imaginary part of the complex dielectric function. t

The sum over donor positions in Equation (5) is a sum over the Ga and

Al sites in the GaAs-Gal-xAlxAs heterostructure. However, since the size

of the donor is many times larger than the lattice spacing, the sum may be

approximated by an integral with little error. The energy of a donor is

dependent only upon its z-coordinate (zi), so we can replace the sum over

i by an integral over zi. The probability $i in this case becomes the
Sq

linear density distribution of donors, p(zi).

As we have noted, the transition energy Eft is a function of the

impurity position zi. We may formally invert the relationship to obtain

zi as a function of angular frequency Wfi Efi/fi. This allows us to

perform the integration to obtain

= - z' <ll~=

Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the problem, the initial

(ground) states are states with zero angular momentum projection along the

z-axis (i.e., m=O states as discussed below). The matrix elements of the

x operator will then vanish for all states except those for which m=*l.

At this point we assume that the frequency of the incident radiation is

such that only the 2p-llke states contribute significantly to the line

shape in the region of interest. This point will be discussed later. This

approximation reduces the sum over final states to just two terms, the

53-9
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?p*-like states, which from now on we will refer to as 2pt. We defer a

description of these states until the next section. Furthermore, the

application of a magnetic field will cause the 2p+ and 2p- states to

split, so that possibly only one term will be important for the line shape

over a given range of frequency.

IV. SHALLOW DONOR WAVE FUNCTIONS

In order for us to obtain a numerical absorption profile It is

necessary that we have available accurate representations of the ground

and 2p. states for the shallow donor in a quantum well. This problem,

with an applied magnetic field along the growth direction, has been

examined by Greene and Bajaj. 8  We will sketch the analysis here; see

Reference 8 for details.

In the effective mass approximation the Hamiltonian for the shallow

donor electron may be written in the following form:

H=+ L. ," 7) W:W

This equation has been written in dimensionless form. The unit of energy

is the effective Rydberg and the unit of length is the effective Bohr

radius --- both determined using the parameters of bulk aAs. (These

* .] quantities are 5.83 meV and 98.7 1, respectively.) The quantity m* in the

above expression is the effective mass of the electron in units of the

bulk GaAs effective mass. Inside the well m*=l; in the Gal-xAlxAs barrier

material it is assumed to viry with x as
2

we'= I + 1.4i . ()

In Equation (7) Lz is the z-component of angular momentum (in units of f1),
53-10
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I x2 .y2 I 1 2 , and V is a dimensionless measure of the magnetic field,

the ratio of the lowest Landau energy of a "free" effective mass electron

to the effective Rydberq. ]he quantum well potential Vw(z) is assumed to

be a simple square well. Neighboring wells are considered to be suffi-

i.iently far away that: there is virtually no penetration of the donor ]
electron wave funiction into another well. This requires the Gal-xAsxAs

harrrier t.o be wide ( ;300 ..

ihe variational wave functions that we use to evaluate the line shape

funcl.ion are of the same form as we used to find the binding energies of a

e ,hall(w donor in a well with an applied magnetic field. Since the Hamil-

tonian in Equation (7) is cylindrically symmetric, the component of

.inqular momentum alonq the z axis is (onserved, so that the 4 dependence

(if the wave function has the form exp(im#). furthermore, since for most

we I widt.hj the Conl omb coitr ibi.iion to the enerqy i, considerably smaller

lhii I hc' o-tr i bidt. iomi from the ,quare well potential, it is helpful to

+1 1 t I y Iator the soltit. ionl for the ground state of the one-dimensional

qtijart., well problem (ltit o0 our variational wave function. We label this

suarlije well hitictioii f(z). Its explicit form can be found in Reference 8

ofr ny general quaintum mechanics text. 5 The form for the effective mass

- nvelope function that we have used is then given by

where the basis functioiis (jk(P, z-zi) are taken to be the product of

Gaussian functions iii pand z-z . .

G (p, a-so = e W' ( ''5 (3-1
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The parameters A k, 4j, and were determined variationally. Thirteen

terms were used in the expansion of Equation (9) for both the ground and

excited states.

V. RFSULIS AND DISCUSSION

As we indicated earlier, the major broadening effect for shallow

donor transitions in these heterostructures is the position of the donor

with respect to the well. This is clearly indicated in Figure 1, which

shows the dependence of the is-2p- transition energy as a function of the

position of the donor. Ihe magnetic field chosen for Figure 1 corresponds

to t: 1, and the energy units are effective Rydbergs (Ryd). (The 1s-2p+

e,,erqy can be obtained by adding 2V to the transition energies in this,

and the succeeding, figures.) The donor position, zi, is given as a

fraction of the well width L, with zi=O being the center of the well. As

can be seen in the fiqure, the Is-2p_ energy decreases monotonically as

the donor is moved from the center of the well to the edge (zi=L/2) and on

into the barrier material. Note the wide range (-1 Ryd) of the transition

energy for donors at different well positions.

As seen in Equation (6), the derivative of the transition energy with

respect to the donor position is an important factor in determining the

,dbsorption profile. This derivative vanishes at zi=O, causing the ideal

* profile to have an iifinite spike at the energy corresponding to zi=O.

Other broadening mechanisms neglected in Equation (6) will remove the

,ingularity, but there will be a peak characteristic of donors located at

the center of the well. "-KIJ

53-12
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F i (ute 1. Variation of the ls-?p- transition energy with donor position.

;ht, maqn-etic field pariimter Y= 1,

the solid line of Hgure 2 shows the absorption profile for a

uniform impu~rit~y distribution versus transition energy over a range of

abou. I effective Rydberg. As in Figure 1, the magnetic field value is

Y~ 1, while the well width is 1502A. the points shown on the solid curve

(orresporid to equally-spaced zi values, each separated from the two

iieiqjhborinq pojiits by 01.051-, or 7,5 T he edge position, zi=L/2 is

i i id i a ted o n the f i yur,, wh ilIe the center pos it ion i s at the r i ht s ide,

at. the lncation of the ibsorption spike predicted in the preceding

K:pardiqraiph. Note that there is only the single spike in the uniform donor

distributioni curve. (he ibsorption continues to increase for still

6 sinaI 1er erierqy vAlues than shown in the figure. This is due to the fact
53-134
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Figure 2. Absorption profile for a uniform distribution of donor impu-

rities and for an accumulation of donors at the interface. L=150 A and

- PIXE DO DIE. STRI IItN

-OYN center

- L

SNSRQY (RYD)

Figure 3. Absorption profile for spike doping at the center and at the

edge of a GaAs quantum well. L=150 A and y=l.
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that the derivative of the transition energy with respect to zi becomes

smaller with increasing zi. (See Figure 1.) Whs increase will not

cotitinue indefinitely in a real heterostructure with finite-width barriers

because as a donor moves further inuto a barrier away from one quantum

well, it gets closer to a iieiqhborinq well. ihus a finite-width barrier

reyfl Its iii some maxi mum valuie f-or zi and for uni form doping should

* .Pxhibit a peak characteristic of' donors at the center each barrier.

rhe dashed cuirve hii figure 2 illustrates the absorption profile with

a101 wide Gaussiaii donor impurity distribution superimposed on a uniform

background distribution. Ihie (idussian distribution is centered at the

interfau-' between the iaAs and (iai.xAlxAs, and has a peak value of five

time- that of' the background. rhe presence of a local impurity concentra-

tion at the i iiterf'aces between semiconductors is suggested by the photo-

Itimi ne'cence spectra of Shanabrook and Comas, 9 who observed two donor-

related peaks (it enierglies in approximate agreement with the on-center and

i-cIeshallow donior calculations of Mailhiot, et al.2 (The theoretical

prediction oIf lBastardl that there should be a second peak in the spectrum

of a uni form donor di-0ribution is in error. His prediction applies to

* heterostructures whose dloiior impurities are found only in the well

material.) Figure 2 thus shows that if the donor impurity distribution

IS uiform, there should be only one peak associated with the ls-2p,

t tra ii s it io i. A second peA caii be caused by a local concentration of

impurities cis might be founid at the interfaces between the two

semi coiiductors.

Figujre .1 shows the effect of a "spike-doped" donor distribution upon

53-15
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the absorptioni prof i le. Spike doping has been employed by Shanabrook and

collaborators iin several experimental studies of shallow donors in GaAs-

tiai.~AlAs hieterostructures. The profile in Figure 3 is for a 150 1wide

qUantum well, with 50 wide 6iaussian doping spikes. Any background

impurity distribution is assumed negligible. rhe applied magnetic field

qi n correspoiids to Yz I. rwo c:ases are presented i n the figure. The

,Ol id I iin represents the case in which the peak of the spike occurs at

the ceniter- of' the well, while f-he dashed curve represents the results

f-or dopa nq spikes whose peaks are at the interfaces between the two semi-

0 tonductors;. Not surprisi ngly, the on-center case yields an absorption

pr-ofile with a sii oqle peak whose maximum transition energy is that of a

donor Ioc( ated at the eiiter of the wellI

I he oii-ed~e case is more complicated. Ihere is still a spike asso-

(iated wi th doniors fit the (:enter- of' the wellI. However, its presence may

b~e m isi tad inj. [he amiounit of- absorption seen in a real profile is propor-

Li oral It:o the area under the curve in any givyen energy range. rhe area

1,1under the tt0ra ,pike is relatively much smal ler in this case than it is

for either the untiform distribution or the oni-center spike doping. Another

iiitoerest i n poirit about the dashed curve of F igure 3 is that the low

Ab. enierqy peak of the absorption does not occur at the same place as the peak

of the dopitiq spike. This is because the doping spike is very broad and

is mulIti plied by a Factor that i ncreases wi th smaller energies --- the

*iiiverse of the derivative of the transition energy with respect to donor

position 7,. the c:ombiinationi causes the peak to be shifted to lower

eniergies than would be expected for a very narrow distribution centered at

the iiterf ace (as in the dashed c;urve of Figure .

53-16
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Recently Jrosik, et 1. 10 have obtained data from far-infrared

absorption experi merits on shal low donors i n spike-doped (iaAs-Gal_xAl xAs

quanitum wel I structures. In oire of the samples, for example, with mag-

netni. field st.reiigths in the rin(le 0. 5 V-1.5 they observe three peaks

in hr ;ll ..;-:.,rp.Tri faAture approximately centered around the bulk GaAs

1K, -,'p, tra,'ts, zon. This particular sample Is doped with a -5(0 wide

, .he '-Otr ot the well. l.-t us assjnie that, in addition to the

tpp*l pikv, I.heir heters'0-'troc(tures coritain a narrow concentration of

Smpur ties ,t: the onterface. As mentioned earlier, this assumption is

C0iiI'l.ent with t.heir photolumi nescence data on some of the same samples.

h-he two theoretical pvaks correspoiidilng to donors at the center and at the

-dqes of the 1'U wide (aAs well Fall rather close to the two higher

eneriyrqy peaks seen by laros i k, et a 1. , so i t is tempting to identify these

expeWrimental peaks with our theoretical ones. Although the third (low

:.,ntrqy) peak i,. ,0. ;bout the right energy for the peak corresponding to

lonor, ,at the eiit:er of: the barrier layer (which was not shown in Figures

I I, ~the mi (h lower do,,or conicentration in the barrier makes it unlikely

tha. -,u.h a peak wol ,ppear in the experimental profi les.

Moreover, photoliiiiii iiescence9 and Raman scatteri ngI1 experiments

;ijqqet that the theoretical values for the binding energy of the ground

,t.Le of the shal low donor at the center of a quantum well are too large

by a few meV. lhis also appears to be the case for the zero magnetic

* 'eld far-infrred Absorpt on measurements. [f there is a systematic

Overe stimation of the biidin energy on the part of the theoretical

a lculatioin, their the two lower experimental peaks may correspond to

our on (.enter ,iid oni-ed(Je Is-2p+ transition energies. rhe third (high
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enerqy) experimental peak could then be due to higher shallow donor

tr'aisitions, such as a Is-3p+ transition.

VI. RECOM"ENDAI IONS

As seen above, the comparison between theory and experiment is

".mbtiiquous. Far-infrared data has only recently been obtained, so there is

ilee(l For i mprovement i 0 the data as wel I as for more data. For example,

- it. would be helpful if the ls-2p_ transition could be measured as

-. isiiteitly as the 1s-Zp. Also, additional studies with varied doping

profiles and particularly wider Ua1_xAlxAs barriers would be helpful

toward ideiti fyinq the three peaks in the absorption profile.

0n, the theoretical side, there are two primary improvements that can

aid ,hould be made t.o the calculated profiles. First, better account

T hould be made of the finite width of the barrier material. Not only

* would doinq so reduce the transition energies somewhat, but more

importantly, it would determine the location and the strength of the peak

; due to doiiors iiear the center of the barrier material which we neglected

. iii this work. It would be worthwhile to know whether this peak is one of

.he ones seen ii the far-i ntrared absorption experiments.

!he other improvemeiit that. should be made is the inclusion of is-3p

"r".r, it oiis in the iiiie shape .;I(.0lation. Determininq the location of

, . the i.3p peok due ta fentral ly located donors is important since it is a

- - .dkll:at- tor o n- ,,' ie -xperimentally observed peaks. Furthermore, it

r, I ikely that sio h trAo(s4iiit:.iois from off-center donors will overlap the

I.. -2p profile, possibly aIterinq its shape.

53-18
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING APPROACHES FOR"""

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF COMMIUNICATION SYSTEMS

by"- -

. ~Paul B. Griesacker, Ph.D. ':

ABSTRACT

* Current approaches to analysis and evaluation of Communication,

Navigation, and Identification systems are discussed with

- recommendations for AAAI-4 in preparation for the delivery of the

Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator (lESS). Digital signal

processing approaches are discussed including benefits of the dual

channel FFT analyzer in the presence of noise. Digital system

simulations are examined including the need for introducing the RF path

by analog methods. Jamming capabilities for lESS are recommended making

maximum utilization of hardware already available to AAAI-4.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has recognized the need to consolidate the many varied

communication, navigation and identification (CNI) systems carried on

modern aircraft. A solution to this problem of redundancy of function

and incompatibility of hardware is the Integrated Communication,

Navigation and Identification Avionics (ICNIA) system I . With this

innovation, all aircraft will carry a single CNI system. The ICNIA

system will consist of a minimum amount of modular hardware and a

maximum of software. There will be some deliberate redundancy in the

hardware so that a failure in one of the subsystems can be channeled

through compatible hardware of another subsystem. This software driven

CNI system will also have self diagnostic capabilities. It is apparent

that ICNIA will be a complicated system and the hardware will include

new technologies. The evaluation of such a complicated and interrelated

set of subsystems will be a monumental task especially for testing

performance in hostile atmospheres containing noise, fade, jam,

multipath, etc., all in real time.

An answer to the ICNIA test and evaluation question is the -

Integrated Electromagnetic System Simulator (IESS) 2 . lESS is itself

somewhat of a software driven communication system. It contains no

receiver capability excepting that of the imbedded ICNIA under test. L

lESS has some, but not all the transmitter capabilities of the CNI

services in ICNIA; nor dues it have the capability to generate jam.

lESS is designed to run software driven real time CNI scenarios with

computer stored and analyzed results. lESS itself must be evaluated as

an adequate test facility for ICNIA. It will be necessary to begin the
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evaluation process early . n the schedule, since the new technology

hardware should be evaluated as it evolves so that positive feedback can

be given to the contractors during the development stages.-

A systematic approach to the evaluation process is necessary to keep

the effort manageable and consistent. The linear systems approach is

such a method. A linear time invariant system can be characterized3,405

by studying the output of the system relative to specified inputs, and

great convenience is introduced if this is done in the frequency

domain. Even if a system is not completely linear much information can

be gained by finding the gain and phase shift at frequencies of

interest. This also, is most conveniently done in the frequency 7

domain. This input/output comparison can be applied to the complete

system, i.e. compare the input of the transmitter to the output of the

receiver; or it can be applied to one of the subsystems, i.e. one of the

amplifiers. Even individual components can be examined in this manner.

This approach to system evaluation and analysis will be discusse-1 in

greater detail later in this report. The author has had previous

experience in this field 6 ,7, particularly in the frequency or Fourier 7

domain.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT --
It was agreed during the pre-summer visit that the effort for this

summer research period would be the evaluation of approaches for

* accomplishing signal processing functions in the area of communications

relative to the mission of AAAI. These evaluations should lead to

recommendations concerning: mission objectives, hardware specifications

54-4



and software approaches. This effort would be accomplished by making a

survey of existing industrial and governmental approaches, including an

attempt to make optimal usage of existing hardware and software

To a large extent all the above objectives have been accomplished,

at least as far as the recommendations are concerned. Although carrying

out these recommendations has begun under this program, in several

* instances a continued effort will be required to accomplish the desired

results. Some of these ongoing efforts are being included in a proposal

to be submitted under the Research Initiation Program sponsored by

AFO SR.

III. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Herein are presented some ideas to be considered in preparation for

* the installation of the lESS system at WPAFB in 1988. First a general

and comprehensive overview of some CNI system evaluation approaches will

be reviewed; and finally some specific approaches that have the

potential for immediate implementation in AAAI-4 will be presented.

A generalized CNI system can be visualized as in Figure I. Here a

modular block diagram shows the transmitter and receiver as

complimentary sets of subsystems (modules) each of which perform some

specific operation or process on the signal it receives at its input

port. The result of this specific operation will be carried on the

* signal at the output port of the module. A transmitter accepts an

information signal (voice or data) at its input transducer (microphone

or data bus) and operates on this signal with several subsystem

functions as shown. The antenna itself can be represented by one or
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more modules depending on its sophistication, for instance a simple

dipole as opposed to a phased array. Interfacing problems have been

ignored for simplicity, but they could be represented as one or more

modules in the final analysis. The radio frequency (RF) path can also

be represented by several separate modules that operate on the radiated

waveform. Here is where jam and atmospheric effects can be taken into

account.

The receiver also has an antenna which would have a modular

representation complimentary to the transmitting antenna system. The

demodulating subsystems of the receiver, most of which perform an

inverse operation of the corresponding modulation block in the

transmitter system, also can be modularized and again interfacing

effects can be represented by one or more system blocks.

This generalized overview of CNI systems, though simplistic in its

approach allows for a systematic evaluation of the overall performance

of the entire system by isolating the many diverse functions of the

subsystems or modules for closer scrutiny. It is now clear that the

- - input/output comparison approach is applicable to a single module, a

group of modules, or even to the entire system. This is demonstrated by

the previous example of voice at the input transducer of the transmitter

S. being compared with the output voice from the receiver output

transducer.

The simulation of CNI systems can also be approached in this

*manner. The actual methods of simulation are diverse enough to allow

total system simulation to be realized earlier than usually anticipated

* by mixing and matching hardware and software in the model. A possible

9 54-7
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example is a transmitter that is completely simulated in modular

fashion. Suppose a hardware design change is implemented in the first

amplifier stage. With proper interfacing the new hardware module could

be substituted for its simulation module in the system simulation

sequence, and its effects on total system performance tested in real

time or non-real time depending on the situation.

Different types of software simulations for individual modules can

take the form of: (I) pure mathematical models, (2) convolution with

calculated module impulse response functions, (3) convolution with

actual measured module impulse response functions, (4) circuit analysis

O. programs like SPICE and (5) actual hardware modules. Of course hybred

simulations including some or all of the above increase the flexibility

* of the modular approach. Keeping these thoughts in mind, the term

system or module used in the rest of this report will imply the most

general interpretation.

Some traditional methods of CNI system evaluations include

measurements usually perf3rmed in susceptibility analysis. These will

not be discussed in this report but they should be considered as an

important part of any evaluation approach. The Interactive

Communication Simulator (ICS) 8 can also be helpful in the evaluation

process. The most advanced Network Analyzer now on the market seems to

be the HP5810. This Network Analyzer is completely programmable and

" while it is costly it is so efficient that it will be difficult for any

* Oone group to give it 100% utilization. The possibility of time sharing

seems reasonable. There are three on order from AFWAL at this time.

These analyzers can be useful in characterizing non-linear systems also.

S 54-8.
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IV. DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

The usual approach to the analysis of linear time invariant systems
3 ,4,5

begins by defining some function of time x(t) to be an input signal to

the system whose unit impulse response is given by h(T). The output

signal y(t) caused by the input x(t) is then given by the convolution
sintgal

y(t) h(T) x'%-t) dT. "

In the frequency domain this relationship reduces to

Y(f) = H(f) X(f) (2)

where

Y(f) = y(t) ej 2 ft df. (j)

Note that equation (2) leads to the relationship

H(f) = Y(4)) x(f)(4)

Then, the Fourier Transform of the unit impulse response which is

referred to as the frequency response function is simply the ratio of

the Fourier Transform of associated input and output signals. Note that

in general both amplitude and phase information is available. Equation

(3) is the usual definition of a continuous Fourier Transform and the

transformation equation is the same for X(f) and H(f). However, in

- practice experimental approaches do not record continuous values of x(t)

and y(t), but record samples x(k) and y(k) at sample times At apart, and
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for record lengths T=AtNS, where T is the length (time) for a record of

NS discrete samples. Then the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is

defined by9'10

2 '
N-I k

Y(m) N Ei y(k) e (5)
k=::

where all terms have their usual meaning. The Fast Fourier Transform

'FFT) is simply an algorithm which computes the DFT quickly and

efficiently by taking advantage of the mathematical properties of the

sum in Equation (5).

The power spectral density function or autospectral density function

or simply the auto spectrum of the signal y(t) is given by

Sy(f) Y(f) Y(f). (6)

This function is the Fourier Transform of the auto-correlation function
4 ,5

"" - of y(t). However, in practice Equation (5) is really only an estimate

Yi(m) of Y(f), gotten from the ith record. A more reliable estimate4 of

Syy(f) is realized by taking an average of many (NR) records, where the

discrete experimental values of Syy(f) are given by

- NR
S () Lim - W ) (M). (7)

NR- iO

This relationship also holds for Sxx(m). Another useful relationship

called the cross spectral density function or simply the cross spectrum

is defined by

-(i) RLim S X.(m Y1I(m), (8)
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and S x(m) - S*Xy(m). The cross spectrum is the fundamental function

relating the two signals to each other I I. The cross spectrum is the

Fourier Transform of the cross-correlation function 4 ,5 of y(t) and

x(t). Another valuable measure of the relationship between x(t) and

y(t) is given by the coherence function

js 2ff)1 2
= SXX(f) Syy(f) (9)

The coherence function is related to the correlation coefficient

function 4 ,5 but is not equal to its Fourier Transform. The coherence

function can be interpreted to be a normalized cross spectral density

function11 . Similar to the correlation coefficient, the coherence Y2(f)

of the signals x(t) and y(t) is a function which on a scale from 0 to 1

measures the degree of linear relationship between the two signals at

any given frequency f. For discrete data

2 IS ,Y(m)I
Y (m) = Sx(m) Syy(m) (10)

as might be expected. This relationship implies the desirability of a

dual channel FFT Waveform Analyzer or system analyzer.

The averaging process of Equations (7) and (8) lead to some

desirable relationships when the measurement system Is effected by

noise. If Equation (2) is multiplied by the complex conjugate of X(f)

X (f) Y(f) - X (f) H(f) X(f) (11)

here X (f)Y(f)=S (f) and X*(f)X(f)-S (f), it is seen that:
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S (f)
S (f) H (12)

Also if Equation (2) is multiplied by the complex conjugate of Y(f)

Y (f) Y(f) =H(f) Y*(f) X(f) (13)

where Y*fY )- *Y(f and Y*(f)X~f)=SYX (f), it is seen that:

H1f H f) 1(f). (14)S (f) 2YX

Furthermore if the absolute value squared is taken of both sides of

4 Equation (2)

Y Mf Y(f) =H (f) X (f) H(f) X(f), (15)

it can be seen that

H(f)J 2 5 S.(f H~fJ (16)S XX(f) a

Note that the definition of H 1 f) and H 2(f) lead to the relationship,r

H (f) S M (f) S M IS,:*- j% 2
Y M. (17)H 2(f) SXX fM S ,Y(f) SXX fM Syyf

tie therefore have several different methods of measuring the frequency

response function of a system. If the system is perfectly linear and

time invariant, then

H I(f) H - f (18)

and
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H ( 1HfI 0I IHa(f) 1(

If these equalities do not exist, the system is either not linear and

time invariant or there is noise present.

Figure 2 shows a flow diagram for a typical dual channel FFT

Waveform Analyzer or system analyzer. Figure 3 gives some examples of

this approach in the presence of noise. In Figure 3 m(t) is noise

introduced at the input side of the system and n(t) is noise introduced

at the output side of the system. As can be seen in the Figure,

_ valuable system information is available even in the presence of noise.

The ideal System Analyzer will measure either Hi(f), H2 (f), Ha(f) or a

suitable combination of them.

The minimum requirement for digital signal analyzers to avoid

aliasing8 - 13 is a sampling rate at least twice the bandwidth of the

signal. However for good reproduction of sampled signals, requirements

of eight to twenty times the bandwidth of the signal are given1 4 . Some

of the fastest digitizers on the market will take 1024 samples at a

maximum rate of 200 MHz. This rate will yield 20 samples per cycle of a

10 -IHz sinusoid for a total of 51 cycles per record and will take 5.12 )Is

per record. It doesn't seem possible to achieve better than five bit

accuracy at this rate 1 4. Lower sampling rates will improve the number

- "of significant bits per word. Many dual channel FFT System Analyzers

* are available up to 500 kHz but the TEK 7612D seems to be the best

overall choice to achieve reliable sampling up to 10 4 z.
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FFT SYSTEM ANALYZER FOR AAAI

An attempt has been made during this effort to create an FFT system

analysis capability with existing software and hardware presently

available in AAAI. There were several FORTRAN programs written not all

of which were completely debugged during this effort. Testing,

debugging, expanding, and refining these programs will be a major part

of the effort set forth in the proposal being prepared for the Research

Initiation Program sponsored by AFSOR. The design of the FFT system

analyzer facility using an AP120B Array Processor driven by the Harris

computer is shown in Figure 4. The input to all the programs is read

from the Harris system disk. The format of all functions stored on the

disk is expected to be (3X, E15.7) for real variables and (2(3X, E15.7))

for complex variables. The first record of each file is the number of

records that follow. The format for the first record is (3X, 110). All

the programs in Figure 4 read their input functions from the disk

expecting the format scheme as defined above. All the programs that

create output functions, write these output functions on the disk using -

the same format scheme described above. Therefore, the output of any

program may be used as the input for any other program. At least their

formats are compatible. Proper logic is dictated by the user. The only

programs that do not follow this scheme are the plotting routines which

do follow the input scheme but create no output except a graph displayed

on the TEK 4016-1 graphics terminal. A hard copy of the graph if

. desired is available through the TEK 4610.--O

The reason for the compatibility between program input and output

formats is obvious. The reason for designing all inputs to be read from
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the disk was an attempt to allow the programs to accept experimentally

generated data provided that the data can be written on the disk.

Recommendations concerning methods of transferring real experimental

signals to the Harris computer will follow.

A description of each program will be presented here. Complete

documentation and FORTRAN statement listings are in the possession of -

Mrs. Lydia Harris of AAAI-4.

TESFIL: This program creates functions to be used as inputs for the

other programs and writes them on the disk. The name of the new file,

the number of points, the type of function and the amplitude are

17- determined by the user. Choice of functions are: square wave,

sinusoid, unit step, delta function and comb. They may all be written

on the disk with either format, (3X, E15.7) denoting a real function or

(2(3X,E15.7)) for a complex function with all imaginary parts equal to

zero. Up to 1024 points may be generated for any function created by

TESFIL.

REPLTI: This program will read a real function with format (3X,

E15.7) from the disk and plot it on the Tektronix CRT. A hard copy may

be requested from the keyboard of the CRT. The input for this program

is simpiy the file name of the desired function on the disk.

REPLT2: This program is similar to REPLT1 but it will plot two real

functions on the same graph for comparison. The graphs are

automatically scaled to the largest value of the second file read in.

*' The only inputs required are the names of two real functions stored on

the disk. A listing of this program is included in the Appendix.
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C2MPLTP: This program reads a complex function from the disk

assuming that its format is (2(3X, E15.7)) in the polar form (MAGNITUDE,

PHASE). The program plots two curves on the same graph scaled to the

largest magnitude. The magnitude of the phase is plotted assuming its

units are radians modulo + r. The only input to CMPLTP is the name of

the file to be plotted.

C'-PLTR: This program reads a complex function from the disk

assuming that its format is (2(3X, E15.7)) in the rectangular form (REAL

PART, IMAGINARY PART). The program plots two curves on the same graph

scaled to the largest value of the real part. The only input to CMPLTR

is the name of the file to be plotted.

Further information about the plotting facility can be found in the

file PLT14AN/T stored in the Harris computer.

These plotting facilities are invaluable in checking large input and

output files, for debugging, and for interpreting results. They were

written early on in the effort, as soon as it was discovered how much

time was needed to read 1024 values of data. Figure 5 is an example of

a graph of a gate function and Figure 6 is its auto correlation

function.

TRANS: This program reads a time domain function (TDF) from the

disk, takes the FFT according to Equation (5) and writes the resulting

frequency domain function on the disk under a file name specified in the

input. The user has a choice of the form of the output file. The

frequency domain function (FDF) which is in general complex can be

written to the disk either in rectangular form (REAL PART, IMAGINARY

PART) or in polar form (MAGNITUDE, PHASE:MODULO+). The inputs to this

program are the name of the input file, the name of the output file and
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the form of the output +1 denoting rectangular or polar form for the

complex frequency domain function. A listing of this program is

included in the Appendix.

INVERS: This program reads a complex frequency domain function from-

the disk and performs an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) according

to the relation,

24!J
N-I jVmk (20)

y (k) = E Y (m ) e 
-S.2i

[ ~m=O -

which is the inverse operation of Equation (5). The resulting time

domain function is expected to be complex. INVERS as it exists at this

time only writes the complex time domain function on the disk in the

rectangular form. The input to this program is just the file name of

the frequency domain function to be inverse transformed and the file

name of the output time domain function.

In hindsight, it would have been more convenient for the user if

TRANS and INVERS were combined into one program with input formats and

output formats the same, i.e. (2(3X, E15.7)) with real functions having

all imaginary parts equal to zero. The FFT and IFFT function could then

be determined by an input flag like +1 designating foreward transform or

* inverse transform.

CONCOR: This program takes two time domain functions from the disk

and either does a correlation or a convolution operation on the two

input functions, then writes the output function on the disk. An input

parameter +1 determines the correlation option. If the number of

samples in the input functions are NPTS1 and NPTS2 respectively, the

54-21
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output convolution or correlation has NPTS1 + NPTS2 - 1 samples. The

inputs to this program are the file names of the two input functions and

the file name of the output function. If the file names of the two

inputs are the same, the output will be the autocorrelation or

autoconvolution of the input. Figure 6 is a graph of the auto

correlation of the gate function in Figure 5.

COMPROD: This program takes two complex frequency domain functions

from the disk, calculates their product term by term, and writes the

resulting complex frequency domain function on the disk. Remember that

multiplication of two functions in the frequency domain is equivalent to

convolving the functions in the time domain. However, care must be

taken to resolve the anomaly that if this product is taken for two

functions of length N in the frequency domain, the frequency domain

product still has only N points. In the discussion of CONCOR one can

see that this is not the case in the time domain. There are techniques

to resolve this anomaly, but none have been implemented during this

effort. A similar circumstance holds for the correlation. The inputs

to COMPROD are the file names of the two complex FDF's to be multiplied

and the output file name of the product. COMPROD will be useful for

evaluating autospectra as in Equation (8), cross spectra as in Equation

9-. (9), and the denominator of Equation (10) for the coherence.

COMRAT: This program takes two complex FDF's from the disk and

evaluates their complex ratio. Used in conjunction with TRANS and

COMPROD this program is useful for evaluating Hi(f), H 2 (f), Ha(f) and

Y(f) from Equations (12), (14), (16), and (17) respectively. The inputs

to COMRAT are the file names of two FDF's and the file name of the
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output ratio. The file whose name is input first, is the numerator of

the ratio.

, -As can be seen from Figures 2 and 4, with some further effort the

Harris and AP120B plus the above mentioned software can function as a

non-real time FFT system analyzer. An excellent article describing the

FFT and the pitfalls encountered by the user was written by G.D.

_ Bergland 15. It is recommended reading for anyone interested in the

* - programs discussed here. A more recent article 16 on applications of

Hl(f) and H 2(f) can be found in the March 1984 issue of Sound and

Vibration.

With the capability of reading files from the disk, the above

digital signal processing facility can analyze either analytically

generated signals or real measured signals, as long as the measured

signals can be sent to the Harris disk. AAAI needs a facility to send

experimentally digitized real signals to the Harris for processing. A

digitizer similar to the TEK 7612D is recommended at this time. There

is a "rumor" afield that HP will bring a competitive Programmable

Digitizer to market soon and that the next generation of TEK 7612D will

-, be available within a year.

An investigation was undertaken to find what on-site hardware was

-O available to expedite the transfer of actual measured signals to the

Harris disk. Figure 7 shows the available equipment and identifies the

missing links. The TD1007J boards and the HP9836S computer are

available in AAAI-4 at the present time. The Zenith H/ZlOO computer is

expected soon. Latches can be made in-house and a smart telephone modem

could be used to transfer data from the HP9836S or Zenith H/ZlOO to the ..
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Harris in non-real time. The rate buffers or memory buffers or a direct

memory access (DMA) interface would still be needed. This route may not

be practical.

V. THE MISSION OF AAAI-4

Figure 8 taken from a TRW report on the status of lESS lists the CNI

services in ICNIA. It is recommended here that AAAI-4 choose a few

critical services from this and concentrate their analysis and

evaluation efforts on those specific services. This limitation of the

scope of effort may make the approach more manageable. The services

most likely to cause problems are identified by AAAI-4 to be the Joint

Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS), the Global Positioning

System (GPS) and one of the Identification Friend or Foe services (4ARK

XV IFF).

This selection is somewhat convenient since the Minimum Shift Keying

(MSK) modulation facility being added to the Communication System

Evaluation Laboratory (CSEL) in AAAI-4 will enable AAAI-4 with some

enhancement of CSEL's hopping rate to generate JTIDS commpatible

signals. Furthermore, the GPS Evaluation (GPSE) is still in the

" opossession of AAAI-4 and can be used to generate GPS signals plus jam.

At this time the MSK hardware for CSEL is being constructed by

R. Clark and D. Welbaum. The immediate intention is the use of CSEL for

sending HSK modulated signals to the Sylvania LSI Receiver. The output

- of the LSI Receiver will be basebard with both in phase (I) and in

quadrature (Q). This signal will then have to be digitized and stored

in computer memory. These signals can be generated with the many
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atmospheric effects now available in CSEL and can be used to test the

JTIDS software simulation model of AAAT-2 in non-real time, for the

present. Eventually CSEL can be used to test JTIDS receivers in real

time. Again the weakest link here is the digitizer. Since the baseband

MSK spread JTIDS signal is expected to have a bandwidth less than 8 Miz,

,L a digitizer similar to the TEK 7612D would be adequate.

One of the disadvantages of digital signal processing approaches is

the inability to digitize signals with components above 10 MHz or so.

Therefore, all digital simulation of CNI systems must ignore the high

* -frequency signal paths or the RF. The RF is where all atmospheric

effects occur. Furthermore, the RF path is where interference, jam,

multipath, fade, doppler, and other real transmission problems occur.

It is obvious therefore that all digital CNI simulations must have an

analog RF module to bring them into the real world. Fortunately CSEL

could be a convenient solution to this problem.

It seems apparent that lESS will not have a jamming capability for

testing ICNIA. Here again both CSEL with the University of Michigan

Jammer and GPSE with its jammers could be used to support lESS with

jamming capabilities.

Figure 9 gives a possible design for a real time active jamming

facility to support lESS in its testing scenarios for ICNIA. This

recommendation is based on the concept of the former Sweep Lock Jammer

Simulator (SLJS) which was built around the Programmable Signal

Processor (PSP).

The conclusion implied here seems to indicate AAAI-4 can support the

. lESS and ICNIA analysis and evaluation effort with the digital signal
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processing approach of the FFT systems analysis capability in the Harris

and APl2OB, provided a suitable digitizer is acquired. Also, AAAI-4 can

adequately support the IESS and ICNIA analysis and evaluation effort by

supplying the RF path with most environmental effects needed to test CNI

systems. With the addition of the design in Figure 9, AAAI-4 could

support an important function of lESS for which there seems to be no

other provision, that is the concept of the active real time

programmable jammer.

VI. RECOMPENDATIONS

The number of recommendations included in this section should not be

construed as a criticism of AAAI, but rather they are a result of many

informative discussions with the group. Further, many of these

recommendations cannot be considered as original but simply a

re-statement of suggestions and plans made by AAAI while the author was

on-site. Some of these suggestions will be expanded in greater detail

in the proposal being prepared for the AFSOR Research Initiation

Program. This proposal is being written with the support of the AAAI-4

staff.

1. The existing digital signal programs in the Harris computer

should be completely tested, debugged, and refined to suit the needs of

AAAI-4. These programs should be expanded and combined so that the

Harris AP120B could function similarly to a dual channel FFT Wave

Analyzer.
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2. This process would be expedited and the efficiency and

effectiveness of the above effort greatly increased by the acquisition j
of the signal analysis package for the AP120B. _.

3. To improve the existing algorithhms for the AP120B and to write

new algorithms, the FORTRAN package would be valuable. These packages

would be versatile enough to be used on the next generation of Floating

Point array processors which are already on the market.

4. A high frequency dual channel digitizer like the TEK 7612 should

be acquired to digitize baseband signals with adequate sampling rates

and store them in a memory that can be conveniently read by the Harris

computer at reasonable transfer rates.

5. An interim method of sending digitized signals may be attempted .7
using the HP9836S commputer already available in AAAI-4; however the

interface from the AID boards to the HP9836S and a suitable interface

between the HP9836S and the Harris computer are not presently available 7
on-site. Another potential interim solution could be the H/Z-IO0

computers which will be available on-site in the near future. Again

interfacing is a problem that must be solved. In both cases a slow

transfer rate from the computers mentioned above and the Harris could be

accomplished by telephone modem.

6. Any existing simulation models of the lESS or ICNIA systems or

their subsystems should be acquired to study new and existing methods of

analysis and evaluation.

* 7. A few subsystems of the lESS and ICNIA system which involve new

technology or seem most likely to pose problems should be identified.

The AAAI-4 effort should be concentrated on these systems to optimize
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the evaluation process. JTIDS, GPS and MARK XV IFF seem to be likely

candidates. Also, the Universal Matched Filter of TRW and the

Programmable Transversal Filter of ITT & TI along with the Reflective

Array Compressor for the Fourier Domain Processor of CSDL seem to be

likely candidates in the hardware evaluation area.

8. As soon as any hardware modules for the lESS and ICNIA

subsystems are constructed they should be acquired for immediate study,

so that positive feedback can be given the contractors during the

development process.

9. A network analysis system similar to the HP8510A should be

acquired or time shared for the analysis of lESS and ICNIA hardware as

it becomes available.

10. The CSEL system should be enhanced especially by adding MSK

modulation that is compatible with JTIDS. The CSEL and GPSE systems may

-". be useful in supplementing lESS particularly with JAM capabilities. For

real time response scenarios they would have to be driven by an array

processor and a computer. This computer could be the existing PDP 11/70

provided the present memory is expanded.

11. To insure continuity and uniformity in the ongoing analysis and N)

evaluation of systems and subsystems, some test signals, reference

signals, and their expected or required responses under various

environmental conditions should be archived for future reference. These .*

-" -signals could be created in-house and/or collected from contractors. To -I

.O better simulate environmental conditions, signals could be recorded in

the field.
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12. Through the Follow-On Grant Program the continued services of

the author may be utilized to test, debug, refine, and expand the

software created for the Harris AP120B digital signal processing

facilities. Also training sessions for AAAI staff in using this

facility for each of their special diverse applications could be

provided under this program.
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TNTE.5ER*3 IXT:T(2)tIYTIT(2)

* DATA IXTIT / 'X-A','XIS' /
DATA IYTIT / 'Y-A',-'XIS' t _____

L UN 3
CALL ASIG'.I(!;o3. CpIEZ)
PRINT, 'ENT21 FIRST FILE NA4E

100 FORM4AT(1A3)

CALL ASS IGN(l 3. IHWNMIERR)
-~ I F ( I E R .E C) GO TO0 10--

PRINT, 0O CISK AREA WITH THAT NAME (10)'

10 REAO(13,20O) NCT
-200 -ORMAT(3X,I10)

DO 20 J~l1,NZT

20 REAO(13,?01) (J)

CLOSc 13

30 y 1(J~()_______-

RE40(ol1jo) I4NM

CALL ASSIGN.(l 3, I't?4,IERR)
-IF(RP~e.0)GO T:)40-

PRINjTr NO CISK A;EA WIT4 THAT NJAME (40)' -

CALL--EXIT-
40 READ(13,200) NCT

-00~~0 -5 &-J -, J~
* READ(13o205) B(J)

-205-FOR mA T( 3X. 1 5 .7)Y-
* 50 Y?(0)=30J)

*CLOSE 13 ---

CALL PLOTS(CLLUtJ)
e -- C AL [-FOR- 5- INC m5--ON--OR AW ING

-SY=4
CALL SCALE (X.,'CT,'SX,XMIN,DX)
C CALL SCAL c( Y 214CT.-S Y, YMI ,DY)--- -

- XYSCALl. 0 -

XC~l .0
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C .OFFSET THE ORAWIN5 UP ONE INCH AND OVin ONE INCH WITH SCALE 1 :1
- CALL OFFSETCXCXYS%'ALoYCoXYSCAL)

NXTIT=-6
-ITHCTAO"

CALL AXIS(3.O#O.O,IXTIT.-fLXTIT, SX,-THETA,-XMIN,-OX)

-- NYTIT=6------------- L-________

THETA=90.
-CALL AXISC.CO.IYTITP.YTI,SYTHETAY?41tlDY).
LnJC = 1

ISYMzo
--- CALL LINE( XoYl1,NCTp INC-oXMIN.#OX-,yt, IN.DY,-MJISYM)

I SYM1l
-CALL-- LINE X12-Y ,ICICT,xICXI tlox-jYMI NO'4tiI-SYM)

CALL EXIT

* SV' REPLT2/X

-tI-B-0000OALE wPLTTB-L IERT J

I-v
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F- -!-- - . 7 -t Y ~ V ' L I

!L1 SGE TRANS/O
-FOO ECHO=ON-

SFREE ALL

--C.-.-iPROGRE&M **TRANS** _ __ _

C ... 16 JULY 1934

C ... FOF(I)= FRE4UENCY DC11A: FUNCTION
-C.....N1 NUM2ER OF SA4'PLES '14 TIM4E DOMAIN

Ci C.. .. .. .. Tl'-!S LENCTH1 OF E'NTIR MEASUREMENT
--C . EOtL T ~! E BTWEE' SAmPLES/S.1.PL RATE

* C...AP LOC= LOCATION OF ~ZNOF TDF III AP12CS
--C.CT/POL= PECTRA FORMAT: RECTANGJLAq(l)-OR-POLAR(2)

R!AlTO F(102 41 A 5C V724),PHA ZtI24)-.iTD -E Tij5w,2-Lr-

COPEr-F OF ( IZ4 ),;FOf-P (1324-)

-u ,V 10 1I WC~Or?~ll1

I ERR=

WPITE(3.,*)'ALL IPJTEGER INOUTS ARE (I5)'

W QI T E( 3,''0 OF SAMPLES: NPTS(15) -

-READ ( 31o) 0NPTS-

-WRITE(3,*)'F0R" AT-OF COMOLEX SPECTRA:--R!CPOL(lI.TEGER 1-OR'- )=
RE AO( 3, 10) RE-CPOL

* WRITE(3o*)'TOTAL TIME OF MEASUREMENT: T(SECONDS)z
-R!AO(3o2O)T

wP~(,)TM BETWEENI SAMPLES/SAMPLE RATE.' 02LT(SECONOS) '

R EAD 3,2COEL T
00-099 J=1,4PTS

* MAGCJ)=C.O
PHAZ(J)0O.O -_________
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999 CONTINUE
10 FOR'4AT(15)
20 FORM,;T(E1S.7)%

~CALL-ASI G!11(6o 3.,1. TE0, -
PRINT.-"ENTER INPUT FILENAME"

- READ(O,1.JC)IHSM

- 100 FORA (11A3)-- ----
IW4Nm(11)=o

ZFC~R..~.)GOTO 39
-CALL EXIT-

39 qFA0(13,l0O1)NPTS I.

W R IT E( 3 1 01 ) N P T S'

-if 0-Ou~ T IN U E
102 FORMAT(3XE15.7)

-- CLS 1 3-
PRITo"ENTCP OUTPUT FILENAME"

CALL Cm'EATE(I1JMOODI:R)

UUPPNT,"FILE ALR~EADY EXISTS ON 0DISK"1
- CALL EXIT --

40 CALL ASS:GN(13pIt1NMpIERR)

103 FOR4AT(2(3XeE5.?))
4. -- IAPLOC=O--

JPTS=Z*NPTS

IA PI=I APLO C +NPT S*1

w ~IAPM=IAP2.NPTS
--- IAPTIA2NPTS+1 _________ ______________

pu IAPNUM=l
_____ -IACTIONMG

IAPM2=IAPT+NjPTSi1

-CALL- A 01 I T CI ,O0.1S TAT)-
CALL APPUT (TDFIAPLOC,-NPTSfIFMT)
CALt-APWO-
CALL RFFTB (IAPLOCIAPI,-NPTSP1)

* ~ ~ CLL R ~F FS P? 73
CALL VATr42(IC l12,1AP2o2, IAPT,2,NPTS)

-C ALL- C VMA G S:P I -2.- :P M2,2, N PTS)
* CALL V5QRT(IAPM22fIAPMp2,-NPTS)

C A LVAPW R
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CALL APGET(FD FIAPI,riPTs, IFMT)
c'tt _~ E l:FV;-.p. NP S-T '
CALL APWO
GO TO-(6^w163)ECPOL~-- -______________

60 FOIRMAT(5XfIlO,(4(3X,-El5.7)))
_601-00 600 I 1 ~ P~

600 CONJTINUE -

GO TO 623
1 00 620 1=1,NPTS

WRITE (3o60) IFDFP(Z ),FOF(I)
-- WRITE (13o 103)FFP(! r

*900 FORMAT(3XoI10,2(3X,E15.7))
- 620 CONTINUE_____________________

CLOSE 13
WP.ITE (3, 621)NPTSJPTSNIHIAPLOCIAPI,1IAP2,IAPMtIAPTRZECPOL

* - WRITE(3,10)IERR
S- CALLAPRLS

STOP
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PRODUCTION RATE VARIATIONS COST MODELS

by

Thomas R. Gulledge, Jr.

ABSTRACT

This research examines a model that may be used to estimate the cost
impact of production rate changes on a timely and real world basis. The
first part of the research analyzes current models that are being implemented
by Air Force Systems Command, and it is demonstrated that these models are
deficient in their theoretical definition and empirical construction. The
second part of the research presents the current status of the development
of a more realistic rate variations model for the F-16 aircraft program.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much interest in recent years in the relationships among

learning, production rate, and program costs. These relationships are of

particular interest in the military acquisition of made-to-order equipment.

At the outset of a weapon system program, a tentative monthly production

schedule for the U4fe of the program is negotiated between the contracting

parties. This planning schedule covers the life of program, but formal

contractual agreements between the Department of Defense and manufacturers

usually cover only annual delivery requirements. Since annual funding

allocations are characterized by political uncertainties, there is often a

need to deviate from the planned production rate during the production phase

of the program. Coincident with these rate changes, new cost estimates are

required to support contract negotiations and additional funding requests.

There are many proposed methodologies for assessing the cost impact of

a production rate change. A recent group of models constructed for Air

Force Systems command is based on application of the Alchian1 '2 cost

function. Even within this framework there is very little agreement about

the relationships among learning, production rate, and program cost. While

14 1some studies, for example, Womer and Womer and Gulledge 15 make

assumptions concerning the cost impact of the above factors in developing

models of optimal contractor behavior, others [e.g., Smith ,Large, et.

a.12 4,5 and ans7r 8 6
al. 2 , Bemis4

, Cox and Gansler , Crouch , Cox, et. al. , Bohn and Kratz6

address the problem directly by attempting to statistically estimate the

above influences. In these latter studies contractor behavior is not a part

of the modeling effort. The purpose of this research is to interface the

two types of studies and show how estimates of the influences of learning
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and production rate, which are often statistically unreliable, may be incon-

sistent with optimal contractor behavior. In addition, an alternative

method for estimating rate variations is proposed.

II. OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives related to the more general introduction are as

follows:

1. to review and criticize the current Air Force Systems Command
..production rate model,

. 2. to propose and begin testing of a new production rate model that
* i is more sensitive to the needs of Aeronautical Systems Division _

(ASD/ACCR).

It was understood from the beginning that it would be impossible to complete

this project. That is, the present Air Force Systems Command model was .

developed by a team of researchers over a one year period with a $150,000

budget. It would be impossible to review the existing system and devise a

new system in a ten week research period. The agreed objective was to

extend the work as far as possible.

III. ESTIMATING COST IMPACTS

16The learning curve, first formulated by Wright 1
, is an empirically

specified relationship that yields declining units costs with increases in-"1

cumulative output. In recent years the more commonly used terminology has

been "improvement curve." The improvement curve allows for reductions in

cost that are due to factors other than repetition (learning). Gold1 0

* includes changes in product design, product mix, technology, facilities,

etc. in this listing of other factors. Both the learning and improvement

--curves are described mathematically as
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Z=8 0XI  (1)

where

Z = the unit cost of the X th unit,

80 = a constant, commonly called the first unit cost,

a parameter describing the slope of the quantity/cost curve,

X1 = cumulative quantity produced.

Studies attempting to ascertain the relationships among production rate,

learning, and program costs generally use the following augmented model:

. '81 82
Z = 80X 1 X 2 (2)

where

X some measure (usually a proxy) for production rate,

82 = a parameter describing the slope of the rate/cost curve.
26

Some researchers (e.g., Bohn and Kratz 6 call equation (2) the "rate analysis

curve model."

.' The parameters in equation (2) are estimated from the log-linear form

of the relationship using the linear regression or directly from (2) using

nonlinear regression. Unfortunately both of these techniques often are

plagued with statistical problems due to the collinearity between the

independent variables, X I and X2. The source of this collinearity may be

reasoned as follows. Often made-to-order production programs are characterized

by initial production at a low rate with a gradual buildup in production "1
rate throughout the program. In fact, given a learning curve, if the

resource use rate does not decline, production rate must increase during the

program. As a result cumulative quantity is highly correlated with production .7-"

rate.

There are additional problems with the formulation described by

* qato 2) oxadOase 8  6equation (2). Cox and Gansler8 and Bohn and Kratz use lot size as a proxy
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for production rate. However, the time required to produce a lot often

changes over the life of the program. This is true in much of the data that

these authors have analyzed, namely the C141 airframe program, the F102

airframe program, the F4 airframe program, and the Army's Black Hawk

helicopter program. For example, lot sizes of 15 and 20 are not good

*proxies for production rate is the time horizons for the two lots are 1 and

* 4/3 years respectively.

Still, the main problem encountered is collinearity between output rate -

12
and cumulative output. Large, et. al. concluded that the influence of

production rate could not be estimated with confidence. Many later studies

have also been unable to significantly measure the influence of production

rate. Both positive and negative estimates of 6 2. the slope of the rate/cost ,J

curve, have been obtained. Assuming that an increase in rate requires an

increase in resources, a positive slope for the rate/cost curve implies

decreasing returns, that is, an increase in production rate causes an

increase in required resources (and hence cost). A negative slope implies

increasing returns since an increase in rate requiring an increase in

resources decreases unit cost.

8
- .As discussed by Cox and Gansler ,different signs for 62 even if

statistically significant, are not necessarily contradicting. In the

*_short-run, both increasing and decreasing returns can exist. Even if the

data indicate falling unit cost as rate increases, this does not necessarily

* imply increasing returns to the variable factors. The firm could be producing

in the region of diminishing returns on the short-run cost surface, but the

dominating learning (cumulative quantity) effect could be causing unit costs

to decline.

* -After considering the above cost impacts, this research demonstrates

that estimates obtained from production data using equation (2) are often
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inconsistent with optimal contractor behavior. In addition, the assertion

that the production on all major Air Force programs since the F-100 have

been characterized by increasing returns (lower than optimal production

rates) is also examined. On the surface this assertion seems illogical if

the contract is written so as to induce cost minimizing behavior and the

contractor is interested in making a profit. If the assertion were true,

the contractor would certainly have incentives to increase production rate.

I
IV. CONTRACTOR BEHAVIOR

14
The model presented by Womer is used to demonstrate that negative

slopes for rate/cost (62<O) result in optimal behavior which is inconsistent

with observed and logical contractor behavior. Consider the following

defining notation:

C = total discounted program cost,

q(t) = production rate at time t,
t

Q(t) = cumulative production at time, i.e., Q(r) = foq(T)dT,

x(t) = the use rate of a variable composite resource at time t,
I

y = a parameter describing the returns to the variable resource,

6 a learning parameter,

p = the discount rate,

A a constant,

V = the total planned units to be produced,

T = the planned time horizon for the program.

The following production function is specified: -'

q(t) = Axl / Y(t)Q 6 (t). (3)

For the moment no assumption is made about the sign of y, but it is assumed

that A>O and 0<6<1. Notice that solving equation (3) for x(t) yields an . -
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improvement curve if production rate is assumed constant, i.e.,

x(t) = q 1 (t)Q6 Y (t). (4)
q(t) I

Also, notice the equivalence with equation (2) when production rate is

allowed to vary. Note that a =-6y and 2=Y-1. The relationship in equation

(4) is combined with a behavioral assumption to construct a simple model of

optimal firm behavior.

There may be some discussion about the appropriate assumption that

governs the firm's behavior. The assumption here is that the contract is

structured so as to induce cost minimizing behavior on the part of the

contractor. This could be in the form of a fixed price contract, but most

likely as a cost-plus incentive or award fee contract.

If cost is measured in units of the variable resource, the firm's

objective may be stated as

Minimize C = f x(t)e- tdt (5)

subject to:

1/y 6
q(t) = Ax (t)Q (t),

Q(O) = 0,

Q(T) =V,

x(t) > 0.

This is a problem in optimal control theory, but if it is assumed that the

last constraint [x(t)>O] is satisfied, it is possible to use classical

variational techniques to solve the problem. The complete solution to the

problem presented in (5) is not needed to demonstrate the hypothesized
Il

result, however a transformation simplifies the required analysis somewhat.

1-6 -6
Let Z(t)=Q (t)/(0-6). This implies z(t) = dZ/dt=Q (t)q(t). The

optimization problem may now be restated as

4
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Minimize C f fT A-Yz '(t)e-otdt (6)
0

subject to:

Z(0) = 0

-"1 •

Z(T) = V /01-6).

A sketch of the calculus of variations solution is as follows. Let

T [ o (t)+h(t)]Ye-tdt (7)

where h(t) is a function that gives the difference between the assumed

optimal path, z 0(t), and any other path, and e is an arbitrary constant (see

Kamien and Schwartz for a comprehensive derivation]. If equation (7) is-

treated as function of c, the optimum must occur when e=0. The derivative

is

T's = ~~(t)+eh(t)]Y1h(t)e-Pt dt, (8)

and after equating with zero the following is obtained:

I'() = 0 f TYz -(t)h(t)e dt. (9)

After integrating equation (9) by parts, it is possible to obtain the Euler
14equation of the calculus of variations. Womer has derived the extremals

for production rate, resource use rate, and discounted cost be solving the

Euler equation.

Additional insight is gained by examining the second variational. This

is stated as

I () To(Y[1)[z(t)+h(t)]e-ht(t)e dt (10) .

After evaluating at zero, the following expression is obtained:

T y-2 "2 -"t

I''(0) = y(Y-1)z (t)h (t)ePtdt. (11)

For the problem in (6) to have a minimum, it is necessary that (11) be
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nonnegative. As long as y>1, equation (11) is nonnegative and the solution

is a minimum. From an economic point of view, it is obvious what type of

behavior is implied when y<1. The contractor has incentive to delay all

production to the end of the program because of the combined efforts of

increasing returns and discounting. It is easy to show mathematically that

you can make the integral in (6) approach zero by letting z(t) be zero until

the last instance of time. In short, the solution does not make sense. It

implies contractor behavior that is inconsistent with observed contractor

behavior.

The author does not deny that increasing returns (y<1) may exist,

particularly during the start-up period of production. However, economic

theory suggests that the contractor will add resources if the contract is

written to induce such cost minimizing behavior. It is highly unlikely that

increasing returns to the variable resources exist throughout the production

program. This type of irrational contractor behavior has not been noticed

in previous research. Certainly the contractor would not plan (as shown by A
the model) to be in such a situation after start-up.

There are many applications where estimates of the parameters in

4
equation (2) are provided. For example, Bemis provides a table of estimates

for many defense items. The estimated values for the quantity slope (B)

and the rate slope (02) are transformed to the corresponding y and 6 values

. as presented in equation (4) and are presented in Table 1. Notice that all

of the estimated values for y are less than one. The estimates for tactical

8missile programs presented by Cox and Gansler are transformed and presented

in Table 2. While the Bullpup and Tow estimates seem reasonable, the

Sparrow and Sidewinder estimates have y<1.
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System Y6

Aircraft A .9635 .4692
Aircraft C .6690 .5580
Aircraft D .4436 .4084
Aircraft E .4265 .3377
Aircraft F .1966 1.0560
Aircraft G .7031 .3578
Aircraft H .8703 .4902
Helicopter .8367 .3047
Jet Engine A .8797 .4718
Jet Engine B .8400 .5786
Missile G&C .2485 .4904
Ordnance Item A .9561 .1912
Radar Set A .8286 .1245
Radar Set B .8734 .0183

Note: Six additional items were included in Bemis' data
summary. These were not included because in four
cases the rate slope was not provided, and in two ..

cases the quantity slope was not provided.

Table 1. Values of y and 6 implied by Bemis' data summary.

System Y6

Sparrow (1st source) .9782 .2467
Sparrow (2nd source) .8844 .2197
Bullpup 1.0058 .2794
Tow 1.0101 .0129
Sidewinder .7119 -.0931

Table 2. Estimates of y and 6 for missile programs as presented by Cox
and Gansler

V. DISCUSSION

The combined influence of improvement and production rate on cost is

still a topic that requires much additional research. Most previous modeling

attempts must be interpreted with extreme care because they suffer from

severe statistical probl ms. If there were no data problems (e.g., engineering

change orders) and production rate could be measured accurately, the regression

equation may be a valid tool for prediction purposes. However, any attempt

to make any statement about the estimates form equation (2) is futile.
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In terms of production planning, a contractor certainly would not plan

to operate at a less than optimal rate if cost minimization is induced by

the contract. In many production programs planned production has exceeded

actual production. Only the inability of the contractor to deliver on cost

and on schedule has resulted in decreased production. In view of the

results of this research, it would seem that the above phenomena could imply

that contractors are producing at greater than optimal rates given fixed

facilities, so that diminishing returns to the variable resources exist F.

throughout the program after some start-up period. Again it must be noted

that this does not imply the average cost per unit would have to rise as

output rate is increased. The improvement effect could dominate the rate

effect and average cost per unit could decline.

This research suggests that regression models as presented in equation

(2) are not the answer to the problem. These results are noted and studied

since Air Force Systems Command has developed and most likely will use

equations such as those analyzed in this paper.

VI. AN ALTERNATIVE RATE VARIATIONS MODEL

After discussing this problem with Aeronautical Systems Division

(ASD/ACCR) personnel, it became clear that a pure statistical model was not

the proper methodology for solving this problem. In particular, the data

was extremely deficient. On some programs (e.g., BI-B), the data on lengthy

production runs is just not available. On other programs significant

engineering changes caused the data to be unreliable. Also, conversations

with Col. L. L. Smith shed additional insight on the problem. Smith noted
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the following. The models conbL~ucted for Air Force Systems Command (these

models use the Bohn and Kratz methodology) are used to predict total flyaway '
cost for a particular program. The modeling methodology was never intended

to examine total flyaway cost. The total flyaway cost problem is a much

more difficult problem, a cost accounting problem. Smith calls this problem

the "budget" problem. The methodology developed by Smith was meant to beI

applied in the production phase of an airframe program. It was not designed

or deemed capable of predicting total flyaway cost.

The above comments were confirmed by Aeronautical Systems Division

(ASD/ACCR). In fact, the cost information that is needed as output from the

rate variations model is a proforma cost budget for each program. This

budget provides annual cost estimates for various categories for 10 years

into the future. For example, the cost breakdowns for the F-15 weapon

system program are presented in Table 3.

Airframe Nonrecurring Gross Weapon System
Propulsion Flyaway (total) Gross Weapon System (U)
Electronics Flyaway (unit) Advance Buy Credit
Armament Training Net Weapon System
Other PGSE Advance Buy
ECO Data Total Requirements
Recurring Flyaway (total) SE Conformal Full Tanks Initial Spares
Recurring Flyaway (unit) Peculiar Support Total Total Procurement

Table 3. Cost Categories required for the F-15 Weapon System program for
a ten year time horizon. -

Many of the items in Table 3 may be estimated without a model by Air Force

personnel with a high level of confidence. But the point is, a single

equation statistical model will never be able to achieve the level of

disaggregation required by Table 3.

The initial strategy of this research effort was to identify the

important factors that impact cost through production rate changes and then
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to try to integrate these factors into some type of prediction model. Two

V things became clear immediately: (1) some of the important cost drivers are

qualitative and should be included subjectively, and (2) the redistribution

of contractor overhead costs was by far the most important cost driver. In

fact, Aeronautical System Division personnel stated that if they could

determine the redistribution of overhead costs, they could construct a

reasonable consistent estimated cost budget.

Therefore, to reduce the scope of the research effort, the decision was

made to construct a model that examines overhead redistribution after

production rate changes. Also, because of the size of the project and the

severe time limitations, it was decided that only the F-16 program should be

examined. This decision was partly for convenience since the F-16 System

Program Office is located at the research location. At the time the project

was initiated, it was understood that there was no chance of completing the

project during the ten week research period. This effort is one component

of an ongoing research project.

VII. OVERHEAD REDISTRIBUTION MODELS

After examining the relevant literature, one methodology appeared to be

clearly superior considering the type of data that is available on weapon

4systems programs. Balut 3presents a model for redistributing overhead

costs. The model was developed for the Office of the Assistant Se-retary of

Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation). The model is not described in

detail in this report because of space limitations. The interested reader

should consult Balut's3 original paper. The technique presented by Balut is

a two step procedure. The first step requires the construction of a program

price curve, at the recurring flyaway level, and repricing according to the
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given quantity change. The second step is an adjustment for changes in production

rate.

The methodology is extremely data intensive since contractor overhead

data is required for each program, however the data is available through the

Contractor Cost Data Reporting System. Balut stated in personal conversations

that the data analysis is an absolute requirement, but it is worth the

effort. He has had extremely good luck with the model on a variety of major

weapon systems programs. Still, the model w.as approached with cautious

optimism since the F-16 program is quite different from many other programs.

The overhead costs are affected by the fact that General Dynamics does not

* own the building or the land where the aircrafts are produced. This leads

to a situation where the short-run fixed overhead percentage is much lower

than the aerospace industry average. In short, some modifications on

* Balut's methodology were anticipated.

VIII. THE DATA

The data was taken from two sources:

1. The overhead data was taken from the annually produced plant wide
data summaries (DD Form 1921-3).

2. The quantity data was provided by the F-16 System Program Office.

The compilation of the data into the proper form was a major part of the

research effort. In fact, half of the research period was spent collecting

and adjusting data. In the last week of the research period, a complete and

consistent data base for the F-16 program was finally obtained. The data is

* not reproduced here since it was submitted in confidence to the government.

It is for official use only, and it cannot be disclosed without prior

* written permission from General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division.
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IX. PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

The initial results from the modeling effort indicate that the F-16

model will be able to predict overhead redistributions as rate changes. It

must be stressed that these results are tentative. Time limitations and

software limitations at the research location prevented a complete analysis

of the model. The final model that will be presented to the Business

Research Management Center will be completed early in the Fall 1.984.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations are somewhat dependent on the final outcome of the

empirical work, however it appears that the following can be stated:

1. The production rate variations problem at the total flyaway level
is a cost accounting problem, not a simple statistical problem.
It should be recognized as such.

2. The problem is solvable if it is possible to predict overhead cost
redistribution after production rate changes. Therefore Air Force
Systems Command should supplement its current statistical formula-
tions with models that provide the information that is needed by
Aeronautical Systems Division.

It should be noted that the construction of appropriate models will be a

major effort. However, a considerable amount of work has been completed.

For example, the data is available at the Office of the Assistant Secretary

of Defense. The major effort will involve analyzing and organizing the data

in the proper form for model construction, but irregardless of the research

hours required, the project should be initiated.
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T1TRA .L STAIILITY C:HARACT'RISITCS OF SILAHYDROCAPBONS

by

Vijay K. Gupta and Dennis W. Weatherby

Abstract

The silahydrocarbon class of materials were selected for investigation

to provide candidate fluids usable over the temperature range of -540C to

3150 C. Thermal and hydrolytic stability of these flaids were the two

main areas of concern. The following four silahydrocarbonschosen for

investigation were: CH3Si(Cl 0 21)3. CH 3Si(C 811 )2(CH) 3 CH(CH3)2 , C21 5 Si-

(C8H17 )3 + C2 H5 Si (CloH21 and (CH3 )2 Si C'(CH3 )2CI4 2 9 , The thermal

stability studies of the above silahydrocarbons were conducted with respec'

to temperature, the heating time, the moisture content, and the nature of

the metal container. It appears that silahydrocarbons (CH3)SiCH(CH 3)2-"

C14129 and CH3Si(CsH17 )2 (C12 )3CH(CH 3)2 are slightly more stable as compared

to the other two silahydrocarbons. The branching of one of the substituent

group seems to have contributed to the added thermal stability. More than

90 percent of the silahydrocarbon C'3 Si (CloH2 1)3 was decomposed when

heated at 198.90 C for 6 hours, and there was little or no decomposition

of the above hydrocarbon until the temperature of 329.8
0 C. The presence

of 0.2% moisture and the metal container of the bomb material also have

no significant impact on the thermal decomposition characteristics.
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I INTPODUCTION

Recent effort has led to the development of many functional fluids

for use in aerospace applications such as jet engine oils, greases, and

hydraulic fluids. Since hydraulic fluids are not expected to operate in

oxidative environments, therefore thermal and hydrolytic stability are the

two main areas of concern (1). In order to meet the need for a high

4 temperature fluid, MIL-I{-27601, a - 400c to 2880C hydraulic fluid was

developed. A highly refined, deep-dewaxed paraffinic mineral oil was

selected as the base stock for the above application, and the fluid provided

satisfactory ser-;ica far over ten years in the temperature range of - 400C

to 288 0C.

The development of supersonic missiles, like the advanced strategic

! I-
airlauced effrtssile d hs createdopmene fo aydcioali fluids-

useable over the temperature range of - 540C to 3151C. The mineral oil base

stocks from which MIL-H-27601 is ferived, do not have the needed viscosity

temperature properties to perform satisfactorily in the temperature range

of - 540C to 3150C. Synthetic hydrocarbons based on hydrogenated poly-

alphaolefin oligomers have also been found to be deficient both in viscosity

temperature properties and thermal stability (2). Perfluorinated fluids

which have excellent thermal and oxidative stabilities, have several

disadvantages such as high density, poor bulk modulus, elastomer incomp2ti-

bility, and lack of suitable additives (3).

In response to the need for hydrocarbon-type fluids with improved

properties, a Materials Laboratory Program has led to the development of

a class of compounds called silahydrocarbons. These compounds have excellent

. . .

!.vsct temperature proe operies a ifctdyi thera stbl t empraure xpec e to

of 54C o 35°. Snteti hyroarbnsbasd n hdroentedp5y--4.
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be hydrocarbon like in their physical and chemical properties. Therefore,

silahydrocarbons are good candidates for hydraulic fluids useable over the

- 540C to 3150C temperature range.

The silahydrocarbons are defined as compounds of silicon substituted

by four hydrocarbon groups e.g., SiR4 . In general, R can be any hydro-

carbon group such as CH3 , C2H5 - C12H2 5 and be either primary, secondary,

tertiary, or a branched alkyl group. The silahydrocarbon may be synthesized

as symmetrical SiR4 , e.g., Si(CH3)4 where all four R groups are identical

or unsymmetrical RSiR'3, e.g., CH3Si(Cl2H25)3 where R and R' groups are

different. In the unsymmetrical structures variations can be made at will

by proper selection of the R groups. The properties such as vapor pressure,

boiling point, viscosity, and thermal stability can be controlled by the

proper selection of the substituent groups(R). For example the length of

the R group effects the boiling point,(CH3)4Si has a boiling point of 26
0C

while (n-CI2H2 5)4Si has a boiling point of 250
0C at 0.06 mm. One expects

some dependence of thermal stability on the structure and size of the

substituent groups in the silahydrocarbon. This report describes the effort

to understand the thermal stability characteristics of silahydrocarbons

as a function of the variation in the structure of the substituent group.

I!. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of the summer program was to understand the thermal

stability characteristics of silahydrocarbons as a function of temperature,

and time in the dry environment. The other objectives were to study the

effect of moisture, the effect of metal catalyst, and to understand the

* 56-5 -.'
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impact of branching of the substituent group in the silahydrocarbon on

•~:2 the thermal stability characteristics.

III, PROGSED EFFORT

It was proposed to study the thermal stabilitv characteristics of the

following four hydraulic fluids which were assigned the MLO numbers as

indicated below:

1. MLO 84-193 C"3 Si ( CIOR21)3

2. MLO 84r276 CH3 Si (C 8 7117 )2  C!2 )3 C ( C!13 ) 2

3.. MLO 84 284 C9'"5 Si (C 8H 17 )3 + C2R5 Si CC1 0 121)3  1

41 MLO 84-295 (C! 3 ) 2 CH Si(Cr 3 )2 C14!2 9

The oils .MLO 84-193 and :,LO 84-284 have straight chain substituent groups,

whereas the oils MLO 84-276 and MLO 84-,-285 have one branched alkyl group.

The oils MLO 84-276, MLO 84-284, and MLO 84-285, provided by Gulf Research

and Development Company, were used as received without any purification,

since the quantities of these oils were small. The oil MLO 84-193 was

purified. and the purification is described in the experimental section.

Thermal studies of the above oils were proposed with respect to temperature,

the heating time, the moisture content, and the nature of the metal container.

The above studies were intended to explore the impact of branching of the

substituent group in the silahydrocarbon on the thermal stability character-

istics.

V, EXPEPMENTAL

This section describes the purification of the oil MLO 84-193, and the

test procedures.

Purification. The major component of the oil MLO B4-193 is CH3Si(C1 0 l21 )3,

% %
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and the oil was purified using Spinning-band distillation column under

vacuum. The earlier fractions did remove the low boiling components and

most of the impurities, and the middle fraction in the temperature range of

190-1950 C at 0.5 mm "g pressure was collected and labled as M0 84-193

Distillate 6. The fraction distillate 6 was used for all the thermal

stability studies. The purification of distillate 6 was checked using GC

and GC/MS analysis. The chromatogram of an earlier fraction called distillate 1

is given in Figure 1, and the data in table 1 lists the various impurities

found in MLO 34-193. Figure 2 is the chromatogram of distillate 6 of the

above oil indicating that the distilled fraction containel the following

components as listed below:

CH3 Si C8 H17 (CIoH9 l) = 0.3%

CH 3 Si (CI0q71 )3  = 96.4"

C'{3(CIOH21) 2 Si 0 Si C CIOH21 ) 2 C' 3  - 2.6%

Other impurities - 0.7%

whereas in the oil before distillation the component C!{3Si(C1 oH21 3 was about

79.6% and remaining impurities.

Thermal Stability Test Procedure: The bombs were made of 8" long stainless

steel tubes either 0.25" or 0.375" diameter with swagelok fittings on both

ends. The bombs were cleaned with a suitable solvent such as hexane and dried

in an oven at 1000 C for one hour. Approximately 2.0 cc of the test fluid

was added to the bomb, and the lamp grade nitrogen was bubbled through the

fluid to remove any air and the bomb was quickly capped with swagelok fitting.

The bomb was then placed in an oven at the specified temperature (controlled

within 20C for a specific time period. After the bomb was heated in the oven

for a given length of time, the bomb was removed, allowed to cool, and was

placed in a bath maintained at -54°C for at least 30 minutes in order for the

56-7
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gaseous components to liquify or freeze. The bomb was taken out of the cold

bath,and one of the cap uras replaced by a cap with a small hole containing a

septum in order to facilitate the removal of sample for gas analysis by GC.

The method and gas chromatographic conditions for the gaseous analysis are

listed in Table 2. After the gas phase sample called HEADSPACE was analyzed

the bomb was opened and the liquid sample was transferred to a glass vial

and analyzed for liquid components. The method and gas chromatographic

conditions are listed in Table 3. All the four hydraulic fluids were

studied for thermal stability characterisitcs using the above test procedure,

and the results are presented in the next section.

V, -RESULTS AND DISCJSSION

All the four hydraulic fluids MLO 84-193 Distillate 6, MLO 84-276,

MLO 84-284, and MLO 34-285 were studied as a function of time at 371.10C

( 700 F ). The data in table 4 gives t!Le concentrations of the four oils as

function of time 0 to 24 hours. These concentrations represent the amount

of specific component determined from GC Analysis when the oil is stressed

at 371.1 0C for a specific time. The zero hour means that the oil is not

stressed at all. From the data in the table it appears that the oil MLO

84-285 is definitely more stable as compared to other oils, but in case of

the oil MLO 84-276, this was significantly impure. If a correction is made

for the amount of impurity, MLO 84-276 may exhibit better stability. The

data in table 5 gives the viscosities of the four oils as a function of

temperature. The oils '!LO 84-193 and MLO 84-285 become solid at - 400 C or
SI

below, whereas the oils MLO 84-276, and MLO 84-284 have suitable viscosities

in the temperature range of -54 0 C to 98.9 0 C. The changes in viscosities of

the oils 4LO 84-193, MLO 84-276, MLO 84-284, and MLO 84-285 at 37.8 0 C, when

56-8
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stressed at 371.10 C for 6 hours are - 16.6%, -8.3%, -14.3% and -11.8%

respectively. From the above viscosity changes, it appears that the oils-. -,

MLO 84-276 and Mlo 84-285 are relatively more thermally stable as compared

to oils ''.LO 84-193 and MLO 84-284. Both from the thermal stability and

viscosity data in tables 4 and 5 respectively, it appears that the branching

of one of the substituent group in the oils MLO 84-276 and MLO 84-285 may

have contributed to the stability of the oils. L
The effect of temperature on the decomposition of MLO 84-193 distillate

6 was studied and the stress time in each case was fixed as six hours, and

the data is given in table 6. From the table it appears that there is

hardly any decomposition up to a temperature of 329,80 C as indicated by the

GC analysis of the liquid. From 329.8 0 C to 398.90C, the rate of decomposition

increased so fast that at 398.9C only about 3.8;' of the CH3  Si 1021)3

component was left undecomposed. The GC analysis of the gaseous components

in the headspace was the only indication of decomposition of the oil in the

temperature range of 287.8 0C to 329.80 C.

The data in tables 7 to 14 and figures 3 to 10 represent the typical

examples of the decomposition fragments as identified by GC/MS analysis, and

the chromatograms of the four oils in gaseous and liquid phases. It is a

general observation that the gaseous phase contains various hydrocarbons

from one carbon atom to 10 carbon atoms. With the exception of methane,

the hydrocarbons identified are either saturated hydrocarbon or a hydrocarbon

containing one double bond or a cyclic hydrocarbon. In addition some low

molecular weight silahydrocarbons have also been identified. In order to

seek better understanding of the decomposition pattern of the various

substituents groups in the silahydrocarbons, the thermal decomposition of

n-octane, n-decane ,n-dodecane, and n-tetradecane was investigated at

56-9
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371.1 0 C for 6 hours stress time. The headspace analysis indicated the

gaseous fragments similar to the gaseous fragments as found in the case

of silahydrocarbons with the exception that no low molecular weight

silahydrocarbon peaks were identified. In the liquid phase the hydrocarbons

with 5 or more carbon atoms have been identified along with various silahydro-

carbons. it is generally observed that the hydrocarbon with no. of carbon

atoms same as the no. of carbon atoms in the substituent group of the

silahydrocarbon was found in greater concentration than other hydrocarbons.

For example in the case of oil MLO 84-193 distillate 6 which contained

ClOR21 groups, the hydrocarbons with ten carbon atoms were present in

greater concentration as compared to other hydrocarbons. Similar observa-

tion was made in the case of other oils such as in MLO 84-285 which contains

C14'"29 group contained more of hydrocarbons with 14 carbon atoms, and

MLO 84-276 which contained CSR 17 group more of Hydrocarbons with B carbon

atoms were found. Based on the above observation, --,it m'ay be assume,!. that

the alky. Yroup -n the silahydrocarbon is broken at Si - C bond, if that is

so one wouli expect higher concentration of the corresponding silahyirocarbon.

For example, let us take the case of C'13 Si (C10112 1)3 , when one of the

C10"2 1 group comes off , it will leave the structure H Si CH3 (CI1 121 )2 . Thus

when rIo '120 is found in abundance, one will also expect H Si C113 (CIO121 )2

to be in abundance too. On examining the data in table 11, it is observed

- .that fragments 11 Si C'13 (rIOH21)2 and (C!13)2 Si (C1oH2 1)2 are more abundant

than other decomposition fragments. Since the hydrocarbon with 9 carbon

*atoms is not formed tin abundance, the bond between first and second carbon

atoms of the alkyl group is relatively more stable than the bond between Si

- . and Carbon atom. One may argue that the silahyirocarbon H Si C13 (CIOH21)2

9 "56-10
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4.

is less stable than the hydrocarbon. (C"'3)2 Si C C10H2 1)2, and picks up a

carbon atom to form the second compound. "owever, the silahydrocarbons

containing Si-H bond appear to be stable enough to be detected in an infra

red spectra of the post-stress sample. A band corresponding to Si-H bond

was observed in all the four hydraulic fluids at 2050 cm-1 , after they were

stressed at 700F(371.1c) for 8 hours, a similar band was not found in the

infra red spectra of the unstressed hydraulic fluids. Based on the above

arguments, it appears that the Si-C bond may be slightly weaker than other

C-C bonds of the alkyl groups specially when the silahydrocarbon contains

a long chain alkyl group as a substituent group. In case of MLO 84-276

which contains groups with 8 or less carbon atoms, the band for Si-H bond

was a very weak band indicating that Si-C bond is not easily broken. In

general, it appears that the alkyl group in the silahydrocarbon is broken

randomly through the chain length of the alkyl group resulting in all

possible silahydrocarbon fragments.

In addition, the following experiments were performed with MLO 84-193

distillate 6 to explore the effect of conditions given below when the fluid

is stressed at 371.10 C for 6 hours:

Conditions % Concentration

The fluid was placed in the stainless steel 77.0
bomb.

The fluid was placed in the pyrex glass tube, 81.9
and the tube was placed in the bomb

.-...

0.2% moisture was added to the bomb along with 77.7
the fluid.

Nitrogen gas was not bubbled through the fluid. 80.2

The concentration values listed above represent the concentration of

56-11
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the CH3 Si (C1 o121)3 component that did not decompose during stress. From

the results on the previous page, it may be concluded that the presence of

0.2% moisture, the stainless steel container, and not bubbling nitrogen

through the fluid did not have any significant impact on the thermal

stability of the hydraulic fluid.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the results presented in the previous section, the

conclusions are as listed below:

- The oils MLO 84-285 and MLO 84-276 appear to be slightly more thermally

stable than oils MLO 84-193 and MLO 84-284. 7

'.Roth temperature and time have significant impact on the thermal

stability. Higher the temperature more the stress, and longer the time

of stress more thermal decomposition. However these fluids do require

some minimum energy before they start decomposing.

The branching of the substituent group in the silahydrocarbon seems

to increase the thermal stability specially when branching in the substi-

* - tuent group takes place closer to the Si atom as in the case of MLO

'- '- 8 4 -2 8 5 . -'

- The presence of 0.2% moisture in test fluid did not effect the thermal

stability. 1 .

. - The stainless steel from which the bombs are made does not seem to have

any catalytic effect on the thermal stability.

4..
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VII, " O' 7AT1c'N"

On the basis of our effort and the results accomplished it is felt

that future effort should emphasise the following:

1. The thermal stability bomb tests should be performed quantitatively,

i.e., the bombs should be weighed before and after stress.

2. The use of glass liners during the stress conditions may be desirable,

since the metal of the bomb material does not seem to catalyze the

thermal decomposition reaction.

3. The use2 of an internal standard during the GC analysis is recommended

in order to aci-jeve absolute concentrations of the components rather

than the relative concentrations.

4. In order to reach the goal of thermally stable silahydrocarbons, it

is reconmendei that silahydrocarbons with two long chain alkyl groups

ani two short chain branched alkyl groups should be synthesized and

characterized. A typical example can be((CH3 ),CU) 2 Si(C 10H21)2 . The

arrangement as suggested above will provide two long chain groups

and two short chain branched groups.

5 . .'.
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Table I CC/MS Analysis of MLO 84-193 Distillate 1.

Scan 14 Component

162 142 SiCC3H7)9*

180 C10 74,), 1 1 or C10H2o

198 ClF1"or CO2

207 C I OP,)1'9 r

321 C14112 7 04 or C14H26

330 C14H290'I or C1 4 '1123

350 (C113)2Si C4119C101121* or its isomer

361 Clof,2 1ir

442 C04

490 Hlsi C3CO2

498 (C'13).') Si(Clv2)

676 CH3 Si Cg8!17(C10iJ2I)2

774 C'13 Si (CIOH220 3

*Refers to the possible components or their isomer.
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Table 2 MethoA and Gas Chromatographic Conditions for the analysis of
v:" -Gases.

METHOD: CAR6
S. CHANNEL 4

1. DATA INPUT

RUNTM #PKS
40.00, ito

MV/MIN DELAY MIN-AR BUNCH
.300, 0.00, iOO0, NO

INTEGRATOR EVENTS
TIME EVENT

i /E

CONTROL EVENTS
TIME EVENT ECM RLY

- /E
2. DATA ANALYSIS

PROC RPRT SUP-UNK
ZERO, ME, NO
UNITS TITLE

"" AREA %

3. USER PROGRAMS

POST-ANAL DIALG-PRG PARAM-FILE
IN

4. REPORTS

RDVC #RPTS
i T2, i
2 /E -V

DONE

GAS C11RO0MTOGRAHIC CONDITIONS
Model: Perkin.- Elmer 900
Fusel Silica Capillary Column
Length: 35 M

Diameter: 0.22 2l'
Liquii Phase: Methyl Silicone Carbowax Deactivated
Split Patio: 100 to I

. Aux; Gas: 40 ml/min Carrier Gas: 1 ml/min
Chart Speed: 1 cm/min
Detector; FID
Attenuation: 10 x 16
Temperatures: Injector: 220°C; Detector: 250 0 C
Column Temperature. -50 0 C to 2000 C Program Rate: 8 deg/min .-..

Initial 'oli: 0 min Final Hold: 20 min
Sample Size: 2 ml
Sample ID: 4eaispace
Date: 8/24/84 56-17
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Table 3: Method ani Gas Chromatographic conditions for the analysis of
liquids.

METHODI DVK
4CHANNEL 2

i. DATA INPUT

RUNTM 4PKS
60.00, 200

MV/MWM DELAY MIN-AR BUNCH
.300, 0. 00, i0, NO

INTEGRATOR EVENTS
TIME EVENT

i~ E
CONTROL EVENTS

TIME EVENT ECM RLY
1 80.00, CY 

S.2 /E

4 2. DATA ANALYSIS

PROC RPRT SUP-UNK
ZERO) ME, NO

UNITS TITLE
AREA %

3. USER PROGRAMS

POST-ANAL DIALG--PRG PARAM-FILE
HP GC

4. REPORTS ..- '-

RDVC *RPTS
i T2, £
2 /E

,GA:-7: CHPOMATt.,'GPATirIc.. "N~DITIOE.:
rIOrEL: HP57 10~A
FU::ED S~:IL ICA CAP ILLAR'I C:OLUIMN

% LENGTH: 12 M
riIAr*ETEP: 0'. 22 MM-
LI!U ID I'HA:E: METHiL : IL IC'ONE C APBOI.I> DEACT IIVATED'
:;PLIT PATIO: 10'0 TO 1
AU',% 3_A:&_,:4 ' ML.,r-IrN CAPPIER 13A:&: 1 ML.'MIN
CHAPT :_:PEED:20CM..-HP
DETECTOP: FIr'
FITTErAUArION: ii: 16-
TEMP EPA TUPE*_.

* ItIJECTOP: .:3(00 DE'3. C
DETECTOP:1:350 r'E3. C

C:OLLipr1 TEMP: 70'-270) tEG.C FPO'3PAM RRTE:8 t'E3.-MIr4
INITIAL HOLD:2 MIN4 FINIAL HOLD:32 MINi
_'AMPLE :.IZE:.7T0P1
.AMPLE I i: HYDFL

DATE:J
qANALY T: r i 56-18
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Table 6 Effect of Temperature on the Decomposition of MLO 84-193
Distillate 6. for 6 Hours Stress Time.

Temperature Concentration of the Silahydrocarbon
_ F (or,) )

Uns tress ei 96.4

550(297.8) 96.0

580(304.5) 94.7

600(315.6) 94.7

625(329.8) 94.7

650(343.4) 89.8

675(357 .3) 90.7

70()(371.1) 77.0

725(385.0) 52.6

735(390.0) 23.5

750(398.9) 3.8

1.
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Table 7 GC/S Analysis of Gaseous Components of MLO 84-193 Distillate 6
Stressed at 371.10 C for 7 Hours.

-- Scan Yo. Component ZConcentration

16 M 4, 32.26

270 r, 11 29.78

40,42 C3HM and C3'is 17.77

50,52 VsH and COU1  1.03

70 (c'! 3)4 Si 0.20

85,93 99,106 C ti ani '1 8.93

170) (CH3)3 Si c H5

187,200,206,215,222 C6H 1 2 and 00H14  3.87

292,304,317 C7 7H1 4 anJ C7 1  2.88

383.393 396 C816and C8130.78

463,472 CH,8 and C91;2 0  0.12

* 56-22
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Tabl.e 8 GC/MS Analysis of Gaseous Components of MLO 84-276 Stressed at -
371.1C for 6 hours.

Scan No Component % Concentration

35 C'14  22.49

36 C2 6  28.01

38 C3H6  3.07

44 C4 1 0  14.44

47 C4 1 5.06

65 CS'!10  2.28

32,34 C5'!10  1.12,3.15

9),92 C5'1 2  2.46,.25

146 C6H12  3.55

161 C6'412 and C6H 14  1.38

165 C412 0.45

168 (C,13)3 Si C2!!5  0.81

186 C6 H1 2 0.73

199 C60 14  0.33 7

205,208 C6412  0.30,0.03

292 C7114  0.47

303 C7H16  0.20

384 C8Hl6  0.06

779 C9'12 0  0.06

56-24
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Table 9 CC/MS Analysis of Gaseous Components of ML0 34-284 Stressed at
371.1 0C for 7 Hours.

*Scan No. Component Concentration

* 14 C" 3.4
.4314

20 C2 116  29.30

41 C3y 6 an!. C3H3  15.15

50,52 C4 7!3 and 2.101

96,93,101,106 C5 9!1 0 and C5!H1  11.99

170 (C'1 3)2 Si H C3 T! 7  0.06

188,201 -i n C H1  4.43

*294,306 C7H1 4 and C7H'1 6  . 2.11

386,394.396 C F1  and C8!!18  18

466 c9!ti 0.05

537 ClOH42 C 0.21

56-26
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Table 10 GC/'.IS Analysis of Gaseous Components of MLO 84-285 Stressed at

371.10 C for 6 Hours.

Scan Nd'. Component % Concentration %

14 CM4  20.79

20 C21!6  55.34

38 C3!16 and C3 r! 8  8.57

48,50,55 C4 10 and C4M12  1.21

67 (CH3 )4Si 0.27

82,84,90,97 C5s 1 0 and C5 !1 2  4.09

106 (C 3 ) 3 Si C2 H5 .11

185 C6
11 1 2  2.42

191 H Si (CH3 )2 C3H7  0.79

199 C6H14  0.74

255,262 (C 3 )3 Si C3H7 and its isomer 2.32

292,303 C7-!14 and C7H16  0.49

363,369 (CM 3 )., Si C2 !!5 C3H7 and its
isomer 0.15

394 C8F18 0.08

433,437 !1 Si C2 H5 ( C3 H7 ) 2 and its
isomer 0.15

56-28 N
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T-ible 11: CC/Y7 Analysis of Liquid Components of M1LO 84-193 Distillate 6
Stressei at 371.10C~ for 8 hours.

Scan No. Conoonent %Concentration

485"10i ani C5!'12  0.70

52 W1"12 and C6HI4  0.45

62 C7H 14 and C7 H-16  1.04

79 Cgl 6 and C9H 18  0.84

102 C9!'13 and Coil20  0.46

137,142,146 CI0Hio and C10!'22  2.52

183 H Si(C!'3)2 C10!'21  0.09

313 11 Si C'43 C2!'5 C1 0 "12 1  -0.10

332 (c!' 3)'- Si C2 ' 5 C1 0 '12 1  0.20

426 (C'!3)2 Si C5!'11 C10!'21  0.11

518 (C!13)2 Si C8!'17 Cl0H21  0.14

546 ~(('!3 ) 2 Si C0!1 9 C10'121 0.1

566 14 Si C!'3 (C10]- 2 1) 9  1.29

575 (C!3)2  si(Cl1 &12 1)2  3.13

595 C'13 Si C2 i-5 ( C10'! 2 - 2.39

618 C'!3 Si C3 117 (C1 0 112 1 ) 2  1.37

638 C'-3 Si C4!'9 (C10!'21)2  1.13

659 C'! 3 Si C5H1 1(C10 H211)2  0.99

681 C!'3 Si C6!'13 (Cl0H21)2  1.13

704 C!3 Si C7H15 (C10H2 1)2  12

730) C"3 S i C8 H 17 (C 101-2)1) 2  1.64

76') C'!3 Si C91119 (C10H21)2' 1.51

802 r(!3 Si ( C10"21)3  63.91
+

830 C'43 (CI 0H21)) 2 Si 0 Si C2!'5  17

S 56- 30
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Table 12: G'/Mc Analysis of Liquid Components of MLO 84-276 Stressed at
371.1 0C for 8 Hours.

- -] Scan No. Component % Concentration . -

46 C5H1 0 and C5H12  1.27

50 C6 .12 and C6'114  1.22

60 C7H14 and C7H16  0.48

75 77 C8H1 6  1.84

126 CI0 2 2  0.17

199 (CH3)3 Si C8H17  0.20

361 H Si C6HI3 C8H 7  0.16

*e 374 (CTI3)2 Si C6H 3C8HI7  0.97

411 CH3 Si C H 5 C6 H1 3 C81I 7  0.73

433 CH 3 Si C31H7 C6HI3 C8H1 7  0.42

450 CH3 Si C4 H9 C6H1 3 C8 H1 7  0.35

455 (C,3)2 Si (C8H17)2  0.57

460 C1 3 Si C4 H9 C6H1 3 C8 H1 7  0.31

488 CH3 Si C2H5 (CsHI7 )2  2.07

504 C7l3 Si C3 H7 C4 H9 C8 H 7  0.65

516 CH3 Si (C6H1 3 )2C8 H1 7  0.53

522 CH 3 Si C4 H 9 (C8 H1 7 )2  0.27

543 CH3 Si C7HI5 C6HI3C8HI7  0.38

561,574 CH 3 SiC 6l 13 (C8H17 )2  55.94

- .[[.[ 605 C713 SiC 7MI5 (C8 1 7 )2  0.33

622 Cf3C2 H5C8 H 7 Si-O-SiCH 3C6H13 C8H1 7  0.86

630 CH3 Si (C8H17 )3  2.20

684 CH3C6H13 C8H1 7 Si-O-SiCH3 C6H 3C8HI7  6.84

%-j
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Table 13:00/MS Analysis of Liquid Components of ML0 84-284 Stressed at
371.10- for 8 lours.

SScan No. Component L Concentration

45 C5 HI0 and C5 "12 0.67

.50 C6H12 and 06114 0.48

59 C7H1 4 and C7116 0.68

76 C8116 and C81H18 1.43

100,104 C9H18 and C9H20 0.25

135,140,144 CoH20 and CIO1H2 2  1.33

249 (C 3 )2SiC2 H5C8  17

295 013 Si(C 2H5 )2C8 HI7  0.11

373 CH3 Si(02H5)20101H21  0,12

475 H SiC2 H5((C8H1 7 ) 2  0.74

488 CH3 sic2H5(C8H17)2 1.37

.518 (02"5)2 Si (C8H17)2 1.22

535 C2H5 Si C3H7(081I7)2 0.648-,-.)-

590 H Si CH5(010H 21)2 1.16

600 C21H5 Si CH3(C10121)2 1.73

626 (0215)2 S H(10121)2 2.41

639 C2H5 Si C3H7( C H 21)2 0.51

653 C2TT5 Si (C8H117)3 30.37

674 C2115 Si C7 1 5 0S1 17C10H2 1  0.80

697 C2H 5 Si (08H17)2 C0H21 3.895~ 1.18210-)
724 C215 Si c7115(c10l11212 1.18

['.:" 753 C21'5 Si C8H17( COH21)2

786. C2H5 Si C9 1 9 (c1 oH21)2  0.59

829 C)115 Si (CIoH21)3 29.26

56-34
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Table 14 GC,'M. Analysis of Liquid Components of MLO 84-285 Stressed at

371.1 0 C for I Hours.

- . Scan No. Component % Concentration.-'"

-. S 46 C4I0 ,C5H1 0, C5H1 2 , C6H1 2  0.41

50 H Si (CH3)2 C3! 7  0.41

54 (CI3 ) 3 Si C3
1

7  0.58

59 C7H1 6  0.20

70 H Si C3H7 (C2H5 )2 or(CTI3 )2Si C2H5C3 H7  0.37

76 C8H18  0.22

89 (C'33)2 Si(C 3H7)2  0.71

103 C9H2 0.21
9 20

139 c1 01122  0.23

180 C11T 24  0.45

224 C12H26  0.30

240 (C1 3 ) 2 Si C3 H7 C7 ' 1 5  0.21

282 (CH3)2 Si C3 7 C8 'l17  0.24

304 C14"28  0.68

309 C14 .28 and C14 H 3 0  0.98

322 (Ct3 )2SiC 3H7C9H1 9  0.24

361 CHC61 (CT3 )2Si C3H7CIo 21 0.24

418 (C'13 ) 2 Si C2 H5 C1 3H-2 7  0.27

454 C1 8! 38  0.35

466 (CH3)2 Si C3H 7CI3H27  0.43

510 (CU3)2 Si C3 !7 C14H29  78.71

.0 726 (C'! 3 ) 2 Si CI2 H2 5 CI4 H2 9  0.21

794 (CU3 ) 2 Si (C1 4 H2 9 ) 2  0.91

837 H C'!3 C1 4 H2 9 Si-O-SIHC3 7  0.16

* 56-36
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Calculations of Electron Spin

Resonance Couplina Constants

by

Hendrik F. Hazueka

Abstract

p..

% One of the current research areas of the Frank J. Seiler Research

Laboratory is the thermal decomposition of energetic materials. A

major part of the experimental information of these types of chemical

reactions is derived from electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments.

In order to interpret the experimental data, it is useful to have

theoretical predictions of the ESR coupling constants of various

possible reaction intermediates. We feel that the most effective

procedure for calculating ESR coupling constants is the use of the

unrestricted Kartree-Focc method (UHF). We first verified the

accuracy of UHF results by calculating the ESR coupling constants of

some typical organic radicals. The agreement between theory and

experiment was generally poor, and we attributed the poor agreement to

spin contamination of the UHF wave function. We derived a simple

procedure for removing the spin contamination from the UHF function.

and we found that the corrected results agree satisfactorily with 4

experiment. We plan to utilize this procedure for theoretical

predictions on organic radicals that are relevant to the thermal

decomposition of energetic materials.
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I. Introduction

One of the current areas of research within the Frank J. Seiler

Research Laboratory is the thermal decomposition of energetic

materials. A typical example is the thermal decomposition of

trinitrotoluene (TNT). The thermal decomposition of TNT involves the

formation of various unknown reaction intermediates. A major part of

the experimental information of the thermal decomposition reaction is

derived from electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments. In order to

interpret the ESR data it is desirable to know the values of the ESR

proton and carbon coupling constants of various organic free radicals

that are possible intermediates in the thermal decomposition reaction.

Obviously it would be helpful if these various coupling constants

could be predicted theoretically. The ESR coupling constant between a

particular nucleus and the unpaired electron is derived by calculating

the total electron density of all alpha electrons and the total

electron density of all beta electrons at the position of the

nucleus. The coupling constant is proportional to the difference

between the two electron densities. A calculation of the ESR coupling

constant requires first a knowlege of the molecular wave function and

second, a suitable computational procedure for deriving the coupling

constant from the wave function. 7
At the Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory, the computing facility

has the capability for deriving molecular wave functions by means of

ab initio methods via the Gaussian 82 program package and by means of

various semi-empirical methods. In all these methods, the wave

functions are derived by means of the Hartree-Fock approximation, that

is, they are obtained as anti-symmetrized products of molecular

orbitals.

There are two different procedures for calculating ESR coupling

constants by means of Hartree-Fock methods. In the first procedure,

the restricted Hartree-Fock method (RHF), we impose the requirements

that the alpha and beta orbitals are partitioned into pairs with

identical orbital parts. In addition, there is one electron in a

singly occupied orbital with either alpha or beta spin. The RHF

method by itself does not lead to reliable theoretical results for ESR

coupling constants, but if the wave function is corrected by adding

configuration interaction, it may yield reliable theoretical values.

57-4
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The second procedure is the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF)

method. Here the alpha and beta orbitals are allowed to be

different. The result is an anti-symmetrized UHF function, but in

general this function is not an eigenfunction of the tctal spin

2
operator S . In other words, a UHF function does not belong to a

proper spin state. Since the correct wave function should belong to a

proper spin state with total spin S = (1/2), it is not at all clear

why an UHF function should produce reliable values for ESR coupling
constants."""

Even though I had no previous experience in the evaluation of ESR

coupling constants, I have worked extensively in the general

theoretical area of magnetic resonance and of the interaction between

molecules and magnetic fields. The Frank J. Seiler Research

Laboratory has good computational facilities for the derivation of

molecular wave function, and the research staff is interested in

deriving procedures for computing ESR coupling constants. I was

attracted by the good quality of the computational facilities and by

the challenge of the problem of deriving simple and accurate

procedures for calculating ESR coupling constants.

II. Objectives

Our objective is the derivation of simple and accurate procedures

for calculating ESR coupling constants which are compatible with the

computing facilities of the Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory and

which are applicable to the organic radicals that are of interest in

the thermal decomposition of energetic materials research.

Our initial plan was to perform a series of calculations on a

variety of small and intermediate-size molecules by means of both ab

4 initio and semi-empirical methods. The ab initio calculations were to

be performed by means of the Gaussian 82 program package.

We felt that the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method I
constituted the most practical and effective approach to the

calculation of ESR coupling constants. In order to test the accuracy

of the method, we performed some calculations on small organic

radicals for which experimental data were available. We found the

agreement between these calculations and experiments to be generally

poor. In some isolated instances, the agreement between

57-5-.-
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theory and experiment was good, but in other cases the descrepancies

were very large, and there did not seem to be any clear correlation

between experimental and theoretical ESR coupling constants. We felt

therefore, that it was necessary to analyze the theoretical procedures

and to derive a method that led to reliable values before we should

consider larger systems. We therefore changed our initial research

objective of comparing ab initio and semi-empirical theoretical

results for large molecules. Instead we set an alternate goal of

deriving a reliable theoretical procedure that leads to reasonable

agreement with experiment for some smaller organic radicals.

We have some indications that the latter goal is not as easy to
1

achieve as it seems. Chipman published some very accurate

calculations on ESR coupling constants of small molecules, in

particular, on the methyl radical. Considering the quality of the

calculations, the results are disappointing; discrepancies of a factor

two or more are not unusual. We felt cherefore, that a careful

analysis of the theoretical procedures is necessary in order to obtain

accurate theoretical results from Hartree-Fock calculations.

III. Theoretical analysis

The most convenient procedure for evaluating ESR coupling

constants is by means of the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method.

Unfortunately, the results that are obtained by means of this method

are usually poor. We mentioned already that the molecular wave

function which is the result of a UHF calculation is usually not an
2eigenfunction of the operator S where S is the total spin of the

molecule. Therefore, a UHF wave function is not realistic frobi a

physical point of view, and it should be corrected in order to make it

- acceptable from a physical point of view.

The ground state of an organic radical should have S = 1/2, spin

, .. multiplicity 2 but a UHF wave function To is a linear combination
0

of various spin eigen functions,

2 4 6
' + ' + -V -- (--

0 0 0 0

The higher order spin functions are called the spin contamination of

the wave function because they should not be there, and they should be
57-6
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removed in order to obtain correct theoretical results from the
2function I.

0

Various procedures for removing the unwanted spin functions from a
2.3,4,5

UHF function have been proposed. These procedures are

basically correct, but they are rather complicated. We were

interested in deriving a simpler procedure which is more compatible

with the computer programs that are available.

From the various calculations that we performed, we noted that

most UHF wave functions exhibit certain features that may be utilized

- . as a starting point of a theoretical analysis. We mentioned that in a

RHF calculation we impose the restriction that the alpha and beta

orbitals form pairs with identical orbital functions. In addition,

there is one unpaired electron which we assign to an alpha orbital.

In a UHF calculation, this constraint is removed, nevertheless, we

usually observe pairs of alpha and beta orbitals with different but

similar orbital parts. Therefore, we assume that the orbitals of such

a pair may be written as

• 9.

(P (N+i)B(N+i) = [xi(N+il)-&(N+il)]B(N+i) (2)

We assume now that the differences A. between the orbitals are

much smaller than the orbitals Xi so that It is permissible to

expand the UHF wave function I as a power series in the
0

quantities A.. We also assume that all terms that are quadratic

or high order in A. may be neglected. It is then possible to
1 2

determine the doublet spin function 2T of Sq. (1) exactly.

We showed also that the removal of the unwanted spin functions in

the above described model leads to a particularly simple procedure for

correcting the UHF results for the ESR coupling constants. The

results are corrected by multiplying all contributions from the paired

.* alpha and beta orbitals by a factor one-third and by multiplying the

contribution from the unpaired orbital by a factor unity.
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IV. Calculations

We verified the accuracy of our theoretical analysis by performing

calculations on four organic radicals by means of the Gaussian 82

program package. As our samples, we selected methyl, allyl, ethyl,

and vinyl. In the first two cases, methyl and allyl, the unpaired

orbital does not contribute to the ESR coupling constants, and the

calculations become quite simple. All we had to do was to correct the

previous UHF results by multiplying them by a factor one-third. In

the third and fourth cases, the singly occupied orbital contributes to

the ESR coupling constants. Here we had to evaluate the contribution

by hand in order to derive the final corrected results. However, the

procedure was reasonably straightforward, and we feel that the

procedure may be incorporated into the various computer programs

without much difficulty.

* We described the various calculations and results in a manuscript

that we submitted for publication in the Journal of the American

* ."Chemical Society. We enclosed a preprint of this ms. This preprint

contains all details of our theoretical analysis and the results of

_. our calculations. It should be noted that the agreement between

theory and experiment is quite satisfactory.

V. Reconmendations

We feel that our theoretical analysis and its conclusions

constitutes a major contribution to the theory of ESR coupling

constants. The advantage of our procedure is that it may be coupled

with available computer programs, in particular, the G82 program

package. By means of a few extremely simple additional steps, we may

obtain theoretical results with accuracies that are comparable to the

accuracies of results that are derived by much more complicated

theoretical procedures.

We should note that it is possible to obtain reasonably good ESR

coupling constants by alternative procedures, for instance, from RHF

* calculations supplemented by configuration interaction or from UHF

calculations where the spin contamination is removed by means of

projection operators. However, our method is simpler and this means

that it is applicable to larger systems than the other methods are.

57-8
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The computational facilities at the Frank J. Seiler Research

Laboratory are excellent, but there are limitations to the size of

molecules that may be tackled. We feel that ab initio calculations

with the G82 program package cannot be performed on molecules that are . -

larger than mono nitro toluene, otherwise the amounts of computer time

involved becomes excessive. It is possible to perform calculations on

larger molecules by means of semi-empirical procedures but in those

cases it is hard to predict the accuracy of the results.

We feel that our work has supplied us with the tools to tackle our

initial research goal. We would like to perform calculations on some --

medium size organic radicals such as phenyl, benzyl, nitro propyl,

etc. by means of the ab initio G82 procedures and compare those

results with experimental results and with semi-empirical results.

Ultimately, we wish to derive theoretical procedures that may be

reduced to a from that may conveniently be used by experimentalists.

We hope that the experimentalists may be supplied with theoretical

procedures that are easy to use and that are useful for interpreting

experimental data and for elucidating reaction mechanisms for the

thermal decomposition of energetic materials.

We plan to submit a research proposal that will enable us to

pursue the research objectives that we have described above.

5i
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Effects of Pyridostigmine on Performance of Mission-ready Pilots in the

OT Simulation Facility

by

Arthur E. Harriman

ABSTRACT

- -) A study was designed for the purpose of studying the effects of

pyridostigmine on pilot performance in the AFHRL/OT flight simulation

facility. In this way, usefulness of the drug as an agent of chemical

defense for USAF aircrews against nerve agents of the organophosphorus

anti-cholinesterase series may be further assessed. The study was

planned so that the subjects, who are mission-ready pilots, will be

tested in the flight simulator during the course of a double-blind

procedure in which the pilots are or are not under the influence of

the drug while wearing or not wearing protective gear. Permutations of

the procedure will be counter-balanced among subjects. Both behavioral

and physiological measures will comprise the dependent variables. The

results will be treated by analysis of variance for an experiment of

the treatments-by-treatments-by-subjects design. At all times, the

- - subjects will be monitored by a licensed physician in the possibility

-"*. that there are side-effects from this medically useful and well-

tolerated drug.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

My teaching and research interests, since graduate school, have been

in the area of physiological psychology, and a person with this research

background was needed in the Human Resources Laboratory of Williams AFB

for the task described on the accompanying pages. Within the

physiological psychology area, I have been using the Mongolian gerbil in

recent years as an animal model for extrapolations to human behavior.

The gerbil has proved a useful model, in my opinion, for the study of

idiopathic epilepsy in humans because, like these human epileptics, some

proportion of gerbils seize 'spontaneously'. Several published papers

report support for an inference that magnesium metabolism is at fault in

the susceptible gerbils and relate this conclusion to scattered,

nonrecent observations on humans contained in the medical literature.

The other work has used the gerbil as a model for osmoregulatory and

thermoregulatory activities in humans. In the work, analogies were

attempted between coat densities and air pockets within hair layers, on

one hand, and nude versus clothed skin of human, on the other, in

conditions of restricted water availability and varied temperatures. In

these, and similar, studies, there was considerable need for good

electrophysiological monitoring and recording equipment.

Additionally, I have done some research in the area of
psychopharmacology which had to do with behavioral and neurological

routes of effect of convulsant and "frightening" agents upon avian and

small mammal predation on crops. This line of work, like the more

extensive interest referred to above, proved to be very helpful in

defining the character of my contribution to the project. 1-7"

The nature of this project is one requiring contributions by persons

with established skills in a variety of disciplines. Several

individuals in the Human Factors Laboratory were fully conversant with

the specific elements for much of the project as it began to develop,

such as the measurement of psychomotor skills and awareness of the

- .visual perceptual factors involved. Nonetheless, there was the

perception that the developing project fell partly outside the scope of

ongoing activities in the Laboratory and that someone versed in

physiological psychology, with awareness of methods used in

psychopharmacology, might be helpful in planning work.

* . When I put in my application to the SCEEE in the hope of getting a
1984 research appointment, I was interested in going to Williams AFB

* . because several of the strong research programs described in the SCEEE

* brochure paralleled my physiological interests. These programs included
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efforts having to do with the human visual system and its functions in

simulated military situations. Once in contact with research personnel

in the Laboratory, it became possible for me to focus on a specific

perceptual/motor skills problem which requires contributions from

psychophysiology and psychopharmacology in addition to inputs, as

mentioned, from the regular staff members.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

At the outset of the summer research effort, my USAF colleague

graciously cooperated with me in developing an explicit list of research

objectives for the summer period. The identified objectives were as

follows:

1. to review the literature on pyridostigmine as a member of

the anticholinesterase series of drugs and toxins.

2. to explore the possible effects of pyridostigmine on

human performance in cognitive and motor skills
functions.

3. to explore the possible effects of pyridostigmine on the . -.

peripheral nervous system - both the autonomic and the

somatic divisions.

4. to work with a member of the Laboratory in developing a

protocol for evaluating effects on pyridostigmine on

human performance in a flight simulator device. ,-z.

5. to devise ways to measure most appropriately the effects

of pyridostigmine on the autonomic nervous system.

to organize all of the above information into an

acceptable research protocol which would then be suitable

for implementation by the members of the Laboratory.

These objectives were not, as it turned out, approached in fully

sequential fashion, though all of them were dealt with in the course of

the summer period. Further, certain of the objectives were greatly

expanded, while, because of limited information in the journal

literature, other objectives were met in more limited manner.

Nonetheless, thanks to the help of my research colleague, the research

goals, which were blocked out near the outset of the work, remained

viable throughout the period of the summer project. There was, however

an addition to the goals. On the basis of work done in connection with

objective #5 (above), it was suggested to my research colleague and

myself that another objective be framed. This objective was as follows:
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7. to evaluate telemetering levices versus hard-wired

apparatus for valid monitoring of ongoing physiological

processes in active, clothed human subjects.

III. REVIEW OF THE JOURNAL LITERATURE ON PYRIDOSTIGMI;E:--

a. Approach. I learned from my prospective research colleague

during the course of my pre-summer site visit that there das

considerable interest in the study of how pyridostigmine

could serve as a pretreatment drug in the protection of

aircrews against exposure to nerve agents. During the month

which preceded my arrival at the Laboratory, I reviewed the

journal literature on the subject in the library of my

University. After arrival at the Laboratory, I made further

use of the library at the nearest university in the same

connection.

b. Summary of the results achieved in the literature review.

Chemicals in the carbamyl ester group, which functionally may 7779

be included in the "reversible" anticholinesterase (anti-

ChE) class of compounds, counteract effects of toxicants in

the organophosphorus, "irreversible" anti-ChE group of

compounds. The carbamyl ester compound, pyridostigmine, has

been recommended for investigation as a pre-exposure drug

which shows promise of protecting personnel against

organophosphorus nerve agents, such as tabun, sarin, and

soman. The latter nerve agents have been available for

several decades and apparently have been used against

military and civilian populations in the contemporary period

by Soviet-supplied military forces. Presumably,

,... pyridostigmine has been selected for investigation by the

USAF because it has relatively milder side effects and has

longer duration of action than do the other carbamyl ester

compounds.

The underlying thesis for use of pyridostigmine as a

protection against subsequent exposure to organophosphorus

anti-ChE compounds is that this drug, for the reasons cited,

.* is successful in acting competitively as an enzyme inhibitor

by "reversibly" occupying postsynaptic receptor sites where

the neurotransmitter is acetylcholine (ACh). In consequence

of this occupying action, formation of organophosphate-

esterase complexes of enduring ("irreversible") character

does not take place (for the time of their action) on the

5d-6
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postsynaptic membrane at cholinergic synapses following

exposure of an organism to organophosphorus compounds.

Nonetheless, pyridostigmine, like other anti-ChE

compounds or cholinomimetic agents, causes ACh to remain

intact over a longer time span, thereby accumulating at

cholinergic sites in nerve networks which are widely

distributed in the central nervous system and the autonomic "1

nervous system and which innervate the peripheral somatic

(skeletal muscle) system. The early effect of the build-up

in ACh is excitatory, but, with continuing increase in the

intact ACh at cholinergic synapses, the direction is toward

more massive depolarizing plus hyperpolarizing effects on the

subsynaptic membrane that eventuates in cessation of nerve

impulses.

In the foregoing respects, the "reversible" anti-ChE

agents, such as pyridostigmine, differ in degree of severity

of effect (quantitatively), rather than in kind, from the

"irreversible" anti-ChE toxins. More closely looked at, all

anti-ChE agents have their effect on cholinergic receptors --

which belong to one or the other of two categories: the

muscarinic and the nicotinic. Cholinergic receptors of the

nicotinic type are found in the spinal cord, within the -.-

, autonomic ganglia, and at neuromuscular junctions of the

peripheral somatic nervous system. All autonomic cholinergic

effectors cells, however, are muscarinic. Both types of S
receptors are densely present in the brain.

IV. POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF PYRIDOSTIGMINE ON HUMAN PERFORMANCE:

a. Approach. The objective was approached by means of searches

into the journal literature in psychopharmacology and

psychotoxicology. L
b. Summary of results achieved in the literature review.

Searches conducted in the science libraries at two

universities revealed no indication of published studies

having to do with dosage-effects of pyridostigmine on higher

functions in human or infrahuman organisms. Nonetheless,

clinical reports with human subjects showed that tolerances

for the drug vary considerably within the population.

Further one report indicated that one person in 1,250 persons

of European descent shows extreme intolerance to the drug. "-

58-7
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The qualitative features of pyridostigmine effects on

neurological and behavioral functions can be dramatic

(dysarthria, dysphonia, dysphagia, dysdipsia, and, possibly,

convulsions terminating in coma). These outcomes suggested

that conventional medical opinion, which holds that moderate
dosages of the drug do not cross-the blood brain barrier, may

be in error. Tests on learning and memory in animals given

different dosages of pyridostigmine were recommended in

consequence of the literature review.

V. EFFECTS OF PYRIDOSTIGMINE ON THE PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM:

a. Approach. Considerable information has accumulated

concerning the effects of anti-ChE drugs upon the action of
the peripheral nervous system. There are, however, distinct
differences in the effects produced by different members of

this class of chemicals. Determination of the manner in
i.i which pyridostigmine affects the human nervous system was

needed so that there could be some understanding of the

physiological reactions to be expected among the subjects in

the study of how this drug influences pilot performance in

operation of a flight simulator. Also, the information was

needed in order to devise ways to detect any developing

adverse reactions so that medical personnel could be alerted

to the need for clinical counter-measures. Background

information for implementing these aims was obtained through

review of journals and monographs in the field of

psychopharmacology and examination of the medical literature

on myasthenia gravis.

b. Results. At therapeutic dosages, which range in divided

administrations up to 1,500 mg/day, (mean dosage = 600/mg
* day), pyridostigmine is well tolerated by myasthenia gravis

patients. The dosages must be individualized, however; and

normal young adult subjects would be expected to show side-

effects to dosages at the upper end of the therapeutic range.

Lower therapeutic dosages are much better tolerated by normal

* subjects. Nonetheless, individuals who are cholinesterase

variants, and quite likely to be entirely unaware of their
"" . anomalous metabolism, may show severe reactions to low or

, average dosages.

The potentiation of ACh activity by pyridostigmine may

* cause excessive muscarinic effects and nicotinic effects.
~58-8i
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Adverse reactions to muscarinic stimulation include miosis,

lacrimination, nasal discharge, vomiting, diarrhea, sweating,

increased micturation, and bradycardia. Increase in activity

at nicotinic synapses may trigger fasciculation, muscular

weakness, respiratory difficulties, elevated blood pressure,

and tachycardia.

Apparently, the first sign of impending toxicity is the

onset of muscular weakness. Therefore, it was recommended

that medical monitoring of the subjects in the study be

supported by use of a repeated test for skeletal muscle

strength during such periods as the subjects are under the

influence of pyridostigmine. The particular test suggested

was a measure of hand strength to be tested with a commercial

hand dynanometer at 30-min intervals.

VI. DEVELOPING A PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING HOW PYRIDOSTIGMINE AFFECTS

PERFORMANCE IN A FLIGHT SIMULATOR:

a. Approach. There were two different approaches which were

explored in connection with the aim stated above. First,

there was need to become familiar with the use of the flight

simulator as a device for the study of behavior. Second, an

experimental procedure had to be designed in which
pyridostigmine effects on pilot performance in the simulator

could be validly determined.

b. Results. I was able to gain some familiarity with the nature

and the use of the flight simulation facility in this

Laboratory through the help of my research colleague. The

colleague conducted a detailed investigation over a period of

about three weeks in which experienced pilots were tested in

a flight simulator. I was able to monitor the briefings

given to the subjects, the behavior of the pilots in the

simulator, and the debriefings. The second mode of approach

to the aim required design of an appropriate and useful

experimental procedure for the proposed investigation. In

this effort, a research protocol was organized which, in

*outline, involved a treatments-by-treatments-by-subjects

procedure. In this experimental arrangement, it is possible

to test subjects under conditions in which the independent

variable (pyridostigmine) is administered or not

administered. Also, for each condition of the independent

variable, treatment permutations are possible. For the

5--9
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present study, there were two such permutations -protective

gear worn versus protective gear not worn. Further, the

procedure of' the work was arranged so that both factors as
well as both treatments within factors were counter-balanced

in order of use with the different subjects. Also, a double-

blind procedure was described for administration of the

pyridostigmine or, in its place, a placebo.

VII. INTEGRATION OF THE WORK PERFORMED IN CONNECTION WITH OBJECTIVES I

THROUGH V INTO A RESEARCH METHODOLOGY WHICH WOULD BE SUITABLE FOR

IMPLEMENTATION LATER BY MEMBERS OF THE HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY:

Ia. Approach. During the final portion of the summer period, my

research colleague and I organized the results of the five

lines of endeavor, described above, into a detailed statement

of the logic, design, method, and implications (in light o

the results, whatever turn these took) of the investigation

into whether pyridostigmine could act as a pretreatment drug
in the protection of pilots who were exposed to
organophosphorus nerve agents. Critical to the question of

whether pyridostig eine should be used as such a drug is

confirmation that the drug does not adversely affect complex

performance. The experimental plan which resulted from this

collaboration was closely guided by an appreciation of the

latter requirement.
b. Results. The nature of the research project, as it developed

from the collaboration between the research colleague and

myself is fully described in a lengthy presentation. This

presentation ultimately say be forwarded to Brooks AFB for

review and revision. Because of constraint on space,
excerpts and condensations from the proposal are provided

below to indicate that effort was made to reach the research

objective.

1. Purpose. The intent of the work is to study the effects

of pyridostigmine on pilot performance in the AFHRL/OT

simulation facility so that usefulness of the drug as an

4 agent of chemical defense for aircrews against toxicants
of the organophorsphorus anti-cholinesterase series might

be further assessed.

2. Drug. Under the double-blind procedure, the subjects

will be treated alike in drug and placebo conditions in a

procedure in which a capsule will be given orally,

58-10
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starting the day prior to a test session. Dosages will

be 30 mg of pyridostigmine at intervals of 3 hours, per

USAF usage. Tests will be conducted at times and at

intervals so that the drug is maximally active in the

system at the time of testing and so that there are no

carryover effects of the drug from test to test

3. Subjects. The subjects will be 24 volunteers who are

mission-ready pilots and who have at least 500 hours in

fighter aircraft and at least 100 hours in their current

fighter. The volunteers will be screened at the home

base for hyperreactivity to pyridostigmine and again at L

the Laboratory for potential adverse side effects. The

range of the potential side-effects has been identified,

and corrective medical measures will be implemented as

needed. Further, monitoring, both behavioral and

medical, will be in place to correct such adverse

reactions as might (rarely) occur.

4. Apparatus. The apparatus of central importance is the

flight simulation facility. The flight simulator in this

facility will be programmed for four separate tasks which

will require 30 minutes for their execution. A

nonexhaustive list of behavioral measures in one of the

four task components (Red Flag component in which the

pilot flies a simulated combat mission) includes the

following: number of kills, number of threats detected

versus number of reactions to threats, number of rounds

fired versus number of threats.

A number of physiological recording devices will be

introduced into the flight simulation facility for the

purposes of the present work. These measures of

stress/arousal reactions in the peripheral nervous system

will include the following: integrated body temperature

recording, the EKG, pulse plethysmography, respiratory

cycle measurement, and the electromyogram. -

5. Procedure: At the outset of the study, each subject will

separately be given a 30-minute pretest daily for two

days. Then, each subject will be entered into a two-

factor experiment with repeated measures. In the

experiment, all subjects will be tested under conditions

* in which they individually operate the flight simulator
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while under, or not under, the influence of pyridostig-
mine and while wearing, or not wearing, protective gear.

The several behavioral and physiological measures will be

taken throughout the subject's performance on the four
tasks during the 30-minute session. The subjects will

receive a total of four tests, with one separated from

the next by a two-day period.
6. Medical monitoring. Informed consent will be obtained by

a physician. The informed subject will be given medical

and behavioral checks at fixed intervals while he is
under the influence of pyridostigmine and at the same
intervals after he has ingested the placebo used for

control of expectancy effects in the double-blind

procedure. Paramedical and medical personnel will be

closely involved in the work, medical intervention as

* needed will be immediately available.

7. Statistical design. A treatments-by-treatments-by-

subjects procedure will be used. This procedure tests
each subject under each treatment condition within both

of the planned factors. This design allows for fever
subjects than is required in factorial design for the

same degree of significance. Potential carryover effects

must be considered. Therefore, factors are counter-

balanced, as are treatments within factors. Also,

pyridostigmine will be allowed to clear the body between

one teot and the next for each subject.
S. Expected outcomes. The major outcome will be integrated

medical, performance, physiological, and flight simulator
data that can be used by field commanders to evaluate the

6 impact of pretreatment drug in defense against nerve

agents.
* VIII. COMPARISON OF TELEMETERING VERSUS HARD-WIRED APPARATUS FOR

RECORDING PHYSIOLOGICAL EVENTS IN HUMANS:

a. Approach. Texts, mongraphs, and journals in two science

* libraries were examined for discussion of telemetering and
biotelemetering instrumentation. On the basis of the

literature review, a report was prepared by my research
colleague and myself and was submitted to the person in thie
Laboratory who had asked for the report.
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b. Results. The report is herewith summarized in sentence

outline as follows: Telemetry and biotelemetry have come to
refer to measurement at a distance of events (biological

events) in an organism. Biotelemetric devices may be

categorized in several ways - clinical versus research

devices, implantable versus attachable, human versus

infrahuman monitors. Greatest focus has been on development

of attachable ECG devices for monitoring human cardiac

functioning. Even where benefits are significant, there are

health hazards from RF radiation from the transmitting

antenna which must be seen as cautionary to researchers.

Also, there are difficulties in recording produced by

variables such as the interfering 'noise' of nylon clothing.
The latter problem is correctable, but former may not be

easily dealt with. Body mounted transmitter antenna radiate

omnidirectionally, and the body acts as a reflector and

absorber for frequencies above 100 MHz which are well within

the range (10 to 1,000 MHz) of radiated frequencies in

commercial telemetering apparatus. U.S. standards for this

range is 10mW/cm 2 averaged over 0.1 hour periods. In the
USSR, the exposure limit in the same range is lower. Below -....

300MHz, the upper limit is 0.01 mW/cm and is averaged over 6
hours/day. Research shows that tissue damage results from 40

microwatts/cm2 and 0.1 mWh. Behavioral and physiological

dysfunctions may result from power densities as low as a few

microwatts/cm2. These dysfunctions include muscular
weakness, headaches, visceral problems. Similar problems

occur in hyperreactive subjects given pyridostigmine.

Telemetry may be a source of confounding in the

pyridostigmine study, and its use seems to be

contraindicated, even if the measure next interference due to

static electricity and the like can be controlled.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Guidance for implementing results of research. Arrangements

for funding the study of pyridostigmine effects on pilot

performance were made long prior to my minor and transient

involvement in the work. What contributions I made were

directed toward presenting an experimental design for the

study and devising specific procedures for implementation of

the investigation. Within the framework of these activities, -
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I concentrated on choosing appropriate measures of emotional

arousal and recommending means for monitoring the physiologi-

cal correlates of this arousal. The recommendations have

been discussed with Laboratory personnel and with, at the

direction of the Laboratory members, persons who have

contractual arrangements with the Laboratory. An ongoing ,

relationship with both allied groups has been arranged. The

sum of $80,000 has been allocated for development of the

monitoring apparatus, and arrangements are being sought with

my University for transfer of the funds so that I can
continue my association with the project through purchase, L.

testing, and installation of the monitoring equipment.
b. Suggestion for follow-on research. The USAF is considering

feasibility of administering pyridostigmine to aircrews on a

sustained basis in times when there is threat of chemical

warfare attack. The possible adverse effects of

pyridostigmine in multiple treatments, however, is not

understood where normal adult subjects are involved. There

is evidence that pyridostigmine crosses the blood-brain

barrier and that at higher dosages has deleterious effects on

behavior. I am planning to submit a Research initiation

grant proposal which deals with means to study long-term

effects of pyridostigmine on several species of laboratory

rodents. The aim of the work is to generate data which may
be extrapolated from the experiments with lower mammalian

species to humans. Numerous EPA and FDA regulations indicate

that such extrapolations have predictive relevance to man. -
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PROPULSION FACILITY PLANNING FOR TEST INFORMATION PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT WITH EMPHASIS ON DATA MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY IN TIlE

ENGINE TEST FACILITY

by

Doyle E. Hasty

ABSTRACT

High subsonic, transonic, and supersonic propulsion system testing

at one of the most unique aerospace testing facilities in the world, the

Engine Test Facility (ETF), requires that maximum use be made of today's

increased computational power, advanced information management systems

and high-speed digital data acquisition systems. The heart of ETF was L

created in Germany in 1944 as the Bavarian Motor Works (BMIW) which was

later dismantled after the war and shipped to the United States. The

early 1950's supported construction of ETF. L

Various expansions and adaptations of this facility have continued

for over thirty years to the point that ETF has not only played a key

role in the development of many of the United States' aerospace programs,

but will continue to play that role for decades to come if state-of-the-

art modernization can be designed and implemented into this facility.

The objective of this research analysis is to evaluate new test -

* techniques, data acquisition processes, data reduction techniques, data L j

displays and analysis techniques to improve and modernize the propulsion

test information process. A special emphasis was to analyze methods for

improving and monitoring the data accuracy or data uncertainty of various

test parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The updating and modernization of high-altitude turbojet engine

and rocket test cells presently concerns the Air Force Systems Command

at the Arnold AF Station, Tennessee, because of the aging facilities

that exist. As these test chambers begin their fourth decade of testing

service, state-of-the-art computing power, information systems, and re-

vised testing approaches must be incorporated into the major existing'

I
test chambers. The author has had 15 years of experience in high-

altitude aerospace testing and found this particular assignment very

challenging and well matched to his experience and abilities.

The broad range of experience gained by research and analysis of a

project of this scope was extremely beneficial to the author. He was

able to quickly become productive in this assignment and accomplish more

than is usually normal with a project that requires a given adaptation L

period. As head of the engineering department at his school, the author

will use this state-of-the-art technology experience in designing and

selecting new engineering and physics laboratory and analysis equipment

for the school's new engineering building which is presently under con-'

struction.

The author feels that the opportunities afforded by this research

effort at this time will be immeasurably beneficial to his engineering

students, many of whom eventually will become engineers permanently em-

ployed at this Air Force base oi may even work here cooperatively as they
.0

finish their engineering degrees.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The goals selected for this research effort included the analysis

and evaluation of presently used testing techniques in the high-altitude

turbojet engine and rocket test cells. The major goal was to evaluate

state-of-the-art test techniques, data.acquisition processes, data reduc-

tion techniques, data displays, and analysis techniques in order to improve

propulsion test information productivity. The final goal was to recommend

approaches for improving productivity by considering hardware change,

new or common software for data reduction/communication and changes in

testing philosophy to accommodate new hardware and software. Finally,

estimates of the data uncertainties from any modernized system must be

determined.

III. PRESENT TESTING TECHNIQUES IN HIGH-ALTITUDE TEST CELLS:

Turbojet engine and rocket test cells require that the test articles

and associated test cell systems be controlled safely and precisely to a

set of pre-planned test conditions. These environmental and test article

conditions, once produced, must be maintained while data acquisition is in

progress. A centralized area consisting of the test cell, surrounding

test area, and control room are dedicated to ensuring that these conditions

are met and maintained both realiably and safely.

During testing, the control room personnel and equipment are used

primarily to control the test article and associated test cell equipment

to the required test mission conditions. Presently, the environmental

conditions, however, are set and maintained at another location by per-

sonnel and equipment dedicated to that task. Interaction and coordination

between these two areas are primarily audio and alphanumeric display com-

munications, indicating the environmental set points and conditions.
• .. . 59-5



ii Interactions with the test article and its on-board system are per-

formed primarily manually. The control and interaction are maintained

by observing visual indications and performing manual responses.

IV. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS IN TESTING TECHNIQUES:

Analysis of existing testing conditions led to the conclusion that the

2
following four major improvement areas are of the highest priority.

A. Reduce the testing time required for each test article.
B. Reduce the testing cost of each test article.
C. Increase the availability of each test cell.
D. Meet needs of future complex computer controlled test articles,

ie., spacecraft, spaceships, and space stations.

*This research effort provided the basic engineering study and analysis

to produce a preliminary design plan. The plan that was developed included

* using state-of-the-art techniques to minimize the time in obtaining test

article and test cell conditions necessary to acquire data. Possible

* automation of the following control system functions were determined to

be necessary when analyzing techniques to minimize this time frame.

A . Throttle control
B. Sequence control
C. Health monitoring control
D . Operation interface with engine control
E . Emergency control
F . Event logging control
G. Auxiliary system controls (test cell cooling air, exhaust duct

cooling, lab seal control, and fuel flowmeter selection)
9-H. Systems readiness between environment controls and data acquisition

computer.

It is now anticipated that three levels of automation complexity will

exist. These are total automation, partial automation, and no automation.

Those systems evaluated for total automation, hands-off operation, will be 7

* systems that cam be set-up prior to test time and will operate under com-

puter control during the test. Partially automated systems are those
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where limited manual inputs will be necessary during testing. Systems

classified as no-automation will function entirely manually. The primary

consideration for manual systems will involve safety of personnel and

equipment.

In determining the level of automation required, the following human

factors will be investigated.3

A. Human/machine interface.
B. Dedicated/distributed system.
C. Safety/reliability.
D. Efficiency/time savings.

The hardware needed to carry out each controls, data acquisition,

and data processing function is being identified. This hardware will

include state-of-the-art equipment as actuators, controllers, convecters,

transducers, data acquisition systems, and data processors. After the

computer hardware is identified, the associated software requirements

will be specified.

The data uncertainties of the data system including the data acquisi-

tion and data processing must be assessed as part of the detailed design

effort. Presently, the Engine Test Facility uses two standards as guides
• . 4,5 """

to establish data measurement uncertainties. Individual system models

of some of the proposed systems with predicted data uncertainties were

performed by the author as part of this research effort.
6

The modernization and updating is proposed for the six major test

cells in the Engine Test Facility. The preliminary design estimates

show an anticipated savings for each test unit in excess of $750,000.

The preliminary cost estimate of modernization per test unit is in the

$1,000,000 range ensuring a less than two-year payback period.
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This research period covered the preliminary design phase which will

.- precede the now-to-be-completed detailed design phase, implementation, and

checkout in a selected model test cell over the next year.

V. RECONNENDAT IONS:

The author proposes to continue this effort through a Research

Initiation grant so that he can be involved with the detailed design phase,

implementation, and checkout of a modernized model test cell during the

next year. This year-long activity would complete the design effort

and complete the implementation in the first test cell. Then this design

plan could be used for the five other major test units to give the Engine

Test Facility a state-of-the-art testing technique with modernized

computer-controlled facilities and equipment.

The author feels that this summer research effort has been very

beneficial to him as well as to the future of high-altitude turbojet

engine and rocket testing at the Arnold Engineering Development Center.

* .* He looks forward to being able to see this research effort totally com-

pleted and implemented to prepare the Engine Test Facility for testing

into the twenty-first century.
5
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A STUDY ON POINT DIFFRACTION INTERFEROMETRY

PLUS

HOLOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS OF A TURBULENT BOUNDARY

LAYER ON A ROUGHENED WIND TUNNEL WALL

by

A. George Havener

ABSTRACT

The general theory of a point diffraction interfer-

ometry is discussed along with a description of a specific

system for direct application to wind tunnel testing.

* Problems involved with the use of a point diffraction

- -interferometer, and plans for continued developments and

applications plus recommendations for construction of an

improved system are also presented. Additionally, holo-

graphic interferometric measurements of a two dimensional,

! -

high Reynolds wind tunnel are presented in direct comparison

to similar measurements of a turbulent boundary layer on a

smooth wall of the same facility. Plans for detailed

reduction of these interferometric data to density and..

velocity distributions are also discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

For the past fifteen years, the author has been

involved with the design and application of optical measur-

ing and flow vizualization techniques to the study of com-

pressible fluid flow fields. The dominant technique has

centered on holography with the emphasis being holographic

interferometry (Ref I). Early applications resulted in

acquiring unique density data of two dimensional, super-

* "" sonic turbulent boundary layers for both attached and

separated states, and recent research has been completed

wherein holographic interferometry was used to obtain

density data of turbulent bursts in an axisymmetric laminar

boundary layer on a sharp tip cone in a Mach 6 flow field;

both laminar and turbulent distributions of density were

also obtained (Ref 2). Additionally, the author has

developed a computer approach to studying the interfer-

ometric depiction of theoretical flow fields. This process,

called computational interferometry, allows for the

detailed interferometric visualization of theoretical flow

fields obtained from numerical solutions to the Navier

Stokes equations; the computer generated interferograms are

the results that would be seen if the flow field were

actually viewed using a real interferometer.

The nature of the present USAF research addresses the

problem of obtaining real-time density data of wind tunnel

60-4
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tests. While many successful interferometric applications

to wind tunnel studies have been obtained during the past

decade, some of the major problems in the general and

routine use of interferometry have not been solved. Among

these problems, the three most prevalent are data reduction

(automated fringe reading capabilites are needed), multi-

viewing (multiple views of flow fields are needed to permit

resolve of three dimensional flows), and rapid recording of

interferograms (typically, recording rates of 10 to 20

thousand interferograms per second are needed to obtain

data of transient phenomena). Recent developments of a new

interferometric technique, Point Diffraction Interferometry

(PDI:Ref 3-5) and its application to aero-thermodynamic

studies (Ref 6) show definite promise for obtaining real-

time interferometric data of wind tunnel tests. Coupled

with a reliable automated fringe reading device, one can

imagine an optical instrument capable of obtaining instan-

taneous density data of two dimensional flows, and if the :z
problem of multi-viewing were also solved, one can further

recognize the ability to quantify the density fields of

almost any flow that is translucent to light waves.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The primary objective of this research effort is to

verify the usefulness and the accuracy of Point Diffraction

60-5
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Interferometry applicable to wind tunnel testing. A

secondary objective of this research is to obtain interfer-

ometric measurements of an on-going wind tunnel test on

surface roughness effects in turbulent, supersonic boundary

layers. Noteworthy here is the fact that Bachalo and Houser

(Ref 6) presented proof on June 25-27, 1984 that PDI can be

• .used successfully in wind tunnel applications, and there-

fore, the primary objective of this research shifted from

an exploratory effort to one of development and application

of an In-House PDI system at the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory. In this sense, the effort has been directed

towards obtaining practical knowledge and experience on the

use of PDI by building a working system from available Air

Force optical equipment, and subsequently applying this

system to actual aero-thermodynamic tests.

III. CONCEPTS AND GENERAL THEORY OF PDI:

Fundamentally, interferometry involves the blending of

- -:coherent sets of light waves in a controlled way so that a

meaningful interference (the interferogram) is constructed.

As used here, meaningful interference is taken to mean an

interference from which measurable distortions to one of

the sets of light waves can be determined with certainty.

Classical interferometric applications to wind tunnel test

are not generally done, because satisfying the strict

60-6
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optical requirements of these devices is too difficult.

Laser applications relax these requirements considerably so

that interferometry--specifically holographic interfer-

ometry--can be done with relative ease at most wind tunnel

facilties. However, these optical processes require the use

of an optical reference (this is generally referred to as

the reference beam) which makes acquiring real-time data

very difficult; indeed, in most facilities, acquiring

real-time interferometric data is practically impossible.

Different from these interferometers, PDI offers to

opportunity to acquire real time interferometric data,

because the optical reference is not a separate beam of

light that traverses long optical paths around the wind

tunnel facility. Instead, the optical reference of the PDI

is generated from the test beam (the test beam is the beam

of light waves that pass through the test section of the

wind tunnel), and this generation of reference waves can be

done continuously so long as the test beam exists.

The fundamental concept of the PDI involves generating

an optical reference from a set of disturbed light waves,

and subsequently using this reference to produce meaningful

interference with the test waves. References 5 and 6 show

ways in which PDI can be used with a single pass Toepler

schlieren system. As shown in Figure 1, the schlieren

filter is replaced by a collimating lens and a small Mach-

60-7
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Zehnder interferometer. In use, the beam of light

traversing the test section of the wind tunnel is captured

and imaged by the second schlieren head, recollimated by

the positive lens and directed into the small Mach-Zehnder

mnterferometer. Once in this interferometer, one portion of

the separated beam is spatially filtered by a lens-pin hole

_ .assembly while the other portion of the beam is held

constant. At the second splitter plate of the interfer-

ometer, the filtered and unfiltered beams are reunited to

form an interference.

The spatial filter in the Mach-Zehnder inteferometer

establishes the optical reference for the interference.

Light waves traversing a compressible flow in a wind tunnel

are refracted by the density field of the flow. When these

light waves are focussed by a positive lens, the refracted

parts of the waves are focussed to different spots in the

focal plane of the positive lens while all the nonrefracted

portions of the waves are focused to a central spot. By

carefully inserting a pin hole in the focal plane of this

lens, all the refracted portions of the light waves are -.

blocked--if the pin hole is small enough, diffraction of

these light waves will even remove optical information of

the silhouettes of the solid boundaries of the wind tunnel

so that the waves exiting the filter are seen as pure

spherical waves diverging from a point source--and the .

60-8
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light passing through the filter becomes the optical

reference for the interferometer. Adjustment of the

resulting interference is regulated by traversing the pin

hole relative to the focussing lens. The second lens on the

"down stream" side of the pin hole is used to recollimate

the diverging light waves. The lens pair of this spatial

filter invert the wave fronts in this path of the interfer-

ometer which can produce a visible and somewhat annoying

effect seen as a double image of the test subject on the

viewing screen. To negate this double image effect, a lens

pair similar to that of the spatial filter is placed in the

test path of the interferometer.

Both continuous and pulsed light sources can be used .

with PDI. One recognizes that by using a pulsed light

source, the improvement of PDI over the use of holographic

interferometric techniques is not significant. However, the

use of a continuous light source presents a breakthrough in

applied interferometry, because it now appears possible to

* obtain continuous, real-time interferometric measurements

of wind tunnel flow fields. Conceptually, this is done by

imaging the light waves exiting the interferometer into the

focus of a high speed camera.

At this time, the advantages of PDI appear to be: '-77
:. ,." -. ','

1. Acquisition of real-time interferometric data.

2. Use of relatively simple optical system.
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3. General application to wind tunnel facilities

with existing schlieren systems.

IV. FABRICATION AND TESTING OF AN IN-HOUSE PDI:

A small PDI has been built and preliminary tests have

been performed in the laboratory of the Aero-Optic

Instrumentation Group of the Air Force Flight Dynamics

Laboratory. This system is powered by a 50 mw continuous

wave krypton laser. The schlieren path is established by

two on-center parabolic mirrors (dia. of 229 mm, f/5,

nominally), and a lOX microscope objective is used to

diverge the beam from the source. The schlieren path is off

axis by approximately 7.5 degrees, and consequently, an

aberation to the wave fronts is produced. This aberation is

negated by placing a cylindrical lens in the focus of the

microscope objective; the aberation has to be negated

before the light waves pass through the spatial filter in

the interferometer so that proper spatial filtering is

accomplished. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer consists of

two 3 degree prism beam splitters and two first surface

plane mirrors. These components are mounted to standard 71
triangular optical rails, and the entire system is secured

to an air cushioned vibration damped optical table. In the

normal use of a PDI at a wind tunnel facility, the

schlieren heads, light source and recording optics would be

60-10
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mounted on separate stands, and therefore, this small

system is built to simulate these conditions; the schlieren

mirrors, interferometer and recording optics are mounted to

separate stands. The spatial filter of this PDI consists of

a 50 micron pin hole and a pair of f/3 lenses (f.l. of 150

mm, nominally), and the beam diameter of the light waves in

the interferometer is approximately 25 mm.

* .i Thusfar, the results obtained are marginally success-

ful. Procedures for properly aligning the PDI--considerable

care is needed to correctly align the spatial filter--have

been learned from numerous attempts to "get it right," and

still only poor quality interferograms have been obtained.

All of the problems seem to center on not having the proper

equipment. Specifically, the optical components of the

interferometer and those of the spatial filter assembly are I
adequate for demonstrating that a PDI system of this type

works, but they seem to be inadequate for obtaining and

maintaining good alignment. The lens-pin hole combination

of the spatial filter is not correct (the present one is

the best that could be put together with existing equip-

ment), nor is the match between the cylindrical lens and

the off-axis angle of the schlieren path correct. Conse-

quently, the effect of the aberation of the light waves is

focussed by the spatial filter, and further distorted by

diffraction at the pin hole. This results in the formation
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of nonuniform, asymmetric fringes, and this focussed

aberation inhibits generation of good optical reference

waves.

Two other noteworthy problems encountered thusfar are

light intensity and system stability. The spatial filter

appears to block approximately 80 percent of the incident

radiation which means the intensity of the light coming

from the filter is very low. Good fringe contrast results

4when the intensity of both light beams is nearly equal, and

therefore, the intensity of the unfiltered waves in the

interferometer has to be reduced. For the present system,

this is generally accomplished by using a 90-10 beam

splitter at the entrance to the interferometer, and using

the spatial filter in the 90 percent path. However, for the

present system, a relatively low power laser is being used,

and fringe distinction is very difficult particularly in

the image plane of the interferometer. This problem appears

to be easily resolvable by using a more powerful laser

(e.g., a 2 or 3 watt cw laser).

System stability presents concern for the general use

of PDI especially in "noisy" wind tunnel complexes. As

previously stated, the major components of this small PDI

are mounted on separate stands so as to simulate normal

conditions of an actual wind tunnel facility. The optical

paths of this system are short and unprotected; no special
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shielding is used and the light waves travel through room a
air. Apparently the single most dominant factor affecting

the formation of the fringes in a PDI system is the

relative alignment of the spatial filter. Any vibration

altering this alignment from the true setting causes a

distortion in the generated reference light waves which can

-- ruin the interference. Since the nominal size of the pin

hole is on the order of 50 microns, maintaining continuous

alignment of the spatial filter places strict stability

requirements on the design of the PDI system. For the

present system, both the overhead room air conditioner or a

sharp foot stomp on the floor were found to be strong

enough disturbances to offset the alignment of the spatial

filter.

At the present, work is continuing on the development

and use of the in-house PDI system. Improved optical compo-

nents are being sought, and a convective heat transfer

model is being developed to serve as an initial physical

application. Using this model, PDI interferograms will be

obtained and analyzed for measuring accuracy and sensitiv-

ity. Following this, the PDI system will be applied to a

wind tunnel study to further verify its usefulness.

V. APPLICATION OF HOLOGRAPHY TO WIND TUNNEL TEST

Pulsed laser holography is used to support a study the
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turbulent boundary layer on both a smooth wall and

roughened wall of a Mach 3 high Reynolds wind tunnel. The

holographic laser system used in this application is the

Aero-Optic Instrumentation's pulsed laser system which is

well documented in the literature (Ref 1), and the details

of this system are not discussed here.

The objective of this effort is to obtain detailed --

density data of these boundary layers by reducing holo-

graphic interferometric measurements of the flows. Both

double exposure--the same hologram is exposed twice, once

with flow and once with no flow in the wind tunnel--and

dual plate holography--two separate holograms are used to

record the flow and no flow conditions--are used to obtain

the interferograms. Both of these techniques are also

discussed in the literature (Ref 1).

Typical results of this research are shown in Figures

-. "2 and 3. Figure 2 is direct comparison of the smooth and

roughened wall cases for the same stagnation pressure, and

as shown, the boundary layer for the roughened wall is

thicker and appears to contain more local turbulence than

the smooth wall flow. Furthermore, the free stream flow

fields seen in these two interferograms are not the same;

again, the roughened wall case shows the presence of more

turbulence. The bumps along the roughened wall are known to

generate turbulence, but as shown in the interferograms,
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this generated turbulence appears to be transmitted to the

free stream where it undoubtably cause an additional

disturbance to the boundary layer. The possibility of this

turbulence being reflected from the other walls of the wind

tunnel is also real. Figure 3 shows a comparison between

interferograms for the roughened wall boundary layers for

two different stagnation presures. As seen, the fringe

definition for the higher pressure shows a much increased

phase shift across the boundary layer, and this suggests a

limit on the use of holographic interferometry to study

these boundary layers at high stagnation pressures.

Thusfar, no limit has been found in the present study. Also

shown in Fig 3 is a double pulse holographic interferogram.

This interferogram is made by exposing the flow field

twice; the two exposures are temporally spaced by approx-

imately 200 micro-seconds which means the fringes of this

interferogram show the existance of unsteady behavior of a

frequency exceeding 5 KHz.

The optical results of this effort have been obtained

only recently, and time does not permit the detailed quan-

titative data available from analysis of the holograms to

be included in the report. These data are being obtained at

this time, and will be presented elsewhere (e.g., AIAA

paper and/or AFWAL AFFDL/TR) in the future.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Based on the research accomplished to date, the

following recommendations are made:

-" 1. An improved PDI system needs to be constructed

using optical components specifically designed for use in

the PDI system. More testing and evaluation of the test

results need to be done so that the concerns for stability

and illumination power that were found in this effort can

be analyzed properly. While inconclusive at this time, PDI

still appears to be a worthwhile process for obtaining

continous and real-time interferometric measurements of

wind tunnel tests.

2. The assembled in-house PDI system should continue

to be used so that improved understanding and practical

experience in PDI applications and measuring techniques can

be obtained.

3. Reduction of the holographic data of the roughened

wall turbulent boundary layer study should be done as

quickly as possible. These data are new and unique, and

offer the possibility to obtain meaningful quantitative

information throughout the boundary layer.
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Sm1ooTH WALL (FRINGE SHIFT =16)

ROUGH WALL (FRINGE SHIFT 22)

*FIG 2 INTERFERJGRAMS OF 2-D TURBULENT BOUNAR LAYERS ON SMOOTH AND
RO]HENED WALLS OF AMA 3WIND1NNEL (P 586 KPA.)
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EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND REACTANT SOLVATION UPON

THE RATES OF GAS-PHASE ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS

by

Peter M. Hierl

ABSTRACT

The rate constants and the product branching ratios for the

nucleophilic displacement reactions of CH30 -and OH-(H2 )n (where n = .

0,1, or 2) with the methyl halides, and for the proton transfer

reactions of CH30- and OH-(H2 0)n with acetonitrile and the hydrogen

halides have been measured in the gas phase over the temperature range

200-500 K, using the AFGL selected ion flow tube (SIFT). The rate

constants of the fastest reactions were found to be very close to the

collision rate. Reactant solvation was found to decrease the rates of -.

the nucleophilic displacement reactions, most significantly in the case -.-..

of the least exothermic reactions, but was found to have little effect

upon the rates of the proton transfer reactions. Likewise, increased

temperatures decreased slightly the rates of the nucleophilic

displacement reactions but had less effect upon the rates of the proton

transfer reactions.
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L. INTRODUCTION I7

Gas-phase reactions between ions and neutral molecules play a

significant role in atmospheric chemistry, radiation chemistry,

combustion chemistry, and chemical processes occurring in lasers and in

electrical discharges. Moreover, studies of ion-molecule reactions can

provide important basic data on the energetics and mechanisms of gas-

phase reactions in general, as well as provide valuable insight into

ionic reactions occurring in solution. Consequently, gas-phase ion

chemistry has been an active and rapidly growing field of chemical

research for the past several decades.1

An important recent advance in this field has been the development

of experimental techniques by which selectively solvated ions can be

formed and the resulting effect of solvation upon the ion's reactivity

can be studied.2  These studies have been motivated both by the

recognition that solvated ions play an important role in the chemistry

of the lower ionosphere,3 and by the hope that such studies might help

elucidate the nature of the solvent effects which often dominate the

rates of ionic reactions in solution.2'4'5

The present project is primarily concerned with investigating the

effects of solvation and of temperature upon the reactivity of the

hydroxide anion, OH-, in the gas phase. Two common types of ionic

reactions were chosen for this study: (1) nucleophilic displacement

(SN2) reactions between hydrated OH and the methyl halides, which can

be represented by the general equation

OH-(H 2 0)n CH3 Y - Y(H 2 0)m CH3OH (n-m)H 2 0 (1)
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where n = 0,1,2, or 3, and X = F, Cl, Br, or I; and (2) proton transfer

reactions between hydrated OH and various proton donors, including the

hydrogen halides,

CH-(H 2 0)n + HA - A-(H20)m + (n+1-m)H 2 0. (2)

The rate constants for the nucleophilic displacement reactions of

the solvated hydroxide anion with CH3 CI, CH3 Br, and CH3I, have been

measured in a flowing afterglow at room temperature by Bohme and

coworkers,2 p5-7 who also measured room temperature rate constants for a

number of proton transfer reactions involving OH-(H 20)n. 2' 8' 9 We have

measured, using the AFGL tandem mass spectrometer, integral cross

sections and product branching ratios as a function of reactant

translational energy (0.03 -5 eV center-of-mass) for the reactions of

wtCHCl and CH Br.1
OH-(H20)0,1, 2 with CH 3I adC3BrI.-- -

I. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives of this project were to investigate the following

phenomena for the reactions described in Section I:

(1) The effect of solvation (n - 0, 1, 2, or 3) upon the rate

constant of the reaction.

(2) The effect of temperature upon the rate constant.

(3) The degree to which the product anion is sol vated (i.e.,

the relative abundances of the various possible products

Y-, Y-(H 2 0), etc.) in a given reaction.

(4) The effect of reaction exothermicity (varied by changing

the identity of the halogen atom Y or A) upon each of the

three previously listed phenomena.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

The rate constant measurements were carried out using the AFGL

-. Slected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) apparatus, which is similar to that

described by Adams and Smith. 1 1  Briefly, the reactant ions are

generated in a high-pressure ion source, mass-selected by a quadrupole

mass filter, and then injected into the flow tube through a venturi-

type aspirator. The injected ions are brought into thermal equilibrium

through multiple collisions with the carrier gas (He or H2 ), the

temperature of which can be varied over the range 200K - 500K. The

S ,thermalized reactant ions are then carried downstream past the inlet

where the neutral reactant is admitted at a measured flow rate. Further

downstream ionic reactants and products are mass analyzed by a second

quadrupole mass spectrometer and are detected by conventional pulse

counting techniques.

Data for a particular reaction at a given temperature are obtained

for a number N (typically, N 3-10) of replicate runs in each of which

the intensity of the reactant ion is measured at eight different flow

rates of the neutral reactant. The total rate constant for the

selected ion-molecule reaction is determined from the decrease of the

reactant ion signal as a function of the neutral reactant's

concentration.

Calibration of the neutral reactant flow meter showed that the

actual flow rate was approximately 20% less than that indicated by the

meter, when the most sensitive scale of the meter was used; no error

was found on the other 2 scales. Consequently, rate constants reported

here for those experiments in which the flow meter was operated on the

most sensitive scale have been multiplied by 1.2 to correct for the

error in the flow measurement.
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; IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

To test the accuracy of the techniques employed in this experiment,

rate constants were measured at room temperature (298K) for several ..

negative ion-molecule reactions for which reliable rate constant .

measurements have been reported from other laboratories. In most

cases, calibration reactions were chosen which involved the same

neutral reactants to be studied in the present work. Table I lists

these calibration experiments and compares the present results with

those obtained elsewhere.

TABLE 1. Rate Constants for Calibration Reactions at 298K.

Rate Constant (10- 1 0 cm 3/molec-s)
.__ Reaction --

RcoThis-Work 
Other Work

(1) F + HC1 - HF + Cl 15.6 1 5 . 5 a

(2) F- + HBr -> HF + Br- 11.9 12.4 a

(3) F- + HI -) HF + I- 7.0 10.1 a

(4) F- + CH3 CI -, CH3F + Cl- 18.1 8.0 b

3' 318.0o c  .

19. 0d

(5) F- + CH3Br - CH3 F + Br- 22.2 6 .0 b

12.0
d

(6) F + CH3 I - CH 3 F + I- 23.4

(7) OH-(H2 0) + CO2 -' HC0 3- + H2 0 8.3 6e

(8) OH-(H20) + SO 2 -),HSO3 + H20 18.1

a Reference 12 c Reference 6 e Reference 15
b Reference 13 d Reference 14
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In most cases the present results agree very well with the

previously reported rate constants; there are, however, several

noteworthy exceptions. First, the rate constant measured for Reaction

(3) is about 30% less than that reported by Weishaar et al.1 2 It is

possible that this discrepancy is caused by impurities in the HI used

in the present study, and analysis of this HI should be made. Second,

the rate constant measured for Reaction (4) agrees very well with that

obtained by Bohme and coworkers6,14 from a flowing afterglow

experiment, but is much larger than the value obtained by Olmsted and

Brauman 1 3 in an ion-cyclotron resonance (ICR) experiment. This

discrepancy raises the possibility that the reactant ions in an ICR

cell do not achieve true thermal equilibrium. Third, the rate constant

measured for Reaction (5) is considerably larger than the values

,- previously reported by either Bohme11 4 or Olmsted and Brauman.13

Although the discrepancy with the ICR result might be rationalized by

the failure to achieve thermal equilibrium in the ICR cell, the

discrepancy with Bohme's flowing afterglow measurement is less easy to

explain.

B. REACTIONS OF OH-(H 2 O) n WITH THE HYDROGEN HALIDES, METHYL

HALIDES, AND ACETONITRILE

The major portion of this project was concerned with the

" temperature dependence of the rate constants and product branching

ratios for the reactions of the solvated anion OH-(H 20)n with the

S hydrogen halides, the methyl halides, and acetonitrile. The reactant

systems studied and the number of temperatures at which rate constants

were measured for each system are summarized in Table 2.
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TABLE 2: REACTIONS OF OH-(H 2O)n STUDIED AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE*

Neutral Degree of Sol vation

Reactant n 0 n- 1 n -2 n 3

(9) HF 6 6 4 3 . '

(10) HCl 5 4 4 0

(11) HBr 6 8 7 3

(12) HI 1 1 1 1

(13) CH3F 0 4 1 0 p7* ,p

(14) CH3 Br 5 5 7 0

(15) CH3 CI 5 4 4 0

(16) CH3 CN 0 4 1 0
3~

Each numerical entry in this table indicates the number of

temperatures in the range 200 - 500K for which rate constants

were measured for a given pair of reactants.

Because of the very large amount of data collected for these

reactions, only a preliminary analysis has been performed at this time.

However, some representative results are included in this report.

The effect of stepwise solvation of the reactant anion OH upon the

rates of its reactions with HBr and with CH3 Br at room temperature is

illustrated in Figure 1. Increasing reactant solvation can be seen to

cause only a slight decrease in the rate constant for the proton

transfer reaction with HBr. By contrast, the rate of the nucleophilic

displacement reaction with CH3Br reduced by a factor ot 2 by the

addition of a single H20 molecule to the OH, and is further reduced by
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Figure 1. Effect of reactant solvation upon the rate constant k at

S298 K for the reactions of OH (H 20)n with HBr and CH3Br.
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a factor of 100 by the addition of a second H2 0 molecule, despite the . h-w

fact that formation of the unsolvated product ion, Br-, is still

exothermic by more than 14 kcal/mole . Qualitatively similar behavior j
is also observed for the reactions of the other hydrogen halides and

methyl halides with hydrated OH-.

The effect of temperature upon the rate constants for the reactions

of OH with HBr and CH3Br is illustrated in Figure 2. The rate

constant for the proton transfer reaction with HBr shows little or no

temperature dependence over the temperature range studied, while that

for the nucleophilic displacement reaction with CH3 Br is seen to

decrease with increasing temperature over this range. Again, similar

behavior is observed for the reactions of the other hydrogen halides

and methyl halides with OH and its solvates.

Although quantitative evaluation of the product branching ratios

requires further data analysis, several qualitative generalizations can

. be made at this time. In al I cases where formation of the unsolvated

product anion Y is energetically possible, it is found to be the

dominant ionic product, although small amounts (5-20%) of the singly

solvated product anion were observed. In those cases where solvation " - .

of the reactant anion caused formation of the unsolvated product anion

to be endothermic, the proton transfer reactions of the hydrogen

halides were found to occur rapidly and with efficient transfer to the

product anion of the number of H20 molecules necessary for the reaction

to be exothermic. By contrast, the rate constant for the nucleophilic

displacement reactions became immeasurably small when reactant

solvation caused formation of the unsolvated product anion to be

endothermic.
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Figure 2. Effect of temperature T upon the rate constant k for

the reactions of OH with HBr and CH3Br.
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C. REACTIONS OF C' 30-(CH3OH) n WITH THE METHYL HALIDES

In order to investigate the effer of solvution and temperature

upon the reactions of a nucleophile ot r than OH-, rate constants were

measured for the reactions of the unsolvated and the sir.rly-solvated

methoxide anion, CH 3 0, with the methyl ha) 'des as a function of

temperatw e over the range 200 - 500K (see Table 3).

TABLE 3: REACTIONS OF CH. -(CH3OH) n STUDIED AS FU'CTION OF .EMPERATURE

Neutral Degree of Sol vation
Reactant n - 0 n 1 I

(17) CH3 Cl 6 4

(18) CH3 Br 7 1

(19) CH3I 6 2

*Each numerical entry in this table indicates the number of

temperatures in the range 200-50 " for which rate constants were

measured for a given pair of rea -ints.

Qualitatively, the effects of temperature and reactant solvation

upon the reactions of CH30- witi. these molecules are quite similar to

those observed for the corresponding reactions of hydrated OH-.

The unsolvated CHG 3 0- ion reacted at nearly the 
collision rate, but

addition of one solvent molecule decreased the rate constant, most

appreciably in the case of the least exothermic reaction. Further data

analysis is required, however, before a more quantitative

characterization of these reactions can be made.
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D. MISCELLANEOUS REACTIONS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (298K)

Rate constants and product branching ratios (where appropriate)

were measured at room temperature for the reactant systems listed in

Table 4:

TABLE 4: REACTANT SYSTEMS STUDIED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE (298K)

(20) OH-(H 2 0) 2 , 3 + CH3 0H

(21 ) OH-(H 2 0) + CH2 Cl2

(22) OH-(H 2 0)0, 1 + CHCl 3

(23) OH-(H 2 0)%1 + CCl

(24) OH(H 2 0) 1 + SiCl 4

(25) OH(H 2 0) + C2 H2

(26) OH-(H 2 0) 0 ,1 + CH3 CCH

(27) OH-(H20) + CH2-C=CH2

(28) CH O:NCHHo)O1 + HF

'i2"il j  (29) CH30-(CH3OH)0,l +  HCI""
(30) CH 30-(CH 3OH)0, I + HBr

(31) CH O(CH3OH)Qi + HI

Reaction (20), which involves proton transfer from the CH3OH to the

reactant anion, is of interest because simultaneous transfer of at

least 2 water molecules to the CH3 - product anion is required for the

- reaction to be exothermic. We find reaction to occur on essentially

K every collision, indicating that such solvent transfer, although

appearing to be rather complex, is actually quite facile.

Reactions (21) - (23) were studied to determine the effect of
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increased substitution upon the reactivity of neutral substrate. With

CH3Cl as the neutral reactant, proton transfer was endothermic and only

nucleophilic displacement was observed. With CH2 Cl2, however, proton

transfer is evidently exothermic (or at least thermoneutral), for we

observe very rapid reaction to form roughly equal amounts of the proton

transfer and the nucleophilic displacement products; this finding

appears to be an exception to the general rule 16 that proton transfer, ,.

when exothermic, always pre-empts nucleophilic displacement.

Reactions (25) - (27), which also proceed via proton transfer, were

found to occur with a collision efficiency considerably less than

unity, and to become less efficient with increasing solvation of the

reactant anion. These results are similar to those reported previously

by Bohme and co-workers.
9

Reactions (28) - (31) involve proton transfer to the methoxide

anion from the hydrogen halides, and give results very similar to those

reported above for the proton transfer reactions of these neutrals with

the hydroxide anion (and its hydrated forms): reaction occurs with

nearly unit efficiency and is little affected by the addition of a

single solvent molecule to the reactant anion.

A more detailed characterization of these reactions requires

further analysis of the data collected this summer.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

During the relatively short period of this project, a very large

amount of data has been collected on the effects of temperature and . ,

reactant solvation upon the rates of gas-phase ion-molecule reactions.
• ~~...,..n

These results, although only preliminary in scope and, as yet,

incompletely analyzed, have greatly increased the available body of
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data on such effects and amply demonstrate the suitablility of

instruments such as the AFGL SIFT for such studies. Because such

studies are vitally important for an improved understanding of ionic

reactions, both in the gas-phase and in solution, the following

recommendations are made:

(1) The data collected this summer should be analyzed and the

results disseminated by publication in scientific Journals. Analysis

would involve both the averaging of the rate constants measured in the

N replicate runs for each reaction studied, and the evaluation of the

product branching ratios for those reactions in which more than one set

of products are formed. Publication would involve the preparation of

. manuscripts in which the present results are presented and compared

with any related studies previously published.

(2) The present experimentally measured rate constants should be

'. compared with those calculated from current theoretical models. A

measure of the efficiency of a given reaction can be obtained by

comparing the measured rate with the collision rate, which might, for

example, be calculated from the AADO theory. 17 The collison efficiency

and its measured temperature dependence might then be compared with the

predictions of a model such as the "double-minimum" model proposed by

Brauman and co-workers.13,1
8

(3) Experimental studies of the type reported here should be

continued and extended. Such future studies should not only fill in

.* the gaps in this preliminary study, but should also be extended to

include other reactant anions (such as F-, CI-, Br-, C2 H5 0-, etc.),

other solvent molecules (such as the hydrogen halides, ethanol,

acetone, etc.), and/or other neutral reactants.
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A MONTE CARLO SAMPLING OF BDR TIMES

by

Paul C. Hoffman

AB4STRACT

A Computer simulation Study of BDR times was conducted.
Statistical analyses of field tests were performed and repair
activities identified. Simple regression analyses were applied

to formulate relationships between crater size and repair

probbilsti moel ws dvelpedand a basic source program
compled Siulaionswer coduced t deermne othmean

crater repair times and the respective standard deviations.
Recommendations were proposed to further enhance the Simulation
modeling of repair operations.
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I.:. Intrducion

Crucial to rapid runway repair (RRR) is the selection-".'

of the minimum operational strip (MOS). The "minimum" being-..'

defined as that portion of the damaged runways and taxiways

that could quickly be repaired to allow aircraft launch and

recovery. The selection criteria must consider not only

repair duration but, also the confidence (probability) of U
successful completion within the required time limitation.

Every alternative, as to a MOS selection, must be evaluated L'

with respect to a time constraint and a corresponding

*; confidence limit.

Presently, bomb damage repair (BDR) techniques are

undergoing extensive evaluation. However, actual field

testing is costly. Consequently, field observations must be

limited to as few as possible. To augment the evaluation r.r

process mathematical models need to be developed. Then the

models could be used to forecast results which in turn would

provide a comparison between the various repair techniques.

One such analytical model of a repair procedure has

been developed (1). The crater repair process was defined as

five separate activities as follows:

1. Clear debris from crater lip and mark area to be

repaired.

". Prepare crater for fill.

L .Z"Z . Fill crater.

4. Compact and grade.

5. Install fiberglass mat.

From field data, functional relationships were extrapolated
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for activity times versus apparent diameters. The model

predicts deterministically total BDR time for a specified

apparent diameter. Such a deterministic approach cannot

account for the uncertainty that arises in the repair

activities. .

A cursory review of the observed activity times for

crater repair indicated a substantial scatter in the results '

[2]. For a mathematical model development, it became obvious

that a probabilistic approach needed to be adopted. In other

words, the projection of the time to complete a, bomb crater

repair should include a statement as to the reliability of

the prediction. Such a probabilistic approach allows for a

better evaluation between alternatives. For example, a

commander can make a much more informed decision if the

alternate forcasted repair times, 2 and 2.5 hours, had

appended to them reliabilities of 75 and 95 percent,

respectively. If the mission permitted, a commander would .. l

select the larger forecasted time, 2.5 hours, in view of the

greater reliability.

II. OBJECTIVE:

A complete study of the uncertainty aspect was beyond the

scope and time constraint of this project. Subsequently, this

project focused on the randomness of total repair times for

the fiberglass mat repair technique. The research objectives

were:

1. To develop relationships between crater diameter

and activity times based on simple regression

analysis.
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2. To incorporate the regression relationships in a

Monte Carlo simulation model.

3. To evaluate the magnitude of the variations in

repair times from the simulation results.

4. To postulate an decision model for RRR research.

In summary, the research project was a feasibility study

of a possible scheme whereby RRR techniques could be

compared. The more complex problem of combining vague

information with field data was left as a follow-up study.

III. MODEL FORMULATION:

The initial portion of the model development was the

formulation of the repair diameter, D, to that of the

apparent diameter, A, Figure 1. Next, possible relationships

of activity times, as previously defined, versus repair

diameter were investigated. The data analysis was limited to

tests conducted on exploded craters E13. Simple regression

formulations were sought, Table 1. The regression

relationships were based upon optimizing the coefficient of

determination, R12, while at the same time limiting the -

independent variables to the repair diameter and apparent

diameter. As seen in Table 1, certain relationships provided

reasonable results while in other cases an acceptable

relationship could not be determined.

Once the best relationships were determined the

probabilistic model had to be developed, Figure 2. In the

four cases where the regression analysis produced

relationships, the dependent variable was taken as normally

* distributed about the regression equation. For the other two
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CRATER REPAIR ACTIVITIES

A

UPHEAVED PAVEMENT 7

D

T Clear and Mark Crater

T 2:Prepare for Fill

T 3Fill Crater

T: Compact and Grade

T, Instill Fiberglass Mat

Figure 1: Crater Profile and Activities
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Table 1: Relationships By Simple Regression Analysis

Dependent Independent Relationship Coefficient
Variable Variable (standard Of

deviation) Determination

D A D-0.36+1.321A R-'0. 9595
(1 .95)

TD T-62.33+6. 171) W20. 9028
%. 89D-A!!)

(4.80)

T- D T-=-31.0l+1l.54D RO-0.6044
.P'. -0. 42D4+. 050-'1

(7.14)

T0, T.=0.073D7- R2 =o.5397
(12.30)

*No significant relationship was found.
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( K - -.

D 0.36 1.32A T 1 - f(D)

IA/ ./f* 1 -

"D T M8 mn 5 4u 20mnr-

a.) REPAIR IA.METER b.) Ti: CLEAR & MARK

T2 = -62.3 + 6.2D -. 19(D2 - A
2 )  

T3  -81.0 + 11.50 -0.4D2 + O.OOSD
3

T T
C.) T:Reiova Upheaval d.) T: FILL CRATER 3

T4 -0.73D2 TS f(MAT SIZE)

TS

I F

T4 25 X 35
e.) T4 : COMPACT & GRADE f.) TS: PLACE HAT

Figure 2: Probabilistic Model
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.]"
cases, a Rayleigh probability density function (pdf) was

adopted. For this initial feasibility study, the use of the

Normal and Rayleigh pdf's seemed acceptable 133. For the

normal pdf's.the variances were taken as the variances around

the respective regression equations multiplied by an

amplification factor. The amplification factor maintains the

same confidence as one uses the equation for values away from

the mean. The factor was determined as;

Factor 1 + 11n + (X--T)-2/(X -7)- (1)

where. n = number of data points.

X= value of the independent

var iab l e.

X mean of the independent

var iab 1 e.

X = observed values of the

independent variable.

IV. COMPUTER ALGORITHM:

Within most computer packages a random number generator

exists which produces random numbers over the interval C),13.

The basis of digital simulation is the transformation of a

nonuniform random distribution to a computer generated

uniform random distribution. If U is a uniformly distributed

random number over the interval [0,I]. then it follows that:

P (L .u ) = F,,(u, U =2)

For a random number X with a nonuniform distribution, there

must exists an ,. such that,

62-1U
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Fx(x1 ) =u, (3)

and so,

P(X<.*x,) = P(U:.ul) (4)',".

In other woros, for computer simulation the value of u is the

area under the pdf, fx(x), of the random number X. Formally,

this is defined as the inverse function,

Fx',(ui) =x, (5)

For a Rayleigh density function,

0 x o

fx(x)= (6)

where a' is the density parameter, the inverse function is

analytically determined as;

x = [-2aln(1-Fx(x)})1 -'- (7)

For a standard normal density function, an analytical inverse

function is intractable, but an approximation can be made as

follows [4];

Fx('.)= 1-r(ait + a~tz + a ) (8)

where t(l+O.3326x) - and a3, a-, as, and r are known

constants. The solution, for a given Fx(x), can be found by

an iterative method.

The Monte Carlo Model samples from a repetitive

generation of random numbers, Figure 3. For a specified

apparent diameter the mean repair diameter is computed from

the regression relationship. A random number is generated and

the actual sample repair diameter is determined iteratively.

For the computed repair diameter the mean activity times are

calculated. From sequential generation of random numbers and
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AFPARENT] MEAN
DIAMETER REPAIR

DIAMETER - - lT N
Dinf(A)

RANDOM NUMBER]
RD WK) =Rnd

SAMPLE REPAIR DIAMETER
NOTE: Rnd is a pre- D-(k) -Fo(RD )

packaged random
number generator.

IFORI-1TO 5

MEAN ACTIVITY TIMESI
ITM (I)-f (DQ K))

RANDM NMBER

SAMPLE ACTIVITY TIMES

Figure 3: Monte Carlo Model
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application of the appropriate inverse functions the activity

times are simulated. The summation of the activity times is a -

sampled crater repair time. This process is repeated for the

specified number of simulated trials, NR.

V. MONTE CARLO SAMPLES: .-

The results of the simulation study have been summarized,

Table 2. For comparative purposes, experiments of 200, 400

and 100C. simulations were conducted for the apparent

diameters indicated. For the simulations of 10O0 trials

histrograms were developed, Figure 4. As indicated by the

histograms, the total repair times seem to be normally

distributed. This was expected based upon the Central Limit

Theorem in Statistics and the fact that four of the six

density fuinctions in the model were assumed as normally

distributed. If the activity times and repair diameter had

varied density functions or large differences in variances

the outcome may differ markedly from a normal pdf.

Since the outcome implies a normal distribution a

traditional approach with regard to confidence level and

precision may be conducted, L 5,Chapter 7). Such a

statistical analysis indicates that, based on a simulation of

1I00 trials, the probability is better than 99%. that the

sample mean is within two minutes of the population mean.

Likewise, for 1000)( trials, a confidence level of 96%. exists

6 that the sample variance is within 107. of the Popuilation

variance.

P The actual significance of the findinqs is seen in the

* computed standard deviations. First, an extra resource that
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Table 2: Averaqed Results Of The Monte Carlo Tests

Number Of Samples

200 400 1000

App No. Std. No. Std. No. Std.
Dia. of Mean Dev. of Mean Dev. of Mean Dev.

Tests Tests Tests

(feet) (min) (min) (min) (min) (min) (min)

72.4 2 1.9 0 * * 1.

,' 15 2 119.9 16.9 o' 1 120.6 16.6

2o 6 16).9 16.9 1 161.0 16.5 1 16C.6 17.(C)

2)5 79) * * 1 20)8.7 17. 3

'. o 4 252. 5 17.9 1 253.4 18.0 1 252.5 18.1

35 2 311.9 18.7 1 309.9 19.6 1 311.6 19.5

4o 3 394.0 22.6 1 395.5 23.6 1 3.93.2 22.C

* A Monte Carlo Test was not conducted.
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reduces the overall repair time by approximately ten minutes

is insignificant since the standard deviations are expected

to range from 16.9 to 22.6 minutes. It would be more prudent

to commit resources for the reduction of the standard

deviations rather than for ten minute reductions on the

means. Second, for a 90% reliability the serial repair of two

fifteen foot apparent diameter craters would require 272.1

minutes. In contrast, a 907% reliability for the repair of one

thirty foot apparent diameter crater totals 276.. minutes. In

other words, for a high reliability the difference between

• two small craters and one large crater seems insignificant.

It should be noted that these results are based solely on the

field test data. Better methods, mechanization and experience

will surely alter these findings.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

'.-. The study did indicate that a simulation approach is

feasible. However, during the research effort shortcomings

became obvious. For example, in 2'0. trials for a ten foot

* . apparent diameter crater one sample resulted in a negative

completion time. Even though the model indicated that such an

occurrence would be extremely rare, it is impossible from a

practical point of view.

For a more realistic simulation, it is recommended that

four points be incorporated as follows;
0

I. Modi+ied probability density +unctLos.

2. Refined activity de+inition.

SBayesian statistics.

4. FuzzV set theory.

62-16
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To eliminate the possibility of the model generating a

negative or extremely small repair time several modified

density functions should be considered. For one approach, the

normal density functions could be truncated at some minimum

time. Another approach could be the adoption of alternate

density fuinctions suich as the log normal or gamma density

fuincti on.

For a more realistic model some of the initial five

activities need refinement. For example, the third activity

(fill crater) should be defined as three sub-activities.

First, there should be a density function for the loader

operation at the stockpile. Second, the hauling operation to

the crater needs to be modeled. Third, a density fu~nction for

the queuing process at the crater as a function of available

equipment should be developed.

With the formulation of a refined model an extensive

study of crater repair should be undertaken. With a large

sample size from a compuiter simulation, the maximum-likelihood

method could be applied to more accurately estimate the

parameters +or the probability density function of total

repair times. Once a model for total repair times is

developed, updating with additional testing can be achieved

with the application of Bayesian Statistics.

Finally, the question as to the incorporation of vague

information needs to be answered. In any research and ~A

development project several variables cannot be observed in a

laboratory environment. The effect of weather on repair times

cannot be realistically tested in the field. The routing of 55
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the trucks to the crater cannot be known precisely. Such

variables might be best handled linquistically. For example,

weather can be stated as being "good" or "bad". Also, the

trucks might be evaluated as having a "long", "medium" or

"short" haul distance. The concept of linquistic variables is

known as fuzzy data. Therefore, the applicability of fuzzy '

set theory to the RRR research program should be

investigated.
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BISMUTH SILICON OXIDE: SAMPLE VARIABILITY

INVESTIGATED WITH THERMALLY STIMULATED t'

CONDUCTIVITY AND THERMOLUMINESCENCE

by

Brian W. Holmes

ABSTRACT

We used thermally activated conductivity (TSC) and thermoluminescence

(TL) to survey a number of different crystals of bismuth silicon oxide,

Bi1 2Si0 2O (BSO). Samples were irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperatures with

uv light from anHg lamp and then warmed to room temperature. Three principal

electron traps are observed, resulting in peaks in TSC and TL; the peak

temperatures (Tm) were near 160 K, 235 K, and 298 K. Observed TSC and TL

signals varied from crystal to crystal, but were similar for different samples

of the same crystal. However, the TSC and TL spectra of a crystal differ. We

offer a simple explanation of the systematic differences in peak heights and

Tm values that are seen in comparing TSC and TL results in individual samples.

Using initial rise techniques, we obtain thermal activation energies (EA)

consistent with an earlier measurement EA = 26 Tm. Attempts to calculate trap

densities yield results which differ by several orders of magnitude. We

propose further work to learn whether the variations in TSC and TL spectra are

correlatea with variations in trap densities, and to gather stronger evidence

of the fundamental nature of electron traps in BSO.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Bismuth silicon oxide (BSO) has the chemical formula Bi,,Si 0 ,. This

material is capable of reversible, real-time recording of holograms with a

thousand times the photosensitivity of traditional silver halide emulsions.'

BSO has great potential in optical data processing, but optical

characteristics vary significantly, even among crystals identically prepared.2

The production of uniform or improved BSO crystals may well depend on

achieving a better understanding of the fundamental processes responsible for

its photosensitivity.

In BSO and other pnotorefractlve materials such as bismuth germanium

oxide (BGO), absorbed photons cause electrons to diffuse through the crystal

ir to drift under an applied electric field. Electrons tend to be trapped in

regions of weaker illumination, and the resulting uneven charge distribution

causes variations in the refractive index, due to the electro-optic effect.

The variations in refractive index mimic the spatial intensity variations of

the incident light, so that optical information storage has occurred. An

important point is that the centers responsible for electron trapping have not

been identified. .
2

The two methods for studying electron trapping in solids are thermally

stimulated conductivity (TSC) and thermoluminescence (TL).3 These techniques

"- entail irradiation of samples at low temperature, filling the electron traps,

followed by warming. During warming the electrons are released from the

traps, contributing to the conductivity when they are promoted to the

conduction band, and contributing to luminescence if they lose energy via a

luminescent center. These techniques yield information about trap energy

levels and they do not call for elaborate instrumentation. However, these
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techniques need to be supplemented by other studies in order to yield

information on the specific nature of the observed traps.'

So we chose to study trapping in BSO through TSC and TL, surveying a

numoer of samples in order to assess these techniques in evaluating sample

variations. These methods have been used earlier in Lauer's study of BSO, 5

but they nave not previousll been used in the sort of survey undertaken here.

Section II of this report states the objectives of this research effort.

Section III summarizes evidence concerning electron traps and electron energE

levels in BSO. Section IV discusses the experimental methods used. Section V

discusses the experimental results. Section VI gives recommendations for

future work on BSO.

II- OBJECTIVES

1. To develop instrumentation for performing TSC and TL experiments on

BSO.

2. To survey a number of different BSO crystals, and to see what

information TSC and TL can provide on sample variability.

III - ELECTRON ENERGIES IN BSO

Experiments at liquid nitrogen temperatures (room temperature) show a

large increase in photoconductivity for excitation energies of 3.4 ev (3.25

ev). This corresponds to the energy gap between the valence and conduction

bands. However, there is a shoulder in the optical absorption at excitation

energies of 2.80 ev (2.60 ev), implying the existence of a state 2.80 (2.60) 071".

ev below the conouction band, normally occupied by electrons. (Electrons are

snown to be the principal carrier in pulsed uv experiments.) This state is

attributed to silicon vacancies in the lattice, having a density of 1019 cm-3;

these vacancies have been inferred from x-ray diffraction studies of BGO,7 but

they nave not been directly studied in BSO. .
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A sample at liquid nitrogen temperatures undergoing excitation at the

band gap shows visible red luminescence centered at 1.95 ev, quenched as the

temperature rises. This luminescence does not involve free charge, so the

center responsible for it would not appear on an energy-band diagram.8  This

luminescence has been attributed to Bi
3

. 9-

Another luminescence, centered at 1.3 ev, is seen in thermoluminescence.

Here free charge is involved, since both the TL and photoconductivity are

enhanced by ir irradiation. The TL is excited by irradiation at the band gap

and by irradiation peaked at 2.25 ev. The center responsible for this

luminescence is 1.3 ev below the conduction band when occupied by a hole, ana

2.25 ev below when occupiec by an electron.

TSC and TL results5 show that electrons are trapped 0. 3 4 , 0.54, and 0.65

ev below the conduction band. The density of these traps is6 1015 cm - ,

smaller than the density of the traps (1016 cm - 3 ) responsible for the

photorefractivity. Energies smaller than 0.17 ev and larger than 0.8 ev have

not been covered by TSC and TL measurements.

Figure 1 gives an energy-band diagram for BSO based on the preceding

considerations.

IV - EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

BSO has a cubic structure;8 crystals are grown using the Czochralski

technique. The starting material, mostly bismuth oxide, is highly reactive at

crystallization temperatures. Crystals are grown in gold crucibles and may

contain small amounts of dissolved gold.'0

Itek provided a number of samples. Growth runs were S, G, Q, and J,

sequentially. Growth methods and starting materials have not varied since the

middle of the G-runs. Sample G-17-18 is the 17th crystal in the G-sequence,

and the sample is the 18th piece cut from the boule. Good samples show low
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birefringent strain; but most of the samples provided are rejects. No

aluminum-doped samples were available.6 Many samples showed a tendency to

fracture under heating and ultrasonic soldering, especially the samples

provided by Crystal Technology.

Samples were cut in 0.5 x 0.5 cm2 and 1.0 x 1.0 cm 2 sizes. The

thicknesses varied from 0.08 to 0.17 cm. Occasionally the edges were polished.

Electrical contact was made through ultrasonic indium soldering.
s This

produced cracks in some of the samples; evidence indicates that the cracks

often reflect strain already present in the crystals. Contacts were ohmic in

the range 5-45 volts; this determination is difficult, owing to the high dark<

resistivity (1015 ohm cm) of BSO.

Samples were pressed against a copper mount inside an optically

accessible cewar. The mount was in thermal contact with a copper rod

connected to a liquid nitrogen reservoir and a heater. When voltage was

applied to the heater from a variable voltage power supply, the liquid

nitrogen evaporated and the temperature of the mount rose. The temperature of

the copper mount was monitored with a copper-constant an6 thermocouple pressed

into a hole in the mount. The electrical leads of the thermocouple were

varnished to the mount to reduce heat leaks; however, the varnish did not

thrive under the thermal cycling of the apparatus.

Thin Teflon plumbing tape isolated the samples electrically from the

copper mount. The samples were pressed into the Teflon tape by Teflon '-..

fasteners screwed to the copper mount. Mica was also tried, but the Teflon

tape nad better thermal conduction.

Samples were irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperatures using unfiltered

light from a mercury lamp. The Lamp was warmed up four minutes prior to use
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to ensure constant intensity. At' 'ts were made at filtering the irradiating

light, but these efforts were not systematic.

Irradiation was usually for ten minutes. This gave TSC spectra which

- .i were not significantly different from the spectra resulting from a

, twenty-minute exposure. The spectra did not change if the sample was

- electrically biased curing irradiation. Biasing enabled recording the

photocurrent, which tended to decrease as a function of time. The time

behavior of the pnotocurrent was not systematically investigated.

After irradiation, the dewar windows were covered and the heater was

activated. Typically the heating rate was 0.8 K/sec. TSC was measured using

a Keithley 103B electrometer. TL was measured using an RCA 7102 phototube

with an ir sensitive S-I cathode. The tube was cooled by nitrogen gas drawn

from a liquid nitrogen aewar; this reduces the dark current significantly.

Dewing of the tube window was eliminated by flowing air through a collar

surrounding the window. The output of the tube was subject to shifts, due to

temperature instabilities and background light, and spikes, possibly due to

electrical charge buildup and discharge on the tube surface. The signal

strength was basically good, but the cooling system was troublesome.

Data was collected on x-y recorders, giving the TSC or TL as a function

of thermocouple voltage. ..

V - DISCUSSION

A number of different irradiation times was tried. Figure 2 gives a

sequence of TSC measurements for 2.5, 5, 10, and 20 minute irradiations.

There is no significant difference between the last two; most measurements -.

reported here were for samples exposed 10 minutes.
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In a few cases, TSC measurements were made for a number of different bias

voltages. Increased voltage increased the current, but there were only slight

changes in the shapes and positions of the TSC curves: see Fig. 3.

Irradiated samples were observed to darken visibly. The darkening

disappears as the sample warms. This effect, which does not seem to be

described in the literature, was not investigated systematically.

Figure 4 gives TSC and TL for a representative sample. In general, the

TSC and TL spectra show three major peaks as the temperature rises. We number

these peaks 1, 2, and 3 in order of increasing temperature. Table 1 gives the

temperatures Tm associated with the maxima for each sample. The peaks occur

near 160 K, 235 K, and 298 K. These values are reasonably close to those see.

in Figure 1 of Lauer's paper.6 In general, our spectra are similar to

* Lauer's, except that we do not see as much detail in TSC for temperatures

greater then 300 K. However, Lauer's TSC and TL spectra have about the same

relative peak sizes; we do not get this agreement. Peak sizes will be

discussed below.

Considering the peak temperatures in detail, we note that peak 1 in TSC

seems to be a double peak; this feature is strongly in evidence in the results

shown in Fig. 3. This double peak does not yield a consistent Tm. Neglecting

double peaks, TSC and TL agree well for Tm of peak 1, except for sample Q-2-22.

For peak 2, the TL peaks at lower temperatures than the TSG; the average lead

is 1.8 K. For peak 3, TL leads TL~by an average of 6.2 K. We will explain

these temperature shifts below.

Peak heights depend on the heating rate, applied voltages, and sample

thicknesses for TSC; they depend on heating rate, sample size, phototube

voltage, and experimental geometry for TL. Table 2 gives the peak heights for

each sample, normalized so that the second peak has a height of unity. A
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consistent pattern emerges: the height of peak 3 is always greater than the

height of peak 2 for TSC, and the height of peak 3 is always less than the

height of peak 2 for TL.

Consideration of the photoluminescence emission at 1.30 ev, given in Fig.

5 (modified from Fig. 7 of the paper of Hou et CU. 6) offers useful insight in

understanding the relative peak heights and Tm shifts of the TL compared with

the TSC. The photoluminescence occurs under illumination at the band-gap

energy. This promotes electrons into the conduction band, from which they may

return to the valence band by way of the 1.3 ev luminescence center. In our

case, the electrons are provided not by uv irradiation but by thermal

activation from shallow electron traps. The photoluminescence is quenched at

higher temperatures; this explains why peak 3 for TL is small compared with

peak 3 for TSC. This mean3 that the electrons have more non-radiative ways of

losing energy at higher temperatures. The quenching also explains why this

peak is shifted to lower Tm values for TL compared witn TSC. We note that

peak 2 is large for TL compared with TSC; this is consistent with the peak in

photoluminescence emission at 212 K, near peak 2 at 235 K. The slight shift

of Tm to lower temperatures in peak 2 of TL compared to TSC is related to the L

increase in photoluminescence intensity for temperature below 235 K. Peak I

is near a local minimum in the photoluminescence emission, so this peak in TL

is diminished in strength in comparison with TSC.

In most cases, each BSO sample was available in 0.5 x 0.5 cm2 and 1.0 x

1.0 cm2 sizes. Table 3 gives normalized heights of peak 1 and peak 3 for TSC

in large and small specimens of each sample. This disagreement is worst for

sample G-27-6, and the relative height of peak 3 seems larger in small samples

than inlarge samples. In general, the agreement between small and large

specimens is satisfactory; peak shapes and Tm's also compare well. Figure 6
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gives TSC spectra of small and large specimens of G-25-11. We note also that

6SO crystals are not isotropic in strain or impurities'0 , which means small

and large specimens could be different enough to yield different TSC spectra...'1

Tabie 4 gives calculated thermal activation energies of the tnree

electron traps, expressed as multiples of kTm. These were calculated using

'initial rise' techniques.2 ,' Lauer" obtained EA = 
2 6 Tm, based on similar,

analysis of his results. Our results are consistent with this, except for "-"i

peak 1. If peak I is double, tnen there is some ambiguity in Tm. Averaging

over the results in Table 4, we find the activation energies of peaks 2 and 3:

E2 = (26.7 ± 2.3)kTm (TSC) = (25.5 t 3. 8 )kTm (TL)

E3 = (26.3 ± 1.8 )kTm (TSC) = (24.5 ± 1.8 )KTm (TL).

It is difficult to calculate the aensity of electron traps from the TSC

and TL data. This is because it is not known (from these experiments) how

long an electron remains in the conduction band. Using the known heating rate

(0.8 K/sec), one can integrate under a peak in the TSC spectrum to estimate

the trap density, assuming each electron represents one trap. For peak 1 of

Q-17-18, the density thus obtained is 4 x 1012 cm -3
. Hou et al. 6 calculate a

drift range of 8.5 x I0- cm2 /V; our field was 10 volt/cm, giving a drift of

8.5 x 10-6 cm, much smaller than the sample width. Hence the actual trap

density could be mucn larger. For TL in a similar calculation gives a trap

density of 4 x 10'' cm - . This is not far from the value 1015 cm - reported

Dy Lauer" for peak 3, but several assumptions involved in this calculation

are unrealistic. The discrepancies between these two calculations of trap

densities and the dubiousness of some of the assumptions on which the

0 gcalculations are based emphasize the need for using other experimental

techniques to supplement TSC and TL in calculating trap densities.
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To summarize, this study has shown that TSC and TL spectra of BSO

crystals vary aistinctively from sample to sample. The measurements are easy

to make, ana they are easy to extend and improve. Although there are three

principal electron traps responsible for the results described, the relative

contributions of the traps vary from sample to sample. On the other hano, the --

peak temperatures of the peaks do not vary much. These traps probably do not

participate in the photorefractivity of BSO; a similar survey, of properties

relevant to four wave mixing, is in order. 2 It will be interesting if the

variations observea in such a study correlate with the variations reported

nere.

VI - SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

1. Irradiation with light of different wavelengths should be unaertaken,

yielding excitation spectra for TSC and TL.

2. The emission spectrum for the TL should be measured.

3. Data collection should be automated; this would greatly simplify the- .

analysis.

4. Absorption spectra should be obtained for these samples, preferably

as a function of temperature. These measurements may give useful indications

of the density of trapping centers. 2

5. The temperature range should be extended to higher and lower

temperatures; this wili reveal deeper or shallower electron traps, which have

been predicted.6

6. X-ray diffraction studies should be performed on BSO to verify the

existence of silicon vacancies, and chemical analysis to characterize chemical

impurities.

7. EPR studies may clarify the nature of the trapping centers.2 ,
3
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8. Nuclear quadrupole resonanance studies have already been performed on

BSO.'' These measurements yield information aboutthe surroundings of the Bi

nuclei. If the Bi atoms participate in the trapping, producing a change in

the electric field gradient seen by enough Bi nuclei, the changes in the NQR

signal should be detectable.12

9. Suggestions have been made 2 that transient capacitance spectroscopy

techniques (such as DLTS) might be of value. However, these techniques are

most often used in diode junctions,"3 for which forward biasing will produce

enough electrons to populate traps. This is not possible in BSO. Electrons

for non-equilibrium studies might be provided by a pulsed irradiation source.

10. Doped samples might reveal information about the nature of traps.

In particular, doping with a donor (such as phosphorus)' might suppress the

1.3 ev thermoluminescence by raising the Fermi level high enough to cause the

trap associated with the thermoluminescence to be filled with electrons.

Samples doped with iron or chromium ions would be particularly suitable for

EPR spectroscopy.,

11. In view of the x-ray applications of these crystals, x-ray

irradiations as well as other forms on non-uv irradiation should be

undertaken.

12. Systematic studies of four-wave mixing should be undertaken and

correlated with studies like the present to see what relation there is between

the traps studied here and those responsible for BSO's photorefractivity.
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Sample Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3

S-31-86 147.8* (166.0) 234.4 (233.6) 297.8 (291.0)

G-9 165.8 (165.2) 236.5 (234.1) 299 (293.0)

G-21 163 (163.7) 239 (236.7) 300 (295)

G-25-11 143.8* (155.6) 238.6 (236.6) 302.8 (296.0)

G-27-6 128.4* (154.3*) 238.6 (235.5) 302.8 (294.0)

Q-2-22 159.3 (163.7) 241.0 (240.0) 30'4.5 (298.9)

Q-17-18 163.0 (163. 9) 237.2 (234. 7) 298.4 (291.7)

J-2 160.3 (165.2) 236.3 (236. 1) 299.6 (296)

Cryst. 158. 9 237.7 302.8
Tech.

Table 1 - Peak temperatures in K for different BSO crystals for TSC (TL). The

peaks marked with an asterisk (*) are double peaks. The S, J, and Crystal

Technology samples are 0.5 x 0.5 cm 2 ; the others are 1.0 x 1.0 cm2
.

TSC TL
Sample Peak 1 Peak 3 Peak 1 Peak 3

S-31-86 0.43* 1.43 1.26 0.5-

G-9 607 2. 84 1.86 0.93

.-21 1.96 1.86 0.72 0.74

G-25-11 0 .98* 2.01 <0.41 0.66

G-27-6 0.75* 1.56 0.33* 0.49

Q-2-22 1.62 2.22 0. 66 0.77

Q-17-18 3. 59 1.95 1.35 0.76

J-2 2. 17 2.20 1 .75 0. 96 -

Cryst. 1 .72 2.08 .. 

Tech.

Table 2 -Normalized peak heights (height of peak 2 =1.0) for different BSO

crystals.
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Sample Peak 1 Peak 3

G-9 Large 6.07 2.84
G-9 Small 5.91 3. 74

G-17-8Large 3.59 1-95

G-17-18 Small 4.5 2.7I

G-21 Large 1e.96 1 .86

G-21 Small 2.07 2 .16

G-25-11 Large 0.98 2.01 Ii
G-25-1 1 Small 0.95 2. 25

G-27-6 Large 0.75 1.5b
G-27-6 Small 1.08 2. 62

Q-2-22 Large 1.82 2. 22

Q-2-22 Small 2.72 2.56

Table 3 - Normalized peak height (height of peak 2 1.0) for different BSO

crystals in TSC, comparing the results from large and small samples of the

same crystal.

Sample Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 3--

S-31-86 16.6 30.2 25.0

G-9 15.8 (11.3) 23.5 (21.3) 25.3 (25.6)

G-21 16.2 (13.1) 27.1 (22.7) 27.1 (25.9)

G-25-11 22.8* (17.3) 2L4.3 (29.3) 27.0 (26.5)

G-27-6 26 . 6 27. 9 (29.5) 23. 9 (24. 3)

Q-2-22 21.4 (14.4) 25.1 (28.2) 29.3 (23.3)

Q-17-18 25.2 (12.2) 28.5 (2.3 (

J-2 19.5 24. 6 28.2

C r y st. 16.5 28.7 26. 6

Table 4 Activation energies given as multiples of the peak temperature Tm

for different BSO crystals for TSC (TL). Values marked with an asterisk

Smare for double peaks.
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4 Figure 1I Energy-band diagram of Bi1 2Si0 2 0 (BSO) at liquid
nitrogen (room) temperatures.
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Figure 2 -Thermally stimulated current (TSC) for BSO for 2.5, 5,
10, and 20 min. irradiation. The heating rate was 0.8 K/sec.
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Figure 3 -TSC for BSO for 2.5, 5, 10, and 30 volt bias; the
vertical scale (current) is arbitrary. The irradiation time was
10 min.; the heating rate was 0.8 K/sec.
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Figure ~4 -TSC and TL. for sample G-21.
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Figure 5 -Temperature dependence of photoluminescence emission
at 1.30 ev in BSO under 3.4 ev irradiation. (After Hou et al. 6 )
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* ~~Figure 6 -TSC for small (0.5 x 0. 5 cm)anlrg (10x.0c)
specimens of sample G-25-11.
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Comparison of Periosteums from femur and Vertebral Bone

by

Gwendolyn B. Howze

Abstract

Periosteum samples from lumbar and thoracic vertebrae have been stud-

ied by scanning electron microscope. Vertebral periosteum conforms to the

description developed for femur periosteum during the 1983 SFRP and 1983

RJP.

Collagenous fibers are the most numerous structural compone. The * *1
collagenous fibers are composed of fibrils aligned in parallel array.

The fibers are disrupted by collagenase of very high purity. In addition,

a simple cryofracture technique was used to study the internal structure

of the collagenous fibers and blood vessels.

A network of fine fibrils similar to that seen in femur periosteum.

has also been visualized. The mesh seems less plentiful in vertebral

periosteum. Since treatment with very pure collagenase destroys the net- A
work, it is concluded that the network is equivalent to the recticular

fibers of light microscopy. The presence of the fibrils in periosteum,

and their identification as reticular connective tissue has not previous-

ly been reported in the literature.

In both types of periosteum, the osteogenic or combium layer is very

cellular. A large proportion of the cells have on in situ organization

which has the appearance of a stratified squamous epithelium. The fibril

mesh work is usually disposed between the cell layers. Periosteum disso-

ciation by collagenase has been an effective method for studying cellular

variety.

As expected, vertebral periosteum has a very rich blood supply.
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I. Introduction

This project is a continuation of research begun during the 1983

Summer Faculty Research Program (83 SFRP), in residence at the Biodynamic

Effects Branch (BD) , Biodynamics and Bioengineering Division (BB) Air

Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AFMRL). It was continued

at Texas Southern University under the 1983 Research Initiation Program

(83 RIP). It is being done in collaboration with Mr. Clarence Oloff and

Dr. Leon E. Kazarian, Branch Chief, Biodynamic Effects Branch (AFAMRL/BB/

BD).

The general objective remains the same, it is to determine if there -

are detectable structural changes in the osteogenic layer in the periosteum:

of bone undergoing demineralization.

The periosLeum is the dense connective tissue coat which covers boney

surfaces. The combium or osteogenic layer of the periosteum is the very

cellular region immediately adjacent to, or appositional to the osseous

matrix. The osteogenic layer contains the cellular elements which play a

role in bone histiogenesis and repair of bone fractures (1, 2).

The normal or unstimulated structure of femur periosteum was studied

by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) during the tenure of a 1983 Air Force

Summer Faculty Research Fellowship. In two species studied, rat and Rhesus _"____

monkey, five distinct morphological regions were discerned, although sharp

boundaries were not visible. The top-most fibrous layer is a coherent

layer of fibers in an interknitted array. Intermixed with the fiber bun-

dles are many blood vessels. Below the top layer is a second fibrous Ia-

yer in which the fibers are more loosely arranged and mixed with a few

cells. A third region contains cells, fibers and blood vessels in an
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apparently random innominate distribution. Cells are plentiful in this

region. The fourth layer is highly cellular. In the monkey, the cells

are stratified in layers with each layer separated by a network of fibrils.

The fifth region which is justa-matrix is apparently one cell layer thick

and in which the cells are strongly attached to the subjacent bone matrix.

In both species, there are certain thick fibers which are composed

of thinner fibrils aligned in parallel array. Because the fibrils which

constitute the fibers exhibit a lengthwise stru-tural periodicity, these

fibers were tentatively called collagenous fibers. Evidence to support

this conjective is presented in the results section. The fibers charac-

teristically are covered with a meshwork, also composed of fibrils, which

usually contain pariculate structures of unknown composition. Evidence is ° -

presented in this study, that all fibrils are composed of collagen.

In addition to the fibers and cells, periosteum contains a very rich

vascular network.

The current study investigates the question of whether there are si-

gnificant differences in the structural organization of periosteums from

vertebrae and femurs. The techniques of cryofracture and enzyme mediated

tissue dissociation have been very useful to this study.

The studies, which have been completed to date, have attempted to

compile a description of periosteum which can serve as a baseline for

the projected demineralization studies.

The Rationale

The rationale for this research consists of three simple hypothesis.

1) During the process of bone demineralization, there are coincident and
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and related events occuring in the periosteum and endosteum. 2) The puta-

tive demineralization related events are manifested as structural changes

in the constituent elements such as cells, fibers and blood vessels.

3) The anticipated periosteal changes can be visualized usint the scanning

electron microscope.

Desired Outcome

It is hoped that the collected observations and results will lead

to testable predictions about the mechanism of bone demineralization.

Relevance

This project has relevance to bone demineralization which occurs

-i'' during space flight, conditions of weightlessness or low gravitational 1..

... force, and conditions of prolonged immobility.
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II. Objective

The overall objective of this project is to investigate the possi-

bility that the osteogenic region, or combium, of the periosteum plays a

significant role in the bone demineralization which is induced by hypo-

kinesia or immobilization. ..-

This goal is being approached in two stages. Stage I was carried 0

out in the summer of 1983 at the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research La-

boratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The stage I studies consis-

ted of a scanning electron microscopical (SEM) study of normal periosteum

of long bones, such as femur and tibia, from both rat and Rhesus monkey.

The specific aim was to obtain a baseline description as prerequisite to

any attempt to detect experimentally induced changes in periosteal struc-

ture.

The obligate prerequisite for our study is a detailed knowledge of

normal periosteal structure. The research which has been done, to date,

has been to generate the required baseline description of periosteum which

was not available in the technical liturature. We have generated a col-

lection of data describing periosteum of untreated long bones such as fe-

mur (thigh) and tibia (shin). Recently, however, the group at BD has

redefined the project in terms of the lumbar vertebrae. Engineering prin-

ciples dictated this modification, the vertebral column is the major weight . -

bearing structure in humans. This shift of emphasis to the vertebral bones

and the selection of the lumbar vertebrae as the model bones for studying

bone demineralization has certain consequences. In the first place, it

is a more valid approach from the standpoint of bioengineering. Secondly,
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it requires an answer to the question of whether there is a significant

difference in the organization of periosteum from long bones (which we

have been studying) and periosteum from lumbar vertebrae, the current

bones of interest. Consequently, the baseline study was extended to in-

- clude periosteum from lumbar vertebrae. A second reason for extending

the baseline study was the introduction of a new and improved biopsy pro-

cedure for obtainir.g periosteal specimens. It need to be shown that the

new method does not introduce artifacts. The specific aims of the research

done during the 1984 SFRP are described below.

Specific Aims

The primary aim is to determine if the structure of vertebral perio-

steum is significantly different from long bone (femur and tibia) perio-

steum. Additionally, it was necessary to acquire more information on the

types of cell population ,and to determine the chemical composition of the

fibers.

The secondary aim is to determine if the biopsy sampling procedure

induces any structural anomalies. The questions which must be answered

are the following. 1) Does the cutting tool (used in the biopsy) cause

changes in the periosteum surrounding the entrance and exit sites?

2) Does the entrance site differ from the exit site? 3) Does regenera-

tion occur at the sampling sites.
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III. Research Plan

The Approach

The types of experiments which were done to achieve the specific aim

are described in this section.

1) Lumbar vertebral periosteum specimens were taken from Rhesus monkeys

using a biopsy technique developed by Mr. Clarence M. Oloff, BEB/BBD/

AFAMRL.

2) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

2.1) The specimens were chemically processed according to methods de-

veloped in the 83 SFRP and the 83 RIP and described in the summary

of methods section below.

2.2) The chemically processed specimens were studied by SEM.

3) The in situ distribution of cells and fibers in the internal regions

of the periosteum: While it is very easy to study the two surfaces

of periosteum; study of the regions between the two surfaces, may re-

sult in the production of misleading anomalies. One method which is

thought to be less artifactual than most, is that of freeze fracture.

In this method, after freezing the specimen, one induces a fracture

along the most susceptible interface.

3.1) Freeze fracture: vertebral periosteum was fixed as described in

the summary of methods section, it was subsequently frozen and

fractured. The fractured surfaces were coated with gold and stud-

ied by SEM.

4) Cellular populations in the periosteum

4.1) Isolation and harvest of cellular types: unfixed periosteum
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was dissociated with crude collagenase and the cells were harvested

by filtration onto millipore filters. The sedimented cells were

fixed. Samples were smered and stained f or light microscopy (LM),

and samples were processed for SEM.

4.2) Microscopical study of harvested cells to determine cell types and

relative proportions of the types. SEM and LM were used.

5) Chemical characterization of fibers by enzyme hydrolysis (Graduate stu-

dent)

Enzyme specificity was used to detect and identify certain molecules.

The rationale being: if certain molecules are integral to the conti-

uity of a structure, hydrolysis of a sufficient quantity of the molecules

will undermine or disrupt the structure in question. To be specific, if

very pure collagenase causes the disruption of certain periosteal fibers.

then it can reasonable be assumed that the major constituent of the fi-

ber is collagen.

5.1) Unfixed periosteum was treated with collagenase of very high pu-

rity for specified incubation periods. The reaction was then

stopped. The treated periosteum was fixed and processed for SEM.

The processed samples were studied by SEM.
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Summary of Methods

In order to achieve the stated objective, standard scanning elec-

tron microscopical procedures (4, 8) have been slightly modified to suit

the periosteum. The sequence of steps in summary are the following:

1) obtaining the specimen. 2) preservation of native state by fixation.

3) dehydration. 4) preparation of SEM. 5) observations and producing

a permanent record

Obtaining the specimen: The rats were sacrificed and the femurs were

dissected out, stripped of muscles and washed in buffered saline. The

Rhesus monkey periostea were obtained by biospy. In spite of a pre-

fixation wash, the Rhesus samples were contaminated by adhering red

blood cells.

Fixation: The specimens were fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in pH 7.3,

0.2 M phosphate from 3 to 24 hours. 2

Dehydration: A graded series of ethyl alcohol was used in the dehy-

dration, 35,, 70, 95%, and 100%.

Preparation for SEM: Normally after the dehydration, specimens are

transferred to iso-amyl acetate in preparation for the critical point

drying procedure. Carbon dioxide was used for the critical point dry-

ing. Next the specimens were attached to the stubs with a conductive

cement and covered with a gold coat estimated to be 20nm thick. The

observations were made on an ETEC Autoscan Scanning Electron Microscope.

Uniformly, the accelerating voltage was 20 Kv. A permanent record was ,..,
I

obtained upon Polaroid 55 P/N film. This procedure was modified slight-

ly for rat specimens.

Modified procedure for rat femur: This procedure was developed for the
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rat femur, but it probably should be used uniformly since it eliminates

certain artifacts, e.g. dissection injury and shrinkage artifacts due to

fixation and dehydration. The sequence is as follows: 1) the whole

femur is fixed. 2) the dehydration was the same as above, but a sub-

routine to separate the periosteum from the matrix was inserted before

the critical point drying procedure. 3) isolation of the periosteum

by embedding it in a collodian membrane. The details of this proce-

dure are listed below. 4) critical point drying and continuation with

the standard SEM procedure.

1. The bones were placed in a 1:1 mixture of absolute

ethanol and amyl-acetate, two changes, 15 min. each.

2. Next, the bones were placed in 1.5% collodion (dis-

solved in the ethanol/amyl acetate solvent) for 15

minutes.

3. They were next transferred to a small container of

5 collodion for 5 minutes.

4. The top of the ocntainers were then removed as the

solvent evaporated for 5 min. ,. -.

5. The bones were removed and held in the air for a --

minute or more until a definite solid film could

be seen, and the smell of solvent had decreased.

Caution: do not allow it to dry completely, ro-

tate to insure a uniform film.

* 6. The semi-dry sample was placed in a container of

distilled water for 5 min.

7. A circular cut (through the film down to the ma-
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trix) was made at each end. One longitudinal cut,

extending between the two circular cuts, was made.

8. The bone was split along the longitudinal line.

9. The membrane was peeled off the split bone, either

as one or two pieces.

Comments: The methods described above were developed during the tenue

of the 1983 SFRP. The following section consist of additional modifi-

cations and new methods.

New Methods: The freeze fracture procedure (18)

1. Fix the specimen as described above.

2. Process the specimen through ethyl alcohol graded series.

3. After the final 100% ethyl alcohol treatment, insert specimen into

small cylinder of parafilm contains 100% Ethyl Alcohol.

4. Crimp shut both ends of the cylinder.

5. Hold cylinder under liquid nitrogen until frozen.

6. Place the frozen cylinder containing the frozen tissue on a metal

block precooled in liquid nitrogen.

7. Fracture the cylinder with a precooled single edge razor blade.

8. Thaw the specimen in fresh absolute ethanol, and remove from the

parafilm cylinder.

9. Dry sample by critical point procedure using 100% ethanol, rather

than amyl acetate.

10. The dried tissue fragments should be guided onto specimen stubs

O with silver conductive cement. The fractured surfaces (which are

distinctly smooth and shiner when viewed under a dissecting micro-

scope) are oriented upward.
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11. Coat specimen on a rotating stage by vaporizing gold to deposit a

layer ca. 20nm thick.

The following two methods employ the enzyme collagenase, in one

instance to release cells, in the second case to detect the chemical

presence of collagen in fibers.

New Method: The cell isolation proceduce (19, 20)

1. Remove femur as described above.

2. Score diaphysis in several spots.

3. Wash bone in Gey's salt solution.a

4. Place washed bone into 3cc of dissociation fluid.b

5. Incubate in water bath at 37 degrees C for 30 min.

6. Vortex at intervals of 15 min. for total of I hr. If cells are

present in sufficient amount at end of 45 min. decant cell suspen-

sion and chill.

7. Add 2ml of NaEDTA (0.1M, pH 7.4) to the first fraction, and con-

tinue to chill.

8. Put bone in 3cc of fresh dissociation fluid and continue to incu-

bate vortexing every 15 min., do not exceed 1 hr.

9. Add second fraction to the first fraction after a sufficient num-

ber of cells accumulated.

10. Centrifuge at lowest positionc for 5 minutes or until a soft pellet

is formed. Decant the supernant.

aGey's balanced salt solution was purchased from GIBCO Laboratories.

bGey's balanced salt solution containing 2mg/ml of collagenase (Sig-

matype IV), Glucuronidase (Sigma) 1mg/ml hyaluronidase (Sigma) and img/ml '" . '
,

trypsin (Sigma).

CdEC Clinical centripuge, desk top model.
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11. Vortex the pellet gently.

12. Add Iml of Gey's salt solution, vortex gently until cells are sus-

pended.

13. Collect on millipore filters or make smears on microscope slides.

14. Fix the cells on the millipore filters with 2% Glutaraldehyde in

0.2M, pH 7.3 phosphate. Fix the smears with 3:1 absolute alcohol

and glacial acetic alcohol.

15. Dehydrate the preparation.

16. Process the microscopy.

New Methods: Chemical characterization of fibers by enzyme treatment.

- 1. To six ml. of enzyme solutiona, add small pieces of fresh monkey

periosteum or fragments of fresh femur.

2. Incubate at 37 degrees C.

3. Fix samples at intervals of 30 min., one hour, two hours.

4. Dehydrate specimens.

5. Process for SEM: use the method described above as "Modified pro-

dure for rat femur".

a600 units of collagenase (Sigma Type VII, EC.3.4.24.3) per 6 ml

of Gey's balanced salt solution.

6l
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IV. Results

The external surface of periosteum consists of a coherent inter-

locking array of fibers. Figure one is from rat femur. Rhesus femur

periosteum is almost identical, in the micrograph available, red blood

cell contamination obscures the detail. Figure one and two essentiall-

identical in organization. Figure two is of Rhesus vertebral periosteum.

The fibers are actually bundles of fibrils aligned in parallel array.

The thickness of the subunit fibrils range from 60 nm to 100 inm (the

Tthickness of the gold coat was subtracted).

Figures three and four illustrate the fibrillar organization of the

fibers. Figure three gives a surface view. Figures four, five, and six

provide a cross-sectional view due to cryofracture.

The fiber bundles are usually enclosed in a reticulum of fibrils - -

which I have referred to as the fibril network. The fibril network is

illustrated in figures 7 and 8, vertebral and femur respectively.

Figures 9A and 9B show internal structure of blood vessels as re-

vealed by the cryofracture technique, they are probably arteriole and

small vein respectively. An intact artery is shown in figure 10.

Treatment of fresh rat femur periosteum with Sigma collagenase

type IV (high purity) disrupts the fibrils of all types. After one

hour all of the fibrils have been digested leaving only cell sheets in

tact. Fig. 11 is a typical scene which is seen after prolonged exposure

to dilute collagenase solution. It would appear, therefore, that all

of the fibrils contain collagen. The enzyme specificity and the ban- j
ding pattern support this conclusion. Since the fibrils of the network
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are also sensitive to collagenase, the current conjecture is that they

are the SEM equivalent to the reticular fibers of light microscopy.

Some of the cell types seen in femur periosteum are shown in fi-I

gures 12 through 19. Figure 12 shows a typical cell type associated

* with collagen fibers. The cells at the arrow are magnified in figure

13. Cells with very visible microvilli are shown in figures 14 and 15.....

The cell indicated by the arrow is magnified in figure 15. An area

containing layered sheets of flattened cells is shown in figure 16.

This organization is reminiscent of stratified squamous epithelium.

Note the presence of the fibril network between layers of cells. Cells

with long processes are shown in figures 17 and 18. The cells in fi-

gure 19 also exhibit processes. They are also covered or enclosed by

a material which produces a hardened or stiff appearance. This scene

is interpreted to be a site of lamella bone formation. The cells

shown in the following micrographs were found in Rhesus vertebral pe""-

osteum.

Figure 20 shows a scene very similar to that in figure 19. Figure

20 is from Rhesus vertebral periosteum.

N. The center cell in figure 21 is a cell with highly developed pro-

cesses. The processes at the arrow are folded under the cell. The cell

is additionally joined by peg-like Junctions to the cell on the right.

Figures 21, 22, 23 show areas of densely packed cells with highly deve-

loped packed and anastomosing processes.

Figure 24 shows a fractured region. The cells which are seen in

the right half of the field were formerly covered by a layer of fibers

a fragment of which is still visible on the left.
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The cellular region is magnified in figure 25. Figures 26 and 27

are the vertebral equivalent of figure 18. They show the same layered

cellularity. Figure 27 also shows the distribution of the fibril net-

work among the cell layers. The cells in figure 28 are probably the

vertebral counterpart of the cells seen in figures 14 and 15. The cell

type in figure 29 is usually found in association with the collagenous

fibers, it is similar in shape to the cell type seen in figure 13.

Figures 30 and 31 are examples of other cell types found in situ in

vertebral periosteum.

Figures 32 to 41 are micrographs of cells which were released by

enzymatic dissociation. Their most striking feature is the scaracity

of cellular processes. Except for the cells in figure 35, 36, 37, pro-

cesses are absent. Some of the cells exhibit surface features which

suggest that the processes were amputated during the isolation proce-

dure, possibly by the non-specific protease activity found in crude

collagenase preparations. The cells in figure 32 and 33 are very large.

They are each, at least 10 times larger than the cell in figure 35. It

is not known if these cells are of the same type. Such large cell, how-

eve4 have been visualized by light microscopy in fixed and stained smears.

The light microscopical studies will be described in a separate manu-

script, presented by C. Ruben, the graduate student participant. -"
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V. Recommendations

The observations presented in the results section of this report

will be used in conjunction with the published literature to produce a

detailed description of the structural organization of the periosteum.

-e, The proposed detailed description will serve as a baseline for stud-

ies of changes in periosteal structure coincident with various real life

stress and/or experimental conditions which cause change in the bone matrix.

In particular, it can serve as a guide as to which components are likely

candidates for close observation when looking for periosteal changes

coincident with bone matrix demineralization induced by hypokinesia; or

matrix changes due to vibrations or impact. On the basis of the present

study: 1) the possibility of changes in the number of and structure of

the cytoplasmic processes on the cells in the "osteogenic" layer should

be considered; 2) the ubiquitous fibril network is a likely specimen

for study; 3) changes in the cell population associated with blood vessels

should also be studied.

The Biodynamic Effects Branch of AFAMRL/BBD is interested in the

three "bone-stress-activities" listed above.

.-.. ..-.*...
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ON A THIN-LAYER NAVIER-STOKES CODE AND

TRANSONIC PROJECTILE AERODYNAMICS

by

Chen-Chi Hsu

ABSTRACT

An Axisymmetric thin-layer Navier-Stokes code and a grid generation~have

been installed and studied for their application, implication and

effectiveness to the computation of' transonic projectile aerodynamics.

Preliminary nuamerical results obtained for four different flow cases,

M =0.91, 0.94, 0.96, and 0.98, seem to indicate that the thin-layer

Navier-Stokes code can provide satisfactory results if a good adaptive grid

network is used in the computation. It clearly indicates the importance of

developing an automatic adaptive grid generation code for use in the Navier-

Stokes code. Moreover, additional nuamerical experiments are required to

assess the accuracy of the algebraic turbuilent model programmned in the code

for the flow characteristics downstream of a shook.
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I. INTRODUCTION

". An accurate prediction of the aerodynamic drag force is essential to a

better design of aerodynamic devices and flight vehicles. In general, the

total drag force can be divided into three distinct parts, that is, the

surface pressure drag, the viscous drag and the base drag. For a transonic

projectile aerodynamic problem, the relative magnitude of the drag forces is

roughly about 20% for the pressure drag, 30% for the viscous drag, and 50% for

the base drag. At present state of computer technology, an accurate numerical

prediction of these drag forces for a complex flow problem is rather difficult

and involved; in fact, the number of grid points which can be used in the

simulation is often limited by the capacity of the existing computer systems.

Recently a thin-layer Navier-Stokes code had been developed for three-

dimensional compressible fluid flow problems II]. The code can provide

unsteady or steady inviscid and viscous flow solutions; for the viscous case,

one can further specify either laminar or turbulent flow. The turbulent

closure model programmed in the code is a two-layer algebraic eddy viscosity

model which is a modification of the Cebeci's model for avoiding the finding

of the boundary-layer edge [2]. The Navier-Stokes code also had been

simplified for axismmetric flow problems to improve the computational

effectiveness [3]. The Navier-Stokes codes had been shown to provide

acceptably accurate solution for a number of flow problems.

*Q The application of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes codes to transonic

projectile aerodynamic problems has been investigated by the U.S. Army

Ballistic Research Laboratory. For a SOCBT projectile at zero angle of

attack, as reported in [4,5], the computed pressure coefficient Cp over the
L
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secant-ogive portion and the boattail portion agrees rather well with the

experimental data; however, the agreement on the cylinder portion of the

projectile is generally not very satisfactory. For the projectile at 2 angle

of attack and M =0.91, the Cp-distributions computed from a CRAY iS computer

and a CDC system do agree qualitatively with the experimental data but

quantitatively the computed Cp over the cylinder and boattail portions of the

projectile is not satisfactory [6]. The unsatisfactory results computed can

be attributed to the use of an improper grid network or to the thin-layer

approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations as well as to the solution

algorithm and its application.

II. OBJECTIVE

It is believed, however, that the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code with

necessary modification will have great potential applications to solving

complex transonic projectile at high angle of attack, finned projectile, and

other projectile related problems vbich are of interest to Air Force if a

properly adaptive grid network is provided. Therefore, the main objective of

this research is to assess the accuracy of the thin-layer approximation and

the implication of the solution algorithm in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code

for transonic projectile aerodynamic computation. A secant-ogive-cylinder-

boattail (SOCBT) projectile shape, a grid generation code, and an axisymmetric

version of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code obtained from the U.S. Army

Ballistic Research Laboratory will be employed in this investigation.

.. 65-4
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III. GRID NETWORK

A grid generation code named GRIDGEN had been developed at BRL for the

computation of transonic projectile aerodynamics [71. It can provide a good

adaptive grid system for the transonic flow problem if the boundary grid

points are properly chosen. The code can generate a two-dimensional elliptic

grid network -which is then modified with an exponential clustering along th e

grid lines normal to the streamwise direction to provide sufficient grid

resolutions for the viscous region. For projectile aerodynamics, a

three-dimensional grid network is formed by generating a sequence of planar

grid networks about the axis of the projectile.

The GRIDGEN had then been implemented to have the capability of generating

a two-dimensional hyperbolic grid network [8.However, the opotion of

hyperbolic grid generator had not been used in aerodynamic computation since

the grid network generated had some undesirable characteristics in the region

upstream of the projectile nose. In the summser of 1982, the hyperbolic grid

generator was modified and improved to provide a competitive grid network for

projectile aerodynamic computaion; preliminary numerical experiments conducted

showed that both elliptic grid network and hyperbolic grid network generated

from modified GRIDGEN are about the same in effectiveness 91.

It is observed that the hyperbolic grid network generated has better

overall characteristics than the elliptic grid network, in particular, the

* nearly orthogonal grids in the viscous region whiich is highly desirable to

minimize the error. Therefore, the hyperbolic grid network is employed in the

present study. A 78x28 hyperbolic grid network generated and used in tris

study is shown in Figure 1.

65-5
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IV. THIN-LAYER NAVIER-STOCES CODE

The axisynmetric version of three-dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes

code obtained torm the U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory has been

* installed tar this investigation on steady transonic projectile aerodynamics

at zero angle af attack. The theoretical background af the code can be found

in the reterence [3]. It is mentioned in passing that the transtormed

governing equations at motion are siualated by Beam and Warming's tactorized

finite-ditference sche'io [i0] in ubich a second order implicit and a fourth

* order explicit artiticial dissipation terms have been added tar controlling

the rumerical stability problem.

The documentation of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code does not exist.

The code apparently is a research code; consequently, in similarity to the

grid generation code GRIDGEN, the dimension at some variables is not

consistent with that at others. However, the use at the Navier-Stokes code is

rather straightforward. First, the grid net -,.'k generated tram GRIDGEN must

be provided in File or Tape 3. Then, the tollowing six sets at tormated input

data Must be specitied.

o - . -

1. NMAX,JMAX,KI4AX,LMAX,ND; format (515).

NMAX maximum nuamber at time steps to be performed.

* MAX nuimber of grid points in the streauwise ()direction.

[(MAX z1 for the axi3ymetric Case.

LMAX aruimber at grid points in the normal ()direction.

ND 1 for the axisyimetric case.

6 5-1
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2. DT,DX,DY,DZ,FSMACH,SMU,ALP; format (TF10.t).

DT ztime step siZe to be Used for N?4AX integration.

DX =DY DZ =1.0 since they are irrelevant in the code.

FSZ4ACH freestream Machr number.

SMU =explicit smoothing (dissipation) parameter,

ALP =C0. for axisYMetric flows.

3.IREAD,IWRIT,NGRI,INVISC,NP; format (515).

IREAD , for generating the initial conditions,

1 for reading the initial conditions from File 2.

o for not creating a restart file,

IWRIT

* 1 for generating a restart file.

NGRI ,1 fr 2- gri 
netork 

n.Fie 3

1 for 2-D grid network in File 3,

0for inviscid flow,

INVISC =*- 4

I for visCO.as flow.

NP NP for printing results at every NP time steps. .*

4. CNBR,OMEGA,PDOV; format (3F10.0).

CNBR Courant number. CNBR 0. implies that Courant nuamber will be

.65-



computed With specified DT. If CNBR is assigned then DT is .

determined from CNBR.

OMEGA =angular speed of the projectile in rpm.

PDOV =dimensionless velocity in 0-direction.

5. RE,PR,RMUE,TZ; format M710.0).

RE Reynolds number.

PR Prandtl number.

RHUE 1.0 for turbulent flow.

TZ trees tream stagnation temperature.

6.LAHIN,RM; format UI5, F1O.0).

0 for laminar flow,

LAM IN

1 far turbulent flow.

RM implicit smoothing parameter, .

It has been recommended far steady solution to use in order DT =0.005, 0.01

and 0.05 each tar 50 steps and then use DT 0.1 far the rest at computation.

V.* RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some experimental data on the surtace pressure coettecient had been

reported tor a 3-caliber secant-ogive nose, 2-caliber cylinder and 1-caliber

70 boattail shape projectile at transonic speeds 151; hence, the projectile is -

chosen tar present study. For the numerical experiment, however, the-
65-9



projectile model used in the computation is the SOCBT projectile with the base

region modified by a natural extension of the boattail for 1.75 calibers and

then turned into a horizontal sting for 8.25 calibers. *..

The first grid network generated for use in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes

code is a 60x28 hyperbolic grid system. The distribution of 60 grid points

along the projectile model is 1-23-36-52-60 vhich implies that the number of

discretization made for the secant-ogive protion, the cylinder portion, the

modified boattail portion and the sting is 22,13,16 and 8, respectively.

Furthermore, for each segment of the projectile, the grid points are

adaptively distributed with a clustering function. A nearly converged

solution has been obtained for the case of Mach number M=0.96. The computed

pressure coefficient over the secant-ogive portion and part of the boattail

agrees well with the experiment data; however, the agreement over the cylinder

portion is not satisfactory at all. It seems to imply that a finer grid

resolution is needed, in particular, for the cylinder portion of the

projectile.

The second grid network generated for use is, therefore, a 78x28 hyperolic

grid system shown in Figure 1. The distribution of the grid points along the

projectile is 1-23-46-70-78 vhich indicates that the number of grids on

cylinder and boattail has been increased by 10 and 8, respectively. A

*-. practically converged solution for the case of M=0.96 had been obtained from

the Navier-Stokes code. The computed pressure coefficient and the reported

* experimental data are shown in Figure 2 for comparison. Indeed the agreement

is excellent for the secant-ogive and boattail portions and is acceptable for

the cylinder portion. It is noted that the process of integration for a "

steady solution had failed at one time apparently due to a large correction in

65-10
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the convergent process Which resulted in taking the squared root of a negative

-umber in the subroutine MUTUR of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code. The

difficulty can be overcome by either decreasing the size of integration time

step DT or increasing the value of artificial dissipation parameters £. and

t1 . The result of numerical experiments has shown that the doubling of Er and

. has little effect on a converged pressure distribution. The sufficiency of

- the adaptive boundary gridding for each segment of the projectile also has

been verified by the application of two additional 78x28 grid networks; the

distribution of pressure coefficient computed with the two grid networks is -

almost right on the top of the distribution shown in Figure 2.

To further positively assert the effectiveness of the thin-layer

Navier-Stokes code for a solution of the transonic projectile aerodynamic

problem, a more refined 90x28 hyperbolic grid network has been generated for

use in the Navier-Stokes code. For this grid network the grid point

distribution along the projectile is 1-25-58-82-90. It is clear that ten

more grid points have been added to the cylinder portion in hoping for an

improvement on the solution accuracy in that region. For the case of M,7-0.96

considered, a practically converged solution has been obtained from the

Navier-Stokes code at 1000 integration time steps. As one would have expected

the computed pressure coefficient, in comparison with the experimental data,

is more accurate than that obtained from 78x28 grid network and presented in

Figure 2. In fact the characteristics of the computed pressure coefficient

distribution over the cylinder portion is more conforming with the behaviour

dictated by measured data, Which was not observed in the computed result

,. reported in [4].

S"It is of interest and importance from both physical and rumerical

65-12
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viewpoints to observe the development of a steady solution computed from the

thin-layer Navier-Stokes code. For the case of M. .96 solved with the 90x28

grid network, the initial condition generated in the code to start the

integration process is the freestream condition; hence, the results computed

are solutions to an impulsive transient transonic projectile aerodynamic

problem. The computed surface pressure coefficient Cp at a number of

different time steps N has been plotted to provide some information on the

development of transonic flow field and on the convergence of a steady L

solution. Figure 3 presents the computed Cp-distributions over the

secant-ogive portion of the projectile; it shows that the solution over the

secant-ogive nose seems to have converged to an acceptable accuracy at N=400

vhich corresponds to the dimensionless time T=24.5. However, the Cp-distribu-

tions over the cylinder and boattail segments shown in Figure 4 clearly

indicate that a converged solution of the flow problem takes place at a much

later time T=84.5, i.e., at N=1000. The transient Cp-distributions shown in

Figure 4 seem to indicate that the shock at the ogive-cylinder juncture and at

the cylinder-boattail juncture is nearly developed at N=300 (T14 .5). It is

observed that the interaction of a developed shook and the flow field

downstream does take a little vhile longer to come to steady; moreover, the

converging process of Cp-distributions shown in Figures 3 and 4 implies that

the interaction between a nearly developed shock and the flow upstream is

rather minimal. Finally, one observes that the agreement between the

converged Cp-distribution and the experimental is excellent except for a small

region around the middle of the cylinder..' '"..

The 90x28 hyperbolic grid network has been employed again for solving

three additional transonic flow problems at M,;0.91, 0.94 and 0.98,

respectively. It Was reported in [4] that the number of integration steps

* 65-13
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Figure 4. Cp-distribution over cylinder and boattail portions

foQr M=0.96 at various time step N.
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required to achieve a steady solution can be reduced significantly if a

converged solution of a similar problem is chosen as the initial condition to

start the integration process. Hence, for each of the three additional flow

* problems considered, a selected intermediate solution of the case M,=0.96 has

been used in the Navier-Stokes code to start the integration process; however,--

-- contradicting with the finding reported in [41, a practically converged

solution can be obtained only after about 1000 integraiton steps. The results

obtained for the three cases are very surprising in the sense that the

Cp-distributions are nearly the same as that of M=0.96. It seems to imply

that the solution computed for the three additional flow problems is trying to

converge to the steady solution of M =0.96 case. The measured data for the

four different flow problems reported in [51 show that the Cp-distributions

* over the secant-ogive nose upstream of a shock are very similar to each

others; however, the Cp-distribuation downstream of a shock depends rather

strongly on the Mach number. In fact the characteristics of the

Cp-distrib.ation measured for Mo,:0.91 is quite different from that measured '

for M,,0.98 over the cylinder portion of the projectile.

All of the facts indicate that the computed results for the three

additional flow problems are not correct and that there are errors either in

the input data or in the solution algorithm. After some thought and searching

as well as very careful examination of the input data and printout results the

source of errors has been located. It is found that a solution of another

problem in general cannot be used as the initial condition to start the new

problem in the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code without modifying the code. In

fact, with the correct input data for a new problem, the subroutine INITIA of

the Navier-Stokes code computes the initial condition at every point of the

grid network based on the free stream condition. However, %Aien a restart file

65-16
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is read, the originally computed value for all the dependent variables at

every grid point is overridden by the data in the restart file. Therefore,

the correct outer boundary conditions of the new problem are replaced by those

of the other problem for the subsequent integration process. This fact

explains why the computed results for the three additional flow problems were

trying to converge to the solution of the flow case M.=0.96. It is mentioned

in passing that a -s- n e modification of the subroutine INITIA can overcome

the difficulty so that the Navier-Stokes code can accept a solution of another

problem as the initial condition and yet provides correct steady solution for

the new problem.

*For the steady Cp-distribution computed and presented in Figures 3 and 4

for the flow case of MC.0.96, the causes for the appreciable discrepancy

between the measured data and computed Cp over a small portion of the cylinder

are yet to be investigated. The discrepancy can be resulted from a number of

sources such as insufficient grid resolution, improper boundary conditions

at the chosen outer boundary or the turbulent model. A close examination of

solution profiles at two streamwise stations indicates that the outer boundary

chosen for free stream conditions may not be far enough from the body. For

investigating the importance of the boundary condition a new 9Ox4O hyperbolic

grid network has been generated. The outer boundary of the grid is about four

projectile lengths from the body, thich is an increase of about 33% from the

old grid, ubile the grid point distribution along the projectile model remains

the same as that of the 90x28 grid network The first probelm solved with

the new grid network is the flow case of Me:O.91. A preliminary analysis of

results obtained from the Navier-Stokes code indicates that the predicted

Cp-distribution over the cylinder portion does exhibit correct characteristics

as dictated by the measured data; however, a nearly converged solution again

65-17
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misses the measured peak Cp just downstream of the shock with the discrepancy

in magnitude similar to that shown in Figure 4. The other three flow cases

Map0.94, 0.96 and 0.98 are being solved with the 90x40 grid network. A

detailed analysis of the computed results will be carried out after the

completion of the SFRP.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A rather brief study carried out on the derivation of the thin-layer

Navier-Stokes equations and the solution algorithm and structure of the

Navier-Stokes

code has made it possible to promptly identify and resolve a few

difficutlies encountered in the course of numerical investigation. It is

noted that both the grid generation code and Navier-Stokes code appear to be

in the form of a research code; consequently, there are unnecessary executable

statements remaining in the codes and the dimension specified may not be

consistent from one variable to another. It is mentioned in passing that the

subroutine MAP in the Navier-Stokes code is not working properly at the

present set up.

The numerical experiments conducted and the results obtained and analyzed

* have indicated that the thin-layer Navier-Stokes code can give rather

satisfactory results for transonic projectile flow problems if a properly

adaptive grid network is used in the computation. For further positive

* assertion, however, the results of the last set of numerical experiments must

. be carefully analyzed; moreover, a better grid network adaptive to the peak Cp

region on the cylinder protion must be generated and used for the four flow

"-;' cases. Then one can definitely Justify the accuracy of the algebraic

65-18 ''
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turbulent model programed in the code for flow characteristics just

downstream of the shock.

It is recommended to develop a truly adaptive grid generation code for use

in the Navier-Stokes code; it may be the key to solve complex projectile flow

problems successfully. It is also recommended to assess the application and

effectiveness of a three-dimemsional thin-layer Navier-Stokes code for

transonic projectile aerodynamics. The completion of the recommended work L_.

should provide sound foundation for tackling complex projectile flow problems

such as stores hanging under the wing of a plane, Which is of extreme interest

to the Air Force.
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EFFECT OF DISPLAY DYNAMICS IN MANUAL CONTROL TASKS

by

Mario Innocenti

ABSTRACT

New advanced displays have shown to alter the flying qualities of
aircraft. Present handling quality-specif icat ions do not include the
effect of display when the manual control task is performed. -he
present research performs a preliminary of the influence of display .a
single axis pursuit tracking task. The display is modeled by a set of

parameters and or relation between these parameters, tracking
performance and pilot ratings is established using a fixed base
simulation. Suggestions for further research on this area are offered.
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I INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the interaction between the components involved in
a manual control task has become very important in recent years among
the aircraft flying qualities community. This is especially true if we
consider the advances in particular areas of aircraft technology, such
as avionics, computer generated displays, digital controls, etc. These
improvements, coupled with the development of new, highly maneuverable
unconventional flight vehicles have led to the necessity of a new and
more comprehensive approach to the flying qualities evaluation problem. -.-

It is shown, in fact, that the display dynamics play a primary role in
influencing the pilot's judgement of the total system's capabilities
since the pilot is flying certain dynamics, which consist of an
integration of flight vehicle, controls, sensors, command and displays.

With the advent of new high performance systems capable of performing
unconventional and untested tasks, it is necessary for the designer to
furnish the pilot with a displayed information that is accurate for the
task and helpful for the success of the mission. The questions that
arise in this context are, therefore, not only what to display, but how
to display it, how much information is needed and what kind of coupling
exists among all the components of the system when the pilot closes the
control loop. The long term objectives of this type of research are,
eventually, to be able to establish some analytical criteria for flying
qualities evaluation for the case in which the manual control problem is
considered as an integrated process involving not only traditional
components such as aircraft and pilot's dynamics, but display dynamics _
as well.

At this point, a brief review of the work done in recent years is
necessary. Display analysis and design has dramatically evolved in
recent years because of availability of sophistication reached by
computer graphics techniques and digital computers. Still, disf.ay
design consists largely of empirical procedures based on the application
of extensive simulation. This interactive procedure is usually time
consuming and very expensive. Clearly, simulation and experimental
evaluation are necessary and unavoidable, but a need for some general
analytical guidelines that would establish desirable characteristics and
help the designer in a preliminary screening evaluation, has been
suggested and recommended. The effect of compensatory versus pursuit
display has been analyzed since the mid 50's early 60's by Elkind,

McRuer and others 1' 2,3* Since then, a lot of work has been done in the
general area of display design. From the human factors standpoint,

4recent studies by Roscoe have analyzed improvement of display
.* presentation using methods of quickening (rate feedback signal to give

immediate presentation of imminent results) and prediction (estimation

of future states based on present states). Jensen5 has studied the same
problem in a landing task and identified an evaluation based on
performance. From the flying qualities standpoint, the bulk of the
analytical work involves the use of models for the human operator.
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6, 7
McRuer and others ' used the frequency domain approach (i.e.

* crossover model) to gain insight into the effect of flight directors in
the display design. The figure of merit was based on measured pilot
workload and a landing approach was used as a test task. Time domain
techniques have also been used (i.e. optimal control pilot model, or

0CM) to analyze displays. Baron 8and Curry 9use performance and
workload ratings from the analytical pilot model to rank the variables
needed for display in a given task and to compare the influence of

10
*.flight directors. Korn applied the same modeling technique to

evaluate four different displays in a Terrain Following task; LebacZ'
used flight test data for ranking displays with director in the presence

of wind gusts. Finally, Hess 12also applied 0CM and provided a
semi-analytical guideline for display design during to an instrument
landing approach.

All the work mentioned above, deals mainly with one aspect of display
design, which only marginally addresses the coupling problem between
display dynamics and other dynamics in the manual control loop. Work
013 14more closely related to this area has been done by Hess and Lowe
Here, director and display dynamics were introduced and they were shown
to influence the pilot's performance and ratings of the task. Finally,

15
a preliminary work by Weener is worth mentioning: in his experiment a
relation between altitude tracking performance and the bandwidth of a
filter interposed between true aircraft altitude and displayed altitude
was shown.

From the bibliography review, some conclusions can be drawn. Over the
-. - years it has been recognized the need of a more analytical approach to

the display design problem. Models of human operator in the control
* loop have been used in order to rank different display formats, this was

done, mainly, in terms of pilot's workload and performance. Only
relatively little has been done to investigate display

*dynam ics-aircraf t-pi lot interaction and mostly from an exploratory and
preliminary analysis standpoint.

The main interest of the Air Force, as well as other parties in the
aerospace community is to investigate the possibility of defining some
criteria that relate display dynamic properties, flying qualities and
task performance requirements. In this respect, very little is
available today especially in terms of pertinent mathematical models of
the static and dynamic coupling between display, pilot, vehicle and
environment. The present research effort is devoted to a preliminary
investigation of such problems.

II RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The area of manual control of flight vehicles has always been of primary
- .. importance for the Air Force. Even more so in recent years with the

advent of highly maneuverable, complex aircraft which present the pilot
* with new situations. In order to reach a complete anderstanding of the
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problem and ultimately obtain guidelines and specifics for flying
qualities, all the areas of manual control must be carefully analyzed.

Generally speaking, the manual control includes four major components:
the aircraft or plant to be controlled, the information system or
displz.y u.,ich gives the pilot all the cues needed for performing his/her
task, the commands and the human operator itself closing the loop. All
":hese components are operating and interacting together with the .
objective of successfully accomplishing the mission. In this effort, we
will focus our attention onto one of the components in particular, the
display.

Display design has gone through a lot of changes with the introduction
)f avanced computer graphics capabilities and availability of faster
ani bigger on-board digital computers for signal processing. As a -
result of this development in technology, present and future aircraft
rely and will rely on sophisticated com uter generated displays such as
head iup and head down displays for monitoring as well as control during
the various phases of the flight.

Two fa :tors in the display design have become very important and need to
be mentioned at this point. The first is the type of display. Due to
the availability of generating different displays, the questions are now
what do we display? How much information is enough? Most of the work
described in the introduction addresses the solution of this problem.
Experimental analysis and predictive tools using analytical pilot models
are used to rate different displays in terms of pilot's workload and
performance. The second aspect is wore related to the area of flying
qualities. It deals with the interaction of the display dynamics and
the other elements in the manual control loop and it is critical in the
determination and evaluation of the overall aircraft flying qualities.

Relatively little work has been done in this area, yet the effect of
display dynamics plays a primary role in how the pilot rates the overall

system. The present work attempts to perform a preliminary analysis of
" .the effect of display dynamics on the manual control loop. The long

term 3bjectives of the present research could be envisioned as the
development of analytical procedures, which will enable the designer to
evauate flying qualities of aircraft that include advanced displays.
In particular, evaluation of displays, which include some form of state
prediction, could be considered for tasks such as terrain following -

terrai avoidance.

In order to begin the study, the present effort is organized as follows:

1. Definition of the display characteristics.

42. Definition of the dynamics of the manual control loop components
and task.

3. Experimental evaluation and analysis.

4. Results and conclusion. -
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III DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

In this section we will evaluate some of the parameters that can be used
as representative of the display dynamics. The display is a device
whose function is to give the pilot an accurate, continuous description

z of one of more independent variables of the system. Since the display
is a dynamic system in itself, it is reasonable to assume that it will
affect the global performance when the pilot closes the loop. Some work
to validate the above consideration can be found in Reference 15, where

-it is shown that the display would not only change the pilot's
performance, but also it would give origin to a dynamic coupling with
the aircraft.

As for any dynamic system, the mathematical modeling of the display is
probably the most difficult task, this difficulty is compounded by the
fact that there is not a single or unique display. To this end, we will

* assume that the display is adequately represented by a set of parameters
that appear to be comon aong different displays. Due to time
limitations, we will only consider some of these parameters; they are:

9 1. Time Delay TD that takes into account the processing time in the

display. (Computation time, refresh rate, etc.).

2. Frequency W Do which gives an indication of the display

bandwidth, including the presence of prefilters.

3. Damping Factor E v hich is related to the stability of the

imag" and the time constant of the system.

4. Gain K relating the display input and output.

It must be kept in mind, however, that the above list is by no means
exhiustive, further research is needed to obtain a more complete
picture. In summary, the "generic" display considered herein can be
represented schematically by the block diagram in Figure 1.
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x DISPLAY X

INPUT XD= f(X,TD,&DIWD) OUTPUT 0

Figure 1. Display Schematic 7

With the above assumption in mind, our objectives are to establish a
relationship between the display parameters and the performance of the
manual control loop as a first step toward the identification of an
analytical procedure, which would relate the dynamics of the system
(including display) to flying qualities characteristics.

IV TASK AND SYSTEK STRUCTUR

As a preliminary analysis, a generic single axis tracking task is
considered. Although this task is not fully representative of a
multiaxis complex situation, it is simple enough that it carn be analyzed
in the time frame available and it offers insight into the physics of
the problem.

A tracking task is, usually, of two types: compensatory and pursuit. In
a compensatory tracking situation one single moving index is shown to
the pilot, the direction and the distance from a fixed reference
represents the tracking error to be nulled by the pilot. In a pursuit
tracking environment, the moving indices are two instead of one, one
re~resents the target motion and the other the actual aircraft
po~ition. The difference between the two cases is in that the
compensatory task gives only one independent information, the tracking

*error, while a pursuit situation, allows the pilot to have two
independent references among the three parameters (input, output, error)

-r displayed. There are advantages and disadvantages to both cases,
2 17 3

although it appears that pursuit is preferred *It must be noted
however, that there are cases in which the pilot although presented with -

a pursuit type of situation, behaves in a compensatory fashion.

In this work, a pursuit display will be used since it appears to offer
more flexibility and also it approximates more closely head down
displays where the visual cues are absent and the pilot is flying an
instrument task.
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The manual control loop system structure is schematically shown in
" "Figure 2.

"~~ ~ 15P. A)( "'""1-'.

Figure 2. Manual Control Loop

O The tracking signal 6 and the aircraft position 6 are displayed to the
C A

pilot. The pilot can extract the tracking error information C e -
C

*-. e * The displayed variables become therefore 6 6 and e * In order
D' CD- AD D
to model the display according to the parameters described in section
III, we will assume that the dynamics of the display are given by the
following transfer function

GD(S) = GF(s)GT(S (1)

," where

GF(s) = . Z (2)

and

G(S) (3
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Equation (2) is a second order filter with variable parameters.
Equation (3) represents the delay present in the display and it will be
mode'led as a first order Pade approximation. In conclusion, the
dynamics of the display are represented by a third order system with
transfer function G (S) = . which consists of a second order

filter and a pure time delay. In order to evaluate different display
dynamics, the parameters TD' 1) D are chosen as in Table a.

Table a. Display larameters

-707

WO (RAbI C. 4. ...

A total of 12 different display combinations is therefore available,
ranging from an underdamped system with almost no delay and small
bandwidth (relative to the pilot's capability), to a critically damped

system with relative large delay and bandwidth. The gain KD represents

the sensitivity of the display and it has a nominal value of unity.

The second component is the pilot. The pilot's behavior will not be
discussed here in terms of a mathematical model, rather we will evaluate
his performance and ratings of the overall system. The pilot's input to
the aircraft is given by a stick command 6 (the stick dynamics are

C
negligible here).

The third component is the aircraft. The aircraft dynamics ar odeled
by the transfer function

g G (S) = -PA(4

The three parameters appearing in (4) are chosen from Reference 12 and

* ..,- ' -
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Table b. Aircraft Parameters

4,o 40

1..-. ...-.

K/s type of plant, the second to a double integrator and the third to a
second order, marginally stabe system. In total, 36 cases will be
simulated.

The tracking signal e is taken from Reference 16 and it consists of a

sum of 5 sine waves reproducing a random signal.

.1.. 5.

. . o . • .
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Table c. Input Parameters

7.15
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V SINUfLArOm

The organization and actual run of the experiment have been the major
portioa of the present effort. A detailed description of the simulation
can be found in Reference 18. Here we will briefly review some of the
properties.

The hardware used for the simulation consists of a hybrid MODCOMP
computer available at the ASD Computer Center of WPAFB. The display is
obtained using an oscilloscope driven by analog signals 6 C and 8 A * The

pilot's command is through a displacement stick with for aft movement.
The stick sensitivity is set at 2.5*/volt. The maximum voltage in the
system is + 10 volts.

One pilot was used for the simulation. After proper training, the pilot
flew a total of 42 configurations. 36 of these were derived from the
previous section and 6 were added more with the display progressively
)ut of the loop. The subject was to perform a tracking task trying to
keep the tracking error zero. The simulrion time was 100 seconds per

configuration, so that an integer number of cycles of the input sine
waves was available. Data was recorded on tape for further analysis.
The next section presents some of the results.

VI ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Several sets of data were taken during the simulation. The time
histories A CD' AD' ED and C were obtained on a strip chart

recorder as well as digitally on tape with a sample rate of 20 samples
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per second. The sample data was used for spectral analysis, in order to
obtain experimental describing functions of the system. Statistical
analysis was also performed on the sampled data and average, rms values
and standard deviation for the all the variables were computed. The
rating scheme for the pilot's evaluation was based on the four scales
shown in Table d. The scales are all from 1 to 10; the first is a
tracking performance evaluation, the second rates the system's response,
the third is a measure of pilot's workload and the fourth is a global
evaluation of the configuration, comparable, although not equal, to a
Cooper-Harper rating scale. Additional information was obtained in the
form of pilot's comments after each configuration run.

A complete document of the results and their analysis can be found in
Reference 18. Here, we will present some of the results for one of the
three configurations and we will briefly analyze them.

The configuration examined in detail is the one corresponding to a
single integratcr (first row in Table b).

e results are shown in terms of RMS displayed tracking error and pilot
O rati: gs. The various cases shown correspond to different values of the

di•play parameters.

Table d. Rating Scales
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Table e. Simulation Fesults

RATING
CAS E w K (volt/div.) C (RIS) 1 2 3 4

D D D D D

1 .001 .2 4 2 .252 4 5 6 6
4 .001 .2 12 .. .025 2 3 5 5
6 .123 .2 8 .5 .061 4 5 6 5

13 .125 .2 12 1 .029 2 3 3 4
22 .125 .707 8 1 .064 2 4 5 4
27 .001 .707 8 1 .047 3 4 4 4
33 .001 .707 12 2 .023 2 2 3 3

S36 .125 .707 12 1 .04 2 4 4 4

14 .001 .707 4 1 .195 7 7 7 7
16 .125 .2 4 2 .484 8 8 8 8
13 .001 .2 4 2 .312 8 8 8 8
34 .125 .707 4 1 .284 8 7 7 7

40 .125 .707 8 1 .048 4 4 5 4-
41 .125 .707 8 1 .233 8 8 8 9
42 .123 .707 8 1 .434 8 8 8 8

Due to an error in the computer program, case 19 is the same as 1 and
the case with w 8 rad/sec is missing, however this mistake can be

D
used to our advantage. Table e shows 3 groups corresponding to 3
different results. The first group received better ratings than the
other two in all the categories. In particular, the pilot judges group
I to have better tracking performance and have better overall ratings.
Group 2, on the contrary, received poor ratings. The RMS tracking error
shows the same trend (lower for groip 1). The main difference between
the two groups is in the display bandwidth wD, cases with larger

bandwidth gave better performance in terms of tracking error as well as
. pilot ratings. It is interesting to note the discrepancy in pilot's
- ratings between cases l and 19; the two cases are the same and yet case

19 was given a poorer rating although the RMS error was roughly the
same. One possible explanation could be that the pilot had a different
tolerance in the middle of the simulation than at the beginning (due to
improper training).

* 66-13
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Another comment deals with the results in group 3. Group 3 consists of 3

configurations with the same dynamic characteristics as case 22 in group

1. The difference is in the display dynamics, more exactly case 40 has
eA= (e,, case 41 has GC= 8 CD and case 42 does not contain display
dynamics at all. The ratings and the RMS error show that when the .

tracking signal is not filtered through the display or when the display
dynamics are neglected, a decrease in performance is obtained (cases 41
and 42). As for case 40, the tracking error has the same magnitude as
that of case 22. The pilot was able to do a better job but he did not

*...like the configuration as much. From his comments for cases 22 and 40,
we discover that he did not like the higher sensitivity of case 40,

*- which was due to a lack of filter in his command.

Let us return now to group 1, which had the best ratings and
performance. Looking at the overall ratings, the subject showed a
slight preference for the last five cases, It appears that the
difference is due to the damping factor , better ratings were given to

critically damped cases. The effect of time delay is not clearly shown
in the ratings, although some difference can be seen in terms of
tracking performance. For example, comparing cases 22 and 27, we can

* see that RMS tracking error is lower when the time delay is smaller;
however, the pilot does not clearly rate accordingly. Comparing cases

33 and 36, instead, the beneficial effect of a smaller time delay can be
seen in the tracking performance and the rating as well. Interesting
enough, case 22, which appears to have the best behaved parameters, also
received the best ratings and gave the best tracking performance.

Some conclusions can be drawn at this point. Of the three parameters
representing the display dynamics, the bandwidth w is the most

influencial. Pilot's ratings of the same configuration change
drastically with wD , from dificult to track - bad configuration ( wD"

4) to very easy ta track - excellent configuration ( wD = 12). A very
large w; however, does not improve ratings neither performance ( wD =
in case 40, 41, 42). The second most influencial parameter appears to
bethe damping D As far as time delay is concerned, some discrepancy
exists between tracking performance (always better at low T ) and
subject ratings. A possible suggestion is to increasetD from 125 msec
to larger valies.

VII RECOMMENDATIONS

The research effort described in the present report consisted of a
preliminary analysis of the effect of display dynamics on handling -

qualities. A very simple laboratory task was performed and the results
have shown that display parameters greatly affect the pilot's

evaluation. In particular, display bandwidth was found tobe the primary
" "factor.

*Several potential extensions can be envisioned at this point, that would
lead to a better understanding of the problem.

- Apply the proposed procedure to different aircraft dynamics
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- Reevaluate the effect of time delay since the results do not appear to

be conclusive.

- Increase the number of parameters used to describe the display
dyanmics. An example is the inclusion of sampling rate (related to the

smoothness of the image).

- Include in the display some form of dynamic prediction of the
displayed variables.

- Apply the analysis to a more complex tasks such as terrain

following-terrain avoidance.

Once satisfactory ranges for the display parameters are identified in L

terms of good flying qualities, then the display design could be treated

as a conventional control problem in that the display characteristics

could be changed so that the values of the forementioned parameters

would be within the prescribed boundaries.

These recommendations can be envisioned as a follow-on research, which

would provide benefits to the Air Force, especially in the areas of

flyin3 qualities of complex flight vehicles.

a... . .

'a.F

SL
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COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF RAMJET COMBUSTOR

FLOW FIELDS

by

Kakkattukuzhy M. Isaac

ABSTRACT

Numerical study of the typical ramjet/turbojet combustor flowfield
has been carried out. The predictions show good agreement with the
recently reported experimental data. The improvement in the prediction
result from more realistic specification of the initial conditions and
differences in the turbulence model used. Areas of deficiency in the
computational method are identified and suggestions for further research
for removing these defficiencies are offered.
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,--IINTRODUCTION

Combustion chamber designs for turbojet and ramjet engines have evolved

over the decades and have resulted in Improved designs with higher levels of

performance. The designers are still faced with several trial and error

procedures due to the uncertainties in predictive capability. The reasons for F.

this are many. The interplay of several physical phenomena such as

turbulence, multiphase flow and chemical reaction make the flowfield very

complex and, therefore, difficult to analyze. Very often the flowfield is

three-dimensional in nature, which imposes severe limitations on computational

capabilities in terms of storage and computation time. When a computer code

Is successfully developed, it is often found that there are few experimental

data available to meaningfully prescribe the boundary conditions or to compare

with the predictions.

Some encouraging developments have taken place in recent years which

address some of the problems discussed above. Good progress has been made in

the numerical modeling of the (Navier-Stokes) equations governing the

recirculating flowfields typical of a ramjet/turbojet combustion chamber.

Turbulence models capable of predicting the flowfields in a wide range of

*. physical situations such as free shear flows (jets and wakes) wall-bounded

flows (boundary-layers) and confined jets, have been developed. Chemical

reaction models of varying degrees of sophistication are currently being used

for combusting flows. These models range from a reactants-and-products

equilibrium chemistry model to finite rate chemistry models with multi-step

reactions involving several chemical species. Recent developments in

* non-intrusive experimental techniques have made It possible to make accurate

measurements of mean velocity and turbulence even in highly turbulent,

recirculating flow regions. Therefore, it is now possible to more accurately

specify the boundary conditions for the solution of the equations; one is also
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able to make meaningful comparisons between experiments and predictions

without unduly worrying about experimental uncertainties.

"" Some combustor configurations that are currently being investigated are

the dump combustor and the center bluff body combustor(Figures I and 2). The

dump conbustor appears to be particularly attractive due to its ability to

decelerate the flow and create recirculating zones for flame holding and flame

stabilization without significant pressure loss penalty. The present

investigation was undertaken to evaluate the presently available predictive

methods, particularly their performance with regard to the numerical methods

and the turbulence model, in predicting confined, axisymmetric flowfields.

The purpose was also to specify the boundary conditions as accurately as

possible; previous predictive efforts were often plagued by improper

specification of the inlet boundary conditions. The importance of properly

specifying the boundary conditions has been enphasized In the past; however,

the absence of reliable and sufficient data has precluded its implementation. - .

A meaningful evaluation of the predictive scheme, nevertheless, depends

heavily on how well the inlet conditions are specified. In what follows we

have tried to address some of the problems discussed above.

IT. BACKGROUND

The numerical solution of the time-averaged, fully elliptic Navier-Stokes

equations pose several difficulties because of the coupled, non-linear nature

of the equations. The solution becomes particularly cumbersome when the

flowfield considered is multidimensional, turbulent, compressible and

chemically reacting. Turbulence introduces additional complexities because of

what is known as the 'closure* problem. In compressible flows an additional

equation (the energy equation) must be solved and the fluid density becomes a

variable and it must be calculated from an equation of state. Chemical
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reaction introduces additional equations for the transport of various chemical

species.

The problems of turbulence modeling are still intriguing investigators in j
the field. One approach which has gained wide popularity is the k-e model1

where k and c represent the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate,

respectively. The k-e model treats trubulence by means of transport equations

for these two variables. Several versions of the k-E model are in use;

however, none of them gives uniformly good results for vastly varying flow

conditions. Other approaches such as Reynolds stress models and pdf models

can be found In the literature1 - 1 0 . It appears that the k-(model offers more

satisfactory results over a wide range of flow conditions in comparison to the

other turbulence models which give good predictions in some cases and perform

poorly in others.

The other aspect of the problem that we concern ourseves with, is the

numerical algorithm for solving the set of non-linear, coupled, partial

-.. differential equations governing the flowfield. Solutions of the

two-dimensional flow problems have been attempted in the past with vorticity

*and streamfunction as the dependent variables. A more widely used approach is

due to Patankar and Spalding1 1 who used the SIMPLE (jemi - Implicit -

Pressure - Linked - Equations) algorithm for the solution of the

equations in primitive variables. Their method has several features in common

O with the earlier work of Harlow and Welch1 2 . Some of the deficiencies of

these methods have been widely recognized and recently some alterate methods

13-15
have been proposed to overcome these deficiencies. Some of these

methods are still in the development stage and, therefore their applicability

is yet to be tested. The SIMPLE algorithm has been widely used for the

solution of the Navier - Stokes equations governing parabolic as well as

elliptic (recirculating) flows. Despite its shortcomings, the method has
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successfully predicted a wide range of flowfields. Several investigators have

used the method to predict the flowfield in combustion chambers of different

geometries
16-21.

III.RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The present investigation was undertaken with the following objectives:

Determine why the computer codes previously available at AFAPL (e.g.

TEACH, STARPIC, STARRC) predict the flowfield quite different in nature from

the experimentally observed ones in terms of center-line velocity decay, size

of the recirculation zones and the radial velocity profiles.

• Evaluate the k-6 turbulence model in terms of its usefulness in predicting

combustor flowfields.

* Evaluate the numerical algorithm with respect to convergence and mesh

specification.

Study the effect of upstream boundary conditions on the converged

solution.

. Suggest possible areas of improvements in terms of turbulence modeling and

the numerics.

Suggests what data are critically needed to specify the inlet conditions

so that the contribution of the uncertainty in the inlet conditions on the

solution can be removed.

IV, SCOPE

The work reported here is on the numerical investigation of the flowfield

In a dump conbustor using the time averaged Navier - Stokes equations for

axisymmetric, recirculating flows. A two equation (k-e) turbulence model was

used for the calculations. The numerical implementation is based on the

SIMPLE algorithm and a staggered grid approach as given in reference 22.
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V. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL MODELING

The equations governing the compressible, axisymmetric, combusting flow of

a gas can be written as
23

I tL'.a t "'."

P -%.% -p(V V + V V- T (3)

= -- V + (4).-

In these equations, the symbols have the following meaning.

p - pressure

f.- density

V- velocity

F - body force per unit mass

"T - turbulent stress tensor

h - enthalpy

J - turbulent flux vector for enthalpy

m - time-mean chemical species mass fraction

j - turbulent flux vector for species, J.

R - mass rate of creation of species, J.J

In addition we have the following thermodynamics relations.

Equation of state:

p =JbRT (5)

* Enthalpy:

h CpT + H m (6)
p i

where C is the constant pressure specific heat and Ji, the enthalpy of
p

formation of species, J.
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Rate Equation:

Rj Fexp (- R)(7)

(, /RT)

with the symbols having the following meaning:

F -frequency factor

E -activation energy

R -universal gas constant.

Equations 1 to 4 are further simplified by assuming isotropy and constant

values of turbulent Prandtl number and Schmidt number.

In order to implement the numerical scheme efficiently equations 1 to 4

are cast in the general form:

+ ~~~ °t r''' A r
•

o8

where I for continuity equation, * Vfor the three components of
momentum equation, h for energy equation and *=mj for each of the

transport equations for the species.

In the k-6i model,. turbulence closure is achieved by having two more

transport equations for k and which are also in the form given in equation

8. The source term, So on the RHS has a different form for each of the

variable These can be found in references 16-21. For the present

calculations, the source term is zero for the energy equation.

The partial differential equations for continuity, momentum energy and

species represented by the general form givern by equation 8 are solved by the

SIWLE algorithm of reference 22. Details of the solution procedure may be

found in several other references also16 1  The discretization equations

are obtained by integrating the partial differential equations over the cell

control volumes formed by the grid lines in the solution domain. A lucid

explanation of its advantages over other differencing methods is given in

reference 22. Suffice to state that the procedure ensures conservation of
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quantities such as mass, momentum and energy over any group of control volumes

* and therefore, over the whole computational domain. A staggered grid approach -

and a central/upwind differencing scheme are used in applying the equations;

the advantages of these can be found in reference 22. A line-relaxation

* procedure is used for the solution of the equations. Convergence is improved

* by reliance on under-relaxation factors which control the variation of the

dependent variables from iteration to iteration.

The energy equation warrants particular mention. The compressible form of

the energy equation is used for the present calculations and, therefore,

density is treated as a variable. It is calculated from the equation of

* state:

p =fl RT

- 22
Patankar has given discretization equations for variable density flows;

however, the present calculations do not use Patankar's method. Instead,

c onvergence is achieved by means of restart tapes which take the solution from

incompressible flows to compressible subsonic flows. The initial guess for a

new case is obtained from the converged solution of a similar case obtained

before. The coding was carried out to handle various types of boundary

- - conditions for the energy equation. Adiabatic wall, constant temperature wall

and constant heat flux wall are the presently available options. Solutions

with temperature differences of upto 100C between the wall and the gas at the

inlet has been obtained without encountering convergence problems. The

computer code has been written keeping in mind that the future inclusion of

- chemical kinetics for combusting flows should be able to be carried out

* without difficulty.

VT. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the study are plotted in Figures 3-5. The plots show the
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center-line velocity decay, radial velocity profiles for five axial stations

and the variation of the turbulent kinetic energy along the center-line.

. In Figure 3, the present predictions using the computer code ECFLOW and

the predictions using an existing code (STARPIC) are compared with the

experimental data of reference 24. It is instructive examine the differences

between the present predictions and the earlier ones. The source of these

errors may be traced to the differences in specifying the inlet boundary

conditions for the k and the 6 equations, the differences in the constants

used in the k-e model and some coding errors in the computer code

STARPIC.(e.g. See expression for the diffusion coefficient IGAMN' in

STARPIC).

The present calculations used the data of Craig, Nejad et a124 for

specifying the turbulent kinetic energy (k) at the inlet; since only the axial

component of the turbulent intensity was measured by these investigators# it

was necessary to assume isotropy for the calculation of k from the axial

turbulent intensity. The energy dissipation rate 6 was specified in terms of

the macro lenght scale, 1 and a constant C 3. It is given by:

3/4
0 = CM k / 1.

The k-6 model has been well tested for free-shear flows such as Jets and

wakes. It is a usual practice to specify the macro eddy-length scale in such .

flows to be of the same order as the Jet/wake half width. There is no

corresponding obvious way of specifying the length scale for internal flows.

In confined flows it is reasonable to expect the lengh scale to be smaller

because of the confining nature of the walls. Therefore, the value of I was . .. -

chosen to be smaller than that suggested by Leschiner and Rodi who used the

expression:

1 0.56 0

where is the thickness of the shear layer. For the present calculations 1
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was chosen to be equal to one tenth of the inlet diameter, d.

1 =0.1 d

This modification results in considerable improvement in the agreement between

prediction and data; there is no other explanation for using this value for

|-..

It is seen from Figure 3 that the axial velocity Is underpredicted in

the entrance region ( See Figure 1 for a schematic of the different regions of

the flowfield.) of the combustor. Since the velocity profile at the entrance

is a top-hat profile representative of the exit flow from convergent nozzles,

it is reasonable to assume the existence of a sizable potential core at the

combustor entrance. Jones and Launder 4 have reported that the turbulence

model of the form given in reference 1 is inadequate in predicting flowfields

in regions of low turbulent Reynolds number given by:

R k4~~Rt =jf IA. .-

They have used additional terms in the transport equations for k and a and

also made the constants C I and C4 functions of R The reason for the

overprediction of the axial velocity in the entrance region could probably be

attributed to the factors cited by Jones and Launder4. From the radial

velocity profiles of Figures 4 It may be observed that there exists, near the

axis, a region of flat velocity profile. The extent of this region gradually

diminishes indicating that it represents the potential core. It may also be

. observed that the mojor differences between the prediction and the data are

confined to this region of low turbulence intensities as well as the region of

reverse flow.

Differences between prediction and measurements can also be seen in the

reverse flow region (See the radial profiles of Figure 4; the reverse flow

region is represented by the negative values of the axial velocity). For the

axial station of X/D = 0.53 the data show considerable scatter near the wall.

- 67-12
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Since the position of the reattachment point could be estimated by observing

where the radial profiles stop showing negative values of axial velocity near

the wall, the size of the recirculation zone can be easily estimated. Thus, it

is easily seen that computations under-predict the size of the recirculations

zone; similar trend has also been reported by Krishnamoorthy and Park21 who

attributed the differences to the streamline curvature in the recirculation

region. Modifications to the k-G model to account for streamline curvature

has been suggested by Leschiner and Rod125. These have been incorporated in

reference 21 for predicting confined flow behind axisymmetric bluff bodies.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the turbulent kinetic energy (k)

along the combustor center-line. It is important to note that Craig, Nejad et

a124 measured only the axial turbulence intensity; therefore, the

experimental values of turbulent kinetic energy shown In Figure 5 were

calculated assuming Isotropy. The data are too few to fit a curve; therefore,

a tentative variation is shown by the dotted line. The solid curve represents

the predicted values of the turbulent kinetic energy. The data and the

predictions differ quite substantially in their absolute values; the reasons

for this will become more clear when detailed measurements of the turbulence

quantities become available. The curves, nevertheless, have similar trends.

Both the curves show three distinct regions. The first is the initial region

where the turbulent energy decays; this probably is the potential core and the

flow in this region is likely to be isotropic. The next region is

characterized by a sharp rise in the value of k, suggesting, may be, that the

potential core has ended and the mixing layer has reached the center-line.

Further downstream, k starts decaying indicating that fully developed

turbulent pipe flow is getting established.,..,"
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VII RECOMMENDATIONS:

To conclude, we summarize the major findings of the present study and

make a few recommendations for further work.

*The present work clearly indicates the significant

influence of the boundary conditions on the predictions. It, therefore,

- .underscores the importance of conducting carefully designed experiments to

determine the initial conditions for validating the computer codes. A large

data base is also needed to empirically establish the combustor inlet

conditions in situations where it is not practical to make measurements.

*The originally proposed constants in the k-6 turbulence

* model are not adequate for predicting recirculating flow in internal

geometries. The present study shows that predictions can be improved by

adjusting the constants.

*The turbulence model performs poorly in the potential

core region at the entrance. This subsequently has a bearing on the solution

everywhere. The turbulence model also must be modified for predicting flows in

regions where the streamlines have large curvature such as in recirculating

flow regions. I propose that modifications similar to the ones suggested by

Jones and Launder be used for the potential core region.

There is considerable disagreement between prediction and

experiments in the velocity profiles in the recirculating flow region. The

computations also underpredict the size of the recirculating region. I propose

that further research be carried out using a curvature dependent damping

factor to account for the reduction in the turbulent kinetic energy due to

curvature of the streamlines.
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RECIRCULATING FLOW

FIGURE 1. SCHEATIC OF DUMP COMBUSTOR
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FIGURE 2. SCHEHATIC OF CENTER BLUFF BODY COMIBUSTOR
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Numerical Characterization of Microstrip
Discontinuities on Thick Substrates

by

Robert W. Jackson

Abstract

Microstrip discontinuities have heretofore been characterized by models

which do not include surface wave or radiation effects. In this work, the

microstrip step discontinuity is investigated by numerically solving an

integral equation which was derived using the grounded dielectric slab

Green's function. This technique includes the surface wave and space wave

effects which are expected to be important on thick substrates. Using a

moment method technique the current is expanded in terms of longitudinal

sinusoidal and piecewise sinusoidal modes. S parameters are obtained.

Results are promising but indicate that transverse currents may be

important.
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I. Introduction

This research investigates the characterization of microstrip

discontinuities on electrically thick substrates. Interest in this work . - -

stems from the uncertain validity of discontinuity models used in standard

- computer aided design routines such as SUPECOMPACT. The use of computer

aided design is a necessity for efficient low cost design of microwave and

millimeter wave integrated circuits. Present discontinuity models appear to

be valid on electrically thin substrates. At lower frequencies (X band), an

electrically thin substrate is still physically thick enough to process. At

millimeter wave frequencies, electrically thin substrates made of materials

such as Gallium Arsenide would be too thin to process without breaking or

warping. Therefore computer design routines will be needed for

discontinuties on thick substrates.

Models for microstrip discontinuities are currently generated from

numerical analysis based upon quasistatic assumptions C1], [2]. This type

of analysis does not include surface wave or radiation effects. The "Planar

Waveguide" model [3] has been developed to include the effect of dispersion

and higher order models, but still does not include loss to surface waves or

radiation. Spectral Domain techniques [4) have also been used but since

these techniques have been applied to a discontinuity enclosed in a

perfectly conducting box, they do not accurately account for surface wave

and radiation effects.

* The technique used in this research involves developing an integral

equation for the current on a microstrip step discontinuity. The

formulation uses the grounded dielectric slab Green's function which is

valid on open structures and which includes surface wave and radiation

68-3
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effects. This method has been used by Pozar [5) to analyze the open ended

microstrip. The integral equation formed is solved numerically via the

method of moments.

The following section reviews the objectives of this research. Section

III formulates the integral equation and the general method of solution.

Section IV discusses the various choices of expansion functions and the

results. Section V gives conclusions and recommendations for future work.

II. Objectives

The general objective of this research program was to investigate

computer modeling of microstrip discontinuities on electrically thick

substrates. The specific effects which are included in this type of

analysis but not in previous work are surface wave losses, radiation losses

and a more rigorous analysis of dispersive effects.

The specific objectives for this summer program are:

(1) Modify the moment method technique used by Pozar on the open

ended microstrip so that it can be applied to microstrip

step discontinuity.

(2) Set up a computer routine which will efficiently solve the

set of equations generated in objective (1). This is non-

trivial due the fact that to determine matrix elements for

this set of equations one must do a double integration of a

complex integrand which varies rapidly (Sommerfeld integral).

If not efficiently designed the software routine could use

a large amount of computer time.

(3) Compare the generated results to known quasistatic results.
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(14) Investigate the application of this technique to other

microstrip discontinuities.

III. Theoretical Framework

In this section the integral equation for the step discontinuity is

formulated and the moment method approach to the solution is discussed. The

problem is as follows. A perfectly conducting microstrip of width w- lies

on a grounded dielectric slab of thickness, d. At x-0, the width increases

to w+ (see figure 1). We Wish to find the scattering parameters for this

junction.

XL

q - .'

figure 1.

To derive the integral equation we start with the expression for the x

directed electric field on the dielectric/air interface due to an arbitrary

x directed surface current, J ralso on the dielectric/air interface.

I ) ) (x,y,x 0) (tooo ix ,tod) dx0 dy0

where G(xyx 0 y is the grounded dielectric slab Green's function,
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-JZ 7 k . (X-x j k (y-y
G(xtytxo ky ~ Q(kx,k,)e x 0 dk xdky (2)

A. where

(C kz-k2)k cos d .Jk1 (k
2-kl)sink d

QC~~k) -k y T 2 sink 1d (3) o

T e k Icosk 1 k2sn

cokd+jk sinkd

k' k2-S 2  (Ik 02 0 (k 2<O

02 k2+k2xy

The fields generated by equation (1) satisfy all boundary conditions at the

dielectric interface and at the ground plane. Surface waves are included

exactly and come about as a result of the zeros in the denominator of (3).

The only boundary condition which is not satisfied occurs if conductors are

present at the dielectric/air interface. J Must then be constrained such -x

that E is zero on the conductors. For the step discontinuity, J is split
x x

into two parts,an impressed sinUsoidal current JIwhich excites the junction

and the excited current Jewhich includes the reflected and transmitted

waves. By forcing E In equation (1) to be zero on the microstrip we arrive

* . at the following integral equation,
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G(x'x Py.y )[J(x ,y0 d) J4 (~x Y09d)]dX dy0

ly,<w/2, X<O
S0 for (.4)

"y',/2 .X.-.

To implement the moment method solution, the unknown current, J,~ is

expanded to a sum of known functions multiplied by unknown constants.

Sufficient equations to uniquely determine these constants are generated by

taking weighted averages (moments) of equation (4i) over all x,y space. We

expand the currents in the following way.

e N
-x I nfn(x-xn'y) * I I mf M(x-x 1y)

+ 1 cs [fc (XY) ,js- (X,Y)] +. Ics.fc+(X,Y) -jf" (x,y)] (5)

i c-: r3+----
- f (x,y) .,o, s.(xy) or .°,(xy) + if (x, ) (6)

where fI Im Ic 1 I are unknown and where we have chosenn n

fnx~nY)-Wi 3in~hila Uyjiw /

fci (iy foE(.w/h )TxJ<T (8)
f-xy cos~h x) for (III<w /2

si i C 0ETX]4ZT1
f (x,y) - in~h X) for jjw/i

-{,X<01
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In the near vicinity of the junction the pieceWise sinUsoidal modes, f ,±

centered around x n are used to approximate the current. Farther away,

finite length sinusoids are Used. The con~stants {QL m are the half

lengths of the piecewise sinusoids and {h-, hij are the propagation

constants for the z<o and z>o microstrips. fTr, T}j are the lengths the

finite sinusoids-usually 3 or 14 wavelengths. The weighting functions are

all chosen to be the piecewise sintUsoids, If", f-J. Multiplying equation
n

(4) by the weighting functions and integrating over x and y yields the

following set of simultaneous equations,

N

n- je n3 1 03 s s (10)

J -1,2 ....Ne'M+2

where

z f (x-x ,y)Jn n n

z f (x-x+.y)
-- dxdy dx 0dy fjCx-x , y)G(x~x0 yly) 0 a- 3 ii

9-.-
cs fC+If5

- jdxdy jdxody j ,yGxxYY~ixy (12)
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where the i superscript indicates whether the weighting function is a z<o or

z>o piecewise sinusoid (the lengths and widths differ). The Z matrix and V

coefficients can be simplified by doing the spatial integrations

analytically. For a typical case

z Q(k',k )F (kx'k )F (k 'k )dk dk

in 4wk y i y n x y x y (3

where

r jk x jk y
F i(k x ky dxdy f i(x-x,.y)e x e

the fourier transrorm of fi, is done analytically. The fourier transforming

ntonly rdcsthe total number of integrations but makes it Possible to

easily shift current elements in space with a simple multiplication by

exp(jk Ax).
x

In summary, matrix elements similar to (13) are evaluated numerically

1Cs- adcs+then used to solve matrix equation (10) for I and I the amplitudes of

the excited sinusoidal waves.

* Two necessary inputs are the propagation constants for the microstrip

line on either side of the junction. A dispersion relation for these

constants can be derived in the following manner. Assume the current on an

infinite microstrip of width, w is

e-Jhx l yl<w/2

J (X,y,d) = 0 , yI >w/2

and substitute into equation (1). The resulting field has the form

U "68-9
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Ex(x,y,d) " E(y) e-Jhx (14)

the amplitude E(y) must be zero on the microstrip. To enforce this multiply

E(y) by the testing (weighting) function,

W(Y) l , >,

integrate over y, and set to zero. The resulting dispersion relation is,

U2

1j sin~k W/2I
-r I dk Q(kX -hpky)" 0 ) y k y - . (15)

* -

The integral is evaluated numerically while varying h until a zero occurs.

Surface wave effects and all fringing fields are included.

Expansion currents were chosen as simply as possible. Figure 2 shows

an example. Currents were constant in the

0Fl-te a. A set o; rtxpe'slo"i cvrvevnts

transverse direction since transverse current variations have been found to

* be unimportant in moment method dipole antenna results [5]. For simplicity -

all currents were taken to be x directed.

* IV. Numerical Considerations

68-10
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The formulations used in this research, the spectral approach and the

moment method, are very rigorous but there are well known drawbacks. We

* briefly discuss the problems most relevant to this work.

Calculation of the impedance elements in equation (13) Involves an

integration over an infinite area in (k ,k s pace. we convert this to an

a,S integration where

k = sin a

Due to certain symmetries. the integration can be reduced to an integration

over 0<. and 0<a<ir/2. A singularity occurs in the B integration due to a

surface wave pole. Evaluation of this singularity is discussed elsewhere

[6]. The integrand varies rapidly enough that as many as 800 integrand

evaluations were necessary per B point near the upper B integration limit.

The integrals converged sufficiently for the integration to be truncated at

an upper 0 limit of 100k 0and less on thicker substrates. Choosing the

sinusoidal wave trains to be an integral number of half wavelengths long

helped speed the convergence by a factor Bin the integrand. Another

large time saving occurs if, for each 10.31 point in the integration, all

impedance matrix terms are evaluated at the same time. This takes advantage.-

of the fact that several factors in the integrand are common to all

impedance matrix elements.

The other numerical consideration in this work involves the moment

method. The approximate current hopefully converges to the real current if

enough expansion modes are added. The results in this work were considered

promising if they were insensitive to adding additional modes or to an

68-11 1



decrease in mode size. Since moment method results can converge to an

incorrect result, results are compared to other accepted results in common

regions of applicability. In this case results for thin substrates were

compared to quasistatic results.

IV. Results

Results were generated for two types of discontinuities, a microstrip

gap and the microstrip step. The microstrip gap was chosen since it is

somewhat simpler than a step and since the results better agree with quasi

static results in the thin substrates limit. Results on step discontinuity

.-. " .were not conclusive and will be discussed later.

C-s G ,G(=.a- -

Figure 3. Gap Junction

Figure 3 is the representative structure for which S1 1 and S21 are

calculated and plotted versus electrical thickness (frequency) in figure 4.

S22 and 12 are almost exactly the same as S11 and S21, respectively.

Quaslstatic results from the gap analysis routine in SUPECOMPACT are given

Sfor comparison. Notice that the magnitude of S1 1 and the angles Of S and

$S2 coincide almost exactly with the quasistatic results for thin

substrates. The magnitude of S2 1 does not closely match the quasistaticm
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results but does follow the general trend. In Table 1 we list the quantity

iS2 1 1" + IS1 112 vs. electrical thickness. This quantity is unity for the

lossless quasistatic result. The table shows increased loss to radiation

and surface waves for electrically thicker substrates.

• I. S . a I a 7

.03 .3

.0 .13' ~~~.o5/ ,f -. i

Table 1. Measure of Loss for Gap Discontinuity

The step discontinuity was investigated for the Junction between

microstriplines of approximately 100 ohms and 50 ohms on cr ' 2.32

dielectric. S parameter computations where run for various current

expansion mode arrangements and up to 23 modes were used to check for

convergence. Five or six piecewise modes on each side were found to be

S"sufficient. The magnitude results are plotted in figure 6. These agree to

some extent with quasistatic results for the thin dielectric limit. Phase

calculations do not agree with quasistatic results. It is suspected that

transverse directed current expansion modes will be necessary. Intuitively

one might expect that the current must spread going from microstrip of one

* width to microstrip of another width. Thus it seems likely that a

transverse current could be important.

o8-14
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The routine was checked by computing a through line (50 ohm to 50 ohm).

This came out as expected (negligible S 11 and S 22; S2 1 and S12 equal 1). As

another check. the open ended microstrip was calculated by selecting the

elements Of the impedance matrix which were formed only from + side currents-

and testing functions. These and + side V elements were used to form a

mini matrix equation, the solution of which was compared to kniown good

results for an open ended microstrip.

* VI. Recommendations

In summary, results for the microstrip gap clearly show Increasing loss

* to surface waves and radiation as substrate electrical thickn~ess is

increased. Step discontinuity calculations indicate increased loss with

substrate thickniess but phase calculations do not agree with quasistatic

results. Transverse currents are probably necessary to accurately model

this discontinuity.

It is recommended that the step discontinuity be reformulated to

* include transverse currents. Not only would this be likely to correct step

phase modeling problems but it would be a very useful precursor to modeling

the T junction and the right angle corner. The T junction especially is of

* interest to microwave circuit designers since the quasistatic model for the

* T junction is very suspect on thick substrates. A Research Initiation grant

should include the investigation of these discontinuities.

68-16
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The second recommendation involves Investigation of alternate planar

microwave and millimeter wave transmission line structures. The common ones

include coplanar waveguide and slotline. The very useful part of the

present formulation is that the programs written tar Microstrip

discontinuities can be used to investigate discontinuties in these alternate

structures. The only major change in any of the routines would be a change '

* In the Green's function, of course, convergence would have to be carefully

*checked but a great deal of time would be saved by not having to rewrite and

debug a large amount of computer code.
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ADVANCED PHYSICAL MODELING/WEDGE TEST DEVELOPMENT

by

Vinod K. Jain

ABSTRACT

When an analytical model is developed to predict the behavior of

a physical system, it is necessary to check the validity of the

model by experimental procedure. An effort was directed to develop

a laboratory test, the wedge test, to the level of a standard test

to verify the analytical results of the ALPID computer program,

which was designed to simulate the metal flow in deformation proces-

sing. The test employs a wedge-shaped specimen which is compressed in

a die to study 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional deformation processes.

" /Tooling was designed for the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional

wedge tests, and the dies are currently being fabricated. A grid

pattern, to be printed on the meridian plane of the specimen by a
photochemical process, was developed. An analytical formulation has

*- been developed to compute the various strain components using the
dimensions of a deformed and undeformed grid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanical behavior of materials under deformation proces-

sing is generally characterized by constitutive equations which relate

the flow stress to strain, strain rate, and working temperature.

Recently, a method for modeling the metal working processes has been

developed, which uses a rigid-viscoplastic finite element method
1,2

(FEM). It predicts deformation behavior at selected points in

each element (node point) by the application of a variational

principle and gives an admissible solution using the initial boundary

conditions. Whenever an analytical model is used to describe a

system, a number of assumptions are always made. The latter affect

the degree of accuracy of the final results. It is necessary that

validity of the theoretical model be tested through physical model-

ing techniques. This provides feedback that aids in the refinement

of the model and demonstrates the accuracy of the predictions.

For material deforming processes, two methods can be used to

design the physical models. The first is to simulate, as closely as

possible, a production metal-forming process, viz., extrusion or

forging, on a laboratory scale and monitor the important parameters

such as force, temperature, and ram velocity. The data from such a

test can be analyzed to determine how closely its characteristics

compare with those predicted by an analytical model. The second

approach (to physical modeling) is to devise a laboratory test that

is faster, easier, and less expensive than a subscale production test,

yet tests the accuracy of the analytical model. These requirements

.O are met by a test commonly used by the metal forming industry and is

known as the wedge test. The test employs a wedge-shaped specimen as

shown in Figure 1. The plane-strain deformation state can be obtained

and studied by compressing the specimen in a channel-type die

(Figure 2). Here the specimen is split and grid lines placed on thee
meridian plane to determine the strain components at any point result-

ing from the deformation. The 3-dimensional test is performed by com-S.

Pressina the specimen between a flat die and punch. .%-
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Figure 1. Schematic of a wedge specimen.
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PLATEN

PUNIC H

DIE~

* Figure 2. Layout of a punch and die for
plane strain wedge test.
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The Analytical Materials and Process Modeling Group at AFWAL/

MLLM extensively uses an analytical model, Analysis of Large Plastic

Incremental Deformation (ALPID), to design the extrusion dies and

analyze the metal deformation, e.g., strain, strain rate, etc.,

during processing. It was therefore required to develop a physical

test to verify the results of this computer program.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The chief objective of this work was to develop a laboratory

test (the wedge test) to verify the results of the analytical modeling

*'  process used to evaluate the dynamic behavior of materials.

The following goals were initially set to accomplish the above

9° objective:

(a) To design and fabricate the tooling for both 2-d and 3-d deforma-

tion testing of wedge specimens.

(b) To design a computerized data acquisition system capable of

monitoring force, ram speed, and furnace temperature.

(c) To perform the finite element analysis for the wedge-shaped

specimen using the ALPID computer program.

(d) To develop constitutive equations and perform power dissipation

analysis for an Al-Fe-Ce system.

(e) To compare the analytical results obtained using ALPID with

those computed by physical modeling techniques.

During the course of research, steps (c) and d) were dropped and

the following additional goals were included:

" (A) To develop a grid pattern pertinent to the case of the wedge test

and a technique to print it on aluminum surfaces.

O (B) To develop a mathematical analysis, using the fundamental defini-

tion of strain, to calculate the various strain components from

the dimensions and geometry of the deformed and undeformed grids.

69-7
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(C) To compute the strain distribution for 2-d and 3-d deformation

testing of the wedge specimens using the mathematical analysis

developed in (B) above. .-

3. APPROACH

The wedge test is unique since it results in different strains

and microstructure at different points of the specimen. Thus, a

variety of microstructures can be obtained in one single test.

3.1 Design of Tooling

Tooling was designed to perform the wedge test to obtain

2-d and 3-d deformation of grid elements. The tests were to be

performed on a 200 kip MTS tensile testing machine. The layout of

the die and punch to be used with this machine for plane strain

deformation is shown in Figure 2. The detail and layout drawings for

both types of toolings (2-d and 3-d tests) were sent to the 4950th

Test Wing for fabrication. Unfortunately, the dies were not ready,

hence no experimental work could be carried out.

3.2 Development of the Grid Mesh

A grid pattern is used to study the material flow in

deforming solids. Some of the commonly accepted practices includet

to scribe, emboss, etch, or photograph the grid pattern on the surface

of the deforming solid.3 Here, the purpose of the grid pattern is to

study the metal flow in deformation process and to use the dimensions

of the deformed and undeformed mesh to calculate the strain components.

A chequerboard type of pattern, to be printed on the meridian plane of

the wedge specimen (Figure 3), was developed for the plane strain

deformation. It may be noted that the pattern consists of squares

and parallelograms, whose shape (parallelograms) vary from point to

point with the geometry of the specimen. The idea of using squares

all over the surface was abandoned because it resulted in triangular

grids at a number of locations and was not consistent with the grid

mesh used by the ALPID. The original pattern was drawn at ten times -"

... ".-'.7
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the full size and later reduced photographically to minimize the dimen-

sional errors. The grid was printed on an aluminum sheet supplied

by the Metal Photo Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Its thermal stability was

checked, and the printed grid can hold up to 500*C without degrading

or considerably fading away. An effort is now being made to have it

.. printed on 0.5 in. thick sheet stock, which is not available from the

-" above company.

Figure 3. Chequerboard type of grid pattern for 2-d test.

4. CALCULATION OF STRAIN FROM THE DIMENSIONS OF THE GRID MESH

In metal processing, it is required to evaluate the magnitude of

strains in the deformed body. The formulas defining the strains are

put in terms of the position of an element before and after the

deformation with reference to some coordinate system. Thus, the

strains are computed by measuring the deformation of some geometrical

pattern involving a square grid mesh or an array of circles. The
choice of pattern depends upon various factors, such as the type and

accuracy of the information sought, material, and extent of the

deformation of the specimen. In most plastic deformation processes

the resulting strain is not homogeneous. The deformation however

is assumed to be homogeneous. The rationale behind this assumption
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is that the deformed material can be divided into a number of small

regions where the deformation is homogeneous.

The most common method which is used to compute strains is
4-7called the visioplasticity. It involves establishing a velocity

vector field to obtain the strain. A grid pattern is placed on the

meridian plane of a specimen, or at a plane right angle to metal move-

ment, and the rate of the grid distortion is observed. The plane on

which the grid is placed is photographed after each incremental

deformation step, and the particle movement as represented by the

intersection of the grid lines is observed. An adequate flow pattern

is obtained in a few steps. Let V be the velocity of a grid point and

its components in x and y directions are u and v, respectively. The

* values of u and v can be obtained for any desired point. The graphs,

x vs v, x vs u, y vs u, and y vs v are then generated. Evaluation of

slopes at each desired coordinate point from these curves permits the

computation of strain rates as follows .1

Ex v • 2v 2uu

The method is tedious and time consuming, and its accuracy
depends on the computation of the velocity field. The technique is

exact only in an engineering sense. It cannot be used for the wedge

. test because the deformation is unsymmetrical and a reference co-

* . ordinate system cannot be established. The other method which

involves the measurement of the dimensions of deformed and undeformed

grids was found more appropriate for this case since it is direct and

easier to use.

8,9
Sowerby et al. recently proposed an analysis to compute the

principal stretches in a deformed grid. The formulas depend on the

* initial shape of the grid, i.e., orthogonal or nonorthogonal. The

technique involves measuring the deformed and undeformed lengths and

the included angle of a quadrilateral grid mesh. For an orthogonal grid

(Figure 4), the principal stretches I and 2 are given as follows:
11 22
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Xa + Xb Xa cs (2)

22 2 2 COS20 3

Tan20 -a aXb COS 9
2 2

aa

where X aa a

X -b

0 =angle between the deformed pair of grid lines

* =angle between the principal direction 1 and x axis

a length of the undeformed line element OA

a' =length of the deformed line element OA'

b =length of the undeformed line element OC

b' length of the deformed line element OC'

0 .~

* Ali
Ali

(0.)66

Figure 4. (a) Undeformed orthogonal line elements;
(b) deformed state following homogeneous strain. -

For a nonorthogonal grid (Figure 5), the principal stretches are given

II
1 (X2+ X- ) 2 C--\CO

2 2 2 a Ab COS26 ± (Xa Xb V a co~o(+2e) (4
1 22Sin Sin + 20)
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p where =angle between the sides of an undeformed grid.

i.

.Y

4A

0- A'.-"

0 '

(.A Al

Figure b.e(a) Undeformed nonorthogonal line elements;
(b) deformed state following homogeneous strain.

Coso =2coseOsy + X 2 Sin eSin y)
ab 11 22

cot~ 2e =2 Xa b COS 0 - (Aa + Xb)COSE

cot(E + e .-%Vo

Sin E(Xa 2_xb2

The parameters 8 , and 0 have the same meaning as before.
9

The above method is mostly recommended for orthogonal grids and

suffers from the drawback of calculating the angles 0 and E for every

grid point (node).

In view of the above difficulties, a new scheme was devised to

calculate the strains based on the coordinate displ.acements of an

element. Since the actual strains are large, no limitations were

applied to their magnitude and general equations of finite homogeneous

strains in terms of coordinate displacement developed.
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4.1 Normal Strains

Consider an element, as shown in Figure 6, of a body whose

sides are parallel to cartesian coordinates x, y, z in the undeformed

state. The sides of the element are of lengths 6x, 6y, and 6z. Thus,

the coordinates of A are x, y, z, and that of B (x+ 6x), (y + 6 y), and

(z + 6z). In the deformed condition, the whole element is displaced

owing to the accumulated strains. The point A moves to A' and B to B'.

If the displacement components of A' are u, v, and w, then its co-

ordinates will be (x +u), (y +v), and (z +w). Each side of the element k
would be strained, e.g., AC deforms to A'C'. The latter may be due to

a combination of normal and shear strains. It is assumed that the

element AC is very small and that the changes in Sx(AC) are proportional

to its length. Therefore, the length of the x component of A'C' is

6x+ -2 
6x, y component is -

6x, and the component parallel to the z
* w

direction is 6x (Figure 7).

z

G

yB

Y. A

-z. . . ," i I - -X."

7. - - )

i.II -- - -}

-" "x --

0 **

*,....%

Figure 6. Schematic of a 3-d element (Ref. 1J).
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Figure 7. Deformation of a line element due to
normal and shear strains (Ref. 10).

* ~~~Then 2 ~ 2 a
(A'C) =(

6 x + Lu x) + (Lb- x + %.-aSx

2 2 +u (au 2  av2  --w2(AC) ~ l+ -) + (T) + r. (5)

(A'Cx 8 {1 2 ax rX x x.I.

1 au~

Then, according to the general definition, strain, e , in AC is

AMC'e -- 1= /I+ 2e -l(6)
x AC xx

Similarly, expressions for e and e can be written as
yy zz

9 v 1 3u)2  3v 2  aw 2

eyyy +- ) + (7)2 ay 2 ay' 3y

@w- (2w)2 + (DV) (3w) 2 8

S. b9-14

'p
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where the actual strains e and e arey z

e= /2 e + - 1 (9)
y yy

and e v'l + 2 ezz 1 (10)
z zz

4.2 Shear Strains

The shear strains of the element AB (Figure 6) are the

changes in angle or distortions for the point A, i.e., the changes in

three right angles at the corner A. The shear strain in the xo y
plane, as shown in Figure 8, is given by the change in angle HAC,I0

2

y-''-. -
H 

° H- YY

7 -'e C -L

A • -" "d" "

d C
A''

ay H

dx

Figure 8. Deformation of an element due to shear strains.

- -
that is - ), where the angle H'A'C' in the distorted plane is e.

2
The shear strain, e xy, in the plane x oy can be shown to be

e -u 2+ h+ + 2 + av.2w1)
...

x u a v ax a y ax ay aw aw n -y i".
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Similarly, expressions for the shear strains in y o z and z o x planes

can be written as

aw 2v Du2u 2V2V aw aw (2
yz ay az 12) a a

and
au -w 2u 2u . Lv v Lw (1.3.)

xaz ax aza ax z,,' .zx azx (13)

4.3 Strain in Any Direction

Using the above equations, a general expression of strain

for an element in any direction, e.g., AB in Figure 6, will be derived.

Let 6r be the undeformed length of AB which after deformation moves to

A'B' having a length 6r'. If 2r' mr, and nr are the direction cosines of

the element 6r, and Z'r' m'r' and n'r of the strained element 
6r', then

=-6x 6z 6z,2.. r ~r r 6 r  --. '

6x + 6u 6y + 6v 6z + 6w
and 2.!r= r'' m '= n = -r 6r' r 6r' n r 6r'

6 au 6X + au 6Y + 2u 6z

ax ay az
': av av av".-',

6v T 6x + 6 y + 2 6zax 3

6w -- W6x + -W y + 2z 6z o,ax ay az
, / Then "

The6(x 6r +6r 6u

r 6r 6r' r' Sr

6r au a
or . = + + m + n u} (14)r + X m y r z

"'"Since £2 + ml + no =2 i squaring and adding equation (14) and the ..I
'.',[ r r rother corresponding expressions result in

Sr'2 1+22 2
= (+2 e) + (+2 e ) mr + (1+2 ez n + 2 ex m

6r xx r Yy rz xy rr

+ 2 emn + 2e n Z (,- '' yz mr nr nr £r
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For the case of plane strain deformation as in the 2-d wedge test,

e = e = e = n = 0, and equation (15) reduces to
yz zx zz r

2 (1 + 2ex 2 
+ (1 + 2 e ) m2 + 2e m (16)

6 r yy r xy r r

5. APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL STRAIN EQUATION TO THE CASE OF PLANE
STRAIN DEFORMATION

For the case of plane strain deformation, the strain in z direc-

tion is zero. Consider an orthogonal element (Figure 9a) OABC which L
after deformation takes the shape OA'B'C' (as shown in Figure 9b).

x Z. ...

0 x 0 %

Figure 9. (a) Undeformed grid; and ".
(b) deformed grid following homogeneous strain. -

Let the direction cosines of OB and AC be .it Mi1, and Z2' m2 respec-

tively. The lengths of OB and AC can be conveniently comnuted with

the digitized data of the deformed and undeformed grids. Equation (16)

for the elements OB and AC reduces to

(OB'2 = (1+2e £i2 + (i+2 )m 2 + 2 e m
OB xx 1 yy 1 xyll m

orO 2 (17)
OH' 2 2

- +2 e + 2 m e + 2 e m
O( lxx 1 yy xy 1
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Similarly
A'Cs 2 2 2

1- 1+2Z e +2 m e -2e 91m (18)
AC2 xx 2 yy xy2 2

For plane-strain plastic deformation

x

or ln(l+e )=ln(l+e ) ln 1
x y l+e

y

or l+ e
x 1 -ey

But e + .'l2e..-.
x x

Then 1+ 2 e ___

xxx (19)2e

or e0yy + 2e._ (19

Substitution of equation (19) in (17) gives

B'2 2 x +e x
__-) = 1+ 2 X e -2 m +2e m
OB 1 xx 1 +2 e xy 1y

or e 2(4 k ) + 2e [(l- (ow-)) +£ Z2m 2]
x xx OB 1 1

(20)

* OB' 2
2 e Z m (1+ 2 e ) +[-()=
xyll xx __B

2
Let A 4 Z

B1  2 2(1l- (OB) )+£ ml (21

(21

OB' 2
D, =-(-).,%

Substitution of equation (21) in (20) gives

2
A e +B e +C (1+2e ) e +D =0 (22)

lxx Ilxx 1 xx xy 1
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Similarly, equation (18) can be written as

A e 2
2 xx +B e -C 2 (l+2e )e +D 2 =0 (23)

2 xx 2 xx xy 2

To eliminate e from the above equations, multiply equation (22) byxy

C2 and equation (23) by C1 and add the resulting expressions2 12

(AC"AC•e 2 "-%"-
(AIC +AC ex + (BIC +BC) e + (DIC +DC) =0 (24)
12 2 1 xx 12 21 xx 12 21

Again, let A' = AC 2 + A2C1

B'= =BC 2 + B2 C1

D' = DIC 2 + D2CI

Equation (24) can now be simplified as

A'e + B' + D' 0 (25)

The quadratic equation (25) will result in two values of exx, one of

which will be negative and the other positive. The negative value

would be inadmissible since the strain in the x direction cannot be

compressive. The value of exy can now be calculated from equation (22)

or equation (23). Actual values of strains ex and ey are determined

from

e + 2 e..- 1 (26)ex  exx -",

and ey 1 (27)

The other relationships used to calculate the various strain components

are

Effective Strain, e = /3e +e (28)
L3 x 4 x

• .Effective True

V. Strain, = in (I + e) (29)
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Principal e te ex e 2
Strains, el'e 2 - 2 ± -) + (e (30)

2 22 4 xy

The true principal strains c and C2 are given by

S ln(l +e ) (31)
1,2 1,2

Thus, the above analysis can be used to determine the various strain

components in a deformed body without making any assumption about their

magnitudes.

6. COMPUTATION OF STRAIN COMPONENTS

The equations derived earlier were used to determine the various

strain components using a deformed and undeformed grid. Unfortunately,

actual tests could not be performed since the dies were not fabricated

as on this day of writing the report. Hence, an academic guess was

made, and the deformed grid pattern was drawn as shown (at a reduced

scale) in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows the line sketch of the grid pat--- -

tern shown in Figure 3. An element OABC was selected for the calcula-

tion of strain compxonents.

S(a) ,." -," .,.',C' 13

(a))

Figure 10. Schematic of the grid pattern for the wedge test:
(a) undeformed; (b) deformed after the test.
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The following dimensions were obtained by the measurement of the

line elements of deformed and undeformed grid OABC;

AC = 0.451 £ 0.80

A'C' = 0.531 mi = 0.80

OB = 0.3125 = 0.554
2

OB' = 0.439 m = 0.831

Substitution of the values of OB, OB', AC, A'C', I' 1 2' mi . and m2 in

equations (25) to (31) resulted in the following strain values:

e 1.134, e = 0.067, e = .8077, e -.4468xx xy x y

e = 0.9381, e = 0.66, e1 = 0.808, e2 = -0.448

I= 0.592, c = -0.594, 6 = 0.592, c = -0.59212x y -

It may be noted that the above results satisfy the condition of constant

volume for plastic deformation, that is

F +- = 0 %
x y p-

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this research work was to develop a laboratory test

(the wedge test) to the level of a standard test to compare the

results of the ALPID computer program. Unfortunately, the work

could not be completed for two reasons. The first is that the tooling

required for the experiments could not be fabricated in time, hence

the experiments could not be performed. The second is that the problem

is too large to be completed in ten weeks time. In order to accomplish

the stated objectives of this research, additional work as outlined

below should be conducted:

1. Print grid pattern on 2-dimensional wedge specimens to study the

plain strain deformation process.

6 ....
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2. Develop a grid system for 3-dimensional testing of the wedge

specimen.

3. Digitize the undeformed grid pattern.

4. Test the wedge specimens at several ram speeds and temperatures.

5. Digitize the deformed grid for each test specimen.

6. Develop a computer program to calculate the various strain compon-

ents using the digitized data, and draw contour maps for them.

7. Compare the wedge test results with those of ALPID results.

8. Submit a final report on the above research work.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A VEHICLE FLEET ANALYSIS SYSTEM

by

Bruce N. Janson

ABSTRACT

This report documents the functional specification, design and development

of a prototype vehicle fleet analysis system. To facilitate modular

development, the system was divided into three functioi l areas: mainframe-

to-micro communication, database management, and fleet analysis capabilities.

The eventual system will be comprised of a set of micro-computer based modules

that will enable more effective utilization of transportation resources by Air

" Force vehicle fleet managers and staff. Key requirements of the system

"*-. configuration are that:

a. A smooth communication link between the micro-computer and the

mainframe Vehicle Integrated Management System must be established.

b. Database structures must be compatible with each functional area of

the system.

c. The system must be highly interactive and instructive to the user.

d. The system must be entirely menu driven and capable of performing most

individual requests within seconds.

Since efficient mainframe-to-micro communication had not yet been

established, one major task of the project was to compile to sample database

* for testing prototype modules as they are developed. Monthly data from

Randolph Air Force Base was used for this purpose. A final major task of the

10-week research period was to develop an initial data display and graphical

analysis demonstration module. This program was used in later conferences and

roundtable discussions to focus attention on potential capabilities, user

needs and technical considerations for a system of this type. Recommendations

L for how to best continue the development process and important research areas

to investigate are made.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Air Force owns and operates over 100,000 ground vehicles at major in
and minor installations across the world. These vehicles are essential to

support daily base-level operations and, perhaps more critically, for special 41

mission support. This fleet is composed of roughly 330 different types of

vehicles ranging from sedans and pick-up trucks to buses, fire trucks and

heavy construction equipment. Due to the continuously changing age,

composition and condition of this fleet, it is imperative that better vehicle

fleet management technology be developed to assist vehicle fleet managers in

providing ground support to the Air Force in a responsive, yet cost effective,

manner.

The Air Force has set out requirements for quarterly and annual analyses °%

of vehicle fleet operations and maintenance in Volumes I and II of Air Force

Manual 77-310. [1 However, there is insufficient time to perform these

analyses by hand given the other competing activities and administrative

duties of an Air Force fleet manager and staff. More importantly, the time

and effort required to compile and analyze vehicle use data by hand obstructs

the fleet manager from evaluating the fleet's current utilization and

performance in light of the demands for services being placed upon it.

Through this research, we set out to develop a prototype fleet analysis

system comprised of a set of micro-computer based programs or modules that

would enable more effective management of resources by base-level fleet

managers and staff. This system, as outlined in the following sections, is 1%%%

required to be highly interactive and instructive to the user, as well as

being adaptable to a wide variety of user needs. A system development effort

can often gain or lose ground depending upon the needs of the user, either

stated by the user or assumed by developers of the system. [2J This report

summarizes the work we accomplished towards developing this system during a -' .

10-week research engagement with the Air Force Logistics Management Center

(AFLMC) at Gunter Air Force Station in Alabama.

2. OBJECTIVES

The mission of the AFLMC is to study and seek solutions to base-level

logistics problems. As such, the Transportation Directorate (LGT) at AFLMC
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has conducted several projects to improve upon currently used vehicle fleet

management techniques. A recent LGT project addressed the need to merge and

- consolidate the vehicle fleet management data found in two separate
-- information systems: the Registered Equipment Management System (REMS) and the

Vehicle Integrated Management System (VIMS). As a result of this project, the

Air Staff approved the development of a prototype base-level vehicle fleet

analysis system that would enhance the use of both REMS and VIMS data for

fleet management and analysis purposes. The Transportation Directorate at

- AFLMC was directed to conduct this project as outlined by the Project

Plan. [3-

Taking into account the 10-week period that I would be working at the

AFLMC, the objectives of this study were laid out as follows:

1. develop a list of functional specifications detailing what information
is expected from the fleet analysis system, and what types of analyses the

. system is expected to perform.

2. determine the best approach for system development, i.e. write new
code from scratch or incorporate as much currently available Z-l00 spreadsheet
and database software as possible.

3. compile a sample database that can be used for testing prototype
modules of the fleet analysis system as they are being developed, and transfer
this data into the Z-100 microcomputer so that it can be readily accessed by
the system. 7

4. subdivide the fleet analysis system into a series of modules that can
be developed, demonstrated and thna tested at selected bases so as to
encourage feedback from Air Force personnel who will eventually be using the

system.

* "" 5. develop the first set of data display modules that provide fleet

managers with pertinent information in a clear, concise and responsive manner
- using menu driven requests for tabular and graphic displays of fleet

utilization and performance statistics.

The above list of research tasks coincides closely with those proposed in 71
the initial statement of work. Despite the brevity of the research period, we

were able to accomplish most of the above tasks. In cases where certain

difficulties, such as software availability or mainframe-micro communication,

0O obstructed our progress on one task, we turned our attention to a different

task so as not to delay the entire project. It was not possible in this short

period of time to encourage the degree of user involvement that is known to be

critically important to the success of a system of this type. [4) We were, ,

6 70-4
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however, able to receive a great variety of inputs and critical reviews at the

Vehicle Fleet Analysis Conference. Our accomplishments to date for each of
the above taskings are described in the remainder of this report. ,%

3. FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONSk

The first and most important task of any system development project is to

* outline, in as much detail as possible, just how the system is expected to

perform. These specifications must include not only what types of analyses

the system must be able to perform at the user's request, but also how the

results of those analyses ought to be formatted and displayed, and also with

what ease and speed a trained user should be able to accomplish a given task.

The system must be focused towards "user needs" and not simply "analysis

needs" in order to be a functionally useful tool. [5J Since system

requirements often give rise to competing objectives, we developed the

following list of questions pertaining to system capabilities in order to

guide our determination of functional specifications.

a. What types of analyses must a user of the system be capable of
performing (e.g. inquiries, updating, selective record retrieval,
basic statistics, trend analysis, forecasting, etc.)?

b. What types of output display are required (e.g. standard report
tables, self-formatted tables, graphics options, screen vs. hardcopy
display)? [61

c. How large a database must the system be able to handle, and what
impact will the size of the database have on the system's
computational speed?

d. How mist the user interface be designed (e.g. will the system be
entirely menu driven or will certain stages of analysis require the
user to enter explicit programming type commands)? ,

e. Finally, will the user be expected to enter and maintain any of the
data elements, or will all data elements be passed directly to the
vehicle fleet analysis system via an automated data transfer link with
the mainframe computer?

This last item is perhaps the most difficult to control in the entire

.4project because the smoothness with which the fleet analysis system on a Z-I00

micro-computer interfaces with the mainframe computer is dependent on current

mainframe-to-imicro communication technology and the extent to which we are

assisted by other Air Force personnel having direct experience in using that
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technology. Before describing that aspect of the project, a list of

-'-. functional specifications that we agreed upon for an initial prototype system

" are described below.

a. A user must be able to find, examine and retrieve any record or

records that meet user specified criteria. Types of criteria that a
'- '::" user can specify should be made as flexible as possible. yet easy to .."

enter.

b. A user must be able to aggregate information by vehicle type
automatically based upon the file of individual vehicle records
present in the system. Inquiries to information by vehicle type as
required above for individual vehicle records must also be possible
via the same style of user commands.

c. A user of the system must be able to create a tabular display of
whatever data elements are requested for whatever records of
information meet the specified criteria.

d. A user must be able to graph, with reasonable flexibility any set of
applicable data elements that have been identified through

capabilities (a,b,c) above.

e. A user must be able to view all output generated through capabilities
(a,b,c,d) at the Z-1O0 monitor, with the option of creating hardcopy
output if a printer is available.

f. While basic statistics (sums, averages, ratios) of data by vehicle
type may be sufficient information from a prototype system, the system
must be designed such that new modules to perform trend analysis,
linear regression, and forecasting can be smoothly interfaced with
existing modules.

g. Responsiveness of the system to user requests must be rapid enough so
as to command the user's attention. Complex inquiries to a large
database should require no more than 3 minutes of execution time by
the Z-100. The system should execute most commands within 5 seconds,
and require only I or 2 seconds for data entry and monitor control

'Y" commands.

h. The system must be capable of handling databases of up to 2500
individual vehicle records having as many as 50 data elements per
record, either raw or calculated. Analysis modules can be designed to
handle fewer vehicles and data elements at one time as required by the
active working memory of the micro-computer. However, the extraction
of a secondary database for analysis from the main database mist be a
smooth, efficient and logical process.

i. The system must be able to recteve data passed to it from the On-Line
VIMS/REMS system soon to be installed on Air Force Sperry mainframe
computers worldwide. This data communication link is vital to the

success of an analysis system, since the duplication of data entry
effort must be avoided at all costs. The analysis system must use
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historical and current data in the VIMS/REMS system to the best extent
possible, since gathering other data would be a major task. [2]

J. The system ust be entirely menu driven with the parallel availability
of on-screen help files at every step. A user's manual that
elaborates upon the help files and cryptic menu command explanations
should accompany the system for detailed reference and study. &

k. Finally, the system must be capable of providing annual and quarterly
analyses of vehicle fleet data as required by Volume I of Air Force

- Manual 77-310. Volume I states that vehicle fleet analysis should
include:

(i) by vehicle type
a. trends of vehicle utilization
b. operations and maintenance costs
c. fuel consumption per mile or hour
d. vehicle out-of-commission rates

(ii) identification of causitive factors
and recommendations for improvement

(iii) comparisons of the above to base-level
averages and Air Force standards

Although system specifications listed above allow a for great deal of

flexibility as to what data is included in the database, what calculations are

performed, and just how the results are presented, the intent of these

specifications is just that - to create a flexible system structure that is

able to accommodate both command and base-level requests for modifications and ,

enhancements. Towards the end of the 10-week research period, the AFLMC held

a Vehicle Fleet Analysis Conference attended by Air Force transporters from

across the U.S. This conference resulted in a detailed list of analyses

useful to fleet managers and how these analyses ought to be presented. The

sheer bulk of tables and graphs representing their requests precludes their

inclusion in a report of this size. Moreover, the conference identified

several areas of debate among the attendees as to how best perform and present

certain analyses. We feel certain that the automation of vehicle fleet

analyses itself will induce even further add-ons to the range of analysis

capabilities requested once the user is able to assess the degree of

flexibility made possible through automation.
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4. SYTEM EVELPMEN

After defining the system specifications, the next task was to determine

the best approach for system development. The key decision here was whether

the system should be coded from scratch in a higher level programming language

such as PASCAL, or to incorporate as much currently available Z-100

spreadsheet and database software as possible. Key factors that impact this -

decision are:

a. characteristics of the user interface (visual, responsive,
instructive, menu driven).

b. ease and speed of programming (development horizon and expertise
required).

c. taking advantage of inquiry, frame entry, graphics and report
generation utilities already established in existing softwareV
packages.

d. computational speed on large data files.

e. random access (RAM) versus permanent Chard or f loppy disk) memory

constraints and requirements of the chosen system approach.

f. capability of the system to adopt or be adapted to new modules or new
hardware/software technology as required or deemed advantageous.

While each of the above had an impact on our development approach, some

were considered more vital than others. For example, while computational

speed is important, any system that provides several magnitudes of improvement

over current by-hand methods would be welcomed graciously. Likewise, while

programming the system from scratch in PASCAL may require reinventing certain

user interface utilities, this approach may be the best in terms of optimizing

N computation speed and data storage requirements. In the end, several factors

pertaining to user interfacing and capability of the system to adopt new

requirements without a great deal of re-programming led us to adopt the

approach of using as much existing software for the Z-100 as possible.

In deciding to incorporate existing softvare for the Z-100, our main

* concern was whether currently available software could handle a database of

size 2500 x 50, our stated requirement. To address our concerns, I conducted

~ a brief literature review of available software to compare their hardware

requirements and performance indicators. An important conclusion reached from
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this investigation is that we mist be careful to select software that is best

suited for each functional area of the fleet analysis system. Fortunately,

the system decomposes into just three primary functional areas:j

1. monthly retrieval of data from the mainframe computer; extensive
computations can be performed in this data retrieval process, as well
as formatting the data to be compatible input to the next stage of

software.

2. automated and visual inquiry to specific records; selective record:i
updating and retrieval; standard report generation and formatting.

3. special manipulation of selective data elements; optional analyses
such as graphic displays, trend analysis, analysis of variance,
regression, etc.

For reasons explained next, the above sub-division of system functions

corresponds well to the appropriate uses of current micro and mainframe

computer hardware/software technology. Functional Area 1 is best accomplished

through the use of AFOLDS retrieval programs written in COBOL with additional

calculations and database preparation routines built in. Functional Area 2 is

best accomplished through the use of database management software for the

Z-100 such as CONDOR or DBASE-lI, both of which are available through Air

Force contracts. Functional Area 3 is best accomplished through the use of

spreadsheet or statistical software that can be programmed to perform

prescribed analyses via menu driven requests.

The flowchart in Figure 1 shows the flow of information through each of

the functional areas described above, along wiith the type of software

considered appropriate to the task. One reason that current spreadsheet or

statistical software is not appropriate for the entire system is that it
requires the entire database to be loaded into random access memory (RAM), or

else develop a complicated scheme of partitioning the database. On the otherN

hand, current database software can directly access the hard or floppy disk

storage medium. A disadvantage of the later is that disk access slows the

response time significantly for certain types of requests. However, the

response times that would be incurred by most functions of the fleet analysis

I.E system would be well within those required by our functional specifications.

Vm~. ....



VEHICLE INTEGRATED AND REGISTERED EQUIPMENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATA: ON-LINE VIMS/REMS

AFOLDS DATA RETRIEVAL AND COMPUTATION PROGRAMS FUNCTIONAL
AREA 1

INDIVIDUAL VEHICLE TREND
VEHICLE TYPE ANALYSIS
DATABASE DATABASE DATABASE

[FND DATABASE MANAGEM4ENT SOFTWARE MODULES FUNCTIONAL

(IDRECORDS, RETRIEVE RECORDS, EDIT DATA, CREATE TABLES] AREA2

EXTRACT SMALLER
SECONDARY DATABASES

FROM THE
PRIMARY DATABASES

FOR ANALYSIS

SPREADSHEET STATISTICAL AND GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS MODULES

[SPECIAL CALCULATIONS FOR TREND ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING] FUNCTIONAL

[SPECIAL REPORT AND GRAPHICAL DISPLAY GENERATION] AREA 3

FIGURE 1: FLOW OF INFORMATION THROUGH THE THREE FUNCTIONAL Ti
AREAS OF THE VEHICLE FLEET ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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5. COMPILING A SAMPLE DATABASE

In the initial weeks of research, there were several alternative opinions

as to how a database for a system of this type ought to be compiled. An

important consideration emphasized at that time was that compiling a small

database for system development did not require that the eventual mainframe-

to-micro data retrieval procedure be completely developed. Since a suitable
method of downloading data from the mainframe had yet to the devised by the

Data Systems Design Office (DSDO), we simply compiled our own database by-hand

based n' VIMS reports for 1983 from Randolph Air Force Base in San Antonio,

Texas. In this compilation process, we were careful to include a mix of

vehicle types and ages, with some vehicles being retired and others being

added to the f leet over the 5 month period for which data was compiled. We

also restricted our attention to just a subset of the VIMS/REMS data elements

that we identified as being most important to fleet analysis.

Table Ia lists the data elements on individual vehicles that were compiled

for months May thru September of 1983 for approximately 30 vehicles. The

actual data is not shown in this report because of space constraints. In

addition to data on individual vehicles, data was compiled by vehicle type, as

shown by Table 2a. Most of this data will be obtained from the REMS portion

* of the VIMS/REMS consolidated database in the new On-Line Phase IV system. As

*this information is downloaded to the Z-100 from the Sperry mainframe

computer, additional calculations will be performed so as to spare the Z-100

from extensive number crunching computations. Values to be calculated from

the raw data are shown in Tables lb and 2b for both individual vehicles and by
vehicle type. Additional calculations can be easily added to the data

downloading programs if requested.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF A DEMONSTRATION MODULE 1
Taskings 4 and 5 listed in Section 2 require that the system be subdivided

into a series of development modules and that a prototype data display and

graphical analysis module be developed and demonstrated, A key reason f or

o~ first developing the data display module is that it could be programmed and

implemented rather quickly on the Z-100 computer to demonstrate potential

system capabilities at the Vehicle Fleet Analysis Conference held at AFLMC in *~

July. This strategy proved successful in that it convinced many attendees
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TABLE la: RAW DATA ELEMENTS COMPILED FOR INDIVIDUAL VEHICLES

1. Management Code (MGT CODE)
2. Registration Number
3. Vehicle Type/Make

4. National Stock Number
5. Owning Command (OWN COM)

6. Using Command (USE COM)

7. Assigned Organization (ASG ORG)
8. Date of Assignment (DATE ASGNMT)
9. Fuel Consumption This Period (F-U T-PER)

10. Use This Period (M/K/H T-PER)
11. Cummulative Use (CUM M/K/H "Miles/Kilometers/Hours")
12. Operations Cost This Period (OPS-C T-PER)
13. Replacement Code (REPL CODE)
14. Maintenance Cost This Period (VDP T-PER)
15. Veh. Downtime for Maintenance This Period (VDM T-PER)
16. Veh. Downtime for Parts This Period (VOP T-PER)

17. Mission Essential Indicator (MISN ESNL)
18. Item Code (ITEM CODE)

19. Use Code (USE CODE)
20. Allowance Source Code (ALL SOR CODE)
21. Base of Planned Use (BASE PLUS)
22. Alternate Storage Location (ALT STR LOC)

TABLE 1b: ADDITIONAL VALUES CALCULATED FOR INDIVIDUAL VEHICLES

1. Operations Cost Per M/K/H This Period
2. Maintenance Cost Per M/K/H This Period
3. Total Cost Per M/K/H This Period

4. Total Vehicle Downtime This Period (VDM+VDP) Ti
5. Percent Vehicle Downtime This Period (VDM+VDP)

6. Hours of Vehicle Use This Period
7. Ratio of Use This Period to the Base Standard

8. Flag Indicator for Use This Period Outside of a Specified Range

of the Base Standard
S9. Ratio of Use This Period to the Air Force Standard

10. Flag Indicator for Use This Period Outside of a Specified Range

of the Air Force Standard

70-12
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TABLE 2a: RAW DATA ELEMENTS COMPILED BY VEHICLE TYPE

1. Management Code %MGT CODE)
2. Vehicle Description (type, capacity, drive, fuel)
3. Prime National Stock Number (PRIME NSN)
4. M/K/H Code (i.e., how usage is measured)
5. Authorized Quantity
6. Due-In Quantity

TABLE 2b: ADDITIONAL VALUES CALCULATED BY VEHICLE TYPE

1. Number of On-H1and
2. Number of Mission Essential
3. Ratio of Number On-Hand to Number Authorized
4. Ratio of Mission Essential to Number On-Hand
5. Average Age (in years)
6. Average Cummulative Use (N/K/H)
7. Average Use This Period
8. Base Standard Use Per Period
9. Air Force Standard Use Per Period

10. Average Operations Cost This Period
11. Average Maintenance Cost This Period
12. Average Total Cost This Period
13. Average Operations Cost Per M/K/H This Period
14. Average Maintenance Cost Per M/K/H This Period
15. Average Total Cost Per M/K/H This Period
16. Average VDM Per Vehicle This Period
17. Average VDP Per Vehicle This Period
18. Average Total Downtime Per Vehicle This Period (VDM+VDP)F.19. Average Percentage Downtime This Period (VDM+VDP)
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that an automated system could be tailored to fit their needs so long as a

consensus is reached as to just what types of analyses can be best utilize.

Once the design constraints for a system of this nature were made clear, the

conference attendees were able to identify functions of the system that they

felt were most important.

The demonstration module was programmed through the use of Lotus 1-2-3, a

widely used spreadsheet software package. This particular software contains

programming options that allow the developer of a system to quickly generate

command menus for each and every procedure. By doing so, the user is spared

from learning formal command sequences and instead can concentrate on the

objectives of analysis.

Figure 2 shows a tree diagram of the menu branching logic used in the

demonstration package. A detailed explanation of the system is not warranted

in a report of this type, but a brief rundown of the menu structure

illustrates the flexible and logical sequence of user request options. Menu 1

is designed to permit use of on-line help pages or to gain access to the

worksheet environment from which data can be displayed, formatted and graphed.

Menu 2 is the main program control menu that enables the user to return to the

help pages, load new data or initiate data retrieval and formatting options.

In each menu, the Quit option returns the user to the previous menu. Thus,

typing Quit successively will eventually lead the user back to Menu 1 from

where the entire system can be neatly exited.

Criteria/Find in Menu 3 and its branches is to specify search criteria

-. that are used to find, examine and retrieve matching records. Such criteria

can be used to extract a portion of database for specific analyses. Table-

Create in Menu 3 is similar to Criteria/Find in that it allows the user to

specify precisely which columns of data are to be operated upon in later

analyses or formatted into tables. Print and Graph in Menu 3 are the output

control options that enable the user to conduct graphical analyses or to

format tables for a hardcopy printer. Menu branches from the Print and Graph

*g options allow the user to title and scale tables and graphs.

Tables and graphs can be viewed at the screen, saved to a hard or floppy

disk for later use, or printed immediately. A large part of the Vehicle Fleet

Analysis Conference was spent debating the most appropriate styles of tabular
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Page-List/Advance Pagel1 Page3 ... 2..
Wor sheet Page2 Ex7it Menu 1

Load-Data Help-Pages Quit
LDefine-WS/Area Find-Create-Print-Graph Menu 2r IVI
IV-Data VT-Data Quit1

IV-Area VT-Area uit

Criteria/Find Table-Create Print Graph Qitl Menu 3

-Rgt*oe ne-e elt-l ee-l oQi

Label Greater-Than Less-Than

Right> Hiome< Mark-Here Delete-Old Reset-All Go Quit

Page-Width Title G

80-Column 132-Column 180-Column

Column Y-Title Display-Save
X-Title Select-Graph-Go Quit )

Right> Home< Mark-Here Display Save uit

Graph Graph2 rap GrapE ra raph

FIGURE 2: TREE DIAGRAM OF MENUS IN THE VEHICLE
FLEET ANALYSIS DEMONSTRATION MODULE
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and graphic display for different parts of the analysis system, since this is

recognized to have a significant impact on the extent to which such output is

used for decision making. [71

7. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions of this research can be categorized under two headings -

those pertaining to lessons learned concerning system development approaches,

and those pertaining to the precise configuration of software needed to get

the job done. With regard to alternative system development approaches, the

speed with which we were able to implement a demonstration module was

primarily due to a clear understanding of what our objective was from the

start. Our objective was not to develop a final product ready for field

testing, since this depended on the input and cooperation of test base

personnel. Instead, our objective was to demonstrate potential capabilities

of a system so that eventual users could lend their guidance during later

stages of system development. This 10-week research project, along with the

Vehicle Fleet Analysis Conference, was successful in meeting these objectives.

With regard to the precise configuration of software needed to develop a

* complete system, we believe that the functional specifications given in

* . Section 3, and the system development plan with the functional areas outlined

in Section 4, point correctly towards the best solution. Many technical

* details must be worked out concerning mainframe--micro communication, as well

as the compatibility of database structures used by software programmed for

each of the three functional areas. Recommendations concerning these issues '
8. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for further research and development of a vehicle fleet

analysis system are many. Fortunately, we are at the infant stage of

development where these recommendations can be addressed before a great deal

of human resources are spent in a misguided effort. The most critical issues

* still to resolve before diving headlong into a full-blown programming effort

are:

a. What are the technical constraints of the mainframe to microe
communication link? Can it be implemented directly by the user at the N
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micro-computer? How rapidly does the transfer of data take place?
Can most all extensive computations be completed at the time of
downloading? What is the best programming language to perform this
task?

b. How will the current transition from batch-mode VIMS/REMS to On-Line
VIMS/REMS impact how and what type of data are retrievable from the .
mainframe computer? Will the switch in mainframe computers be an
advantage or disadvantage to the data retrieval process?

c. What is the best existing software to handle the database management
and analysis capabilities of the system? What new hardware/software

breakthroughs are expected in the near future that will impact current
technology and permit the system to adopt a significantly different

approach?

d. Just what types of analyses do vehicle fleet managers believe to be
the most useful? Is research needed to devise more basic or
theoretically correct analyses? Are current methods of reporting or
estimating vehicle conditions and costs adequate?

With regard to this last question, I recommend that new research be

initiated to evaluate the economic validity of methods used by the Air Force

to rate the conditions of their vehicles. At present, various factors of age,

recent repair costs and accumulated use are factored into a A to V rating,

where any vehicle below J is a candidate for replacement. In this research, we

have concentrated more on the framework through which information will be

passed to the user, and not on the quality of the information being passed.

It can be said, however, that even the best information goes unnoticed if not .. '.-

presented properly. In a paper by Paul Slovic 18] that resulted from research

supported by the Office of Naval Research, he writes, "It has become evident

that a key element in decision making is the ability to interpret and

integrate information items, the reliability and validity of which are

imperfect." N

A final area of recommended research that is a vital part of the vehicle

fleet analysis system, but which was not looked at in this study concerns

vehicle dispatching. In the words of Coyle and Bardi [91, "While it may be

hard to believe that the daily hectic pace of dispatching can done by a

computer, it is quite likely that we will see new heuristic programs developed

to assist the dispatching area."
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS

FOR PREPARATION OF

HOLOGRAPHIC FILTERS

by

Charles R. Jones

ABSTRACT

High resolution photographic emulsions are widely employed for

the production of holographic filters to be used in coherent optical

processors. Experimental efforts to accurately characterize such

emulsions are reported here. Techniques for obtaining transmittance

versus exposure are described and some results reported. An analytical

procedure for treating some effects of emulsion non-linearities by

use of a polynomial representation of the response curve is also

presented.
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I. INTRODUCTiON:

Since the advent of lasers, the ability of coherent optical

systems to perform certain mathematical operations, e.g. Fourier

transformations, correlation and convolution, has been widely recog-

nized and studied. Such an optical processor can achieve very high

throughput in the task of pattern recognition. Figure I summarizes

the basic operation of a typical coherent optical processor. an

input scene is recorded on transparency, T(x, y), and is placed in

the spatial plane (PI) where it is illuminated by a coherent wave-

front. Lens L, prndt,ces the Fourier transform of this input in the

frequency plane (P2 ). Various filters may be inserted into this

plane to modify the frequency spectrum before the inverse Fourier

transform is produced in the output plane (P3 ) by Lens L2 .

Communication theory shows that the optimum linear filter for

detection of a target is stationary white noise is a matched filter,

i.e. one whose transmission is the conjugate of the target's Fourier

transform. When such a filter is placed in the frequency plane, a

correlation "spike" will occur in the output plane at the location

S-. of the target. This provides a very powerful pattern recognition

tool since all of the input transparency, which may contain very

large quantity of data, is processed simultaneously and the output

appears in plane P3 at literally the speed of light. However, in

many applications the sensitivity of such a processor to the scale

and orientation of the target is a severe limitation. For example,

a filter which is matched to a target in a particular orientation

will not be matched to that target if its orientation is changed by

more than a few degrees.

In recent years, much attention has been given to devising

methods for achieving scale and orientation invariance. Two of the

most promising methods are the use of Mellin-Fourier transforms as

* suggested by Casasent2  and the Synthetic Discriminant Function (SDF)

approach proposed by Caulfield. Each of these methods involves a

preliminary processitg step which can be most readily implemented

by digital techniqvies, folluwed by an optical process(,r to achieve
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high throughput. Thus the most powerful system to accomplish the

general task of pattern recognition appears to be a hybrid digital/

optical processor which capitalizes on the strengths of each technique.

The Electro-Optical Terminal Guidance Branch of the Air Force

Armament Laboratory (AFATL/DLMI) is actively researching the potential

of such hybrid systems. This effort involves use of the Image

Processing Laboratory (IPL), which has a sophisticated capability

for digital image manipulation, and of the Laser Laboratory where

a state-of-the-act optical processor is under development.

INPU' PLANE FOURIER PLANE OUTPUI PLANE

L P L2  P3

tigure I - Typical Coherent Optical Processor -u1
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I1. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives which became primary during my stay at AFATL

revolved around the critical role which photographic emulsions play

in optical processing. These emulsions are presently the highest

quality material available for the preparation of transparencies

and filters. However, careful storage, processing and calibration

are necessary if reproducibly high-quality is to be achieved. Even

with such careful quality control, the non-linearity and noise which

is inherent in such emulsions must be considered if optimum results

are to be achieved.

Two specific objectives were primary:

(1) To devise a convenient and reliable procedure for the calibration

of emulsions.

(2) To analyze the impact which emulsion non-linearities and noise

have upon a coherent optical processor, and to seek those

experimental conditions which would minimize this impact.

* 71-6
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it1. EMULSION CALIBRATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Initial Studies With Laser Source

When used in a coherent optical processor, the essential parameter

of any optical element is its amplitude transmittance, t(x,y). For a

photographic emulsion, this in turn is determined by the energy, E(x,y),

to which it has been exposed. Thus an emulsion is best characterized

experimentally by the transmittance versus exposure (t-E) response

curve.

To obtain such a curve, the central portion of a 3mW He-Ne laser

beam was filtered and expanded to uniformly cover a 4x5 inch photographic

plate. The Intensity of this beam was measured with an NRC radiometer.

A 21-step calibrated photographic step tablet was then placed in the

beam just before the photographic plate. Using the known intensity of

the original beam and the known transmission of each step on the tablet,

the intensity at each point on the photographic plate was determined.

The resulting exposure energy in Joules at each point was computed as

the product of the intensity (in Watts) and the exposure time (seconds).

The exposure time was chosen to give a transmittance of 0.5 near the

middle of the exposure range so the t.-E curve could be obtained over a

wide range.

When these studies were initially undertaken, three types of high- - .

resolution emulsions were on hand, Agfa 10E75, Agfa 8E75, and Kodak 120. L

Trial exposures were made on sample plates of each type. Standard

development consisted of 5 minutes in Kodak D-19 at approximately 740

(agitation at one minute intervals), followed by one minute in Kodak

Stop Bath, four minutes in Kodak Rapid Fix, a 30 minute wash, and .!

* one minute in Kodak Photo-Flo prior to drying..-:

After processing, the intensity transmission of each exposure

step was measured with the direct beam of the 3mW laser as a source

and the NRC radiometer as the detector. The amplitude transmittance

was then calculated as the square root of the intensity transmission.

The t-E curves obtained for the two Agfa emulsions are shown in "

Figures 2a and 2b. As expected, 8E75 is a much less sensitive emulsion,

requiring approximately 50 ti,ies as much exposure to produce the same

71-7
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transmission level as the 10E75. Very significant however, is the

response of these emulsions as the exposure approaches zero. The

maximum transmittance obtained with the 8E75 is about 95% while with

the lOE75 it reached only about 75. Examination of the receiving

records revealed that the lOE75 plates had been on hand in excess of

a year while the 8E75 plates were less than 6 months old. Discussions

with the manufacturer confirmed that the high level of "base fog" on

the 10E75 plates was attributable to aging effects to which the faster

plates are quite susceptable. The Kodak 120 plates were several years

old and showed such high level of base fog that no attempt was made

to measure the t-E curve. These results illustrate the importance of

proper storage and careful emulsion characterization.

B. Densitometer and Sensitometer Studies

Although the techniques described above for obtaining t-E curves

yields satisfactory data, they are time consuming and require the use

of laser apparatus. Commercial equipment is available for making test

exposures and reading emulsion transmissions. Hence one goal of this

effort was to establish simplified calibration procedures using such

equipment.

A densitometer (Macbeth TD 504) was made available for use by the

Photo-Lab and the previously studied 8E75 plate was measured with this

instrument. Such equipment is not ideal for this purpose because it

gives data in photographic density, D, which is related to transmittance

-1)/2hy t = 10 Nevertheless, with the transmittance calculated from

the densitometer data, the resulting t-E curve is in satisfactory agree-

ment with that obtained using the laser/radiometer combination. This

is shown in Figure 3.

Investigations were also begun on the use of an EGG sensitometer

to perform the calibration exposures. Several complications arise when

attempting to replace the laser source by the flashlamp of the sensi-

* tometer. First, the emulsion's response to the spectrally broad energy

from the flashlamp will be different from its response at the single

wavelength of the laser. Second, neither the total exposure energy nor

* 71-8
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the spectral distribution of that energy were known for the sensi-

tometer output. It was anticipated that a filter would be required

to restrict the sensitometer spectral output to a region near the laser

wavelength before reliable calibrations could be performed. Since no

suitable filter was immediately available, a preliminary experiment

was undertaken. The NRC radiometer, which is calibrated at the laser

wavelength, was used to estimate the energy content of a pulse from
1 -4 " .-the sensitometer which was set to 10 seconds. The result obtained

was 13 microJoules/cm2 . This is, of course, a very approximate value.

The calibrated step tablet was then placed on the cover glass of the

sensicometer and a lOE75 plate exposed. The exposure energy at each

step was estimated from the known transmission of the step tablet using

the value obtained from the radiometer. After processing, the amplitude

transmittance of this plate was determined and a t-E curve plotted.

Fiqure 4 shows a comparison between this data and the t-E curve pre-

viously obtained using the laser source. The degree of agreement is

unexpectedly good, however this result should be used with some caution

since there may be offsetting error factors which accidentally lead to

this agreement. Further studies on this point were postponed pending

receipt of a new supply of the IOE75 plates. One conclusion which can

be drawn is that the sensitometer energy output is quite sufficient to

expose even the very slow emulsions. The 10 - 4 second setting which

was used provides the lowest energy and higher settings can be used

if needed to offset filter losses.

C. Studies on New IOE75 Plates

Near the conclusion of my research period, a new supply of lOE75

plates was received and I immediately began to evaluate these plates.

First, an exposure was made using the sensitometer as described above. -•

This plate was processed and its transmittance values determined. The

resulting t-E curve is shown in Figure 5. Comparable data is also shown

for the old IOE75 plates on the same graph. These two sets of data

are consistent with an aging process which decreases the transmission

of the old plates at low exposures. Note, that the two sets of data

are very similar in their approach to saturation at high exposures.

71 -9.
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As a further check, a calibration exposure was made using the

laser source as described in Section III A. The t-E data obtained

from this plate is also shown on Figure 5. These results are strikingly

different from any previous t-E curves, whether obtained by sensitometer

or laser exposure. In particular, the sensitivity is much less than

r specified by the manufacturer. It was difficult to accept the validity

of this data so a number of checks were made. The method of exposure,

V° the developer used, the radiometer accuracy and the shutter speed were

all examined but no satisfactory explanation could be found. A second

set of sensitometer and laser exposures was made and reproduced the

same phenomenon. Unfortunately my research period ended before LiLs

question could be resolved.

T i'flsinittaflce Trr nsmittance

-.' 0 ..0 0

00

0

iFigure 2(a) Figure 2 (b) .- ;
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0
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IV. PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING OF HOLOGRAPHIC MATCHED FILTERS

A. Ideal Case

As noted in the introduction, the optimal filter for detection

of a target has transmittance which is the conjugate of the target's

Fourier transform. This requires a complex transmittance, which can

not be directly implemented on a photographic emulsion. Instead, the

emulsion is used as a diffractive element with the phase and amplitude

information encoded onto a high-frequency amplitude grating. A typical

system for recording such a filter is shown if Figure 6. Lense L forms
if(p)1

the Fourier transform of the target, S(p) = s(p)e in plane P2

and a uniform reference beam R(p) = re i p is introduced at an angle "

to the optical axis. Here p is the spatial variable in the Fourier

plane (only one dimension is shown for simplicity) and a= ksin (0).

A recording media placed in plane P2 will thus receive an exposure

S= I e R(P) where T is the exposure time.

Substituting for S(p) and R(p), we obtain

fc) + r +A -()+

where 'r=r2  sp) is the local average exposure and

EA ~(24 (3)is the modulation.

The ideal recording media will have transmittance directly pro-

portional to exposure, t cE, for all values of E. Hence the above

exposure would yield

The first term is real and will give rise to wavefronts propagating

near the optical axis. The factors e tiPare linear phase shifts which

will give rise to diffracted wavefronts propagating at angles ±O to the

optical axis. Thus, if the recording angle is properly chosen, each

of these wavefronts will be separated from the other and from those

* I71-13
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which propagate on axis. We note that the second of these terms is

proportional to the conjugate of the target's Fourier transform and

thus has the desired optimal filter characteristic.

Unfortunately, photographic emulsions do not have the ideal re-

sponce described above. To be more realistic, one must seek an appro-

priate model to describe the response of the emulsion to an exposure

and to predict the resulting transmittance of the developed emulsion.

Such a model can be based upon the experimental response curve, meas-

ured as described in Section III. In order to optimize experimental

conditions, one wishes to predict the amplitude of the optimal filter

term and how it depends upon the various experimental parameters, such

as the average exposure and the ratio of reference to signal exposures. t6

A complete model would also describe the origin and behaviour of all

noise contributions arising from the emulsion. A search of the liter-

ature shows that several authors have treated some aspect of this topic

however no completely exhaustive treatment has been found to date.

B. Effects of Emulsion Non-Linearities on Amplitude of Filter Term

(1) Model based on Hurter-Driffield curve

In normal photographic applications, the response of an emulsion

is described in terms of the Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curve which is
3,

plot of photographic density, D log(I./I), versus log(E). An ideal-

ized form of this curve would be described by ' _

D-{ y 1 )-4( ,)]j + V:"

where s denotes saturation, bf denotes base fog, and y is the slope of

the linear portion of the curve. This model predicts that a linear

transmittance versus exposure can only be achieved by making a positive ...1.

print and developing to a net y of -2. If this is accomplished the

.0 transmittance becomes

... .+ ;-(5)
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It should be emphasized here that the transmittances are those of the

positive print while the exposures refer to the original negative. i
With the exposure given by equation 2, this model predicts that the

maximum signal amplitude without non-linearity will be obtained when

the signal and reference amplitudes satisfy

where smax is the maximum signal amplitude in the Fourier plane. This

result can also be stated in terms of the experi.mental parameters,
(r2 + s2 )T and K r 2 S2  These are the maximum average

max max max
exposure and the reference to signal beam intensities, respectively.

The values predicted for maximum signal without non-linearity are

Under these conditions, the maximum amplitude of the diffracted signal

is given by 1/4(t s - t bf) For all values of s(p) less than Sma x thes maxi
diffracted signal will be proportional to s(p), as desired.

This is the earliest model to be utilized and is included here .

for completeness, but it is seldom used for discussing amplitude holo-

grams. This is true for several reasons. The transmittance, t, not

the photographic density, D, is the fundamental parameter in holographic

filter performance. The corresponding t-E curve can be measured di- '-,I

rectly as easily as it can be inferred from the D-log(E) curve. Perhaps

more importantly, this model requires the assumption that the filter

is a positive print made from the original negative. Few, if any

experimentors make use of such a print since it is not essential for

filter operation. Lastly, this model assumes that the response is

perfectly linear until the limiting exposure values are reached and

thus makes no predictions about non-linear effects at lower levels.

(2) Polynomial approximation of the t-E curve.

The t-E response curve of an emulsion can be approximated by a

linear function only over a very limited range of exposures. A number

*l 71-15
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of authors have discussed various effects of this non-linear charac-

teristic by employing a polynomial representation of the experimental

curve. A polynomial of degree three is the most common choice,

perhaps because it is the lowest degree which can reproduce the obvious

inflection point near the middle of the experimental curve. Such a

polynomial model provides a convenient closed-form, however it must

be used with caution since there is only a limited range of exposures

for which it will adequately describe the actual response curve.

As an example, the data shown in Figure 2(b) for Agfa 8E75 was

well-fit on the interval 0 to 75 by a cubic polynomial of the form

t =C + CE +CE + C E (8)0 1 2 3
with coefficient values: C 0 .97 =-5.07 x10 4c -. 4 l_

-6 097 C1 , 2
and C3 -8.67 xlO . It is noteworthy that any cubic polynomial suchFa:: this will have an inflection point at an exposure value E' =.-C 21C
At this point, the slope is maximtum and its rate of change is zero,

*i.e. this point corresponds to the center of the "quasi-linear" region.
2For the example used here this point occurs at E -27 pJ/cm and

*t .0.59. Thus it should not be assumed that the most linear region

icentered at t =0.5.

We can briefly outline here a procedure by which the effects of

teemulsion's non-linear response can be predicted. The exposure

which is used for filter preparation has the general form given by

equation 2 and will result in a transmission given by

t C0  + C(+ E)+ C CE+ E 2 + C (+ E)

When like powers of E mare collected, this can be written in the form

t=A AE AE2  AE 3 (10)
0 i m 2 m 3 m

where the A's depend only upon the average exposure ~.Substituting
for E mfrom equation 3, we can finally express the transmittance as

t 0  t 1 ** 2 + 3

where t0 is a real quantity, t1 contains all terms which contribute

* 71-16



to the first diffraction order, t1 and t2 contain only terms which

appear in the second and third diffracted orders. Thus t1 can be

spatially separated from all other contributions and contains the

filter term which is desired.

Writing t I out explicitly we obtain

[( C C +(CE + 9C E E +3C E 2 1E(12)
t 2 [(C3 2C2  (2 3 rs + 3 s

2
where the reference and signal exposures are given by E r r Tand

E = s T. Note that we have collected terms in this expression so

that the first term in brackets does not depend upon the signal str-

ength. This term multiplying E will produce a linear reproduction
m

as in the ideal case. The second term in brackets contains all contri-

butions which depend upon the signal strength and hence produce non-linear

behaviour. If the first term is designated as the signal coefficient

and the second as the non-linear noise coefficient, we can evaluate

* both the signal amplitude which will be obtained as well as the signal

to noise ratio for any choice of reference and signal exposures.

It is clear by inspection that the signal coefficient can be made

dominant by choosing E rto be large. However, it is easily verified

that the signal, E m, is maximizied when E r=E s. A value for E rwhich

is optimimum in all respects cannot be immediately identified. The

choice will depend upon factors such as the laser power available and

the noise level which can be tolerated.

One case is particularly interesting. If we choose E -E to%

maximize E and also choose E + E -E', the value at the inflection
m r s

point, then one can solve for E rand E s The result is E r=Es-2/6Y

It can be verified by direct substitution that these values make the

noise coefficient exactly zero! However, this fortunate condition

holds only for this particular signal value and not for all values.

If E is fixed at this value while E is allowed to vary, the noise
r 8

coefficient will increase for E greater or less than E . In particular,
s r

for E less than E ,it can be shown that the noise will peak at
s r
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Es E /2 at which point the signal to noise ratio is 6.2. If this
sr

low a signal to noise ratio is tolerable then the above choice will

result in maximum signal amplitude and may be the preferred choice.

The expression given in equation 12 is quite general for any

t-E curve which can be adequately described by a cubic polynomial.

It can be used to explore the effect of varying reference anid signal

exposures and to predict the behaviour of both the absolute signal

targetreference beamn

L2

Figure o System for Preparation of fluloi'raphic Matched F-ilters
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

If reproducible results are to be obtained with photographic

emulsions, great care must be given to the details of storage and

processing. It is recommended that all plates be kept in refrigerated

storage unless they will be used within one month. A means for

maintaining a more constant temperature during processing and the

use of distilled water for all chemicals is also advisable.

Further studies need to be done in the area of emulsion charac-

terization. An appropriate filter should be obtained for the

sensitometer and studies conducted to verify the equivalence of

sensitometer and laser exposures. Once this has been accomplished,

a sensitometer/densitometer combination will make it possible to

routinely calibrate emulsions as needed. I would recommend that

one plate be calibrated each time a new box is opened and that care-

ful checks be made on any pates which are kept longer than six months.

A number of follow-on studies could be done to establish experi-

mentally the effects of emulsion non-linearities and whether they

are satisfactorily predicted by the use of a polynomial approximation

as discussed in Section IV.

a7,
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FRACTURE BEAYIOR 2E CROSS-PLY

GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPOSITE LAMINATES

by

Walter F. Jones

ABSTRACT

A study of the effect of fiber failure and matrix cracking on the

strength of cross-ply graphite/epoxy composite laminates using both

analytical and experimental techniques is presented. An improved,

second order shear lag theory which models a unidirectional fibrous

composite with broken fibers is developed and compared to earlier first

order shear lag theories. It is demonstrated that the second order

theory provides considerable improvement over first order theories in

its predictions of longitudinal fiber stress and transverse matrix

stress. Also, an experimental investigation of the internal damage

growth in cross-ply graphite/epoxy laminates is described. Acoustic

- * emission techniques are used to monitor damage present at various load

levels during static loading. It is shown that the acoustic emission

events coming from internal damage such as fiber breaks, matrix

cracking, and delamination appear to have very different characteristics

in terms of amplitude, duration, rise time, and energy. A discussion of

the various characteristics of acoustic emission events and their

relation to the actual types of damage present in a laminate is

presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-reinforced composite materials provide many advantages to the

designer such as high strength, light weight, and the ability to tailor

material properties for a given application. Much of the recent

research in applied mechanics has been directed toward understanding and

characterizing the complex behavior of these composite materials. For

example, the designer must know how a composite panel that has some

amount of internal damage will perform under loading and how the

internal damage will grow until final failure occurs. This knowledge

must be realized before future aircraft composite structures can be

certified.

Many investigators, including the author, have studied the growth

of damage in composite laminates. Some authors [1-81 have studied damage

growth from a very fundamental perspective - the unidirectional lamina

(all fibers parallel to the load direction). The fracture behavior of

unidirectional composites has been modeled by several investigators

using mathematical models based on the classical shear lag assumption.

These models, which assume that the fibers carry all of the axial load
and the matrix transmits only shear between fibers, have in their most

recent forms taken into account fiber breakage, matrix yielding, and

matrix splitting [4-7]. The author used the shear lag model to predict

damage growth in unidirectional boron/aluminum composite laminates [8].

There is clearly a need to understand the failure of more

complicated composite laminates. For example, internal damage in the

form of matrix splitting in unidirectional graphite/epoxy is controlled

by matrix normal stresses as well as matrix shear stress. It has been

shown in (9) that most shear lag models predict values for the matrix

9normal stress that are inconsistent with elasticity theory. Thus
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improved shear lag theories such as [9] must be developed to give

accurate approximations for the matrix normal stress as well as the

matrix shear stress and longitudinal fiber stress. More complicated

stacking sequences, such as cross-ply laminates, must be studied to

determine the effect of internal damage on laminate strength. The

cross-ply laminate (a laminate having fibers oriented parallel and '-

perpendicular to the load direction) seems to represent the next logical

step in analyzing more complex laminates. It should be possible to

model the cross-ply laminate with broken fibers and matrix cracks using

a correct shear lag theory.

Many investigators have attempted to observe damage in composites

in the laboratory using various nondestructive evaluation techniques.

One technique that has seen considerable use in recent years is acoustic

emission (AE). Using ultrasonic transducers, the AE equipment can

detect inaudible but measurable acoustic pulses that occur within a

specimen when some type of damage is formed. Several investigators have

conducted investigations using acoustic emission [10-14], however, no

one has really explained the nature of AE events generated by different ..

types of internal damage such as fiber breakage and matrix cracking.

Some have theorized that the events that arise from fiber breakage have

very distinct characteristics in terms of amplitude when compared to

other events. While it has been shown in [141 that boron fiber breaks

can be distinguished from other events, the breakage of much smaller

graphite fibers should be much more difficult to separate. In fact, no

investigator has clearly described the acoustic emissions generated from

graphite/epoxy laminates during loading.

In this investigation, a study of fracture mechanisms in

graphite/epoxy composite laminates will be initiated. Accurate shear lag

72-5



models for the composite with broken fibers will be developed including

I the study of second order theories. Cross-ply WrE laminates will be

K studied to determine where and when the initial damage occurs during a

static load cycle and how the damage grows until failure of the

laminate. Finally, acoustic emission techniques will be used to detect

internal damage in the cross-ply laminates during static loading.

II. OBJTECTIVES

The major objective of this project was to begin a study of the

effect of matrix cracking on the fracture behavior of cross-ply

graphite/epoxy composite laminates. Some preliminary work was required

before the actual study of matrix cracking could begin. Improved

modeling techniques for the composite with broken fibers needed to be

developed and a certain amount of experimental data needed to be

generated. Thus the specific objectives of the summer research effort1-

were:

(1) To develop shear lag theories for the composite with broken fibers

that were consistent with the theory of elasticity and gave correct_

values for longitudinal fiber stress, matrix shear stress, and

matrix normal stress.

(2) To perform a series of tests using cross-ply graphite/epoxy

LA laminates having various numbers of 900 plies (perpendicular to the

load direction) while monitoring the growth of internal damage using

acoustic emission techniques.

*(3) To study the characteristics (amplitude. rise time, duration,

counts, etc.) of the acoustic emissions originating from various

types of internal damage such as fiber failure, matrix cracking, and

delamination.
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III. SECOND ORDRH L THERY

All of the shear lag theories in the literature [1-8] provide

reasonable values for the longitudinal fiber stress. The various

r. theories are actually very consistent from one to another in the

longitudinal fiber stress values predicted. However, only the most

recent shear lag theory (91 provides reasonable values for the matrix

normal stress. All of these theories use first order finite difference

approximations for the derivatives that arise from the equilibrium L

equations. It has been suggested that higher order approximations

should be used to give accurate values for the fiber and matrix

stresses.

In order to derive a second order shear lag theory, consider a

unidirectional fiber-reinforced composite lamina undergoing plane

deformation. On the micro scale, the composite can be modeled as an

elastic matrix reinforced by equally spaced, parallel, elastic fibers as

shown in Figure la. Defining b and h as the width and spacing of the

fibers, respectively, a typical element of the composite can be isolated

as shown in Figure lb.

A y(n) y+dy

Tn~l/2 n+1/2

<"a

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Unidirectional Lamina Geometry and Typical Element
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As seen in Figure lb. the nth typical element is bounded by the (n+1/2)

and (n-1/2) aid-node lines. The equilibrium equations for the element

are

-x(n+l/2) - lx(n-l/2) + h(?n+1/2,y + 'n-/2y)/2 = 0
(1) ,

- rn-112 + h~y(n),y =0

The subscripts following the commas denote partial derivatives with

respect to the subscript variable, that is, f., = f/ax. The quantities

in the above equations are merely the appropriate stresses evaluated at

the boundaries of the element. As detailed in [15], the constitutive

relations in terms of the mid-node quantities are

ax(n+i/2) = CllU(n+l/2 ),x + C12v(n+1/2),y (2a)

oy(n) = C12un,x + C22vn,y (2b)

~n+1/2 = C66Lu(n+1/2),y + v(n±1/2),z] (20)

where un and vn are the displacements of the nth line and the terms with

subscripts (n+l/2) are displacement quantities at the mid-node lines.

The appropriate shear lag expressions can then be determined by writing

the mid-node quantities in the following manner:

fnsl/2 = fn + (h/2)fn,x -)
- (h/2)fn,1

The constitutive relations in terms of nodal quantities can easily be

obtained by substituting the finite difference approximations that are

consistent with the order of the theory being derived. For example, the

second order shear lag theory can now be derived by using the following

second order central difference formulas:
*

S(fn-2 - 8fn-1 + 8 - /12 h

fx = (-n-2 + 16 fn-I - 30f + 16 furl - fn+2 /12h2

Upon substitution of Equations (2), (3), and (4) into Equations (1) and

* rearranging terms, the equilibrium equations become
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Cl-n2+ 16u3..1 -0% 16%+~1 -un+2)

+h(Cl2+C 6 (Vn... Sn.l+8v .,yvn+2 ,y)+ l2h2C6 6uny 0

16( n2 66v n-.ygvn. nI~+l ~+
-6(- + +1lV

+h(C12+C66)(un...yBuniy+Sun+ly-%2y 1 2 C22vn,yy 0

It should be noted that these equilibrium equations are consistent with

the second order finite difference approximations of the governing

equilibrium equations in terms of displacements for an orthotropic

elastic material. Thus, the new second order shear lag theory is

consistent with elasticity and should provide reasonable fiber stresses

and transverse matrix stresses.

Equations (5) can be normalized by letting

~y/h, Un u.lhi n Vn/O(6

F=C 2 21C 6 6  E EC 1 1 /C 6 6  L LC 1 2IC 6 6  H ~ + L

The resulting differential-difference equations can then be reduced to

ordinary differential equations by assuming that the normalized

displacements U~ and Vn are the Fourier coefficients of functions U(iR,G)

and V0i1,O). For example, Un can be written as

=n (1/270 U(ij,G) elnO dO (7)

with the inverse formula

Ui1 O = U inS (8)
-a

Substitution of the transformed expressions for the normalized

displacement quantities into Equations (5) gives the following equations

to be satisfied:

3. - E(l-cosO)(7-cosO)U + iE(sinO)(4-cosO)V,,W 0 ..-.

11 (9)
3FV, - (l-cosO)(7-cosO)V + iH(siaO)(4-cosO)U, = 0

111w 14
These equations can be satisfied using techniques described in detail in

(15]. It should be noted at this point that Equations (9) are only a

small degree more complex than the corresponding first order equations.
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S..given in [91 as:

U, - 2E(l-cosS)U + iH(sine)V,q = 0
l-"i 11 (10)

r-. ZFV. - 2(t-cosO)V + iH(sinO)U,, 0

t Therefore, the second order theory provides increased accuracy, does not

substantially increase the computational time, and can easily be used

to work the problem of a unidirectional composite lamina with broken

fibers.

Upon definition of appropriate stress and displacement boundary

conditions, the broken fibers problem can be solved by numerically

evaluating the integrals that arise from the transform and then solving

the set of simultaneous algebraic equations for the Fourier

coefficients. Once the Fourier coefficients are determined, the

appropriate expressions for stresses and displacements at various points

in the laminate can be evaluated. This procedure is detailed in [15],

where the actual values of the integrals are given.

At this point, consider the problem of a composite laminate with

one broken fiber and a unit load at infinity. The material constants

defined in Equations (6) are taken as E = 2, F = 28, and L = 0.6 which

corresponds to a typical graphite/epoxy composite laminate. The

resulting stress distribution is given in Figure 2 for the present

second order theory. The longitudinal fiber stresses predicted by the

second order theory are slightly higher than the first order results

given in [9]. However, the transverse matrix stresses are considerably

higher in the second order results near the broken fiber. It should be

noted that early shear lag theories [1-8] produced transverse matrix

stresses that were even further from the correct value. In fact, most

of these theories produced matrix stresses that had the wrong sign when

• compared to elasticity theory.

72-10
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Figure 2. Stress Distribution for Composite with Single Broken Fiber.
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Figure 3. Maximum Stress as a Function of N: Comparison of the First

Order a- - -) and Second Order (-) Theories.
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To emphasize the difference in the theories, Figure 3 shows the

maximum longitudinal fiber stress and the maximum transverse matrix

stress for different numbers of broken fibers. It is again noted that

while little difference exists in the predicted fiber stresses, the

matrix stresses for the second order theory are roughly twenty-five

percent higher than those predicted by the first order theory. It is

thus clear that the higher order theory does a much better job of

modeling the stress singularity that exists at the end of the broken

fibers.

IV. ACOUSTIC EMISSION STUDY PE CROSS-PLY GRPIE/PX LAMNATES +.

The second major objective of this study was to attempt to monitor

the growth of damage in cross-ply graphite/epoxy composite laminates

during static loading. Acoustic emission (AE) techniques were to be

used to give the investigators some insight as to when and where the

internal damage formed. Examples of this internal damage are fiber

breakage, matrix cracking, and delamination. It had been suggested that

the AE events generated by various types of damage would have different

characteristics such as amplitude, rise time, and duration.

A series of cross-ply AS4/3502 graphite/epoxy laminates were

manufactured having various numbers of 00 and 900 plies. These

laminates were cut into specimens that were approximately 48.25 mm (1.9

in) wide. Aluminum tabs were bonded on the ends of the specimens since

they are much less prone to generate acoustic emission signals during

loading than plastic tabs. Roughly 40 specimens were tested during the

summer program using a 35-kip servohydraulic testing machine. It should

be noted that several unidirectional specimens were tested to provide

strength data for the AS4/3502 graphite/epoxy. It was determined that
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the strength of the material was approximately 2100 MPa (303 ksi).

Several acoustic emission systems were used during the study,

ranging from an early single-channel Dunegan/Endevco 3000 to the state-

of-the-art Dunegan Corporation System 8000. Several tests were

performed using a Dunegan 920 Locator with a Model 922 External Memory

Unit. This system allows the investigator to monitor only the AE events

that occur within a specified location range and to determine the

amplitude distribution of these events. The Dunegan 8000 also provides

the capability to isolate only the events occuring within a specified

location range. However, the 8000 system has analysis capabilities that

are several orders of magnitude greater than those of the earlier

systems. The 8000 can determine the amplitude, rise time, duration,

estimated energy, and numerous other characteristics of the acoustic

emissions during the test and can then generate plots of these

parameters versus other parameters such as elapsed time or location. In

other words, this system gives the investigator an almost unlimited

capacity to analyze AE signals in order to determine their origins.

The DuneSan Corporation 8000 System was used to monitor the damage

progression for a series of cross-ply laminates and to generate various .- '.

graphs which illustrated the characteristics of the AE events. Two

sensors were mounted on each specimen so that linear location of each AE

event could be accomplished. The specimens were then loaded to failure

in the testing machine. After the series of tests was completed, the

8000 was used to generate plots of events, counts, amplitude, rise time,

duration, and estimated energy (all versus elapsed time) for each

specimen tested. Space does not permit the author to show a complete

set of graphs, however, typical graphs for a [902/02/90] S specimen are

shown in Figure 4. These graphs depict the total counts and events

72-13
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versus elapsed time, the rise time for each event versus elapsed time,

and the number of events at each amplitude. Only the counts and events

could be monitored using earlier systems, indicating the vast

-improvement in analysis capability of the 8000 system. A much more

complete set of graphs for a series of tests can be found in (16].

* The Dunegan 8000 also allows the investigator to filter the

-. aforementioned graphs for certain ranges of amplitude, location, and

other characteristics. It was noted that many of the events occured

outside the sensors due to grip noise, etc. Thus the same plots as in

Figure 4 were generated for only those events occuring within the

sensors. Typical graphs with the location filtering are shown in Figure

S. It should be noted that with the location filtering, a large number

of events in the 40-50 dB amplitude range are missing. These events

were in earlier investigations attributed to matrix cracking. It now

appears, however, that the low amplitude events are due primarily to

grip noise rather than matrix cracking and that the fiber failures and

* the matrix cracks have amplitudes that are in the same range.

Furthermore, it was discovered in this investigation that the amplitude

of a matrix crack event depends on the thickness of the 900 ply. The

laminates with single 900 layers had amplitude peaks in the 60-70 dB

range while those with two-ply thick 900 plies had peaks in the 85-92 dB
0J

range. It has been suggested that fiber failures also have amplitudes in

* - the 60-95 dB range, with boron fiber fracture events occuring at

approximately 95 dB. It will therefore be quite difficult to

0 distinguish between fiber and matrix failure on the basis of amplitude.

The graphite fiber failures do appear, however, to be low energy events

when compared to to the matrix cracking events.

* It is clear that other acoustic emission event characteristics must
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be examined in order to distinguish between different types of damage

within a composite. The rise time, duration, amplitude, and estimated

energy must all be studied to determine their true significance and any

acoustic emission system that is to be useful must be able to eliminate

any events coming from outside the desired test section.

V. RECOMMEATIONS

While the results from this study are significant on their own, the

the main objective of this summer program from the beginning was to

develop both analytical and experimental methods that could later be

used to analyze more complex composite laminates. The developed second

order shear lag theory is consistent with elasticity theory and provides

a considerable increase in accuracy over first order theories without a

substantial increase in computational time. The acoustic emission event

characteristics have been studied in greater detail than in previous ,

investigations in an effort to determine the relation between acoustic

emission data and actual damage growth. However, both of these areas . .

need further investigation to fully realize their significance.

The shear lag theory developed in this study models a composite

lamina with broken fibers but with no other damage present. The next

step will be to modify the solution to incorporate matrix yielding and b
splitting. These additions will greatly improve the models capacity to

describe the actual failure modes observed in unidirectional composites.

The author has modeled matrix yielding and splitting before in [6,7] and

used a shear lag theory to study matrix yielding in boron/aluminum

composites [8]. The shear lag models used in those studies were capable

of giving reasonable estimates of the longitudinal fiber stress, while

giving incorrect results for the transverse matrix stress. It is clear

72-17
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that the new second order theory should be much more capable of modeling

the matrix splitting which occurs in graphite/epoxy, a phenomenon

thought to be controlled by the matrix normal stress.

After the addition of matrix damage to the new shear lag model, the

final step will be to add the capacity to model two adjacent half-planes

of different materials. The model can then be used to study cross-ply

laminates with cracks in the 900 plies. These cracks are thought to

cause significant stress concentrations in the 00 fibers, thereby

reducing the strength of the cross-ply laminates. The actual mechanism

for this strength reduction and final failure is not clearly understood,

and the new modeling techniques developed in this study should provide

insight into the problem.

The acoustic emission results from this study have only begun the

determination of the true characteristics of AE events generated by

various forms of internal damage. Further analysis of acoustic emission

signals needs to be accomplished using state-of-the-art equipment as has

been done in this investigation. While the author has studied the

amplitude, rise time, duration, and other parameters for acoustic

emission events, the parameters that actually distinguish a fiber break

from a matrix crack have yet to be determined. It does seem that

current AE systems, unlike some early systems, have the potential to

accomplish this objective upon further study. The author is anxious to

use state-of-the-art AE equipment to continue the study after the summerj

program is over. The end objective of most acoustic emission

investigators is to be able to detect and identify internal damage in

real structures with no initial defects present. It is only then that

acoustic emission will become a useful nondestructive evaluation tool to

" be used by research organizations and in industry.
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THE OPTIMAL CONSTRUCTION OF SYNTHETIC DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS FOR OPTICAL

MATCHED FILTERS

by

Robert R. Kallman

ABSTRACT

Synthetic discriminant functions (SDF's) for optical matched filters

have potential use for pattern recognition. A variety of large intricate

programs were designed, written, debugged, and tested. The purpose of

these programs is to compute optimal SDF's modulo certain constraints and

*compare them to one another. A guiding principle throughout this work is

that objective numerical criteria be applied to determine what is a "good"

or "optimal" SDF. These programs were tested using 36 infrared tank

images. For example, one of the programs picks out the best 4 from the 36

tank images and manufactures an SDF from them. Two other programs, whose

purposes are to discretize an SDF in an optimal manner so that an optical

hologram of it can actually be manufactured, were designed, written,

debugged, and tested. These two programs are somewhat different from one

another, for each tries to drive its own special error estimate to 0.

There are many, many interesting and important questions which remain to be

investigated in this area of research. They are discussed in this report. 17
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I . INTRODUCTION, .'

~~contains an object of interest. Consider the following operations on f,...

Map f(xl,x 2 ) to its Fourier transform F(f)(kl1 k2 ), multiply by the Fourier

transform of a suitable filter (the synthetic discriminant function or SDF)

F(h1 )(kl,k 2 ), take the inverse Fourier transform of the product to obtain

the convolution (f*h0 ) (x1 ,x2 ), and measure the magnitude If*h 
2 (x1,x2).

Here, h#yly 2) = h(-y 1,-y2), so (f'h#)(XlX 2) may be viewed as the inner

product of f and the translate of h by (-xl,-x2). The functions f and h

will be real valued, so no complex conjugates are needed. Actually, some

preprocessing can (and should, for a variety of reasons to be discussed

later) be done before F(f) is passed through the filter. For example f

should first be edge enhanced (f is sent to F(f), a suitable disk about the

origin is removed from F(f), and F "1 of the result is taken), and the then

edge enhanced image should be energy normalized (f is sent to f/ ltfU 2'

2
where 1f1" 2 is the usual L -norm of f) to make the total energy in the

scene equal to 1. All of these operations can be carried out almost

instantaneously, for Fourier transforms and their inverses can be carried

out by lenses, and the important multiplication and filtering step can be

carried out by focusing the light wave F(f) through a lense hologram made

#
-- from F(h ). If h is suitably constructed and scaled, the objects of

interest should be centered at the points (x1 ,x2 ) such that If'h#
2
1  ,x2) "

1. In reality f will probably be a 512 x 512 pixel image and h will be

- 32 x 32 pixels in size. One can think of the filter as operating by

instantaneously placing translates of h all over f, taking the
5--,

corresponding inner products, and indicating those places where the
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magnitude of the inner products are large. These should be the places

*" where objects of interest are located. This, in very rough form, is the

matched optical filtering process via an SDF.

Needless to say, the correct construction of h is of the utmost

importance if this scheme has any hope of working. An early attempt along

these lines was made by Grumman Corporation, who simply took a number of

transparencies of the object of interest, at a variety of aspects and

14
angles, and overlaid them. Hence, Grumman started with m images f

fm and let h = f 1 + + fm" If f1 ..., fm are mutually orthogonal, this

* is a good idea, course in general they are not.

In the past few years a generalization of the Grumman approach was

suggested by Casasent et al., who proposed to take a number of infrared

pictures fl" ..'" fm of the object of intertest and choose h to be a
4 5, 6, 10, 1

suitable linear combination of f ... 5, So in theory h z
1 m

all 1 f .,, + a f for some suitable choice of constants al,..., a
11m m m

Thinking of the f(i 1,. , m) as vectors in some high dimensional !i

Euclidean space, h is erpressed as a linear combination of the vectors fit

*,-' fm. To determine the ai (i = 1,..., m), take the inner product of h

with each f and use the bilinearity of the inner product to obtain 1

<hf-7 = a <f 1<9f )+ ... + af, f where<.,. >denotes the inner product

between vectors. If the m x m matrix (fitfj7) is nonsingular (as it most

probably is for quite different images f1  ', fm)  then there is a unique

choice for the ai i = 1, ... , m), and they can be determined easily by

solving a system of m equations in m unknowns.

For some reason the notion apparently has persisted that one should

not use all of the original images f1, ... fm to manufacture the SDF h,
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but instead should use a subset p ( < m) of them. Alledged reasons for not

using all of the images include potential dynamic range constraints or

problems with correlating on clutter.

II. OBJECTIVES.

The initial part of my SCEEE fellowship was devoted to designing from

scratch a variety of programs to generate the best SDF's I could from a

training set of images and to compare them to each other. The training set

consisted of 512 x 512 tank images, but were 0 outside of rows 200 to 400

inclusive. These images were dirty, in the sense that they did not consist

of tanks in a zero background, as would be desired, but were images with a

" very bright background included. The images were previously edge enchanced

and biased. They were furnished to me in the form of a computer tape, each

2image consisting of a string of 512 = 262144 integers between 0 and 255,

representing intensity levels at each pixel of the image. The guiding

principle throughout the initial phase of my work was that notions such as

"good" or "best" be determined by concrete numerical criteria. In general,

the programs try to drive a least squares error down to 0. The computing

was done on a VAX 750/VMS 3.5 in the Image Processing Laboratory.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS USED TO MANUFACTURE SDF'S FROM THE TANK

DATA.

Let f ", f be the tank images, thought of as vectors in a high
1 36
2dimensional (512 262144) Euclidean space. The following concepts and

programs, with minor modifications, apply to any number of images, not just

36, and of any size, not just 512 x 512. In all of the calculations it

fortuitously turns out that the only thing one really needs to know about
S

the f 's is the symmetric 36 x 36 matrix ( f,fj), which should be
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calculated and stored first. As a measure of error made by a potential SDF,
I chose the least squares error: LSE(h) I <h,f - 112  lh, f,?- 112 + ':':.-

.. <h,f36-I2 This procedure is extremely plausible, for such a ::

i ~measure of error has proven Useful over the past 200 years in astronomy 'and "

statistics.

The following is a listing of some of the SDF's I calculated, giving

their method of calculation and the least squares error for each. They are

named and numbered in the order in which I calculated them.

SDF1: LSE(SDFI) 0.0. This is the theoretically perfect SDF and is a

linear combination of all 36 tank images. So SDF1 = af 1 + a + ...2+f2

a 6 f3 6 , for some choice of contants al, ..., a The a Must satisfy the

36 equations a1 f 3 6 ,fi, + a 2 (f 2 ,fi7 +... . a 3 6 <f 3 6 ,fi7 1, for i between

1 and 36. They are easily calculated by Gaussian elimination.

SDF2: LSE(SDF2) z 0.061511+. This SDF is a linear combination-of 6

tank images. It was calculated by exhaustively checking all (36 choose 6)

1947792 subsets of the 36 tank images, and for each fixed subset of 6,

calculating that linear combination which makes the LSE as small as

possible. It is easy to check that LSE(h) is a convex function of h, so a

local minimum for LSE(h) is a global minmum for LSE(h). If the f 's are

independent vectors and h is restricted to be a linear combination of them,

* it is easy to check that LSE(h) becomes uniformly unbounded as h

increases, so a globabl minimum for LSE(h) exists. Suppose gl' '', g6 is ab96

subcollection of 6 out of the 36 tank images. We would like to find numbers

al, ..., a6 so that h = alg1  ... + a6g6 minimizes LSE(h) over all

possible choices of the a i's. The above reasoning indicates that a minimum

exists and is assumed when the partial derivate of LSE(h) with respect to
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each a. is 0. Doing this for each ai gives us 6 linear equations which
musti6..- her

must be satisfied. They are mila I + . m 16a 6  bi where mij ,f

< f 1 gj '> +< gi f 2 W 2'gj "'" + gi'fB6 '> f36' j )  an d  b i  < g: ,l ) < gi f2 2 '''

+ ... +.4i1f3-. Given the ai's and bi's as above, a little algebra shows

that LSE(h) = 36 - alb I -... -a 6 b6. So the program to compute SDF2

proceeds as follows: select 6 out of the 36 tank images g1  ... , g6t 9

find al, ... , a6 by solving one set of 6 equations in 6 unknowns, and

compute 36 - ab -... - a6 b6 . Select that subset of 6 which makes this

last number as small as possible, and manufacture SDF2 from them by

computing alg I + ... +a6g6. The images selected were 4, 12, 16, 24, 29, and

32.

SDF3: LSE(SDF3) 0.085728+. This SDF is a linear combination of 6

tank images. It was calculated in a step-by-step orthogonalization

procedure from SDF1. Let g, be that tank image so that the orthogonal

projection of SDF1 onto the line spanned by g, is largest. Take the

projection of SDFI and of ft ... , f onto the orthocomplement of g, to
1' 36

obtain SDFI' and f1 ' ... # f36' (only 35 of which are now nonzero), and

repeat the process 5 more times. Keep track of the index chosen each time

to get the 6 desired original images g1, "'. g6. The calculations are

easy, for g, is that image f, so that the angle between SDF1 and fi is as

small as possible. That is, g1 is that f so that I<SDF1,fi7I/( tISDFli1,

"fifll ) is as large as possible. Once g1 is chosen, the iteration is simple,

*'i , for<fi ,f, :fi,fj? _ (Vfg,g1>,fj,g17/ t 1I 2) and <SDF1',fi'

< (SDF1,fi) - 2gl>fi,gl*/I1 g, 11 ). So repetition is easy. The images

selected, in the order in which they were chosen, are 17, 12, 4, 29, 16,

and 24. SDF3 is then that linear combination of these images which
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minimizes the LSE.

SDF3A: LSE(SDF3A) 0.271316+. This SDF is a linear comnbination of 6

tank images. The choice of the images is done in the same manner as was .-ij

done for SDF3, and so the images are the same. However, SDF3A was chosen to

be the theoretically perfect SDF on these 6 images. It is simple to check

that SDF3A is the orthogonal projection of SDF1 onto the subspace spanned

by the 6 selected images.

SDF4: LSE(SDF4) = 0.085728+. This SDF is a linear combination of 6

tank images. To find the images, an exhaustive search of all (36 choose 6)

1947792 subsets of 6 tank images is made. The subset of 6 chosen is that

one such that the orthogonal projection of the theoretically perfect SDF1

onto their span is as large as possible. As in SDF3A, this projection is

simple to calculate, for it coincides with the theoretically perfect SDF

made from the 6 working images. SDF4 is then that linear combination of the

images chosen which minimizes the LSE. The images chosen were 4, 12, 16,

17, 24, and 29, the same images chosen by SDF3. This is a fluke (c.f. CSDF3

and CSDF4, to be discussed later). r

SDF4A: LSE(SDF4A) 0.271315+. SDF4A stands in the same relation to

SDF4 as SDF3A does to SDF3.

SDF5: LSE(SDF5) = 0.080739+. This SDF was calculated in the same

manner as was SDF2, except that SDF5 is a linear combination of 5 images.

The images chosen were 4, 12, 17, 18, and 29. Notice that the best 5 images

are not a subset of the best 6 images.

SDF6: LSE(SDF6) = 0.103963+. This SDF was calculated in the same

manner as was SDF2 and SDF5, except that SDF6 is a linear combination of 4

images. The images chosen were 4, 12, 17, and 29. .I
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SDF7: LSE(SDF7) 0.25866u-. This SDF is a linear combination of 6

tank images. They are chosen in a step-by-step orthogonalization procedure.

Roughly speaking, the first image chosen is that one which contains as much

information as possible about all of the other images. The numerical

measure for this information is taken to be the sum of the squares of the

cosines of the angles between all of the images. So the first image chosen,

91, is that image fi, so that (< fitf lf ili lIf11 2) + .. +

<fitf36.2/ fII 2" 1f3611 ) is as large as possible. All vectors are now

projected onto the orthocomplement of g1, as in the calculation of SDF3,

and the process is repeated 5 more times. The images selected, in the order
I

in which they were chosen, are 16, 28, 6, 22, 11, and 36.

SDF7A: LSE(SDF7A) 0.753411+. SDF7A stands in the same relation to

SDF7 as SDF3A does to SDF3.

SDF8: LSE(SDF8) ? This SDF stands in the same relation to SDF7 as

SDF4 does to SDF3. This was not run, for I estimate its computation would

have taken more than 50 hours of CPU time.

SDF8A: LSE(SDF8A) ? SDF8A stands in the same relation to SDF8 as

SDF3A does to SDF3. It was not run for the same reasons that SDF8 was not

run.

Suppose one chose to make an SDF from the images 1, 2, 5, 16, 19, and

36. The very best SDF that can be made with these images has LSE

0.183932+. If one took these same 6 images and took the orthogonal

projection of SDF1 onto their span, and used this orthogonal projection as

* an SDF, it had LSE = 0.247391+.

Using DeAnza equipment, the tank images were now extracted from the

background and placed into 256 x 256 arrays due to concern that the SDF's
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might be correlating on the clutter in the background and not on the tanks

themselves and because working with 512 x 512 images consumed inordinate

amounts of CPU time. I then repeated all of my previous calculations on

this new data. The following are the results. In general, CSDF- was

manufactured in exactly the same manner as SDF-, except that the cleaned up

images were used instead.

CSDF1: LSE(CSDF1) 0.0. This SDF is a linear combination of all 36

naked tank images.

CSDF2: LSE(CSDF2) 0.870515+. The images used were 14, 16, 24, 29,

32, and 33.

CSDF3: LSE(CSDF3) 1.28928+. The images used were 17, 16, 33, 14, 32,

. and 12.

'" CSDF3A: LSE(CSDF3A) = 2.731533+. The images used were 17, 16, 33, 14,

32, and 12.

CSDF4: LSE(CSDF4) 1.141493+. The images used were 12, 14, 16, 17,

31, and 33. Note that the images used to manufacture CSDF4 do not coincide

with the images used to manufacture CSDF3.

CSDF4A: LSE(CSDF4A) 2.160517+. The images used were 12, 14, 16, 17,

31, and 33.

CSDF5: LSE(CSDF5) 1.046511+. The images used were 14, 17, 24, 29,

and 32.

CSDF6: LSE(CSDF6) 1.235655+. The images used were 12, 17, 29, and

31.

CSDF7: LSE(CSDF7) 1.420816+. The images used were 31, 28, 17, 24, 1,

and 10.

CSDF7A: LSE(CSDF7A) 6.821821+. The images used were 31, 28, 17, 24,
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1, and 10. The lesson to be learned from this computation is that given a

collection of images, one should do the best job one can in manufacturing

an SDF from them.

CSDF8 and CSDF8A were not computed.

These numbers speak for themselves. Suppose one believes, as the past

200 years of science and engineering have empirically verified, that

minimizing least squares errors is an intelligent thing to do, and suppose

that one accepts the somewhat dubious notion that one cannot manufacture

and use the theoretically perfect SDF made from all of the images for some

practical reason or other, but instead must make an SDF out of some small

subset of them. These computations strongly suggest that a least squares

choice and manufacture of an SDF on 5 images always does better than any

orthgonalization procedure on 6 images (and usually much better), and that

a least squares choice and manufacture of an SDF on 4 images usually does

better than most orthogonalization procedures on 6 images (and sometimes

much better). They also strongly suggest that the worst orthogonalization

procedure is the one which tries to find 6 images which contain the most

information about the other images and then take one's SDF to be the

theoretically perfect SDF manufactured from these 6 images. I doubt very

much if the time consuming computation of SDF8, SDF8A, CSDF8, or CSDF8A

would change these empirical conclusions.

IV. THE DISCRETIZATION ROUTINES.

Suppose one has computed a theoretical SDF h in some manner or other,

and that one has it in hand in the form of a square matrix (512 x 512 or
256 x 256 or 64 x 64 or ... ) or a vector with many components (5122 or 2562

or 6L4 or .. ) One potentially useful way of constructing a physical SDF
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begins by discretizing h so that each pixel assumes one of 256 equally

spaced values, adding the magnitude of the largest negative pixel to each

pixel ("biasing" the SDF, a very dangerous practice indeed - more on this

later), and then displaying and photographing the result in a matrix

camera, after proper scaling into grey levels.

One obvious way to discretize the SDF consists merely of taking the

range of pixel values, from biggest to smallest, partitioning the range

into 255 equal intervals, and then mapping each pixel value to the closest

partition point. It is easy to see that this simple practice might give

quite bad results. For example, if h has one pixel +1, another pixel -1,

and the rest of its pixels nonzero but strictly between -1/255 and 1/255,

then hd, the discretized version of h, will have one pixel +1, another

pixel -1, and the rest will be 0. This hd will correlate hardly at all with

the f 's. There must be a better way to discretize h. This simple example L

- suggests that a judicious choice of an upper and lower cutoff and clipping

of the pixel values of h might lead to good results. Two routines were

written which attempt to do this in a close to optimal manner. A limited

amount of testing has been done so far.

The two programs proceed as follows. Let B be the biggest and let S be ,

the smallest pixel value of h. Let CTFU (3B +S)/4, CTFL = (B + 3S)/4, and

MESH z (B - S)/8. Successively let CTFUT = CTFU + (A x MESH) and CTFLT

CTFL + (B x MESH), where A and B assume the values -1, 0, and +1

independently. Clip the pixel values of h above CTFUT at CTFUT and below

CTFLT at CTFLT and discretize the clipped version of h as follows to obtain

hd, a d1scretized approximation to h: map each pixel value Z to

(NINT(255Z/(CTFUT - CTFLT)))((CTFUT - CTFLT)/255). This is not the same
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discretization process as indicated in the previous paragraph, for it has

the distinct advantage of leaving 0 fixed. This is important! The first

program computes and tries to drive to 0 ERRI = 1lh - h 211 hi|2 +

LSE(hd;AVCOR). Here AVCOR is the average of the 36 numbers <hd,fi7 and

LSE(h a ;AVCOR) I h d fl- AVCOR 12 + hd, f 2 ) - AVCORJ + + 14h f

AVCORI2 . In the first pass through the program, 9 values of ERRI are

computed. The new CTFU and CTFL are those values of CTFUT and CTFLT which

simultaneously minimize ERR1. Then set MESH MESH/2 and repeat the

iteration. Only 8 computations of ERRI need to be done in the second and

subsequent passes through the program. Repeat the iteration until one

decides that MESH is sufficiently small. I stopped this program when MESH

was less than (CTFU - CTFL)/512.

The second program proceeds in a similar manner, except that it

attempts to drive LSE(hd) to 0.

Notice that it is a bad idea to try and drive only LSE(hd;AVCOR) to 0,

for one may only succeed in driving AVCOR to 0 and perhaps arriving at an

hd which is the 0 vect,. The first summand in ERRI prevents this from " v'

happening, for it demands that h and h be relatively close. The first term

of ERRI is divided by Lihil to make both summands have roughly the same

order of magnitude. ,-- .

Each of these programs computes two discretized versions of the SDF.

Each of the two versions starts with the same cutoffs, but subsequent

scalings may be different. This follows, since in each program the numbers

LSE(hd) and LSE(hd;AVCOR) are computed. But notice that

LSE(hd;AVCOR)/AVCOR LSE((1/AVCOR)hd).

I had time only to test these routines on CSDF1, CSDF2, and CSDF6. The
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following are the results.

CSDF1: B =2.0284 x 10 S -. 53x1 The two programs

produced 14 discretized versions of CSDF1 which had least squares errors Of

6.14475 x 107(CTFU =1.9307 x 105 CTFL =-8.3503 x 10-6), 6.3688 x 10.7

CCTFU 1.9307 x 10~,CF 830 0) .449x1 (CTFU =1.8128

-5 -6x10, CTFL =-8.5515 x 10- ), and 8.143514 x 10-7 (CTFU = 1.8128 x 1

CTFL =-8.5515 x 10'6). If one had done not any clipping, the simplistic

approach would have produced two d13cretized versions of CSDF1 with least

-6 -6squares errors 4.2690 x 10 and 1.6639 x 10 * So the two routines gave

great improvement here. Recall that LSE(CSDF1) =0.0.

CSDF2: B =2.1180 x 10 S =-T.3345 x 10-6 The two programs

produced 14 discretized versions of CSDF2 which had least squares errors of

0.9849 (CTFL 6.53663x 10 , CTL -5.5663 x 106), 0.8964 (CTFU =6.9367]

10 CTL =-5.663x 10 ), 0.8685 (CFTU =1.23241 x 10 , CTFL

-3 .01462 x 106), and 0.8898 (CTFU = 1.2324 x 10 , CTFL = -3.01462 x 106)

If one had not done any clipping, the simplistic approach would have

produced two discretized versions of CSDF2 with least squares errors 0.87041

- .and 0.8920. So in this case one of the routines gave a very slight

*improvement. Recall that LSE(CSDF2) 0.8705, so discretization led to

* something even better. This at first glance seems somewhat contradictory,

* but discretization is a nonlinear process and produces an SDF which is not

a linear combination of the original images.

CSDF6: B = 1.8156 x 10* 508 0 The two programs

produced 14 discretized versions of CSDF6 which had least squares errors of

1.312 (CTFL 6 1.597 x106, CTFL -41.8596 x 10- 6) 1.2970 (CTFU =6.501477

10 TF -. 896x 106 1.2326 (CTFU =1.1911 x 10, CTFL
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-2.4410 x 10-6, and 1.2762 (CTFU = 1.1911 x 10
-5 , CTFL -2.4410 x 10-6)

If one had not done any clipping, the simplistic approach would have

produced two discretized versions of CSDF6 with least squares errors 1.2357

and 1.2797. So again one of the routines gave a very slight improvement.

Recall that LSE(CSDF6) = 1.2356, again a larger number than given by one of

the discretrized versions.

These numbers speak for themselves. Though the two routines discussed

here need much testing, I believe that they will be of great use in the

preparation of more realistic and smaller (64 x 64 or 32 x 32 or 20 x 20)

SDF's for actual construction.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS, PRACTICES, MALPRACTICES, AND WHAT IS TO BE DONE.

I have already stated my thoughts and opinions on the efficacy of

orthogonalization procedures vis-a-vis least squares methods for picking

out the best p from m images at the end of Section III. I hope that I have

demonstrated the usefulness and need for intelligent discretization

"°- procedures in Section IV. Let me emphasize once again the care needed in

discretization routines to make sure that 0 is mapped to 0, for a little

thought will show that grave errors may result if this is not true.

Before turning to more exotic ideas, I first list a number of the more

obvious tasks which should be done as a direct extension of the work

* related in Section III and Section IV.

(1): All of the programs to compute SDF's involves solving systems of

linear equations. I did this by writing a straightforward Gaussian

elimination scheme from scratch. It seems to have worked very well.

[ "However, the process of solving systems of linear equations is known to be

numerically very unstable. Minor perturbations in the SDF programs can and
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should be made to insure that the solution process is numerically more

stable. To be super safe, all of the systems of linear equations should be

backsolved to check that the errors made are (hopefully) insignificant.j

* . (2): Notice that all of the routines made worse errors on the clean

data than on the tank data. It is obvious that the constant brightI

background in the dirty data made the correlations much better. However,

the errors involving the clean data probably can be (greatly?) reduced if 1 .

the images are situated vis-a-vis one another in some optimal manner. As a

first approximation, the clean images should be translated so that their

centroids are at the center of the 256 x 256 arrays. Then all of the

routines should be tried again.

*(3): SDF's should be made and tested on energy normalized verions of

the images. Energy normalization is equivalent to replacing each f 1 byf

h1f iI Most practictioners of the subject insist on this. The usual'reason

for doing this is to reduce the climatic effects in which the images are

* . located. There are at least two reasons why this practice should be done

with a certain amount of caution. Since the SDF will be made from energy

-' normalized images, 32 x 32 pixels in size, it will be looking for energy

normalized images, 32 x 32 pixels in size. But an energy normalized 512 x

512 image certainly does not in general have each 32 x 32 subscene

proportionally energy normalized. If the object sought is the brightest

object in the 512 x 512 scene, then energy normalizing the entire image

will leave the object subscene more than proportionally energy normalized,

*and no harm will result if one is searching for a correlation peak. But if

there is a much brighter object, say a fire, in the upper left hand corner

of the image, and the object sought is in the lower right hand corner, then

r. 73-17
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energy normalizing the entire scene perhaps will make the image of theil
object sought so faint as to be useless. Furthermore, the Schwarz
inequality implies that the SDF will have largest inner product with unit

vectors that do not look like the objects sought, but instead look like the

SDF itself. This difference might be quite pronounced. For the SDF process

to work, without further processing, one must make an act of faith that

there are no real objects which look more like the SDF than the sought for

°images themselves.

- . (M: SDF's should be made and tested on edge enhanced versions of the

images. Normally this would involve starting with an image f, mapping f to

its Fourier transform F(f), deleting a suitable disk containing the origin

from Ff), and mapping the result back to image space by an inverse Fourier

transform. All the practitioners of this subject that I have talked to

insist on this. The simple example usually given is that if this is not

done, then any (uniformly filled in) circle would correlate quite well with

a (uniformly filled in) square of roughly the same size. This process also

has considerable technical advantages, for if an image f has already been

edge enhanced as above, then Ff vanishes at (0,0) u i.e., the integral of

fover R vanishes. The dicretized analogue of this fact is that the sum

of the pixel values of f adds up to exactly 0. Notice that if an S.F h is

made up of a linear combination Of such images, it too has the same

property. Furthermore, any biasing done to h then does not change its

correlations with any zero mean image. To see this, recall that a biasing

of h involves replacing h by h + ht, where h' is a vector all of whose

components have the same constant value, say a. But if g is any zero mean

image, then <(h h),g* y hg) + nh',g-7 c whg forlh',g)u 0 since it
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is equal to c times the sum of the pixel values in g. Notice that grave

-p errors may be made by blithely biasing SDF's without taking into II
consideration the mean of g, for then<h',gmay be quite large. There is a

subtle but potentially very serious problem in this circle of ideas. Since

the SDF will be made from edge enhanced images, 32 x 32 'pixels in size, it

will be looking for eage enhanced images, 32 x 32 pixels in size. But,

contrary to popular belief, an edge enhanced 512 x 512 image does not have .

in general each 32 x 32 subscene edge enhanced, in the sense that the sum

of the pixel values in this subscene equals 0. For suppose f is an image

such that F(f) = 0 in a disk about the origin in Fourier transform space.

Let B be a square box in image space and let I be its characteristic
B

function; i.e., I is 1 at points in the box and is 0 at points outside the

box. If IB were edge enhanced, then F(rIB)(O,O) 0. But F(fIB)(O,O) is

the integral of f over B, which certainly may be nonzero even if the

2
integral of f over all of R is 0. For a concrete but somewhat artifical

example of this, suppose F(f) equals F(IB) outside of the deleted disk.
B

Then F(fIB)(O,O) = (F(f)*F(IB))(O,O) = F(f),F(f)7, a positive number. This

computation does show, however, that the more the original scene is edge

enhanced, the smaller is F(fIB)(O,0), but how much edge enhancement is ..
enough to avoid serious errors in the correlation process? These errors

might be especially pronounced if one is using a biased SDF.

As I understand it, the dirty tank images had been edge enhanced as

above and then biased, so that all their entries were nonnegative, and then

discretized into 256 equal parts - hence the bit streams which appeared on

the data tape. One way to come close to recapturing the original edge

enhanced images would be to take the dirty images, compute the average
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pixel value over all pixels between rows 200 to 400 inclusive, and subtract

-- " this average pixel value from the same pixels. But then the DeAnza

equipment could not have been used to outline the images and toss out the

clutter in the background. A somewhat inexact but hopefully fairly

reasonable way out of this conundrum is to take each of the clean images,

compute the average nonzero pixel value, and subtract this average from

each of the nonzero pixels, leaving those pixels with 0 values unaltered. I

have already started to do this, having manufactured and tested ZCSDF1, the

theoretically perfect SDF on the edge enhanced, clean tank images. All

sorts of tests and routines should be run on this most realistic of data up

to date.

(5): All possible combinations of (2), (3), and (4) should be done.

The most accurate combination probably involves first centering the images,

edge enhancing them as best as one can, and then energy normalizing them.

* Note that simple examples show that edge enhancing and energy normalizing

are not commutative operations. For example, suppose an image in its right

half is uniformly bright with fuzzy edges and contains a faint object with

sharp edges in its left half. First energy normalizing and then edge

-... enhancing would destroy the left hand object and leave an empty scene,

while first edge enhancing and then energy normalizing would leave a sharp

-* image of the object on the left and nothing on the right.

(6): Every permutation and combination of SDF's made from the phases

of the Fourier transforms of the tank images should be made and tested.

* (7): Variants of the discretization routines, in which the process is

centered about the average pixel value, not (B + S)/2, should be run and

- tested to see if they perform even better than the discretization routines
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discussed in Section IV.

(8): While the ideas described to pick the best p out of m images to

manufacture an SDF work fairly well if p and m are not too large, they will

not work in a practical sense, if m = 100 and p = 10 say, for then to

calculate the analogue of SDF2 would involve finding solutions to (100

choose 10), around 1.731 x 1013, sets of 10 equations in 10 unknowns, a

very large task indeed. Though I am not too optimistic, there might be

fairly short computational procedures for finding results close to the

theoretically best. Perhaps the random selection and testing of 10 scenes

at a time, combined with some sort of gradient technique, would work fairly

well.

(9) One can generalize the LSE estimator by replacing each summand by

wil~h,fi)- vii2 Think of wi as a weight. Usually vi will take on the value

0 or 1, but it can be any value one desires. This should have some uses and

should be tested in an appropriate setting.

(10) The above suggestions need to be carried out on more realistic

data, with 32 x 32 images imbedded into realistic 512 x 512 scenes. In lieu

of such data or until it becomes available, the same should be done with

simple geometric objects (filled in squares, circles, triangles,

quadrilaterals, roughly 32 x 32 in size) embedded into a randomly generated

background in a 512 x 512 scene.

Now to more controversial matters. At the present time I know of no

scientifically unimpeachable reason why the theoretically perfect SDF

should not be used, instead of one made from a small number of pictures, no

matter how they are chosen. At first glance it seems implausible that one

can do a better job by throwing away information.
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One of the alledged reasons for using a smaller number of pictures

runs as follows: the more pictures used to make the SDF, the much greater

the range of pixel values of the SDF. If true, this would seem to be an

important point, for every process to actually manufacture a physical SDF

starts directly or indirectly with a discretization process. The more

tightly packed the pixel values of the SDF are about their mean, the better

should be the discretization process. Limited numerical evidence so far

suggests that this is not the case. For example: SDF1, B - S = 9.0842 x

-6 -6 -610-; SDF2, B - S 9.4572 x 10-; SDF6, B - S 9.7941 x 10- . A bit more

analysis was done on a CSDF1, CSDF2, and CSDF6. In what follows, NZAV isS
the sum of the pixel entries divided by the number of nonzero pixels, and

NZSTDV is the square root of (the sum of the squares of (each nonzero pixel

minus NZAV), divided by the number of nonzero pixels).

CSDFI: B - S 2.9440 x 10-  NZAV 1.2104 x 10, and NZSTDV

2.7586 x 10
CSDF2: B - S 2.8514 x 10 - , NVAV 1.4292 x 106, and NZSTDV * -. '

-6-
2.5000 x 106.

CSDF6: B- S 2.3254 x 10-5  NZAV 1.4569 x 10-6 , and NZSTDV -

2.2537 x 1o6.

Another alledged reason for not using the theoretically perfect SDF,

- but using instead one made from fewer images, is that the latter SDF will

have smaller correlation with clutter in the background. One way in which'

this might occur is that in the correlation process between the

theoretically perfect SDF h and each of the images fi, h gives a very high

weighting to relatively few pixels in each fi, more so than the SDF made

from 6, or 5, or 4 images. A statistical analysis of this point can and
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should be made. Very careful tests should be done on this question to make

sure that the effort needed to generate optimal SDF's made from a minimal

number of pictures is justified.

Still another reason for perhaps using SDF's made from a small number

of images, rather than the theoretically perfect one, is that their Horner

efficiency and their signal to noise ratio may be superior. This can only

be checked by manufacture and testing of selected SDF's.

Even if SDF's made from a small number of images have lower

correlation with clutter, there still might be several ways to enhance the

theoretically perfect SDF. For example, if the theoretically perfect SDF

correlates too well on trucks, then remanufacture the theoretically perfect

SDF again, this time demanding that it have inner product equal to 1 with

each of the tank images, but inner product equal to 0 with a variety of

truck images. This is an idea of Hester and Casasent. 11, 12 This idea is

already implicit in the edge enhancement practice, for that in effect " "

demands that one manufacture the SDF so that it has inner product 1 with

each of the original tank images, but has inner product 0 with a variety of

artificial scenes, each of which is the inverse Fourier transform of the

Dirac delta function at a well chosen pixel in Fourier transform space. If

the theoretically perfect SDF appears to be correlating too well on random,

ill defined backgrounds then perhaps one can remanufacture the

theoretically perfect SDF, demanding that it be orthogonal to a few

randomly generated scenes. Though the probability of this working is low, '.'-

it is worth trying. I would guess that the price one woul pay for these j-

more elaborate schemes is that range of pixel values (the dynamic range) of

the SDF would be more diffuse.
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Notice that the number of theoretically perfect SDF's is enormous. If

h is a theoretically perfect SDF (i.e., if<h,fi): 1, i =1, ..., m), then

one can add to h any vector which is in the orthocomplement of the fi's and

still obtain another theoretically perfect SDF. Furthermore, they all arise

in this manner. So if the fi's are d x d images, then the set of

Sd 1  2
theoretically perfect SDF's is a hyperplane in R of dimension d - m.

This gives one hope that superior SDF's exist.

It is somewhat plausible that the smaller the spread of numbers in an

SDF (i.e., the smaller NZSTDV), the better the actual manufactured SDF will

perform. This should be true, for the actual manufacture of an SDF

hologram, whether optically or on a computer, involves implicitly or

explicity, some sort of discretization. The tighter together the pixel

values of the SDF are packed, the better should be this discretization

process. I am very, very optimistic that this might be accomplished by

judiciously adding to h a vector p which is in the orthocomplement of the

fi's, with the result that NZSTDV(h + p) is close to being a theoretical

minimum, This p will be computed by sclving appropriate systems of linear

equations. Since it is unlikely that this problem has an actual optimal

*.. solution (for the set of potentially useful p's certainly is not compact),

one will have to settle for a good one. This will require a great deal of

computing and numerical experimentation, but it might be worthwhile.

Another potentially useful idea to manufacture superior SDF's is an

extrapolation of edge enhancement. Suppose for example, that one

manufactures a theoretically perfect SDF on a set of tank images, but finds

on experimentation that it unfortunately correlates quite well on truck

images. It is plausible that there are certain regions in frequency space
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where the Fourier transforms of the truck images and the tank images differ

greatly, but that this diffence is being overwhelmed by the similarity in

the other frequencies. If one actually has these two sets of images in

hand, then it is easy to conceive of several computer routines to search

for sufficently large, but not too large, squares, or annuli, or circles in

frequency space where this difference is greatest. It is crucial to have a

good measure of this difference. As a first suggestion, I would take the

following easily computed number. Let f C(i =1, .. m) be the tank

images, and let g . 1, be the truck images. If A is a nonempty

reinin frequency space, let I Abe its indicator function. That is, I A

assumes the value 1 at points inside A, and assumes the value 0 at points

outside of A. One should try and find the A which minimizes the sum of mn

22

JIF(g )I Al 12 The summand should be dropped, of course, if its denominator is

0.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, someone with a mathematical

miindset should examine the various schemes for making computer generated

- holograms and see if there is some way in which they can be optimized or

improved. Holograms have the very important property that starting with an

input image f, if one manufactures its hologram 11(f), computes FCH(f)), and

looks at the correct place in the Fourier transform plane, one should see

an approximation to F(f). This image can never be exact, for it is degraded

by all sorts of perturbations. It might be that starting with the correct

perturbation fV of f and manufacturing H(f') instead of 11(f), certain

errors might cancel, and that one can find a much better approximation to

F(f) embedded in F(H(f)) in the appropriate place in the Fourier transform
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STRESS AND AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE

IN A COMBAT MVIRONMENT

by

William D. Kane, Jr.

ABSTRACT

This effort examines the impact of stress on the performance of

aircraft maintenance in a combat environment. The theoretical liter-

ature and research and cases from actual combat situations indicate

that performance could be significantly degraded. The literature is

not clear on a definition of stress and no practical measure of

stress exists. Also, the relationship between stress and performance L ,

is not accurately predictable. In addition, maintenance capability

will be degraded through psychological casualties. The intensity of

the battle will dictate the psychological casualty rate, but most of

them will be returnable to duty in three or four days given the

proper treatment. The shape of the relationship between combat

stress and performance is suggested and recommendations are made as

to what additional research might be conducted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At 0530 hours the message comes into the command post. The wing

is being mobilized and sent to its European operational base.

Airlift will begin arriving at A+ 48 hours and proceed according to

plan. The time has comet International tensions have rapidly

escalated in recent weeks, intelligence has reported significant

Soviet movements, and the decision has been made to move some of our

forces. We should be ready, we have worked and trained hard for the

last six months. The maintenance troops have put in a lot of

overtime, including weekends, but they are used to that. We have

exercised our entire wing mobilization plan and all of the glitches

have been worked out. We are ready, initiate the recall!

For the next two days everyone pitches in and works long hours

to get everything done. WRSK kits are filled as much as possible

and readied for travel. Wheeled equipment is marshalled, test

,* . equipment and mockups are packed, and the troops are processed by .l:i

personnel. The troops have had some time to get their personal

affairs settled, besides, they have always known they could leave

at a moment's notice. Airlift arrives on schedule, the enroute -

maintenance team departs, loading proceeds according to plan, the

Fighter aircraft are launched, and finally, everyone and everything

is loaded somewhere and the last airlift aircraft departs. Quiet

settles on the flight line as all of the wings resources are now

headed for the bed down location. - "

JL 74-4
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At the European base the activity accelerates as stateside

resources begin arriving. The first maintenance folks arrive, the

first fighter aircraft are due shortly, as are the airlift aircraft

with the support equipment, parts, and the rest of the maintenance

force. Things are hectic! The incoming fighters are met, serviced

and repaired, if necessary. Barracks are assigned, food service is

established, parts and equipment are unpacked, test equipment and

mockups are set up, communications are established, and late on day

four the f rag order for munitions upload is received and

accomplished. Everything is set.

From a stress perspective you have just delivered a world class

fighter to the arena in the worst shape of his career for the fight

of his life. The accumulated stress from six months of overtime,

four frantic days since recall, sleep deficit, strange and

uncomfortable living conditions, disturbed biological rhythms from

time zone changes, mess hall food, and the anxiety of expected

battle has diminished the total output capabilities of your

maintenance force. Worse yet, their stress tolerance threshold for

functioning in a hostile combat environment has been lowered. Hegge

and Tyner (1982, P.9) indicate that performance can decline 15% just

from the effects of the stress of rapid deployment. They also point

out that performance reduction stemming from that 15% degradation

may result in 1001. loss of some tasks. If a team is unloading an

* aircraft and each team member's performance is off 101 it will take

* 101 longer to complete the job. However, if the team members are
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engaged in a critical, sequential task, such as munitions loading,

loss of 15% of any one member's contribution may result in the loss

of the entire task as mistakes are made. Dr. (Col.) David Jones,

Chief of the Neuropsychiatry Branch at the School of Aerospace

Medicine comments that we are all somewhere along the path to combat

fatigue. Subject to enough stress we will all succumb and, at least

for the short term, be useless or dangerous to the unit's mission.

Bringing the maintenance force to combat already well along the

stress path steals from that unit's sustainability. If maintenance

must launch, service, and repair aircraft in an active combat

environment there will be combat fatigue casualties due to the

severe stress of that environment, and the higher the stress level

troops bring with them to combat the lower will be the unit's

sustainability. I..

Data from World War II and more recent conflicts in the Middle

East indicate that in active combat a unit will sustain one

psychological casualty for every three physically wounded casualties _

(Hoey, 1984). In sustained combat, 25% of all casualties may be

combat fatigue casualties resulting from an individual's temporary

inability to cope with the extreme stress. These data apply to

recent conflicts engaged in by combat experienced, well trained ..- ,.

soldiers. We can only speculate what the psychological casualty.

rate might be among Air Force maintenance personnel who have no I
history, role models, experience, or training with launching,

servicing and repairing aircraft In an active combat situation.
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Since psychological casualties are generally highest in the early

stages of the conflict (Hoey, 1984), and we have brought them to the

conflict already fatigued, we could estimate that the percentage of

psychological casualties could be quite high. As Dr. Jones comments

"In one battle area during Israel's 1973 You Kipper War against

Egypt, 900 of the first 1,500 Israeli casualties were psychiatric

casualties" (Hoey, 1984, P.33). A maintenance unit's sustainability

could be badly degraded by stress casualties, and since there is no

way to predict the distribution across AFSC's, its capability could

be completely lost in some areas.

If stress is such an insidious and debilitating problem, exactly

what is it? This discussion will be picked up in Section III. but

first a brief discussion of this paper's objectives.

II. OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this paper is to provide AFHRL/LRC, the

Combat Logistics Branch, with an assessment of the feasibility of

initiating a work unit to investigate the impact of stress on

aircraft maintenance performance in a combat environment. If the

project is ajudged feasible I will suggest how to proceed and lay

out the rudiments of a research plan. Air Force maintenance units

have almost no experience in functioning in a direct, ongoing battle

situation where they are carrying out their duties under fire from

conventional munitions or threat from chemical/biological agents.

Other than isolated instances in World War I, Korea, and Vietnam,

Air Force aircraft maintenance has taken place in a relatively

74-
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secure rear echelon environment. In almost any NATO scenario it is

highly unlikely that aircraft maintenance will take place in a

benign environment. As historical evidence indicates that we can

anticipate psychological casualties, and probably overall

performance degradation, it is imperative that the critical factors

of maintenance capability and sustainability receive appropriate

attention.

III. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Stress, what is it? Selye (1979, P.12) defines stress as "the

non-specific response of the body to any demand." This definition

dates back to 1936 and is still reasonably valid, if not very

helpful. Non-specific response refers to the fact that the

sterotypical stress response can be elicited by any number of

stressors, rather than specific stressors. Any stressor, therefore

non-specific, produces the stress response. The stress response

that Selye outlined and labled the General Adaptation Syndrom

(G.A.S.), emphasizes the evolution of stress in three stages.

1. Alarm reaction. This occurs upon sudden
exposure to noxious stimuli to which the organism
is not adapted. The reaction has two phases:

(a) Shock phase, the initial and immediate
reaction to the noxious agent. Various signs of

injury such as tachycardia, loss of muscle tone,
depressed temperature and blood pressure are
characteristic symptoms.

(b) Countershock phase, a rebound phase marked
by the mobilization of defensive forces. This phase
merges into the next defensive phase, during which

the adrenal cortex is enlarged and secretion of
* adrenocorticoid hormones Is increased.

2. Stage of resistance. This is marked by full
adaptation to the stressor during which symptoms

* 74-8
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improve or disappear. There is, however, a
concurrent decrease in resistance to other stimuli.
3. Stage of exhaustion. Since adaptability is
finite, exhaustion inexorably follows if the
stressor is sufficiently severe and applied for a
prolonged period of time. Symptoms reappear and
if stress continues unabated, death ensues.
(Selye, 1979, P.17)

The organism is stimulated, it responds to and adapts to the

stressor, and if the stressor is not somehow relieved the organismr-

eventually fails.

Since Selye began his work in 1936 stress has became a very

popular topic in a variety of fields. He states that ". ..we have

been able to collect more than 120,000 publications (among them

several hundred books) which deal with various aspects of what is

now known as the stress concept, not only in virtually all fields of

medicine, pathology, biochemistry, and medical jurisprudence, but

also in the behavioral sciences and philosophy" (Selye, 1979,

P.1). He published an encyclopedia in 1976, Stress in Health and

Disease, that contained 7,518 key references. Cohelo and Irving

(1981) published a carefully edited, annotated bibliography directed

only toward the mental health care and human services field that has

988 entries. The Handbook on Stress and Anxiety (Kutash et al.,

1980) has 75 full pages of references. The above are only

indicative of the volume of research, yet while much has been

learned and written about, the mystery is still not unraveled.

In spite of all of the work, or perhaps because of it, there is

currently no agreed upon definition of stress and science is still

attempting to fathom its mysteries. Actually, what has been labeled
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stress, should more appropriately be labeled arousal, the result of

stress. "The identity of the alarm signals that first relay the

stress message has yet to be identified." (Selye, 1980, P130). The

first mediator is still unknown and what has been observed and meas-

ured is the impact of the first mediator. There are almost as many

definitions of stress as there are writers about it. In addition to

Selye's, among the many are ". .. stress may be considered as a

response to a stressor that induces a change in the individual's

ongoing behavioral, physiological or cognitive patterns of func-

tioning; note that no judgment is made as to the valence of the

I. stressful reaction: (Beech et al. 1982, P.10). Another is "Stress

will arise whenever the effort mechanism is either seriously over-

loaded over time or falls altogether short in accomplishint the

necessary energetical adjustments." (Sanders, 1983, P.79). Robins

et al. (1961) point out a variety of definitions all stemming from

the particular approach, discipline, or philosophy employed.

However, in order to proceed, this paper requires an operational

definition of stress in spite of the fact that it may be imperfect,

- -I incomplete or even ultimately false. For the purpose of this

paper's focus, the Air Force maintainer under combat conditinns,

stress is that level of arousal, whatever the stressor, that

influences performance.

The issue of performance raises another cloud. The relationship

* between performance and stress is not well understood and most of

the research that has been accomplished is simplistic. (One

exception is Ursin et al., 1978.) Much of the work has been done
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with one variable, or very few variables, and most of it in the

laboratory.The impact of assumed stressors (e.g. temperature,

fatigue, noise) t very complex and any generalization from a

stressor to performance is premature. Probably one of the most

significant stressors is fatigue, and there is reasonable general

knowledge on the limits of fatigue. Yet, the evidence indicates

that you cannot predict individual performance because the impact

of the fatigue stressor may be moderated positively or negatively by

a host of other variables. Stress at the extreme this paper is

concerned with, under life and death conditions, is suspected of

degrading performance, but to what extent and how soon and for which --

people is unknown. Maintenance troops have multiple stressors, such

as life stress, task demand stress, organizational stress, and

combat stress, and at the point of interest, performance on the

flight line under attack, prediction to or measurement of

individuals is not practical.

Measurement of stress raises other issues. As indicated earli-

er, what has been measured is arousal and it has been measured in a

variety of ways. Unfortunately, the variety of measures produces

conflicting results because different stressors cause different

reactions and the different reactions measured by different methodol- L

ogies produce conflicting results. Stress has been measured by

self-reports, other paper and pencil instruments, Rorshach tests,

* urinalysis (catecholamines), blood tests (cortisol, androgens),

heart rate, galvanic skin response (SR), performance, brainwaves,

and observation. While there has been good experimental work (e.g.

6 74-11
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Ursin et al.. 1978 and Bourne, 1969) there is not any useful practi-

cal work. Given the variety of stressor sources impacting on the

individual there is no way to allocate a portion of the total stress

to any stressor or class of stresses as there is no valid or

practical way to measure. We can assume that in a combat situation

the individual's stress will be very high and that most of his

attention will be riveted on that which threatens to destroy him.

He may or may not have time (attention) to spend on a maintenance

task and if he begins the task he may or may not make errors ranging

from trivial to dangerous. But, there currently exists no practical

way to accurately measure what is going on or why.

To summarize to this point, we have taken troops into battle who

- have already "used up" some of their stress tolerance, we have only a

tentative operational definition of stress as there is no agreement

as to the definition of the concept, an integrated, practical way to

measure stress is not available, and it is difficult if not imposs-

*ible to predict from what we know about stress to performance of

maintenance tasks in a combat environment.

The following section introduces a model of stress that

represents the process.

IV. MODEL OF STRESS

Figure 1 is a model of the stress process. The world in which

the Air Force maintainer lives contains many sources of stressors.

Stressors impacting on the individual stem from life stress such as

family moves, promotion, financial problems, marital issues, role of

parent and all of the other factors important to the individual's

74-12
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living. Task stress derives from the demands of maintenance tasks

such as cognitive complexity, effort required, strength required,

exposure to beat or cold, variety or lack thereof, and other factors

associated specifically with the task. Organizational stress origi-

nates in role ambiguity, role conflict, mixed messages, poorly

defined goals, perceived sources of inequity, double standards and

all those stressors steaming from the organizational context within

which the task is accomplished. Combat stress is an extreme case

having its source in those events that may kill or maim the mainte-

nance troop in an active combat environment as he strives to

service, repair, and launch aircraft. Some of these stressors are

relatively pure physical stressors (e.g. when running up steps your

heart beats faster, your respiration speeds up, your blood vessels

expand, and you begin to perspire) that "turn on" the autonomic

nervous system and initiate the G.A.S. The result of "turning on"

the autonomic system is some level of increased or decreased arousal

(measurable through biochemical urinalysis or blood analysis) which

results in some performance (behavior). Science has only recently V.. .

discovered that some people can consciously control (cope with) this I
physical autonomic system (e.g. blood pressure, heart rate) by feed-

ing back internally and moderating or shutting down the G.A.S.

- Another set of stressors are those whose impact is established by

the psychological interpretation of the individual. The stressors

*are symbolic, they are different than the purely physical stressors

* 74-14
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in that the individual "interprets" them as stressful, not

stressful, moderately stressful, or somewhere on that continuum. It

is within the individual's perceptual process that they are adjudged

stressful, and this is why it is difficult to make generic

statements about the impact of stress on performance. What

individuals interpret as stressful varies from person to person and

how each person responds also varies. The autonomic system is

"turned on" to some level of arousal, performance (action/behavior)

results, and depending upon the strength and appropriateness of

coping behaviors, the level of G.A.S. may remain high or the

individual can learn to reinterpret the stressor as less threatening

because he has engaged successful behaviors and therefore moderates

the G.A.S. As Coyne and Lazarus (1980) point out individuals engage

in transactions with the multiple environments within which they

function whereby they cognitively appraise how they should cope with

various stressors. In their model (Coyne and Lazarus, 1980, p. 156)

...coping actively shapes the course of the ongoing person-

environment relationship. Rather than a fixed entity that

inevitably impinges on the person, much of the environment remains

only a potential unit until it is actualized by coping efforts.

Environmental influences may shape the constellation of coping

efforts that come into play in a stressful transaction, but coping

also partially determines which environmental influences are

activated and what form they will take." Therefore, while physical

stressors are relatively outside individual control symbolic

stressors are relatively within individual control and the
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variability across people, across tasks, across situations

is tremendous. But, if individuals can be taught or self-learn

.- ."better" coping strategies, it is possible to moderate symbolic

stressors, reduce stress, and theoretically enhance performance.

The model is crude in that it lacks detail, but the amount of

detail available would render it useless as a heuristic. It does

highlight the process, points out that the process is individual-

istic, and that to some extent stress management is learnable.

It is appropriate to now put this discussion in the context of

the combat environment.

V. PERFORMANCE IN COMBAT

"It has been known for a considerable period that soldiers in the

heat of battle are unlikely to fire their weapons. After the Battle

of Gettysburg in the American Civil War, over 200 of the muzzle-

loading rifles were found to have been loaded five or more times

without being fired, and one had been loaded 21 times without being

fired once." (Idzikowski and Baddely, 1983, p. 128, referencing

Walker and Burkhardt, 1965.) Work by Marshall and colleagues in

World War II indicated that "...only 15-25 per cent of the soldiers

involved in an engagement actually fired their weapons." (Idzikowski

and Baddely, 1983, p.126.) Other World War II research indicated

that navigational errors increased the closer the bomber got to the

target area yet decreased after leaving the target area and heading

safely home. Again referencing Walker and Burkhardt (1965),

Idzikowski and Baddely (1983) describe research that compared the

. 74-16
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ratio of error in combat to error in training. "The results show a

decrement of up to 900 per cent as the combat situation becomes more

and more dangerous." (p. 129) After reviewing other studies con-U corned with the relationship between fear and performance Idzikowski

and Baddely (1983, pp. 140-141) conclude "Behaviourally, deterior-

ation can be expected in manual dexterity, in sensory motor tasks %

such as tracking, and in performance of secondary tasks. It is prob--L

able that secondary task performance is reduced before central tasks

are affected.. .The evidence suggests that when a situation has in-

duced fear in an individual (as measured by subjective and physiolog-

ical responses), then a deterioration in the efficiency of perform-

ance can be expected, especially in tasks involving sensory-motor

skill or divided attention."

If we apply the above conclusions to aircraft maintenance in an

active combat environment we can speculate about task performance

outcomes. As the intensity of the battle increases individuals'

fear/anxiety will increase. As fear/anxiety increases task perform-

ance degrades with peripheral tasks being neglected first. We can

expect Increased mistakes in task accomplishment with decreasing

attention paid to secondary tasks such as safety. [It might be pos-

sible for safety to become the primary task and the worker forgets

about the maintenance task!) At some point all tasks are subordinated

to survival. The stress/threat of combat will impact on a main-

tenance unit's performance.
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Cowings (1975) reported on two small Army maintenance support

units, oae repairing vehicles and one repairing aircraft. Both units

experienced unexpected enemy attacks, one Including a ground attack,

and the attacks had a significant impact on maintenance output (see

Figure 2). The initial impact, Phase II, was a decline in perform-

ance due to the high state of arousal generated by the shock of the -.

attacks. In Phase III, output increased rapidly past original base

line output, Phase I, to an all time high as the troops adapted to

the stressful combat environment. In the hyper-efficiency phase,

* Phase IV, output continues at an abnormal pace as the maintenance

• troops live off the high steming from the elevated state of arousal.

This period of abnormally high output lasts for some period of time,

five to six days in these two cases, and then performance falls

abruptly as exhaustion sets in, Phase V. In both of these cases the

Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase
I I III IV V VI

*Phase I Pro-Combat Period *Phase II Initial Impact Period
*Phase III Recovery Period *Phase IV Hyper-Efficiency Period
*Phase V Deceleration Period *Phase VI Post-Combat Period

Figure 2
Impact of Enemy Attack on Maintenance Output

(Cowings, 1975, p. 90)
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cosanders imdiately recognized the need for rest, battle condi-

tions permitted it, everyone took a day off and had a beer party and

output resumed the base line rate, Phase VI. If reut had not been

taken it is likely that performance would have continued to decline

precipitously. (It must be noted that this composite curve was

derived from the subjective evaluations of the commanders of the two

units. The amplitude of the curve has only a relative, as opposed to

an objective, value, while the duration, time, is more objective but

not purely.) it is Interesting to note the similarity between this

curve and Selye's (1979, p. 16) illustration of the G.A.S. syndrome

(see Figure 3). The curves are quite similar and it is not apparent

from Cowings' (1975) account that he derived his curve from Selye's.

If we accept the curves at face value there is a strong relationship

between stress and maintenance output.

L
Level of Normal
------- -r- ---- I-----------
Resistance

Alarm I Stage of I Stage of
Reaction Resistance ExhaustionI I-- -- '

Figure 3
Resistance During the General Adoption Syndrome

(Selye, 1979, p. 16)

Another interesting similarity is the shape of Jones' (Hoey,

1984, Jones, 1984) curve of psychological casualties over time, it is

the reciprocal of Cowings' (1979) and Selyo's (1979). Jones' curve

is also based on response to stress and the shape of the response is

supportive of the argument that combat stress is going to impact

7
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Psychological
Casualties

Fat igue

Time --- - - - -- - -a

Figure 4
Psychological Casualty Rate Over Time

(Hoey, 1984. p. 33)

significantly on maintenance output. Not only is production going

to decrease temporarily in the beginning of the conflict we will

also have the highest incidence of psychological casualties at the

onset. The casualty rate drops off sharply, fairly quickly, but

begins to rise again after some time, in the same manner that

production peaks for five or six days and then falls abruptly. If

some intercession does not occur to moderate or'relieve the stress

sortie rates will collapse, psychological casualties will rise, and

sustainability will be significantly degraded.

Quoting Swank and Marchand (1946), Kern (1966, p. 9) reports

"-. their observation of soldiers in the emotional exhaustion phase.

Symptoms which had been developing insidiously now became evi-
dent. The soldier was slow witted, he was slow to comprehend
simple orders, directions and technics, and he failed to perform
life-saving measures, such as digging in quickly. Nemry defects

.* became so extreme that he could not be counted on to relay a ver-
bal order. There was also present a definite lack of concentra-
tion on whatever task was at hand, and the man remained preoccu-

,. pied for the most part with thoughts of home, the absolute hope-
lessness of the situation and death. This constant dwelling on

* 74-20
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death did not indicate a state of fear, but, rather, a certainty
that it would occur. The anxious stare, together with tremu-
lousness and generalized hyperactivity was replaced gradually by
an emotionless expression, lassitude and listlessness.

While the comments above represent an extreme on the continuum of

combat fatigue we might speculate on the quality and quantity of

* maintenance at other. less extreme points. How many errors will

* sophisticated weapons systems and munitions tolerate?

Continuing to work from Swank and Marchand's (1946) accounts,

Kern (1966) reports their scheme for explaining the development of

combat fatigue. The stages are: Phase 1. initial Combat Adaptation;

Phase 2, Period of Maximum Effectiveness; Phase 3, Hyperreactive

Phase; and Phase 4, Emotional Exhaustion Phase. Note the similarity

to Cowings' (1979) conceptualization (Figure 2) (Cowings does not

reference Swank and Marchand) and also note the similarity to Selye's

(1979, p. 17) development of the stages of the G.A.S. earlier in

these pages. Selye's (1979) three stages are: 1. Alarm reaction;

2. Stage of resistance; and 3. Stage of exhaustion (see Figure 3).

While the particulars are not very clear, it Is apparent that aside .

from biochemical measurement there Is agreement that the impact of

combat stress is going to shape the output of a maintenance unit.

What we do not know at the present is what that impact will be, who

it will impact, and to what extent it will impact. We do know that

it could be severe and therefore devastating.

Another critical factor influencing maintenance output in a

battle environment is chemical/biological agents. While no wide-

scale use of chemical weapons has occurred since World War I it

* 74-21
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appears that the chemical threat may be very high in modern warfare.

The Wall Street Journal over the last several months has contained a

number of editorials and articles that point out that the Russians

train for, are equipped for, and currently use chemical agents.

Therefore, maintenance troops, to survive in a chemical environment,

will have to function, at least part of the time, in complete head-

to-toe protective equipment. Two sources of severe psychological

stress are thereby added, the fear and uncertainty associated with a

chemical attack and the real problems of performing physical tasks

while completely enclosed in protective clothing that you cannot

O remove or tear or you die.

Cadigan (1982, p. 90) coumments that "Casualties will begin to

appear, even before real exposure once there is a serious threat

perceived of the use of CW by the enemy and some will continue to

occur even after the real exposure has passed." Barnard and group

(date unknown, p. 123) write that

A powerful source of anxiety is lack of perceptual clarity in
the face of apparent danger. Many chemical and all biological
weapons are undetectable by the senses, so that there are no
warning signs to enable the person to protect himself.
Additional uncertainties with biological weapons are the latent
periods between infection and illness and the unpredictability
of spread through the community. As a result, a person may fear
that if he is exposed to these weapons he will not know for

* certain when he has been Infected, how Ill he will be, or when
the danger has passed. A further confusing factor is that many
of the symptoms of illness, especially those involving the
gastrointestinal tract, are also symptoms of emotional stress.
Thus, if a person develops nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, he
may still not be sure whether he has been infected or not.

* 74-22 -
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History tells us that "gas hysteria" is possible "...in which entire

army units would break and run with numerous soldiers manifesting

signs of chemical injuries, even though the German Chemical Corps had

not employed its arsenal." (Brooks et al., 1983, p. 232). Air Force -

maintenance troops may have to function in a chemical environment for

which they are psychologically unprepared and there are going to be

stress casualties as well as the entire range of degraded

performance.

Some people will not even be able to tolerate being inside the

protective suits and others' task performance will be seriously

impaired. Brooks et al. (1983, p. 232) state that "The cocoon-like

effect of the protective gear diminishes sensory input and creates a

situation analogous to sensory deprivation. Common psychological

reactions to sensory deprivation are expected to occur in the chemi-

cal battlefield. These potential symptoms include apprehension,

paranoia, disorientation, loss of time sense, depersonalization, dis-

sociation, distorted bodily sensations, hallucinations, confusion,

and panic." Brooks et al. (1983) conducted a one hour field test

with 60 soldiers divided into four groups. There were also 10

moderators/medics. Fourteen of the total 70 participants experienced

psychological and behavioral problems while wearing the protective

clothing and three of them had to terminate the exercise. Three

others had to be taken aside and responded to simple intervention .-.

techniques such that they were able to continue with diminished

symptoms. These six experienced difficulty in the first ten minutes
.'. " .. -V
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of the exercise while the remaining eight had problems in the later

part of the exercise. Symptoms observed were anxiety, hyper-

ventilation, tremors, confusion, poor judgment, disorientation,

difficulty in breathing, panic, visual deficits, fear, obsession, t7.

nausea, paranoia, heavy perspiration, memory loss, and claustro-

phobia. Not all 14 soldiers who had problems had all of the :ii
problems. The point is that 20 per cent of the personnel experienced

difficulty just being in the the suit knowing that it was only for

,- one hour and there were no chemical agents present except a light

smoke to indicate attack. Generalizing these results to an Air Force

flight line under chemical attack raises real concern about levels of

performance and how they will be impacted by fear of chemical attack

as well as performing in protective clothing. Symptoms such as

confusion, panic, poor judgment, visual deficits, memory loss, and

disorientation do not bode well for the performance of critical,

cognitively complex, or even sequential tasks.

To summarize this section and tie it back to the previous

section, stress will impact performance under combat conditions. It

is not clear exactly what stress is, there is no practical way to

measure it, it is not possible to accurately predict from stress to

performance, performance may be severely impacted by combat condi- %P

tions, and the whole thing is confounded by the threat of maintaining

weapons systems in a lethal chemical environment. The bottom line Z.

is that it is possible that stress will seriously limit the

capability of a maintenance unit to produce the expected number of

required sorties.
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VI FUSIBILIT!

Should the Combat Logistics Branch (AFHRL/LRC) undertake research

into the impact of stress on maintenance performance in a combat

environment? Yes. The issue is of central importance to readiness -

and sustainability and in my opinion the research philosophy, exper-

ience, and expertise of the branch make it uniquely qualified to

investigate at least parts of the problem. There are some areas of

the research that need to be done by others, or cosponsored (e.g.,

medical, biochemical), but there is much that LRC can do. The

following section provides specific recommendations.

VII RICOMNENDATIONS

There are five recommendations, listed in the order in which they

should be undertaken. The criterion for the sequence of the list is

the time required before something useful can be produced that will

enhance maintenance performance in combat. The five recommenda- F F. .'

tIons, which will be discussed individually, are:

1. Develop two education programs for stress management in the

Air Force maintenance environment with emphasis on reducing "..

the impact of stress on combat maintenance. One program to ,

focus on all supervisory personnel and one program to begin

to condition maintenance personnel for functioning in a

combat environment. '<-

2. Conduct a study of Air Force maintenance personnel, sortie .

producing AFS's, comparing them against all other Air Force

personnel to determine if there is a higher incidence of

74-25
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stress related disease among maintenance types. This would

be designed to determine in a macro fashion if maintenance

is a more stressful environment.

3. Devise an Index of Organizational Stress. It might be

possible to develop a series of indicators that would make

up an index of organizational stress that would provide a

* - gross measure of a wing's cumulative stress.

4. Investigate the possibility of teaching individuals better

coping strategies whereby they conduct more competent

transactions with their environments.

• . Begin experimental work on the flight line to develop mul-

tiple measures of stress that may eventually result in a

practical measure of stress. Also investigate the relation-

ship of stress to performance in the complex context in

which maintenance takes place.

The first recommendation is designed to provide Air Force main-

tenance personnel with new information about the combat context, and

about themselves, that will enable them to modify symbolic stressors

through the coping process (see Figure 1). At the same time it is I
necessary to teach maintenance managers to better recognize and

manage stress to preclude unnecessary performance degradation. Very

few maintenance managere have experience in fixing airplanes in an

active combat environment and their handling or mishandling of the

early signs of stress can make the difference between a productive

!.-. maintenance man and a psychological casualty. Their skill in stress

74-26
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management in the peacetime environment can not only enhance produc-

tivity, it should also reduce the level of cumulative stress troops

* - take with them into combat and thereby increase their ability to

function in an extremely stressful environment.

Exactly what theme two programs should look like is not known at r

this time. WIhat can be suggested is what they should not look like.

They should not be a typical lecture method presentation that

personnel are exposed to once in their Air Force careers or annually

at a required commanders call for fifteen minutes. Treated

stereotypically. combat stress training would quickly be lost in the

background noise of on-going events. Nore, than likely if it were

presented in the usual manner Air Farce maintainers would perceive

the program as just another one of those distractors (striessors)

that take time away from maintenance and they would be correct I The

type of exposure needed to incorporate stress awareness and

management into supervisory skills and personal stress management

requires far more than passive lecturing. Information transfer,

pure intellectual awareness, will ng bring Into practice the

necessary sensitivity and techniques for successful stress

management. The typical indoctrination program may actually

create more harm than good (Kern, 1966). Kern (1966) argues that all

of our experiences, training, and living create and reinforce two

attitudes, one called confidence and one called despair. Successful

4 and "good" things reinforce confidence while failure and "bad" things

reinforce despair. He argues that the typical orientation tells you

.674-27C7



all of the bad things that can happen, often with graphic pictures

(e.g., pictures of the effect of venereal disease and frost bite),

but seldom provides confidence building strategies for avoiding

despair oriented outcomes. Typical orientation programs reinforce

despair rather than confidence and therefore defeat the purpose for

which they are intended. If combat stress management is presented

asatraditional orientation program the impact would likely be

ne~gative as the recipient finds out that he could get killed in

combat. What must be emphasized is that the Air Force maintainer

can function productively in a combat environment and here are some IA

0 ways that, with practice and use, will help you deal with fear and

other stressors.

The "off-the-shelf" packages carried In stock by many consultants

and trainers will not work either. They are aimed at a different

audience, in a different context, and most of them are not demon-

strably effective. They are superficial, quick, and typically

designed to meet the needs of the consultant/trainer rather than the

client. The questions of what should be delivered (curricular con-

tent), when, where, how, and by whom are that, questions. Premature

or self-serving answers will only insure that money is spent on some-

thing that has a high probability of Lot working. It may be that

either or both of these programs delivered "properly", that result in

high impact, will be expensive. But cheaper, diluted versions would

* be useless and therefore wasteful. There is probably some threshold

above which the training is effective and produces change in

* 74-28
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behavior. Below that threshold the training Is useless as It ham

little or no impact and behavior remains as it was before.

The objective should be to provide training that enhances the

stress management capability of supervisors and individuals such that

they function more productively in both a peacetime and combat envi-

ronment. Precisely how that objective should be met for Air Force

maintainers is, at this time, a research question. It may also be

necessary to tie this in with recommendation number four.

The second recommendation, to compare the incidence of stress

related disease between the maintenance population and the rest of

the Air Force, is a macro, as opposed to a micro, approach to the

problem. Ideally, the investigator would identify sortie producing

AFS's and compare the incidence of stress related disease (e.g.

hypertension, heart disease, gastro-intestinal ailments) to all other

AFS's. Unfortunately, such data probably do not yet exist. Base

level hospitals report disease by category for admitted patients, but

the data are not easily traceable to AFS. Neither does base level

data report sick call incidences. I also suspect that a lot of self-

treatment (e.g. Malox for gastro-intestinal) takes place and that

data would be difficult to obtain. Testing the hypothesis that the

maintenance environment is more stressful than other Air Force

environments could require data that does not yet exist.
." -.t

Several possibilities should be pursued, however. As stress

.6 related disease may not manifest itself until retirement or after,

the retired rolls might contain useful data. Line 68 of the retired
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* airmen file (line 75 for officers) lists percent disability at

retirement. Lines 70, 71, 72 (airmen) and lines 77, 78, 79 (officer)

are VA diagnostic codes that probably describe the disability and it

might be possible to assess incidence of stress related disease. At -

this time I do not know if the retired file is updated with medical

data subsequent to retirement.

The most likely avenue is one discovered in a telephone conver-

sation with Col. Detreville (AV 240-2002) of the Air Force Occupa-

tional and Environmental Health Laboratory at Brooks AFB, TX. The

Lab is currently developing a Standardized Occupational Health

Program (SOHP) and a Comprehensive Occupational Health Program (COHP)

and they have talked about including stress data at some point.

However, at the present the programs do not include stress data.

Col. Detreville also mentioned an Air Force Heart Program sponsored

by the Air Force Surgeon General's Office that is looking at, among

others, stress factors.

These avenues, and others yet unidentified, should be pursued as

sources of data to test the stressful environment hypothesis. It may

be necessary to get the answer to this question to provide the

support to carry out recommendation number one.

The third recommendation, to devise an index of organizational

stress, is another macro approach. It should be possible to develop "*

a set of indicators that cumulatively yield an organizational stress

* index. Of particular interest would be an index sensitive enough to

reveal sudden changes in overall unit stress. What the indicators
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are is an empirical question, but some of the possibilities are:

AWOL rate, sick call rate, incidence of disciplinary action, quality

control failure rate, requests for transfer, spouse abuse. child

abuse, alcohol and other drug abuse, male level of self-treating

antacid In BX, racial conflict increase, rise in insubordination,

incidences of maintenance malpractice, confirmed diagnoses of stress

related diseases, flight surgeon's assessment of unit's mental

health, extent of overtime, average time since last move, divorce

rate, perception of leadership effectiveness at numerous levels,

accident rate (on and off duty) and others not listed here. The

point of the index is to provide an Indicator of a unit's cumulative

stress level as a warning that intervention techniques are needed to

stop the degradation of the unit's readiness and sustainability.

While not precise, I believe it possible to construct such an index

that could provide an early warning to dysfunctional stress

increases.

The fourth recommendation, teaching individuals better coping

skills, would be an ambitious project. it might also need to be tied

to recommendat ion number one. Current stress management programs are

aimed at teaching professionals, generally managers, better coping

kills. The impact of this training in terms of substantive changes

in behavior is questionable. The theory and the practical techniques

are there and seem to work, but most people lack the commitment to

change their behavior and incorporate stress management practices

into their way of life. Therefore, they are Intellectually exposed.-
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to the material, agree that they are stressed, would like to be less

stressed, but do not make the behavioral comitment to change. The

training happens but nothing changes.

Work is just beginning on stress in the blue collar work force,

but unless different presentation techniques or content or whatever

- are utilized the results will be the same, minimal. However, refer-

ring back to Figure 1, the greatest possibility for moderating stress

is through the coping process whereby symbolic stressors can be

modified. Coyne and Lazarus (1980) have a transactional theory of

stress whereby individuals engage in transactions with their environ-

ment. The quality of these transactions can be improved through

better coping skills. Individuals can reduce their experienced

stress by becoming more proficient in environmental transactions

(reinforce confidence - Kern (1966)). How to go about, on a large

scale, teaching maintenance personnel improved coping behaviors that

have a measureable impact on performance is an interesting

question, one that I believe it is imperative to begin work on, but

- one for which I do not have an answer.

The fifth, and last, recommendation, work on experimental ieas-

urement of stress, has the least probability of providing a "useful"

7^77 outcome. The results could add to scientific knowledge about stress

but still not help with the practical problem of a simple stress

measurement. The effort would have to be multidisciplinary and use

* multiple measures. Different stressors cause different reactions and

the interaction of multiple stressors causes yet different results.
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Results across individuals vary greatly because of individual differ-

* ences in symbolic stressors and. perhaps, stress resistance. This

effort would be experimental, long term, complex, and problematic.

The literature indicates that you can make a career out of trying to

measure stress. In almost 30 years of research science has learned a

lot about various aspects of stress, but there is still much to be

learned. As a scientific effort it would be worthwhile. As some-

thing that would have a practical payoff, it is not likely.

VIII RECOMMIDED RESKARCHERS

The following individuals are suggested as initial contacts for

the recomm~endation Indicated. I have not talked with any of these

people so I do not know of their interest. They are recommended on

the basis of published literature.

Recommendation one. Dr. David Jones said that as far as he knew 6

no one was working on stress management in an aircraft maintenance

environment. As author of this paper, Dr. William Kane will submit a

follow on proposal to AFOSR to follow up on recomndation number

one.

Recommendation two. I suggest using someone familiar with the

aircraft maintenance work and have him or her work with the occupa-

tional health and heart disease medical people to find or devise the

appropriate data. The statistical design should be relatively

straightforward once the data are available.
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Recommendation three. Dr. I.G. Sarason, Department of Psychol-

ogy, university of Washington, Seattle, Washington, Phone (206) 543-

2640 was working on a Navy sponsored project titled "Personnel Tech-

nology: Effects of Life Stress and Coping Skills on Performance and

Organizational Effectiveness" in Nay, 1981. From the abstract I read

it appears that his work might be applicable here. Dr. Sarason is a

big name in stress research.

Recommendation four. Dr. Richard S. Lazarus of the University of

California at Berkeley should be the person contacted here. He has

done a lot of work over a long period of time and is an established

figure in the field. I am not sure that he has actually tried imple-

menting his theory in a practical way, but he has the most

appropriate theory.

Recoumendation five. If the effort is attempted it will need a

multidisciplinary team. The team should consist of a research M.D.,

a psychologist, a statistician and research designer who could also

be the computer specialist, a biochemist (at least as a consultant),

someone familiar with maintenance, and a saint to get them all to

work together.

NOTE: The folks at HumRRO, The George Washington University should

be contacted about all five areas. They have a long history of Army

combat research, e.g., Task Fighter series.

IX CONCLUSION

Are Air Force maintenance people going to stressed to the break-

ing point in a combat environment? Yes, some of them are. But, if
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handled properly, most of them can be returned to duty in three or

four days. The Israeli's demonstrated that approximately 75% of

their psychological casualties could be returned to combat with

proper water, rest, food, and treatment. Also, the greater the

intensity of the battle the higher the casualty rate and the higher

the incidence of psychological casualties. For every three

physically wounded there will be one psychological casualty. They

will not be cowards, they will be victims whose coping mechanisms

have temporarily broken down, they are overwhelmed. There will also

likely be more psychological casualties at the onset of combat than

later on. In terms of maintenance capability it will be reduced, at

least temporarily, by psychological casualties.

Is the stress of combat going to impact on sortie generation

rates? Probably, but the exact impact is not known at this time.

Limited data indicate that combat max efforts will only last about

five days. Dr. David Jones concurs with this assessment, but

comments that it is more of a gut feel than objective data. After

that time period exhaustion sets in and productivity declines

sharply. Combat stress will impact maintenance performance

incrementally as well as catastrophically. Mistakes will be made,

tasks will take longer, some tasks may be ignored or forgotten as

individuals concentrate on personal safety. Functioning in a full

chemical suit will compound matters as the suits in and of

themselves are significant stressors. The exact impact of combat

stress on maintenance performance is unknown, but it is likely to be

significant.
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Can anything be done to moderate the impact of combat stress on

* maintenance productivity? Perhaps. Teaching Air Force supervisors

to identify stress symptoms and then engaging in appropriate Inter-

vention techniques could reduce the negative impact of stress.

Teaching individuals better coping skills could provide them with

additional psychological strength to resist performance degradation

due to combat stress. Managing stress levels in peace time so as not

to bring troops into combat already well along the stress-performance

curve could enhance sustainability. The matter of what can be done

to moderate the impact of combat stress on maintenance performance

is a research question and one that needs immnediate attention.

It is difficult to do justice to a question of this scope and

importance in a short, ten week period. I have sempled a variety of

literatures, attempted to integrate them as their central themes

pertain to the question at hand, and then projected that Integrated

* perception into several suggestions as to how research into the

question might proceed. It is my hope that, while I have not

provided answers, I have added a soupcon of clarity to the questions.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CENTRIFUGED CONCRETE CULVERTS

Yong S. Kim'

ABSTRACT

This study shows that finite element analysis can be a useful tool

in examining the validity of the results of centrifugal model testing as

long as the constitutive relationships for soil are representative of

real ones. The quasi-theoretical results obtained from the Finite

element computer code, CANOE, are compared to the measured behavior of a

4.3-inch diameter instrumented culvert subjected to a gravity force of

35g in the centrifuge. A comparison of the quasi-theoretical and actual

behavior shows good correlation. Two soil models, a linear model and

Duncan's hyperbolic model, were used to show the influence of the

constitutive relationships for soil on the culvert response in the

finite element analysis. ..
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I. PURPOSE:

Soil-structure interaction problems have long been areas of

interest and concern for geotechnical engineers. Although rapid progress

has been made in solving these problems, their application to concrete

* culverts embedded in embankments has been very slow. Due to an increased

number of concrete culvert projects in industry, state highway

departments, and federal agencies in the United States duri.ng recent

years, research could improve the design/analysis of concrete culverts

and result in better structural stability, and significant time and cost

savings.

II. OBJECTIVES:

One currently used design method for buried culverts, originally

developed by Marston (9] early in the century, has been modified by

Spangler (10) and Costes (1). According to this method, the design of

buried culverts in a soil fill is dependent on two empirical factors,

settlement ratio and load factor. However, primary shortcomings of this

method are: (1) the settlement ratio is not known before the culvert is

built; and (2) the designer must predict this parameter from a few past

experimental observations or by engineering judgment. Therefore, there

is a need for more rational design methods on a sounder theoretical

basis.

Perhaps the most ideal approach for obtaining information for the

development of new design methods is full-scale model testing. A full

scale model with the necessary instrumentation (i.e. soil stress meters,

settlement gauges, and strain gauges, etc.) could give the best results
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for estimating prototype behavior of buried culverts.

Unfortunately, Full-scale model testing has serious major

drawbacks: mainly, cost and time of construction and operation. Because

of these reasons, the centrifugal modeling technique is becoming a

favorite testing method in geotechnical engineering. This technique

offers not only a comparatively inexpensive and easy way of obtaining

essentially the same data as could be obtained from field tests. It also

provides opportunities for studying the effect of individual parameters,

and collecting more data than field tests usually yield.

4 However, at present, there is limited capability for soil to be

added to, or removed from, a model in centrifugal flight. Thus a typical

test of a model embankment involves subjecting that embankment to a

gradually increasing centrifugal field, while maintaining it at itsr

final shape. Although the models can be made large enough to include

blocks of undisturbed and compacted soil which are representative of

field conditions (Rowe (11)), an objection could be raised that the

stress paths traversed by soil elements during the test are .-

unrepresentative of those which apply in the field.

Therefore, this necessitates computational methods which examine

the validity of such objections. Using finite element techniques,

mathematical models can be created which model both the laboratory and

the field situations, and allows the two to be compared. As long as

constitutive equations for the soil used in the mathematical model are

representative of real ones, valid comparisons should be possible. .,

Therefore, the objectives of the study are:

(1) to investigate the influence of the constitutive equations
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for soil on the culvert response in finite element

analysis, and

(2) to compare the results of the Finite element analysis

to the results of the centrifugal model testing of the

concrete culvert.

III. CENTRIFUGAL MODEL STUDY:

*The centrifugal model testing of the buried concrete culvert in

sand was performed by James and Larsen (3) at Cambridge University, and

* only brief descriptions for the model testing procedures are summarized

here.

A strong box, 17.8 X 15.7 X 5.9 inch rectangular box was mounted on

the centrifuge. The box consisted of a frame made of hollow sections

welded together, the frame was bolted to a back plate of mild steel and

* the front of the box was a slab of Perspex, which permited observation

of the model.

After mounting the strong box, the pipe, which was cast of

micro-concrete (i.e. concrete with scaled down aggregates), was placed

1.2 inches away from the bottom of the box. The load cells were mounted

in the pipe wall to measure the normal tractions, and strain gauges were

glued on the inside and outside of the pipe wall to measure the bending

m oments and thrusts of the pipe. Sand was poured from a hopper into the

* box with approximately constant height of fall and rate of pouring. To

reduce side Friction in the box glass plates were used between the sand

and steel plate and between the sand and the Perspex plate.

The speed of the centrifuge was then raised in steps of 5g, and the
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final load cell readings and strain gauge readings were taken at 35g.

Figure I shows the geometry and boundary conditions of the model.

IV. FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM:

The finite element program used in this study, CANOE (Culvert

ANalysis and DEsign) was developed by Katona (4,S). Although CANOE can

be operated in a design or analysis mode, only the analysis mode was

utilized in this study. The main features of CANOE, which are used in

the analysis, will be briefly described in this report.

The assumptions common to all solution levels in CANOE are: (1) Two

dimensional analysis with plane strain; and (2] small strain theory.

There are three solution levels in CANOE. Level 1 corresponds to the

elastic, closed solution while levels 2 and 3 are both finite element

(FE) solutions. The difference between levels 2 and 3 is in the way the

FE mesh is defined. Level 2 generates automatic and symmetric meshes for

a circular, elliptical, or box culverts, whereas level 3 allows the user

to define a mesh. Since the model culvert used in this study was.

symmetric and circular, level 2 was used.

There are five material characterizations available for various

pipe materials in CANOE. These materials are: (1) steel; (2) alumimnum; I

(3) plastic; and (4) concrete. In this study the concrete material

characterization with a bilinear stress-strain relationship was used to

represent the concrete material properties.

Three basic elements are contained in the program: a quadrilateral

element for representation of the soil, an interface element for slip OF

elements, and a beam-column element for the culvert.
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Figure 1. Geometry and Boundry Conditions
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For representation of soil behavior, four types of constitutive

relationships are incorporated with the program. These are: (1) linear

elastic; (2) overburden-dependent; (3) extended Hardin's model; and (4)

Duncan's hyperbolic model. In order to investigate the influence of the

constitutive relationship for soil on the culvert response in the

numerical analysis, both a linear elastic model and a nonlinear model

(Duncan's hyperbolic model) for soil were utilized in the analyses. The

results for each representation are presented in this report. In

reference (3) only dense sand with a void ratio of 0.52 was specified,

soil properties for the elastic (FE) soil model were assumed as: Young's

modulus of 7,000 psi and Poisson's ratio of 0.3. A "SW" soil type at a

compaction of level of 95% in Table 1 was used for Duncan's soil model.

These values are within an expected range as recommended by Lambe and

Whitman (8) and Duncan (2), respectively.

The finite element grid with boundary conditions used in the

comparison analysis is shown in Figure 2. The culvert was represented by

10 beam-column elements, the soil was represented by 86 quadrilateral

elements, and the slip model was represented by ii interface elements.

V. RESULTS:

The quasi-theoretical results obtained From the finite element

code, CANOE, are compared to the results of the centrifugal testing

model. The compared quantities are: (1) normal traction on the culvert

periphery; (2) peripheral distribution of bending moment; and (3)

peripheral distribution of thrust.

Figure 3 shows graphical comparisons between finite element results

75-9 .
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Number of Nodes = 132

Number of Beam Elements = 10

Number of Quadrilateral Elements 86

Number of Interface Elements = 11-

-

r--

225 in.

417 in.

150 in.

42 in.

77777f ~7r:. -.1-.777.

275 in.

Figure 2. Symmetric Mesh
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* and centrifugal model testing observations for normal tractions acting

at the culvert periphery. Excellent comparisons are observed from the

results of numerical predictions with Duncan's soil model and the

results of the centrifugal model testing. Trends of shape changes are

similar and the magnitudes are in excellent agreement. In particular,

the magnitudes around the positions of 30, 90 (springing line), 1440,

and 1620 from the crown are almost identical each other.

Yet, discrepancies exist between the numerical predictions with the

linear soil model and other results obtained from the centrifugal

testing model and numerical predictions with nonlinear soil model - even

though the trend of shape change is similar.

Figure 4 shows internal, peripheral bending moment distributions of

the culvert. As can be seen from the figure, moderately good comparisons

are observed between the results of numerical analyses and the results

of the centrifugal testing model. Shape changes are similar and the

magnitudes are in good agreement except around the invert. Positive

moment in the Figure is that which produces tension at the inner fibers lop

of the concrete.

Figure 5 compares the results of finite element analyses and the

centrifugal model study of circumferential thrusts of the culvert.

Numerical predictions and model measurements are similar in shape, but

do not agree well in magnitudes around the crown. Correlations are very

good around the springing line and the invert.

Again, the results of CANOE with an elastic soil model are somewhat

conservative when compared to other results.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This study evaluates the capabilities of a finite element method

for analyzing the performance of buried structures by comparing the

predictcl and measured behavior of a concrete culvert. The findings and .

recommendations for further research based on this study are as

follows:

1. The results of the finite element analyses compared well

in shape with the results of the centrifugal testing model.

Analysis with Duncan's hyperbolic relationships for soil

exhibits a more realistic approach For predicting soil and

culvert responses; the results were much closer to the results

of the centrifugal testing model in shapes and magnitudes.

2. Significant economic savings (time and costs of construction

and operations) could be obtained by using the centrifugal

modeling technique to study the behavior of prototype buried

V.

culverts if results of the centrifuge model testing agree

well with field measurements.

3. Additional economic savings could be obtained when numerical

(finite element) analyses are used with realistic constitutive

models for soils and culverts.

4. Additional studies (i.e. box, arch, or elliptical culverts

with different bedding and boundary conditions) should be

conducted for further verifications before general acceptance

can be awarded.
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Uafltic-Emission in -Composites 3by4
Ronald A. ,Kline

ABSTRACT

Acoustic emission (AE) phenomena in composite materials is examined both

theoretically and experimentally. Theoretically, the effect of material

attenuation is introduced into an AE model to aid in separating source

characteristics from propagation effects in measured AE signals. AE

waveforms in composite samples were measured for controlled experim~ents. The

- source for these experiments was primarily restricted to the fracture of a

single graphite fiber in an epoxy matrix and localized at a single point. The

* normal component of the surface displacement was measured at epicenter using a

*point contact, conical sensor. In contrast to previous work in this field, in

analyzing the signals attention was focused on the initial portion of the AE

* waveform rather than long term signal behavior which is dominated by internal

specimen reflections. For comparison, AE waveforms on fiber free samples are

* also shown.
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Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) techniques have proven to be extremely useful in

both materials research and nondestructive testing applications. However,

much remains to be accomplished before AE fulfills its complete promise as an

investigative method. Many of the details of acoustic emission signal

generation are poorly understood despite the large amount of effort devoted to

this end. Thus, the vast majority of acoustic emission applications are

qualitative rather than quantitative in nature. This is particularly true of

composites. Most of what we know about AE behavior in composites consists of

general correlations between observations of mechanical behavior and AE.

Ideally, one wishes to be able to go beyond these simple correlations.

Objectives

Given the relative complexity of the composite microstructure and the

multitude of possible deformation mechanisms, one might wish to separate out

AE from different sources to better assess their potential impact on the load I
bearing capability of the test piece. Potentially harmful AE sources as well

as benign sources should each have a characteristic signature which would

allow such a classification.' The development of such a classification scheme

is the ultimate objective of this research program. Obviously, this is a

rather ambitious goal given the present state of state of the art and the

short duration of this summer program. However, by concentrating our efforts

on two aspects of the problem we were able to make some progress toward this

end.

One area of particular interest is the precise nature of the interaction

of the acoustic waves associated with AE and the propagation medium. While

there has been considerable research devoted to developing new models of AE

7-4
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sources to more realistically reflect actual generation mechanisms(1, 2),

* material attenuation has been overlooked in the development of these models.

This is despite the fact that attenuation can have a profound influence on the

*characteristics of the observed AE signals (rise time, amplitude, etc.). As

- many applications of acoustic emission take advantage of the remote sensing

* capabilities of the method, this factor cannot be neglected. Attenuation is

also of importance when dealing with highly attenuating media such as polymers

and polymer based composites. The second area of interest is the study of

acoustic emission from specific sources of importance in composite testing.

- In order to identify the characteristic features of the various types of

* acoustic emission which can occur, each mechanism must be isolated and studied

independently. In this investigation only one mechanism (fiber fracture) is

considered. Ultimately it is hoped that the research program will be expanded

* ~to include a wide variety of AE sources and form the basis for a comprehensive ~r

signature library.
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Part I: The Attenuation of Acoustic Emission Signals

Background

An acoustic emission signal can be represented as being composed of three

distinct parts in the form

u(t) = S(t)* M(t)* T(t) (i)

where S(t) represents the contribution of the AE source itself, M(t)

represents the interaction of the acoustic emission waveform with the

propagation media (both via interaction with the specimen boundaries as well

as attenuation), and T(t) represents the effect of the sensor being used. In . -

much of the early work in acoustic emission, sensor characteristics were a

limiting factor in the interpretation of acoustic emission signals. This

problem arose from the use of conventional piezoelectric sensors which,

although sensitive, introduced considerable changes in the observed AE

waveform. Among the problems associated with these sensors has been their

large surface area (so one obtains an integrated measure of the transducer

response rather than response at a point), the fact that they are contact

sensors (and can distort the waveform) and the inability to relate their

response to any single physically meaningful parameter (although Hsu et. al( 3)

report that the response more closely resembles displacement than anything

else). Once this was realized, alternate sensors were developed to overcome

many of these limitations notably the capacitance sensor(4"6), the

electromagnetic sensor(7) and the optical sensor(8). While less sensitive

than conventional piezoelectric elements, the new sensors have been shown to

be easily calibrated, point displacement sensors and have proven their value

.. in numerous studies of acoustic enission phenomena, principally with simulated

AE sources( 3,5 "6) or highly energetic events( 9-t1). For more realistic AE
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amplitudes, efforts have been focussed on determining sensor characteristics

and mathematically removirg their effects from the observed waveforms using

signal deconvolution techniques (the so-called transfer matrix approach( 12 )).

Alternatively, one can use a hybrid piezoelectric sensor developed by

Proctor(13 ) which employs a conical piezoelectric element, rather than a flat

plate, to yield point displacement results without sacrificing the sensitivity

and operating convenience of piezoelectrics.

A second factor which influences AE signal content is the effect of

specimen geometry and composition. When an acoustic wave strikes a boundary,

reflection and mode conversion can occur. Repeated reflection can introduce

resonances into thi AE signal. This factor has made the frequency analysis of

acoustic emission signals an extremely difficult process. In order to avoid

this problem, investigators have taken great pains to localize the AE source

and utilize specimens which minimized internal reflections. This type of an

approach was employed by Breckenridge et. al( 5) in their watershed research

which conclusively established the fundamental relationship between

elastodynamic theory and acoustic emission. Since this employed an

artificial, rather than actual AE source, it was relatively easy to achieve an

approximation to a reflecti6n free medium with a localized source. For actual

AE sources, the task has been more difficult. Scruby and Wadley(1 0 ) have

developed an ingenious way of eliminating the reflection problem to a large

extent and localizing the use of a narrow gage test section with conical grip

areas which they refer to as a 'yobel'. Material attenuation is another way

in which the specimen can influence the AE waveform. This can occur via a

polycrystalline media and hystersis losses in viscoeldstic media. The obvious

goal of AE research has been to eliminate the experimentally induced effects

in order to focus on source characteristics. The signal deconvolution methods
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discussed earlier can be used. At least in principle, to eliminate

attenuation effects as well as transducer characteristics in the signal

analysis.

The final factor to be considered is the nature of the source itself.

Most of the work in this area was based upon the theory developed to explain

seismic behavior(l). Most of this work has involved idealized sources and

geometries such as that of Lamb's problem of a point force on the surface of a

semi-infinite half space. In experiments with sources and geometries designed

to approximate the theoretical models eg. the fracture of a glass capilary

tube by a point indentor to represent the point force and a large block. The -

results have been in agreement with the theoretical predictions. Correlation

of these results with actual AE sources has been somewhat less successful.

This lack of agreement has lead to the development of more complicated models

to more realistically represent AE generation. Pao and co-workers( 2 ,14 "15 )

have been particularly active in this area with the introduction of

alternatives to the point force (including the double force, coupled forces

and the center of dilitation) as well as obtaining results for off axis

response away from epicenter. Several investigators have modified the time

behavior of the source from the heaviside step function behavior assumed in

the elementry theories to a more realistic ramp function to better reflect the

rise time of the source. Comparison of the results from the newer theories

has been encouraging(16 ) but more work remains in this area before this

connection is conclusively established.

IS

Theory

In this section the effects of the propagation medium on acoustic

" emission waveforms are discussed. The technique described here relies on a

........ .... .
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Fourier decomposition of an AE signal into its spectral components. The ,

geometry is illustrated in Figure 1. The source is taken to be a ramp

function

0 0OI to < 0 
-% '-

tot'<

f(t') - FO - 0 t' < t (2)
tT>

Ft' > T

The origin of the coordinate system is located at the source. For simplicity

only the displacement u at epicenter is considered. To further simplify

matters, attention is restricted to the normal component of the surface

displacement Uz as this is the component which can be readily measured. The

in-plane components can be easily obtained using the approach outlined here !

(with a suitable modification of the Green's function).

The surface displacement at the source is then given by the convolution

of the forcing function at the source with the approapriate Green's function.

In this research, the approach of Shibata( 16) is utilized for the Green's

function. Shibata employed the Green's function for an infinite space G7 for
zz

the AE source at (0,0,0) along with an image force at (0,0,2R) to compensate

for the effects of the free surface. Thib simplifies the mathematical

representation for the Green's function with a minimal effect on the results. ,

For this case the Green's function G33 is given by

(R,f) = -L (t- t - HH(" "
33 4w e AR A) yt

* where

p = density

A - longitudnal wave speed

c = shear wave speed

t t
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It is readily apparent that the Green's function is composed of elements

associated with the arrival of longitudnal waves and shear waves. Since these I
components are attenuated at different rates, it is advantageous to separate

the Green's function into two parts, G and G, associated with the two types of

waves. The surface displacement is then found to be 9
uz(R,t) = uL (R,t) + U S(R,t)

z z

where

,..., L( t  t G

u (Rt) = 2V fG (R,T) f(t') dt'
O z 0 L

s tG -.

u (R,t) = 2V f G (R,r) f(t') dt' (3)z 0 s..-.

(R,t) [ at- A + 2 t H(t
L 41 1  A R A

G(R,t) = -- Hit IfH ]" "L4wp [- R,"t -.. '_".-

This is illustrated in Figure 3 for the source function described in Equation

L s
2 (and no attenuation) with U , U and U being presented. From this figure itz Z

is apparent that the principal effect of the shear component is to negate the

contribution of the longitudnal component for all times after the shear

arrival (T = R/C). For the case where the source is a ramp function and

L s
attentuation is absent, the displacement terms U and U can be readily

z z
calculated. This is presented in Appendix 1.

In introducing the effects of attenuation into this model, the

displacements are considered to be formed by the superposition of their

various spectral components. Taking the Fourier transform of the two

displacements, we have

76-12
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U'- U- zR,w) = L" U(R,t)e i wt  dt = ML(R,,) et +L(R,.)"""

(R,w) =f Us(R.t)e -iwt dt = MS(R,w) eilS(R,W)

where

- Denotes the Fourier transform of the quantity ".

M(R,w) = Amplitude spectrum of the waveform

.(R,w) = Phase spectrum of the waveform

and L,S indicate the type of wave

The principal effect of attenuation is that it will modify the amplitude

spectrum of the waveform. If dispersion was present a suitable modification

would have to be made in the phase spectrum. For the materials considered

here the dispersion is sufficiently small to be safely neglected. Since

attenuation is known to be highly frequency dependent this must be done using
-

*',' an appropriate attenuation factor for each frequency component present in the -

. signal. If we consider plane wave propagation of the form

u(x,t) Ao e
"ax el(o x-wt)

The effect of attenuation is represented by the decay constant C. For

polychromatlc signals the representation is similar with a taking on a

frequency dependent form a(w). For polycrystalline materials a can be

represented as (17)

(w) - 4  (4)

while polymers are better represented with(
18)

a(w) - K* w (5) .

It should be noted that shear and longitudnal wave propagation are associated

with different attenuation constants in these models. Once the amplitude

76-14
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spectra are modified to account for attenuation the surface displacements can

be directly evaluated using the inverse Fourier transform as shwon. Thus we --

' •ha ve

F LM iL(R~w)
U (R,t) = e ML(R,w) eiwt dw

I uS(R.t) e "as (w)R MS(R,(,) ei s(R m  •i t dw)

The computer algorithim used for these calculations is presented in Appendix 2.

Experimental Procedure

In order to test the validity of this approach, a brief experimental

program was conducted. Specimens of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) of three

different thicknesses (0.30 cm., 0.59 cm., and 0.88 cm.) were tested. A

specially designed piezoelectric transducer with a conical element was

employed. This sensor has been found to be a good approximation to the true

point displacement sensors with a relatively flat frequency response over

the bandwidth of interest and enhanced sensitivity over the capacitive and

optical .ensors. A Nicolet 204-A digital oscilloscope was used to capture the

AE events. This scope had & maximum sample rate of 50 nSEC/point which, using

Nyquist's sampling theorem, translates to a frequency resolution of 10 MHZ.

The fracture of pencil lead of two different thicknesses (0.3 mm. and d.5

mm.) was'used to simulate an AE source. The transducer was placed at

epicenter and the waveforms recorded. Permanent records of each waveform were

obtained from the analog scope output using an X-Y recorder. The experimental

configuration is shown in Figure 4.
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Results and Discussion

In order to examine the effects of attenuation, let us first consider the

response of two aluminum samples (thickness - 1.0 cm., 2.5 cm.) to the same AE

2-%  event (Figure 5). The AE source is assumed to be of unit amplitude with a .
i -.

rise time of 300 NS. The principal differences between the two waveforms are

- due to the increased time delay between the longitudnal (T = R/A) and shear (T

= R/C) arrivals in the thicker specimen as well as a reduction in amplitude.

Upon further examination it is apparent that the bulk of this reduction is due

to a geometric factor (beam spread). In Figures 6 and 7 the results for a 2.5

cm. thick sample are compared witht he results for a relatively large

propagation distance of 25.0 cm. Waveforms are shown both with and without

attenaution to illustrate the magnitude of the reduction attributable to

material attenuation rather than beam spread. To facilitate this comparison

the time axes have been normalized by the longitudnal (T = 0.0) and shear (T =

1.0) arrivals. For the 2.5 cm. thick sample one observes a slightly slower .

signal rise for the attenuated signal, approximately 10 percent slower than

that predicted for the same source behavior without attenuation in the model.

For the thick (25.0 cm.) sample much the same behavior is observed with a 20

percent change in the rise observed. It should be noted that in order to

compare the signals it was necessary to subtract an offset value from the

attenuated signal so that the displacement was zero prior to the arrival of

the longitudnal component. This constant offset superimposed on the signal

appears to be an artifact of the Fourier transformation process.

Calculations were also carried out for two polymeric media, PMMA and PE.

These materials were chosen because of the wealth of experimental data

available on ultrasonic attenuation in these materials. Figures 8-11

illustrate the larger effect that attenuation has in polymers for the same
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source (unit amplitude, 300 NS. rise time) and propagation distances

considered previously (2.5 cm. and 25.0 cm.). The differences between the

specimen response for the different materials are rather significant. If one

compares the response 2.5 cm. from the source in AL and PMMA for example

(Figures 6 and 8) the increased amplitude reduction in PMMA readily apparent.

At 25 cm. (Figures 7 and 9) the differences are even more striking. At this

distance in IPMMA many of the features of the waveform have been obscured

making it extremely difficult to define a signal rise time. For PE where the

attenuation is greater than that of PMMA the trend continues. Of particular

interest is the extremely high rate of decay for shear components relative to

the longitudnal in PE. This produces a situation where the shear contribution

;}:'. • ..

to the signal (U ) is relatively small and the displacement continues to
z

increase well after the shear arrival. This is in sharp contrast to the

situation found for aluminum, for example, as can be seen by comparing Figures

6 and 10.

To put these differences in better perspective an illustration was

prepared showing the response of the three materials (at 1.0 cm.) to the same

input. In Figure 12A the response is shown on a normalized basis where

T 0.0 corresponds to the longitudnal arrival and T =n1.0 to the shear. In

Figure 128 T = 0.0 is still the initial arrival, but the time scale is now .

real time. In the normalized presentation it appears that the initial slopeh.

of the waveform is slower for AL than for the two polymers. This is due to

the difference in the ratio TS/TL for the different materials. Also one note

the difference in signal amplitude at the "knee" of the curve due to the

differences in the ratio of the shear to longitudnal wave speeds (C/A). When

the time axis is no longer normalized, this changes. For this time scale the

PE signal exhibits a slower rise than the other two, principally due to the

76-25
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slower wave speeds in this material. Figure 13 depicts the effect of changes

in the source rise time on the observed displacement. Figure 14 shows the

source rise time on the observed displacement. Figure 14 shows the effect of

increasing propagation distance on the overall signal.

Efforts were also made to study the behavior of simulated AE signals for

increasing propagation distance. Comparison of actual and predicted waveforms

are presented in Figure 15 for the 0.300 cm. thick sample. Good agreement, at

.- least qualitatively, was observed. Similar results were found for the other

--. sample sizes investigated. It should be noted that there was a large amount

of variability in signal amplitude for apparently similar situations, so it is

difficult to conclusively establish quantitative connections between the model

and the experiment. It is felt that the lack of signal reproducability is

attributable to using a hand held method to fracture the pencil lead rather

than a fixed test jig.

. . . . ..
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Conclusions

...A model has been developed to incorporate attenuation effects in predicting

the response to an idealized AE source.

...The response of several different materials (AL, PMMA, PE) has been

studied.

...Attenuation has been shown to produce significant deviations from earlier

models in both signal rise time and amplitude.

...Experimental tests show qualitative agreement with the predictions of the

theory but more testing is needed to establish the complete validity of the

theory.
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Recommendations for Future Work

In this program the groundwork has been established for placing acoustic ]
emission in composites on a sound fundamental basis. The principal

theoretical advance thus far has been the introduction of material attenuation

into the existing model for AE generation. This factor is of great .o1

signifcance in accurately determining signal characteristics (such as rise

time or signal amplitude) which might permit source discrimination.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results, while qualitatively in

*- agreement, was hampered by a lack of reproducability in the signals and the

inability to precisely measure either the force required to fracture the

pencil lead or the time required for fracture to take place. It is

recommended that a new system be designed to address these shortcomings.

While somewhat more cumbersome, experiments with the fracture of glass

capillary tubes using an indentor have proven to be more reproducable than

similar experiments with lead breaks as the simulated AE source(1 2 ).

Moreover, by. instrumenting the indentor with a strain gage, its force-time

history can be accurately determined to permit quantitative comparison with

the theoretical predictions.
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Appendix 1: AE Surface Displacements

L S
The surface displacement terms (in the absence of attenuation) U and U

are given by

0 t < ti

C2[ 2L~ (C1  C (t2-tj)) - (Clt2 +L t~t)2[2U 
t < t < t L + T

*.C
2[21T C2 Lt~t) C~ 2 c2 t 0) + 2 C1 + C2 ((t*) 2 

- 2M

tL + T< t

0 t < t

C2[.L. C2 (t2- *2) C 2 2 3- *3 s<t<s+T

Uz

C2[. 2  (t2-t*2)) 2 23*3 *2 2

C T C2 C2ts + *F < t

where

C Shear Wave Speed E= t

C1 = 1/A
2  T I t tL

C2=1R t =t-
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PART II

Acoustic Emission in a Single Fiber Reinforced Composite

BACKGROUND

The elastic strain energy stored when a graphite fiber reinforced plastic

(GFRP) material is under load may be released in several ways. While some of

the strain energy released produces transient elastic stress waves which

propogate through the material, additional energy is in the form of heat,L

surface strain energy and plastic strain energy. The three fundamental

mechanisms which generate these elastic stress waves in a GFRP material are

S 1) fiber fracture, 2) matrix cracking and 3) interfacial debonding. As these

stress waves reach the surface of the material (from its buried source), a

* transducer can be used to detect the particle displacement of the stress

waves. These detected stress waves are known as acoustic emissions.[ 1 "2]

It is believed that the acoustic emission wave form is characteristic of

its emission source. However, the detected signal is also a function of

propogational effects such as the material type, material size and geometry.

In addition, the waveform may be modified by the detection system

(transducer, coupling, electronic apparatus)[1-3]. Though it has just been

stated that the acoustic emission signal is a function of factors other than

the source of the signal, certain geometrical requirements as well as a broad

bandwidth transducer (sufficiently larger than the source bandwidth) should

permit part of the source event to be recorded (2]. Geometrical requirements

suitable to minimize internal reflections include locating the transducer as
S£

close to the source as possible and a geometry such that surface reflections

are directed away from the transducer.

A great deal of research has been spent trying to correlate acoustic

* emission features with specific fracture mechanisms in solids. Although most
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of the work in this area has been done with metals, more research is being

devoted to composite materials in the recent decade.

Speake and Curtis [4) experimented with carbon fiber reinforced plastic

specimens. Their results showed the AE signal to be strongly dependent upon

,.. specimen size, geometry and jig mounting. They did however find some '

* characteristic frequencies of acoustic emissions from different fiber types.

Henneke and Russell [5) experimented with single or three ply

". graphite-epoxy, 1 inch coupons. They found the emission spectra from fiber

breakage to be predominately at higher frequencies, while matrix cracking was

at lower frequencies. They believe, as we do, that fiber breakage models

cannot be accurately evaluated in real composite laminates until the waveform

for a single fiber breakage is characterized.

Nehan and Mullin [6] studied individual fiber failure of boron filaments

in an epoxy matrix specimen. They found each failure mechanism in a given

composite to have different acoustic emission signatures. The total frequency

*.6- characteristic of the signal was analyzed. This method has the drawback that."_"

the long-term signal is a function of the specimen size, geometry and normal

mode of specimen vibration, as well as the failure mechanism.

Narisawa and Oba [7] investigated composite specimens containing a single

filament carbon fiber in an epoxy matrix. The AE over the life of the

specimen was studied, whereby the life of the specimen included multiple fiber

breaks in the fiber. They found the AE burst to have one to one

correspondence with the fiber fracture. Signal analysis was not carried out -

in this study.

The basic test specimen in this experiment will consist of a single

filament graphite fiber in an epoxy matrix. Unlike previous work done with

composite laminates, the use of a single filament fiber with suitable matrix

74
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geometry will enable the location of fiber failure to be kept constant.

Although other work has been done with single fiber specimens, this experiment

differs in that the matrix geometry and transducer location will allow the

leading edge of the stress wave to be deflected before multiple reflections

reach the surface and further distort the signal.

By identifying the characteristic signature of an acoustic emission event

in a single filament GFRP specimen, it may someday be possible to identify

specific critical events in proof tests of complex composite structures such

as those used in the aerospace industry. After identification of failure I

mechanisms, the engineer can then redesign future structures to strengthen a

particular component of the composite structure which had failed in proof

tests. Furthermore, in the case of large, very expensive composite

structures, the location of the critical event can be determined and repaired

to preserve the entire structure. One can easily see the impact this type of

study may someday have on the composite materials industry.

It is the intent of this experimental research to identify characteristic

acoustic emission waveforms as they relate to the emission source. Fiber

breakage (in a graphite fiber reinforced epoxy matrix) will be the principle

failure mechanisms studied.* Furthermore, through suitable specimen size and

geometry, the leading edge of the waveform will be examined before the wave is

distorted by internal specimen reflections. From this, the rise-time and

amplitude will be correlated to the characteristics of the failure mechanism.

Test System

A The test specimen is loaded in tension to failure. The tensile loading

jig (see Fig. 1, for tensile loading jig) is loaded manually at a near

constant rate. The transducer is placed vertically above the emission source

76-42
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at epicenter. The position of the transducer relative to the tensile loading

jig can be seen in Figure 2. A 2.48 lb lead weight is centered on top of the

transducer to insure contact is maintained during specimen fracture.

During deformation of the test specimen, acoustic emission events are

detected with a NBS/PCT acoustic emission AE transducer. This AE transducer

is damped such that its bandwidth is relatively flat over the bandwidth of """

interest (0.01-IOMHz). As can be seen in Figure 3, the transducer's

piezoelectric crystal is conical. With only the tip of the cone contacting

the surface, the signal detected more closely approximates a point source I
receiver than conventional transducer. Furthermore, the backing is large in the

radial and axial direction and reduces the effect of transducer resonance.

Finally, the small contact area reduces interference due to the aperture effect

from stress waves approaching the transducer at angles not normal to the

transducer [8].

The acoustic emission detection systm shown in Figure 4 uses a transducer

couples to a high-gain differential amplifier and filter.* The band-pass filter

was set at low pass (DC) high frequence (lMHz). The counter threshold voltage

is 20mV. The signal travels to a transient signal digitizer. The digitizer**

is set such that it measures at ±10 volts full scale, 50 nsec. time per point

through an external source. The trigger was set such that low level emissions

would not trigger, while larger emissions such as those by matrix cracking and

fiber breakage would trigger. The waveform was stored on diskette from which

plots were generated at a later time.

*Tecktroni, Inc., Type 1AIA High-Gain Differential Amplifier.

. **Nicolet Instrument Corp., Model 204-A.
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Figure 1. Tensile loading jig.

-0INZ

Figure 2. Jig with transducer mounted.
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Figure 3. NBS/PCT Acoustic Emission Transducer.
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Three test specimens were used during the experimental survey. All

specimens had the same epoxy/MPDA matrix. In addition, two of the three

specimens tested included a single filament graphite fiber buried

longitudinally in the matrix. A saw cut using a diamond wheel was placed at

the mid-section of the sepcimen to insure matrix and/or fiber failure at a

localized source. This enabled us to place the transducer at epicenter with

the buried source (see Fig. 5 for specimen geometry).

The matrix used during this survey was a two-part epoxy system. EPON 828

(diglycidal ether of bisphenol-A) was used as the epoxy resin, while MPDA

(meta phenylene diamine, 99+%) was added at 14.5 phr as a curing agent. The

epoxy/MPDA matrix was vacuum degassed for seven minutes to reduce the presence

. . of bubbles in the matrix. Following degassing the matrix was cured in an oven

-'.', '4)-.'

I .

% -.-- I

Figure 5. Single filament graphite fiber reinforced plastic test specimen.
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for two hours at 75*C followed by an additional two hours at 125 0C and furnace

cooling. The cured matrix has a tensile modulus of approximately 400,000 psi I"l
and tensile strength of approximately 11,000 ps. [9-10].

Two of the three specimen types included a single filament graphite

fiber, placed longitudinally in the epoxy/MPDA matrix. The two fibers chosen

for the survey were selected because of their two distinct mean diameters and

mechanical properties. One fiber (hereafter denoted AS4) has a nominal

tensile modulus of 33 x 106 psi, tensile strength of 565 x 103 psi and a 7.6

pm mean diameter. The other fiber (AS6) has a tensile modulus of 34.4 x 106

psi, tensile strength of 604 x 103 psi and a 48 pm mean diameter. The fibers

• "were without surface treatments [g-10].

Results and Discussion

The specimen used in this experiment is a single filament graphite

* fiber/epoxy matrix specimen with a saw cut at the specimen mid-section so that

-* : deformation can be localized. The principle failure mechanism initiates with

fiber fracture. This geometry also permits the location of the fiber failure

to be kept constant. By knowing the location at which the fiber will fail, it

- is possible to place the transducer directly above the emission source at

epicenter. Signals measured at epicenter from this type of source are

simplified because they do not include the surface waves.

K!-" The geometry of the specimen and placement of the transducer relative to

- the emission source allowed the first dilational wave peak to be detected and

recorded before the wavefront was heavily distorted by internal reflections.

m From the data collected, it was observed that two distinctly different

signatures resulted form epoxy matrix cracking and that of fiber breakage. The

two waveforms can be seen in Figure 6 and 7. Notice that only the leading edge
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of the pulse is characteristic of the failure mechanisms. The remainder of

the pulse is dominated by the normal modes of vibration of the specimen and

Internal reflections of the stress wave.

Two measurements were made from the first peak of the stress wave in

order to correlate the stress wave to the finite dimension of the failure

mechanism. The two measurements were the amplitude and the rise time. The

rise time, shown in Figure 8, is a measure of the duration of the failure

event, while the amplitude is related to the magnitude of force of the event

[1].

The mean rise time for the specimen with the AS4 fiber was 9.03 us. This F-
was calculated from twelve test specimens, all of which had the same

characteristic signature. The standard deviation was ±1.49 us from the mean.

The mean amplitude was likewise calculated to be 7.22 volts, ±1.72 v standard

deviation from the mean. The mean rise time for the specimen with the AS6

fiber (from a thirteen specimen lot all with the same characteristic

signature) was 9.72 ps, ±1.17 us standard deviation from the mean. The mean

amplitude was 8.42 volts, ±2.26 v standard deviation from the mean. Because

the AS6 fiber has a slightly higher -'nsile strength than the AS4 (see text

for mechanical properties), it was expected that the amplitude of the AS6

signal would be higher, since the fiber diameters did not vary significantly.

However, since the AS6 fiber (5.8 um) was slightly less than the AS4 fiber

(7.6 Pm) it was expected that the AS6 would have a similar but slightly lower

rise time than the AS4 fiber. This ws not the case. Although this result

cannot be fully explained, it could be caused by the AS6 fiber being a softer

fiber than the AS4 and thus causing a slower crack growth. Furthermore, by

direct observation of the waveform, it appears as though there was some

ringing in the specimen.
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As previously mentioned, matrix cracking had a distinctly different

signature than that of fiber breakage. The rise time for matrix cracking was

calculated from nineteen specimens which all showed the same chtaracteristic

signature. The mean rise time was 6.52 us, ±1.34 uas standard deviation. The

mean amplitude was 7.6 volts, ±3.58 v standard deviation. Note that the

* standard deviation is much greater than the otherresults. This can bej

attributed to the fact tht the saw cut varied substantially with each specimen

and caused different loads to initiate matrix cracking.

By improving the reproducibility of the saw cut on the specimen and

* measuring the load at failure, the deviation from the mean could be reduced

and/or better explained. Furthermore, changing the specimen size, geometry

and Jig mounting could further improve the reproducibility of the waveforms.

Recommendations

This experimental research generated two distinctly different waveform

for two failure mechanisms in a graphite fiber reinforced epoxy specimen. The

failure mechanisms identified are fiber breakage and matrix cracking. Only

the leading edge of these waveforms, should be considered characteristic of the

failure modes, since the long-term waveform is more characteristic of the

* '. specimen size, geometry and Jig mounting than the failure modes. The mean

amplitude of the matrix cracking is less than the mean amplitude for fiber

failure. The mean rise-time is faster for matrix cracking than for fiber

breakage. '4

Because the standard deviations from the mean amplitudes were slightly

0 higher than we would have liked, the following is recommended for further work

[i>2  in order to improve reproducibility of results and to assist in explaining the

-. *.current results:
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1) Modify specimen size and geometry such that the effect of specimen

resonance is minimized and the arrival time of reflected stress waves

• .is increased.

* 2) Measure the strain and load during specimen failure in order to;.-

better explain varying rise-times and amplitudes.

3) Improve the reproducibility of the saw cut or design a specimen such J.i:
that no saw cut is necessary to localized deformation at a constant

location vertically below the transducer.

4) Experiment with additional fibers with more different fiber diameters

and tensile strengths.

Although the experiment was successful in producing waveforms

recognizably different and characteristic of the emission souirce, more work %

• . .needs to be done relative to the recommendations discussed herein.

. . ,. . .-

.-"T'*, -..- -
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PROCESS CONFIGURATION ALTERNATIVES FOR SEPARATION OF
GAS MIXTURES BY PRESSURE SWING ADSORPTION

by

Kent S. Knaebel L--

ABSTRACT

Air separation has two important potential applications

for military and commercial aircraft: to provide oxygen for life

support of the crew and/or passengers, and to supply nitrogen as

a means of repressurizing fuel tanks as they are depleted (or

during descent). At present, technology is being developed by

vendors to meet these needs with independent systems. The goal

of the research described in this report is to establish the

feasibility of conducting both of these separations in a common

system. Results obtained by computer simulation indicate that

the combined separation is feasible, and may be significantly

more efficient than the independent systems, because essentially

no by-products are released. Therefore, the amount of engine

bleed-air that is necessary to extract both purified oxygen and

nitrogen is minimized. Recommendations for future research are

described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a strong effort in recent years to develop an

on-board oxygen generation system (OBOGS), primarily for crew

support in tactical aircraft. A parallel effort has been oriented

toward an on-board inert gas generation system (OBIGGS), primarily

for nitrogen blanketing of depleted fuel tanks. As the perfor-
...

mance, i.e. product quality, reliability, etc., has improved it

has become evident that a serious constraint of these systems is

their demand for engine bleed-air.

Typically, either the OBOGS or OBIGGS will extract only a

few percent of the incoming air as pure product, i.e. oxygen or

nitrogen. The remainder, which is the bulk of the feed, is

exhausted. As a result, other on-board systems that use engine

bleed-air will be deprived, or engine modifications must be made

that reduce its efficiency.

The ironic element of this situation is that the exhaust of

an OBOGS is enriched in nitrogen, while the exhaust of an OBIGGS --

is enriched in oxygen. Thus, these waste products could be put to

good use by merely interchanging and recycling them. That concept

is the underlying principle of Complementary Pressure Swing

Adsorption [1]. Recognition of this problem and its potential

solution provided inducement for the research program, as

* explained in the next section.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The principal goal of this research was to determine the

practical feasibility of splitting air into its primary components,

viz. oxygen and nitrogen, in a more efficient manner than by

operating separate systems for each component. Complementary

Pressure Swing Adsorption (CPSA) was suggested because this

application was practically identical to one of the original

cases for which the process was conceived. Other goals include: -

identification of future research needs for oxygen and nitrogen

separation, which is described further in Section VII, and colla-

boration with Mr. John Kayser during his M.S.Ch.E. research,

which is described in a separate report.

The concept of CPSA is simply to use the exhaust of one

adsorbent bed to feed, purge, and/or pressurize the other adsorbent

bed. The beds must exhibit "complementary" selectivity for the

major components of the mixture. That is, the more strongly

adsorbed component in the first bed is less strongly adsorbed in

the second bed, and vice-versa. Since there is flexibility in

the manner in which the exhaust products are recycled, there are

*I many process layouts that might be attractive, depending upon

the flow rates, compositions, adsorbate-adsorbent properties,

pressures, temperatures, and economics. Three basic configurations

of the CPSA process are shown in Figure 1 a, b, c.

Thus, a refined statement of the primary goal of this research

is: to simulate several process configurations that are potential

candidates for splitting oxygen and nitrogen from air, over a

range of conditions that is suitable for aircraft applications.
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III. BACKGROUND

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) was developed by Skarstrom [21,

and has been used primarily to purify one component from a mixture.

There has been gradually increasing attention paid to research on

this basic process recently because it is rugged, efficient, and

effective for a variety of applications. Some of the recent

research is reviewed elsewhere [3,4,5]. Mathematical modeling of

the PSA process has advanced on two major fronts: analytical

models developed by the method of characteristics, and numerical

models that account for continuity, pressure losses, thermal

effects, and mass transfer resistances by iterative solution ofI
the governing differential equations. The former is relevant to

the present research. Notable steps in that development have

been made by Shendalman and Mitchell[61, Chan et al.[7], and

Flores Fernandez and Kenney [5]. The present work is an extension

of the work by Knaebel and Hill [1,8,9].

In the latter work, it was found that it is possible to
p

extract simple analytical expressions for the molar quantities

entering and leaving an adsorbent bed during the discrete steps

of a pressure swing adsorption cycle. These expressions accounted

for the effects of pressure, temperature bed porosity, adsorption

equilibrium, and gas-phase composition. The inherent assumptions

included: isotherm linearity, isothermality, and absence of all

*
dissipative effects, such as diffuslonal resistance, pressure drop

along the bed axis, and axial dispersion. Implementation of the

concepts in a computer program is described in the next section. " "
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IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION

It was decided at the outset of the research effort to develop

the computer simulator in as general a manner as possible. The

inducement for this was to avoid time-consuming revisions during

the study of various alternatives. As a result, the program was

assembled in a modular structure with specific subprograms to

accomplish repetitive tasks, and with the variables defined in

arrays, rather than individually. Only the major concepts are

covered in this section; the detailed flowchart and a sample of

the Summary Output are in the Appendix.

The first step was to develop what might be considered as the

"least common denominator" of a multiple bed adsorption system. The

idea here was to enable a complex adsorption process to be decom-

posed into subsystems that could be easily and independently ana-

lyzed. The simplest subsystem was a single bed and the associated

(real or hypothetical) tanks that accounted for capacity during

- - stepwise filling or depletion. The primary considerations were

to allow either the product or exhaust of any bed to be used for

feeding, purging, and/or pressurizing another bed, and to allow

the computer to simulate the operation sequentially. The "least

common denominator" is illustrated in Figure 2.

Thus, in a particular cycle each bed (in a dual bed process)

was simulated with a fixed feed composition (and other operating

conditions) through its elementary steps (i.e. pressurization,

high-pressure feed, and purge), and material was transferred

77-6
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between the holding tanks at the end of the cycle. This prevented

conflicts within the process during all cycles and permitted

assessment of the time required for reaching steady-state from

an arbitrary starting condition.

In comparing any one of the three configurations shown in-L

Figure 1, with the elementary system shown in Figure 2, it is

clear that several of the optional streams and tanks are unneces-

sary. On the other hand, by scanning all three configurations,

while keeping the features of each in mind, it is easy to see

that practically all of the features are necessary in order to

simulate the entire set of three. The few additional features

are included in anticpation of expansion to multicomponent mixtures

and to accomodate more complex process configurations.

S...
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V. RESULTS

[;- -- -- --- --

- Six case studies have been evaluated by computer simulation.

They are listed below with numbers corresponding to each column

within the system.

A. Ordinary (Dual Column) Pressure Swing Adsorption: j
Product 1 to Purge 2 / Product 2 to Purge 1

B. Single Column Pressure Swing Adsorption:
Product I to Purge 1

C. Complementary Pressure Swing Adsorption (see Figure la):
Exhaust from 1 to Purge 2 / Exhaust from 2 to Purge 1

D. Complementary Pressure Swing Adsorption (see Figure Ib):
* Exhaust from I to Purge 2 / Exhaust from 2 to Feed I

" E. Complementary Pressure Swing Adsorption (see Figure Ic):

Exhaust from 1 to Feed 2 / Exhaust from 2 to Feed 1
(Numerical results are tabulated in the Appendix.)

F. Complementary Pressure Swing Adsorption (reverse of D):
Exhaust from 1 to Feed 2 / Exhaust from 2 to Purge 1

• .-
e-. •..

The only parameter that was systematically varied was the pressure

ratio, which is the highest pressure (i.e. during the feed step)

divided by the lowest (i.e. during the purge step). Other para-

meters that were fixed for all of the case studies were: adsorption

isotherms, bed porosity, bed volume, and temperature. It was

assumed that the adsorption of oxygen and nitrogen on zeolite 5A

and on either zeolite 4A or carbonaceous sieve 5A, was complementary.

That is, nitrogen was preferentially adsorbed by the zeolite 5A,

* and oxygen was preferentially adsorbed by zeolite 4A or carbonaceous

sieve 5A. Furthermore, the relative preferences were taken to be

symmetric. It is expected, however, that the actual preferences

9 !of the latter adsorbents for oxygen are of kinetic origin.
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Case Study A. This system corresponds to one for which a

direct, analytical solution exists and those results have been

presented elsewhere [8]. It was possible to compare the steady

state result obtained by the computer simulation with the results

of simple algebraic equations. The results were identical,

confirming the result of the computer model.

Case Study B. This system is directly analogous to Case A,

and the direct, analytical solution was intuitively expected to

apply to this configuration as well. It turned out that the

results were identical, confirming intuition. A pragmatic result

of this result is that it may be possible to simplify the tradi-

tional PSA system by using one column instead of two. This would

eliminate some valves and their inherent synchronization problems.

Case Study C. This case involves the simultaneous solution

of several coupled nonlinear equations, which inhibit a direct

solution. For this case, unfortunately, the results were unat-

tractive: there was only a very small range of pressure ratios

(2 to 3) in which performance was acceptable. Thus, this configu-

ration cannot be considered as a viable alternative for splitting

• D oxygen and nitrogen.

Case Study D. This case resembles Case C, so a direct solu-

tion is not practical. The computer simulation was successful,

however. Performance was acceptable at pressure ratios greater

than 4, with the fractional byproduct (which is mainly comprised

of nitrogen) rate diminishing and the byproduct purity increasing

as the pressure ratio increased. At high pressure ratios

77-11
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the ultimate byproduct flow is about 25% of the total feed to the

process, and its molar purity is about 87% nitrogen.

Case Study E. This is a unique case because impure byproducts

are unnecessary. That is, a binary mixture may, essentially, be

totally separated into pure components. Performance was acceptable

at pressure ratios greater than 2, and no fractional byproduct was

produced. As a result, the system has only two products which are

pure oxygen and pure nitrogen. The only effect of raising pressure

beyond a pressure ratio of 2 is to gradually reduce the size of the

equipment necessary to separatea given quantity of material. The

relative flow rates are unaffected, and the product purities are

unaffected. These results are stimulating because of the implica-

tions of nearly perfect efficiency and effectiveness for either or

both major components of a mixture (see Appendix for results).

Case Study F. This case is essentially a mirror image of

Case C, so a direct solution is not practical. In addition, the

parameters were first adjusted so that the conventions were exactly

reversed, and identical results were obtained, as expected.

Subsequently, the conventions were restored, and only "mirror

image" results from Case C were obtained. As before, the perfor-

mance was acceptable at pressure ratios greater than 4, with the

fractional byproduct (mainly comprised of nitrogen) rate dimin-

ishing and the byproduct purity increasing as the pressure ratio

increased. At high pressure ratios the ultimate byproduct flow is

about 25% of the total feed to the process, and its molar purity

is about 87% nitrogen.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The most dramatic result of this research effort was that com-

plete separations of the two major components of a mixture may be

accomplished without necessarily producing any partially enriched

byproducts. The process configuration that performs in this manner

is shown in Figure 1 c. -

The potential impact of that result is that air may be split

into both essentially pure nitrogen and oxygen, with practically

no waste. Therefore, both products may be produced on-board air-

craft with minimal engine bleed-air. Presumably, if say only oxygen

t were needed, then the pure nitrogen could be discarded, yet the

Sprocess would st-ill waste no oxygen as is being done with current

OBOGS units.

In addition, other case studies identified alternate process

configurations that are also very efficient. Those configurations,

however, produce a small quantity of byproduct, compared with the

amount produced by ordinary pressure swing adsorption systems.

Therefore, those configurations are likely to exhibit significant

advantages in certain applications. For example, it may be possible

to achieve a better combination of flow rates and pressures because

the systems are not inherently symmetric.

77 1.3.. ",,,
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I V. IoL

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

As mentioned in Section VI, the most dramatic result of this

research effort was that a pressure swing adsorption process can

completely separate two components from a binary mixture without

simultaneously producing any impure byproducts. In addition,

there exist other similar process configurations that are also

very efficient, which may offer significant advantages despite the

fact that they produce small byproduct streams. These findings are,

however, based on theory and require experimental verification.

Three phases of research for the separation of air into oxygen

and nitrogen are envisaged: fundamental research to examine poten-

tial adsorbents that are selective for oxygen, applied experimental

research of the process configurations and operating conditions that

appear promising, and modeling of the process to account for kinetic

effects, which strongly affect oxygen-selective sorption.

The first phase of research will involve a survey of commercial L'..

adsorbents, especially zeolite 4A and carbonaceous molecular sieves.

The primary interest at that point will be the basic characteristics

of the adsorbents. After that initial screening, the adsorbent

isotherms, intraparticle diffusivities, and porosities will be eval-

uated experimentally. Based on that data, a selection will be made ...

of a suitable adsorbent for the process.

The second phase of research will involve systematic experiments

. - to establish the effects of operating conditions on the performance
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of one or two process configurations. The operating conditions that

are relevant are: pressure ratio, flow rates, temperature, and cycle

times. In addition, it may be possible to test the effect of bed

geometry on performance.

The third phase of research will involve development of a new

- mathematical model to simulate the effect of rapidly varying pres-

[- sure on the performance of an adsorbent bed. In that situation

there is expected a large effect of intraparticle diffusion resis-

tance. In addition, there may be significant pressure drop over '1

the length of the column, and axial dispersion may be important.

*1 Future research may pursue improvements in the air separation

system, explore other separations (such as isomers and organic

- homologs) for which Complementary Pressure Swing Adsorption may

"- be effective, and examine the fundamental characteristics of broad

classes of adsorbents for diverse separation applications.

L
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Table Al. Computer Simulation Output for Case Study E.

Results for Column I

CODE No 04 V. .
seas

22 2 0 30000 0 1402- 100 000-0

00 0 0627 0 ooo 0 06.1 0 0627 0 0000 0 0000 0 06.2 0 900000 0 7900000 0 ?900000 0 '900000

26 0 174 0 0000 0 a 5! 0 151 -0 _ 0431 0 0431 0 1766 0 55438'2 0 000000-0 0 00000:0 0 '494126
I 96 0 ;22 0 0000 0 102 0 49 0 044 0 0244 0 2223 0 9260441 0 0000000 0 000C&O

"- 
0 473q49

2 00 0 2790 0 0000 0 1l 0 1121 -0 0002 0 002 0 2790 0 ,,002517 0 0000000 0 0000000 0 4997462
2 1 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 11 0 0000 0 3404 0 79349!1 0 0000000 0 0000000 0 "76 26
2 00 0 000 0 2 0 221 -0 0004 0 0000 0 0 0000000 0 .3961. .

39 0 2I49 0 173 0 2497 0 2497 0 0442 0 000 0 9104 0 .53004 0 000000 0 00000000 074772

10 00 •0 7009 0 702'0 0 14 094 0lI 144 0 000 I 2190 70&444 0 0000000 0 000060C 0 316679

024 063.9 09 0 02312 0 2792 0270 00000 19164072760000009106342

I 9 I 0071 I 2192 0 7.90 0 7450 0 320 0 0000 0 6990 0 739246 0 0000000 0 0000000 0 63024

1S90 1230 4793 0 3'-' 09377 0470 00000 0 27 0 )3493 0 00000000 OOQO0 0 C442

29 12 .. 49 2 0 0 191 I 1991 0 939" 0 0000 2 9137 0 701912 0 0000000 0 0000000 0 37,349

1 42 1 037 2 9994 1 42 7 I 427 0 0 3 0400 3 7441 0 749123 0 00000 0 000000 0 86449

39 V1 2 243 1 ?I 0 9377 0 773 0 6120 0 0000 74227 0 0000001 0 000001 0 66 7

90 142 2 6084 2223 2 20.9 95 304 I 1224 0 0000 2 906 0 7;15370 0 3000002 0 00000 0 94:9

43 t0 3 491 9 3411 2 7529 2 7529 I 4. 11 0 0400 7 424t 0 7990 0 0000002 0 000S,002 06043

*11 43 43 349 6 794. 2 4403 3 4403 1 062 00000 93343 0 79014 00000 0 0000000 0 0a472

Results for Column 2

COVE No 654 14 P4

22 2 0 30000 0 14021t 100 00000

P 49 OF an IN as 6o 02 VC VP -

1 00 0 0427 0 0049 0 1194 0 1196 0 0000 0 09.9 0 0427 0 700000 0 7900000 0 ,900007 0 7900000

124 01744 0 0000 0 :111 0 1911 -0 04"1 0 0431 0 1764 0 44121 IO 000 1 0000000 0 542672 P,

26 02223 000000 0, 0I'll -2 00 04 0 2223 0 43&1 1000000 100000200 :41 "

2a 00 029 0 0000 a 1.21 0 16219 -0 0003 0 003 0 279q 0 4997463 1 0000000 1 0001000C 0 50029171 0 3404 0 011 0 0 0 0 0440 " 1 0000000 0000000
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Nt Ts CODE refers tO the simulated p configuration 02.719

BETA refers to the separation factor(isotherms etc.)
PHI refers to the column geometry, conditions, etc. -

Pmax is the maximum pressure used in the simulation.].-.i

'.. ~All other tabulated values are defined in Figure 2. -...
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Figure A-i. Flowchart of Computer Program for Pressure Swing
Adsorption Process Configuration Analysis.
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"1- DISTRIBUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF CONRAST SENSITIVITY MEASURES

by

David L. Kohfeld

ABSTRACT

Visual contrast sensitivity measures were obtained using a video

display that generated vertical sine-wave gratings. Threshold contrasts

were determined using three different methods of stimulus presentaticn:

Bekesy Tracking (Experiment 1), and the methods of adjustment and increas-

ing contrast (Experiment 2). An inverted-U described the general form of

contrast sensitivity functions for all three psyc!ohysical methods, thus

confin-ing that visual resolving power is best at intermediate spatial

frequencies and progressively less keen at relatively extreme frequencies.

The data from the Bekesy Tracking procedure were collected into separate

distributions for the ascending and descending trials, and dec vingv:l •

the former distribution from the latter resulted in a model that was

exponential in form. This analysis of =pom nent processes suggested that

Z." contrast sensitivity measures are comprised of at least two component

processes, only one of which reflects sensory sensitivity, the other(s)

havi t d w undesired response-criterin -bias. In general, the

results indicate that the method of increasing contrast generates the

most "critericn-free" measures of contrast sensitivity. These measures I
- could serve as the best predictor of the contrast sensitivity required

* in other tasks, such as performance in a visual simulator, in which

precise visual resolution is essential.
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An important aspect of visual perception is the resolving power of

the visual systan, that is, its ability to determine very sall spatial

patterns, or to discriminate fine detail in a visual display. Visual

acuity is particularly essential when a person is required to detect and

identify objects and events in a visual envircrent where detailed infor-

mation is sparse or fleeting. Same examples are driving an autanobile at ...

night, inspecting electronic microchips, or monitoring distant events as

they are being displayed on a video screen. For the Air Force, the

obvious exarple is pilot performance in either a visual simulator or the

aircraft itself; objects and patterns that "approach" frcm a distance

msust be identified rapidly and accurately in order to accomplish a

mission without adverse consequences.

Cn way to measure spatial resolution is to present a grating of

vertical black test bars on a white background and to reduce the differ-

ence betwen the luminance of the light bars and the luminance of the

dark bars until a person can no longer detect the dark bars on the white

background. The coarseness of the grating can easily be varied, and

the entire test field is presented on an ordinary video display. A

crude example of this task is to consider the vertical black stripes on

a zebra; if one could vary both the number and darkness of these stripes,

what effect would this have on one's ability to detect the presence of

stripes on this animal? Of course, if the recognition of "zebra" instead

of "horse" were smehow important, this kind of visual resolving power

would be essential. MDre specifically, the difference in luminance at

which such striations are just resolved is the contrast threshold.

Contrast is usually defined as (m - / + L), w --.ere
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is the luminance of the brightest part of the grating ("white stripes")

and L is the lum~inance of the darkest part ("black stripes"). The

reciprocal of this contrast value is usually cotquted and is plotted as
"[i contrast sensitivity.1 Contrast threshold moemoIt- are usually _%-

otie for a number of sinusoidal gratings of increasing spatial fre-

quency, in cycles per degree (increasing number of stripes on the zebra).
- "The resulting data are presented in the form of contrast sensitivity

functions (CSFs), in which either contrast threshold2 or contrat sensi-

tivity3'4 is plotted on a logarithmic ordinate against spatial frequency

on a logarithmic abscissa.

Recent research by Ginsburg and his associates3,5,6 has explored

several psychaphysical methods for obtaining contrast sensitivity measures,

as well as demnstrating the relationship between CSFs and performance

measures ranging from threshold detection and identification of letters

to a pilot's skill in detecting a target during fighter-aircraft simulation.

As evidence for the applied value of these procedures, Ginsburg and Canncn3

also reported that visual aboomalities caused by brain lesions, multiple

sclerosis, and cataracts are apparent in measures of threshold contrast

sensitivity, but not necessarily in Snellen-type tests of visual acuity.

Ginsburg consistently concluded that CSFs are superior to standard clinical

* tests (e.g., the Snellen test of visual acuity) in predicting performance

in realistic visual environments.
--",. ,.5II. REMEAR OBJECT=VS'""

fThe present research involved a distributional analysis of the data

* obtained with the three psychophysical methods studied by Ginsburg and

Cannon; i.e., Bekesy Tracking, the method of adjustment, and the method of

increasing contrast. Acording to Ginsburg and Cannon, the method of

7
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increasing contrast was the best of the three metho~ds because the instruc-

tions to subjects were easiest to follow, less time was needed for data

collection, the measures were most consistent (lowest variability), and

* perhaps most importantly in the present conteact, the contrast threshold

values were least influenced by the response-criterion bias that obscures

the "pure" relation between CSFs and sensory processes only. It should be

noted, howver, that none of the psychophysical mnethods provides data that

are criterion free, primarily because an operator's disposition to respond

to a detectable change in stimulation (i.e., contrast changes) tends to . -

vary fran trial to trial. In this vein, the separation of perceptual

sensitivity and response bias from overall measures of threshold sensi-

tivity is an endiuring problun in signal detection theory and psychoK-

* physical mneasurement.

In the present investigation, entire distributions of contrast sensi-

tivity measures were evaluated. A system identif ication mrethod of decon-

volution 'was used to decxzpose the distributions into coTqonent densities

that presumnably reflected the separate influence of "pure" contrast sensi-

tivity and response bias on threshold detections. The general research

objective was the same as Ginsburg's: to develop a valid predictor of

contrast sensitivity in other tasks, such as performance in a visual

sizulator, in which precise visual resolution is essential.

A. Mthod. The operators (highly mtivated, professional people)

ware three pilot trainees at Williams AES, Arizona. Each operator had

* normal or fully-corrected vision. Testing was conucted in a darkened,

quiet room in the Humzan Resources Laboratory.

The apparatus was an Optronix Model 200 Vision Tester, which has been

783-6
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described elsewhere.3 Briefly, this equipment is capable of displaying

sinusoidal gratings at different spatial frequencies. Contrast at the

video screen is defined as Ua - / L + Imin) In the present

experiment, the display screen had an average luminance of 100 cd/%2, or

the equivalent of 87 decibels (51 millilamberts) of white light.7 Seven

spatial frequencies were employed: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 11.4, and

22.8 cycles per degree. The operators viewed the screen from a distance

of three meters.

The psychophysical method uployed in Experiment 1 is known as Bekesy

Tracking. 2 ,3 This method is available in a preprogrammwd mode of operation

' in the Cptronix Vision Tester. Specifically, the contrast either increased

or decreased at a fixed rate of 4 dB per second, as determined by the

position of the operator's hand-held switch. A block of trials was cam-

- prised of ten ascending and ten descending responses at a given spatial

frequency. During a trial block, if a pattern on the screen was not de-

.tectable, the switch was held in one position until the grating was just

barely visible (ascending), at which point the operator abrubtly changed

the switch direction until the grating semed to disappear (descending).

The Optronix rncoaptrreorded a cotrast threshold measurement

whenever a change in switch position (threshold decision) occurre.

An experimental session was divided into five series of trial blocks,

with a rest period between each series. Within a series, the seven pro-

gramad spatial frequencies were s in order (0.5 to 22.8 cycles

per degree). A total of 50 ascending measures and 50 descending measures

.0 for each of the seven spatial frequencies was obtained from each operator.

B. Results and Discussion. Figure 1 presents log threshold contrast

sensitivity as a function of log spatial frequency, in cycles per degree,

*
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1711;
for the Bekesy Tracking method. Each operator's data are plotted separa-

tely (50 measures per data point), and the data means are pooled in the

lowr-right panel (150 measures per data point). The top function in each

panel (dashed line) is for the descending trials (decreasing contrast),

and the bottan function (solid line) is for the ascending trials (increas-

ing contrast). The data form cctrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) across

the seven spatial frequencies (0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 11.4, and 22.8

cycles per degree) that are plotted on the logarithmic abscissa.

At least three conclusions may be drawn from the data shown in Figure

1. First, the CSFs reveal the characteristic inverted-U shape found in

previous research. 3 '4 This indicates that the resolving powe.r of the

visual systen is best at intermediate frequencies (2-8 cycles per degree)

and progressively less keen at relatively extreme frequencies (0.5 and

22.8 cycles per degree). Second, the CSFs for the descending trials

suggest considerably greater contrast sensitivity than those for the

3ascending trials. This difference was also noted by Ginsburg and Cannon,

and is probably attributable to the exaggerated response bias that occurs

when descending trials are coupled with ascending trials, as required by

" Jthe Bekesy Tracking procedure. This particular consideration will be

evaluated subsequently more fully. Finally, the CSFs are both unifonn

and consistent across the three operators. However, this observation is

based on graphic presentation of mean values, and deserves further evalua-

tion based on the assessment of variability as well.

Figure 2 provides a detailed presentation of the same data that are

.O shown in Figure 1. The data are now plotted as histograms (bin widths

of 0.1 log sensitivity), with proportion of threshold detections on the

,. ordinate as a function of log threshold contrast sensitivity on the

78-9
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abscissa. Figure 2 also shows the mean and standard deviation for the

ascending and descending series for the three operators (rows) in each of

the seven spatial frequencies.(colizmns). It may be seen that in every

instance the standard deviations are Larger for the distributions of de-

scending measures. In other words, although the operator's responses in-

dicated higher mean contrast sensitivity in the descending (decreasing

contrast) trials, the variability of these threshold measures was always

greater.

The value of presenting entire distributions of data, as shamn in

Figure 2, is based on the assumsption that the particular form of a histo-

gram sometimes provides valuable information about the nature of the

processes that give rise to a particular distribution of measures. Clearly,

the shapes of the descending distributions; are different than those of the

ascedingdistributions, i.e., the formier are generally flatter and more

skewed than the latter. This raises the possibility that the operatorsL

were behaving differently in the ascending and descending mo~des. Perhaps

the operators were perceiving the stimulus gratings differently, or, as

suggested by Ginsbuirg and Cannon, 3they may have adopted different response

strategies. Based on these considerations, it seemed1 appropriate to

pursue the matter of distributional analysis in more detail.

Although the individual histograms in Figure 2 are somewhat irregular,

viewing don a colmn reveals that the shapes of the ascending and descend-

ing distributions are fairly consistent across spatial freqencies.

Accordingly, the histograms were collapsed across spatial frequencies by

0 adjusting the 50 raw scores in each distribution to a common~ origin of

1.0 on the log sensitivity scale, and then collecting these values across

the seven spatial frequencies. Although this procedure eradicates in-for-
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mation about the actual positions of individual spatial frequency distri-

butions on the contrast sensitivity axis, it does not sacrifice vital

information about the nature of log sensitivity as a continuous random"

variable. The outcome is shoun in Figure 3, which has the same axes and

bin widths as in Figure 2. Thus, each operator's ascending and descending

distribution in Figure 3 is comprised of 350 measures, and the pooled data

of all three operators (lower-right panel) includes 1,050 measures per

distribution.

In general, the ascending and de 'ending histograms displayed in

Fiur 3 are most likely from the same Pearson "family" of distributions.

That is, both distributions appear gamma in fonn; i.e., their means,

stardard deviations, and positive skewness are correlated. These prop-

erties suggest that both distributions were generated by common under-

lying processes that almost certainly have to do with the Bekesy Tracking

procedure for obtaining contrast sensitivity thresholds. But it is equally

apparent that when descending thresholds are obtained, one or more of the

component processes is behaving quite differently (larger mean, variance,

and skewness), or perhaps another process emerges in addition to those

required for ascending threshold estimations. In short, the shapes of the

histograms in Figure 3 pointed to the feasibility of a deconvolution pro-

cedure which could reveal additional information about the processes that

underlie contrast sensitivity distributions.

* .: C. Distributional Analysis. The next step in this investigation was

to identify and separate the component processes that characterize the

*0 difference between the ascending and the descending distributions shown

in Figure 3. The convolution method employed for this task was the Z

transform method8 which is often associated with linear systens identifi-
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cation in engineering. 9 '1 0  This approach incorporates the idea that an

observed distribution (e.g., the descending series distribution) is often

the convolution of a known distribution (e.g., the ascending series distri-

bution) and another hypothetical process (e.g., a response bias cpnent) _-

for which one seeks to identify a model. Conceptually, convolution methods

are similar to ordinary subtractive procedures except that the former involve

the deconvolution (or "subtraction") of entire distributions rather than

just measures of central tendency. Examples of the application of linear

systems identification to the analysis of reaction Ut distributions are

provided elsewhere. 112,13,14

Using the Z transform method of convolution, a model of the difference

between the ascending and the descending distributions in Figure 3 was

obtained by deconvolving the ascending series distribution for all operators

(lower-right panel) fran their corresponding descending series distribution

(same panel). The resulting difference model is shown in the middle panel

of Figure 4. The ascending series distribution in the top panel of Figure

4 is the same as in the lower-right panel of Figure 3, and the distribution

that is plotted as a solid line in the bottom panel of Figure 4 is the

same as in the lower-right panel of Figure 3. The difference model selected J

by the convolution method was also the one whose reconvolution with the

ascending distribution gave the closest approximation to the descending

distribution fran which it was identified. This reconvolution is the dis-K.
tribution cmposed of the dashed lines, as seen in the bottom panel of

Figure 4. Although tests for goodness of fit were not made, the fit is

S obviously quite good, which supports the idea that the model describes a

linear, additive canponent that accounts for the difference between the

ascending and descending thresholds obtained in this research.
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Figure 4. Difrnemdlresulting fratu deconvolution of Bekesy

ascending distribution from Bekesy descending distribution
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The difference model that is shawn in the middle panel of Figure 4

is exponential in form. An exponential model of the component process

which separates the descending distribution fran the ascending distribu-

tion iplies that this underlying event operates much like a constant,

conditional probability mechanism. Although this model is sharply bounded

fran below, the plotted location of this lor boun (1.0 log unit) on the-'

contrast sensitivity axis is arbitrary, since the distributions fran which it

was derived were adjusted to a camon 1.0 origin. The exponential form

of this model, however, suggests a process that generates increasingly

larger contrast sensitivity measures over a range of about 2.0 log sensi-

tivity units. Moreover, the conditional probability that this process will

influence the contrast threshold measures in the descending series becomes

progressively lower according to a fixed proability rule. Finally, an

exponential model provides a description of a single underlying event or

process. As applied to the present analysis, this means that the higher

and more variable contrast sensitivity thresholds in the descending series

- may be attributable to one categorical process.

IV. ~EPERIMEr 2

The purpose of the second experiment was to obtain contrast threshold

data for the method of increasing contrast and the method of adjustment.

The goal was to campare these results with those obtained fram the Bekesy

Tracking procedure, as was reported in Bqxcpernt 1.

A. Method. The operators were three Rsearch Psychologists employed

at the Human Resources Laboratory, Williams AFB, Arizona. All had normal

* or fully-corrected vision. DK, the principal investigator, was 43; a

graduate student, MN, was 24; and a colleague, RN, was 34 years old. The

three operators were familiar with the research aims and had extensive
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experience with psychaphysical methodology. The apparatus and general

procedures were the same as in Experiment 1, except that only six spatial

frequencies were utilized (0.5, 1.0, 3.0, 6.0, 11.4, and 22.8 cycles per

degree).
The method of increasing contrast was utilized in the first experi-

mental session. This method is essentially the swm as the ascending

series part of Bekesy Tracking, except that no descending series are in-

cluded. Briefly, the contrast increased at a fixed rate of 4 dB per

" second from below threshold to where the operator could first detect the

presence of the test grating. The time between each threshold detection

and the onset of the next trial was varied to discourage the operator

fran guessing the contrast threshold based on a fixed time interval from

the last detection. The operator depressed a switch when the grating on

the screen was just barely detectable. A block of trials consisted of 10

increasing presentations at each of the six spatial frequencies. There

was a rest period at the end of each series of six trial blocks. As

before, an experimental session was camprised of five series of trial

blocks (six series for UK), yielding a total of 50 measures for each of

the six spatial frequencies (60 for CK).

The method of adjustrent was employed in a subsequent experimental

session. The operator was given a hand-held switch with an adjustable

knob that allowed him to either increase or decrease the contrast between

the dark bars and the light bars on the screen until he could just barely

detect the presence of the grating. The operator was instruted to turn

the knob as far as it would go below the threshold before a trial began. 9

He then increased the contrast and "bracketed" the threshold point, using

*--,. as nuch time as was needed to achieve the desired setting. The operator

S 78-17
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then depressed a button which stored the desired value in the microputer

and reset the contrast on the screen to zero. All three operators reported

making their threshold decisions quite rapidly, at a rate of about one

every five seconds for the middle frequencies, but somewhat less rapidly

at the extreme frequencies where threshold decisions seemed more difficult.

As before, M and MH generated 50 measures at each frequency, and D recor-

ded 60 values.

B. Results and Discussion. Figure 5 shows the mean threshold values,

plotted in the sane manner as in Figure 1. Because of the obvious simi-

* larity of the CSFs for each individual, the data were collapsed across

operators, thus yielding 160 measures in each CSF data point for the ad-

justment method and increasing contrast method. The third CSF in Figure

5, labeled "Bekesy ascending trials," is the same as the one in the lor-

right panel of Figure 1. This latter CSF is cmposed of data points with ,

150 measures, and is presented for comparison with the two CSFs obtained

in the present experumt.

The most crmpelling feature of Figure 5 is the overall similarity of

the CSFs for the three methods shon. This similarity is somwhat surpris-

ing when one cosnsiders that each (S was composed of data taken fran only

three operators, and indeed, a separate trio of operators in the Bekesy

ascending trials. These results suggest at least three important conclu-

-, sions. First, the three different psychophysical methods generated such

similar CSrs that onie's confidence in the validity of these measures is

iproved considerably. Second, the elevated CSF for the Bekesy descending

Strials in Eperiment 1 is probably based on properties of the method itself

rather than "true" differences in cotrast sensitivity. That is, the

descending trials appear to be the "outliers" relative to three other
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proceures. Finally, it now seems possible that representative CSFs can

be generated from relatively few operators, at least if these individuals

are famiiliarized with the testing procedures and can generate a reasonably

large sample of conrast threshold measures at each spatial frequency.

Figure 6 provides a catarison of the distributions of data for the

s-1 three methods that are depicted in Figure 5. The threshold values

were adjusted to the 1.0 origin on the log sensitivity axis, just as they

we~re in Excperimtent 1, Figure 3. he distribution catposed of Bekesy as-

cendiing trials (1,050 measures) is the sam as the one plotted in the lower-

right panel in Figure 3, and in the top panel of Figure 4. Each of the

d.2stilu~os for the increasing contrast method and the adjustment method

contain 960 values. Theu similarities between the general foms of the

distributions shown in Figures 3 and 6 are quite apparent.

The results sIhtax in Figure 6 lead to some important oncolusions.

* First, all three distributions are gwuma in formn, with characteristic

positive skewness. As noted previously, this implies that the processes

or events which underlie each distribution are similar for the three

psychophysical methods, as one might expect. Second, the Bekesy ascending

* trials and the adjustent method produced distributions that are similar

in formn, whereas the distribioncr of increasing contrast measures is more '

peaked, less variable, and less skewed. By implication, the perceptual

and response processes which characterize the Bekesy ascending measures

* . and the method of adjustment values should be similar, whereas the selec-

tive influence of at least one of these two processes on the threshold

* decisions obtained from the increasing contrast metmd should be reduced.

* - Finally, if one accepts the view that a distribuztion of measures with :

* the lowest possible variability is the most desirable in terms of measure-
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mental precision, the method of increasing contrast could serve as the

most predictive method for detenniniM contrast sensitivity skills. Indeed,

*Ginshirg andi Cano fee hscnlso o esn ut iiat

those presented in this report. ',-

i. I~n 1963, McGill1 proposed that the far of san distributions would " "-'

* *provide a kind of "signature" that reflects the nature of the processes

that comprised these distributions. Since then, a number of investigators .

Shave demostrated that siple reaction time is the convolution of tw main

caqx nts: sensory detaction and response execution. 11,14,16,17The pre t

* analysis of contrast sensitivity thresholds was influenced by this previous

reaction time wrk in tw injprtant ways. First, the linear systens iden-

tification, and the associated Z transform method of convolution employed

by Knhfeld, provided the analytic franswork for decomposing the distribu-

tixs of contrast sensitivity measures. Seond, the reaction time process

is sometimes discussed in terms of a response threshold that triggers the

reaction; this is conceptually similar to the idea of the decision threshold K...

that is detennined with contrast sensitivity measures. n this vein, one

can explore the parallels between the two reaction time stages, sensory

detection and response execution, and the Tospcelii two stages in :-,

contrast sensitivity decisions.

The theory of signal detectability (TSD) provides one way to concep-

tualize the behavior of individuals in both reaction time and ctrast

sensitivity tasks. According to TSD, the operator is both a sensor and

.* a decision maker, and therefore, the evaluation of threshold msasu.e..-ts

would require an independent assessment of the operator's sensory sensi-

tivity, d', and response criterion, 0. 1 8 ,1 9  TSD assumes further that d'
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and B are independent aspects of task performance, and are selectively

influenced by different factors. With respect to contrast sensitivity, 2
the visual contrast at the video screen determines d', whereas B is charac-

terized by the operator's strategy in responding to task demianls. As such,

the logic of TSD may prove useful in describing the forms of the distri-

buticns of threshold ontrast sensitivity. Because of the nature of this

threshold task, one can suppose that these distributions reflect the be-

havior of both sensory mechanism (d') and a response process (8). In

• other wrds, the distriutions shown in Figures 2, 3, and 6 are a composite

of at least two caqrent densities, d' and 0, each of which is an ide-

pendent randn variable.

It should be noted that no prior predictions wre made about the shapes

of the distributions actually obtained in this research. That is, no theore-

tical fonmulation dictated that particular forms of histograms should be

generated, e.g., exponential, gamma, or normal. Thus, wen the convolution

method resulted in a model that is eonential in form (middle panel of

Figure 4), no a priori logic suggested that this model was part of the

sensory component (d'), the response component (0), or perhaps a third

*... component altogether. However, both TSD logic and como intuition provide

- guidance in this matter. When one serves as an operator in the descending

series part of the Bekesy Tracking task, it is at once apparent that de-

ciding when the grating has disappeared is considerably LLre difficult

than when ascending thresh-old decisions are required. The consensus of

the operators can be offered in the quote: "I held the switch down until

.0 I was sure that the bars were gone." This sounds very much like response

bias, or in TSD terminology, the operators adopted a more lenient criterion

in the descending trials, thus yielding inflated contrast thresholds.

7 82u 78-23
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These considerations lead one to conclude that deconvolving the as-

* cendiing distribution from the descending distribution resulted in a dif-

ference rmdel that reflects a response bias comonent. As noted previously,

its exponential form implies that it represents a single process or cate-

gorical event. This interpretation does not imply that the ascending trials

are free of response bias; rather, it supports the view that descending

* - thresholds are influenced by at least two sources of undessired response

bias. IThe separation of the d' and 0 components from the distributions

generated with Bekesy ascending trials, the method of adjustment, and the

preferred method of increasing contrast (see Figure 6) is a matter for

future research.

VI. RECP4ETICNS

The main goal of this investigation was to determine the psychophysical

procedure and data analytic method that will provide the mo~st valid measure

of contrast sensitivity. The results mqggest, that the method of increasing

contrast, coupled with the analysis of the forms of response distributions,

*.is th eomne rcdr o sesetof "pue contrast sensitivity.

An important implication is that the resulting measures will serve as a

better predictor of the contrast sensitivity required in other tasks, such

as perfcnance in a visual simuilator, in which precise visua~l resolution

is essential. That is, whien response bias is either reduced or analytically

removed from contrast sensitivity measures, better prediction should result,

* primarily because the response bias in a specific predictor task (e.g.,

threshold determinations) will not necessarily correlate with the unique

* response bias in a different criterion task (e.g., identifying objects

during simulated flight). Accordingly, two related lines of research are

* recommended at this jun~cture, one of which would deal with further
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refinements of the contrast sensitivity measure itself, and the other having

to do with using the measure as a predictor in an applied setting.

A. Refinements of Contrast Sensitivity Measures. There are a nuber

of analytic procedures and different experimental approaches that deserve

future research three are mentioned here.

1. Hazard-function estimation. Considerable progress has already ""-

been made in estimating the hazard functions of the three distributions

shawn in Figure 6. While discussion of this work is beyond the scope of

the report, it should be noted that all three distributions can be deom-

posed further by determining the form of their hazard functions. 17,20,21,22

These results suggest that all three distributions in Figure 6 represent

the convolution of sensory and response camponents whose separate dis-

tributional forms can be estimated.

2. Exeimna manipulation of task cairxonents. Established

experimental procedures are available for selective experimental mani-

pulation of the response bias camponent in measures of contrast sensitivity.

The goal would be to provide empirical verification of the selective in-

fluences of sensory sensitivity (d') and response bias (0) on these

measures, which thus far in this investigation has been a matter of mathe-

matical inference only.

3. Contrast discrimination thresholds. Almost all of the previous

research with CSFs deals with measures of threshold detection. Hver,

a more realistic task might include the operator's skill in discriminating

different spatial frequencies. Consider an operator who continuously

scans a visual display for new information. Cn the one hand, detection

refers to the perceptual process of noting that "somethinq" has appeared,

disappeared, or changed, but this process is non-specific as to what it

78-25
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was. On the other hand, discrimination is the more caplicated process of

identifying exactly what did appear, disappear, or change. Realistically,

if a fighter pilot first detects something, subsequent identification of

what it was (e.g., a "friendly aircraft" and not an "enemy fighter") may

likely be the behavior one seeks to predict. In this vein, I have de-

signed a series of experiments in which the operator's task would be to

identify the particular visual frequency (number of vertical bars) as well

as performing the preceding task of merely detecting that scmething had

appeared on the video display.

B. Predicting Simulated Flight. An important research interest of

Marc W. Hunter, who was assigned to this project as part of the GSSSP,

was to explore the possibility that an operator's CSF could be used to

predict the criterion skill of detecting and identifying objects during

simulated flight. Previous research has shown that there is usually only

I mderate variation amng different individuals' sensitivity to relatively

high spatial frequency patterns (e.g., 22.8 cycles per degree). H ,owever,

there are sometimes considerable individual differences in the low frequency

range (e.g., 0.5 cycles per degree). It is to be noted that fog, haze, u
dust, and cloud cover has the effect of changing the spatial frequency of

an object when introduced between saw viewer and the object. Specifically,

a haze or particulate will lower the spatial frequency of the object, having

the effect of a "blurring" or spreading of the edges of the object by

means of a property called atmospheric attenuation. Thus, for exmiple, a pilot

approaching some group of targets (e.g., aircraft) in a fog or light mist

will usually first detect a group of masses that are nearly elliptical in _

shape, rather than perceiving thme immediately as aircraft. If attenuation

had not occurred the target aircraft would have appeared as being an object

78-26
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4 having relatively high spatial frequency, with crisper lines showing mo~re

detail. Obviously, target aircraft will always be identified more quickly

and accurately in a relatively clear atmsphere in which visual detail is

keenest.

If contrast sensitivity mreasures had revealed significant differences

in sensitivity to lowr, and on occasion middle and upper spatial frequen-

cies, it seems reasonable to assume that targets consisting of these fre-

quencies would be detected and identified at differing distances. That

is, those pilots with relative insensitivity to low spatial frequency

patterns may require mo~re time to detect targets composed of those low

frequencies than those pilots shown to possess greater sensitivity in that

specific frequency range. Obviously, the benef its of rapid and accurate

target detection and identification are clear with respect to tactical

air missions. Whether or not performance in a simrulated envirorment would

generalize to real-,rorld environmrents is also a matter for further research.

Based on these considerations, Mr. Hunter explored the feasibility

* of a study to be performed at the Human Resources Laboratory on one of the* ~.

aircraft simulation systemw available there. It was determined that (a)

the visual system currently used on the Advanced Siamlator for Pilot

Training (ASPT) has a setting regarded as "fog." However, this procedure

merely changes the contrast of the scene produced. Since contrast charge

does not constitute spatial frequency change, it seems that the "fog"

* - setting does not adequately simulate real fog effects precisely enough to

manipulate it as the independent variable of primary interest: and (b)

* the Digital Image Generation System (DIGS) presently does not have the

capability to produce atmspheric attenuation, and the necessary hardware

and software changes were econanically infeasible for a summer pilot study. .-
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There is some ind.icat ion that the Humian Resources Laboratory is

attemlpting to inplremnt a visual systeml that could produce the necessary

=mages for our recaruended research. Even if this visual system~ did

not allow for "flight" into the scene, the procurement of this system

would allowi research that would prove useful in determining the pre-

dictive relationship betwen contrast sensitivity functions and the de-

tection of spatial frequency changes during simulated flight.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN HARD X-RAY BURSTS

AND TYPE II RADIO EMISSION

by

Gabriel KoJoian

ABSTRACT

The question of the relationship between the hard x-ray burst flares (HXRB)

and the companion type II radio emission is investigated. An apparent

positive correlation exists between the type II starting frequency

(fundamental) and the delay between the peak intensity of the HXRB's and

type II onset time. Suggestions for future research in this area are

offered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that type II radio bursts are characterized by narrow,

high frequency bands of intense radio emission that slowly drift towards

lower frequencies. The drifting bands appear in harmonic pairs, i.e., type

II events typically emit at a fundamental frequency and also have some

emission at double the fundamental frequency. It appears that the basic

emission mechanism is related to plasma oscillations. These oscillations

- are related to a characteristic frequency known as the plasma frequency.

This frequency is one of the fundamental parameters of a plasma and depends

on the plasma electron density. Since the coronal electron density appears

to decrease with height, the lower the frequency of the radio emission the

greater the altitude of its region of origin.

The type II radio bursts are manifested near or after the maximum of a

chromospheric flare. These radio meter wavelength emissions first appear

" "at the higher frequencies, i.e., about a few hundred megacycles per second,

and then, drift downward to about 20 megacycles per second. The rate of

this drift is on the order of one-fourth megacycle per second. -.

We have examined hard x-ray burst (HXRB) data collected by the Solar
Maximum Mission satellite between 1980-82, and have obtained type II radio

burst data for the corresponding period, from Solar Geophysical Data

- booklets. Our analysis of type II events associated with HXRB's indicate

that the time delay between the peak of HXRB's and the start time of the

meter-wavelength radio bursts was on the order of minutes. A graph of the

type II starting frequency versus the time interval between the hard x-ray
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and the corresponding type II radiation indicated an apparent positive

" correlation. The fundamental frequency of the type II bursts ranged from a

lower limit of about 20 MHz to the neighborhood of 160 MHz, and the domain

of the time delay extended from 0 to about 14 minutes. The analysis

indicates an apparent cut-off of type II radio bursts with starting "-

frequencies below 20 MHz. This frequency is in the neighborhood of the .. 

- ionospheric cut-off frequency indicating a selective elimination of type II

bursts with lower starting frequencies as observed from the earth. Thus

this analysis suggests that type II radio bursts are more common than

previously reported.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS

*' (1) We suggest a continuation of the study which suggests a positive

correlation between the type II starting frequencies and the delay

between the peak of the HXRB's and the onset time of the type II

t 'dio emissions.

(2) We propose a study comparing the HXRB flares accompanied by type II

radio bursts against HXRB flares without type II radio emissions.

.[This may lead to a further understanding of the acceleration

'4"- mechanisms operating on solar electrons. It is not known how the

0 electrons are accelerated, nor is the source of the type II radio

bursts known. A recently suggested concept is the "second-step" ac-

S.celeration mechanism. This may be tested with currently available

data. If no significant difference exists between the HXRB spectra

79-5
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'""" with/without type II radiation, then type II events are not related

to peak hard x-ray bursts, and the "second-step" acceleration

mechanism is not supported. If there is a significant difference in

the HXRB spectra with and without type II radiation, then at least two

different acceleration mechanisms are acting and the "second-step"

concept invoked to explain the acceleration of mildly relativistic

electrons is supported. Thus, the results of this proposed study have

the potential to either support or reject the "second-step"

acceleration theory.

The HXRB data proposed for this study has been obtained by the Solar

Maximum Mission satellite (during 1980-82). The type II radio burst

information may be obtained from the Solar Geophysical Data booklets.
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THERMAL LAYER DEVELOPMENT WITH ENERGY FLUX AT THE GROUND/AIR INTERFACE

by

Arthur A. Kovitz

ABSTRACT

The thermal layer at the ground/air interface, induced by blast

radiation deposited in the ground, is studied using a one-dimensional

version of the HULL code as the numerical tool. Energy flux at the

interface is the sole agent causing disturbances in the air above. The

calculations are qualitatively consistent with the results of others,

showing weak thermal coupling between ground and air (a thermal layer no

greater than 2m thick). Calculations also reveal the dependence of the

results on cell size, and suggest several possible paths for determining

the "correct" cell size. Work should continue on establishing a method

-"-" for rationally eliminating cell-size dependence within the framework of

the HULL, one-dimensional code written for this analysis. The ultimate

goal is to provide a thermal layer segment for HULL that can be valid over "

a broad spectrum of events; i.e., that does not depend primarily on

experimental correlations.
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I INTRODUCTION

As an individual with a background in fluid mechanics and

thermodynamics the opportunity to work on a problem embracing those areas

was very attractive. It also was of interest to me that numerical methods

would be stressed; my experience with hydrodynamic codes was limited. The

concerns of AFWL/NTEDA focused on developing a model for the thermal layer

that avoided experimental correlations, and could be appended to the HULL

hydrodynamic code. These tasks compliment both my experience, and my

desire to learn more about numerical methods in fluid mechanics.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

In March 1984 1 visited Major Raymond L. Bell at AFWL/NTEDA, Kirtland

AFB, NM. We discussed our summer research goals. It was decided that I

should work on developing a physically based (as opposed to one based on

experimental correlations) model for the thermal layer and blast wave

precursor, and then incorporate it into the HULL hydrodynamic code. These

goals remain; however, the emphasis this summer has concentrated on a one-

dimensional version of the problem. This afforded me an opportunity to

write my own one-dimensional HULL code (with much valuable help from Major

Bell), and begin a process of evolving a thermal layer model.

* III. BACKGROUND

Nuclear blast precursors have been observed since the early days of

testing. These precursors take the form of shock fronts moving at ground

level ahead of the main blast wave. They induce in their wake a complex
30-4
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flow structure that results in important modifications to the ideal blast

flow. The implications of these precursor flows on the design of blast

* resistant objects gives them practical as-veil-as scientific interest.

The existence of precursor flows is due to the formation of a heated

layer of air at ground level prior to the arrival of the main blast

effects. This thermal layer is produced by radiation energy from the

blast source being deposited in the air-surface interface. The subsequent

energy transfer to the adjacent air produces the thermal layer. This

model assumes that the air is transparent to the incident radiation with

adsorption occurring in the earth. Energy transfer to the air is then

accomplished by several mechanisms, including conduction, and surface

motion accompanied by turbulent mixing of hot and cold material. The

resulting temperature increase in the air causes it to move in accordance

with the equations of hydrodynamics.

* This work is an attempt to describe the air motion, and thermal layer

development as a function of a prescribed energy flux into the air at the

air-surface interface. The treatment is that of a one-dimensional (time

* dependent) initial value problem using the HULL hydrodynamic code to

integrate the governing Euler equations of motion, and the energy

equation. Surface temperature as a function of time rises to an assumed

upper limit equal to the temperature at which surface phase change occurs;

* it is held constant until the decreasing energy flux and energy loss

mechanisms reduce surface temperature below this value.

* This treatment ignores mechanisms of energy transport associated with

mixing of different materials, and energy absorption in the air; i.e.,

dust entrainment, and energy absorption by dust. Its focus is on fluid

motion in response to an energy flux. Extensions of this work to include
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real fluid effects (viscosity, thermal conductivity, turbulent mixing,

etc.) are appropriate future projects.

IV. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This section is intended to give an overview of reports and papers

that played an immediate role in the research. As such it will not be a

comprehensive review of thermal precursor literature.

Since the effort focused on two goals, (a) to develop a model of the

thermal precursor, and (b) to incorporate that model into the HULL code,

literature associated with those two areas will be noted.

A useful reivew [1] of the physics of dust-entrained shock waves

describes the pre-shock thermal layer formation as a sequence of events

involving several distinct processes. Among them are 1) surface and sub-

surface heating, 2) conduction to the air, 3) blowoff of material from the

surface, 4) convection due to the instability of the heated air layer, and

finally 5) transfer of energy to the air by the material ejected from the

' surface. The last process is, probably, the primary agent for rapid

' energy transfer to the developing thermal layer. Further discussion of

these events may be found in Ref. [2].

* An introduction to the subject, that is intended for those not in the

field, is given by Rosenblatt [3]. His report establishes a framework for

the whole area of nuclear dust/debris phenomena.

The thermal layer model is to be incorporated into the hydrodynamics

"."" of the overall blast/shock-wave-induced flowfield. This requires the use

of numerical techniques to obtain solutions to systems of equations

* describing the fluid physics. The HULL hydrodynamics computer code [4,5] 
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- is one of several large algorithms for numerical solution of the hydro-

* dynamics equations. It is particularly designed to compute the response

* of deformable media to large and rapid deposition of energy. A thermal

layer model based of the results of Needham and Crepeau [6] has already

reasonable, the model is based on a fit to experiental data. The current

effort seeks a thermal layer description less dependent on experimental

* input. More will be said of the Needham/Crepeau "Flux Dependent Thermal

Layer Model" [6] when comparisons with the current model are made.

A comprehensive thermal layer model, with few ad hoc assumptions, has

been constructed by Sandford, et al [7]. Its object is to describe the

* interaction between dust and radiation during a period of surface

fluence. Computed results compare favorably with experiments conducted

with a solar furnace and a "thermal radiation simulator".* The observed .

*phenomenology is closely related to the parameters of the calculation; of

* particular interest is the energetics associated with the dust/radiation

interaction. Although this model is strongly related to basic processes,

its complexity makes its use with general hydrodynamic codes difficult.

V. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL VERSION OF THE HULL CODE

The HULL code is a finite difference solution to the equations of

continuum mechanics; see Ref. [8]. It exists in several versions. The

0 one in use at this facility comprises about 80,000 lines of code. It is

* designed for universality of use, and generality. Application to a

geometrically simple configuration, with the goal of examining some of the .z
properties of the solution in the light of various assumptions, is best
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done with a pared down version of the code. Accordingly, a strictly one-

dimensional HULL code was written for this study. It is small enough to

be run on machines such as the DEC 11/24 and/or the TEXTRONICS 4052, which%

af fords convenient graphics capability.

The features of the HULL code are fully described in Ref s. (4,5,8].

* - ~In briefest outline the solution path is as follows: .*-

1. cells CEULERIAN) are defined along the x-axis in terms of cell-

centers, XC~i), and cell boundaries (left- and right-hand) X(i-1),

X(i) such that

XC(i) =[xci) + X(i+1)]/2

2. at time T(n) flow properties, and their spacial derivatives are

known at X(i), XC(i), and X(i+1).

3. equations for the material time derivatives of all the flow

properties are expressed in terms of finite difference analogs of

the spacial derivatives appearing on their right-hand-sides.

4. values of flo properties at the LAGRANGIAN positions X(i), and

X(i+b) are obtaied at T(n+1/2) for the half time-step dT/2 through

direct use of the material derivatives noted above.

5. these values are used to obtain updated, to T(n+-), expressions for

the cell-centered spacial derivatives; in effect, both cell- and

[ time-centered values of the material time derivatives are now known.

6. the last step is a "REMAP" to obtain the corresponding EULEARIAN*

cell-centered properties; one now knows the flow properties at XC(i)

at T(n+l).

7. steps 1 through 6 are repeated, as required. Cell-size, and time- t- 1

Sstep are constrained by the need for computational stability, as

expressed by the COURANT condition, i.e., the time-step must be

.° - , .2 -. *.



smaller than the time required for an accoustic signal to traverse

any one of the cells.

8. boundary conditions are imposed by introducing "guard-cells" on the

boundaries, exterior to the flow region, such that flow properties

at the boundary satisfy the required values. .

Working programs were written both in FORTRAN (for use with a DEC

11/24), and in BASIC (for use with a TEK 4052). It was verified that

numerical results from the two codes were the same.

VI. A THERMAL LAYER MODEL

The one-dimensional HULL code was applied to an idealization of the

thermal layer problem. An ideal gas in the half-space X > 0 is energized

by a flux (ergs/cm 2Is) at X-0; one expects the resultant local temperature

rise, with zero flow velocity at X-0, to cause an expansion of the gas and

motion to the right (X > 0). This, in turn, exerts flow work on

neighboring fluid particles, causing them to move and transmit energy to

their neighbors. The process distributes energy into the region X > 0

causing the formation of a "thermal layer" accompanied by pressure,

density, and velocity disturbances.

HULL code hydrodynamics does not include energy transfer by thermal

conduction. Therefore, the energy flux at X0O, with no mass flux there,

cannot enter the gas, either through molecular collisions or convection;

it must be asumed to be added "directly". Since the physics of the energy

addition have been avoided there is a loss of information in the model.

One may expect the calculated quantities to be, to a certain extent,
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indeterminate. It will be seen that this is the case; the distributions

of temperature, pressure, and velocity depend upon the chosen cell size.

Thermal conduction is a relatively slow energy transmission process;

the observed rates of energy transfer [6] are much greater. This suggests

that the inclusion of thermal conductivity would not be an important

factor in reproducing the thermal layer as produced by blast. Other

energy transfer mechanisms must be dominant. Among them is likely to be

transfer by material ejected from the surface [1,2,3,6]. Ultimately,

" "thermal conduction must play the final role; but the increase in surface

area, and interpenetration of transfer surfaces results in the required

enhancement of the energy transfer rate. A more realistic model should

include material injection and subsequent energy transfer.

- -Energy transfer by material injection is probably confined to a gas

layer close to the interface X=0. The thickness of this layer (it relates

to the cell size in a HULL code calculation) is determined by the physics

of energy absorption in the ground, and mixing of ejected material with

... the overlaying medium. Above this layer rapid energy transfer occurs by

flow work only, consistent with the HULL calculation. This picture of the

thermal layer development admits the "direct" energy transfer (by material

injection, actually) into the gas layer contiguous with the surface; it

does not, however, determine the thickness of that layer.

In this work some calculations are completed showing qualitatively

correct thermal layer behavior with energy flux at X-0 deposited into the

HULL cell contiguous with the ground/air interface. There is, as noted

O above, a dependence on cell size. These results will be discussed more

fully in the next section.

". * Needham and Crepeau's [6] model introduces experimentally observed
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temperatures both at ground level and above, together with a threshold

" flux concept, to obtain results in good agreement with many other .

experiments. Their calculations avoid the indeterminacy of cell size by

incorporating the actual physics of the energy transfer through the use of

experimental observation. In so far as their generalizations of

observation are correct their method will have widespread applicability.

The ultimate goal of this effort is to be able to do the same with a

reduced need for a priori experimental input.

VII. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The governing equations for one-dimensional flow of a compressible

fluid with negligible viscous forces and negligible heat flux internal to "

the medium are

Dp/Dt = - pau/ax (1)

Du/Dt-- (aplax)/p (2) l

DP/Dt pc2aulax (3)

DE/Dt = - (aPu/ax)/p (4)

In these equations

p is the density; gm/cm3

u is the fluid velocity; cm/s

-- 80-11
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P is the pressure; dynes/cm2

c(p,P) is the local sound speed; cm/s

E = I(p,P) + u2/2 is the total energy; ergs/gm

I(P,P) is the internal energy; ergs/gm.

The quantities Dp/Dt, Du/Dt, DP/Dt, and DE/Dt are material time

derivatives; aU/ax, aP/aX, and a(PU)/aX are partial derivatives with

respect to the spacial dimension X. Knowledge of p, u, P, c, and the

spacial derivatives of u and P at any instant determine the material *"

derivatives. Since the internal energy I is a function of P and p, Eqs.

(3,4) are not independent. Convenience will indicate which one to use.

For a chosen medium the equation of state P(p,T), the "caloric"

equation of state I(p,P), and c(p,P) are determined; T is the absolute

temperature, in degrees K. This work assumes the ideal gas equation of

state with constant specific heats; y is the specific heat ratio. Then
.. .. ,

- S.-

P pRT, IP/[p/(y-1)] , c yP/p (5)

The boundary and initial conditions in terms of the independent

variables (X,t) are u(X,0) - 0, u(0,t) 0; p, P, T, and I are their

uniform, atmospheric values at t-0.

Energy input at X-0 is a specified function of time. In this case a

flux q(t) is chosen such that it approximates one used by Needham and

Crepeau (61;

q(t) Qm(t/tm)exp[-B(t-tm)2  - e(T 1-Ta)/T1  (6)

,= ~~80-1 2 .-.1
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in Eq. (6) Qm is the maximum flux, tm is the time to maximum flux, B is a

constant that depends upon te, a time such that Q has decreased to Qe; T'el

=T(O,t), and Ta is the atmospheric temperature. The term Qe(Ti-Ta)/TI

represents a loss mechanism at X=O. It causes the flow field to relax

back to its quiescent state for t >> tm; q(O) = 0, q(t >> t) + 0 form m

T1 + Ta. In this application

Q 7.83x10 9 ergs/cm2 /s,

92
Qe= 4.00x10

9 ergs/cm 
'

tm .040 s,

te ' 075 s,

Ta 300K.

The HULL code is used according to the sequence of steps outlined in

Section III. Once the cell size DDX (cm) is chosen the time interval is

determined either by the Courant condition or a condition on the quantity

of energy added to cell 1, whichever is smaller. The energy added to the

first cell in the time interval DDT (seconds) is restricted to be no

greater than 10% of the energy already in the cell. This puts an upper

bound on DDT; the Courant condition test for all cells results in another

upper bound on DDT; the smallest of the two values is the one used for the

current time-step.

A further feature of the calculation is an upper bound on the surface

temperature T,; i.e., the cell-centered temperature in cell 1. If the

.0 cell size DDX is sufficiently small T1 can become greater than the

vaporizaton temperature of the ground soil (2300K for this calculation).

In that case a cut-off criterion is used; when T1 > 2300K all of the flux
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is absorbed in phase transition, and T is kept at 2300K. T1 remains at .

2300K until the energy flux has decreased (become negative) sufficiently

to cool cell I below 2300K.

A proper calculation for this effect would include two fluids and

their energetics.

VIII. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Figure I shows the results of a HULL calculation to determine the

time required to reach 2300K in cell I for a range of cell lengths (1 to

30cm), using Eq.(6) for the energy flux. As expected, t + 0 for DDX + 0;

on the other hand, there is a limiting value of DDX above which the

temperature never reaches 2300K; in this case DDX + 33.31cm. The

inflection point, at approximately t-.04s, DDX - 19cm, is where d(DDX)/dt

is a maximum; i.e., where changes in DDX result in a minimum change in t,

and where both increases and decreases in DDX cause changes in t of equal '.-.

magnitude. It is, perhaps, the proper choice for DDX. This is pure

conjecture at this point, and may be worth pursuing in future work. The

"correct" choice for DDX must be related to the physics associated with

the deposition of energy in cell 1.

Figure 2 shows curves of temperature vs. distance at the moment when

the temperature in cell 1 reaches 2300K; the parameter is cell length. It ,.

is seen that small DDX results in a rapid rise to 2300K with very little

spread of the energy to the remainder of the gas. Larger DDX gives a

slower rise to 2300K, with greater spreading of energy. For DDX > 33.1cm

the succeeding values of DDX give curves that do not reach 2300K, and tend

to follow the same locus as that for DDX = 33.1cm; it is tempting to
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conclude that this suggests one choose the maximum value of DDX as the

"correct" cell length, at least for cell 1. Again, further work is needed

to test this conjecture.

Figures 3 and 4 show temperature vs. distance for DDX - 20cm and a

range of times. The region of temperture increase is confined to X <

100cm, attesting to the weak energy coupling between ground and air.

Curves of pressure vs distance show small departures from atmospheric - -

levels. The fluid velocity reaches values of 1000cm/s within 10 to 20cm -

of the surface, and decreases to zero with distance from the surface.

Both positive and negative values of velocity are computed, in accordance

with the rise and fall of the energy flux, and the subsequent increase and.

decrease in density.

IX. RECOMMENDATIONS

This summer's effort represents a beginning toward building a thermal

layer model that is both basic (minimally dependent on experimental corre-

lation), and simple enough to be conveniently incorporated into the HULL

code. Several items deserve further attention:

1) cell-size dependence becomes important when energy is added to cell

1 through the earth/air interface; this should be accounted for by

including in the model some of the physics associated with the

actual heat transfer process:

2) real fluid effects such as thermal conductivity, and viscosity may

be important near the interface, where energy transfer is dominant:

80-15
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3) the model should be extended to include energy exchange with any

condensed phase (dust, water droplets, etc.) raised into the air by

the fluid velocity:

4) ultimately, depart from the one-dimensional limitation to include

two-dimensional flows; incorporate a no-slip boundry condition at

the interface; this would be a major extension of HULL.

80-16
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Computational Fluid Dynamics Grids-

Flow Properties Interpretation Algorithm

by

Madakasira G. Krishna

ABSTRACT

Plane of intersection between a specified (arbitrary) plane and an arbitraryF

three-dimensional grid on which internal flow is simulated is developed.

Flow properties of interest are interpolated at a network of points on the

intersected surface. A computer code is developed which needs very little

user interference. Suggestions for further research in this area are offered. -
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INTRODUCTION:

Designers of exhaust nozzles and other complex parts need to know pressure,

heat transfer and shear distributions to support design activities. Tradi-

tionally these are obtained by experimental data. Significant reduction in

design costs can be obtained if calculated results based on finite difference .
procedures are used to verify and supplement experimental results.

Many computational fluid dynamics problems associated with internal flow

* simulation involve complex three-dimensional grids (1). The geometries

of the external surfaces and internal obstacles involved in these problems

are complex. Visualization of grid lines is not straight forward in the

case of these three-dimensional grids.

When we consider internal flow in which there is a difference in plane ex-

pansion (as in the case of avectored exhaust nozzle (Figure 1)), it is useful to

know whether viscous effects should be taken into consideration or not at

a given section. This knowledge will help in understanding whether to use

a Euler solver or a much more expensive Navier-Stokes solver in a given

region. .*-

::-::-.::
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II OBJECTIVES:

Compute a surface of intersection between a specified (arbitrary) surface

and an arbitrary three-dimensional grid on which flow is being simulated.

-. "Evaluate a network of points on the intersected surface and interpolate

flow properties of interest at these points. In this project instead of

an arbitrary surface a plane section will be considered. In order to test

i the algorithm a simple three-dimensional grid of a cylinder (Figure 2) is

considered. But the algorithm can be used for finding a plane section of

any grid which does not involve interior obstacles. Section of a plane

with grids involving interior obstacles is left for later investigation.

III SECTION OF A PLANE WITH A THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRID:

Conceptually finding a section of an arbitrary plane with grid appears

simple. Logically it is a hard problem because the plane does not pass

through the grid points only and the mathematical description of the geom-

etry of the solid is not known.

Given three arbitrary points 
the equation of plane 

'

ax+ by + cz + d 
= 0 

... (i) 
%'

ax~b ~ z d

is determined by solving for a, b, c, and d. The code is written such

that the user can find out at the 
outset whether the plane under 

consider- -".

S "ation intersects the user supplied grid or not.

When the plane cuts the grid three possible situations arise.

1. A grid point may be on the plane or very near the plane.
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2. The plane passes through a grid volume.

3. A grid point is too far from the plane

Figure 3. -

If a point (xy 19z1) on the grid satisfies the condition:

% 1~~axi + byl + czl + di(< 0.001..(2

then (x1 y1,z1) is considered to be a point on the section. W6hen

- Px 1, Y1 9 Z) is not on the plane we find the length of per- :::

pendicular PN from P to the plane

ax1 + by1 + cz1 + dl
PN =..(3)

42+b2+C

- -and compute the distances

Dx 1lx(I+1,J,K) - x(l,J,K)1

Dy 1 y (I,J+1, K) - y(I,J,KJl

Dz =Jz(I,J,K+1) - y(I,J,K)j . 4

and find

Dxx =MINIMUM (Dx,Dy,Dz) .. . (5)

81-5.
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If PN is greater than Dxx we discard (x1 llz,). This will eliminate all

points on the grid which are not near the plane.

" "' ~(, J, K) .,

(I+I,J,K)

(1,- %- K)

(IJ+lK) (I+1,J+1,K)

Figure 4.

0 When PN < Dxx the plane passes through a grid volume. In this case we drop

a perpendicular PN from P(x1 ,yj z,) to the plane. We find the coordinates

of the foot of the perpendicular N(x, y, z) using the equation of line PN

given by

a b c

and the fact that (x,y,z) is on the plane (1) we find A as

= - (ax, + by, + cz, + d) (

a2 + b2 +C
2

and hence

x =x i + aX

y = y +bX

z =z + cx ... (8)

Using this method a collection of points on the plane can be obtained

* which represents the section of the plane with the grid. It is hard to

determine the boundary of this section because it is difficult to keep

track of the running variables I,J,K which vary from point to point.

81-6
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* In'order to overcome this difficulty a different method is used in which

we take advantage of the method used in generating a three-dimensional

grid. In generating a three-dimensional grid six surfaces of the solid

are considered. (1) on each one of these surface I or J or K has a

constant value as shown in Figure (5)

*% -. . •

X

MAX 
.o- %-°

Figure 5.

First we assume that the plane cuts the grid along 1 1, I1 IMAX, J I

and J = JMAX. When I = 1 we have to keep track of only two running variables

J and K which is not difficult to do. The 1r1 boundary is obtained by

collecting all points satisfying

, )N

tax +by +cz + dl 0.001 .. (9)~.

and by considering the foot of the perpendicular N(x,y,z) from all

points P(xyz) on the grid which satisfy

l ax + by + cz + d 0.0..(9 -$'7",

= ax +by cz Dxx ... (10)

62 20 Ca + b 2  i

Here x, y, z are given by Equation (8) and Dxx by Equation (5).

- .
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Similarly we determine points on the plane section corresponding to

I = IMAX, J = 1 and J = JMAX. Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 shows the boundaries

corresponding to I = 1, I = IMAX, J = 1 and J - JMAX for the intersection

of plane 3x + 2y - 20z + 100 = 0 with a cylindrical grid. These boundaries

have 25 to 28 points on them and they are not very smooth. If the end

points of the four boundaries do not match we take their mean and come up

with a closed boundary. We choose some 20 points on the I - Constant

Boundary and 15 points on J Constant Boundary and fit a smooth curve (2)

to pass through them. Using the points on the four boundaries we come up

with a network of points in the section (Figure 10) using a subroutine

GRDSD (1).

Figure 10.

"- . ".., " °

SECTION OF PLANE 3x + 2y - 20z + 100 =0 WITH

CYLINDER ALONG WITH NETWORK OF POINTS
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The next step is to interpolate the flow properties at these network of.

points. As before we consider all points (xi, yi,zi) on the grid satis-

fying Equation (9) and relation (10) and their distances di from a

specific point L(x1 ,y, zl) on the network di is given by 
.'."-

di = (x - x 1 + (y-yl)
2+ (zi-z1 )

2  
.. (11)

To interpolate we use only those points (xi y i zi ) whose distance di

from L(xy.,zl)satisfy the condition

d i  Dxx..( ) - -: .;.

Here Dxx is given by equation (5). In order to give more weight for points

which are close to the point L, we compute
Di = 1- d

4 [ !

D z = i - _ dz .d
D22

--i etc ... (13)

* and write

U(x.,y ,z) .Ui Di .- ..'-i i i D ... ( 1 4 ) ; . - .,

where U are velocity components at (x.,y zi) on the grid in the x direction

The other flow parameters can be found similarly. "

The other two options

" ~J i ,J JMAX .. '.',

K = 1 , K = KAX

and

I=,1 IMAX

SK =I, K =MAX

are handled in the same way. The code is written in such a way that the

user can find out as soon as the plane is defined which one of the three

options to use. Even though a simple three-dimensional grid is used to

test the algorithm, the code can be used with more complex grids. The code

81-9



can also be used to find a section of a surface with a grid as long as the

surface is defined analytically or numerically.

IV CONCLUDING REMARKS:

A computer code is written to find any section of a plane or surface

with a three-dimensional grid. The code has three different options. '

The user can select one of these three options depending on where the

defined plane intersects the grid. Sections of a cylindrical grid with

two planes are presented in Figures1O and 11. By comparing the flow

parameter at a particular section one can decide whether to use an Euler

solver or a more expensive Navier-Stokes solver in grids where there is

* plane expansion.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Design costs of complex parts such as vectored exhaust nozzles can be

reduced significantly if available experimental results can be supple-

mented by finite difference procedures. In using finite difference

procedures if one knows whether viscous effects should be taken into

consideration or not in a particular section of the grid can save much

expense. This knowledge is gained by comparing the flow parameters

at a given section. In this project three-dimensional grids which do

not involve internal obstacles are considered. But in practice many

internal flow problems involve internal obstacles. I propose to write

a code to find a plane section of a three-dimensional grid in which

1 .

internal obstacles are involved.
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Figure 1.

PARTIAL THREE-DIMENSIONAL GRID OF A VECTORED EXHAUST NOZZLE
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPTICAL

MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER SYSTEM

by

Raj. m. Krishnan

ABSTRACT

The objective of the research is to develop an optical multi-

channel analyzer system which is capable of recording Raman Scatter-

ed light over a wide band width simultaneously, so that time depen-

dent phenomena can be studied. A varian triple monochromator was

interfaced to a Hamamatsu Camera through an image intensifier. The

output of the camera was interfaced to a PDP 11/23 plus computer.

The varian spectrometer was modified so that both the multichannel

capability and the traditional photon counting system could be used.

These objectives were achieved. Suggestions for improving the

system are offered. . "
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The transmission of energy in biological systems has been a

puzzle, and it has attracted considerable attention during the past

decade. The main issue centered around the fact that energy trans-

mission via excited molecular vibrations is presumed to have too . -

short a life time. In 1977 DavydovI proposed a potential solution

-.. to this problem. Davydov suggested that nonlinear interatomic

interactions can produce solitary waves, called "solitons". Solitons

can transport energy over large distances without appreciable loss

of energy. Solitons were first observed as fast moving water loops

9-- in narrow channels filled with water. They traveled over long 5
distances without any diminishing of amplitude.

"- - In alpha-helical proteins the peptide groups (H-N-C=O) form

three molecular chains. The peptide groups are held together by,'

hydrogen bonding between H and 0, providing a rigid structure for

the a-helix proteins. Davydov showed that when nonlinear interaction-.-

between atoms are taken into account solitary waves can be formed.

These solitary waves or "solitons" have long life span and can transfer

energy with high efficiency.

Davydov solved the problem by assuming that the interaction between

the chains is weak. Thus, he reduced the problem to a single chain. He

showed that if the nonlinear interaction exceeds a certain strength,

"soliton" formation is possible. ..

82-4
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Hyman, McLaughlin and Scott 2 extended the Davydov model and made

a detailed n.erical calculation and showed that the nonlinearity is

large enough to lead to the formation of solitons in a-helix proteins.

We shall briefly discuss the soliton equations. The atomic

structure of c-helix protein follows the sequence: etc., -N-C-C-N-C-C-N-

etc. with a pitch of 5.4 . Superimposed on this basic structure are

three "spines" which are almost longitudinal with the sequence:

etc. --- N-C = 0 --- C - 0 --- N-C-0 ---- etc.

The following equations describe the coupled propagation of bond

energy probability density, A na, and longitudinal displacement of an

amide-I bond, B,

d'r
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(8 ~ 1 482 -1

3 (A p-

In these equations (J, L,....,Z) are dipole-dipole interaction

energies between pairs of amide-I bonds. The subscript n represents

unit cells along the helix while X specifies one of the three spines.

"1The constants k 4 represent nonlinear coupling between bond

energy dispersion and longitudinal sound. T is the time variable.

The numerical solution to these equations is given in Reference 2.

The question now arises as to how one could detect the soliton

excitations experimentally. During the years 1975 to 1979 Webb and

3his co-workers attempted to obtain the L!aser-Raman Scattering from

living cells. A large number of lines were observed up to wave number

3000 cm- I . However these were only observed from metabolically active

cells. In particular there were several lines seen below 200 cm-1 ,

(Fig. 1). The extension of the Davydov model, without any free para-

4
meters, by Scott also predicted soliton excitations which should be

observed below 200 cm in Raman Scattering. A comparison of experiment

and theory is shown in Table 1. The agreement is impressive.
0
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Even though the above discussions point to tentative verification

of Davydov solitons, the nature of the problem involving living cells

suggest that additional experimental evidence is necessary.

5
Recently Taboada and Mrotek found new experimental evidence for

solitons. They observed Raman Scattering from HEP-2, a human nasal ".

and y-l, a mouse adrenal, cancer cells. The results support the

Davydov soliton theory.

In spite of the successes noted above, one thing that is consis-

tently seen in the experiments is the time dependency of the Raman

activity, when one deals with living cells.

In the conventional Raman Spectrometers using photon counting

techniques one does not observe the whole spectrum simultaneously.

Since a scanning method is used, if the sample changes as a function

of time one cannot make definite conclusions. The method used in the

past is to repeat the experiment many times and analyze the results

using histogram techniques.

The situation can be remedied by using optical multichannel

systems. In these systems one opens up the spectrometer slit as much

as possible and the spectrum is recorded using camera or photodiode ..

arrays. The procedure is made more attractive by the fact that modern

computers can acquire the data extremely fast. The project is con-

cerned with modifying a varian triple monochrometer, so that a video-

camera can record the data simultaneously over a wide band.

82-7
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II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project is to modify a varian triple

monochromator to include an optical multichannel analyzing capability

and a scanning-photon counting capability. Our specific objectives

were

1) To install a videocamera at the output port of the spectro-

meter through an image intensifier.

2) To interface the camera to a PDP 11/23 plus computer and

develop the appropriate software.

3) To install a photon counting system which can be interfaced

* to the PDP 11/23 plus computer.

III. OPTICAL MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER (OMA)

The primary advantage of the OMA is the ability to instantaneously

capture a complete optical spectrum. A schematic of the system is

shown in Fig. 2. A spectrophysics Argon-ion laser is used as the light

source. The scattered light is analyzed through a Varian triple mono-

chromator. The slit can be opened up to 50 cm The scattered light

is intensified by a Varo image itensifier. The intensified light is

focused onto a Hamamatsu C-1000 camera. The camera, with the camera j
control, is capable of digitizing the image up to 1024 x 1024 resolution.

The system was successfully developed and scattered light from Acetone

and water was observed. We also took data. It was found that the edges

of the slit introduced a profile on the spectrum.

92-3
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IV. SOFTWARE FOR THE OMA

The manufacturer of the camera provided a demonstration software

system to be uised in the RT11 operating system. The software had to be

modified to fit our application. In particular fast acquisition of

the data was one of the main objectives. The driver was written in

Macro-li assembly language. The main program is called

VI CTRL ( . . . . . . ) which has seven arguments. The first variable

defines the function to be performed. This program can be called from

a FORTRAN program. The time consumaed in acquiring data is a function

of the resolution and the number of integrations to be performed. The

number of integrations is determined by the intensity of the scattered

light.

V. PHOTON COUNTING SYSTEM

The schematic for the photon counting system is shown in Fig. 3.

Test runs were made and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The system is

found to be quite sensitive as can be seen from Fig. 4, where the

water band 1650 Cm is clearly recorded.

VI. RECOMM9ENDATIONS

It was found that the nuber of integrations needed to obtain

sufficient data was large. This made data acquisition too slow. It

was decided to use two image intensifiers in tandem, thus increasing

the intensity by a factor of 1000 -10,000.

I 82-9 -
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The edge effect must be dealt with by applying a correction to

the data. This must be included in the software. One can perhaps

observe the pattern by illuminating the slit with monochromatic light

and correct for the edge effect using this data.

In order to use the system most efficiently it will be advan-

tageous to increase the slit width, so that scattered light over .

several hundred wave numbers can be recorded at the same time.

82.10
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TABLE I lzz

Experiment Theory

Line Cm- Excitation cm'

1 45 2E1  34

2 52 3E1  51

3 63 4E1  68

4 85 5E1  85

*5 90 E -2E1  91 .-

6 108 E 2-El 108

7 123 E2  125

8 152 E +2E, 159

9 182 E 2+3E1  176

Lines observed in the spectrum of E. Coi (Reference 3) are compared

to the theoretical values calculated by Scott (Reference 4) using

the Davydov Soliton concept,,El and E2 represent the two excitations.

IIS
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rig. 1. Laser-Raman Spectrum from metabolically
active E. Coli(Reference 3)
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INTERLAMINAR SHEAR TESTING

OF

CARUO/CARBON COMPOSITES

by

William Kyros, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

The goal of this effort is to define a shear test to determine accurately -

the interlaminar shear strength and shear modulus for 2-D, fabric reinforced. "

carbon/carbon advanced composites of thicknesses comparable to those

envisioned for typical turbine engine components (about 1/4 inches thick and-

less).

*A review of the literature on shear testing was performed and methods

suitable for determining the interlaminar shear strength of thin, 2-D

carbon/carbon materials were assessed. Methods for measuring shear strength -

and modulus on thick sections were assessed for their potential to be modified

to the testing of thin sections on the order of 1/4 inch and less. The
0 0

assessment considered torsion, 100 off-axis tensile, +45 balanced

laminate tensile, rail shear, Iosipescu, slotted or double notched specimens,

short beam bending and all tests analogous to those used in the testing of

adhesives.

Two shear tests were developed which offer the best potential for

satisfying the carbon/carbon shear test requirements. They are a torsion

shear and an Iosipescu test. Fixtures for the Iosipescu test were designed as

part of this effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This research essentially responds to a segment of a preliminary work

statement developed by Dr. Nicholas J. Pagano, Materials Research Engineer,

Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB (Pagano, 1984). The work

statement is from a request for proposals for the investigation of the shear

properties of advanced carbon/carbon. It has as its objective the development

and validation of a reliable test method to define interlaminar shear strength

of advanced, 2-D, fabric reinforced, carbon/carbon composite materials.

However, its scope is broad. It requires the review and assessment of

existing material property data for a well-characterized 2-D, carbon/carbon

material and a laminated structure constructed of this material which has

already been subjected to stress analysis and tested to failure. It involves

the design and testing of a control test specimen which reproduces the loading

conditions of the failed laminated structure in an effort to precisely

evaluate the interlaminar shear conditions that produced failure. A further

requirement is that the contemporary approaches to determine material -

interlaminar shear strength be assessed from the viewpoints of specimen design

optimization and further experimental inquiry leading to the development of a

new interlaminar shear test. It is this latter requirement which this summer

research effort addresses.

The rationale and justification for the development of a valid

.-. interlaminar shear test for carbon/carbon composites is largely based on the

Pagano work statement and on preliminary design studies that are cited below.
2-D, fabric reinforced, carbon/carbon composite materials show

considerable promise for turbine engine component applications such as I
augmentor flaps and seals, blades, hubs, shrouds for axial and radial flow

turbine engine rotors, combustors, and combustor liners. However, a credible

database of allowable properties for structural design does not yet exist for

the proposed materials (Cruzen, 1980; Forcht et al, 1981; Schmid, 1982). The

S ELITE program currently underway is intended to improve the database for .

design purposes as well as to support the materials development activity. In

- *addition, preliminary design studies show that thin sections of 2-D, fabric

-. "-reinforced, carbon/carbon materials show negative margins under shear loading

* conditions. This coupled with an inability to accurately define interlaminar *
shear allowables severely limits the ability to design reliable 2-D laminated

carbon/carbon, thin-walled structures for turbine engine applications.

d 3-6
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Therefore, a valid test method is needed to determine the interlaminar

shear strength of thin, high modulus, 2-D, fabric reinforced, carbon/carbon

composites. Such a test will provide a quantitative basis to address the

following critical design related issues more effectively: (1) the more

reliable prediction of composite failure in service, (2) the more rational

control of material processing variables, (3) the more rational selection of -

constituent materials with respect to their geometries and properties, and (4)

the effects of oxidation protection on the mechanical performance of the

carbon/carbon.

II. GOAL & OBJECTIVES

The goal of this effort is to define a shear test to determine accurately

the interlaminar shear strength and shear modulus for design purposes for 2-D,

fabric reinforced, carbon/carbon advanced composites of thicknesses comparable

to those envisioned for typical turbine engine components (about 1/4 inches

thick and less).

More specifically, the objectives were:

1. To delineate and rationalize all of the desirable characteristics

for an acceptable shear test for the general class of 2-D

carbon/carbon composites to generate engineering design data.

2. To generally review all extant shear tests and the extent to which

they possess the desirable characteristics.

3. To select the "best" tests and modify them to maximize their

effectiveness in generating accurate, reproducible shear data with -

acceptable measures of dispersion.

III. APPROACH

A review of the literature on shear testing was performed and methods

suitable for determining the interlaminar shear strength of thin, 2-D

carbon/carbon materials assessed. Methods for measuring shear strength and

modulus on thick sections were assessed for their potential to be modified to

the testing of thin sections on the order of 1/4 inch and less. The

assessment considered torsion, 10 off-axis tensile, +45 balanced

laminate tensile, rail shear, Iosipescu, slotted or double notched specimens,

short beam bending, and all tests analogous to those used in the testing of

adhesives. A list of references is located at the end of this report.
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*.Existing shear data on all 2-D, fabric reinforced, carbon/carbon

composites was reviewed and analyzed for reproducibility, accuracy, and to

determine differences in shear values obtained from different tests on the
same material. Stress analyses performed on test specimens was examined and.

used to develop more promising specimen configurations. Specimen

configurations were. analyzed and modified to produce sufficient strains in

gage sections to ensure the performance of valid tests and accurate strain

measurements.

Based upon the literature reviews, existing interlaminar shear data, and

specimen stress analyses, new shear test methods were developed and proposed.

It is noted that while the determination of accurate interlaminar shear

strength is the primary objective of the new shear test, the simultaneous

measurement of shear modulus was considered essential.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The importance of accurately measuring interlaminar shear properties of,

carbon/carbon materials for design purposes has been established. And

although the literature reveals several methods to determine shear properties

on composite materials, not all have been developed or are useful for the

generation of design information and therefore are not valid for this

purpose. Since the goal of this work is to develop a method of evaluating

interlaminar shear allowables and moduli for design purposes for the general

class of 2-D fabric-reinforced carbon/carbon composites, the ideal shear test

is required to exhibit those most desirable characteristics that will generate

such data on these particular materials with their idiosyncrasies.

The characteristics upon which the assessment of the variety of shear

tests previously cited are delineated and rationalized bellow to represent the

most ideal features of a test that can meet the data requirements dictated by

the turbine engine applications. This section discusses these

* characteristics, the assessment of the extant tests, and the selection of the

most promising methods.

Shear Test Characteristics

*It should be noted that the characteristics discussed here are best

described as "most desirable" and not as "essential" features, for it is clear

at the outset that no single test will possess all of the attributes necessary

to generate the kind of shear design data required. In order to develop such
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a test, the specimen configuration and test fixtures will have to be

..engineered" to an acceptable product. That is, desirable features, essential

attributes and data purity must be synthesized, analyzed, and alternatives

considered to produce an acceptable compromise design. Obviously certain

characteristics ought to be weighed more than others. For example, in order

to generate shear allowable data, greater importance should be placed on

* developing a pure shear stress state in the test section rather than the

desirable characteristics of ease of testing and small specimens of simple

geometry. In short, a scientific breakthrough in specimen design is not

likely to yield a solution to the interlaminar shear testing problem.

* ~Instead, the essential features and desirable characteristics ought to be ..-

optimized using an analytical-experimental optimization process.

The desirable and essential characteristics of the test are as follows:

1. Uniform stress distribution in the test section

2. Pure shear stress state in the test section

3. Minimization of edge effects (by consideration of coupling

phenomena)

4. Strains measurement on macro-scale via clip on gdrensometer

5. Interlaminar strength and modulus.

6. Specimen size

a. small enough to be economical

b. thin (less than 0.2 inches or less)

C. simple geometry

d. large enough so that defects reflect an "organized" response J

7. Controlled testing rates

418. Simple and inexpensive fixtures

9. Ease of testing

initial screening

* Table I summarizes the measurable properties and stress states of

available shear test specimens.

Torsion Shear Testing

* Torsion of a thin wall tube creates a state of near-uniform pure shear in

the tube wall, and the angle of twist per unit length gives a measure of the

* * shear strain. The main disadvantages of this method are the limitations *

imposed by the specimen geometry. Only specimens In the form of a tube whose .*.**-

axis is parallel to the axis of symmetry of the material give uniform

83-9
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TABLE I.

MEASURABLE PROPERTIES AND STRESS STATES

OF AVAILABLE SHEAR TEST SPECIMENS

METHOD PROPERTIES STRESS STATE EDGE EFFECTS REFERENCES

Torsion vJ ! 'TPure shear Minor Causey, 1981 S J
Solid r Variable distrib. Perry, 1959
X Section 6' Hancox, 1970

Torsion Pure shear Minor
Thin Walled , 0 1.? Uniform distrib. N/A

X Section j &_ _ _

Iosipescu - Pure shear Minor Herakovich, 1981
Variable distrib. Iosipescu, 1967

Lap Shear "f & Shear and normal Severe_%'r - Variable distrib. Perry, 1959 r: .:

Double Lap -/v Shear and normal Severe Perry, 1959
Shear & JY Variable distrib. Ishai, 1977

. 100 Off-Axis 'P.- Shear and normal Minor to Chamis, 1977
Tensile Variable distrib. Severe Sinclair, 1977

S450 Balanced Shear and normal Minor Whitney, 1982 b
Laminate V T r Uniform distrib. Hahn, 1973
Tensile

Rail Shear Pure shear at ctr. Severe Terry, 1979
• "ulr Uniform distrib. Whitney, 1971

Double Notched Shear and normal Severe Hancox, 1970
Variable distrib. Herakovich. 1981

Plate Shear Shear None Whitney, 1967
Uniform distrib.

Short Beam Shear and normal Severe Hancox, 1970
'-'v:r Variable distrib.

Panel Shear - Shear and normal Severe N/A
•.Lr u'&r Variable distrib.

* - Asymmetric ,_ Shear Minor Iosipescu, 1967
Four-Point "r/V jr, Variable distrib. Slepetz, 1978 0
Bending Walrath & Adams,

• 1983

t I
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distribution of shear stress. These geometrical limitations make this -

specimen geometry difficult for use on the application. Torsion of solid

cross-section specimens is a much more feasible and leads to results -

consistent with other approaches (Causey 1981, Perry 1959, Hancox 1970). This

test is adaptable as an interlaminar shear test. See Figures la. and lb.

T---

r /

/R

(A) 8 " °"

EL 4 ST C INELASTIC
BENAVIOR BEHAVIOR

Figure Ia. Inelastic Behavior in a Butt Joint Figure lb. Torsion Tube Test

Iosipescu Shear Testing

The Iosipescu shear test is illustrated in Figure 2 This test can be

used to measure the in-plane shear strength of 1-D or 2-D composites. Witt-

rigid fixtures the stress state in the center of the gauge section is close to

uniform shear, but at the notch tip a significant normal tensile stress may be

present, (Herakovich 1981, Iosipescu 1967). The literature is unclear about

the extent of the normal stress distribution and this should be investigated

"-'* further. This test is adaptable as an interlaminar shear test. .

SECI:CN
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Lap Shear

Flat lap joints in tension (Figure 3.) have been the subject of

considerable analysis (Perry 1959). Of these the theory of Goland and

Reissner (Goland and Reissner 194&L) seems to be the most useful in that it

allows for bending as well as differential shearing.

The Goland-Raissner theory permits the calculation of the shear stress 7-

and the tensile stress O- throughout the joint. However. the strength of the

joint is limited by the greatest stress on the adhesive which occurs at the

ends of the laps. -. 'o"

Figure 3. Bending, Shearing and Elongations in an Offset Flat Lap Joint

Double Lap Shear

The stress-concentration factors for double lap joints have been derived

by Volkersen (1938). The formula and a useful set of curves are given in

Figure 4. This theory appears to be applicable to flat lap joints under

tension and compression, if bending is prevented and hence is valid for double

laps in tension or compression if they are symmetrical on either side of the

plane action. This requirement for validity of the theory in double lap

joints is that the adherends and glue lines must be of like materials Eof

equal thicknesses t .However, .may d-and t1  may

differ from t Typical calculated values of the maximum shear stress at
2

the free boundary versus parameter A as a function of the relative stiffness " :

*parameter W are given In Figure 4.

Perry (1959) and Ishai (1977) have reported the potential of this test.

With proper instrumentation for the measurement of interlaminar strain and

with considerable care to minimize the effects of bending, the double lap

shear offers some potential and should be investigated in the context of this

application.

83-12
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An off-axis tensile test can be used to measure the in-plane shear

strength of a unidirectional composite (Chamis, Sinclair 1977). The stress

state is shown in Figure 5. In addition to shear stress, an in-plane tensile

stress parallel to the fibers of 5.7 times the shear stress and an in-plane

tensile stress transverse to the fibers of 0.2 times the shear stress exist.

Thus, the stress state is not pure shear and failure may be influenced by

these tensile stresses. In a weakly-bonded composite such as carbon/carbon,

failure may even occur through delamination under the transverse stress. The
• . -,,,,

shear strain must be measured by applying a strain gauge rosette to the
specimen and transforming the strains.

The main advantages of this test method are the simple specimen geometry

- and the tensile loading mode, although clamped end must be avoided because

they can cause large bending moments. The main disadvantage, in addition to

the complex stress state described above, is the long gauge length-to-width

ratio (14:1) required and the correspondingly large dimensions of the parent 0
material. ... .

%" This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaminar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.

83-13
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+ 450 Balanced Angle Laminate Under Tension (ASTM D3518-76)

If a [451-45/451-45) laminate is tested in tension or compression, the

, laminae are subjected to an in-plane shear stress equal to half the nominal

-- in-plane tensile or compressive stress, combined with a normal tensile or

compressive component (Whitney 1982). Even though the shear characteristics

- may be influenced by the presence of the normal stress, the magnitude of this

.. influence can be estimated by performing tests in both tension and compression

on the same laminate. Strain gauge rosettes are required to measure the shear

strains and the laminate needs to be laid up accurately to ensure a valid test

(Hahn 1973).

% This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaminar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.
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Rail Shear Test

In this test, shear forces are applied to a rectangular composite

specimen through a rigid steel rails bolted or bonded to the edges, Figure 6.

If the rails are ideally rigid, the stress state is close to uniform pure -

shear, but non-rigid rails cause some stress concentration and introduce a

normal stress component (Terry 1979, Whitney 1971). A strain gauge rosette is

required for accurate strain determinations; approximate strains can be

estimated from the loading point displacements.

This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaminar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.

COMP SIT 

o BOLTED PAILS

o•oRAILS

F

Figure 6. Shear Forces in a Composite Specimen

Double Notched

This test method offers a simple means of applying in-plane shear to 1-D

or 2-D composites, or interlaminar shear to 2-D composites, Figure 7. The

specimens can be small and the fixtures simple. The disadvantages are the

presence of large stress concentrations and high normal stresses, (Herakovich

1981, Hancox 1970). -

This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaminar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.
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Figure 7. Applying Shear (In-plane or Interlaminar)

Plate Shear

The plate test is shown in Figure 8. If the deflection is measured along

the diagonals, and the origin of the coordinates is assumed to be fixed, then,

at a diagonal distance, d, from the origin, the transverse deflection is -

2 3
W =3Pd2 /2h3G

Whitney (1967) discussed the limitations of this test on the basis of the

assumption of homogeneity and orthotropy. .

*-' This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaninar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.

9.
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Panel Shear Test

Figure 9. shows the test fixture and specimen. Panel shear specimens are

tested in the four-link rig shown schematically. Shear is introduced to the

specimen from calibrated, adjustable loading links via steel edge members -

bolted to each side of the specimen reinforcement. It is necessary to inhibit

specimen buckling, using Teflon-coated wooden blocks clamped to each side of

the test area, independent of the edge members and clear of the specimen

reinforcement.

This test is not considered a good candidate for an interlaminar shear

test for this application to carbon/carbon materials.

Figure 9. Panel Shear Test

Asymmetric Four-Point Bendinit

Based upon Iosipescu s original work, Iosipescu (1967), several modified

versions of the test method have evolved. Slepetz, utilized a slightly

modified loading scheme, and termed the test the "asymmetrical four-point

bending (AFPB) test." While this modification permits easier specimen - i
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loading, the induced shear stress becomes a function of the loading-point

location dimensions, a distinct disadvantage in comparison to the losipescu

configuration. Slepetz did do a very thorough study, however, including an

investigation of stress uniformity using strain gages, moire-fringe

interference, and a finite-element analysis. The latter was also used to

study the influence of specimen notch geometry (Slepetz 1978; Walrath and

Adams 1983).

This type of test does offer some potential and should be considered in

the same light as the losipescu Test.

831
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS

IOSIPESCU INTERLAMINAR SHEAR TEST

Utilize Iosipescu test fixture with specimen oriented so that applied

shear stress will coincide with interlaminar planes.

Requires specimen be bonded to steel studs.

COMPOSITE SPECTIMEN

TEST SPECIME

K. ~~~Figure 10. Interlarninar Shear Test *: .
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ADVANTAGES

Almost pure shear stress state edge effects and coupling phenomena

minimized as a result of no inplane extensional or bEnding strains.

Both interlaminar strength and modulus can be measured. -..-

PROPOSED STUDY

Design and construct Iosipescu and Asymmetrical Four-Point Loading

fixtures and test various materials; specimen configurations to determine

effects of notch geometry.

Perform finite element analyses on specimen configurations and compare

with experimental data.

Evaluate test fixtures, tension versus compression, tolerance

requirements, ease of testing, variation of data, and failure modes.

N. ..., ..
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INTERLAMINAR TORS ION TEST

Apply torsion to ring specimen configuration of carbon/carbon composite

so that applied shear stress coincides with the interlaminar planes.

Require material to be stacked to thickness which will produce sufficient

shear strain to enable the accurate measurement of shear modulus as well as

strength.

COMPOSITE SPECIMEN C7

41, 7T 6i.7

.001

-rV Ir

TEST SPECIMEN

.

Figure 11. Interilaminar Torsion Test
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN FILTERS FOR IMAGE

PREPROCESSING IN MACHINE RECOGNITION

by ..

David C. Lai

ABSTRACT

The aim of this project is to explore and evaluate the

• effectiveness of median filtering and median/inverse filtering in

facilitating machine recognition, and to gain insight into the design

of practical preprocessors for automatic pattern recognition systems.

2-D median filters of various shapes and sizes are first evaluated and

-.- compared based on their performances in machine recognition under a

• /particular degradation condition. Based on this result, the median

filter with the best shape and size was selected and used throughout

the experiment for measuring its performances in machine

classification under various degradation conditions. This 2-D median

filter was also used in conjunction with inverse filters to form

preprocessors. Their performances in enhancing automatic pattern

recognition were measured and compared. Results are reported and

suggestions for future research are given.
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I.-

I INTRODUCTION:

Median filters are non-linear filters. Median filtering was first

introduced by Tukeyl for smoothing time series, wherein he noticed its

property in preserving large sudden changes of level (which are equivalent

to the edges in images) in time series. It has later been adapted for use

in speech processing.2,3,4 In that, they noted that the median filtering

preserves discontinuities of sufficient duration and yet eliminates local

roughness in the speech signal and performed a study to examine the effect

" of median filtering in the suppression of impulse noise introduced by bit

errors in the transmission of digital speech signals.

Median filtering has also been adapted for use in image

processing.5, ,7,8 Pratt5 made a very qualitative study of 2-D median

filters of two sizes and shapes and applied 1-D median filters to a picture

contaminated by impulse noise. Huang 7 reviewed the use of median filters

in image processing and showed, by examples, the effect of window size and

shape on processing images corrupted by impulse noise and others used

". median filtering to remove scanner noise.

Because of the difficulty involved in the theoretical analysis of 2-D

median filters, published results on the characteristics and theoretical

behavior of 2-D median filters are rare.9 ,10,11 There are more extensive . ;

results on the properties of 1-D median filters reported.1 2,13 ,14 ,15,16

However, the 1-D results cannot be readily extended to 2-D median filters.

Justusson9 studied various properties of the outputs of 2-D median filters

with various signal and noise inputs such as Gaussian noise and impulse-

type noise (also known as salt-and-pepper noise) and a step signal plus "-

noise. TyanlO made a study on the fixed-point set of median filter (a

fixed-point set is an array that is unmodified by median filtering). Nodes

and Gallagher1 1 derived the structures of fixed-point sets of the 2-D

separable median filters. Ataman1 2 compared the performance of 1-D median

filtering on removing impulse-type noise and Gaussian white noise with that

of Hanning average filtering. The others dealt, more or less, with fixed-

point sets of 1-D median filters.
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Although the theoretical behavior of 2-D median filters is not well

understood, its simplicity in concept and design has lead to the

development of fast algorithms for off-line or on-line image

processing,17,18 ,19 and schemes for hardware or VLSI implementation for

real-time image processing.20,21,22 ,23 ,24,25 Processing speed is a major

concern in the design and use of a preprocessor in an automatic pattern

recognition system; speed is not a crucial factor for preprocessing for

human observers. Hence, the potential for VLSI or VHSI implementation of

median filters for real-time image preprocessing is a great asset for

automatic target identification and scene classification by machine

recognition; particularly for use as preprocessor to Air Force automatic

target identification and classification systems using reconnaissance". -

imagery. As demonstrated in Refs. 5, 6, 7 and 8, there is ample evidence

supporting the usefulness of median filters in suppressing impulse-type

noise, Gaussian noise, scanner noise, and oscillating structures without

smearing the edges as judged by human observers. However, the effectiveness

of median filters as preprocessors for machine recognition systems has not

. been fully explored and evaluated. The effects of median filtering on

. machine analysis of images for edge detection, shape analysis, and texture

- analysis have been reported; 26 in that, they compared the effectiveness of

. median filters, variant of median filters, and moving average filters in

-. extracting the edge and shape feature. Their results are encouraging;

however, the effectiveness in extracting features does not necessarily

i guarantee effectiveness in classification. The effectiveness of image

restoration filters in machine recognition has been evaluated;27 in which,

they evaluated and compared the performances of five linear filters, and a

median filter in an automatic pattern recognition system for images

degraded by Gaussian blur and additive Gaussian white noise with various

- degrees of severity. The performance of median filtering is promising

but not conclusive. In order to use median filter as preprocessor for

- automatic pattern recognition system, we must not only explore and evaluate

-' its effectiveness alone but also the usefulness of combining it with other

types of filters.

84-5
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Unlike the design of the linear filters, the median filters were not

designed to restore images distorted by blurring. Median filters were

designed mainly for removing noise while preserving sharp edges without any
regard to restore a blurred image to its original form. The inverse

filters, on the other hand, were designed to restore images degraded by

blurs which can be characterized by PSF's (point-spread functions);

however, inverse filters do not work well under noisy conditions.28  It

seems that the characteristics of inverse filters and median filters ". -

complement each other. It is natural then to use a median filter in tandem "" ""'

with an inverse filter so that a blurred image corrupted by noise may be

restored. Since both of these filters are relatively simple to implement,

the combination will serve as a practical preprocessor for any pattern

recognition system. Again, the utility and effectiveness of this

combination of inverse filtering and median filtering have not been

assessed and evaluated.

This project concentrates on the investigation and evaluation of

performance of median filters of five shapes in various sizes and the

combination of a median and an inverse filter operated in tandem. Since

automatic classification and identification are emphasized by the Air ,

Force, we chose to evaluate filters based on how well they perform in

facilitating machine classification rather than human interpretation.

Since both median and inverse filters are simple to implement, it is hoped

that the result will lead to the development of powerful practical

preprocessors for use in automatic pattern recognition systems.

The objectives of this project are reiterated in the next section.

A section on the properties of median filters and inverse filters

will then follow. The experiment for evaluation and comparison of

median filters and median/inverse filters operating under various

noise and blur conditions is described in a section. Experimental

results and their interpretation are given in another section.

Finally, recommendations for further research will be listed.

.~ *......
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The goal of this project is to explore, analyze, evaluate and compare

the performances of 2-D median filters of various shapes and sizes and the

combination of median and inverse filters in machine recognition. To be

more specific, we list the following objectives: -

(1) To implement one of the fast median filtering algorithms as

a software package to expand RADC's "IRAMS" capability.

(2) To analyze median filtering mainly to gain insights for

; their application in facilitating machine recognition.

(3) To test median filters of various shapes and sizes alone

." and then in tandem with inverse filters on images degraded by various

types of noises and blurs in various degress of severity so as to

!* evaluate and compare their effectiveness as preprocessor for an

automatic pattern recognition system.

(4) To develop guidelines for selecting the filter window

shape and size so that it will operate most effectively under a given

degradation condition.

;  This project has not been concerned with the interrelationship

!* between filters (preprocessors), feature extractors, and classifiers.

It was also unable to encompass a larger class of window shapes though

the filter shapes selected for evaluation in this project are ii
representative. It was also not feasible to test each median filter

(of a definite shape and size) against a large number of possible S

degradation conditions.

III. PROPERTIES OF 2-0 MEDIAN FILTERS AND INVERSE FILTERS:

The output of a non-recursive median filter is given as

-- j xy yyts) ; (r, s) e v..

(X, )_ input image data set (1)
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' . where W is the filter window which is usually centered at the pixel

located at (x, y); g (x, y) denotes the value of the input pixel located at

(x, y); and g (r, s), an input pixel inside the window. The coordinate

variables r and s are varied to cover all the pixels inside the window and

x and y are varied to move the windows to cover another portion of the

image. The filter window may assume many shapes such as line segments

(reduced to 1-D), rectangles, squares, circles, crosses, slanted crosses,

square frames, etc. of various sizes. For border points, the median is

usually computed on those points covered only by the window (i.e. the

window should not be filled up by padding zeros). In general, the number

of pixels inside the window is odd; otherwise, the mean of the two middle

pixel values is taken as the median value. As the window moves on, the

center pixel value g (x, y) of the window is replaced by the median pixel

value m (x, y) just computed; this median pixel value will not be used for

computation of the median of pixels in the next window. That is, the

window covers only the original pixels of a given image, thus the name non-

recursive median filtering. In practice, several median filtering passes

over the image may be needed to obtain good results.

Modifications and generalization of median filtering as described above

have also been used or proposed by other researchers.2 9, 30, 31 Lehar and

Stevens2 9 obtained good results by using a thresholded median

filtering in which the center pixel of the window is not replaced by ___

the median value of the pixels inside the window unless the difference U

between it and the window median exceeds a preset threshold. Bovik et

a130 offered a scheme for designing the order-statistic filters which

enables one to design a linearly combined order-statistic filter

optimized in the least-mean-square sense. Bendnar and Watt3l compared,.

the o-trimmed means and median filters in which the c' -trimmed mean

filter becomes median filter wheno( reaches 0.5; it thus offered some

insight about median filters. These variations of median filtering

*are mentioned here for the sake of completeness but they are beyond

the scope of this report.

_ S
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The design of a median filter rests only on the shape and size; i.e., a

2-0 median filter is uniquely determined by its shape and size. Once the

filter window is selected, the filtering operation or computation is

performed by following Eq. (1). However, there exists no procedures or

rules for selecting appropriate window shape and size for use under a
specified operating condition. It is hoped that our results may shed some

light on how to select the window shape and size.
Statistical properties of median filters as derived from theoretical -

work9,12 confirmed, in a more quantitative manner, the ability of median
filters in removing noise while preserving edges. The theoretical

comparison were, in general, performed between median filters and moving

average filters. It was concluded that median filters are more effective

in removing impulse-type noise or noise with heavy-tailed distributions

than moving average filters while also preserving edges better. In

removing Gaussian white noise, the moving average filters are superior,

however they smear edges.

It was shown9 that, for an input signal which constitutes an image

signal constant in the window with additive zero-mean white noise of

symmetric p.d.f., the median-filter output m (x, y) =med g(x,y) has a

distribution which is approximately Gaussian for large K, the size of the

window. The mean and variance approach asymptotically to.
E Lm] the constant signal level

Var C(m 1i. (2)

where p (n) is the noise p.d.f. If the white noise is Gaussian

distributed, Eq. (2) becomes

V.b" TrWO
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wherec'represents the Gaussian white noise power. From above, we see that

the amount of noise reduced is inversely proportional to the window size;

*i.e., the larger the window size, the more effective the noise reduction,

,. however the resultant image will be more distorted. Therefore, in

* selecting window size for a median filter, one has to contend with the

trade-off between noise reducation and image distortion. As a matter of

fact, when the window size is too large, certain shapes or features in the

image can be eliminated completely. In this study the performance of

" machine classification is used as the criterion for selecting window size

and shape and provides one with a glimpse of this trading-off effect on

* .machine classification.

The median filtering is a nonlinear operation though it is known that

W W

O where and (3 are two constants; i.e., it has the appearance of

- linearity under scaling and/or translation. If the input pixels to the
median filter is scaled and/or translated in position, it results in an

output which is the scaled and/or translated version of the output of the

original input. Because of the difficulty in analyzing any nonlinear
systems, theoretical work leading to the understanding of the behavior and
properties of median filters has not been very successful. Properties of

.•2-D median filters are even less understood than the 1-D versions. Most of

the theoretical work in understanding the deterministic properties of
median filters concentrated on the study of the fixed-point sets

- mentioned in Section I. The fixed-point sets of a median filter are

- arrays unchanged or invariant under the operation of this particular

filter. The edge preserving ability of median filters stems from the -

fact that the edges are unmodified or invariant to median filtering.
-."- Hence, one may state that the edges are fixed-point sets of median

filters. The question arises as to which window shape and size will

84-10
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preserve what type(s) of edges better? The same question may also be asked

when it comes to preserve a certain desired object (or scene) in the image.

This requires one to determine what type or filter window shape and size

possesses what kind of fixed-point sets. There are results obtained for 1- - V

O median filters,10, 13, 14, 15 in which one has only to contend with

window size. They cannot be extended to 2-0 median filters because both

shape and size are parameters. Nodes and ballagher11 attempted to extend

some 1-D results to 2-D median filters via separable median filtering which

operates on the image line-by-line and then follows it with column-by-

column operation. It is not a true 2-D median filter,besides it can only

imitate rectangular or square shape. TyanlO did a study on the fixed-point

sets of 1-D median filters. He concluded that the necessary and sufficient

condition for a sequence of numbers to be a fixed-point set of a median

filter of window size 2N+l is that every subsequence of size N+2 must be

monotonic or locally monotonic in N+2. This result does not apply for

sequences of fast fluctuating binary numbers. He then attempted to extend

his result to 2-0 median filters and showed that it is sufficient to test

the local monotonicity conditions of the pixel lines formed in all possible

directions. For example, the sufficient condition for an array to be a

fixed-point set of a 3 x 3 window is that the array must be locally

monotonic of length 3 for all the lines in all four directions which are

00, 450, 900, and 1350. The necessity of this condition has not been

proven. It is seen that, since any linear subsequence for a single "

straight edge in any direction in an image is locally monotonic, the

straight edge is preserved by a median filter of any symmetrical window as

specified in Eq. (1). As far as the preservation of an object shape;

(i.e., to determine whether this object shape is a fixed-point set of a

median filter) is concerned, it depends on the relation between the object

size and shape and the filter window size and shape. However,this

quantitative relation is non-existent. In other words, there practically

does not exist any fruitful result for determining fixed-point sets of 2-D

median filters. •77
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From the above discussion, the design of a median filter (i.e., the

choice of filter window shape and size) depends on the noise to be reduced

and the desired patterns or shapes to be preserved. Unless a quantitative

description for the relation between the window shape and size and the

patterns or object shapes can be found, there is no hope to design a median

filter purely from theoretical point of view. Furthermore, any real-world

image pattern can hardly meet the condition(s) of a fixed-point set. In

practice, we do observe that some image patterns change very little after

several passes through a median filter. We may say that these image

patterns are approximate fixed-point sets for this particular median

filter; however, the shape and size of this filter cannot be predetermined

for a given image pattern.

It is also known that 1-D median filters are capable of changing a

periodic sequence into a sequence of constant level when the window length

O is equal to the period. When the window length is not exactly equal to the

period of the periodic sequence, it is likely that the periodic sequence is

reduced to a ripple. Therefore, a 2-D median filter is capable of reducing

any undesirable oscillating pattern in a picture while preserving edges.

Other means to characterize median filters have been proposed and

studied but most of them are for 1-D filters as mentioned in Section I.

Because of the non-linear nature, it is inappropriate to use impulse

response, frequency response, and transfer function to characterize median

filters. For example, Velleman3 2 used a single-frequency signal of zero

phase as an input to a 1-D median filter and obtained a transfer function

for this single frequency but it cannot be generalized to other frequencies

due to the nonlinearity of median filters. Kuhlman and Wise 16 analyzed the

output autocorrelation function and the output power density spectrum of

median filtered stationary sequences of independent data. The results of

both Velleman and Kuhlman indicate a basically low-pass with some high-pass

characteristics for I-D median filters. They can hardly be generalized to

2-D filters. Examining the properties of median filters, we see that they

84-12
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have no capability in restoring images degraded by blurs. It is seen that

a median filter cannot be used alone as a preprocessor for both restoring

blurred images and removing noise. Therefore, median filter must be used

in conjunction with a filter which is properly designed for restoring

blurred images. The inverse filter is chosen here for its relative

simplicity in design and its perfect restoration of images to their

original forms in the absence of noise.

The inverse filter is derived by using the least-squares criterion and

on the basis that the observed image is modeled by

g (x,y) = h (x,y)(®)f(x,y) + n(x,y) (3)

where(Esignifies the two-dimensional convolution; h(x,y) represents the

PSF (Point Spread Function) which characterize the distortion (or blur);

f(x,y), the desired original image; and n(x,y), the noise. As derived, the

inverse filter expressed as transfer function is given as:

H(4J .,9y (4)

whereH(4,Jl)is the OTF (Optical Transfer Function) which is the 2-D

Fourier transform of the PSF h (x,y) in Eq. (3). To obtain the restored

image, we multiply the Fourier transform of the observed image g (x,y) byjc=( ,w,) ,

and take the inverse Fourier transform of this product; i.e.,

Using the operator matrix and vector notation we obtain

:. H.' = H-in'J s... (6)

which is the original image plus the transformed noise. It is seen that,

in the absence of noise and singularities (caused by the zero values of H )

of the inverse filter, the degraded image will be restored to the original

form perfectly. In other words, the inverse filter concentrates all of its ___ -

effort in regaining the original image f(x,y) but neglects (even amplifies)

84-13
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the noise. In general, H(Wa9 usually exhibit a low frequency "hump",

hence 1/H tends to boost the high-frequency portion of the observed image;

i.e., the high-frequency components of the noise are usually accentuated in

the restored image. By applying median filtering to this noisy restored

image, it is expected that the median filter will remove the noise while

not smearing the desired patterns in the image. On the other hand, one may

apply median filtering first and followed by inverse filtering in the hope

that the median filter will remove enough noise and not distort the blurred

image so that the inverse filter would work more effectively in a less

noisy environment. It is also possible to follow the above by another

median filter to remove any accentuated noise due to inverse filtering.

The effectiveness of the combination of an inverse filter and a median

filter as a preprocessor for either human processing or machine processing

has never been explored and evaluated by other researchers. We attempt to

"0 do so in this project, though our approach is mainly empirical and

exclusively for machine recognition.

IV. EXPERIMENT FOR PREPROCESSOR EVALUATION:

*, . The experimental scheme is block-diagrammed as follows:

FeatureInput Blur Faue".

+ Preprocesso Extractor Classifier
Imag PSFConfusion

Pixels Matrix

Performance
Measure

Feature
" _____Extractor Classifier ,

Fig 1 Scheme For Experimentation
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The preprocessor consists of either a median filter alone or a

combination of inverse/median filters. Because of the limitation of

time for this project, the input image data were taken from one

picture only. The image selected is a section of an aerial photo of a

site simulating a battleground scene. The image consists of a truck,

its shadow and ground. This image was chosen since it contains simple

truck and shadow shape with sharp edges and the scene in the image is

simple enough for good machine classification. The image size is 128

x 128 pixels and each pixel value is represented by an 8-bit word.

This input image, which will be referred as the original, and samples

of degraded images which are a part of the data base for the

proprocessor are shown in Fig 2. In order to evaluate filters under

various operating conditions, a diverse group of degraded images was

created by subjecting the original image to different types of

degradation of various degrees of severity; i.e., several types of

blur PSF's and additive noises at different levels were used in Fig.
, ~1. ""'

Three types of blurs, viz, camera-motion, defocused, and Gaussian

blurs, were used because of their common occurrence. Two levels of

severity for each type of blur were selected. The blurred images were

created by convolving the original picture with the following blur

PSF's3 3 each at two levels of severity:

1. For the horizontal-camera-motion blur of moving length 2d+l pixels,

the PSF is expressed as

0 , u*o -60<x- 00.u..

(7)
zd.!

d =5 and 10 were chosen as low and high blurs, respectively

2. For the defocused blur by a defocused lens with circular aperture -

of radius R, the PSF is approximated by

* f ~ ~(8)
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R=5 and 10 were used here.

3. For the Gaussian blur, the PFS is

.,71 97 -["I(9)

" 2.5 and 5 were used.

These three different PSF's each with two levels of severity implemented as

software and used to convolve with the original image to create six blurred

images.

S-The original (unblurred) and the six blurred images were then subjected

to further degradation by adding impulse noise (also known as salt-and-

pepper noise) and Gaussian white noise. These noises were generated by the

algorithms described below:

1. The impulse noise (salt-and-pepper or sp noise for short). This

noise usually occurs when pixel values were wrongly received or decoded

after transmission. In our experiment, it was generated by an algorithm9

which simulates the above process. Each image pixel value g(x,y) at point

(x,y) is replaced or not replaced by an erroneous value r(x,y) according to

the rule:

fYL%',) , with probability P

. • with probability 1-P

where r(x,y) is an independent random variable uniformly distributed in

- the interval 0,255 which is dictated by the 8-bit word length for each

pixel value, and the probability P is independent of errors occurred at

other points and the original pixel values. P = 0.1 and 0.2 were used for

evaluating median filter and inverse/median filters, P = 0.4 (very severe)

-- was used to generate a test image for filter window shape and size study,

* . '. and P=0.5 and 0.6 were also used to test the limits of median filtering in

removing noise.

84-16
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2. The Guassian white noise. This noise was generated by adding, to
the image, the uncorrelated random variable n(x,y) which is Gaussian
distributed with the probability density function (p.d.f.),

(;m6 and 12 were used to generate two levels of noise.

It is seen that a data base consisting of 38 images were thus created.

These include the original, 6 images degraded by blur only, 7 images

* degraded by noise only, and 24 degraded by both blur and noise in

combinations of types of blurs and noises in different degrees of severity.

* Again, because of time limitation, only one degraded image was used for

extensive testing in evaluating the effect of window shape and size on

machine recognition. The image used was the original degraded only by
* impulse noise with P = 0.4. This severe noise was chosen based on the

known property of median filter in removing impulse-type noise and the fact
* that moderate noise alone has little effect on machine recognition.27

Median filters of five window shapes (viz, square, cross, slanted

cross, horizontal rectangle, and vertical rectangle) each with five

different sizes were used as preprocessors. This resulted in 25 filtered
images each of which was then machine classified. Their performances were

- compared. The median filter with the shape and size displaying the best

performance was selected for use as the representative median filter for

evaluating its effect on machine recognition under other image degradation

conditions. That is, this median filter, and later on in conjunction with

* inverse filters, was used as the preprocessor in Fig. 1 on all of the '

* images in the data base. The images with salt-and-pepper noise of P=0.5

and 0.6 were used to evaluate the fall-off in the median filter

* performance.
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In Fig's 2 and 3 examples of filtered images by this median filter and

combination of this median filter and inverse filters are shown. All the t

median filtering performed here were single-pass filtering; i.e. the images

,.--. were median-filtered only once. More passes may improve the performance.

A total of 127 images, which included all of the 38 images in the data

base and the image preprocessed by various combination of median filtering

and inverse/median filtering, were submitted for machine classification.

The scene of each of those images was classified into three classes; viz.,

metal (truck), shadow, and ground (soil). Examples of machine

classification are displayed in Fig's 4 and 5. The number of pixels

classified into each class was then counted and compared to that of the

true classifications to generate the conventional confusion matrices. The

results of classification performed on the original image was taken as the

reference (truth) based on the assumption that the machine can do no better

on the degraded images than on the original. Based on the confusion
matrix, the correct classification rate (CCR) for each class and the

average correct classification rate (ACCR) were computed and used as the

performance measures.

In the pattern recognition system, two features (average intensity over -7

a 3 x 3 window and contrast over a 1 x 5 window were measured) and the

condensed nearest neighbor classifier34 was used. The features and the

classifier were selected by experimentation on the original image and no

attempt was made to find the best features and the best classifier for use

on each of the images. Similarly, a set of training regions was determined
5y experimentation on the original and this set was used throughout the

• -experiment so as to minimize the effect of training regions used. It is

highly possible that one could better the classification performance on
each image by choosing the best features, classifier, and training regions

84-18
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for the particular image. Since our purpose is to evaluate and compare the

preprocessors for facilitating machine recognition, the effect on

classification performance due to other factors such as features,

classifiers, training regions, etc. must be minimized. Therefore, in the

*" strictest sense, our results pertain only to a specific set of experimental

circumstances; i.e., a particular input image and a particular pattern

recognition system. However, it is felt that the results obtained here may

be generalized to other types of input images, pattern recognition systems,

etc., as far as that they are applicable and thus shed light on the

behavior of median filters and median/inverse filters as preprocessors for

facilitating machine classification.

The preprocessor, feature extractor, etc are not isolated functional

boxes as depicted in Fig 1; they interact to each other and are

interrelated. Although we ignored the problem of feature extraction, I
classifier design, etc for the pattern recognition system in relation to

the particular preprocessor used for machine recognition, the understanding

of the interrelation between the preprocessor and the pattern recognition

system is important for any practical application of machine recognition.

The experiment was carried out by using the following software packages

implemented on DEC 11/70 and 11/34:

1. Median filters

2. Camera-motion blur, defocused blur, and pepper and salt noise

generator.

3. "IRAMS" (Image Restoration and Manipulation Software)

4. "AFES" (Automatic Feature Extraction System).

The latter two were installed by PAR Technology Corp. for RADC. The

former two were installed by us and designed to be, eventually,

incorporated into IRAMS.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the first part of the experiment, an image degraded by impulse noise

(sp noise) of P = 0.4 was used as the testing image and 25 median filters

of 5 shapes and 5 sizes in combination were used as preprocessors shown in

Fig. 1. The machine classification of all the filtered images and an

unfiltered one resulted in 26 confusion matrices (as examples, some are

shown in Table I). From which, the correct classification rate (CCR) for

each class and the average CCR (ACCR) by class were computed and tabulated

in Table II. It is seen that, in general, improvement in classification

has been achieved by median filtering. However, one must be careful in

choosing the window shape and size. For example, comparing Table I (b) and

(d), we see that the 11 x 11 slanted cross median filter improved the

ground classification and practically no improvement for the shadow but

wrongly classified many more truck pixels as ground and shadow. This is

expected as discussed in Section III; since none of the arms of the slanted

cross is perpendicular to the truck and shadow edges and the window size is -

too large for the track and shadow, it smeared out the truck and shadow but

filtered out enough noise to improve the ground classification. On the -

other hand, comparing Table I (b), (c) and (d), we see that the 3 x 3

square window improved the truck and shadow classification by a large

percentage but did not perform as well as the 11 x 11 slanted cross in

ground classification. From Table II, we observe that the 3 x 3 square-

window median filter performed the best based on ACCR and CCR for truck and

shadow, i.e., it scored the highest ACCR and CCR for truck and shadow.

Hence, the median filter of 3 x 3 square window was selected as the

representative preprocessor for use in the latter part of the experiment.

To see the effect of window shape and size on classification in a more

perspective way, ACCR and CCR versus the sizes of each window shape may be

plotted using table II. Such plots of ACCR for the vertical rectangle and

square are shown in Fig. 6. In the plot, the size I x 1 signifies the

unfiltered case. The plots for other window shapes have similar contour;

they all peak at a particular size. It is interesting to note that the

performance of the square window decays linearly as the size increases.
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From Table II, we observe also that regardless of the window shape, the

performance on soil classification increases as the size increases but it

is just the opposite for truck and shadow classification. This is again as

expected since the larger the window size the more effective in removing

the noise but the more smearing of truck and shadow edges occurs. This

agrees with the discussion in Section III.

A more extensive study on the effect due to salt-and-pepper noise

levels (noise alone) on the classification performance of the 3 x 3 square

median filter was performed and results are shown in Table III. It shows

that the filter has significant improvement on metal classification and

more so as the noise gets heavier; the percentage of improvement increases

from 7% at the noise level of P =0.1 to 24% at P =0.6. It is also

interesting to note that the CCR for each of the classes and the ACCR

maintain a roughly constant level up to P = 0.4 and drop off at P = 0.5 and

the percentage of improvement peaks about P = 0.4 for ACCR. These results

* are plotted in Fig 7.

- . In general, we may conclude that the SP noise does not alter the

* .performance until the level reaches a certain point. On the other hand,

* the improvement in performance is insignificant at low noise level and
*.reaches a peak around the level P = 0.4. Even at very high noise level (P

0.6), there is still a classification improvement of 7.7% over the

unfiltered case! Therefore, for images degraded by sp noise alone at

moderate and higher levels it is most profitable to use median filter; at

low noise level, the use of median filter will not improve the performance

significantly.
For images degraded by Gaussian white noise alone at low and moderate

levels, the classification performance was not affected substantially.

This is seen from Table IV. It seems that the pattern recognition system

can see through Gaussian white noise.27  From Tables IV and V, we note that

median filtering did improve the performance but not significantly. Hence,

median filters are not recommended for use when images were degraded by

Gaussian white noise alone especially at low and moderate levels.
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For images degraded by blur and sp noise, the classification

performance was enhanced by median filtering and more so at high noise level

as shown in Tables IV and V. Comparing Tables IV and V, we see that median

filtering has improved the performance for images degraded by all three

types of blurs and sp noise and the improvement is more significant at

higher noise level. From Table VI, we see that there is improvement in ACCR

due to median filtering under all types of blurs and sp noise levels and

the highest percentage is 22.5% improvement over the unfiltered case!

For images degraded by blur and Gaussian white noise, there is no

discernable classification improvement due to median filtering as shown in

Tables IV and V. From Table VI, we observe that there is even a slight

regression in performance (as measured by ACCR) over the unfiltered case in

all blur categories. Although median filtering does remove Gaussian white

noise in terms of noise power,9 it has little or no effect on

S classification performance. Hence, median filters should not be used to

preprocess images degraded by Gaussian white noise and/or in combination

with blurs for machine classification. This also agrees with the results

reported in Ref. 27.

The study of the effect of median and inverse filtering in tandem on

the classification performance had to be shortened due to the time

limitation. However, we managed to obtain results for the case of -

defocused blur in combination with noises. These are shown in Tables VII

and VIII. It is seen that, in general, there is significant improvement

due to median/inverse filtering and especially so in cases of Gaussian

white noise contamination; however, the most impressive improvement in

performance is still in the sp noise contaminated cases; an improvement of

about 30% over the unfiltered case was achieved. Therefore, for Guassian-

white-noise corrupted and blurred images, median/inverse filtering is

helpful though median filtering alone is not. This shows again that

median filtering does not enhance machine classification by removing white

Gaussian noise since moderate Gaussian white noise affects classification

5 performance insubstantially anyhow; however, median filtering does remove

enough noise for inverse filter to work more effectively in the

" - median/inverse filter arrangement. Through experimentation, we also

* . determined that median filtering first and followed by inverse filtering is

* the best combination though the sequence med/inv/med has slight advantage

however not worth the trouble.
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To see how median/inverse filtering functioned, as an example, we shall

discuss the case of low defocused blur (R=5) with high salt-and-pepper

noise (P = 0.2). As seen in Fig's 4 and 5, and Table I (e), (f), (g),
before filtering, 1/3 of the ground pixels were wrongly classified as

metal; about 1/5 of metal pixels were wrongly classified as ground; and

over 1/2 of the shadow pixels were wrongly classified as ground. After
median filtering alone, the above confusion figures were reduced to: 1/30;

1/10; and 1/4, respectively. This reduction in confusion is purely derived
from removing noise without deblurring. With median/inverse filtering to

first remove the noise and then restoring the image, the confusions were

further reduced from 1/3 to 1/100; 1/5 to 1/10; 1/2 to 1/50, respectively,

though it increased the confusion in classifying ground pixels into shadow

from negligible amount to 1/30. Median/inverse filtering helped to

separate ground from metal and shadow from ground. From this, it is not

difficult to see how the improvement in classification performance due to
median/inverse filtering as tabulated in Tables VII and VIII occurred?

- . Although we did not evaluate the performance of median/inverse filtering

for other blur cases, there is no reason to believe that the general

conclusion about its effectiveness in enhancing machine classification

would not apply for all types of blurs provided the inverse filter is
properly designed.

in conclusion, we see that the median filtering offers the most L
effective preprocessing for enhancing machine recognition in cases when
images are contaminated by impulse-type noise, and it is also effective in
cases when images are degraded by blurs and impulse-type noise.

* Median/inverse filtering will improve the latter cases even further.2
* Median filtering alone is not effective in facilitating machine recognitionH

when images are corrupted by Gaussian white noise and/or in combination

with blurs; however, median/inverse filtering does improve the performance

for cases of combinations of Gaussian white noise and blurs.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Because of time limitations, we could not perform an exhaustive

performance evaluation of the median filter window shape and size when

operating against various degradation conditions. Instead, we optimized

the shape/size parameters of the median window for one specific degradation

condition; i.e., severe salt and pepper noise (p =0.4). Hence, our first

recommendation would be:

(1) Evaluate the performance of median filters of various shapes and

sizes operating under various degradation conditions so as to optimize

window shape/size for each degradation condition.

From the results shown in this study, 2-D median filter can serve

effectively as a preprocessor for automatic pattern recognition systems.

Our second recommendation would be to exploit its simplicity and relative

ease in implementation to realize its real-time processing potential; to be

more specific, this recommendation is stated as:

(2) Design and implement a microprocessor-based median filter or, if

possible, a VLSI (or VHSI) median-filter chip aimed at real-time filtering.

Again, we did not have time to optimize the design of inverse filters
in our study of the effect of median-inverse filtering. Though our results

show improvement in performance over median filtered alone and unfiltered

cases, we believe the performance could be enhanced even more if the
inverse filters were better designed. Hence, the third recommendation is:

(3) Extend our study on the median-inverse filtering in tandem by

optimizing the design of inverse filters.7
Other recommendations for further research include:

(4) Study and evaluate other variant median filters or generalized

median filters, some of which were discussed in Section III.
(5) Study and evaluate recursive median filtering which may speed up

processing.

(6) Evaluate median filters not just for pattern recognition (as it

4was done here) but for scene analysis or image understanding by using AI
rules; i.e., going a step beyond pixel classification as it was performed

here.
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(7) Evaluate median filtering for its effect in removing scanner

noise, noises having oscillating or periodic structurenoise caused by

missing data, etc.

(8) Study and understand how image filters and/or enhancement 2
techniques interrelate to feature extractor, classifier, selection of
training regions if supervised learning is used, and the selection of AI

rules with the aim to develop machine "recognizability function" or machine

"interpretability function" (versus the human "visibility function"35 ).
(9) Because of the ill-conditioned nature of the image restoration

problem, there are infinite variety of solutions (filters). The filters

(solutions) have been customarily designed (selected) according to

different sets of mathematical criteria, e.g., the minimum-mean-square

error criterion, based on various assumptions of the image models. It

would be more desirable to design filters (i.e., to seek solutions) to

optimize the machine "recognizability function" or "interpretability

function" mentioned above. Hence, this recommendation involves: Study the

feasibility of designing image restoration filters to optimize the machine
"recognizability function" instead of mathematical criteria or human
"visibility function."36

(10) Design and evaluate adaptive filters in general or adaptive

median filters in particular, to adapt to the changing conditions of the

pattern recognition system(or the Al scene analyzer) as specified by the

recognizability function or interpretability function instead of adapting

to human "visibility function."37
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(A) Original (1) SPN (P =0.2)
(B) MB (d=5) (J) uB ( Ch= 5)
(C) MB (d=5) + UWN G-,j 12) (K) (B (~r 5) + GWN (G=12)
(D) MB (d=5) + SPN (P =0.2) ( A((k=5 P P 02
CE) UWN ( c-.= 12) (M) SPN (P a0.4)
(F) 08 (R=5) (N) MF SPN (P 0.4)
(u) 08 (R=5) + GWN (=12) (0) MF UWN (G=12)
(H) DB (R=5)+SPN(P=O.2) (P) MF SPN (P 0.2)

*MB: Motion Blur 08: Defocused Blur 6B: Gaussian Blur-
SPN: Salt-and-Pepper Noise (AN: Uaussian White Noise
MF: Median Filtered M/u F: Median/Inverse Filtered

Fig. 2 Portion of Data Base
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*-(A) MIF MB (0=1O>-SPN /P=0.2) (1) MIF [UB ( 2.5) + SPN ~.
*(B) MF MB (d=5) (J) MF tUB =c5) - 1
* (C) MF MB (d=5)+bWN (=1)(K) MF AB (-=5)+bWN( P'?

(0) MF MB (d=5)-SP*4 (P=0.2) (L) MF GiB ( 5)+SPN P
(E) MF OB (R=lC>-SPN (P=0.2) (M) M11 F DBR=5)+SPN (P=,.1'

*(F) MF DB(R=5) (N) M/u F OB(R=5)+bWN
(G) MF DB (R=5'+JANM Cn =12) (0) M/u F 08 (R=5)+SPN '"ot.:
(H) MF 08 (R=5,SPN 'P=0.2) (P) M1I F DB (R=5)-SPN '.

Leqend: Same as Fig 2

1 Examples of Filtered Irrarles
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Improve et Due to Filtering

Fig. 7 -Effect of SP Noise Level oft Classification Performance
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TABLE I - Examples of Confusion Matrices

M S M S _

M 602 0 0 M 414 0 188

S 0 482 0 S 0 332 150

G 0 0 14416 G 1911 159 12346

(a) Original Image (b) sp noise with P=0.4 without filtering.

M S G M S G

M 567 0 35 M 346 8 248

S 0 420 62 S 0 336 146

G-i 122 36 14258 6 3 77 14336

(c) 3 x 3 square med. filtering. (d) llxll slanted cross med. filtering
on image with sp noise (P=O.4) on image with sp noise (P=O.4)

M S G M S6

M 486 0 116 M 549 0 53

S 0 217 265 S 0 355 127

G 4590 44 9782 G 482 64 13870

(e) Image degraded by defocused (f) 3 x 3 Med. filtering of image
blur (R=5) and sp noise (P=0.2) degraded by defocused blur (R=5) and SPN

(P=0.2)

M S -

M 530 0 72 M: Metal (Truck)

S 0 474 8 S: Shadow

G 6 155 476 13785 G: Ground (soil)

(g) Med/Inverse filtering of Image
degraded b3 defocused blur (R=5) and
SPN (P=0.3)
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TABLE II - CCR and ACCR for Median Filters of Various Shapes

and Sizes on an Image with Salt-and-Pepper Noise at the level of P = 0.4

(a) CCR for Metal (Truck)

ize A B C D E

Shape

SQ .9419 .8455 .8173 .6611 .6545

CR .8771 .8738 .8787 .8505 .8605

SC .8538 .8007 .6512 .6910 .5748

HR .8239 .9369 .8073 .8721 .7625

VR .8970 .8621 .9402 .7691 .8239

Unfiltered: .6877

(b) CCR for Shadow

zSize
Shape A B C D E

SQ .8714 .8216 .6763 .7012 .5498

CR .8112 .8091 .8465 .7303 .7324

SC .8444 .8320 .5851 .6162 .6971

HR .8257 .8257 .6515 .6971 .7158

VR .7822 .8693 .8382 .8651 .7241

Unfiltered: .68880"

(c) CCR for Soil

Size A B C D E

*] Shape

. SQ .9890 .9974 .9985 .9983 .9993

CR .8880 .9968 .9953 .9946 .9967 -1
SC .9786 .9905 .9968 .9968 .9954

HR .9550 .9857 .9986 .9877 .9987

VR .8502 .9960 .9898 .9977 .9992

UnfilItered: .85648-5...

,*
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TABLE II (CONT)

(d) ACCR

Size
Shape

A B C 0 E

SQ .9341 .8882 .8307 .7869 .7345

CR .8588 .8932 .9068 .8585 .8632

SC .8923 .8744 .7443 .7680 .7554

HR .8682 .9161 .8191 .8523 .8256

VR .8431 .9092 .9227 .8773 .8491

Unfiltered:. 7443

Legend:

SQ: Square; CR: Cross; SC; Slanted Cross;

HR: Horizontal Rectangle; VR: Vertical Rectangle 7

A B C 0 E

SQ 303 5x5 7x7 9x9 lixil

CR 3x3 5x5 7x7 9X9 11X11

SC 3x3 5x5 7x7 9x9 11X11

HR 1x5 3x5 3x7 3x9 5x7

VR 5x1 5x3 7x3 903 7x5 -
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TABLE III CCR and ACCR for the 3 x 3 Median Filter

on Images with Salt-and-Pepper Noise at Various Levels

Cass0.1 j0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6

PF_ .9302_ 1.8422 .6877 .6761 .5797
M1 - ---- -- (

AF .0000 .9568 .9419 .8538 .8156

PF .8963 .7178 .6888 .5021 .5768

AF .9544 .8734 .8714 .7593 .8008

PF .9437 .8947 .8564 .7867 .7168
G

AF .8638 .9977 .9890 .8928 .4913

PF .9234 .8182 .7443 .6550 .6254

*Average AF .9394 .9427 .9341 .8353 .7026

% 1.6 12.45 18.98 .18.03 7.72

M: Metal (Truck) S: Shadow G: Ground (soil)

*PF: Prior to Filtering AF: After Filtering

%: Percentage of Improvement due to Filtering
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TABLE IV CCR and ACCR for Unfiltered Images

Noise No 5PN GWN ise No 5PN GWN
' 

O~ (Pl 

(R I 0 2

Blr Noise (Pj (C
0.1 0.2 6 12 Blur Noise 0.1 0.2 6 1 12

No Blur 1.000( .9302 .8422 1.000 1.000 No Blur .0000 .8963 .7178 .7946 .8071

GB 2.5 .868E .8439 .7475 .7957 .7558 GB 2.5 .7261 .6639 .6432 .8174 .7095

"CJ 5 .744, .7292 .7409 .7575 .6628 (Ci) 5 .8237 .7842 .5145 .7095 .7137

DB 5 .817 .7973 .8073 .8920 .7907 DB 5 .7324 .7593 .4502 .7241 .7303 -

(R) 10 .654 .7294 .6894 .7525 .8904 (R) 10 -7199 .5228 .6494 .7510 .6784

MB 5 .910 .863 .790 .9120 .9169 MB 5 .7822 .7178 .6763 .7261 .8029

(d) 10 .847 .883 .918 .7475 .7027 (d) 10 .9108 .5311 .6058 .9066 .9232

(a) CCR for Metal (Truck) (b) CCR for shadow

Noise No SPN GWN Nose No SPN GWN

Blur Noise 0 J.2 6 12 Blur Noise (.1 0.2 6 12

No Blur 1.0000 .94371 .8947 .9797 .9900 No Blur 1.000( .923 .818 ,.9248 .9324

GB 2.5 .9954 .9738 .7538 .9942 .9979 GB 2.5 8634 .8272 .7148 .8691 .8211 -1

40-,) 5 .9542 .8678 .6099 .9468 .9829 5 .8407 .7938 .6218 .8046 .7864

DB 5 .9911 .9718 .6786 .9778 .9898 DB 5 .8469 .8428 .6454 .8646 .8369

(R) 10 .9711 .7611 .6082 .8308 .4612 (R) 10 .7818 .6711 .6490 .7781 .6766

MB 5 .9650 .8236 .6556 .9733 .9493 MB 5 .8858 .8017 7075 .8705 8897

(d) 10 .7669 .4821 .3563 .9007 .9136 (d) 10 .8416 .6323 6269 ,8516 8465

(c) CCR for Ground (soil) (d) Average CCR by class

GB: Gaussian Blur DB: Defocused Blur MB: Motion Blur
SPN: Salt-and-Pepper Noise GWN: Gaussian White Noise
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TABLE V CCR and ACCR for Images Preprocessed

by Median Filtering

Noise No SPN GWN Noise SPN G/N
No SPGW

Blur Noise 0.1 Blur oise 0.1 0.2 6 2

NoBlur N.A. 1.0000.9568 .9751 9718 No Blur N.A..:544 .8734.8942 .8506
- 8 N.. -4 .3 .

GB 2.5 .9336 .8140 7425 9850 7724 GB 2.5 7552 7469 .7842 .6846,.7178

-. 7442 .8090 ,8289 .7010 ,8704 (7344 .7739 .7324.7448

08 .8704 .9120 8439 8056 DB 5 .7324 .6950 .7365 .6743 .7075

(R) 10 .8389 .7110 .7243 7259 9352 (R) 10 .7925 7905 .8444 .6888 .7344 L

MB 5 .9186 .7243 .8987 .9452 7857 5 8071 7490 .8610 .7863 .7635
- - ____ MB - - --

(d) 10 .6694 .8007 8588 7741 6794 (d) 10 8714 6722 .6701 .9253 .9066

(a) CCR for Metal (Truck) (b) CCR for Shadow

Noise No SPN GWN NNise No SPN GWN

Blr Noise (P) (P)Blur .0.1 0.1 6 2 0.1 0.2 6 1 12

NO Blur N.A, .8638 .9977 .9994 9993 No Blur N.A. .9394 .9427 .95621.9406

GB 2.5 .9834 .9956 .9950 .4870 .9968 GB 2.5 .8907 .8521 .8694 .7189 .8290

(0% 5 .9544 .9006 .9539 .9800 .7297 (,J ) 5 .8407 .8147 .8234 .8044 .7816OB 5 .9947 .9822 .9621 .9879 9920 DB 5 ,8199 .8492 .8702. 8353 .8350

(R) 10 .5325 .93511.8876 .9160 3522 (R) 10 .7213 .8122 .8188 .7769 .6739

MB 5 .9535 .9801 .9652 .8285 9883 MB 5 .8930 .8709 .9083 .8533 .8458

(d) 0 .9440 .8899 .6598 .8759 9329 (d) 10 .8283 .7876 .7296 .8584 .8397- -..-..-.-

(c) CCR for Ground (Soil) (d) Average CCR by Class. -

GB: Gaussian Blur DB: Defocused Blur MB: Motion Blur
SPN: Salt-and-Pepper Noise GWN: Gaussian White Noise
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TABLE VI

Percentage of Impr'ovement in ACCR
by Median Filtering

oise No SPN GWN

lur Noise 01' 2 6 12
-1 -.--

No Blur 11.60 12.45 P.14 0.821

GB 2.5 2.72 12.49 5.45 -15.02 0.79

5 0 2.09 0.16 -0.02-0.48

DB 5 -2.70 0.64 2.48 -2.9 0.19

(R) 10o -6.05 14.11 6.98 -0.12 0.27

MB 5 0.72 6.92 0.08 -1.72 4.39

(d) 10 1-1.33,15.53,10.27, 0.68 r0.68
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TABLE VII CCR and ACCR for Noisy Defocus Blurred

Images Preprocessed by Median/Inverse Filtering

No ise No
SPN GlEN

Noise
\Class L)(~

______________ 0.1 0.2 6 12

5 .9385 .8887 .8804 .9086 .9302
N 10 .6645 .6827 .77!93 .7093 .6944

5 .81 :7780 :9834 .7697 :6494

5 .9587 .9837 .9562 .9779 .9690
G 10 .8941 .8829 .9134 .8903 .9560

5 1.9229 .8835 .9400 .8854 .8495
Ae10 .8494 108524 .8022 .8576 .8088

TABLE VIII. Percentage of Improvemient in ACCR by

Median/Inverse Filtering

Noise No SPN GlEN

Noise(P

Base (R)__

%5 7.60 4.07 29.46 2.08 1.26
Uniered________ ___ ________

Ovilere 10 6.76 18.13 15.32 7.95 1l3.22
%5 10.30 3.43 6.98 5.01 1.45

Over Med 10 12.81 4.02 1.66 8.07 134
Filtered - ___ ___ ___ ____j34
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL INDICATORS OF STRESS-RELATED

0 DISORDERS: A SEARCH FOR STRUCTURE AND RELATEDNESS

by

Charles L. Lardent, Jr.

ABSTRACT

The detrimental consequences of stress have emerged as a major
concern among diverse professional domains: medicine, psychology,

sociology, human engineering, organizational science, management, etc.
Stress influences not only individual health, but is intermneshed with a
host of interrelated variables that strongly affect individual and

organizational performance. This study is an inaugural and exploratory

investigation of the relatedness of numerous personality, motivational,
and biographical measures to establisned physiological indicators of
stress-related disoroers among a sample of high-performing, senior-level

military officers and their spouses. The findings, only a select few of

which can be presented here due to space limitations, reveal an

unmistakable and significant complex of relationships as regards physio-
4 logical and psychological indicators of stress. Several very signifi- a

cant findings emerged that have special relevance to the military. -

First, the conventional views and implications of the Type A Behavior
Pattern are not entirely appropriate nor applicable to senior-level a

military officers. Second, an officer's rate of promotion is related to
the ratio of total serum cholosterol divided by high-density lipopro-
teins, but the relationship is not linear. Third, there is a clear,

* seemingly inherent, difference between males and females on both psycho-

- . logical and physiological correlates of stress.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Within the last ten to fifteen years, the role of psychological

dimensions of health and illIness has emerged as an area of great inter- i
est and concern. Among both researchers and practitioners, it has
assumed a level of respectability never before attained. However, there
is nothing novel about the notion of psychological involvement in physi-

cal well-being and illness. As long ago as 1936, Menninger and Mennin-I
ger (21) discerned a relationship between psychoanalytic observations
and cardiac disorders. Dunbar (8), Arlow (2), Kemple (16), and Alexan-

der (1), all functioning within the psychoanalytic tradition, reportedI%
*the relationship between "mind and body." Kemple (16), e.g., found that

Rorschach protocols of patients with Coronary Heart Disease (CHD)

* revealed a strong and consistent pdttern of aggressiveness and a need to
* control and dominate.

Today, it is generally recognized that psychological factors play
important roles in most, if not all physical disorders, not just ulcers,
insomnia, colitis, headaches, CHD, and a few other specific disorders.
In fact, contemporary estimates are that between 70 - 90% of all so-
called physical disorders have emotional or stress-related origins
(26,12). "Stress" is a generic, nebulous, and loosely used tem. In

spite of extensive research, and notwithstanding a popular Usage of the4
term which implies a knowledge of what we are dealing with, no one knows

exactly what stress is; neither is there any common agreement on how to
*define stress. Selye (24,25), e.g., defines stress as the "nonspecific

* (i.e., common) result of any demand (stressor) upon the body, be the

effect mental or somatic." This means that the biochemical response to
any and all stressors (pleasant or painful) is qualitatively the same.
Thus, Selye focuses on the adaptational capacity of the organism, and i,
the nature of the stressors is largely irrelevant. In contrast, Lazarus
(18) holds that an organism's cognitive appraisal of the nature of the

*stressors is an important variable. In fact, Lazarus (18) found it
*infeasible to try to operationally define stress. Instead, he holds

that stress is a generic term tnat includes stressors (i.e., the stress
* . stimuli), the ultimate outcomes or consequences, and the entire range of
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intervening processes. Thus, in Lazarus' view, stress is not a stimu-

lus, a response, or an intervening variable but, rather, an overall col-

lective term that includes psychological, physiological, sociological,

genetic, and other related phenomena. Lazarus' view is the one espoused

by this author and is the one on which this study is predicated.

Insert Figure 1 here

Figure 1 portrays the author's composite schematic model of what

losely can be described as the stress phenomenon. The model presents

the interdisciplinary nature of stress. Further, it illustrates why

stress is not purely a medical problem, or a psychological one, or a

physiological one, or one that stems from any single source. Rather,

stress- is multifaceted and extremely domplex. Can the model identify

the point at which stress arises? This is a moot and unanswerable ques-

tion from an objective stand-point. From a subjective standpoint, the

*. phenomenological experience of stress itself exists somewhere between

external limits of the stressor domain and those of the ultimate conse-

quence doMaTn (3). 8reznftz and Goldberger (3) suggest that, while the L

individual's experience of stress is the most germane factor in dealing

with stress conditions, the stress experience itself exists outside the

sphere of objective inquiry.

II. OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:

Research into the causes, nature, treatment, and consequences of

stress is accelerating at a rapid rate. Still, there remains vast unex-

plored areas and, even where research has taken place, incomplete and
inconsistent findings have emerged. Nontheless, even in terms of what
is known today, the panorama of stress is so huge, complex, curvilinear,
dynamic, and multi-disciplinary that it is infeasible (if not Impos-
sible) to construct an operational model that integrates all the domains

. depicted in Figure 1. Such a model can be abstractly conceptualized as
an ideal, but it cannot yet be operationalized.

This study undertakes the primary task of exploring the relation-
ships between aspects of the "individual psychological differences"
block of the mediating domain and the "physiological" block of the
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intermediate outcome domain. Additionally, the study also addresses, at

least peripherally, the Type A Behavior Pattern (TABP) of the "behav- _

ioral" block of the intermediate outcome domain and several biodata fac-
tors within the "individual genetic and behavioral differences" block of

the mediating domain. The findings generated by this study are volumi-

nous, and, for that reason, only a small fraction of the results can be

reported in this "final report of research effort." Hopefully, it will

be possible to pursue this research effort, for the implications arising

from the analyses of the two populations of interest (i.e., the Air War

College students and faculty and their spouses) are not only interest-

ing, significant, and useful, in several ways they call into question

the conventional ideas about the generalizability of the role of the

TABP, serum cholesterol (CHOL), high-density lipoproteins (HDL), and

other indicators of stress prone outcomes.

111. CRITERION MEASURES:

The overall study includes fourteen criterion variables for the AWC

students and faculty, but only twelve for their female spouses. Because

of measurement procedure problems, systolic blood pressure (SBP) and

diastolic blood pressure (DBP) readings for the females were not suffi-

cient to be included in the analyses.

Insert Table 1, Part D

Recent research has established that total serum cholesterol (CHOL)

is not the independent and univariate precurser of coronary heart

disease (CHO) it was once thought to be. Instead, it now appears that

there are moderating components or fractions of CHOL that actually miti-

gate against CHO, while other components or fractions promote CHO.

Specifically, the relationship between CHOL and its fractional component

of HDL (i.e., CHOL/HDL) is the single best non-invdsive predictor of

actual CHO as documented by coronary angiography and other diagnostic

medical tecnnlques (14, 20, 28, 29). The greater the ratio of CHUL to
HDL, the greater the risk of the existence of atherosclerosis and ulti-

mate CHU. Conversely, low ratios of CHOL to HDL are associated with

decreased risks and an increase of good health in general.
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While all of the criterion variables listed in Table I were used in

the study, because of space limitations, the CHOL/HOL ratio will be

reported as the principal criterion in this "final report of effort."

This ration was selected for inclusion as the major citerion not because

of its high level of statistical significance or its high degree of

relatedness. Other criteria actually revealed greater significance and

relatedness. Rather, the decision was based on the importance of the

ratio in current research efforts, and on the fact that other Senior

Service Colleges are making use of the ratio in their assessment pro-

grams. Thus, a basis for conparison will be possible between studies at

the Army War College, the National Defense University, and the Air War

College.

IV. PREDICTOR VARIABLES:

1. Before specifically addressing the predictor variables used in this

study, it is essential to look briefly at some selected relevant

research. Only by doing so can the foundation and rationale for the

present research be put into perspective.

Jenkins, Hames, Zyzanski, Rosenman, and Friedman (14) conducted a
study in which total serum cholesterol was regressed on the scales of

the California Personality Inventory (CPI) (11). The sample consisted
of 34 California firemen. Jenkins et al (14) were astounded to find

relationships between cholesterol and psychological constructs. Four of

the CPI scales were significantly related to serum cholesterol. Upon

regression analysis, two scales - Socialization (this is not sociabil-

ity) and Self-acceptance - yielded a multiple R of .66 and a correspon-
ding R2 of .44. However, a replication of the study using 152 male

supermarket managers and workers did not yield results as significant as

those of the earlier study. While Socialization did emerge as a signif-

icant predictor variable in the second study, age, rather than psycho-
logical constructs, was the most significant. Jenkins et al (14) tenta-

tively ascribed these differences in results to heterogeneity within the

* second sample and to restriction of range within the first. An exten-

sive search of the literature reveals that the Jenkins et al (14) study

is the only published research relating psychological constructs to

serum lipids.
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Friedman and Rosenman (10,23) originally described the Type A 6ehav-

ior Pattern (TABP) and concluded that it is composed primarily of

excessive drive, heightened sense of time urgency, and competitiveness.

Later, Jenkins (13) concluded that the available evidence confirns a

- positive relatedness between TABP and CHD indicators, including medi-

cally confirmed atherosclerosis. However, at least two studies have

shown no relationship between TABP and CHD indicators (6,7). The TABP

is usually assessed in one of two ways: the Structured Interview (22)

or the Jenkins Activity Survey (JAS) (15).

Jenkins, Zyzanski, and Rosenman (15) have concluded that the TABP is

.- relatively independent of traditional CHD risk factors such as blood

pressure, serum cholesterol, cigarette smoking, etc. They also conclude

. that the TABP is independent of existing psychological constructs within

psychological theory. Howeve-,, Krug and Johns (17) have shown that the

Sixteen Personality Factor (16PF) questionnaire (4,17) accounts for 35..

of the variance in the four scales of the JAS, with canonical correla-

tion coefficients ranging from .47 to .75. Then, in view of the fact

that there is a 20-25% error variance in the JAS, and that the 16PF is

limited by its own reliabilities, Krug and Johns (17) conclude that per-

*-- sonality may be the single largest factor influencing coronary prone

'. behavior. Thus, it appears that the TABP is indeed related to (if not

- predicated on) psychological factors. After all, behaviors do not

emerge out of nothingness. The point is, while inconsistencies do

exist, there is sufficient evidence to suggest relationships between

personality variables, the TABP, biochemical indicators of stress, and

overt stress reactions themselves.

However, there is a chink in the TABP paradigmatic arnor: not all

(or even most) TABP individuals develop overt CHD! Based on this fact,

and on the assumption that the TABP is obviously not the independent and

univariate (or invariate) measure Jenkins, Zyzanski, and Rosenman (15)

originally thought it to be, McCranie, Simpson, and Stevens (19) conduc-

ted a study in which the TABP was moderated by "field independence" -

versus "field dependence" (31). Individuals characterized by the TABP,

but who are field independent, had far lower levels of CHOL, TRIGL,

CHOL/HDL ratio, and LDL than those who also have the TABP but who are
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field dependent. Thus, it appears that a person's cognitive style and

phenomenological frame of reference (i.e., field independence versus

field dependence) is at least as important as, and interacts with, the

TABP in promoting or mitigating health risks.

When personality factors and ability factors are held constant,

there remains a wide range of variability in human behavior. This is

the domain of dynamic psychology, and a substantial part of this domain

Is explained by motivation. Personality (temperament) remains rela-

tively stable over time; motivation, however, is more volatile and far

more difficult to assess. The Motivational Analysis Test (MAT) (5,27)

* is the only objectively administered psychometric device available today ,

that assesses the broad range of motivational structures. A survey of

*the literature reveals no evidence that motivation in general or the MAT

. in particular has been used in stress research.

In the present study, both the 16PF and the MAT are used as the

, major predictor devices. The TABP measures were computed using regres-

sion weights applied to the 16PF primary factor scores (17); they were

- not derived from the JAS or from the Structured Interview technique.

Thus, for the TABP there is an obvious sacrifice In discriminatory power L

-T in the interest of feasibility and efficiency. In addition, for the AWC

" students and faculty, eight demographic or biographic factor categories

• were used; these generated 25 non-metric variables. For their spouses,

however, only three categories were used (generating 13 non-metric vari-

. ables), since five of the categories dealt with military unique activi-

ties or events.

Insert Table 1, Parts A, B, & C

Space does not permit a discussion of the predictor devices beyond

4'." identifying the scales contained in the devices. Tne 16PF consists of ""

16 primary personality factor traits which can be thought of as the

basic building blocks or the source traits of personality. There are

two validity scales: faking good and faking bad. The 16 primary fac-

tors combine in various ways to produce "second-order" factors or sur-

- face traits of personality. Seven of these were used in the study.
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Over the years, the 16PF has been validated on various criterion groups,

e.g.: leaders, teachers, accident victims, etc., (4,17). Of the almost

unlimited number of criterion group norms, 23 were Incorporated in parts

of this study, but most yielded insignificant or only moderately signif-

icant results.

The MAT consists of 10 primary motivational structures, each of

which yields four separate scores reflecting four separate views of each

particular motive structure: unintegrated, integrated, total , and con-

flict. The unitegrated score is the primitive, mostly unconscious

strength of the motive. The integrated score is the mostly conscious,

, social expression or actualization of the motive. The total score

reflects a theoretical attempt to measure the combined motivational

effect of the interaction of the unintegrated and integrated components.

The conflict score is a measure of the dissidence or incongruity between

unintegrated and integrated components. In addition, the MAT yields

five composite measures, but they hdve not been adequately studied, and

. .they did not emerge in this study as important predictor variables.

- Also, recent studies using the MAT have produced eight second-order

motivation factors, and they are included in this study.

For both the 16PF and the MAT, the normative mean and standard devi-

ation on each variable, for the North American population, are 5.5 and 2

respectively. This method of standardized scoring is called STEN

(standard ten) scoring and yields a range of one to ten. The validities -

and reliabilities are reported in the respective 16PF and MAT handbooks

(4,5).

V. THE POPULATIONS:

The study addresses two distinct populations: (1) the AWC student

and faculty members and (2) the spouses of the AWC students and faculty.

Over 93% of all eligible respondents participated. Three female AWC

students and two male spouses were eliminated from the study since their

numbers did not comprise sufficient size groups for analyses. Gener-

-. ;. ally, the students and faculty totaled about N = 220, and the spouses .- .,

. about N = 163. However, these are only approximate figures since all

81
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subjects did not participate in all assessment events, and, as men-
tioned, difficulties emerged in obtaining complete blood pressure
readings.

The AWC student and faculty population comprises a unique and very
selective group, and the general izability Of the findings presented in
this study would be of questionable validity, except as applied to Other
senior service college populations and possibly to other groups of simi-
larly high-performing, senior-level military officers. The average age
of the male respondents was 43, with a range of 38 to 52 and a standard
deviation of about 2. The group is extremely intelligent, with over 90%
having at least one graduate degree. As a group, the respondents are
high-performers, comprising about the top 15% of all officers within
their group of contemporaries. Since all officers must meet physical
and medical standards, the group as -a whole would naturally be far
"healthier" than the average American male population within the same
age range. Intuitively, however, one would conclude that the AWC stu-
dent and faculty population could be characterized by the TABP.

The female spouse population, while certainly not representative of
the American population at large, is probably closer to the normal
female population than their husbands are to the male. As a group, they
also tend to be very bright but are not as highly formally educated as
their husbands.
METHODOLOGY:

Over a period of about one month, beginning in January 1984, blood
pressure was taken and blood serum collected from each AWC student,
faculty member, and spouse who chose to participate. Over 25 blood
chemistry measures were generated using automated analyzers; however,
only nine were actually used in this study, and three additional ones
were calculated by the author. These measures, which have been previ-
ously identified, comprised the criterion data domain. During the same .-

period of time, both the 16PF and the MAT were administered to the two
populations.

Since this study can best be described as an exploratory search for',

structure and relatedness, no formal hypotheses are presented. The
domain of this study is virtually unexplored, with the only even
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remotely related previous research being that of Jenkins et al (14)

using the CPI. A wide range of statistical techniques were used in

analyzing the data, including: correlational analysis, tests for dif-

ferences between means (t-tests), regression analysis, analysis of vari-

ance, and canonical correlation analysis. Because of space limitations,

in the next section only a very limited sample of results of analyses

will be presented.

SELECTED RESULTS OF ANALYSES:

VI. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS:

In a search for pattern differences, a sizable number of t-tests

were performed using both real and artificial dichotomies. Because of

space limitations, only three will be reported here. Table 2 portrays

' the differences in means on both predictor and criterion variables that

- are significant at the P <.10 level for rated officers versus non-rdted

officers.

Insert Table 2

No great surprises or dramatic findings emerged as regards the physio-

logical criterion variables. Only one personality variable and one

motivation variable were significant at the P <.01 level: Tough Poise

(QIII) and Mating-Unintegrated (Ma-U). The only significant citerion

variable is diastolic blood pressure (DBP), with the rated officers

being significantly but not dramatically lower. Nonetheless, an exam-
ination of Table 2 reflects an unmistakable pattern of personality and

motivational differenses, between rated and non-rated officers, that is

statistically significant if not quantitatively substantial.

Insert Table 3

.O Table 3 provides fdr more intriguing results with very interesting

and revealing implications. It reflects a 3-way comparison of officers

having only primary zone (PZ) promotions, those with one secondary zone
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(SZ) promotion, and those with two or more SZ promotions. In retro-

spect, it would have been useful to have determined the timing and the

grade level at which the SZ promotions occurred; however, the author had

no a priori basis for inferring the importance that later emerged. What j
is so remarkable are the differences between Group A and Group 8, Group
B and Group C, but not between Group A and Group C. Given that signifi-

cant findings should arise, one would naturally expect linearity along

the psychological and physiological variables as the number of SZ promo-

tions increases from none to a maximum of three, but this Is not the I
case. For several of the significant variables the pattern is curvi-

linear. L
It is interesting that the officer group with more than one SZ pro-

motion (Group C) is significantly more suspicious (L+) than either of
the other two groups. Elevated L ('althOugh 6.4 is not excessively high)

can be best understood as "anxious insecurity," and it is interesting to

speculate wny the mean for these "super-fast burners" is almost one-half

standard deviation above the means of the other two groups, as well as

* the general population.

The career motive also presents an interesting pattern. Those offi-

- cers having no SZ promotions (Group A) apparently have the highest level

of career motive achievement or actualization (Ca-I). At first glance

* this seems to be a non sequitur; one would expect Group C to be the

highest on Ca-I. However, when career conflict (Ca-Conf) is added to

the picture, the pattern begins to make perfectly good sense. Career

o motive conflict (Ca-Conf) Is a function of the difference between Ca-U

and Ca-I. Those officers having two or more SZ promotions (Group C)

-' show higher Ca-Conf than Group A. Similarly, Group B is almost at the

- same level as Group C. What this pattern suggests Is that Group A, com-

" pared to Groups B and C, is achieving career motive aspirations; their

- aspirations are simply less ambitious. There is less tension or con-

* flict associated with further career achievement motivation. In a

sense, then, career drive (Ca-U) is not as strong a motivational force

" for Group A as it is for Groups B and C, mainly because Group A is more

career satisfied (or career resigned) than Groups B or C. Implicit in
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this pattern is a picture of the relationship between career and poten-

tial stress that is far more complex than the traditional univariate

model of job stress giving rise to a direct stress response.

The assertiveness structure also deserves comment, for it also pre-

sents a somewhat anomolous pattern along the conflict dimension. Group

C shows the greatest As-Conf; Group B, surprisingly, is the lowest; and

Group A is in the middle, and is not significantly different from Groups

B and C. Again, the pattern is a curvilinear one and not what would be

rationally expected.

The biochemical criterion variables are similarly interesting and

confirm the psychological patterns. For example, Group C has the high-

est CHOL/HDL ratio, and, more important, it is within an elevated CHD

risk range (20). Based on rational speculation, then, Group A should be

the lowest, and Group B should be somewhere in between; but this is not

the case. Group B is definitely the lowest on COL/HDL ratio. The pat-

tern that emerges is a curvalinear one. It suggests that Group B, those

officers with one SZ promotion, is relaxed, rather "laid-back," and --

comparatively self-satisfied and unstressed. Both Groups A and C tend

to be under greater psychological and physiological stress, with Group

C being the higher of the two, although the difference Is not statisti-

cally significant except for Suspiciousness (L+) and Ca-Conf.

Insert Tables 4 and 5

Table 4 reflects the significant differences in means for the males

when the male research population is artlfically dichotomized on the

CHOL/HDL ratio criterion variable. Table 5 does the same for the

females. In order to highlight the structural differences, the respon-

dents within one-half standard deviation of the respective research popu-

lation means were eliminated from tthe analysis. Thus, Groups A are at

least one-half standard deviation below the respective research popula-

0 tion means, and Groups B are at least one-half standard deviation above

the two respective means on the CHOL/HOL ratio.

Tables 4 and 5 reveal a number of interesting findings; however,

space limitations preclude a full discussion of thei. It is noteworthy,
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"" though, to see the obvious interrelatedness of almost allI of the physio-logical variables. Space does not permit the inclusion of intercorrela-

tion matrices which would better highlight those relationships. Table 4

dramatically, though admittedly artificially, reveals the importance of

CHOL/HOL ratio an a correlate of a sizable number of personality and

motivational variables, as well as of other physiological criterion vari-

ables; but this general pattern applies primarily to males. Table 5

reveals that, for females, personality is apparently unimportant and

unrelated to the CHOL/HDL ratio. Interestingly, however (though unre-

ported in the final report), female personality scores are definitely

related to HOL but not always in the expected direction. Also, in con-

trast to the male pattern, the affection motive (SW) is extremely impor-

tant for females (but not for males) as it relates to the CHOL/HDL ratio.

VII. REGRESSION ANALYSIS:

Can the criterion variables be predicted from the psychological and

biographical data? With Multiple Rs ranging from .23 (Glu) to .48 (UA)

for males and .27 (CHOL/HDL ratio) to .60 (Cl) for females, the answer

is: To a remarkably surprising extent! For reasons cited earlier, only

the CHOL/HDL ratio will be presented in this report.

Insert Table 6

Table 6 portrays the results, for males, of regressing the CHOL/HDL

ratio on a number of psychological and biographical variables that were

originally selected based on an inspection of Intercorrelations between

variables. Stepwise regression techniques were used, and the variables

- shown in Table 6 comprise the best predictor equation. The table invites

- - a great deal of interpretation and discussion that space does not permit;

- however, what is especially noteworthy Is the degree to which "more than

' one SZ promotion" contributes to the CHUL/HDL ratio. This finding

• operationalizes the promotion rate differences reflected in Table 3.

Insert Table 7 -4
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"5 Table 7 depicts for females what Table 6 does for males. What

emerges from a comparison of the two regression equations is a dramatic

insight into the different patterns exhibited by males and females. The

differences are remarkable. They would appear even more profound were

it possible to present other regression analyses. Obviously, the CHOL/

HDL ratio does not have the same implications for females as it does for

males. For example, as females tend to express assertiveness (As-I),

there is a corresponding increase in the CHOL/HDL ratio. However, as

males actualize underlying assertive drives (As-Tot), there is a corre-

sponding decrease in the CHOL/HDL ratio. Also, as females become domi-

nant (E) in their personality orientation, there is a corresponding
V...%•

increase in tneir CHOL/HDL ratio. While dominance (E) did not appear in

the regression equation for men, there is nonetheless an r=-.17 correla-

* tion between that predictor variable and the CHOL/HDL ratio. That is

exactly the opposite of the females. The implications of these findings

are intriguing and portentous. An obvious research question is, are

these findings unique to senior-level military officers, or are they

generalizable to other groups such as civilian middle-level managers?

VIII. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:

Insert Table 8

Table 8 depicts the results of a one-way analysis of variance, for

males, when the TABP (as estimated by the 16PF) is moderated by the 16PF

second-order factor of Independence (QIV)- The cut-off points for

both the measures were inserted at the medians, thus producing four

cells: TABP-Independent, TABP-Dependent, TBBP-Independent, and TBBP-

Dependent. Of course, in no way should it be inferred that those offi-

cers characterized as having the TBBP are actually Type Bs. They are

characterized as such merely as a result of an artificial dichotomy at
IS

the median points of the distribution. The criterion variable is the

CHOL/HDL ratio. This procedure was suggested by the research design
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used in a study previously cited (19); however, the predictor instru-

ments are different, and it should be tenuous to equate Witkins "field

independence" (30) with the 16PF measure of Independence (QIv)-
Also, in the earlier study, multiple criteria were used; here the only

criterion variable is the CHOL/HDL ratio.

In spite of these methodological differences, however, the pattern

shown in Table 8 is essentially the same as the one found in the earlier

study (19), thus, confirming the importance and the obvious influence of

cognitive ind operational frames of reference as moderators of the TABP.

Table 1 reveals that the AWC students and faculty are very independent,

with a mean score of 6.8. Also, they clearly reflect the TABP, with a .

mean score of 7.1. The correlation between the TABP and the CHOL/HDL

ratio is r=-.14, and with HDL it is r=.21. Under the conventional view

of the TABP, these relationships do not make sense; they do not agree.

However, under the paradigm of the TABP moderated by independence/

dependence, they do make sense, and the implications are far reaching.

The TABP for senior-level military officers apparently does not operate

quite in the same way that it does for the population at large, and, at

least in part, this difference is explained by "field independence."

For females, however, again the results are different, are not signifi-

cant, and, therefore, are not reported due to space constraints.

7f'
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IX. Conclusions and Recommendations:

At the highest level of abstraction, what emerges from this study is

a clear picture of the complexity of "mind-body" interrelatedness. In

many instances the relatedness and structures wnich emerge are quite

"' dramatic and unexpected. Certainly, this study has opened vistas that

should lead to a fertile field of research in promoting a better under-

standing of stress phenomena in the military. Some of the findings

present real enigmas. For example, while not included in this final
-;-- report of effort due to space limitations, there emerged, for females, a

Multiple R of .60 between tne psychological predictor domain and Chlor-

ide (Cl). Even when the Multiple R is "shrunk" to approximate what

cross-validation would yield, it only drops to R = .54. The question

is: WHY?

Chloride is an electrolyte, the major extracelluar negative ion, and

it is involved in maintaining water distribution, osmotic pressure, and

ion balance with Sodium and Potassium. Apparently, however, especially

for females, it is also very significantly related to psychological

constructs. Consultations witn medical and laboratory professionals

produced only amazement and no answers (28,29). The question of Chlor-

ide is cited here merely as an example of several enigmas which emerged

and highlights the need for more intensive and extensive research.

At a somewhat lower level of abstraction, this study illustrates the

-" importance of personality and motivational constructs in context with

- . each other, along with relevant biographic factors. Personality struc-

" tures do not exist in isolation, and the additional explanatory power

provided by the MAT documents the interaction between personality and

motivation. Li

This study identifies and documents important distinctions between

males and females. The two research populations respond quite differei-

tly, both psychologically and physiologically, on a sizable number of

variables. When several of the findings were shared with Dr. George

.* Troxler (28), he expressed intense interest, astonishment, and satis-

faction. According to Troxler, several studies have identified
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differential cholesterol levels between males and females, but an

exhaustive search of the literature revealed no evidence of attempts to

explore interrelational behaviors and other biochemical pattern differ-

ences. Yet, Troxler reports his own research has uncovered some

intriguing biochemical anomalies between the sexes in their responses to

stress stimuli. This current study, according to Troxler, is tne only

known attempt to explore psychological influences of differential bio-

chemical responses. One or two of these differential responses should

be highlighted.

The study provides evidence of the importance of "Mating" as

measured by the MAT. Mating-U is the sex-drive itself; Ma-I is the

actualization or satisfaction of the sex-drive motive; Ma-Conf is the
medsure of the dissidence between Ma-U and Ma-I. For males, as Ma-U and

Ma-Conf increase, a healthy drop in theCHOL/HOL Ratio results; both are

statistically significant at P <.01. However, while not significant at

conventional levels (P=.30), as Ma-I increases there is a corresponding

increase in the CHOL/HUL Ratio. For females, however, as Ma-Conf
increases, there is a corresponding increase in the CHOL/HUL Ratio

(P=.07). A similar pattern exists for Ma-U, but it is not significant -

at conventional levels (P=.25). Also, as Ma-I increases there is a drop

in the CHOL/HDL Ratio, but it is not significant at conventional levels

(P=.21). Thus, what emerges is a picture of differential response

wherein the sex-drive itself, for males, lowers the CHOL/HOL Ratio,

while sex-satisfaction is associated with an increase in the Ratio. It
.-. seems to be exactly the opposite for females, with sex-satisfaction

" being associated with a decrease in the CHOL/HDL Ratio.

The Assertiveness motive also presents an interesting sex-difference

anomaly. For both males and females, as As-U increases there is a dec-

line in the CHOL/HDL Ratio. As males express their assertiveness

".%' (As-I), there is also a decline in the ratio; however, for females, as

As-I increases, there is a corresponding increase in the CHOL/HOL Ratio.

* Thus, it appears that males and females handle assertiveness differ-

. ently, and the consequences are less favorable for the females. The

same may be said for the personality factor: Dominance (E). For males,
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as E increases, there is a decline in the CIIOL/HDL Ratio. For femadles,

though, as E increases, the CHOL/HUL Ratio increases. This suggests

that dominance in males, at least in the male pupulation of interest, is

a very desirable attribute. For females, however, it is a less favor-

able attribute as far as CHD risks are concerned.

There are so many research findings to emerge from this study that

it is difficult to decide what to highlight within the allowable space.
However, the Affection motive screams for comment since it produced the

highest conflict scores (SW-Conf) and also the highest unintegrated

scores (SW-U) for both males and females (see Table 18). A recurrent

theme within the military community is the existence of a high need to

receive affection but an inability to give it. This study documents
that theme, but it is not clear how the motive works in influencing the

*biomechemical variables. Table 5 suggests that Affection is extremely

important with respect to the CH-OL/HOL Ratio, but none of its dimensions

emnerged as significant predictors in the regression analysis. Table 4

suggests that, for males, Affection is not at all important with respect

to the CHOL/HOL Ratio; yet, SW-Tot energed as a minor but signigicant

predictor as shown in Table 6. Obviously, much more research is needed

to understand how this important motive works.

Perhaps the single most puzzling finding to emerge during tne early

stages of this study was the negative relationship between the TABP and

*the CHOL/HDL Ratio. Upon subsequent analysis, however, the supposed

* monolithic and univariate nature of the TAI3P was questioned When it was

moderated by "field independence." Tnus, at least for the senior-level

military officers who comprised the male research population of this

study, the TAI3P, as a discreet and independent construct, is a less

LO viable indicator of the CHOL/HDL Ratio and CHO risks than it is for the

general population.

The single greatest risk factor for CHO, as well as most other

disorders, is age; and the group at highest risk are males in the age

Srange addressed by this study. Unfortunately, nothing can be done about

* . age, but a great deal can be done about other risk factors that Slow

* down and mitigate the effects of age. This study, in addressing a
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virtually unexplored domain, has opened vistas with respect to the

psychological correlates and influences of physiological indicators of

stress-related disorders. The findings, only a few of which are presen-

ted here, establish and/or confirm the complexity and interrelatedness

of many factors contributing to the stress phenomenon.

The military officer in the 40-50 year old age range is particularly

vunerable to a number of health risks, especially CHD. Those senior

level officers selected to attend senior service colleges are prime

candidates for health disorders, yet they are the competent high perfor-

mers identified as our future general officers and senior military

leaders. Aside from the human costs, the investment placed in these

officers is astronomical. It is incumbent on both the military services

and on the senior-level officers themselves to gain a better understand-

ing of the sources of psychological and physiological health risks and

to learn to mitigate their destructive effects. While this present

research effort nas focused on the individualized consequences of

stress, the "costs" of stress are not limited to the individual; there

are also organizational "costs." Fielder (9), for example, has shown

how insidiously dysfunctional individual and organizational stress can

be in achieving organizational objectives in a large military organiza-

tion. However, the overall stress phenomenon is so complex, interre-

lated, and pervasive of multiple disciplines that, at our present level

of knowlege, no single research effort can capture its totality. Far

more "limited domain" research needs to be undertaken, and the author

would welcome the opportunity to continue his reasearch efforts within

the senior-level military officer population.

Of course, senior-level officers and their spouses do not spontane-

ously become candidates for health problems. The groundwork is laid

years earlier. For this reason, it needs to be pointed out that similar

.-. studies need to be undertaken at other levels: Command and Staff, Squa-

dron Officer, NCO, etc. Only in this way can baselines be established.

.O Moreover, while a lot is said about the "whole person," very little is

actually accomplished in promoting understanding and developing the

- "whole person." Hopefully, the AWC experience on which this study is

-, based is a meaningful step in addressing this defficiency,
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OPTICAL BISTABILITY WITH LIOUID MEDIA:

EXPER M ENTAL STUDIES AND THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS:

by

N. M. Lawandy

and

D. L. MacFarlane and W. S. Rabinovich *

ABSTRACT

We have experimentally studied optical bistability (OB) in a Fabry-Perot etalon containing
a variety of nonlinear liquid media in the quasi steady state limit. We have studied Kerr effect
OB using CS., 1,2,dichloroethane, and the effects of the single photon absorber Kodak 9860 dye
on this process using Q-switched laser pulses at 1.Ojim. This work indicates that previous stu-

• dies using BDN dye dissolved in 1,2,dichloroethane were misinterpreted as the solvent alone can
contribute to hysteresis via Kerr effects. In addition we have observed for the first time OB in a
liquid using two-photon excitation. These experiments were performed using Rhodamine 6G in
methanol solvents. Finally, we have undertaken a theoretical study of the transient response of
an adiabatically following, non-dispersivc, absorptive medium in a cavity. The results predict
an asymptotically stable transient analogous to relaxation oscillations in laser systems. Prelim-
inary experimental results indicate that we may have observed this effect.

Mr. D. L. MacFarlane and W.S. Rabinovich were graduate students actively participating in this work.
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I. OBJECTIVES/INTRODUCTION

In recent years the field of optical bistability (0B) has developed dramatically. This explo-
sion in the volume of OB research has resulted from. a combination of factors. One of these fac-
tors is the underlying goal of achieving an all optical computer. Associated with this theme are
questions concerning switching times [1-41, instabilities and temporal behavior [5-8], and tunable
hysteresis curves [9]. In addition a great deal of effort has focused on materials studies in the
search for low power and fast switching nonlinearities [10-12].

The work we will summarize in this report has dealt with the experimental and theoretical
understanding of non-linear Fabry-Perot etalons containing liquid media. Our effort has focused

*I on dispersive switching due to absorbing and non-absorbing media. The absorbing medium stu-
dies utilized absorbing dyes in the 1.08 pm region in concentrations of the 10- to 10-6 range.
These efforts were aimed at observing single-photon absorptive nonlinearities and two-photon
absorptive nonlinearities. The single-photon studies utilized the modelocking dye Kodak 9880
while the two-photon studies utilized rhodamine 6G.

The non-absorbing materials utilized non-linear materials such as CS2  and
1,2,dichloroethane. The nonlinearity in CS2 is primarily due to the orientational Kerr effect,
while electronic nonlinearities are responsible for the effects in 1,2,dichloroethane.

i. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

We examined bistability in a 6 mm flat mirror Fabry-Perot etalon containing a 2 mm sam-
pie cell. Two different input coupling mirrors were used, one with a transmission of 0.4%, and
the other with a 50% transmission. The mirrors were mounted on Burleigh precision laser
mounts which allowed for very fine adjustment. The infinite radius of curvature was chosen in
order to minimize transverse self-focusing effects in the nonlinear liquids. L

The samples were irradiated by 1.08 Am emission from a Molectron MY-35 Nd:YAG laser
at intensities ranging from 20 - 40 M\V/cm2 . This laser offered consistent 30 nsec. Q-switched
pulses.

In all cases the temporal features of the laser pulses were measured using a fast photodiode
circuit (Motorolla MFO-DI100) constructed in our laboratory. The detector resolved features
less than 1 nsec long. The pulses were recorded on a Tektronix programmable digitizer, then
drawn by a Hewlett-Packard X-Y plotter controlled by an HP desktop computer. This set up
allowed us to average 100 pulses, thereby increasing our signal to noise ratio. The sync out sig-
nal of the laser provided a stable external trigger for the digitizer. The experimental arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 1.

In studying the effects of the empty etalon upon the laser pulse we were limited by the fact
that the digitizer had only one input channel. This precluded simultaneous measurement of the
input and output signals. The consistency of the averaged digitized pulses, however, was high
enough to allow for sequential measurements of the input and output pulses. Furthermore this
sequential procedure enabled us to use one detector for both measurements; eliminating any
error due to the varying electrical characteristics of different detector circuits.

Our early studies of the empty etalon showed instabilities caused by the coupling of the
output of the laser back into its gain medium. This problem was eliminated by slightly detun-
ing the front mirror of the etalon. Because of the short length (high Fresnel number) of the F."*"
etalon and the long path length between the laser and the etalon, the etalon remained in align-

. - meat within the diffraction limit.
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We first tested for bistability in a number of liquids. Since 1,2,dichloroethane and
methanol were to be used as solvents for organic dyes used in the latter part of our studies, it
was necessary to determine whether or not they would exhibit bistability. Ethanol and water
w;ere also tested.

All the data was analyzed with reference to the incident laser pulse traversing an empty
etalon. Calibration checks of the empty etalon exhibited no hysteresis as expected.

In addition we studied CS2. This liquid develops a large nonlinear component in its refrac-
tive index due to molecular Kerr alignment. This makes it a good candidate for future two
color OB experiments.

Finally, we tested two org:.nic dyes. Kodak 9860 in 1,2,dichloroethane was used as a one
photon saturable absorber. Rhodamine 8G in methanol was used as a two-photon absorber.
These dyes were studied at a variety of concentrations. In all cases, several laser intensities
were used.

This data was analyzed at Brown on an Apple II microcomputer using a VeraWriter graph-
ics tablet and customized software developed in our group. Redigitizing with the graphics
tablet was necessary to ensure the correct correspondence between the input and output pulses.
This correspondence was achieved by starting the redigitizing at identical features on the data
curves. Additionally, this put the data in a form amenable to flexible computer analysis. For
each experimental case the input and output data sets were normalized and plotted against each
other. This allowed us to determine whether hysteresis was present and to examine the time
evolution of the hysterisis loop. Figure 2 shows a sample of the unprocessed, digitizer data.
The upper curve is the averaged incident input pulse, while the lower curve is the averaged out-
put pulse.

The experimental and theoretical results in the remainder of this report are arran.-d
separately for each experimental effort. The data is presented in raw form as points and "
smooth solid curve that approximates a best fit to the points is shown. The results are al'
presented in terms of the normalized input field intensity Y and the normalized output field
intensity X.

III. DISPERSIVE HYSTERESIS BY NON-ABSORBING KERR MEDIA

The studies of our nonlinear etalon using non-absorbing liquids focused on the solvent'
Cs., 1,2,dichloroethane, and methanol. These media may be characterized by an index of refrac-
tion n=no+%! where I is the optical intensity in the medium. In addition temporal considera-
tions enter into the problem of driving a nonlinear etalon by an optical pulse.

There are three time constants relevant to the problem. These are: (1) the shortest
characteristic time over which the carrier wave must reproduce itself, (2) the input pulse width
and (3) the Debye relaxation time of the medium. The Debye relaxation time, TD, is the time it
takes for an intensity induced index change to decay to its e value once the optical field is
removed. The pulse width of the input signal is Tp and is approximately 30 nanoseconds in our
experiments. The time over which the carrier phase must reproduce itself is given by Tc=2L/c
where L is the etalon mirror separation and c is the speed of light in the medium. In our experi-

. ment, T¢ is on the order of 30 psec. This however is only a first order estimate for Fabry-Perot
structures filled with nonlinear media.

Due to the standing wave nature of the field inside a Fabry-Perot etalon, the intensity is a
spatially periodic function with period X/2 where x is the wavelength in the liquid medium. ,
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This results in an index of refraction grating and distributed feedback effects (DFB). Such
structures have the effect of altering the optical field time constants and the nonlinear steady
state transmission properties of nonlinear etalons. A crude estimate of the time constant for the
effects is t,=t/c where I is the path length through the Kerr medium. In our experiments I is
2mm and t, is on the order of 6 psec.

In order to understand the input-output rehtionship for such media, one must determine
whether or not steady state analysis is applicable. The conditions for adiabatic following are
given by:

TP>> T (1)-'

This hierarchy assures that the medium does not lag behind in its response to and back onto
the field. Previous work by Bischofberger and Shen has shown that even when Tc- 50TD, hys-
teresis effects still occur in the input-output curve [13,14).

The limit of a steady adiabatic following may be used to determine the critical field inten-
sities required to observe dispersive switching phenomena and the dependences on losses and
mirror reflectivities. Several heuristic partial wave sum methods have been used to analyze OB
devices [15,16,171. These approaches naturally .;nore the additional nonlinear reflectivity
dependences due to the DFB index grating effects. This is a less serious problem in purely
absorptive OB as the absorption grating rapidly approaches zero when the medium's saturation
intensity is approached and switching occurs.

More recent work using numerical algorithms to solve the nonlinear wave equation has
shown that this approach predicts several branches for the input-output relation which do not
actually exist or are unstable f181. One important point concerning the adiabatic following or
steady state limit of the nonlinear Fabry-Perot which has been shown by all methods is that
only switch up behavior can occur in input-output curves showing hysteresis. This is the case
of an initially non-resonant etalon which, due to the intensity dependent index, becomes more
resonant as the input intensity is increased. Since this mechanism has a positive feedback, the
system is unstable beyond a certain value of the input intensity and the device exhibits a
discontinuous output and jumps to a high value. This is reminiscent of first order phase transi-
tions and can be viewed as such.

The calculation for a dispersive etalon with a mirror reflectivity of 50% is shown in Figure
3. The curve corresponds to a 8mm long etalon filled with CS2 which is initially in the non-
resonant position. This steady state analysis indicates that a value of the order of 146 MW/ ,.
cm2 is required to cause switching in such a device. It is important to note that this results in
an up switch and counter-clockw ie hysteresis. L.

When the nonlinear etalon is initially resonant, the increasing input field causes the etalon
to detune and the internal field to drop. In this arrangement, the feedback is negative and the
device does not catastrophically switch. This behavior has been called the 2ower limiter mode
in analogy with solid state devices. Therefore in a steady state limit, no clockwise hysteresis
can occur.

When the adiabatic regime is no longer accessible, clockwise hysteresis may be observed.
This is due to the lag in the medium's response when the field of the input pulse is on its falling
transient. Thus the rising part of the pulse produces an index change which does not relax in
step with the decaying part of the input pulse and a hysteresis appears in the input-output
curves.
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Experimental Results:

The data in this section illustrates the hysteresis effects in Kerr media. The data presented
is for CS. in an etalon with two 0.4% transmitting mirrors and 1,2,dichloroethane in an etalon
with one 0.4% mirror and a 50% transmitting mirror. Figure 4 shows data taken for an ei.-2ty
etalon in order to check the experimental setup. The results clearly show no hysteresis and
allow us to determine the degree of scatter in the completely digitized data.

Figures ha-5c show the input-output results for CS2 as a function of laser input pulse inten-
sity. Figure 5a shows the effects of finite medium relaxation time and exhibits clockwise hys-
teresis not observable in a steady state experiment. The laser intensity is 20MW/crd2 and the
etalon was initially near resonance. The latter fact can be deduced from the near unity initial
slope which occurs in the resonant position. Figures 5b and 5c show multistep (more than one
switching event) up switching behavior predicted for an initially non-resonant etalon at intensi-
ties of 30MIV/cmr and 40MW/cm2 respectively. The data of Figure 5b shows an up switch, fol-
lowed by power limiter action, followed by a second up switch. The return path shows the
down switch corresponding to the second up switch. Figure 5c shows similar effects as 5b but
also indicates that near the peak of the input pulse several hysteresis scenarios occurred. This is
due to the presence of multiple peaks in the input pulse (see Figure 2) at high intensities. The
device can exhibit clockwise hysteresis between the upper high intensity peaks giving rise to the
data points at the top of Figure 5c.

Studies of an etalon filled with solvent 1,2,dichloroethane were also undertaken. This work
was done with the expectation that no hysteresis or switching would occur since previous work
on BDN dye dissolved in 1,2,dichloroethane attribitted hysteresis solely to the BDN molecule
[19]. The initial efforts were therefore performed as a check for our subsequent single photon
studies of the dye Kodak 9860 dissolved in 1,2,dichloroethane.

The results however, were surprising in that definite switching and hysteresis effects were
observed in the pure solvent. Figure 8 shows multiple switching from an initially non-resonant
etalon filled with RIre 1,2,dichloroethane. The data clearly indicates the expected sharp non-
resonant to resonant switching with power limiter action in between. This data has cast serious
doubts on the interpretation of the experiments performed on BDN by Zhu and Garmire in
reference [19]. It is clear without a doubt that the hysteresis they observed was at the very best
due to both BDN and the solvent 1,2,dichloroethane.

IV. HYSTERESIS WITH KODAK 9860 DYE IN 1.2.DICHLOROETHANE

In this study we were interested in understanding the nonlinear behavior of an etalon con-
taining an absorbing dye. Previous work at 1.06 um using BDN dye in 1,2,dichloroethane
observed no hysteresis for the pure solvent and strong hysteris with BDN solute [19). This work
claims that the counterclockwise hysteresis curves were due to a triplet-triplet transition disper-
sion effect in the BDN molecule. The range of absorption length products for which they were .: .. '
able to measure hysteresis was a1>5 .

Our studies on 1,2,dichloroethane discussed in the preceding section clearly reveal that this
solvent can act as a Kerr medium and generate up switching hysteresis alone. The addition of

*.Kodak 9860 to I,2,dichbloroethbane at a variety of concentrations in the etalon with one 50%
transmitting mirror and one 0.4% transmitting mirror yielded more pronounced switching
behavior. Figures 7a and 7b show the hysteresis observed for our etalon with a 1.06pm absorp-
tion length product of a1=13. Figure 7a shows the response of an initially non-resonant etalon
which switches up when subjected to 2oAftW/cr input pulses. Figure 7b shows the response of
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our etalon with the same absorption length product to 30MW/cm 2 input pulses. This case
corresponds to an initially resonant etalon and shows the power limiter action after the first"
knee.

Figure 7c shows the response of the etalon with an at=-033 and 20 MW/ cm2 input pulses.
The results show examples of sharp upper branch down switch. Figure 7d is the same concen-
tration as 7c but with 30 MW/ cm2 input pulses.

Our studies show that the addition of a single-photon absorber to the already nonlinear
solvent 1,2,dichloroethane widens and alters the selvent hysteresis behavior. The effect of the
absorber could be to contribute additional nonlinear dispersion. This, however, is not as likely
since this effect, due to the rsnant nature of the transition, could add to or subtract from the
Kerr nonlinearity of the 1,2,dichloroethane depending on whether the laser frequency was higher
or lower than the dye absorption band. Since the 1 ysteresis occurs for both Kodak 9860 in our
work and BDN in reference [19], we suspect that this is not the effect at work.

Theoretical studies of our etalon with a Kerr nonlinearity and a saturable absorber have
been undertaken in our group. A simple model yields the following input-output relation in
steady state:

-R C- \+2p+R2e-2p+2Rco8(2ko nS~X) (2)Kt Al
where p=- and X and Y are now in units of Is, the saturation intensity of the absorber; n2

is the nonlinear Kerr coefficient of the solvent and ko is the wavevector at low intensity.
Analysis of Equation 2 has shown that a.1 values on the order of 1 - 2.5 cause the hysteresis
curves of the solvent alone ( a,1=O ) to widen and develop more defined features. This is due to
the effect of the saturable absorber. It should be noted that the absorber alone (ngO=) does not
produce hysteresis. A comparison of a,l=0 and a,1=2.4 results in a five-fold increase in the
width of the pure Kerr effect hysteresis.

We therefore conclude that the most likely explanation of the results in reference [19] on
BDN and our work with Kodak 9860 in 1,2,dichloroethane is that the solvent is a weak Kerr
medium and the dye acts as a partially saturable absorber. The dye dispersion as we have
shown is not necessary to produce wider hysteresis behavior if the solvent is already a Kerr
medium. Finally, we must conclude that no single-photon absorber studies to date have shown
optical switching and/or hysteresis t due to the added dye molecule.

V. HYSTERESIS WITH TWO-PHOTON NONLINEAR DISPERSION IN
RHiODANMINE-METHANOL SOLUTIONS
We have performed an experimental study of the nonlinear behavior of an etalon contain-

ing rhodamine 6G in methanol with input pulses at 1.0§pm. Since rhodamine absorbs in the
region centered around 5300 A, any response due to the dye must occur via a two-photon
mechanism.

In order to remove the uncertainty associated with combined dye solvent effects, we util-
ized methanol and tested the response of the 50% transmitting etalon filled only with solvent. 1
The results, shown in Figure 8, indicated no Kerr effects in methanol. This experiment allows " z
us to attribute all nonlinear behavior with rhodamine 8G to the two-photon process.

Experiments were performed in the 50% transmitting etalon with a variety of concentra-
tions. Since the two-photon absorption mechanism does not follow Beer's law, we can only
specify the molar concentrations of each experiment. Figure 9a shows the response of a 2.0 x
10-1 NI solution to 20,MV/cm input pulses. The data shows a narrow hysteresis curve. When
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the same input intensity is utilized but the concentration is increased to 2.4 x 10" M, sharp
well-defined multiple up switching is observed. This is shown in Figure 9b. Figure 9c shows tue
hysteresis which occurs when the higher concentration ( 2.4 x 10' M ) is subjected to 40

%tW/cm2 input pulses. This etalon shows a power limiter type behavior and an extremely wide
hysteresis.

The work with rhodamine 6G is novel in two 'ays. It is the first nonlinear etalon in which
the hysteresis and switching can be clearly attributed to the dye molecules, and the first non-
linear switching due to a two-photon mechanism.

We are at present unsure as to whether the effects observed are primarily due to the
dispersive or absorptive component of the two-photon process. Our inclination at this point is
to attribute the effects to dispersion as the onset r.,r the two-photon saturated absorption pro-
cess in rhodamine is in the 0.7 - 1.0 GW/cm2 rang- [201. Further theoretical and experimental
studies of this new effect are underway with Dr. K:." iyama in his laboratory at AFGL.

VI. OPTICAL TR.ANSIENTS IN THE NONLINEAR ETALON %

The dynamic. of optically bistable systems h-.i been a subject of much interest in recent
years. This interest extends from the practical questions concerning switching times for all-

q optical computations to the esoteric questions of stability, the transition to chaos, and optical
turbulence. The questions of switching times in the bad cavity limit and good cavity limit have
been investigated using mean-field models [211 and the saturable interferometer approach [17]
for absorbing two level systems. In addition, Bonifacio and Lugiato have predicted a purely
absorptive instability at high fields [61.

The question of pulsations and oscillation in dispersive OB have been studied by Ikeda 1221
and others. Ikeda's work has predicted the Ikeda instability and period doubling bifurcations to
optical chaos in a ring geometry. Silberberg and Bar-Joseph have shown that a four-wave mix-
ing instability leading to chaos may occur in a system where two unrelated optical fields coun-
terpropagate through a Kerr medium [231. Goldstone and Garmire have predicted a regenera-
tive oscillation regime for Fabry-Perot etalons containing Kerr media [24].

We have experimentally examined the output of our etalon filled with 1,2,dichloroethane
solution containing the absorbing dye Kodak 9860 for transients. In a narrow concentration
range we have observed oscillatory behavior on the down slope of the input pulse. Figures 10a
and 10b show the average of 100 input and output pulses respectively. The etalon used had
two 99.8% reflecting mirrors and the absorption length product for the dye at 1.6Am was 1.5.
Figure 10b clearly exhibits oscillatory structure with a 2-3 nsec period.

The regenerative pulsations predicted by Goldstone and Garmire have oscillation periods of
5-7 TR . Using our 6mm etalon, this predicts periods in the 200 psec range. This value is off by
a factor of 100 and is therefore indicative that the dispersive effects are not responsible.

We propose an explanation for these transients based on the coupling between the popula-
. tion difference in the absorbing dye and the cavity photon field, similar to the relaxation oscilla-

tions encountered in inverted laser systems [25].

Since the interaction of the cavity field with the population difference in an absorbing sys-
0O tem does not have a restoring force type of coupling (as in an inverted laser transition), this

effect would require driving the system by an input of negative slope or one which decreases
with time. This is completely consistent with the observation of these transients on the down , ",

.. slope of the input pulse.
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The basic equations which describe the system are given below:

a=[(N+a)r+2BIAI (3a)

I +(P) 14 (3b)

A is the difference between the excited singlet state ( S, ) and ground singlet state ( S ) popula-
tions, N is the total population, and T is the miror transmission. F is the rate of relaxation
from S, to S., B is Eintein coefficient and t. is the cavity lifetime (not to be confused with T , the
roundtrip time), I is the internal average inteDsity and 1,(t) is the time derivative of the input
pulse. We assume in all calculations a triangular pulse with input pulse rise fMt)=dlt and decay

These equations have been solved for the ste,.dy state values and a perturbation stability
analysis was performed around these values. Tt:e results yield a damped oscillation about

* steady state indicating that the system is asymptotically stable ',251. The expression for the
oscillation frequency. Q. is given by:

t, t,

00

where A55 - -.____ and I~s satisfies: ' .

rda. A\T'ct F- 1 irt. ""

T '2B 2T-- -0

The values for Kodak 9860 [261 result in our angular frequency of 3 x 10lradians/sec. This
is equivalent to a 2 nsec period and is in excellent agreement with the experimental observa-
tions.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The work we have performed has resulted in increased understanding of nonlinear etalons
containing absorbing media. We have shown that previous work using 1,2,dichloroethane was

".. : misinterpreted and have proposed a theory for the effects of including saturable single-photon
absorption with a Kerr nonlinearity. Our work has also predicted an oscillation transient for
such systems. The two-photon studies are the first of their kind and have demonstrated the
first optical hysteresis effects due to a solute molecule.

Based on this summer's accomplishments, we recommend that follow on work be continuaed
along three fronts: (1) study the dynamics of two-photon dispersion and switching for possible
two-photon laser modelocking applications, (2) continue experimental work on transient oscilla-
tions in absorptive and dispersive Fabry-Perot etalons and include coherent effects in the
theoretical treatment, and (3) develop a two color optically bistable etalon device using Kerr
media and stimulated Raman parametric oscillation. The theory and preliminary experimenta-
tion has been prepared this summer for a fruitful effort in all of the above areas.
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SURVEY OF HIGH-ENERGY MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

by

E. Miller Layton, Jr.

ABSTRACT

We have undertaken a theoretical survey of unusual molecules I
with potential for storing large amounts of energy in a conveniently

accessible form. We have especially considered molecular systems

containing helium because of the large energy separation between

ground and excited states in the helium atom and also because of

recent work indicating the possibility of an unusual stabilizing

mechanism for helium in the high-spin triplet state. The stabilizing

mechanism is identified, promising systems are catalogued, theoretical 
-7

Calculations are proposed, and possible syntheLtic pathways are

reported.
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1.n: aon inharaof

The interest of the Air Force in stable systems of high energy is
i' i obvious and we ll-known. Applications abound in the areas of conventional

and rocket fuels, explosives and laser systems. In recent years a new

class of systems has engendered interest because of its novelty, very

high energy potential, and critical test relationship to the de Boer

quantum theorem of corresponding states (QTCS). This class of systems

is that of spin-polarized atoms, meaning atoms with all valence electron

spins aligned. Since the prediction of existence of metallic hydrogen (1),

much work has been done on spin-polarized atomic hydrogen (HI) (see 2

for representative references). A system deriving from spin-polarized

hel ium (Hel) has been developed over the last decade (2) and recently

a report on spin-polarized nitrogen (NI) has appeared in the literature

(3). The interest in these spin-polarized systems relates to their

theoretically expected collapse into stable, high-energy, spin-aligned

condensed phases which may then be employed as fuel reservoirs for var-

ious applications (2,3). The reference by Ferrante and Stwalley (3)

has a particularly lucid discussion of the de Boer QTCS (4).

The promise of these high-energy systems has led us to seek other

molecular systems which would have the desirable attributes of high
-- free-energy content and kinetic stability against spontaneous decay.

Reference to Figure I illustrates that atomic helium is particularly
3

attractive since the metastable triplet level (3S ) lies 19.8 eV (or

457.0 kcal/mole) above the ground state. If helium could be stored in

this metastable state by molecular formation, then the decay lifetime

might be increased beyond the 2 hours recognized for the isolated,

m-tastable helium atom in state T* (5).

li. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

.his project was undertaken to survey other potentially high-

energy containing systems, both from a theoretical and an experimental

viewpoirt. Theoretically, our aim has been to inspect the electronic

.trutures ot promising molecular systems as a function of geometrical

pra , ,Lers, using accepted theoretical approaches, and to identify
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)*( 20.0 eV
0

T*3 19.8 eV
T*

Energy
N____ (15.35 eV)

(He"l + e_1
metallIic

G(S0

FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF HELIUM ENERGETICS. Arrows
on the energy levels indicate total spin properties of occupying
electrons: flpaired or singlet; ,unpaired or triplet. Both
excited states (S*, singlet, and T*, triplet), the lowest in theirF7

I respective manifolds, are metastable with respect to combination with
the ground state. For the excited singlet state, coupling with
the ground state is forbidden because of the lack of change in
lingular momentum during the transition. For the excited triplet
state, combination with ground is doubly forbidden by reason of
angular momentum conservation and the necessity of a multiplicity
(spin) change. X's on transition arrows indicate the extent of
the forbidden character. The position of the predicted metallic
state of spin-polarized helium is indicated at a lower energy than
either atomic state, hence presumably further stabilized with
respect to rapid decay to ground.

* those systems which have bound electronic states, ground or excited,

neutral or ionic. This theoretical identification of bound molecular

states should Wi guide the synthetic chemist along paths towards

* systems which may be isolable and stable and (ii) emphasize systems

* which may be further considered for condensation by condensed state--

theoreticians, either along the lines of the de Boer theory or by other

mechanistic pathways. The end product would be energetic material in

a stable bulk form, which could provide energy according to the demands

of an external control system.

V 1ll. PROSPECTIVE MOLECULAR SYSTEMS

We have attempted a systematic consideration of molecules which

show promise of stability in high energy configurations. Many of our
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molecular systems include helium atoms since a bonding situation with

helium should invoke a significant fraction of excited state (*or T*)

character. Such a system, even as a ground state molecular system, should

contain a large admixture of excited state energy. Electronic properties

* of molecular systems presented in the following tables may be calculated

by standard prescriptions (see 6 or 7). Literature references to

theoretical structure calculations (9) and experimental data (10) are

summarized for a limited number of diatomic molecules. For helium

* molecular systems in general, however, polyatomic as well as diatomic,

experimental references prove to be surprisingly sparse. Companion

volumes on theoretical structural calculations (11) and experimental

references (12) are available for polyatomic systems, but no molecular

systems larger than diatomic are experimentally catalogued. Since

- ..- numerous stable spectroscopic states are reasonably well-known, it is

quite surprising that more investigations have not been reported. This

may reflect a lack of interest deriving fromlaboratory synthetic

difficulties, or a Lack of an important goal for stabilizing synthetic

products. The forms of combining orbitals are first approximations,

normally helium Is orbitals being employed. In actual fact, bonding

may very well require 2s orbitals on helium, with the same syrmmetry as

Is, or helium 2p orbitals, with an additional systematic complication in

- - the bonding description. These refinements automatically appear in the

computer results of variational calculations of electronic structures

of the molecules as long as provision is made to allow such higher

energy orbitals to be invoked.

Table I presents the important features of primitive helium systems

* (properties of the atom in the ground and lowest excited states) and

Figure 2 establishes our energy and spin conventions. More sophisticated

wave functions are available for helium (its total energy has been

calculated more accurately than it can be measured (13), but for com-

* parison we select conceptually -;impler representations, which do not

*For instructional purposes it should be mentioned that the methods of

second quantization are carefully and thoroughly developed for the HeH+

system as problems at the end of each chapter in a recent reference ()
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SYSTEM ELECTRONIC NON-NORMALIZED COMMENTS
STRUCTURE WAVE FUNCTION

He Is2 ls(l)ls(2)L@(1)#(2) -#(l)0C(23 Ground state of
atomic helium, G =Sol
precursor or any
molecular helium
system.

He* ls2s [ls(1)2s(2) + 2s(1)ls(2)) Excited singlet atoTic
helium state, S*= S.0

X [() (2) - p(1)O(2)] (Valence bond

description)

Is(1)2s(2) - 2s(1)ls(2) Excited triplet atolic
helium state, T* = S .

o(1)o(2) (Valence bond
x o(I) p(2) + #(1)4(2) description)

{j(1) t(2)

TABLE I. THEORETICAL FEATURES OF PRIMITIVE HELIUM SYSTEMS. Note that
Is(I) refers to an atomic orbital (AO) on the helium atom, contain-
ing electron I. *dand refer to electron spins, 1 and t . See
reference 6, section 4.3 and 4.4, for instance, for a careful
discussion of AO's. Introductory atomic and molecular structure
theory are clearly presented in the same reference, chapters 9, 10,
I and 12.

2s AO

Energy

Is AO,

G S* T*

States

FIGURE 2. ORBITAL OCCUPATION OF LOWEST ENERGY STATES OF HELIUM. Energy
increases vertically. Arrows indicate spin of particular electron.
Following the Pauli Exclusion Principle, two electrons in the same

energy level must have opposed spins.
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alter the model for understanding the structure of helium. Tables

II - VI display a selection of molecules, with proposed electronic

structures, symmetry classifications and conceptual bonding schemes.

Note that the geometric form of the orbitals is developed in these

tables rather than recourse to analytic expressions. Analytic wave

function expressions are available (14), but their interpretation

becomes progressively more difficult with the addition of each

electron. Atomic orbitals (AO's) are characteristically combined to

* form molecular orbitals (MO's).

Table II presents a selection of the simplest helium hydride

' "systems which we considered. Each added electron requires an addition-

al factor in the analytical wave function expression. Spin is formally

neglected in these wave functions, but incorporated in the electron

occupation diagram by opposed arrows. HeH++ is the simplest hetero-

nuclear diatomic molecular system and plays the same rAle that H2 +

. - plays in homonuclear diatomic molecular theory. The ground state of

- Hell++ is unstable and separates into He+ and H+ ions. The HeH+ system

is stable and excitation dissociates it into He and H%* This system

displays a simple MO wave function, characterized by delocalization, or

association of each electron with both nuclear attraction centers. The

last of these systems, HeH, is also not experimentally stable. As

isolated systems, these hydrides do not show promise as high energy

storage species.

Table III presents several geometries of more complicated hydrides.

HeH affords an initially attractive possibility for a stable system
2

sinc a central helium atom in a triplet state can be considered as

9..... attractive to two hydrogen atoms with spins that can pair with the un-

paired helium electrons. Unfortunately, there is no preferred direction-

I klaracter to the resultant bonds and, of rather more importance, the

deeper energy of the helium atowic system accepts a hydrogen electron

in its Is shell, then repels both additional electrons to form an excited

separated H2 molecule (see figure 3). The bent form of HeH 2 represents

an isolated helium atom approaching a hydrogen molecule in an unsymmetric 0

arrangement. Calculations (15) indicate a minimum in the potential energy

.S :.87-8
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SYSTEM ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE FORM OF WAVE FUNCTION

(STATE DESIGNATION)

HeH ++  lo'r (2 -+) C lS( ) + c is (1)

g 1..L He 2 H'

X [cI IsHe(2) + c2 Is H(15)

Hell ldr 2 I"' (2_+) Is (1) + c IsH(2)]g u L C I He 2 H

X [same function for electron 2]

X I~Same function for electron

@ __la- (AB)-.-
Energy 0

0 0

~~Q Icy (B) ± ± -I
He Molecule H

atom atom

Forms of MO's for Orbital Electron Occup-
HeH Systems. ation of MO's in Each

Molecular System.

TABLE II. DIATOMIC HELIUM HYDRIDE SYSTEMS. Note that IS (1)
specifies that electron 1 is in a Is AO on the helium atom. The

algebraic sign indicates the positive or negative value of the

wave function in space, not the sign of the charges in the orbitals.

The c.'s in the wave function expressions are mixing coefficients
whichdetermine the fractional contribution of each AO. The lower

part of the table schematically indicates the relative energy level

positions, the geometric form of the atomic and molecular orbitals
and the electronic populations of the levels in the particular
molecular system. Bonding (B) and antibonding (AB) character are

identified with particular MO's and energy levels.
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SYSTEM FORM OF WAVE FUNCTION ORBITAL POPULATIONS

HeH"
(linear)
(D ) AB

aDh

Energy

o ®QB

H He H
atom atom atom

HeH 2

(bent) G He atom He atom

(C)
2v ( C)

I tom 1i atom H a tom. O 1to,

He H

e2 H

atom atom atom

TABLE III. TRIATOMIC HELIUM HYDRIDES. Diagrams indicate the

various is AO's which form MO's. The orbital populations then
refer to the signified MO's. Bonding character (B), non-bonding
character (NB) and antibonding or repulsive character CAB) are

identified with particular MO's and energy levels.
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HflR.*

Orbital HI,+ He + H He He +

Energies He .. *HsH .-"" He '

FIGURE 3. PRESUMED DECAY SCHEME OF HeH 2 .

surfaces when the helium approaches the H1 center of mass at an angle of
450 .  A similar minimum is recognized for an He ... H-H unsymetrical

configuration. These are excited molecular states, however, so further

stabilization, perhaps through a collective mechanism, would be neces-

sary for long-term stability. The third triatomic species represents a

system which emphasizes the possibility of hydrogen bond character in

the molecule. None of these systems have been experimentally isolated.

Table IV presents several homonuclear helium systems. The first4r
SYSTEM ELECTRONIC FORM OF WAVE FUNCTION ORBITAL POPULATION

STRUCTURE

++ 2  If

2 9 g jo -h (AB) --
Energ -' -u

2 +)"Z

He + Icy 2ic. 2r +
2 g u u 9 0

I - (B) , - -

He 1y 212 (- 1, +)(B
2 g u g He Molecule He He 2++ He 2+ He2

atom atom

* He6 (D6 h) (Non-valence)

TABLE IV. HOMONUCLEAR HELIUM SYSTEMS. See Table III for

explanation of symbols.

* three species are well-known from the earliest studies in molecular

quantum mechanics. Like the diatomic hydride systems, only the singly

charged system is energetically stable, the first one spontaneously

dissociating into two He+ ions and the third one possessing a slightly

87-11
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rt-pu I i vt poLtUt ial iii the groundti s tate. Tlia* IasL system, IeV6, represents

aii intriguing prt-diction of 25 years ago (16) for van der Waals stability.

To this author's knowledge, this system has never been experimentally

i dclL if ied.

Table V predicts possible halide systems with helium. Note that

11-tr b il 1 - ark' hetrk invoked for the first time. The first two systems

* ~ititlitat. thle 101-11nin i, whti ch s and 1 )p orbitals c ombine and atlso represent

ttv sittptt4sL Ittetwnit-iical tesL ol Live strength of the helium ionization

.3li jatan~ial against hit. tclectronegaiivity of elemental fluorine. As yet ?

ma'.id IleF urv' not kn~own experimentally. lie F + is of interest because
2

*., . ILli possibility adl sharing lie] ium atom electrons with a very electro-

na"gAt Iia I. im)1. A coutiLer it mtight then be found to neutralize or

Stabjl ize thle Systeim. Unfortunately, the F4 ion cannot be produced by

any chemical reat t ioi. lieF 2is included because of its obvious

imilarity to Llt' vXtrenely stable F-H-F bifluoride ion (-37 kcal/mole).

AlI itililI ic(:1 -1-Cl I idi-Iluor idi- ion is also stable (-14 kcal/mole), ,

nis noat bel ieved LhaLtless vlectronegative halogens will be likely to form

',al'lit-1 iunn spatL ivs. The' &artircter of bonding with chlorine would be

vq~ry similar to thai with fluorine., in any event. An extensive set of

thtoreL'ical rterenlLUS (17 - 21) is available on helium-fluorine systems

hotcaus- ofi the critical eleccrontegativity value for fluorine.

'able VI presents several helium-oxygen systems which we have

tit-trted. These systems warrant further investigation for different

ia~ias litan the previously listed molecular systems. Not only is

'iXygen highly t'lek tronegative, but here we deal with two different

ioxyge~n spec )e5, lhiatli ot which laove- stable unpaired electron config-___

tir.it ionst, hence an vlectron paij lug with helium electrons intuitively

-. :. 'vtlffi paissible. 'Ilthre hias bteen -tiile speculation (22) that the three .

toxygen specie is also a diradital, but an additional interest is.4

because of the well-known oxidiiing power of ozone. Although a naive-

bonding picture is not readily a1pparent, a more sophisticated bonding

description h~as bet-ni atteMpted. A preliminary MO calculation was

mtadc', based on syiiiinetry orbitals arising from the three oxygen atom@
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SY STEM FORM OF WAVE FUNCT ION ORBITAL POPULATIONS

HeFt

Energy 2'CB

HeF
(C)G x

la, (B) -- 4s;.
He atom Molecule F atom HeF* HeF

HeF
2

CD (.3) c~x3 Q 3(r CAB) -

Energy

0 Q ~2a- (NB)-F

He atom F atom He atom

HeF 2

(D a)

Energy

2cy (NB) 1-

®c~ 0 ice (B)
F atom He atom F atom

*TABLE V. HELIUM HALIDE SYSTEMS. See Table III for explanation of
symbols.

and ~ ~ 2 heimi on roup symmnetry. Approximations were chosen for
Coulomb and resonance integrals and the secular equation was solved for

nine roots. Unfortunately, two roots proved unrealistically com~plex,
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SYSTEM FORM OF WAVE FUNCTION AND COMMENTS

UeO c IsHe +c(2p + 2p
(C ) 2 xy.

01--.
C,' + C ( +

Note that oxygen atom has 1 1

an unpaired 2p electron 1 - .
population:

HeO 2  (bent) Oxygen molecule also has
unpaired electrons in two .

2v degenerate, singly I
occupied MO's:

HeO (bept)

(C2 0 0
He

~jiTABLE VI. HELIUM OXYGEN SYSTEMS.

presumably because of the infelicitous choice of empirical values for

the integrals. This calculation is being repeated, with a more careful

selection of integral values.

Some theoretical calculations indicate stable states of alkali-

metals with helium, as molecules and ions. An especially extensive

set of calculations on LiHe have been reported (23).

A set of neon systems has been considered, also, primarily because

of the markedly lower ionization potential of neon (21.6 eV) compared

to helium (24.6 eV) and the consequent improved possibility of binding

in NeH 2 ; NeO, NeO 2 , NeO 3 ; and NeF 2 .

Finally, we mention additional systems that might form, either

F through an attraction to exposed protons (by virtue of a high electro-

" negativity counter atom) or through a coordinate covalence. Thes systemsHeNN+  
".. 2N.-e *

include He ... H3N, He ... H3  He ... H2N , He . BH3 and He ... BF3 ,

I.: "'  IV. CONSIDERATIONS OF SYNTHETIC PATHWAYS -

Numerous procedures have been proposed for synthesizing rare gas

*- systems. We have organized several categories of synthetic approaches,

87-14
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specifically, chemical, molecular beam and radiation excitation.*

The first type of chemical synthesis considers the possibility of

direct oxidation of helium by a suitably strong oxidizing agent which

can then furnish a combining counter-ion. Literature references hint

at the following as likely candidates(14): F, F 2; 0, 02) 0 3; 02F 2 ' Cl2

and N .All of these oxidizers have large electronegativity values and
2'

several have been proposed in the recent literature (24). Positive

* synthetic results have not as yet been reported, however. A second,

*less popularized chemical approach would use a Lewis acid to attempt a

* coordinate complexing, as with the He ... BF3 proposal above. Success

in this area has also not yet been reported. Although exhaustive

*experiments have not been undertaken with all oxidants or Lewis acids,

- serious reasoning concerning ionization potentials and electronegativities

does not give strong encouragement to these approaches, at least from

- * the viewpoint of theoretical arguments, without the possibility of an

- additional stabilization, perhaps through some cooperative physical

* effects. We still believe that some selected experimentation along

chemical lines is warranted.

Molecular beams (25) and adiabatic nozzle expansions (26) have

been proposed as means of forming particular, stable states and/or

Stefurnishing additional stability by rapidly dropping the system into a

very low vibrational level of the electronic state. These experiments

undoubtedly are of a more sophisticated nature than the prospect of a

relatively simple chemical reaction. These procedures produce various

transient species, so additional experiments should be designed, for

instance He* +- 0, He* + 02 He* + 03 where He* represents independently

Sexcited helium atoms, in order to seek particularly attractive prospect-.

. eive molecular systems.

Radiation excitation can be of two types, saturation with high

S*We exclude certain exotic proposals. Pimentel has suggested the

intriguing possibility of a #-decay of a tritium atom to form the mass-3

isomer of helium in situ in a bifluoride ion, viz.:

*F- H - F 0  +F- 2He- F
(He has not as yet reported such an elegant synthesias)

87-15
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intensity microwave or radiofrequency fields (27) to provide a pool of

excited atoms and molecules for collisional association and "dressing" . "

(28) of atoms or molecules with high intensity lasers, usually conceived

' as a means of shifting certain potential energy surfaces with respect to

others. Laser "dressing" has the effect of lowering threshold energies

for electronic transitions and even causing potential curves to cross

where normally they are separated by energies of the order of an electron

volt. These methods are more speculative than chemical or beam methods,

so require more study before their utility can be properly assessed.

An additional scheme of preparing excited reactants, within a beam

" experiment or in a flowing gas reactor, is the technique of x-ray

k-,, excitation which has proven itself in several laboratories as an

efficient means of exciting systems into metastable levels (29).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The preliminary work reported here should be continued in several

directions. First, sophisticated computer calculations should be

initiated on some of the more promising molecular systems in order to

determine whether stable configurations exist. Initially, ground state

structures should be investigated for potential surface minima but --

eventually excited state configuration calculations should be warranted.

(GAUSSIAN 76 is a recommended ab initio computational program although

HONDO 5 is a more elaborate possibility -- both are available from the

Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange, Indiana University, in forms

compatible with the CDC CYBER at the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.)

-"* Likely candidates for calculation include HeO + , HeO, HeO2 and HeO

Estimates of approximately 10 minutes CPU computing time, per geometrical

configuration, for HeO have been given to us by QCPE spokesmen. A
2

second direction for continued research is a spectroscopic search for

stable states of high energy sy ptems, which is complementary to the

* computer studies. Relatively s~mpl~e experiments using lasers, flash

lamps or radiofrequency excitation of chemical components can be

followed by moderate dispersion spectral investigation to seek evidence

for the existence of high energy species. Again, the helium fluorideK 87-16



and helium oxide systems are likely prospects, as are the helium-

ammonia and helium-boron trifluoride mixtures. An inexpensive, low-

resolution mass spectrometer may simultansously be employed for gathering

confirmatory evidence of a system's stability.

The actual work suggested here is relatively straightforward. The

analysis of data, either to search for more likely configurations for

theoretical computations, or to detect unique spectroscopic signatures

of novel species, will require sophisticated background and insight. It

may prove possible to fit calculated spectra with observed features, if

structural parameters are effectively chosen. Indeed, spectroscopists

have been able to accurately calculate rotational-vibrational envelopes

of electronic transitions for some time (30). Such calculations also

require large, main-frame computers such as the Rocket Propulsion Lab

possesses.

Eventually, molecular- and ion-beam machines may be desired to

effect synthetic collisions of components into preferred electronic

states. If the first two parts of the program (calculations and

diagnostic spectroscopy) have shown promise, then an additional order-

of-magnitude funding should be warranted*. A recent paper (31)

effectively illustrates how the three approaches of spectroscopy, beam

experiments and ab initio calculations can complement each other in

assigning and characterizing attractive potential wells, in this case

for excited, stable states of He2 .

*It has been gratifying to discuss some of these options with

Dr. Ronald Herm, an experienced molecular beam researcher, who appears
i'°-." to be willing to consult on the fabrication of an appropriate beam ""

machine and the design of critical experiments along the lines which

we have discussed above.
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REWRITE OF AFM 28-345

by

Evelyn J. Thompson Leggette

ABSTRACT

The objective of the project was to rewrite selected nontechnical

sections of AFM 28-345, Contingency Operation/Mobility Planning and

Execution System (COMPES-LOGMOD-B) to make it more readable and easy to

Sunderstand.

A thorough review of the literature was conducted on readability;

Fry's Readability Graph was applied to selected sections to ascertain

* the appropriate grade level of the manual; a questionnaire was developed

to determine the opinions of the users of the manual relative to format,

-- sentence construction, vocabulary, reading and educational levels; and,

any other suggestions for improvement.

Based on the review of the literature, the ascertained grade level

-.*"and the results of the questionnaire, revisions have been made for the

manual, and a grade level has been determined for the revisions. 4

Recommendations are also offered for improvement and a follow-on study

on other aspects of the manual has been suggested.
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Rewrite of AFM 28-345 T
I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to grasp and understand printed information with mini m

difficulty is vital to job effectiveness and success. This ability is

very fundamental and is an extremely important concern to persons who

must consume and apply volumes of printed information for job relatedI
tasks. On 30 Sep 1975, the Air Force Logistics Management Center

(AFLMC) was activated at Gunter Air Force Station, Alabama and assigned

to Headquarters Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base. Its mission was

to develop logistics concepts and procedures for improving Air Force

logistics system. The Directorate of Logistics Plans is responsible for

Air Staff-directed studies, evaluations, and analyses of existing and

proposed functional management processes. This involves evaluating

current logistics planning management systems to identify areas which

require improvement or enhancement to increase efficiency and

ef fectiveness of personnel, materiel, procedures, and process

resources. 1

One of the projects of Logistics Plans is the development of AFM

28-345 War Planning-Contingency Operation/Mobility Planning and

* Execution System (COMPES) Logistics Module - Base-Level (LOGMOD-B) Users

Manual. According to AF Manual 28-345 "the manual provides the guidance

necessary for Air Force logistics planners to automate base-level

*mobility planning in support of contingency operations. The system

provides standard procedures governing the preparation of input data to

the computer. This manual establishes system/program responsibilities,
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procedures for establishing the COMPES LOGMoD-B programs and the data

records required for maintaining accurate mobility information. This

* manual applies to those Air Force units, active and reserve forces, that

*deploy, receive or support Air Force forces with a mobl cy

commitment. "2  The objective of the Users Manual for COMPES is to

provide mobility planners with the information necessary to effectively

use the automated system at unit/base level. Because of the role that

* logistics plans play in providing mobility planners with information to

use effectively the automated system at unit/base level, a rewrite of

AFM 28-345 was initiated.

The present project is concerned with rewriting selected

* nontechnical sections of AF Manual 28-345 users manual for increased

clarity and understanding. To begin the project, the manual was read

thoroughly to determine the difficulty of the information. Special

attention was given to the length of the sentences, the arrangement and

* order of the sentences, the multisyllabic words, and the number of long

* or unusual words in the m, -al. These factors were considered mainly -

because they sometimes inhibit comprehension and understanding of

*printed information. Additionally they are factors used in determining

* readability levels of printed information.

Two readability formulas applied to random sections of the manual

*ascertained an approximate reading level of 14 which suggests that the

printed information is geared toward a college level audience. The

Fry's Readability Graph was applied to determine the approximate

difficulty level of the User's Manual. However, there are several

readability formulas that can be used to determine the approximate grade
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level of written materials, or more accurately, to compare the

relatively difficulty of materials. Fry's Readability Graph is designed

to measure printed material from the fifth grade through graduate

level 3 ; thus, it is deemed appropriate for determining the approximate

difficulty level of AF Manual 28-345.

' To determine the opinions of the users of AFM 28-345, and....

substantiate revisions incorporated in the manual by the researcher, a

"" questionnaire was developed and sent to selected users and MAJCOM

representatives relative to format, sentence construction, vocabulary,

reading and educational levels of the manual. Hence, the actual

nontechnical revisions and rewrite of the manual were based on the

* experiences and training of the researcher, the review of the

literature, and the results (where possible) of the data generated from

the questionnaire.

In Section II the objectives of the research are stated. Sections

III, IV, V present the review of the literature, approaches taken in

achieving each of the objectives, and the results of each approach.

Section VI offers recommendations for implementing results of the

research and follow-on research considerations.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this project was to rewrite selected nontechnical

. - sections of AFM 28-345, Contingency Operation/Mobility Planning and

Execution System (COMPES LOGMOD-B) to make it more readable and easy to

understand. The specific objectives to be explored are:

.) To review the literature on readability.

.. 2) To determine the present reading level of selected sections
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of AFM 28-345 (COt4PES LOQIOD-B).

3) To develop a questionnaire to determine specific problem on

instructions and understanding of AIM 28-345.

In order to accomplish these objectives, the following approaches

were undertaken. (1) A thorough search of the literature was conducted

on readability and revision of printed information. Pertinent research

will be reported in Section III with emphasis on a rationale forI

selected Fry's Readability Graph to utilize in this research

investigation.

2) The researcher examined AFM 28-345 by reading and studying

the manual to determine: the reading difficulty level from a layman's

perspective; the logical organization and arrangement; the length and

construction of sentences; and, the vocabulary load. Af ter several

readings of the manual, Fry's Readability Graph was applied to random

sections of it to ascertain an approximate grade level. The readability

formula and its applications are discussed in Section IV.

3) A questionnaire (See Appendix A) was developed to-gain input

f rom users of AFM 28-345. The first draft was submitted to the staff

here in Logistics Plans to scrutinize it for a) if the instructions were

clear; b) if the questions were clear and concise; c) if the questions

were pertinent; and, d) what additional information was needed to make

it more complete. Based on the comments and suggestions for the

improvement of the instrument, the final draft was completed. An

*analysis of the questionnaire will be detailed in Section IV-A. A

series of rewrites and revisions will be discussed briefly in Section V.

Recommendations are cited in Section VI.
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III* REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Readability is the objective measure of the difficulty of a book or

article of printed information. Factors that influence readability have

been the subject of scholarly study for thousands of years. According

to Klare, "Lorge tells of words and idea counts made by Talmudists in

- 900 A.D. so that they could use frequency of occurrence to distinguish

from usual senses (meanings).4

Although the study of readability has been underway for many years,

little progress was made until statistical techniques were developed.

Such techniques made it possible to identify important readability

factors and to construct formulas for estimating passage difficulty.

* Several dozen readability formulas have been developed over the

years. Many of the earlier formulas were complex and required the user "

to count a number of variables. Later research revealed that the two

most important factors influencing readability of commonly printed

materials in the United States are sentence length and word difficulty.
4

In general, the longer the sentences and the words, the more difficult

is the material to read. Conversely, if the sentences are short and the

words are short, the material is easier to read.

Today, the more commonly accepted and widely used formulas use

sentence length and word difficulty for estimating reading level.

Examples of this method are the Spache Readability Formula for primary

grade materials and the Dale-Chall Readability Formula for materials in

grades four through sixteen. Of the less time-consuming formulas, Fry's

Graph of Estimating Readability is one of the most commonly accepted.

His graph is an outgrowth of a need for a simple and efficient technique
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for estimating reading difficulty. Traditional factors of sentence

length and word difficulty are used to determine readability. Fry 3

reports that the graph correlates 0.90 with Spache Readability Formula

and 0.94 with the Dale-Chall Readability Formula. These high

correlations indicate considerable consistency between formulas and

support the wide acceptance and use of Fry's graph. Fry's procedure

involves selecting three or more 100-word passages, counting the number 9

of syllables in the words in those passages, and determining the length

* of the sentences contained in the passages. The averages of the

syllable counts and sentence lengths are plotted on a graph to determine

the approximate grade level.

The Fry technique estimates the reading ability one needs in order

to understand the material with 50% to 75% accuracy. A Fry grade level

score of 10 indicates that a tenth grader could read this material but

would need some assistance.
6

Psycholinguistic factors also affect the difficulty level of

_- materials. Is the reader familiar with the language pattern used by the

writer, e.g., phrasing and syntax, semantics, and the paragraph, chapter

and book organization? Specific linguistic factors related to syntax

which seem important in readability are sentence patterns and intonation

clues. Normal subject-to-predicate patterns (Sam arrived late) are

probably easier to read than are transformations of these patterns (Late

arrived Sam). Semantics, or word meanings also needs consideration.

What makes a word easy or difficult to read and understand? Is word

length a factor? Are multiple or remote meanings a factor? How are

paragraphs organized? What kinds of illustrations, if any, are used?

88-9
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What kind and size print is used? All of these factors affect the

difficulty of printed materials. 7  In most cases, there is a definite

interaction between factors found in written materials and factors found

within the person who is reading.

Critics of readability procedures feel there is more to estimating

the ease of or difficulty of printed information than numbers or

syllables per word and sentence length. Collins8 and his colleagues

mention "extra linguistic variables," which include illustrations,

reader interest, reader knowledge, and writer's purpose and style.

Leggette9 alludes to changing polysyllabic to non-polysyllabic words by

selecting appropriate synonyms that may be substituted without

paraphrasing and risking a loss of content.

Revising the sentence structure of the selection is perhaps the

easier of two ways to alter the readability level. Often good materials

include long sentences with many details used to express the thought or

idea. To lower the readability, it is necessary to introduce the facts

in many sentences rather than in one long complex sentence. This aids

the reader's organization of facts and usually improves comprehensionk

because the facts are introduced in shorter doses. Another method of

lowering readability is to decrease the number of syllables by

substituting shorter words for longer words. A dictionary or thesaurus

is helpful when changing words in the selection; however, it is

difficult to find synonyms for some basic words. En this case, the *

* emphasis should be on changing the sentence length rather than on

changing vocabulary.

Steps for altering readability to a lower level include:

881



Step I Look for difficult words in the selection.

Step 2 Change some of the harder words to easier words.

Step 3 Reread some of the sentences to determine if you can divide

some of them into two or three shorter sentences.

Step 4 Rewrite the selection using shorter sentences and easier

words.

Step 5 Determine the readability of the altered selection to see if

you have lowered its reading level.
6

IV. RESULTS OF EACH APPROACH

Fry's Readability Graph

Fry's Readability Graph was applied to selected sections of AFM

28-345 to determine the present reading level. Sample passages from

Section 3 are presented in Table 1. Z

TABLE I

SAMPLE

CALCULATION FROM THE FORMULA

FRY'S TECHNIQUE NUMBER OF SENTENCES NUMBER OF SYLLABLES

Passage 1 4.2 188
Passage 2 3 151

[ Passage 3 3.7 165
Average 3.6 168
Readability 14th Grade Level

*Section 3 - COMPES

The following passages from Section 3 of AFM 28-345 revealed that

the manual is designed for an audience who has completed two years of
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college. Passage I utilized 3.2.4.14 TAILOR KEY; Passage 2 utilized

3.2.4.46 UPLOAD UNIT TYPE CODE (UP UTC); and, Passage 3 utilized 3.6

LOGMOD-B BACKUP PROCEDURES.

PASSAGE I

3.2.4.14 Tailor Key (TL Key).

a. Cause of input - As needed, to specify tailor keys 2
associated with item priorities, priority increments,
deployment echelons and/or UTCs which are to be tailored out
(not printed or summarized) during deployment execution.
During preplanning, the logistics functional manager reviews
the OPlans Op Ords, etc. As a result of the review, items
(type and quantities) within a specific unit type code may be
directed to be omitted to satisfy a specified tasking. The
tailoring of items from a requirements should be coordinated
with the respective work center supervisor and squadron
mobility of ficer/NCO prior to such action. Refer to
subparagraph .........

PASSAGE 2

3.2.4.46 UPLOAD UNIT TYPE CODE (UP UTC)

c. Origin of input - When a new UTC not belonging to an
existing group or a group of UTCs not previously defined in the
wing's file is needed, the logistics LOGMOD-B functional
manager should refer to the LOGMOD Data Transfer Tape Index,
PCNSA200-354, to determine if the standard UTC is available.
If the tape index is not on hand, the user should prepare the
PR PUD for input to obtain the tape index. After it is
determined that the UTC(s) required is available and can be
uploaded (meets the criteria), the logistics LOGMOD-B
functional manager prepares the UP UTC ........

PASSAGE 3

3.6 LOGMOD-B BACKUP PROCEDURES

LOGMOD-B Backup Procedures. There may be times when the
supporting computer is not operational, time does not permit an
immediate computer update cycle and/or an error is detected in

O a LOGMOD-B output product. Pen and ink changes to existing
' output products may be necessary during an exercise or

deployment to reflect corrected data. When these changes are
permanent, the LOGMOD-B data base should be corrected during
the next update. In summary, when problems exist in the
LOGMOD-B data base or data is invalid on current output

* products, the user must be prepared to revert to ........ (2 )
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Sentences and syllables are counted and averaged according to Fry's

formula. In Table 1, Passage 1 has 4.2 sentences and 188 syllables.

Passage 2 has 3 sentences and 168 syllables. Passage 3 has 3.7

sentences and 168 syllables. These three passages average 3.6 sentences

and 168 syllables. Using Fry's Readability Graph to plot the average

* number of sentences and syllables, a readability of 14th grade level is

*obtained. (See Appendix B).

-. Fry's technique estimates the reading ability one needs in order to

*understand the information with 50% to 75% accuracy. If the users of

the manual reading grade level is approximately second year college

level, he could use the information but would need some assistance from

those experienced with the manual.

In general, however, readability formulas are not meant to pinpoint

*the exact grade level of passages. Instead, they are designed to show

the relative difficulty of passages and/or to give the range of

* difficulty among passages.

A second readability formula (Gunning-Fog) was applied and yielded

an average grade level of 14.4 (See Appendix C).

IV-A Questionnaire

After extensive reading and studying the user's manual; an interview

with a current user; and, suggestions from the Logistics Plans staff, a

questionnaire was developed to determine the problem areas of AFM 28-345

relative to format, instructions, sentence length, vocabulary and

educational levels. The questionnaire included an introductory message

..
and eight (8) questions with a request to provide comments for each

question.
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The Message Distribution Center distributed the questionnaires and

received responses from users and MAJCOM representatives of COMPES.

Thirty-four (34) users and MAJCOM representatives were randomly selected

for inclusion in the project. Out of the thirty-four selected, twenty-

eight responded giving an eighty-two (82) percent return.

Table 2 presents an analysis of the opinions of the respondents.

Fifty percent of the respondents indicated "yes" and the same percentage .

"no" for Question A. For the "yes" responses, the general comment was

that the manual is clear and logical with some minor exceptions. Those

who indicated that the manual was not clear and legible made reference

to the small and difficult print, too many sub-paragraphs and too many

notes.

S ~88-14 ~~ ~
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p.. He recognizes that there are exceptions to this generalization, but

feels that the number of syllables a word contains it usually a good

index of its difficulty.1 1

Most respondents agree that too many acronyms are in the manual and

one has to refer back for definitions of acronyms while using the

manual; the relationship between various acronyms are not explained;

* acronyms slow reading and overall comprehension; and they present a

problem to new users. Almost fifty percent of the respondents agree

that they limit understanding and memory.

Seventy-five (75) percent feel the reading level is not too

difficult for the users of the manual. The biggest problem is that the

manual is written by computer technicians rather than logisticians.

However, it is felt that the manual does meet Air Force Standards

relative to the reading level. As can be seen in the table, the

educational level appropriate for users of the manual is twelfth grade.

Yet, the person who has completed twelfth grade does not necessarily

read and comprehend at a twelfth grade level, especially printed

information of a technical, non-visual, and non-graphic nature. This in

* itself suggests a need for adjusting the readability to a suitable

level.

* Other additional comments by the respondents include a) AFM 28-345 '
is a well-written manual; it provides good guidance on the technical

operation, but not on data base structure and system management. b)

More crosstells like the questionnaire and formal training sessions for

the logisticians could alleviate the learning experiences that come

through trial and error. c) The manual is too large and should be
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The legibility and visibility of printed materials influence its

readability. Factors such as line length, style of type face, space .7.77

between lines and between letters, margins and physical format are

important to legibility; whereas, color, finish and print color are

important to visibility. These "variables" allow the sensory process to

operate efficiently, and thus form a basis for the perceptual process of

comprehensibility or readability.1 0  Less than fifty percent of the

respondents feel the instructions are easy to understand and fifty-seven

(57) percent indicated that they are not easy to understand.

The percentage for responding to Question C is fifty percent (50)

for "yes" and "no." Some comments include most sentences seem to be of
€

a length that can be understood; other comments indicate that long

sentences should be changed to shorter sentences.

Linguistics factors related to syntax and are important in

readability are sentence patterns and intonation clues. Regular

-* ' subject-to-verb patterns are easier to read than are transformation of

*- these patterns, particular when knowledge and understanding is to be

I
gained from the information.

-' Relative to Question D, "Does the vocabulary present a problem in

understanding?, the majority of the respondents indicated "yes." It is

felt by these respondents that a large technical vocabulary and computer

background are necessary to understand the terms. Those responding "no"

said any new system undergoes a learning process and one should utilize .

the ,bbreviation section of the manual to help understand the terms.

According to Flesch, a word is difficult or easy according to the ""1

number of syllables it contains: the more syllables, the harder it is.

* m... ,
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He recognizes that there are exceptions to this generalization, but

feels that the number of syllables a word contains it usually a good

index of its difficulty.1 1

Most respondents agree that too many acronyms are in the manual and

one has to refer back for definitions of acronyms while using the

manual; the relationship between various acronyms are not explained;

acronyms slow reading and overall comprehension; and they present a

problem to new users. Almost fifty percent of the respondents agree

that they lim.t understanding and memory.

Seventy-five (75) percent feel the reading level is not too

difficult for the users of the manual. The biggest problem is that the

manual is written by computer technicians rather than logisticians.

However, it is felt that the manual does meet Air Force Standards

*relative to the reading level. As can be seen in the table, the

* educational level appropriate for users of the manual is twelfth grade.

Yet, the person who has completed twelfth grade does not necessarily

*read and comprehend at a twelfth grade level, especially printed

information of a technical, non-visual, and non-graphic nature. This in

itself suggests a need for adjusting the readability to a suitable

level.

* Other additional comments by the respondents include a) AFM 28-345

is a well-written manual; it provides good guidance on the technical

operation, but not on data base structure and system management. b)

More crosetells like the questionnaire and formal training sessions for

the logisticians could alleviate the learning experiences that come

through trial and error. c) The manual is too large and should be
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-. separated into parts and chapters -this will enhance comprehension; d)

the manual should be written in the language of the laymen, rather than

in computer lingo by a computer programmer; e) a section on data system

management should be added; f) the manual does not provide a sequential5

process for using the base level LOGKOD-B system; g) there are too many

cross references to enable the user to clearly recall information from

one reference as it relates to another, and, h) instructions shouldS

contain a building block format of sequential instructions for

accomplishing each task in LOGMOD-B. For example, page 1-11 through

1-19 should be in Section 3 with the procedural instructions on priority

-~ increments.

V. Rewrite and Revisions

There are several steps that are recommended to be followed in

rewriting printed information. These steps along with the researcher's

experiences are incorporated for the revisions in AFM 28-345.

4 ~,STEP 1: Look for difficult words in the selection.

STEP 2: Change some of the "harder words to easier words. "

STEP 3: Reread the sentences to determine if you can divide some of

them into two or three shorter sentences.

STEP 4: Rewrite the selection using shorter sentences and easier

words.

STEP 5: Determine the readability of the altered selection to see

if you have lowered its reading level.6

It is not possible to change every difficult word in a selection but

the selection can be made eas-er to read by using synonyms for some of
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the more difficult words. Sentences that are very lengthy with

introductory clauses and long phrases should be divided into shorter

sentences. They should also be written in the natural order. It is

" also worthy to note that writing for understanding should be done in

much the same way as talking to someone. The main concern is that the

ideas are understood.

Table 3 presents samples of rewrites and revisions for Section 3 of

AFM 28-345 based on the five-steps for rewriting printed information.

Section 3 is utilized because it is the largest section of the manual.

For detailed information on rewrites, see revised manual.

-~ 8-19
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Table 3

REWRITES IN SELECTED SL(fIONS OF AFM 28-345

Section Original Changes (Revisions)

3.2.1.1'

b. The installation mobility off- The installation mobility offi-

icer, in coordination with squadron, cer determines the wing struc-
shop and tenant mobility personnel, ture for the LOGMOD-B data base.
determines the wing structure for This is done with squadron, and
the LOGMOD-B data base. shop and tenant mobility person-

nel.

3.2.1.2

LOGMOD-B will process cards/images LOGMOD-B will process cards/im-"
within a wing's data card/image deck ages within a wing's data card/
based on the sequence number, not as image deck based on the sequence
the cards/images are read through number. They will not be pro-
the card/image reader ...... cessed as the cards/images are

read through the card/image
reader.

3.2.1.2

h. If no continuation card/images Leave position 80 blank if no

is needed, position 80 may be left continuation card/image is
blank. When the "X is entered, a needed. A continuation card/
continuation card/image must follow, image must follow when the "X"

is entered.

3.2.4.46

c. When a new UTC not belonging to The logistics LOGMOD-B function-
an existing group or a group of UTCs al manager should refer to the
not previously defined in the wing's LOGMOD Data Transfer Tape Index,
file is needed, the logistics PCN SA 200-345, to determine if
LOGMOD-B functional manager should the standard UTC is available.
refer to the LOGMOD Data Transfer This is to be done when a new
Tape Index ........ UTC not belonging to an existing

.0 group or a group of UTC(s) not
previously defined in the wing's
file is needed.

88-2U
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If the tape desk is not on hand, the The user should prepare the PR
user should prepare the PR PUP for PUP for input to obtain the tape
input to obtain the tape index, index if it is not on hand.

888 888

After it is determined that the The logistics LOGMOD-B function-
UTC(s) required is available and can al manager prepares the UP UTC
be uploaded (meets the criteria), transaction. This is done after
the logistics LOGMOD-B functional it is known that the UTC(s) is
manager prepares the UP UTC transac- available and can be uploaded
tion. (meets the criteria).

888 888

If the UTC or UTC(s) are not avail- The logistics function should
able on the transfer tape, the lo- request the data to be forwarded -

gistics function should request the (if nonpilot unit) if the UTC or
data to be forwarded (if nonpilot UTC(s) are not available on the
unit)2  transfer tape.

As can be seen, STEPS 3 and 4 have been utilized in the samples in

Table 3. Each sentence was reread to determine if it could be divided

into two or three shorter sentences. For 3.2.4.4.6, the sample has at

least thirty-nine words. The number of words have been reduced for

clarity of expression. In other cases, shorter sentences have been

written to control the number of thoughts introduced at one time.

An application of Fry's Readability Graph indicates that the altered

revisions yield a grade level of 9 because they now contain 4.0

sentences and 144 syllables. When altering the readability of

selections, it is not essential that the work count be exactly the same.

Often the word count is increased or decreased when changing vocabulary

and sentence length. The goal is to alter the selection so that it may

be read and understood.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the results of this study and the time allocation for

completing the objective of rewriting selected nontechnical sections of

AFM 28-345, the following recommendations are offered:

1. That on-going research be continued to develop the format,

organization and arrangement of the content of the manual since these

variables correlate with retention and understanding of information;

and, since the manual is constantly being altered.

2. That a logistician and computer programmer be teamed in an on-going

research effort to improve other aspects of the manual using the steps

and research discussed in the text of the report.

3. That a thorough study on the effects of acronyms on comprehension,

memory, and directions be considered since they are used widely

throughout the manual.

4. That surveys be conducted with different levels (beginners, current

and former) of users of the manual on the revisions. This data will i"

provide a wealth of information to be incorporated in other revisions of

the manual.

5. That other variables such as illustrations and visual aids be

studied relative to increased clarity and understanding of the manual.

6. That a follow-up study be conducted with the questionnaire

respondents to ascertain their opinions of the revisions for AFM 28-345.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. The Air Force Logistics Management Center (AFLMC) is rewriting

selected nontechnical sections of AFM 28-345, Contingency operation/

Mobility Planning and Execution System (COMPES LOGMOD-B) User's Manual,

to make it more readable and easier to understand. Working on this

project with the LMC is a Summer Research Fellow, Dr. Evelyn J.

Leggette. Her expertise is in the field of reading and comprehension

skills. To more fully understand the problem areas of AFM 28-345, Dr.

Leggette has compiled a questionnaire for all functional users of COMPES

LOGMOD-B. Please answer the questions below and provide comments for

4all "yes" or "no" answers.

A. Is the format of the manual clear and legible?

B. Are the instructions arranged in such a manner that they are easy to

understand?

C. Are the sentences too long and wordy for complete understanding?

D. Does the vocabulary (terms) present a problem in understanding?

E. Are there too many acronyms in the manual?

F. Do the acronyms limit understanding and memory of instructions as

the manual is being read?

G. Is the reading level too difficult for the users of the manual?

H. What education level would probably be appropriate for the users of '- -
'

the manual?

2. Request you provide your response by 17 July 1984. POC is Capt Gail

Christmas, AV 446-3535/3355.

-. .-
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Expanded Directions for Working Readability Graph

I. Randomly select three (3) sample passages and count out exactly 100

words each, beginning with the beginning of a sentence. Do count proper

nouns, initializations, and numerals.

2. Count the number of sentences in the hundred words, estimating

length of the fraction of the last sentence to the nearest one-tenth.

3. Count the total number of syllables in the 100-word passage. If you

don't have a hand counter available, an easy way is to simply put a mark

above every syllable over one in each word, then when you get to the end

of the passage, count the number of marks and add 100. Small

calculators can also be used as counters by pushing numeral 1, then push

the sign for each word or syllable when counting.

4. Enter graph with average sentence length and average number of

syllables; plot dot where the two lines intersect. Area where dot is

plotted will give you the approximate grade level.

5. If a great deal of variability is found in syllable count or

sentence count, putting more samples into the average is desirable.

6. A word is defined as a group of symbols with a space on either side;

thus, Joe, IRA, 1945, and & are each one word.

7. A syllable is defined as a phonetic syllable. Generally, there are

as many syllables as vowel sounds. For example, stopped is one syllable

and wanted is two syllables. When counting syllables for numerals and

initializations, count one syllable for each symbol. For example, 1945

I

is four syllables, IRA is three syllables, and & is one syllable.

From Edward Fry. "Fry's Readability Graph: Clarifications, Validity,
and Extension to Level 17." Journal of Reading 21 (1977):249. *
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F.

A MODIFICATION OF THE GUNNING FOG INDEX OF READABILITY

STEP I

Take a sample of approximately 100 words. Get as close to 100 words.
as possible, but stop at the end of a sentence. Divide the number
of sentences into the number of words.

STEP II

Count the number of three or more syllable words in the first 100

-... words of the sample passage with the following exceptions:

(a) Do not count proper names.

(b) Combinations of short easy words like "bookkeeper."

(c) Any verb forms, words that are made three syllables by
adding "ed" or "es" - like "created" or "trespasses."

STEP III

Add the two factors above and then multiply by the constant .4,
'fnlich will give you a grade level. -_

STEP IV

Subtract I from the final level. 12  "_-_--

NOTE: When counting the three or more syllable words, count the words
each time they appear, even if they appear several times in the
selection.

8 L2
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A SUPERSONIC INLET FLOW

by

Meng-Sing Liou

ABSTRACT

The progress of computational fluid dynamics has been advanced to a

great extent for the past two decades. Various numerical methods have been

devised and applied successfully to many complex flows involving both

. separation and unsteadiness. Both of these flows are likely to occur in

the inlet of a high-speed air-breathing propulsion system. The present

research effort is to develop the numerical capability to better predict

the performance of an inlet and to better understand fluid dynamical

mechanisms associated with the unsteadiness of the flow, which is closely

related to the unstart of an inlet. In the present study a supersonic

incoming uniform stream (M= = 1.32) to a monotonically divergent inlet

section is investigated. Depending upon the back pressure prescribed,

several different flow features may occur. MacCormack's hybrid method

is applied to solve the thin-layer form of the Navier-Stokes equations written

in generalized curvilinear coordinates. The Wilcox-Rubesin two-equation

model is employed to describe the turbulent eddy viscosity. Suitable

characteristic boundary conditions are formulated. Unsteadiness of the

flow is demonstrated in the computed results, and surface pressure distribu-

tions at various time instants are compared with the time-mean experimental

data to illustrate the time-varying nature of the flow. The capability of

the present computer code to capture accurately the important physics is

demonstrated. Suggestions for further research are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic flight vehicles require propulsion systems that operate

efficiently and reliably in a wide range of altitudes as well as speeds.

The inlet must be able to match the airflow requirements of the engine in

cruising and maneuvering conditions. The goal of optimizing an inlet for

a given mission requires an extensive investigation of inlet performance

at all conditions. With the rapid advances in developing efficient numeri-

.. cal algorithms and faster computers, computational fluid dynamics offers a

reliable tool to help achieve this goal.
V

Upon the basis of tremendous success and wide acceptance of the earlier

purely explicit method,1 MacCormack developed a more efficient method2 in

which he applied the idea of characteristics in the region where the

integration time step is severely reduced. Furthermore, the split parabolic

equation is solved implicitly. Consequently , a much greater time step

(0(102) x explicit time step) can be taken and greater efficiency is

achieved. While this newer method possesses some advantages, it has not

been tested on as maly flow problems as the previous method. It has,

however, shown success in computing steady and unsteady transonic diffuser

flows.3  This method is thus chosen for numerically calculating supersonic

inlet flows investigated by Sajben, et al. 4  The thin-layer form of the

Navier-Stokes equations is employed to describe the flow since the nature

of the interaction between inviscid and viscous effects and the interaction

between shock and traveling waves in the bulk of inlet is so complex that

all important terms need to be considered. However, the divergence angle

of the inlet is mild and the mesh aspect ratio (Ax/Ay) is large so that the

thin-layer approximation obtained by neglecting the streamwise derivatives

* of viscous terms is considered to be appropriate.
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p A step in obtaining a better design for the propulsion system is to

get a better understanding of the fluid dynamics involved. Therefore, a

* sensible way of synthesizing available knowledge can be formulated. The

difficulties involved in the supersonic inlet flowfield generally lie in

(1) ramp and lip geometries which determine the initial shock systems and

initial flow conditions, (2) the interaction between the boundary layer and

the terminal shock, (3) the adverse pressure gradient set up by the di-

vergence of the inlet in the subsonic diffuser behind the terminal shock,

and (4) the amplification of a disturbance by the inevitably existing

separated region and the sustaining unsteady flow. Each of these itself

is a difficult and unique subject and may be investigated separately.

They are, however, coupled in a complicated way in the entire inlet system.

. The numerical study proposed for the present investigation, therefore,

attempts to provide some insight of the flows.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objective of the research is to develop a technological capability of

computing the static and dynamic behavior of the flow in a supersonic inlet

that contains all the flow features described above. Work is then directed.

toward acquirinq a sufficient amount of comouted data from which the ohysical

mechanism of unsteady flow in an inlet can be extracted. Hopefully this

can pave the basis for future research for aiding to identify the unstart

margin of an inlet for various geometries and flow conditions.
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III. ANALYSIS

-.

The basic conservation equations and turbulence modeling equations by -

Wilcox and Rubesin, expressed in vector/dyadic form and in general curvi-

linear coordinates are:

4, -1.
,tpu + DiPu-Si = 0

4-4
atPCu + a+ e i = 0l s) 0

a tpeu  + Di(puu + Si  = k

atp k u + ak(pw2+ ) +i = H

where a t = at, ai = DAi i are partial derivative operators in time and

space, respectively. The Ei , i = 1,2,3, are curvilinear coordinates

related to Cartesian variables through a given transformation. The geometrical

variables in Eqs. (1) are u, the volume element or transformation Jacobian,
'- and si , i = 1,2,3, the surface element vectors, shown in the sketch. K.-,

1s

I r

I 
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These variables are related to the position vector T through the vector

differential formulae:

s i  = (jr) x (a r- -Ik(2) J

The physical variables appearing in Eqs. (1) are the density p, the
"4 4.

total specific energy E = e + u -6/2 , the specific internal energy e, the 4
turbulent kinetic energy k, and a turbulent length scale-defining variable

The total stress tensor is expressed as

-r = P U (s (au) + Ui) s, ~ ,u (3)
where Uv = + 1T is a combined viscosity that includes the molecular

viscosity Vi represented by Sutherland's law, and the turbulent eddy viscosity

2
11T 9 described by the quantities k and w obtained by solving the differential

equations in Eqs. (1). Details of turbuTence modeling using the k and W-

variables can be seen in Ref. 5. The combined pressure p' is the sum of the

thermodynamic static pressure and the dynamic pressure due to turbulence

fluctuations 2/3 pk.

Analogous to the stress tensor, the thermal and turbulent fluxes are

expressed in terms of combined diffusion coefficients

q e : -e U sj e

q = -lku -  M.k (4)

4. -

where V e' Ik' and p are also described by molecular and turbulent eddy
5

p. .viscosity.

The complete system expressed in Eqs. (1) gives the three-dimensional.

Reynolds-averaged full Navier-Stokes equations. It is simplified by makinq the

89-7
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assumptions: (1) the flow is two-dimensional and (2) the streamwise

derivatives in Eqs. (3) and (4) are neglected, the so-called thin-layer
6 .-

approximation.6  Further, a perfect gas with constant specific heats is

considered.

MacCormack's hybrid method is applied to solve the approximate form of

Eqs. (1). The numerical procedure discretizes the differential equation

using finite-volume concept and time-splits the equations according to the

coordinates and types of terms in the equations. That is, the solution

vector U, at a new time level t + At, is obtained through a sequence of

operators:

U(t+At) = (LV(At) Liv(t))n  (Liv(At)) (5) F777
ivn

The operators L ivand L solve the inviscid equations in - and n-
Ti

coordinates, and the operator L n solves the residual, thin-layer equations

in the n-direction. / .

IV
As the L operator is applied in a fine mesh region close to the solid -''

surface, the space-averaged characteristic relations are used, in place of

the earlier explicit operator by MacCormack, 1 to provide intermediate values

for the pressure and the velocity component in the n-direction. Subsequent

application of MacCormack's explicit operator is then made. Consequently,

the maximum stable time step is greatly increased, on the order of 100 times

in the case presently considered.

The boundary conditions used in the numerical integration very often

play a key role in determining either success or failure. We chose to use

the boundary conditions that are based upon the types of equation and flow

conditions (physics) involved. The conditions imposed on the viscous

operator L V are the no-slip,, adiabatic, and zero-turbulence conditions at

89-8
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the wall. The inviscid operators however are imposed by the characteristic

equations relating the velocity components and the pressure. Hence, at the

- .... solid wall where the normal velocity is zero and the pressure there can be

related to quantities at interior points as depicted in the sketch below.

t

V 0

b y

That is,

-+ (pc)nb V n (6)

As for the L IVoperator, the boundary condition becomes more complex

and many formulations are proposed, in particular, for subsonic flow

boundaries. The inviscid characteristic relaticns are again adopted. For

the supersonic Tnflow, the domain of dependence of the boundary points lie

entirely upstream of it; therefore all variables are prescribed at boundary.

ivIf the outflow is subsonic, the L operator possesses two families of

characteristic curves (i.e., C and C in Fig. 1) reaching from the interior

of the domain considered and one characteristic curve (C) from outside.

In other words, the domain of dependence associated with the C-characteristic

is downstream of the inlet. Hence one variable is allowed to be imposed at

the boundary. For a low Mach number boundary, the fixed pressure condition
p . 0 +

is taken and the other variables are calculated from C and C.

v.. . . . . .. . . .
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Figure 1. Characteristic curves at the subsonic
outflow boundary.

* The computational grid systems were chosen so that two grid points

-were inside the initial sublayer y < 5). The mesh distribution is shown in

Fig. 2; eighty cells were used in the streanwise direction and fifty cells

were placed across the flow. Uniform, fine meshes were clustered near the

shock whose location was indicated by experiment. ..

IV. RESULTS

The problem considered is a two-dimensional inlet with supersonic

free stream Mach number of 1.84, shown in Fig. 3. The ramp angle is chosen

so that the oblique shock just touches upon the cowl lip (x 3.03 cm). Since

the ramp surface is flat up to x =3.88 cm, a uniform supersonic flow is

generated behind the oblique shock with Mach number 1.32. Therefore the

computation domain is chosen to consist of only the flow internal to ramp and

lip, indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3. To determine the validity of.-

the numerical model and the computer code, which is an extended version of the

Ss~~oigialhoe vlopinws iaed by exorimnt•ey-7 -

orgnlcd eelpdb oke at NASA-Ames Research Center, we chose

89-1U
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to compute the supercritical case 4 with pressure ratio PR 0.724, where PR

is defined as the ratio of the static pressure at exit to the stagnation

pressure in the plenum. For this case the experiment shows that the terminal

shock stays inside the inlet and oscillates, displaying broadband spectral

character.

Figure 4a shows the Mach-number contour at 3,300 time steps (approxi-

mately equal to the time for a sound wave travelling four (4) inlet lengths)

from the initial guess. Two separated flow regions on the top wall and one

on the bottom wall are observed. The lambda (X) shock pattern is clearly

illustrated on both walls; the blown-up picture near the shock is shown in

* Fig. 4b. A shear layer developing at the foot of the shock is clearly displayed

and is convected further downstream. The density contour plot in Fig. 4c

, shows an expansion and a compression region on the top and bottom walls

'• respectively due to the curvature effect.

Since the computed results indicate that the flow is unsteady in the

- first two cycles, further Fourier analysis will be of value when more cycles

of computed data are made available. Therefore, we show only a sequence of

time-evolution of the flow, in comparison with the time-mean data of the

experiment by Sajben et al. 4 Figure 5 compares the predicted bottom wall

pressure distribution with the experiment. The computed solutions at each

instant generally follow the trend of time-mean data. It is worthwhile to

note that a compression near the cowl lip is captured and is followed by a

.*" rapid expansion till the shock. There also exists an expansion immediately

* behind the shock/boundary-layer interaction region which is, however, contrary

. to the phenomena generally observed in the flow over a convex surface, e.g.,

*• the upper surface of an airfoil or top wall in our case. We also observe

that a large amplitude wave is developing as the shock is moving upstream.

89-11
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Time variations of the top-wall pressure distribution are shown in Fig. 6;

a similar behavior, but different in local features, to the bottom-wall

pressure is found.

k. _

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

At this point, the computed results are by no means complete or con-

clusive. Yet the following recommendations may be made:

(1) The computer code currently developed has proved to be reliable

and appears capable of predicting the unsteady phenomena observed in the exper-

iment. Many fine features of the flow hav3 been correctly predicted. There-

fore I propose to continue the research in the following direction.

(2) In order to better understand and quantify the unstart problem so

vital to the supersonic propulsion system, there is a need of continuing the

present research so that a sufficient amount of data can be made available -..

for providing information of significance scientifically.

(3) Based upon the research carried out in (2), then the unstart

problem may be attacked with an objective to determine'the margin of inlet

.. instability. With the guidance derived from the close collaboration with

"' .analytical work by Adamson, et al at The University of Michigan, we will be r.'. ;

able to bracket the amplitude and frequency required for a disturbance to

unstart a given inlet.

0- 89-12
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INFOPMATION PROCESSING ANALYSES OF SPATIAL SYNTHESIS AND

* -. * OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETW4EEN LEARNING AND INTELLIGENCE

-- by

David F. Lohman

ABSTRACT

This report summarizes three experiments on the process

of mentally synthesizing geometric shapes and two experiments

on the relationship between learning and intelligence. The

background, method, and preliminary results of each experiment are

Dresented. Experiments on spatial synthesis showed substantial

effects for mode of presentation (simultaneous or successive),

feedback, and practice. Experiments on learning showed substantial

effects in subjects'ability to recognize changes in context and

changes in meaning. Implications for information processing

theories of spatial ability and intelligence are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial and mechanical abilities are the best predictors of

success in many Air Force training programs, such as those for

[,..[- •pilots, air traffic controllers, and aircrafz and v~hicle mechanics

* -' (Anderson, Fruchter, Manuel, and Worchel, 1954). Yet existing paper

! and pencil tests are often poor measures of spatial ability (Lohman &

Kyllonen, 1982). One purpose of this research was to understand

better the nature of spatial ability, particularly the process of

S-image construction. The second major purpose of the research was to

explore some hypotheses about relationships between measures of general

scholastic aptitude and learning. In particular, we sought to test the

. hypothesis that subjects differ in the amount and type of elaboration

they routinely perform when learning and that these differences are

systematically related to scholastic aptitude or "intelligence."

II. OBJECTIVES

Our primary objective was to use to the fullest the data gathering

capabilities of the LAMP testing facility at Lackland AFB. Thus, we

designed seven different experiments that would be conducted simultaneously.

Most of the experiments included multiple conditions with the expactation

that one or more conditions might not work as expected. This was done

because it was impossible to set up a pilot study, analyze the data,

and still have time to conduct the full experiment in the time available.

Subjects and testing stations were more plentiful than time for data

collection. Further, we realized that data analysis would take

months, perhaps years to complete, but that these analyses could be

conducted after the fellowship period.

Of the seven experiments that we conducted, five are descrijed in

this report and two are described in a companion report by Mr. Paul

Nichols. In all cases, we report preliminary results from the first

30 subjects to participate in the experiments. Analyses of the final __ .

data sets aru presently being conducted both at HRL and at the University-

of Iowa, Ind will continue for many months.
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" III. EXPERIMENTS ON THE SYNTHESIS OF GEOMETRIC SHAPES

We conducted three experiments on the process of synthesizing

geometric shapes. Stimuli used in a previous experiment (Lohman, 1894)

modified for use in these experiments. I first describe the

background and research hypotheses for each experiment and then

briefly describe the materials and procedures for all three experiments.

Experiment i: Effucts of simultaneous presentation and foil tYte

on mental synthesis.

The first experimental task was adapted from a similiar task used

by Lohman (1984). The subjects were shown two stimuli (called "A" and

"B"), which they were to combine mentally. A test figure (called "C")

was then presented. Subjects were to indicate whether C was the

correct synthesis of A and B. In contrast with the procedure of 2
Lohman (1979; 1984), both the A and B stimuli were visible at the

same time. In previous experiments, the A and B stimuli ,,ere presented

successively. Simultaneous presentation eliminates the need to

memorize the A stimulus, and thereby substantiallv reduces the

difficulty of the task.

'ffects of Foils

.The difficulty of the task is also a function of the difficulty

of the foils. In Lohman (1979), foils were created by reflecting the

correct C figure about the vertical axis or by arbitrarily dieting

some part of the correct C figure. Foils in Lehman (1984) .:ere

*: • created by merely altering the proportions of the correct C figute by -

15, 25, or 35%. These foils were generally quite similiar to :he

correct C figure, and thus substantially increased the difficulty of

the task.
Type of foil was systematically manipulated in the present *--.

experiment for three rcasons. First, we sought to reduce errors bv .,

increasing the discrepancy between foils and correct answers.

Second, we hoped to discourage subjects from using strategies that

might allow them to respond correctly without having actually

synthesized the separate parts. For example, if all foils were

constructed by merely reflecting the correct answer about the vcr:ca-

r axis, subjects could respond correctly by remembering only the A

!/.-'
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figure and then examining the left side of the test figure. Third,

we wanted to use information on the type of errors subjects made to

test hypotheses about the nature of spatial ability.

The first hypothesis comes from Smith (1964, p. 96) who argues

that the essence of spatial ability is the ability to generate and

maintain an image that preserves the correct proportions among, the

elements of the figure. According to this hypothesis, then, errors

on items constructed by altering the proportions of the correct AB

figure should show the steepest regression on spatial ability.

Kvllonen i_'83)argues that the majority of the many different

types of errors he observed on a paper-folding task could be accountea

for by a rather simple forgetting function in which information is

randomly deleted from a visual short-term memory. According to this

sccond hf'plthcsis , sr., fale alarms to foilS constructed by 'andotly

deleting parts of figures should show the steepest regression on

spatial ability, or at least as steep a slope as either of the other

two types of errors.

Third, a numbcr of theorists (e.g., Reed, 1974; Palmer,

1977) have hypothesized chat figural information is represented in . "

Shirarchicallv organized memory structures called structural units

(Palmer, 1975) or structural descriptions (Reed, 1974). Attributes

(such as size, orientation, color, etc.) that describe the overall

configuration (here, the AB figure) are stored at the highest level

in the hierarchy. Attributes of component parts (here, attributes

of the separate A and B figures) are stored at a lower level, and

attributes of the elements (here, the lines and angles that make up

the separate figures) are stored at the lowest level in the hierarchy.

Structural descriptions of the correct AB figure and its reflection

differ only in the value of a single orientation attribute attached

to the highest level unit in the structural description. Thus,

- subjects who have actually synthesized the separate A and B stimuli into -

a new C stimulus t,.a has structural properties which cannot be

predicted from the separate A and B figures should be -.cre likely

to false alarm to foils that are reflections of the correct probe-
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than to foils in which the structure has been altered.

Effects of task difficulty on solution strategy

Previous studies of mental synthesis have shown that, although

synthesis tasks show high correlations with other measures of

spatial ability, subjects attempt to solve synthesis items using a

variety of different strategies (Kyllonen, Lohman, & Woltz, in

press; Lohman, 1984). There is some evidence that subjects attempt to

solve other complex spatial and figural reasoning tasks by diffcrent

methods (Bethell-Fox, Lohman & Snow, in press; Lohman & Kyllonen, 1982),

but fewar alternative solution strategies have been claimed for

these tasks than for the figural synthesis task studied by Kyllonen

-et al. (in press). Diversity in solution strategy has important

implications for the interpretation of test scores, especially for

tnose tests assumed to be unidimensional since variation in solution

strategy means that such tests measure different abilities in

-different subjects, or even different abilities in the same subject.

cn diffe ent ites (see French, 1965; Lohman & Kyllonen, 192).

However, previous studies of mental synthesis have used items

that vary widely, perhaps too widely, in difficulty. Variations in

solution strategy observed by Kyllonen et al. (in press' may have

•m,.erell: reflected the variations in item demands, especially as items

became increasingly difficult. Therefore, one purpose of the first

experiment was to simplify, or better, to uncomplicate the synthesis

tasks used in previous experiments and to determine if subecs-

still attemted to solve different items using different strategies.

* Response lazencies are ambiguous for those ite-is which a su'Cject

answers incorrectly. Simplifying the task would also simplify 
-

task of modeling response latencies since errors wou-ld be reduced..-.

ThIus, task simplificaticn would have a collateral benefit of si'aplif'ing

* data anal';s is. *

us the ,po.;hes 5 tested in the first experiment were:

1. Prcsntin.- the .\ and 3 fi.gures simultaneously a.d increasing the"

desparitv between targets and foils w,,ill substantially rdnce ne

average difficulty of the items.
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2. With easier items, positive correlations between solution

latencies and verbal abilities should decrease or disappear

altogether while negative correlations between solution

latencies and spatial abilities should increase.

subjects attempting to solve items by non-spatial strategies.

- ;%.- .:

Solution strategy will be estimated by regressing solution L%.-N

latencies and errors on independent variables that represent

the amount or duration of a given processing step in an information -

processing model of task performance (see, e.g., Sternberg, 1977).

4. Correlations between number of errors for each of the three

types of foils and reference spatial tests will differ

significantly. We have no prediction as to which type of error

will show the highest correlation with spatial ability.

Experiment 2: Effects of Feedback on Mental Synthesis

Knowledge of results is probably the single most important

variable in learning. Learning new responses without feedback of

some sort is difficult or impossible (Thorndike, 1932). On the cne

hand, many experimenters routinely give feedback to subjects, either

after each trial or after a block of trials. On the other hand,

mental tests are usually administered without feedback. Examiners are

admonished to do or say nothing that might reveal to examinees the

correctness of their responses (for noteworthy exceptions, see

Vygotsky, 1962, and Brown & French, 1979). This is a reasonable

practice ii one hopes to hold the object of measurement steady while

one measuresit. Furthermore, it probably enhances the predictive

validity of scholastic aptitude tests since most instruction does

not provide immediate feedback either (see Snow & Lohman, 1984).

Therefore, one purpose of the present experiment was to compare the

experimental task procedure of providing feedback with the mental

test procedure of withholding feedback on a test-like task.

90-8
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Second, feedback has been used in a effort to train spatial

abilities. Levine et al. (1979) gave subjects feedback on correctness

while they practiced spatial test items like those found on standard

spatial tests. Levine et al. (1979) found that although subjects

generally improved with practice, the effects did not transfer to

another spatial test. However, feedback consisted merely of response

correctness. '%e planned to allow subjects the opportunity to determine

how they missed an item by showing the full item (stem, foil, and

correct answer). Simple feedback on response correctness should

suffice only for those who are already aware of their mistakes or

whose mistakes are due to haste or carelessness.

Kyllonen, Lohman, and Snow (1984) studied the effects of a brief

training on subjects' ability to solve paper-folding items. They

exposed subjects to one of three treatments: visual modeling, verbal

labeling, or Dractice with feedback. The simple practice with feedback

was found to be the most effective treatment for subjects high in

spatial ability, but not for other subjects. However, treatments were

cuite short, and there was no way to assess whether all subjects

studied the feedback. Ve planned to provide explicit feedback and to I-.-

record how long subjects studied it. Thus, the present study extends

the work of Levine et al. (1979) by providing feedback that consists

' of more than response correctness and to extead the work of Kyllonen

et al. (1984) by providing an estimate of how carefully the subjects

attend to the feedback that is provided.

Specifically, our predictions were: (1) Subjects receiving feedback

will show more improvement with practice than subjects not receiving J

feedback. (2) In contrast to the results of Kyllonen, Lohman and Snow

(1984), the benefits of feedback should be greatest for the least able

subjects and least for the most able subjects. (3) Effects of feedback

will be imoderated by the amount of time subjects spend studying the " ?.. I

feedback provided. Those who study the feedback more will show the

greatest benefit. (4) Feedback should accelerate the effects of

practice. Thus, the regression of solution latency on spatial ability

should be steeper in the feedback condition than in the no-feedback

condition.
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Experiment 3: Effects of extended practice without feedback on the

relationships between synthesis task latencies, errors, and reference

spatial and verbal abilities.

The purpose of the third experiment was to examine the changes in

the correlations between latencies and errors on the experimental

s:nthesis task and reference abilities as subjects were given extended

practice. In brief, our hypothesis was that latencies (and slopes

derived from them) would initially show low negative correlations with

reference spatial tests and might even correlate positively with

verbal reference tests. With practice, however, we expected that

the negative correlations between spatial tests and latencies would

increase. Errors were expected to show the opposite pattern: highest L

negative correlations with spatial ability should occur early and

4then decrease with practice.

Method

Subjects and Reference Tests

Subjects were approximately 1000 Air Force enlistees selected

randomly from all Air Force enlistees on their sixth day of basic

training. From two to four months prior to the experimental testing.

session, subjects had taken Version 9 or 10 of the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). In addition to the ASVAB, four

paper-and-pencil tests were administered immediately prior to the

experimental session. The tests were: Identical Pictures (French et al.,

1963), Part 2 of Form Board (French et al., 1963), Block Synthesis

(HRL Test files), and Gestalt Completion (French et al., 1963 and HRL

Test files). On all tests, subjects marked directly on the tests

booklet since we did not wish to confound time to answer items with

time to find the answer box on a machine scorable answer sheet.

Experimental Task

The experimental task consisted of two blocks of 72 synthesis

items. The difficulty of combining forms is primarily a function of

the complexity of the separate pieces and the complexity of the product

image (Kyllonen, Lohman, & Woltz, in press; Lohman, T79 . zi: :°efore, ite.s t

6 varied orthogonally on the average complexity of the A and B figures

(4-5, 6-7, or 8-9 points), and the correctness of the test probe C.
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Six replicates of each item type were constructed yielding 3x2x2x6 or

72 items in all. Foils were then constructed for the three negative

trial replicates either by reflecting the correct AB figure about the

vertical axis, by deleting part of the correct AB figure, or by altering

the proportions of the correct AB figure by 35%. Two new blocks of ites.-

were created temporarily by reflecting the items in Blocks ! and 2

about the horizontal axis. The final two blocks of items were then formed --

by assigning the upright or reflected version of each stimulus either

to Block 1 or Block 2. Thus, each of the final two blocks of items

contained an equivalent number of upright and reflected stimuli. Items

in Block 1 were physically identical but inverted versions of items

in Block 2. Items were then ordered so that the main effects for

each design facet were balanced within groups of six items. These 18,

six-item blocks were presented in the same order to all subjects.

.However, :he six items within each bock were randomly ordered for each

subject.

Procedure

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three conditions.

Subjects in Group 1 (No Feedback) received no feedback after each trial.

Subjects in Group 2 (Feedback) received a message indicating the

correctness of the response and the time taken to accept or reject the

C figure after each trial. For incorrect responses, subjects in the

Feedback condition were shown the full item again (A, B, and C figures).

If the subject had erroneously accepted an incorrect C figure, then

the correct AB figure was shown below the incorrect C figure on the

screen. If the subject had erroneously rejected a correct C figure

then the full item was shown again along with a message indicating

that the probe was in fact correct. These figures remained on the

.-. screen until subjects pressed a key to continue.

Subjects in Group 3 (Repetition) were administered the task

three times without feedback. They were given a short break between

. successive presentations and were told that some items would be repeated

the second and third times they attempted the task.

Results

Preliminary results reported here are based on a sample of 13
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subjects who participated in the eiperiment on tho first day.

Subjects who received feedback made fewer errors than subjects not

receiving feedback. Further, differences between the two 4rcups in-

creased with practice. Subjects in the feedback condition answered 73%

of the items in Block 1 correctly and 80% of the items in Block 2 correctly. V -

Corresponding means for subjects not receiving feedback were 67' and

71%. Thus, although all subjects improved with practice, those

receiving feedback improved most.

Feedback had much smaller effects on latencies. The only

noticeable difference was that subjects not receiving feedback spent

less time autempting to synthesize the A and B figures. However,

subjects in both groups accepted or rejected the test probe C with

equal speed. Also, subjects in the feedback condition did appear to

be studying the feedback stimuli, and not only in the first block.

• Mean time on feedback frames was 3.97 and 3.50 seconds for Blocks 1

and 2, respectively.

The enlv nv;ative result in these data was tiht subjects in the

. renetition group appeared not to be improving with practice. M.oan

correctness dropped from 70% on the second presentation of the items

to 65. on the third attempt. However, subjects were not told to

1xpect repetitions of items and some later reported that they t:hought

that something was wrong with their terminal. We modified the-

instructions and so results may differ for the full sample.
""IV. EXPEK.TS ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEARMNING A:D TN LLIGENC"

Experime, nt 4: The Role of Semantic Elaboration and Contextual Cues on

the Relationships Between Learning and Intelligence

[ Although intelligence and learning are two of the most important

constructs in education, we understand little about the relationshijs

between them. Early theorists presumed that intelligence and thc

ability to learn were synonymous (see, e.g., McGeoch, 1952

in part because of the consistently high correlations observed betwcen:-

measures cf intell-nce and achievement (see Jensen 1980 for a rev"w). -

3ut ability-learning correlations, although significant, have

generally been low, and have not supported a general learning , fjctor

, (see Cronbach and Snow, 1977; Gagne, 1967; and S:-,w, Kvi o...:

- .
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MarsnalkK, -)84) Thus, the paradox is that intelligence

is a good predictor of scholastic achievement, but appears to be a

poor predictor of learning.

A recent study reported by Sorensen (1983) suggests that the

relationship between ability and learning is moderated by the amount
of inferencing or elaboration performed by the learner. The Sorensen

(1983) study suggested that more able students elaborate more rviation-

ships (and perhaps more automatically) than less able student.. !t is

quite possible, however, that less able students do not elaborate

less, just differently. In particular, general ability may indicate

a tendency to decontextualize knowledge. High G subjects may

habitually elaborate semantically whereas low G subjects elaborate".2,

contextually. The tendency to store information by elaborating to

contextual cues is disfunctional in school for several reasons. First,

after a while, one school day is much like the next, and so it

becomes increasingly difficult to retrieve information using

contextual cues. Second, cues given in tests are almost invariably

semantic, and thus favor those persons who have stored (or, better,

elaborated) information semantically. Episodic (i.e., context-bound)

memories tend to be personal and idiosyncratic and are not as uasilv

activated by a common cue. The fourth experiment was designed to

test this hypothesis.

Subj ects

Subjects were approximately 1000 Air Force enlistees selected

randomly from all Air Force enlistees on their sixth day of basic

training.

Materials

Twentv-four sentences containing a homograph were constructed.

Homograplis were taken from the list compiled by Nelson, McEvoy, Walling,

aad hieeler (1980). Two matching foil sentences were then constructed

for each target sentence. The first type of foil contained virtually

the same words as the original sentence but capitalized on the alternat-

meaning of the homograph. For example, the target sentence "Jim-

struck Bob with a club" became "Jim struck Bob at the club." ,
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expected that subjects who remembered the meaning of the target

sentence rather than the exact wording of the sentence would be most

-- likely to false alarm to these sentences. !'e refer to these three

types of sentences as the target sentences, the homograph foils, and

the synonym foils, respectively. Lastly, 24 nonsense sentences were

created.

The incidental learning pretest was then created by randomly

combining the 2' target sentences and the 24 nonsense sentences in

a single 4-- sentence list under the constraint that no more than

three nonsense sentences or three target sentences occur successively.

Half of the subjects saw these 48 sentences with contextual cues

whereas half of the subjects saw all sentences in normal type in the

center of the CRT. Twenty-four different combinations of contextual

cues were created by presenting a sentence in one of six different

locations on the CRT (top left, middle left, bottom left, top right,

middle right, or bottom right), in one of two type faces (standard or

script), and in une of two modes (regular or inverse video). One

target sentence and one nonsense sentence were assigned to each of

the 24 different contexts.

Three 32-item recognition tests were then created. All contained

the same set of eighit randomly selected nonsense sentences. The

remaining 24 items were composed of eight target sentences, eight

homograph foils, and eight synonym foils. Thus for each of the 24

target sentencus, the target version of the sentence appeared in one

form of test, the homograph foil version of the sentence appeared in

the second form of test, and the synonym foil version of the test

appeared in tihe third form of the test.

Finally, for subjects in the context condition, half of the

sentenccs on the posttest were presented in the same context in which

the- had appearud on the pretest. The other half of the sentences

appeared it. a .!iffercnt context than they had appeared on the pretest.

o roce.dure

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the six conditions

defined by the crossing of context (yes, no) with form of posttest

(A, B, or C). They were instructed to read each of the 48 sentences

90-14
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carefully and then decide whether the sentence was sensible. j
On the recognition posttest, subjects were told that they were

to decide if each sentence was the same as one of the sentences they %

saw earlier. Subjects in the context condition were also told that

they should press "same" if the sentence was the same as one they had
seen earlier even if the sentence appeared in a different context.

Results

Preliminary results reported here are based on 30 subjects who

participated in the experiment on the first day. However, several

effects were quite strong, even in such a small sample. First,

context made a difference, both on the pretest and on the postzet.

Those who saw sentences in context on the pretest had difficulty

distinguishing sensible sentences from nonsensical sentences (mean
correct 72% and 82% for context and no context groups, respectively).

More importantly, context had significant effects on the posttest.

Sentences that appeared with the same contextual cues on both pretest

and posttest were recognized much better (::=76 .9 ) than sentences

taat appeared in a different context on pretest and posttest (x=71.9). "_"

The second important result was that subjects rejected the

homophone foils more often than the synonym foils. This supports

many other experiments which show that people are generally more 2
,6-. %

sensitive to meaning changes than to changes in wording or syntax.
The important question of whether sensitivity to change in meaning

or changes in context is related to ability cannot be answered by

these data due to sample size. Nevertheless, these preliminary

results are encouraging in that they suggest that the experimencal

manipulations worked as expected.

Experiment 7: The relationship between ability, study time, andK,.rceived rvlatedne.m.; oi noun pairs in an incidental icarn , task.

) Able learners create meaning, even where none was intended.
The purpose of the last study was to test the hypothesis that the
meaning-seeking habits of high G .,,bjects help them to learn eVw.n

when they are not trying to learn. In particular, the hypotheses were:-]
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(1) High ability subjects ill "see" more relationships between

randomly paired nouns than will low ability subjects. (2) The

relationship between general ability and the number relationshia.s

reported between noun pairs will be stronger for low imagery noun

pairs than for high imagery noun pairs. (3) Recognition memory for

noun pairs will be significantly related to both (a) the perceived

relatedness of nouns and (b) the time spent examining the noun pairs.

Design and Materials

This experiment hd three phases: pretest, retention, and

posttest. in the pretest, 48 noun pairs were presented one at a time.

Subjects were to decide if the two words were related in some way.

During the retention phase they solved spatial problems for approximately

one hour and took a 24-item recognition memory test for an incidental

sentence learning task. In the posttest phase, 96 noun pairs were

presented cne at a time. Subjects were asked to recognize the 48

noun pairs presented in the pretest.[ The 48-item pretest contained three types of items. One-third

of the pairs (16 items) contained nouns selected randomly from Palermo

and Jenkins (1964) to be weakly associated (10 or fewer occurrences in

the high school sample). One-third of the pairs (16 items) were

constructed by randomly pairing high frequency (A or AA in Thorndike

Lorge, 1944), high imagery nouns (rated imagability > 6.0 in Paivio,

Yuclle, & M.adigan, 1968). The final one-third of the pairs (16 items)

were constructed by randomly pairing high frequency (A or A_-% in

Thorndike & Lorge, 1944), low imagery nouns (rated imagabilitv < 3.9 in

Paivio .. ,1968). We refer to these as the weak-associate pairs,

the random-high-imagery pairs, and the random-low-imagery pairs.

Items were then randomized under the constraint that each quarter of ..-.

the pretest contain four items from each of the three categories. A!l

subjects judged items in the same random order.

The 96-item posttest contained the 48 pretest word pairs plus 43

foils. Three types of -oils were constructed. One-third (16 foils)

contained noun pairs that were strong associates. ThOs pairs i.,ere

constructed by randomly selecting noun ?airs from Pa!rmo and Jenkins

(1964) under the constraint that both nouns be high in rated imagery
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and high frequency. Subjects who judged the familiarity cf or.r, oei zr

the strength of the association between terms should be misled by

these items. The next 16 foils were L ng associates (20-101

occurrences in the Palermo & Jenkins high school sample) of a

representative sample of noun pairs presented in the pretest. We

expected that subjects who noticed relationships between pairs on the

pretest would false alarm to these pairs. The final one-third (16

foils) were constructed by randomly pairing low frequency nouns from the

Paivio ec al. (1968) list. These nouns should not have been familiar

in any way to subjects. False alarms here suggest carelessness,

random responding, or substantial difficulties in recognition

memory. All 96 items were then randomly assigned to four 24-item blocks

under the constraint that each block contain an equal number of each

of the three types of target items and of the three types of foils.

All subjects saw items in the same random order.

Procedure

Subjects were told that they should decide whether each pair of

words that appeared on the CRT was related in some way. They were

told to Dress the "I" key if the two words were related in some way -

and to press the "d" key if the two words were not related.

Intertrial interval was 750 msec.

During the 45 minute to 1 hour retention interval, subjects

solved spatial problems as part of another experiment. They also

took a 24-item recognition memory test for sentences they had

judged earlier as part of another experiemtn.

On the posttest, subjects were told to press "I" if the word

pair was one presented earlier and to press "d" for new word pairs.

They were instructed to read the words carefully but to decide as

quickly as possible.

Results

_ Preliminary results reported here are based on the respcases Df

the 30 subjects who participated in the experiment on the first day. "

Perhaps the most surprizing result was that subjects reported S6cinl "

a relaticnship between the ra:dom Iow- ro ., .- ,.-.

than for either of the other two types of word pairs. Further, t?.ev <-11
spent less time reading the random low-iru ery pais ticm ot .hr .
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pairs, suggesting that the greater perceived relatedness was not

due to longer processing. However, as with the other experiments,

the major questions for this experiment cannot be answered until the

within-subject analyses are completed for the full sample of recruits.

V. R:ECO'-NDAT IONS '

Strong recommendations for future research or for practice are

not possible until data analyses for each experiment are completed.

We do believe, however, that these preliminary results together with

the discussions of these sorts of problems with Project LA "

perscnnel allow the following suggestions. (1) Self-paced c:,:,.m.," i.

tasks produce latencies that are deficient in several respects.

Problems of persistence and speed-accuracy trade-off are the most

troublesome. Attempts to equate subjects in speed-accuracy trade-off

though instructions have not been particularly successful. ';or have

signal detection analyses proved very useful, especially since most

experimental tasks are not unidimensional and such analyses require

enormous quantities of data in most cases. Adaptive pacing of items

appears to oefrr a more reasonable alternative. IC :Is (or )arts of

items) v,:ould be presented for predetermined duration. The dependent

variable then becomes prcbability correct for different exposure

durations for items of a given level of complexity. Such schemes for

estimating response latency deserve more careful study. (2) :xisting"

measures of mental ability provide only the roughest of 4uides for the S
development of new measures of learning ability. To avoid reinventing .

existing measures, new or improved measures of learning ability must

be validated against better measures of learning or performanac, not

simply correlated with existing mental measures. (3) Faceted tests

providc a powerful paridigm for investigatin- hV'poth.se.i about the

sources of individual differences in complex tasis. however, en.

this sort of faceted design is combined with a betweO;- 'bect<

treatment variable and reference ability tests are also administered,

then the maciinery of A1 Inalyses can also be hrouht to hear. If

:omprehensible, of this rarriage of analytic techniques will e trulv
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SUBOPTIMUM EXTRAPOLATION

FOR SPECTRAL ESTIMATION

by

Lonnie C. Ludeman

ABSTRACT 

a.

Several analog systems for extrapolation of a section of

analog data were investigated for possible use in spectral :

estimation. Systems considered had sectionlized and continuous

logarithmic modulated and quadratic phase characteristics. The

logarithmic phase system had extrapolation characteristics;

however, it was very restricted in terms of bandwidth to effective

center frequency ratio. Upon sectionalizing,a wider ratio

"* "" could be obtained; however, the length of useful extrapolation . ,

"... became quite limited.
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I" INTRODUCTION

In radar applications a very important basic problem is that

of detection of targets in noise. In many cases this problem can

be reduced to the detection and estimation of a small number of

sinusoidal signals in noise. Based on the original statistical

assumptions and apriori information on the signal and noise,

optimum linear and nonlinear detectors and estimators have been

developed. These include maximum aposteriori, maximum likelihood,

least squares and Bayes estimators and detectors. Most of the i.'-...

methods explored involve solving sets of linear and non linear

algebraic and integral equations and an eventual quantization.

Normally a piece of a continuous time signal is available and

the signals we are looking for are contained within a given band

of frequencies. By sampling the signal a set of values is

obtained from which the frequencies and amplitude of the sinusoids

can be estimated. Prony [I] developed a simple elegant method for

obtaining the coefficients and frequencies of the sum of

* .exponential signals (includes damped sinusoids) and thus provided

- -"a means for extrapolating the signals in clean data. The maximum

entropy technique developed by Burg [2] provided a way of

extrapolating the signal and realized so called "super resolution'

by using an autoregressive model. Papoulis [3] developed an

iterative algorithm for the extrapolation of data. Recently

Bolling [4] has given examples that show improved spectral

estimation can be obtained by extrapolating the data using linear

" " prediction and the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of the extended

". ", .

*
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data. The above methods are in general nonlinear processing of

the data and are data dependent. When the data is noisy, data

dependence can be degrading. Without modifications the techniques

given above perform poorly in noise resulting in significant

biases and variance in the estimated values along with poor

relative amplitude discrimination.

If the signal is not sampled, the continuous data can be

optimally processed for smoothing and extrapolation by use of

causal or noncausal Wiener Filters [5] or a Kalman Filter [6].

These filters are determined from the mean and power spectral

densities of the signal and noise and changes in spectral

densities produce different optimal filters; however, they are not-

data dependent. 6-

To react to changing environments requires adaptive filtering

to maintain a sense of optimality along with the usual problems of V

time to adapt and stability. A logical question then becomes is

there a reasonable non-adaptive non-time varying method for

extrapolating a signal so that reasonable results can be obtained .

under a wide variety of situations.

II. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this paper is to explore various ''

suboptimum analog filters for their ability to extrapolate a

section of continuous data. This extrapolated data and the

original data could then be used to obtain improved spectral

extimates.2
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H I I BACKGROUND

Let x(t) and y(t) represent the input and output to a linear

system specified by its transfer function H(S) as shown in Figure

* . I.

x(t) H(s) y W-

Figure 1. General Linear System

If H(s) is selected as

H(s) = exp(-T s) (1)

then the output signal y(t) is simply a translated version of the J
input signal, that is

y(t) L.- 1H(s)X(s)j mL-:[exp(-T, s)X(s)J - x(t_.1l) (2)

Therefore if the Imput is a stepped sinusoidal signal. as shown in

Figure 2, then the output will be a delayed stepped sinusoid. The

. frequency response of such a filter is given by

H (j ) = exp(-j WT 1 ) (3)

and has a corresponding magnitude and phase characteristic [1(jw)I

and O(w) given by

I IH(jw )I = 1 (4)

If the input to the system is a stepped unit sinosoid of

SL
arbitray radian frequency w0 then the phase difference between the

.input and output is -W r and the steady state output is given by

, ..' y(t) = sin( W " wr ) = sinw (t- T1)] (5)
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m.0

For a given wo it is easy to select a T1 such that the output is

out of phase with the input as shown in Figure 2.

x ( t)
input

.J t

- ~ ~~~(t) /,-.. / -:
output

t

Figure 2 Input and output for linear system with H(s) - exp(-STl).

. For any given Ti, there are many possible w0oS such that the output

is out of phase with the input.

The group delay for an analog filler H(s) is defined as

T (W) = -d()/dw. (6)

It represents the approximate time delay that an analog input

signal of radian frequency w is delayed by the filter.

If the phase is linear then T (w) will be constant representing a

fixed time delay through the system for all frequencies.

For an analog filter to he useful as an extrapolater it must

extend the signal without disturbing the frequency content. In
... ..

this way the phase of each of the sinusoidal components of the

extrapolated signal must line up with the corresponding sinusoidal

components of the original signal. One way to achieve this is to

make the phase zero; however, then the filter has very little

extrapolation capability.

917
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IV. ANALYSIS

Several systems were investigated for possible use as

extrapolators. Among these were the logarithmic modulated phase, t'j

piecewise logarithmic phase, and quadratic phase signals. The

characteristics of these systems are described in the following

sect ions:

A. Logarithmic Modulated Phase Signal

The first system investigated was one that has a different

group delay Tifor every input sinusoidal signal of radian

frequencyw i . The time delay is chosen to correspond to a fixed

multiple N of periods of a sinusoid input as follows:

"N. 2 r/ = Nlf (7)

In general then the time delay T (so called group delay) can '

be written as

T = N .2 Tr/w (8)

and can be approximated by the negative derivative of the phase

characteristic of the system. That is

-dOP ( ")/d w3 - N-2 Ir/ w (9)

Integrating equation (9) the phase () is easily seen to be

.(w) = -N.2"T log w3 + K (10)
e

where K is a constant of integration. A plot of 4(w) is shown in

Figure 3 I If we assume that all frequencies from WL to wu  are

not attenuated and all frequencies outside that band are totally

attenuated the desired transfer function is as follows:

91-8
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H( W) =IH(jw)l exp(j *(w)) =exp(-jN.2wr log w + K)

f or W L< W <w (1

H(jw) =0 elsewhere

W L'U

Figure 3 Plot of the phase of a logarithmically modulated phase

Iwefurther assume a real system then H~jw) for negative

frequencies~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ is th opeIojuaeo htgie neuto

Theimplseresponse of the system can then he found by

taking the inverse Fourier transform of equation (11).

-r gh t )-#7~W) n JH(ijw) exp~jw t d w /2r (12)

Substituting H(jw) from equation (11) we see

W

Pu
*-h(t) Real(N21lo~ ex(j -ro K + JKt) ] dw / 27 (14)

L

* fndngh(t) i's to approxiat th itega by usin theprncp)

of stationary phase which leads to an answer in terms of Fresnel

integrals. These integrals much be evaluated by table or
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numerically determined. Another approach is to use the inverse

discrete Fourier Transform of the sampled function. A more direct

approach is to numerically evaluate the integral for each t using

Simpson's rule or Gauss guadrature.

B. Piecewise Logarithmic Modulated Phase Signal

The logarithmic modulated phase signal causes a delay

inversely proportional to frequency; however, to be useful as an

extrapolater the steady state output should he in phase with the

input. Therefore the phase must be adjusted to zero or a multiple

o f 2 Tr. The group delay and phase requirements compete and we are

not ever able to satisfy both requirements unless the phase is

zero. One approach is to keep the approximate group delay the

same as before and modify the phase by adding a stair case

function. This is equivalent to considering the phase to be

piecewise logarithimic. Stich a phase is shown in Figure 4.

. 2-rE

S Figure 4 Phase characteristic for Piecewise logarithmically .

modulated Phase signal.

The band fsrom e tooup is broken into sections such that the

9 1
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phase stays between c 2 r and - c2 Tr where c is a factor specifying

the maximum desired steady state phase error. The number of

sections M, the corresponding w and K can be found for a

specified C. Evaluating (W) from Equation (10) at radian

frequencies w and w we have.
i i+1

4(wi) -N2'log( W) + KI  E £2Tr (15)

=(i+i -N2n log (wi+l) + KI = e2w (16)

3y adding equation (15) and equation (16), K can be shown to be
i

K i = NT og(i+l 1 i) (17)

By subtracting equation (16) from equation (15),W i+can be found in

terms of t to he as follows:

W i+l AJi exp(2E/N) (18)

For a given lower radian frequency wL and upper frequency wu , the
LU

number of segments can be shown to be.

M = [(N log(wu /w L)] /2 ] (19)

where [.1 means next higher integer.

C. Quadratic Phase

Another system which could provide longer extrapolation times

is the one for which the delay is linearly proportional to the -. -

frequency as follows:

T W ' a (20)

The slope of the phase is then given by

-d"(w /d w tw (21)

O Integrating w) , equation (21) gives

2
' ¢(W) = -cw /2 + K (22)

Therefore assuming constant magnitude throughout the bandwidth 7
* . *.*
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the transfer function 11(jw) becomes

exp(.-jaW /2 + K) w-

2 u
Hj)= exp(jcaw /2 -K) W < W _ - (23)

0 elsewhere

The impulse response can then be obtained by integration see

reference [8) for details. If we require that the steady state

phase be within plus and minus £:21T then we must use a piecewise

quadratic phase.

D. Piecewise quadratic phase

To obtain a given handwidth,w u and wCL, and satisfy the

approximate group delay and steady state phase characteristic the

phase must be sectionalized. The phase appears similar to that of

Figure 4 except the sections are quadratic instead of logarithmic.

At the endpoints of each interval we must have .

e = -(oWi2 /2 + K = c 271 (24)
2 2 . --

HCWi) -w ew1 2 + K C2 -<7T (25)

Adding the two equations the contact K is easily found to be:
2 2

K =at(w +1+w )/2 (26)

Subtracting the two equat ions w,+, can be shown to be

W W 84r /2 (27w-+1= 27

The number of segments M can then be found by letting ra ti and

using equation (27) iteratively untiI is greater than C . S

91-12
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V. RESULTS

A computer program was written to simulate the systems with

two of the impulse responses described in the previous section.

Those chosen were the logarithmic phase and piecewise logarithmic

phase signals. To determine the responses, the convolution inte-

gral was evaluated using Simpsons rule rather than using the Fast

Fourier Transform.

Typical inputs and outputs are shown in figure 5 for specific

parameters of the logarithmic phase impulse response. The parameter

N of equation (11) could be adjusted resulting in an approximate

delay for a sinusoidal signal input of exactly N cycles of whatever

the input frequency is. However, the phase of the steady state

output with respect to the input varies depending upon the fre-

quency of the input sinusoid as expected by examing the phase of

the system function. If w and wi are not widely separated, itu L~
is possible to keep the steady state phase within E .21T as pre-
viously shown. If N is large, this becomes impossible for a fixed

Wand WL

It was found that the delay of the stepped sinusoidal input

for the piecewise logarithmic impulse response did not show a de-

* _ lay of N times the period of the input signal. Typical results are

shown in f igure 6. By f orcing the steady state phase to be within a

- - given tolerance, we have lost the ability for a variable delay and

experience only a small variable delay. Thus, the extrapolation

length is limited to a small number of periods of the highest fre-

quency considered which does not provide useful extrapolation.

9. 91-13



* Figure 5. Plots of input x(t) and output y(t) for logarithmic

phase transfer function given by equation (11) with f L 1 Hz,

f u 2 Hz, input frequency 1.5 Hz, and (a) N =1, K =17.83091

(b) N 2, K 29.37863

Figure 6. Plots of input x(t) and output y(t) for piecewise

L logarithmic transfer function specified by equations (15)-(18)

Li:with fLa1 Hz, fu . 2 Hz, input frequency - 1.5 Hz, E .1,
and (a) N - 1, 4 segments ;(b) N 2, 7 segments.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

It was shown that only limited extrapolation properties

could be obtained by the systems examined. However, other subopti-

mum filters (with respect to the Wiener and Kalman filter) may be

shown to provide useful extrapolation properties. It is recommended

that the following approaches be investigated.

One approach would be to modify the logarithmic modulated

phase signal by relaxing the causality condition and adding a linear

phase characteristic to produce a specific gross time delay for

extrapolation purposes.

Another approach would be to examine the structure shown in

figure 7 which uses a prefilter followed by a band of weighted low

pass filters with specific cut-off frequencies. The values of these

frequencies might be logarithmically space or suggested by the ei-

gen functions of the Karhunen-Lo~ve expansion for band-limited or

low-pass random signals. An alternative structure would be a bank

of weighted band-pass filters.
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a e-PI(t-T)

t=T

-Ti

s-p

x (t) H s

s-pt-T

for extrapolation.
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SILANE-TREATED SILICA FILLERS FOR ELASTOMER REINFORCEMENT

by

Larry M. Ludwick

ABSTRACT ,.

Fumed silicas, Cab-O-Sil M5 and EH5, were surface treated with mixtures

of hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) and 1,3-divinyltetramethyldisilazane

(DVMS). Variations were made in the amount of silazanes used, the ratio

of the vinyl and methyl silazanes, in the method of dispersing the filler

during treatment and in the surface area of the filler. All treated

fillers were then compounded compounded with Silastic LS420. Following

cure the formulations were subjected to standard tests to determine the

effectiveness of the treatment. The high surface area filler EH5 treated

with a 95 mol% hIMDS/5 mol% DVMS solution involving a toluene reflux

produced the greatest reinforcement effect in the elastomers. Using a

colloid mill a large batch of the M5 filler was prepared for future use

in the development of a new fluorosilicone hybrid elastomer known as

- FASIL.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A formulated silicone rubber consists of the polysiloxane polymer

network, small particulate filler materials, additives for special colors

or properties and a vulcanizing agent to provide chemical crosslinks.

The filler components serve two basic functions. Certain fillers provide

primarily an increase in bulk and thereby can serve to reduce cost.

Other fillers play a more active role in the elastomer formulation and

* provide reinforcement and enhanced physical properties. A wide variety

of both types of fillers is readily available. [1,2,31 An almost

* endless variety of elastomer formulations can be produced to match the

physical properties of the rubber to the necessary specifications of an

application.

In a filled elastomer, in addition to the polymer-polymer crosslinks

.' and the effective crosslinks due to entanglement, the presence of a

SZfiller introduces the possibility of filler-polymer crosslinks,

filler-filler crosslinks, polymer-filler weak interactions and

polymer-filler entanglements. Of the reinforcing fillers, synthetic

silicas are the most important for silicone rubbers. These very small

particle silicas are of two types, fumed and precipitated, based on their

method of preparation. The reinforcement effect arises from the

* structure of the filler aggregate itself, the particle size or surface

area available, and the extent to which the polymer backbone and filler

surface area interact, physically and chemically. [4,5,61 The surface

of silica fillers is relatively well-defined, consisting of hydrophobic

" and hydrophilic areas. The hydrophobic areas comprise nonpolar

* silicon-oxygen-silicon, or siloxane, linkages. Silanol groups, either
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isolated or adjacent (and thus hydrogen-bonded), result in hydrophilic

regions. The reactive silanol groups result in ready association with

the polysiloxane chains and can produce a premature hardening or crepe

aging of a formulation before during. The hydrophilic silanol groups

also increase the difficulty in dispersing the filler in the polysiloxane

e lastomer. -

Numerous studies have shown that chemical modification of the silica

filler surface can result in greatly increased reinforcement in

elastomers. [7,8,9,10] Treatment of the silanol groups with various

organosilanes, particularly trimethylsilane, shows reduced crepe aging. -

In addition, without the polar silanol groups, larger quantities of the

fillers are more readily dispersed in elastomers. With the choice of

appropriate organosilanes it is also possible to introduce built in

crosslinking sites to further enhance physical properties. Thus the

establishment of a properly modified silica filler plays a central role

in the formulation of an elastomer possessing optimum physical -

properties.

_ j- -,-'_'. II. OBJECTIVES -.:. -

The purpose of this project is to establish a treated filler with

optimum properties for use in the development of a new fluorosilicone

high temperature elastomer. A fumed silica, primarily Cab-O-Sil M5, will

be treated with active disilazanes to produce a chemically modified

S.- filler. The quantity of the disilazane will be varied, according to the

.O surface area of the filler, to theoretically provide partially or

completely treated surfaces. The effect of the filler surface area will

*- .be investigated by comparing the results obtained with silica fillers

* having greater surface area, such as Cab-O-Sil EH5, with those of the M5
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filler. Vinyl silanes will be incorporated in various percentages to

determine the effect of the additional crosslinking sites. The filler

will be dispersed in the solvent by different processess to determine the

effect on the surface area available for treatment. The treated fillers

will be compounded with a fluorosilicone polymer and the physical -

properties of the vulcanized materials evaluated.

*'- Il. EXPERIMENTAL '

MATERIALS

Polymers - Silastic LS420 (Dow Corning Corp.) a polysiloxane with

methyl, trifluoropropyl and vinyl groups attached. PNF 200 (Firestone

Tire and Rubber Co.) a phosphonitrilic fluoroelastomer.

Fillers - Cab-O-Sil M5 and Cab-O-Sil EH5 (Cabot Corporation).

QUSO WR 82 (PQ Corporation).

Treating Agents - Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) and

1,3-Divinyltetramethyldisilazane (DVMS) were used as obtained from

Petrarch Systems, Inc.

Compounding Ingredients - Luperco CST (50% 2,4-dichlorobenzoyl

. peroxide in silicone oil used with the fluorosilicone elastomer), Vul Cup

40KE (used with the PNF elastomer), zinc 8-hydroxyquinolate and Elastomag

170 were all used as obtained from suppliers.

Solvents - Toluene and methylene chloride were used as obtained

from various suppliers. Both solvents were occasionally recycled by

distillation.

*P

FILLER TREATMENT

The filler was suspended in the minimum amount of toluene. Typical

* amounts would be 25 g of filler suspended in about 700 ml of solvent.

92-6
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Water was added (5 parts per hundred parts filler) and the solution mixed

thoroughly. Three methods were used to suspend the filler in the solvent:

a mechanical paddle stirrer, a Waring Blender and a Charlotte Colloid

Mill. The colloid mill was modified so that the mixture could be

recirculated through a mixing funnel.

The silazanes were added as a solution with the solvent. Blending

continued for several minutes to assure complete mixing. The viscosity

of the suspension decreased so markedly that splashing in the blender

container became a problem and blending could be maintained for only a

few minutes after the addition. The solutions were then left for a

period of time (usually overnight) before filtration. The suspensions

were filtered using a Buchner funnel. The solid residue was air dried

and then given a final drying for 4 hours at 150 0 C before use.

Methylene chloride served as solvent for several trials. In these trials

the solid was often collected by evaporating the methylene chloride.

Modifications in the filler treatment procedure included trials

where the vinyl silane was added to the suspension in pure form. The

vinyl silane was added first with the addition of the trimethyl silane

following several hours later. A second modification involved heating

the reaction mixture to the reflux point of toluene. At approximately

850C the silica toluene mixture became clear as though the silica

were dissolving.

-- -< * - I. > '

COMPOUNDING

All compounding was done by hand mixing the ingredients on a 3" x 8"

two-roll mill. Recipies for the two elastomer formulations and the

curing conditions are given below.

92-7
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I I Silastic LS420 100
silica filler 30
Luperco CST 2

Press Cure: 5 minutes at 2400F
Post Cure: 16 hours at 4000F

2 PNF 200 100
Silica Filler 30
Elastomag 170 2
Zinc 8-Hydroxyquinolate 1.5
Vul Cup 40 KE 0.6

Press Cure: 30 minutes at 340°F
Post Cure: 4 hours at 350°F

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The following properties were measured on cured samples of each

elastomer. The silastic compounds were molded as 0.050 inch sheets. Tear

specimen, dumbbells and buttons for the compression set measurement were

die cut from these sheets. The PNF compounds were molded as O-rings for

all test except tear samples which were cut from 0.050 inch sheets.

Hardness
- Tear Strength, Die B

Tensile Strength, 1/8 inch (constricted width) dumbbell
Elongation
50% Modulus
100% Modulus

0
Compression Set (25% compression, 72 hours at 275 F)

For many samples the tensile strength and elongation were also

measured at 2750F using an Instron Tensile Tester with an oven

"" . mounted on one frame. Elongation required opening the oven door during

the test. However, the temperature of the sample would not have . ".

* decreased significantly during the time required for the test.

. IV. RESULTS

*g The chemical reaction between the silanol group of the filler and I-.--
92-8
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the disilazane occurs according to the following scheme.

R H R R

2 "Si-OH + R-Si-- -Si-R 2 Si-0-Si-R + NH3

R R R I
With a silanol concentration of 4.5 OH/nm 2a treatment level of 0.75

mol disilazane/kg filler was used. This is sufficient to assure complete

reaction of the available silanol groups. All reactions were carried out

in the presence of additional water to promote the conversion of siloxane

groups to free silanols.

* -Si

0 + H20 2 "-Si OH/ 2.- .

-Si -110°C.

With the application of the disitazanes to the filler several

obvious changes occurred. The viscosity of the mixture was rapidly

reduced, to the point that severe splashing resulted in the blender r

container. When the filler was dried there was a reduction in the volume

of the solid. Although no exact measurements were made, the volume

occupied by the 15 g sample used in formulations was reduced to -

approximately 25% of the volume of the untreated filler. Also in the

compounding process the treated fillers dispersed much more readily in .-.

the elastomers, producing products that were very tacky, frequently

, . sticking to the rolls of the mill. Based on this observation it appeared

-- that a much larger amount of the treated filler could have been

compounded with the elastomers. The untreated fillers produced stiff
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products that could be readily removed from the roll and then cut to ]
shape with scissors. Finally, the treated fillers were hydrophobic as

opposed to the easy wettability by water of the untreated fillers.

As shown in Table 1, treatment of Cab-O-Sil M5 with a mixture of

disilazanes (95 mol% hexamethyldisilazane and 5 mol%

1,3-divinyltetramethyldisilazane) leads to a significant increase in the

tensile strength and percent elongation in the Silastic LS420. In

addition the modulii, hardness and compression set show significant

decreases. At 275°F the changes in tensile strength and elongation

are maintained, although each is reduced by approximately 50%. It -

appears that the use of a mechanical stirrer, a blender or a colloid mill 2
to disperse the filler for treatment does not significantly alter the

properties of the comounded elastomer. There are however some practical

differences in that the colloid mill is capable of processing larger

quantities of the filler than is possible with the other two methods.

Table II shows the same set of treated fillers compounded with the

phosphonitrilic fluoroelastomer (PNF 200). Cab-O-Sil M5 does not

represent a good filler for PNF 200 as noted by the compression set

values of nearly 100%. Even though the elongation and tensile properties

are higher for the untreated fillers, the material showed no return from

the 25% deformation at 2750F after 72 hours. With the treated

fillers, the compounds are softer and more elastic but do not exhibit

"-"- greater tensile strength. Because of the constraints of time and .- "-

material, no other compounding was done with PNF 200.

The results obtained with filler treated with two different DVMS

concentrations are shown in Table III. In each case the quantity of

silazanes used to treat the filler was varied systematically. Two

fillers treated without the addition of water to the mixture are also

92-10
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TABLE I

Silane Treated Cab-0-Sil M5 (Compounded with Silastic LS420)

Compound # Si-1438 -1439 -1440 -1441 -1443 -1444

Mixing Process1  MS AS B B CM CM

Silane Treatment 
2

miol silane/kg filler 0 0.75 0 0.75 0 0.75

* Property
Hardness, Shore A 71 55 71 57 71 56

Tear (lb/in) 87 97 83 97 87 107

* 2
Tensile Strength (lb/in ) 960 1280 910 1250 980 1250

Elongation ()---3 260 -- 3 260 190 280

.2
Modulus, 50% (lb/in ) 295 170 324 204 361 193

100% (lb/in ) 497 347 580 437 604 378

at 2750 F2
Tensile Strength (lb/in ) 476 611 441 680 497 560

Elongation ()90 170 80 179 100 140

25% Compression Set, 72 hr ()30 17 27 18 31 12

1MS Mechanical Stirrer, B =Waring Blender, CM =Colloid Mill
95 mol% HMds, 5 rol% DVMS

Lesthan 100%, actual value not measured
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TABLE 11

Silane Treated Cab-O-Sil M5 (Compounded with PNF 200)

Compound # PN-1448 -1449 -1451 -1452 -1453 -1454
1q

Mixing Process I  MS MS B B CM CM

Silane Treatment
2

tol silane/kg filler 0 0.75 0 0.75 0 0.75

Property
Hardness, Shore A 80 50 80 57 80 52

Tear (lb/in) 245 153 215 191 253 168

* 2
Tensile Strength (lb/in 2 ) 1390 1160 1550 1400 1430 112)

Elongation (M) 300 210 300 220 240 200

Modulus, 50% (lb/in ) 389 129 340 184 400 184

100% (lb/in 2 467 340 464 363 600 378

at 275 0 F
25% Compression Set, 72 hr (%) 98 56 100 64 100 54

2IS = Mechanical Stirrer, B = Waring Blender, CM = Colloid Mill
95 mol% HMDS, 5 mol% DVMS
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included in Table III. The results of all trials appear very similar with

the exception of a significant decrease in tensile strength for those

fillers treated with a silazane mixture containing 10% of the vinyl

compound.

Table IV shows the results of adding the vinyl silazane separately."fr
Again the differences appear slight. However, there is a suggestion of a

decrease in tensile strength with increasing vinyl content. In the case

of these trials the silazanes were added in neat form rather than as a L

dilute solution. This addition method may result in a less uniform

distribution of the silane groups on the filler surface even though the

additions were made with the blender running. The addition of a solution

of premixed silazanes appears to be the more successful treatment method.

The effect of surface area on reinforcing properties is shown in

Table V with the use of Cab-O-Sil EH5. This filler has nearly double the

surface area (390-*40 m2/g) as compared to Cab-O-Sil M5 (200_'25

2
m /g) used in all previous trials. The tensile strength and

elongation increase markedly with increased filler treatment. Although

tear strength appears to decrease with increased treatment, all values

are greatly elevated over those of the untreated filler. In addition,

the modulii and compression set show significant decreases with silazane

treatment. It may also be significant that the best values for all

properties, with the exception of tear and high temperature tensile . *.

strength, occur for the sampl& that had been heated to toluene reflux

temperature for several hours. Near reflux temperatures the filler

appears to dissolve due to the removal of air and more complete wetting

of the surface by the solvent. Although this treatment was inadvertant

and only intended to remove solvent by distillaton, it appears that the

more complete dispersion of the filler resulted in a more uniformly I

92-14
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TABLE IV

Vinyl Silane Treated Cab-0-Sil M5 (Compounded in Silastic LS420)

Comnpound #t Sil-1460 -1461 -1462 -1463 -1464pian Tramn
mol silane/kg filler 0 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

% DVMS 2  0 0 1 5 10

* Property
Hardness, Shore A 71 59 61 60 61

Tear (lb/in) 86 86 85 88 85

4Tensile Strength (lb/in 2 522 1110 901 982 885

Elongation ()100 200 180 220 210

2Modulus, 50% (lb/in )311 205 218 204 240

100% (lb/in ) 550 428 448 381 430

at 2750F2

Tensile Strength (lb/in )314 427 528 482 506

Elongation M% 60 110 120 120 120

25% Compression Set, 72 hr ()28 19 17 18 21

2Blender treated
DVMS added directly, then HMDS to complete treatment level

92-15
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TABLE V

Silane Treated Cab-O-Sil ER5 (Compounded in Silastic LS420)

Compound # SIl-1456 -1457 -1458 -1459 -1465

Silane Treatment1  0 . 1
mol silane/kg filler 0 0 0.9 1.9 2.0'

Property
Hardness, Shore A 73 71 58 54 56

Tear (lb/in) 86 82 127 120 118

2
Tensile Strength (lb/in 2 ) 496 675 1200 1330 1540

Elongation (%) 100 160 310 310 320

2
Modulus, 50% (lb/in 2 ) 353 308 193 176 147

100% (lb/in ) 495 484 359 329 285

Tensile Strength (lb/in 2) 284 452 485 767 672 .

Elongation (%) 50 110 130 200 290

25% Compression Set, 72 hr (%) 39 45 16 16 11

95 mol% HMDS, 5 mol% DVMS, blender treated

3 Dried at 150 C before use
Cab-O-Sil EH5 heated to toluene reflux during treatment

92-1 .-
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treated product. Preliminary tests indicate a similar result occurs with

the M5 silica filler as well.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

This work has demonstrated significant increases in the reinforcing

properties of fumed silica fillers in a fluorosilicone elastomer by

surface treating the filler material with silanes. However, a number of

questions remain as to the exact effect of the chemical treatment and its

relationship to the observed physical properties of the compounded

elastomer.

The silane treatment of a filler with larger surface area showed

greater reinforcement (Cab-O-Sil EA5 versus Cab-O-Sil M5). This should

be firmly established with additional preparations. Other fillers with a

variety of surface area characteristics should be treated to establish

the optimum surface area for reinforcing the elastomer properties.

Although a vinyl silane component was used to treat the fillers in

order to provide crosslinking sites, the actual amount incorporated was

not established. The number of vinyl pendant groups on the fillers

should be experimentally established and related to the properties of the

cured elastomers. It would be desirable to establish exactly how much of

the silanes were actually incorporated. Thus far the amount incorporated

has been assumed based on a quantitative reaction of the starting

S.. material used in each treatment procedure.

S.-." Other aspects of the treatment procedure need further investigation,

.- primarily the effect of heating the reaction mixture with the resulting

increased wetting of the filler surface. Also the optimum time for the

reaction may be different from the "overnight" period frequently used.

Another extension of this study would look at the structure of the

92-17
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treated and untreated fillers, both alone and as compounded. Electron

microscopy could be used to determine whether or not the treating process

has had any significant effect on the aggregate structure. The use off

torn and stretched samples of the cured elastomers would also yield

information about the surface alterations in this treating process.

J..
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P..A

THE APPLICATION OF STKJCnIRAL EQUATION MODELING

TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

by

Robert MacCallum

Im -~

ABSTRACT

The potential application of a quantitative procedure called

structural equation modeling (SEM) to experimental data is investigated.

Conditions under which such a use of SEM could be of value are specified.

The use of coded variables to represent experimentally manipulated

independent variables is described, and approaches to the incorporation of

such variables into structural equation models are proposed. A method for

r. adjusting data from repeated-measures designs, so as to make the data mo~re

suitable for analysis via SEM, is suggested. A brief illustration is

presented. General recommendations are offered, along with suggestions for

further research.
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I. INTROUCTION

The author's background lies in the field of quantitative methods,

particularly methods of research design, measurement, and data analysis in

the behavioral sciences. A very important development in this field during

the past ten years is represented by a technique called structural equation

modeling (SEM) (Bentler, 1980; Long, 1983). SEM is a technique which

provides a capability for fitting and testing theories about patterns of

relationships among variables. In a typical application, a researcher

hypothesizes that certain measured variables (MV's) are actually

approximate measures of latent variables (LV's, hypothetical constructs

which cannot be directly measured), and that there exists a particular

pattern of effects among these LV's. Given a sample of observations on the

MV's, SEM then allows the investigator to estimate the strength of all of

the effects and relationships in the hypothesized model, and to assess

whether the model is a plausible explanation of the data.

Researchers at AFAMRL/HEC have recently become interested in the

potential value of SEM in their research. In much of their research, a

hypothesized prior model involving LV's exists. However, they felt that

their data analysis procedures did not provide an adequate theory testing

capability nor an explicit means for incorporating LV's.

*" However, a major stumbling block in their use of SEM is that SEM was

designed for and is generally used in the analysis of non-experimental

data, whereas the research at AFAMRL/HEC is almost exclusively

experimental. That is, their research involves experimental manipulation _

* - of independent variables, and subsequent observation of dependent

variables. SEM, on the other hand, is intended for fitting and testing

models using non-experimental data, in which both independent and dependent
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variables are sampled. Thus, the very general goal of the author during

the research period was to investigate the feasibility of applying SEM to

experimental data.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEAECH EFFORT

This general goal included a series of specific objectives:

1) To first evaluate on a logical and conceptual basis the conditions

under which the application of SEM to experimental data would be of any

potential value. Given that such data are almost universally treated via

analysis of variance (ANOVA), it was important to first determine whether

and when SEM could provide any advantage over ANOVA.

2) To develop a technique for incorporating experimentally manipulated

variables into SEM. As will be seen below, a variety of issues must be

considered in the use of such categorical variables in SEM.

3) To develop a technique for treating data from repeated measures

experimental designs in SEM. Since virtually all of the experimental

research at AFAMRL/HEC employs repeated-measures designs (i.e., observation

of the same subject under different experimental conditions), and since SEM

assumes observations to be independent, some procedure needs to be employed

to "correct" the data for the presence of the effects of the repeated- I
measures factor(s) in the design.

4) To carry out applications of SEM to some data collected at AFAMRL/HEC, 4
for the purpose of illustrating the general SEM procedure as well as the

specific procedures for analyzing experimental data. In addition, this

would serve to demonstrate the use of the LISREL computer program (Joreskog 2

& Sorbom, 1981), a powerful program for fitting and testing structural

equation models.
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III. FEASIBILITY AND VALUE OF APPLYING SEM TO0 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A pre-requisite for the application of SEM to experimental data to be

of any interest is that there be more than one measured dependent variable.

Given this, there are at least two general conditions under which a model-

testing approach to experimental data could be useful. The first would be

* the case in which the investigator wished to test some path-analytic model

* involving relationships among the experimentally manipulated independent

variables and the measured dependent variables. The second would be the

case in which one or umore subsets of the measured dependent variables were

intended to serve as multiple indicators of latent variables. of most

interest and value would be the situation in which these two conditions

0 were combined, resulting in a model postulating a specific pattern of

relationships among experimentally manipulated independent variables and

latent dependent variables, where there are mrultiple indicators for each of

the latter.

The general point here is that in order for anything to be gained via

- -the application of SEM to experimental data, there must exist some over-

identified model to be tested. If there is only one measured dependent

variable, or if there is more than one but no testable structural model or

measurement model, then a confirmatory analysis via SEM is inappropriate.

Univariate and/or multivariate ANOVA will generally suffice. If, however,

a testable model is present, then the use of SEM offers substantial

advantages over the more traditional ANOVA approach. Foremost among these

is the use of a confirmatory, rather than exploratory, approach to the data

analysis. SEM provides a direct, explicit, and integrative investigation

of the hypothesized model, along with a rich array of information about

goodness of fit and potential model modifications. ANC)VA offers no such
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capability or information. Other clear advantages of SEM over ANOVA (when

a testable model is available) include (a) the capability for representing

latent variables, and (b) the explicit representation of error of

measurement in measured variables. These aspects of SEM can be contrasted

with ANOVA, in which (a) there is no capacity for directly representing

latent variables, and (b) all measurements are treated as error-free, an

assumption which can lead to bias in results (Bentler, 1980).

IV. REPRESENTING EXPERIMENTALLY MANIPULATED VARIABLES IN SEM

A problem in the application of SEM to experimental data is the matter

of how to incorporate the experimentally manipulated independent variables

into the data and the model. It is relevant here to distinguish between

two types of such variables: (a) those whose levels correspond to

different numerical values of some quantitative variable (e.g., drug

- dosage); and (b) those whose levels correspond to different categories with

no numerical meaning (e.g., drug A vs. drug B). Variables of the first

type can be incorporated very easily into SEM data and models. with

• . respect to the data, such a factor can be represented by a single measured .

variable, with each subject's "score" on the variable given by the

numerical value associated with the given level of the factor. In a model,

this measured variable will be hypothesized to have a particular pattern of

effects on other variables. The incorporation of the second type of

experimentally manipulated variables (i.e., those which are truly

categorical) into SEM is more complex. With respect to the data, the

mechanism for representing categorical independent variables is the same as

that commonly used to represent such variables in regression analyses;

i.e., the construction of coded variables. The actual definition and

construction of coded variables will not be discussed in detail here.
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Standard texts on regression analysis routinely cover this topic;

especially good sources are Cohen and Cohen (1983, pp. 181-222) andI

Pedhazur (1982, pp. 269-333).

-- - Both of these texts discuss three different methods for constructing I
coded variables: dummy coding, ef fects coding, and contrast coding. In

the present context, the choice of coding methods will be a functton of

whether the investigator's hypotheses include specific statements about the

exact nature of the effect of the categorical independent variable on the

other variable(s) in the model. For instance, one might hypothesize that

the dif ference between level 1 and level 3 of a categorical independent

variable affects a particular dependent variable. If the investigator's

* model includes such hypotheses, then contrast coding should be used so that

coded variables can be constructed to represent the particular contrasts of

interest. If, instead, the model hypothesizes overall effects of a

categorical variable on other variables, without being specific about theA

exact nature of those effects, then either dummy coding or effects coding

* would be appropriate.

Regardless of which coding method is used, for a categorical

independent variable with J levels, one must construct 3-1 coded

independent variables (e.g., dummy variables). If a study includes more

than one categorical independent variable, such a set of coded variables

must be constructed for each categorical independent variable. It is not

K necessary to use the same coding method for each categorical variable. The

variables along with all of the measured non-manipulated variables. The

L latter category will typically correspond to all of the dependent

variables. However, to be completely general, this category could
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* additionally include some measured variables which are not experimentally

manipulated but which serve as independent variables (or as indicators of

latent independent variables). In any case, a covariance matrix for all of

the coded and measured variables can be obtained and can serve as input for

a SEM analysis.

The incorporation of the coded variables into a model must be

approached carefully. There seems to be a variety of potential logical and

conceptual trouble-spots. For instance, when an experimentally manipulated

variable is represented by a set of dummy variables, it may be tempting to

* consider the dummny variables to be multiple indicators of a latent variable

representing the experimental manipulation. This representation is

illustrated in Figure 1, where three coded variables (Cl, C2, and C3 being

coded variables for a four-level factor) are shown as multiple indicators

of a single independent latent variable. However, such a representation

can be seen to be inappropriate when one considers the mathematical

framework of SEM. Suppose, for this example, that the coded variables were

created via dummy coding. According to the equations for the measurement

model, as shown in Figure 1, such a model would imply that each dummy

* variable is equal to some unknown weight multiplied by the latent variable.

Clearly, it is impossible to multiply a single latent variable by different

weights to produce a set of dummy variables.

Rather than consider coded variables to be multiple indicators of

latent variables, it seems more appropriate to employ coded variables

* -directly as measured variables in a model. That is, each coded variable

would serve as a separate independent variable and, based on the

investigator's model, would exhibit a particular pattern of effects on the

dependent variable(s) in the model.
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Figure I

An Incorrect Use of Coded Variables:
Multiple Indicators of a Latent Variable

Figure 2

A Model Showing Same Effects
for all Coded Variables Within a Set

Figure 3 ci
AModel Showing Different Effects

for Coded Variables Within a Set
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It is useful to differentiate here between two possible strategies

* involving def ining a model of the ef fects of the coded variables on the

dependent variable(s). one strategy would be appropriate when a model

includes an hypothesis that a given categorical independent variable

* affects a given dependent variable, without the specific nature of the

effect being postulated. Such a model would then include an effect of each

* of the coded variables (for that categorical variable) on the given

dependent variable. An example of such a model, using three coded

variables to represent a four-level categorical variable, is shown in

Figure 2. In a model of this type, there would be a path coefficient

associated with the effect of each coded variable on the dependent latent

*variable. Interpretation of such coefficients would be analogous to the

interpretation of regression weights for coded variables, as discussed by

Cohen and Cohen (1983) and Pedhazur (1982).

The critical point here is that, in the absence of specific hypothesesL

about the nature of the effect in question, the coded variables

representing the given factor are treated as a set in the initial model.

The solution for the initial model might suggest subsequent modifications

involving the addition or deletion of effects for only a subset of these

coded variables. This is permissible, but the investigator in such a case

should carefully consider what each coded variable represents, so that the

modified model and associated parameter estimates can be interpreted

correctly.

A different general strategy for incorporating coded variables into an

initial model would be useful when that model included specific hypotheses

about the nature of the effect of the categorical factor on the dependent

* variable(s). Given contrast coded variables to represent the specific
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effects of interest, the initial model would then include effects for the

coded variables so as to correspond to the investigator's specific

hypotheses. In such a model, the coded variables representing a given

factor would not necessarily be treated as a set. A model of this type is

illustrated in Figure 3, in which it is hypothesized that one dependent LV

is affected by two of the contrasts, while a different dependent LV is

affected by a third contrast. This approach offers much greater

flexibility and finer control and interpretation of the modeling process

than does the previous strategy. However, its use is dependent on the

investigator having the necessary well-justified a priori hypotheses.

V. ADJUSTING DATA FROM REPEATED-MEASURES DESIGNS

The basic data to which a SEM analysis is applied is the covariance

matrix among all the MV's. When this matrix is calculated using all the ..

observations from a repeated-measures design, the covariances will be

based on multiple observations from each subject. Such covariances will

undoubtedly be affected by between-subject effects, and it would be

desirable to remove such effects from the data prior to analysis by SEM.

The author proposes that an appropriate procedure for accomplishing this

would be to partial the subject effects from each dependent variable, and

to employ the resulting residuals (the "corrected" dependent variables) in

the calculation of the desired covariances. Following is a description of

S-" a specific procedure for carrying out this process. Users should keep in

. mind that this needs to be done only when there is one or more within-

subjects factor in a design. 4-_!

The key to the entire process is to define a set of coded variables to .

carry the information about the arrangement of subjects in the experimental ..

design. Each subject measured under each condition (or combination of
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conditions) will be assigned a value, or "score," on each of these coded

variables. The coded variables can be defined via the following steps:

1)Do steps (2) and (3) once for each level, or combination of levels, of

tebetween-subjects factors. Each repetition of steps (2) and~ (3) defines

a subset of coded variables. If there is no between-subjects factor, steps

(2) and (3) are carried out just once. If there is only one between-

subjects factor, these steps are repeated once for each level of that

factor. If there is more than one between-subjects factor, these steps are

repeated once for each cell involving the between-subjects factors,

ignoring the within-subjects factor(s).

2) Let Nj be the number of subjects within the level or cell being

* considered.

3) Define N*-l coded variables using "effects coding" as follows, where

vik is the value of coded variable k for the i'th subject in the level or-

cell being considered:

a) for the first coded variable,

let v il 1for i 1

=-1 for i =j

=0 for all otheri

b) for the second coded variable,

let vi2 =l1for i=2

= -1 for i =Nj

=0 for all other i

c) generally, for the k'th coded variable,

let vik = 1 for i=k

= -1 for i Nj

= 0 for all other i
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If these steps are repeated as defined in (1), then the total number of

coded variables will equal the total number of subjects, minus the number

of levels or cells of the between-subjects factor(s).

Once the coded variables representing subject effects are defined as

above, they are then used to partial out subject effects from the dependent

variables via a series of regression analyses. These analyses can be

accomplished as follows:

1) Given r coded subject vectors Xl, X2, . . ., Xr.  -

2) Given t dependent variables YI, Y21 . . "' Yt"

3) Carry out t separate multiple regression analyses, one for

each of the t dependent variables. In each of these analyses, a given

dependent variable Ys will be regressed on the r coded subject variables,

which are treated as independent variables. Thus, each of these regression

analyses will yield a variable Y*s, which is the value of Ys predicted from

a linear combination of the coded subject variables.

4) For each of the t dependent variables, obtain residuals by subtracting

predicted values from observed values. Let

es = YS - Y*s

The "residualized dependent variable" es will then represent that portion

of YS which remains after subject effects have been removed. There will be

t such residualized variables el, . . , et.

5) These residualized dependent variables can then be used in place of the

original measured dependent variables in the computation of the covariance

matrix for the entire set of MV's. All resulting covariances involving
.0

dependent variables will have been corrected for the presence of subject

effects. This covariance matrix can then be used as input to a SEM

analysis.
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VI. APPLICATION TO) REAL DATA

Using the procedures described in this report, SEM was applied fairly

successfully to data collected f rom two different experiments at

AFAMRL/HEC. Results fromi one of these studies will be described briefly.

In a study of the effects of jamming and deception on information

processing and decision making in subjects playing the role of an Air

Defense Commander, it was hypothesized that the various dependent measures

obtained were indicators of two distinct LV's which could be called

*uncertainty and performance. The former represents the indecision or

confusion exhibited by a subject as he makes decisions, and the latter

represents the subject's skill and success in carrying out the required

* task. The initial model stated that the experimental manipulation of

jammiing and deception would affect uncertainty, which would in turn affect

performance. Since the data were from a repeated-measures design, the

subjects' scores on the dependent variables were corrected via the approach

described in Section V above. In addition, coded variables were defined to

represent the jamming/deception variable, as described in Section IV. The

model stated above was then fit to the resulting data via the LISREL

computer program. Results indicated that, while uncertainty and

performance seemed to be reliable, valid LV's, the model relating these

LV's to the jamming/deception manipulation fit the data very poorly.

Conmnly used procedures for model modification (Joreskog & Sorbxn, 1981)

were employed in order to determine whether a modified version of this

model would fit the data better, and a model which fit the data quite well

was found. This model indicated that performance was affected by -

uncertainty and by the manipulation of the jamming/deception conditions.

Interestingly, the model implied that uncertainty was not affected by
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jamming and deception, but rather that it was operating as an uncontrolled

independent variable.

VII. RBOMMENDATIONS

The author would strongly encourage the use of SEM for the analysis of

experimental data. The techniques described above provide a workable

approach to such analyses, as illustrated in the previous section. It is

clear that much experimental research, such as that conducted at

AFAMRL/HEC, is characterized by the presence of a prior model involving

LV's, and that SEM offers distinct advantages over the traditional ANOVA

approach in such cases, as discussed in Section III above. More

specifically, results of such a modeling procedure may be of great value in

military-related research, where it may be desirable to determine how to

optimize or manipulate individuals' performance or response. This

objective becomes more reachable with a clear understanding of the "causal

network" which relates the relevant variables. .

The author would also urge potential users of SEM to view this

technique with an emphasis on its confirmatory nature. That is, it is most -.

useful to consider SEM as an integrative research technique, beginning with

the formulation of a model and proceeding through research design, data

collection, and data analysis.

It is clear, however, that SEM can also be used in an exploratory

fashion. Indeed, it can be quite informative to apply SEM to data which

may not have been collected for that purpose, and/or to make modifications

in an initial model so as to enhance the parsimony or goodness of fit of .

. the model. In fact, it became clear during the author's stay at AFAMRL/HHC

that the greatest value of SEM to researchers there would lie in such an

approach, since most of their research was more exploratory than
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confirmatory in nature. Such a use of SEM can clearly be beneficial with

respect to identifying LV's and developing or refining roughly defined

Howeerit should be recognized th~at such an approach gives rise to a

* potential for capitalization on chance. If the formulation of the initial

model were based substantially on post hoc, rather than a priori

information, or if model modifications were excessive in number or lacking

in substantive meaning, the end product of the analysis might be largely a

function of chance characteristics of the data. The investigator can gain

some protection against this problem by (a) attempting to provide strong a

priori justification for the initial model; (b) limiting model

modifications to those which both are substantively meaningful and bring

about a significant improvement in the parsimony andi/or fit of the model;

and (c) cross-validating the final model (s) on a second sample or in a

follow-up study (Bentler, 1980). In exploratory applications of SEM, all

of these guidelines are quite important to follow and should enhance the

validity of resulting models and conclusions.

The process of model modification is an especially critical issue

* here. When an initial model is found to fit poorly, it is coxmmon practice,

as mentioned in Section VI, to attempt to modify the model so as to improve

its fit. An exploratory application of SEM may involve a series of such

modifications. This raises an interesting and important question: If

there exists some "true" model different from the researcher's initial

model, will the commo~nly used modification procedures necessarily lead to

the correct model? Unfortunately, the author has produced some preliminary

information suggesting that tthe answer to this question may be "no." The

author is submitting an application for a Research Initiation grant to
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support a detailed investigation of this issue, including an examination of

the performance of various strategies for mo~del modification. Results of

* this research should be very relevant to researchers using SEM in an

exploratory manner.

L
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ABSTRACT

Using analytic signal representation, the instantaneous frequency tran-

sient, W (t), was analyzed for the filter/limiter chain of the High
I

Probability Intercept Receiver (HPIR) in both the channelized receiver

and IFM configurations. Using the concept of ensemble processing, the

W (t) transient was used with a conventional FM discriminator to define
I
a new processing scheme that holds the promise of operating at very low

pulse widths. The concept of ensemble processing was also applied to

envelope processing within the channelized receiver configuration using

th- amplitude histogram, the matched filter, and the laquerre expansion

respectively. The frequency transient was also used to analyze and cal-

culate the estimation bias of the IFM receiver in both the traditional

- . and in the channelized receiver hybrid configrations.
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I.• INTRODUCTION

The frequency estimation of enemy radar pulses is of vital and

obvious importance to the U.S. Air Force. The passive electronic

warfare (CM) device that performs this function is called the "High

Probability Interqopt Receiver (1PIE)". [1] The HPIR receiver is

currently configured in either the Channelized Receiver (CR) mode or

the Instantaneous Frequency Measurement (IK) mode with both

configurations possessing some relative advantages and disadvantages.

Briefly described, the channelized receiver (see Figures 1 to

3) is a heterodyne device that shifts a wide range of input

frequencies (2.6 to 3.9 GHz.) into a range of frequencies covered by

a contiquous bank of "slot filters" with bandwidths or frequency

resolutions in the order of 20 MHz. The actual frequency estimation

is made by monitoring the activity levels of the various "slot"

filters using a variety of schemes that operate exclusively on the

filter response envelopes. A major complication of the filter bank

approach is the transient response of more than one slot to the

leading edge of the input pulse. The principal function of the

envelope processing circuitry is to retain the fundamental frequency

resolution in the presence of this multiple slot transient

response. Unfortunately, the exclusive reliance on the slot filter

envelope response has resulted in a pulse width operating limit that

is significantly greater than the theoretical lower bound.

... The second configuration, the IkV receiver, estimates frequency

by measuring at a given sampling time the differential phase,

. v, accumulated by passing the signal pulse through a fixed

known time delay, i; Figure 26 illustrates. The IFI receiver can

operate at low pulse widths but it is extremely sensitive to any

perturbation in the instantaneous frequency or phase of the input .,

signal. Phase perturbations can result either from the

instantaneous frequency transient or from the effects of multiple

signals. It is clear that the proper analysis and optimization of

both HPhi configurations requires a flexible simulation and analysis

of the effects of the frequency transient and the effects of

multiple signals. This need is given added urgency by the
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current trend toward using the IFN as the 
fine frequency measuring 

X,

device within a channelized receiver configuration.

Two major HPIR simulation programs have been written. The
(21

first HPIR simulation was performed at the Georgia Tech

Engineering Station over the period 1973 to 1982. While this

simulation package simulated a broad range of HPIR processing steps,

it was never debugged fully and it never addressed directly the

effects of the filter frequency transient on the IFlK/channelized

receiver configuration. In addition, it was computationally

inefficient since it performed the simulation at RF and did not use

the more computationally efficient baseband, analytic signal,

low-pass representation. The analytic signal, equivalent loss-pass

representation was however used in a second major simualtion effort

performed by the University of Missouri and System Research

laboratories over the period 1975 to 1984. The deliverable

item in this second project was an experimentally verified program

written in BASIC for the HP 9286 desk computer that could handle a

S""broad range of operationS including multiple signals, in a

user-friendly ineractive mode. Unfortunately, the instantaneous

frequency response was never isolated and displayed in this program

nor was any direct attentSion paid to the error effects on the HPIR

receiver.

11. OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was the analytic signal

analysis of the HPIR receiver configuration with special attention

given to the generation and system implications of the instantaneous

frequency transients. In detailed, itemized form, the specific

objectives are as follows:

1. To develope a complete analysis and simulation of a

filter-limiter chain with special attention given to the

instantaneous frequency transient. The imulation will include .,

. the multiple signal case and will be based on analytic signal

analysis.

2. To investigate the interrelationship of the instantaneous

frequency transient to the time variation of the in-phase and

quadrature components. [
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3. To sitmulate the "Double Detection" scheme of the conventional

chennelized receiver and to evaluate its performance; to also

- . consider new envelope-based frequency measurement schemes based

on a more general parameter estimation approach.

4. To use the instantaneous frequency transient, w. I t),

response to analyze the IFN receiver and CR/IFH hybrids.

5. To consider new methods of short pulse discrimation using the

M t response.

III. ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION

Taking the signal center frequency as a reference, the

asymmnetrical low-pass transfer function can be written, for an

offset of A, as

HW6w H W-&Aw) + j H (W-Aiw)(1
p q

,71 where H(w) is the filter loss-pass equivalent transfer function

and H p((w-Aw). H q N-6w) are the low-pass transfer

functions of the in-phase and quadrature components of the impulse

* response.

The h p hq components of the assynmetrical low-pass impulse

respnse can be determined directly by recognizing the fourier

transform pair given as follows,

Hgp6) jw h(t) = h pt) + jh qtM (2)

where h(t) is the low-pass impulse response of the filter. Using

Suler's identity, the asymmuetrical (h(t) reduces to

h Mt a h(t) coa (Awt)
p

h (t) - -h(t) sin (Aiat) .(3)

q

It is noted that h Mt 0 when aw-O as expected. The operation
q

defined in (3) formed the basis for the asymmetrical transient

analysis.

*In general, a signal input with in-phase and quadrature

components, P (t). q (t), applied to a filter with complex

impulse response (h (t), h Mt) will'5  give in-phase and
*J.p q

quadrature output compnents, y (t),y (t), given, with
p q
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representing convolution, by U.
(y (t),yqCt) (Ps,q )*(h ,hq)

p q as p q

' ([P *h -q *h J,(P *h +q *hp]) (4)
spsq sqspp p

or

y(t) P *h -q *h
p s p 9q

Py (t) P*h+q *h
q s q 9p

The filter output. y(t), referenced to the signal center frequency,

w can be written as

y(t) = 2 y (t) coS(w t) - 2yqCt) sin(wet) (5)
p 0 yq

which reduces, by phasor addition, to

y(t) 2 y +y coso w0 t + tan-lA)] (6)-'."+ " y~t = 2 p qP.

where the envelope, e(t), is given as

et) a 2 y ()

and the phase angle, 0(t). as

y
-(t) = tan- . (8)-

The instantaneous frequency, il(t), can be obtained by
se(4) "

-. -. differentiating (8) to got''

dO y y y y, -Y
M= .. 2 = 2 9 0 q .2 (9)i t 2 2 2y yp + yq

y2
1 I I -

Expression (9) is a key expression in the work reported here.

" An interesting observation relating envelope response and

instantaneous trequency can be made from expression (9). Defining A
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as (Y.q)and B as (Yp.yq.)I the vector cross product of
A an4 a eepesda

i i. k

-A xB Y 01 k(qqqp (10)

B yp yq Yk-qp

q 0

i 'IIIIsin y where y is the angle between Aand B
Recognizing jx as the numerator of expression (9) for wI(t),

we can writeL

46 4

IAlIBlsiny
~IMC) 2 2 (11)

Defining EMt as the square of the envelope, we have

-2 2EMta +7 , (12)
yp q

forming the derivative yields

k(t) =Zyyk +2y (13)
pp qkq

which can be interpreted (Dot Product) as

M~) -2A3 B 21A B cos y

which then reduces expression (9) to a new and useful relationship,

W1 t M 1t tan~y) (14)
1 2. EM\

Expression (14) relates envelope and instantaneous frequency response

and emphasizes the importance of the relative orthogonality of

(Yp.Yq) and (Ypsiq). In particular, it points out that a

significant frequency transient may exist even in a relatively
"quiet" region of envelope response (i(t).0) provided A and B are.*

nearly at right angles (tan y = an). Since the attainment of the

steady state forces A and B to be orthogonal (It a 0 -Ypkp +

yq y ), this interpretation may explain the violent frequency

transient observed at the trailing edge of the filter output since

the state of orthogonality must decay over the same time constants as

the filter envelope.
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IV. Simulation Details and Program Verification

All filters are Chebyschev with the low-pass impulse response.

h(t), generated by taking the inverse FFT of the transfer function as

defined by the pole positions. In discussing the signal flow, a

filter-limiter-filter cascade is represented as (F1LF2 ) with

(BW /BW ) representing the respective RF bandwidth (MHz) of1 2
the filters. The time resolution of the simulation is 2.5

nanoseconds.

The limiter stage is considered as a zero-memory device with the

instantaneous frequency of the output equaling the instantaneous L
frequency of the input. This condition is imposed by maintaining the

same ratio between in-phase and quadrative terms at the input and

output. This assumption is equivalent to neglecting the higher

harmonics which is quite valid for a narrow-band system. The

- . limiting is performed on the input envelope using the ARCTAN function

defined as follows:

output envelope - (2/v) tan-lik(Normalized Input Envelope)) (15)

where k is adjusted according to the "hardness" of the limiting

action. In practice, a 50% condition is maintained where a voltage

50 of peak value attains saturation. -. ,i

Consistent with the model defined by equations 1 thru 15, a

flexible FORTRAN program was written to provide envelope,

instantaneous frequency, and the orthogonality measure, y, for a

general filter-limiter cascade. The model used was low-pass in

nature with the zero frequency representing the center frequency of

the input RF signal pulse. By varying the offset, A, in an

-,.. appropriate manner, the simulation was able to handle heterodyning

and filtering at any level in the overall system. In order to verify

the program, a comparison was made with the experimentally verified .. -

REC BASIC program which unfortunately onlyprovided envelope

response. For a typical and trapozoidal signal of 300 n.s. duration

with 30 n.s. leading and trailing edges, the response of a

F 2 chain (20 MHz/4O KtIz) is given in figures 4 thru 12 for

an offset of 16 MHz.
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The significance of Figures 4 thru 12 are explained in the following

items:

1. Figure 4 presents a comparison of the envelope of the first

filter (F )of bandwidth 20 MHz to the output of the REC

(Inset) program. Excellent agreement is obtained which lends

confidence to the accuracy of the y Ct), yCt) components.

The unmarked time legend for the REC plot is 400 n.s. per

division. The veritical scale of the figure is of no special

significance and is only retained to identify limiter action.

2. Figure 5 presents the instantaneous w Mt (equation 9) atI
the output of filter 1. The frequency is defined relative to a

signal frequency that is 16 MHz greater than the filter center

frequency. Because the leading edge of the input pulse appears

*as a delta function to the filter, the initial w I) will be

near the center frequency of the filter; it will then approach

zero as the w Mt response approaches zero signal frequencyI
in the steady state. The transients in the envelope in the

of fset case produce characteristic "ears" as is observed in

Figure 4. Returning to Figure 5, the w Mt, as expected,

goes negative and then approaches zero until the violent

transient at t = 150 n.s. This transient is explained from

equation (14) where the "dip" in envelope causes a large 1(t)

value and also from the orthogonality measure, y, which goes

through Rl/2 at t a 150 n.s. After the transient, the

W Mt approaches its steady state value of zero. it is

noted that the violent peaks at t -150 n.s. Is the result of a

phasing relationship between (yp yq and (k" 1k ) and

does not occur at lower offsets. Continuing, thewM

*undergoes a small peaking at the trailing edge It =300 n.s.)

and then drops to the value of -12 MHz and finally oscillates

* about -6 MHz. This interesting and po?entially useful trailing'S

edge transient is due to the EMt and to a y value near

r1/2 90 degrees.
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3. Figure 6 presents the orthogonality measure, y, for the first

filter output. The interesting points are at the t = 150 n.s.

time and also during the trailing edge interval.

A. The "HARD" limited output of filter #1 is shown in Figure 7. It

is noted that the major "dip" in envelope at t = 150 n.s. has

been flattened by the limiting action. The rise in aide-lobe

levels for t > 400 n.s. is also noted. Good agreement with the

REC plot is observed.

5. Figure 8 presents the (t) plot for the limiter output. As

expected, it is the same as the limiter input. However, since

the envelope change, i, is much smaller, the y angle must

reside near n/2 to ensure the same wM(t). This is

confirmed by the plot of Figure 9.

6. Figure 10 gives the envelope response of the second 40 Mlz

filter, F1 . The agreement with the REC inset is quite good.

Figure 11 presents the w (t) output of the second filter.

The early negative peak has been reduced to -12 Ilz from -9 MHz

indicating the effect of the limiter.

It should also be mentioned that a multiple signal

capability has been included in the program. Each pulse is

defined independently in terms of pulse width, offset, and time

. , shift. Using equation (3), the in-phase and quadrature

components are summed for the signal components and the

simulation proceeds to the next step.

IV. Uses of Simulation

: A. Simulation of Double Detection Scheme for the Channelized .

Receiver

The usual frequency measurement component of the

channelized receiver (CR) is the double detection circuit of

Figure 12 which divides the incoming slot signal into two

. parallel paths with different bandwidth filters. When there is

no frequency offset, the signal output of the narrower bandwidth .

filter will exceed the wider bandwidth filter. When a

significant offset is present, the output of the wider bandwidth

filter will exceed the output of the narrow band filter.
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Provided the sampling time is chosen correctly, the double

detection circuit can detect and eliminate those slot filters

that are responding in the "offset" mode. Figures 13 and 14

illustrate a zero and 24 MHz offset case for a 300 n.s. pulse

using the configuration of Figure 12. Although the scheme is

effective if the envelope comparison is made at pulse center,

the hf =0 slot will not be Identified If the comparison Is

made on the Leading edge of the response. An even more basic

problem occurs at short pulse vidths where the required "ear"

structure is lost for non-zero offset case as shown in Figures

15 and 16 for the 100 n.s. case.

The double detection method is a crude method for resolving

the filter transient problem. The method is envelope response

based and makes no direct use of the frequency transient.

Furthermore, the circuit bases its decision solely on what is

occurring within a given slot and does not consider the

responses in the entire ensemble of slots. The concept of

ensemble processing is a new approach that has great promise.

The next section will advance some sophisticated envelope-based

discrimination approaches that make use of the ensemble concert.

B. Envelope Based Frequency Detection Using the Ensemble Concept

(1) The Histogram

Forming the histogram or the relative frequency

approximation to the probability density function is a

commnon operation in digital image processing and

non-parametric statistics. For the HPIR, the proposed

approach will form an amplitude histogram of the detected

envelope of each slot and compare it, in a mean squared

error sense, to the expected histogram of the zero offset

case. For N slots, there are N real number across the

ensemble with the minimum value determining the true --

frequency; Figure 17 illustrates. Figures 18 and 19

illustrate t1.3 dramatic difference in histogram structure

for a 300 n.s. pulse in a F LF cascade with F =20

MHz and F2 40 MHz, and an offset that varies from 0 to

*40 MHz. As expected, the tif -40 MHz case has a greater
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concentration at lower magnitudes with its fine structure

varying as well as its magnitude range.

A histogram is a well-defined method of defining the

amplitude signature of a signal. A microprocessor can

easily be programmed to form a histogram. Unfortunatey, a

real-time implementation of histogram generation is not

possible for the 200 n.s. range given current

microprocessor speeds.

(ii) The Matched Filter Approach

Since the zero-offset envelope waveform, e (t), is

known apriori, it is of interest to consider the

cross-correlation function, Yk(t). of e (t) with each

of the slot envelope functions, ek(t); that is.

t

Yk(t) = I eo(r)e k(T)dt. (16)
o k

The correlation or matched filter approach is the optimum

maximum liklihood detector in additive gaussian noise. In

the present context, it is proposed that the ensemble of

Yk(t) be compared as a function of time in order to

estimate the zero offset slot. Using the configuration of

the histogram test, the cross correlations of (9) were

calculated for a range of offsets; the pulse widths were

taken to be 100 and 300 n.s. with the sampling time, t,

taken at 600 n.s. The considerably longer pulse widths at -.-

the output of the cascade result from a combination of

limiter action and filter memory. The results are given

in the following Table:
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Yk(t) (Normalized)

(100 n.s.) (300 n.s.)

Afk(4 Iz) Yk(t) Afk(MIHz) yk(t)

0 1.0 0 1.0

28 0.84 16 0.84

32 0.68 20 0.58

36 0.58 36 0.39

40 0.53 40 0.29

Table 1: Cross Correlations Versus Offset
(t = 600 n.s.)

For both pulse widths, the ykM stays essentially

constant for offsets less than the 20 MHz filter

bandwidth. For the longer pulse width of 300 n.s., the

ensemble variation with offset is more dramatic which

again illustrates the short pulse problem.

(iii) Laquerre Coefficient Expansion

Waveforms can be efficiently represented by a

coefficient vector where the coefficients are

coefficients of a well chosen set of orthogonal basis

function. One popular class of orthogonal basis

function, I (t), are the Laquerre functions which are
n

orthogonal in the interval (0, -) and have an

exponential character. The Laplace transform of the

Laquerre functions, L.(s), is given in reference 5 as . -

n
L (s) = = L[nt } (17) :'"

_ n (S+p) n+l M)(

with p representing a scaling constant. Expression (17)

is inunediately recognized as a cascade of real-time,

single role, all-pass networks as shown in Figure 20.

0 The intriguing property of the Laquerre networks is that

the convolution integral relating filter input to filter

output can be interpreted as the integral defining the

94-14
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Laquerre coefficient; that is, the nth coefficient, a -
an

can be expressed as

t
a n e(t (T)d()

n
0

which can be considered as the filter response at the

various taps or output points defined in Figure 20. It

follows that the entire waveform can be represented as a

coefficient vector (ao, a1, 2 ... , a ) which
n* .I

suggests that a Euclidian distance measure, Dk, can be

defined for slot k relative to the zero-offset slot as

follows -

In1oa k' ::::2:

S(a -a)
i I i

D (19)n (a ) [ (ak)2 2

k.
where a. is the ith coefficient for the kth slot. .-

1
Values for Dk are presented in Table II for various

offsets for the 100 and 300 n.s. case using the previous

configuration.

(100 n.s.) (300 n.s.)

Afk(MHz) D Afk(MHz) D

0 0 0 0

8 5.05 8 0.34

... 16 1.70 16 6.63

24 16.45 24 42.45

32 70.36 32 99.77

*_ Table II: Ensemble Variation of Laquerre Vectors

Except for the "dip" at Af = 8 Hz in the 100 n.s.

case, the D variation with offset o~fers sensitive enough
ensemble variation to suggest a potentially useful

frequency measuring scheme.

The above candidate methods are merely

examples of the ensemble approach. Many more could be

suggested and will be investigated in future work.
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C. Short Pulse Methods Using the Instantaneous Frequency Transient

i. Use of a Conventional FM Discriminator to External

Operation to Short Pulse Wdidths

From the frequency responses w (t), it was

ILII,

observed that significant frequency transient activity

occurred at short pulse widths for no-zero offset. At

these short pulse widths, the concurrent envelope responses

are so distorted that a significant frequency estimation

error occurs when standard envelope response methods(eg:

.double detection) are used. In the approach proposed, a

nonsynchronous FM discriminator is used to estimate the

frequency transient activity. The activity levels of the

I% contiguous slot filter are then interperpolated over the

ensemble to estimate the correct signal frequency. The

foundation for this method is the fact that there is no

Sfrequency transient activ y whatsoever in the zero offset

case (i.e., no quadrature component):! It is proposed to

use a conventional lead filter to convert the FM activity

.. to envelope activity exactly as in a convential FM

.'discriminator. One possible FM discriminator would be a

limiter at each slot followed by a simple lead network as

shown in Figure 21. One undesirable quality of the above

approach, however is that the lead network will closely

approximate pure differentiation and that it will, as a

result, generate an envelope derivative term due to the

pulse nature of the input signal. This envelope

derivative, which is not present in the commerical

(stationary) FM applications, must be considered as a

distortion term since it is only weakly coupled to offset

value. In this scheme. it is proposed to measure this

envelope derivative term and to theg subtract it from the

discriminator output thereby exposing the frequency

transient activity. This approach will be made clear from

the following analysis.

94-16
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Consider the signal,

S(t) E(t) cos {[W (t)lt} (20)

where E(t) is the envelope pulse response and wM(t) is

the instantaneous frequency transient which equals zero

for zero offset. Forming the derivative of s(t), we

get using the chain rule,

(A)

-E(t)[ [(it) + (Gi(t))t] sin{t [(t))}.". -

(B) (21)

where term (A) is identified as the envelope derivative

term and term (B) is identified as the desired FM term.

Since terms (A) and (B) are in quadrature, the envelope

of s(t) can be written as follows,

Env.{;(t)_ Z ( (t)((t) + t tx(t))2  . (22)

It is proposed to isolate E by first envelope detecting

the output of the limiter in a parallel path and then

passing that output through a rate filter equivalent to

the filter described above. The isolated E is then sub-
ds .. -

tracted from the envelope of 3 as given below:
dt{output222

of ) E (t)(W1(t)+t(51 (t)) -(23)

subtracto .

when Af =: 0,I(t) 2 (, = 0, and expression (23)
reduces to E-E:O as expected. The entire scheme is

illustrated in the schematic of Figure 22.

The scheme has been programmed on the computer as

an extension to the w 1 (t) transiet program. The lead

networks were analyzed by convolving input signals with the
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filter impulse response given h(t) 6 6(t) - i/C c/RC

U(t). Referring to the above, the integral of the absolute

value at point (F) is taken as the "activity index" wbich

increases across the ensemble with offset Af as shown in the

compuLer results of Table 11I-

T = 100 n.s. T =300 n.s.
pp

Af(HHz) I Af I

0 0.0 0 0

4 0.143 4 1.69

8 0.473 a 4.81

12 0.879 12 7.48

16 1.282 16 9.23

20 1.625 20 6.97

Table III: Activity Levels for FM Discrimination

Method.

The F discriminator approach makes the first direct use of

the frequency transient. By employing the ensemble concept

and the idea of activity levels, the method presents an

attractive approach to short pulse frequency detection.

-" ii. Direct Detection and Utilization of the In-Phase and

Quadrature Components

The response of the filter bank to a given RF pulse

can be considered as an ensemble of function pairs

(y (t), y (t)). As demonstrated in digital
p q

communication theory, the optimum processor for the maximum

likelihood estimator in white gaussian noise is the . .

quadrature processor shown in Figure 23. This type of

processor is commonly used i- the QAH and QPS* modems and

_ .can be directly extended to the HPA application. Figures

24 and 25 present the integrals of the y and y
p q

• components for the F LF (20/40) case with a pulse
1 2

. width of 300 n.s. for the zero offset and 24 MHz offset
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case respectively. The dramatic difference between the two

(yp, yq) responses suggests a number of ways to define

a useful activity index for ensemble processing.

A major assumption of the above computer runs was the

assumption of phase coherence which is not an operationally

practical assumption. A number of approaches could

possible resolve the phase coherence problem including the

use of multiple references at uniform phase spacings. An

investigation of this interesting approach will be proposed

in the mini-grant proposal.

D. The Effect of the Instantaneous Frequency Transient on the IF!

Receiver

i. General Remarks

As mentioned in the introduction, the IFr receiver

measures at a given sampling time the differential phase,

w.T, that is accumulated when a signal is passed

through a time delay, T. Through a sequence of mixing

operations, the phase lag is isolated as A sin(wit)

and A cos(wi) which leads directly to the frequency

estimate wi given by
[3 ]

*= (-) tan [tan(i.T)]. (24)

Figure 26 illustrates the general configuration while

Figure 27 gives a more detailed description of the

frequency measurment circuits. Accurate operation of the -k ',

1M receiver requires that the instantaneous frequency of

the signal into the IF! device be constant and equal to the

frequency of the input signal. Any phase perturbation due

either to assymetrical filter operation or the presence of . .. '

multiple signals can lead to a phase perturbation or bias

in the 17K output. 0

Referring to Figure 26, the undelayed and delayed

can be written as follows: -'-,

N..
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t

cos [W0 t JW,(a)dl (undelayed) (24)

0 .

and
t -T +.

coS6o(t-T) + wi(a)dm] (delayed) (25)

where w is the desired signal frequency, wi(t) is

the instantaneous frequency transient, and t is the

sampling time of IFM device. The measured phase shift

or difference, e, equals

t-

:(a) - o(t-T) - )d9 (26)

which reduces to

t

0 W= T f+ WI(cO d (27)
J t-"

which gives the frequency estimate, 1 given by

t
'" 1 0 I() . (28)

?O"T t > T

The estimation bias, Af(t), due to the instantaneous

frequency transient is then written as

t

t -()do[ (29)

(t > :.)

and

t

A1"t) - w (a)da~ . (30)
T 2WTJ

_ t < )

Equations (29) and (30) were programed using the

wM(t) transient. The results represent the first ... ,

determination of the bias error of the IFM receiver. b
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Because of the current interest and investment in .

the IFM receiver, these results may represent the

most important contribution of this work.

ii. Applications of Analysis

Since w (t) tends to zero in the steady

state, the bias error of equation (29) and (30)

will tend to zero as the sampling time increase.

Unfortunately, for short pulse width, the wi(t)

transient does not die out and the bias error

may become significant.

Figure 28 plots the bias error variation -

in megahertz as a function of sampling time

for a pulse width of 300 n.s., an offset of 20

MHZ, a of 10 n.s. and a filter bandwidth of

80 MHZ preceding the 50% limiter. It is noted

that this configuration represents the traditional

IFM configuration. Referring to Figure 28, it is

observed that the bias error has a damped oscil-

latory form with the first zero crossing occurring

at twice the 25 n.s. time constant of the 80 MHZ

RF filter. The oscillatory nature of the bias

suggests that the sampling take place at the first

zero crossing. Whether this is possible opera-

tionally is a matter for further investigation. An

additional run at the short pulse width of 100 n.s.

is presented in Figure 29. Although deceptive in

V appearance, the initial bias transient is actually -"

, -.the same as in the 300 n.s. case which is not sur-

prising since the initial bias is the transient

response to the common leading edge.

A current trend in HPIR design is to combine

the heterodyning and contiguoug slot concept of the

*O channelized receiver with the purported high accuracy

of the IFH detector. In this configuration, a sepa-

rate IFM receiver would be dedicated to each slot with

the frequency isolation filter lowered in bandwidth

94-21
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from 80 to 20 MHZ. Figure 30 illustrates the effect

on IFM bias of reducing the RF bandwidth for a pulse

width of 300 n.s. and a signal-filter relative frequency

offset of 20 MHZ. It is apparent that the longer filter

memory time keeps the IFM bias between 3.8 MHZ and 8 MHZ N
over the entire pulse width which is clearly an unde-

sirable effect. It should be noted, however, that on

arithmetic average over the ensemble of slots could

reduce the net effect of the IFM bias to zero! The

full implication of these considerations must await

further investigation. -

The multiple signal feature of the simulation was

also used to illustrate various aspects of the strong ",

signal capture effect. Figure 31 gives the bias

error for the sum of two equal ampliture 300 n.s.

signals with a relative time shift of 75 n.s. and a

frequency offset of 20 MHZ relative to the filter center

frequency. Comparing Figure 31 to the zero time

shift of Figure 30, it is observed that no signifi-

cant change in wl(t) occurs during the first 200 n.s.

of undelayed signal; i.e., the established undelayed

signal "captures" the leading edge transient of the

delayed signal. Another example is given in Figure

32 where the effect of frequency offset is observed

for a second 300 n.s. signal offset in frequency

relative to the primary signal by 20 MHZ and of

magnitude one fourth that of the primary signal.

* The nonlinear "pulling" of the capture effect is

observed in the IFM bias plot. Space constraints

do not permit discussing additional interesting

multiple signal effects that were observed using

this flexible program. |

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall objective of the project was to optimize the High

Probability Intercept Receiver. Much of the study dealt with the

implications of the instantaneous frequency transient with special
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* attention given to the short pulse problem. In particular, the analysis

and bias estimate of the IFN receiver has provided useful information

on the performance of a popular receiver configuration. As expected,

there are many areas that need further investigation. The following

. items include the more important and interesting topics for further

investigation.

1. A complete investigation of the effects of random noise-.

*'. 2. Comprehensive comparative evaluation of the various envelope

schemes and how they compare to the Crame Rao bound. L.

3. Investigate new methods of using the w1 (t) transient to reduce

the short pulse problem. Among the possibilities are the use "

of phase lock loops and the use of the violent trailing edge

transient in w (t).

4. To investigate the effects of chirped signals and doppler on

system performance.

5. To develop a "rule of thumb" for IFM operation in the presence

of multiple signal effects and asymmetrical operation.

6. To investigatV the analog FFT approach as a new HPIR configuration.
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TECHNIQUES FOR ULTRA-SHORT PULSES

IN Nd:YAG LASERS

by

Odis P. McDuff

ABSTRACT

The possibility of passively mode locking an actively Q-switched cw

Nd:YAG laser by means of an antiresonant colliding pulse ring cavity was

investigated. The gain of the medium power commercially available laser

used in the study was found to be too low for mode locking to occur.

Mode locking at low power was obtained when the ant iresonant ring was

replaced with a more conventional straight laser cavity. Harmonic

doubling of the infrared energy to the visible was obtained.

An alternative scheme was suggested for the attainment of a very

stable, but yet simple, mode locked laser output.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first mode-locked laser was reported in 1964, workers in

the field have produced shorter and shorter pulses and used various

combinations of active and passive elements within the optical cavity

for Q-switching and/or mode locking of various types of lasers.

The Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine is interested in non-

invasive studies of the eye by the use of optical pulses short enough

that physical mechanisms other than thermal effects come into play.
2 '3

Stability of the system and reproducibility of the pulses is of para-

mount importance in work of this nature. Simultaneously Q-switched and

mode-locked Nd lasers using a saturable absorber for both the Q-switcher

and mode-locker produce short high-peak power pulses but tend to have

large shot-to-shot variations in pulse width and energy.

4The use of the colliding pulse technique in an antiresonant ring

5cavity has been shown to provide shorter and more stable pulsing in a

6passively Q-switched and mode-locked Nd:YAG Laser. Purely active

Q-switching and mode-locking of a cw Nd:YAG laser produced apparently

stable but very low energy pulses. 7 A number of active-passive systems

8have been described in which the Q-switching was done passively and the

mode-locking done actively.

*O In the case of a cw Nd:YAG laser, the Q-switching must be done

actively but the mode-locking could be done either passively or active-

ly. The colliding-pulse, antiresonant cavity passive mode-locking

scheme, with its greater stability over other passive mode-locking

mode-locking, seemed a good candidate for the production of a stable

pulsed source derived from an actively Q-switched cw Nd:YAG laser.
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Doubling of the output to give visible 530m optical energy could then

be accomplished for studies of the interior of the eye.

II. OBJECTIVE

The main objective of this work was to perform an experimental

investigation of the possibility of applying the colliding pulse anti-

resonant ring mode-locking technique to an actively Q-switched cw Nd:YAG

laser. t - -

The laser to be used in the work was a Laser Applications Inc.

- Model 9560T actively Q-switched cw Nd:YAG laser which had been delivered

but not put into operation. The construction of this laser, with the*
various components being mounted on an optical bench and removable, was

such that it was a very flexible research tool.

Since the short ten-week length of the project gave no time to

order and purchase items other than incidental supplies, a constraint

placed upon the project was that items already available in the labora-

tory would have to be used. Although this affected the course of the

work, it did not prevent the basic accomplishment of the project objec-

t ive.

III. THE BASIC LASER

The Laser Applications Model 9560T Nd:YAG laser had a 3mm x 79mm AR

coated rod which was pumped with a Krypton arc lamp. Both were mounted

in a water-cooled elliptical gold-plated pump cavity. The laser cavity

mirrors were flat, one with a high reflectivity coating and the other

with a 10% transmission coating on the interior surface and AR coating

on the exterior surface. Removable 0.041 apertures were located at

95-5
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either end of the cavity. An electromagnetic shutter and Brewster

polarizer were toward one end of the cavity while a water-cooled -

acousto-optic Q-switcher was near the other end. The RF drive to the

Q-switch was at 24 MHz and could be pulsed on and off to obtain various

Q-switching repetition rates between 500 Hz and 30 KHz. A photo diode

mounted on the high reflectivity mirror permitted one to monitor the

temporal behavior of the Q-switched pulse. The polarizer normally was

set at the factory at the polarization direction which gave maximum

9- power output. In this particular laser it was determined that the

polarization was at about 450 from vertical. The polarizer was changed

to give horizontal polarization in preparation for the antiresonant9
F..

cavity work to follow. The optical length between the two cavity mirror

reflecting surfaces was measured approximately as 73 cm.

The basic laser was assembled and its performance measured; gener-

10
ally it met the manufacturer's specifications. Typical TEM perfor-

" mance with all elements in the cavity but with the Q-switch drive off

was a cw power output of 8 watts. Typical Q-switched performance gave

200 ns wide Q-switched pulses at a rep rate of 8 Klz and an average

output power of 6 watts.
Looking ahead, in the use of an antiresonant ring structure to

replace one of the cavity end mirrors it would be necessary to lengthen L

the cavity. Therefore it was of interest to determine the sensitivity

of the laser performance to cavity length, since with flat mirrors it

Swas expected that diffraction losses would depend upon the mirror

locations. When the cavity was lengthened by moving the rear mirror

(high reflectivity) 15 cm, holding the rear aperture fixed in position,

the cw power output dropped to 2.25 watts. Also, the range of lamp

95-6
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' current over which lasing occurred decreased and the value of lamp

current giving peak power output changed. From this experimental

10
data, it appeared that the laser cavity configuration was reasonably

well optimized for the laser rod being used, and that modifications

probably would result in poorer performance.

IV. THE ANTIRESONANT RING CAVITY THEORY

The antiresonant ring cavity 5 replaces one of the end mirrors of

the laser and permits a relatively simple means of using the colliding

pulse 4 technique to produce shorter and more stable mode-locked pulsing.

The basic configuration is shown in Fig. 1.11

Leakage
Beam

Output Laser I I 50-50 Beam
Mirror Medium Splitter .,""

Mirror A
Output ' T.

Beam '':'.

Saturable
Absorber Cell

Mirror B

Fig. 1 Saturable-absorber mode-locking configuration using an

*' antiresonant ring cavity.
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If the beam splitter has exactly a 50-50 power division, then the signal

coming into the ring from either external arm will be divided into two

parts, each of which will travel around the ring in opposite directions

and recombine at the beam splitter so that all the signal will be

retroreflected into the same arm from whence it came. However, the

clockwise (c.w.) and counterclockwise (c.c.w.) paths mu.z be identical,

otherwise there will be leakage (shown dotted in Fig. 1) and the

structure will act like a partially reflecting mirror for the laser

12
cavity. The leakage will have a multilobed structure resulting from

imperfect cancellation of the c.w. and c.c.w. beams. If the ring is

symmetrical as planned, cancellation occurs for all components of the

signal, pulsed or cw, assuming only that the splitting remains 50-50 at

all wavelengths.

If the thin saturable absorber cell is placed exactly at the

midpoint of the antiresonant ring opposite the beam splitter, as shown

in Fig. 1, the two pulses will meet exactly within the absorber and the

expected improved pulse formation will occur. Possible advantages of

this configuration over the conventional ring or straight double

4pulsing cavity are that (1) there is only a single circulating pulse,

rather than two pulses, (2) the pulse experiences full double-pass laser

* gain before each cell transit rather then every other transit, and (3)

there is the possibility of cavity dumping using the same antiresonant

cavity. 13

. The beam splitter does not have to be at 45* as sketched in Fig. 1;

any physically realizable angle will do so long as the power division is

50-50. Focusing elements may be incorporated to reduce diffraction and

to give better beam control. This could be done by having a curved

95-8
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output mirror, or mirrors A and B could be curved. Since the reflection

from mirrors A and B is at an angle, astigmatic effects will occur if

they are conventional spherical mirrors. The previous work indicates

that the saturable absorber cell must be inserted at Brewster Angle to

reduce the effects of multiple reflections from the cell windows.

V. THE CAVITY DESIGN

The beam splitter available for this work was a laser optics

splitter coated for 50% reflectivity on one surface and AR coated on the

other, for a 450 angle of incidence. This meant that the arms of the

"- ring had to be at right angles as in Fig. 1. The mirrors available for

mirrors A and B in Fig. 1 were flat and coated for high reflectivity at

normal incidence. As will be seen their reflectivity was considerably

. lower at the 22.5' angle of incidence called for in the structure. The

cavity (with ray paths drawn) was as sketched in Fig. 2 (not to scale).

$45° ,/!0"

'fYY ---- 4 5/8" " '.

Leakage Ray Mrror B

e =22.5* /-1[?

v." Mirror A "

Fig. 2. The Antiresonant Cavity Design
9
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*" Using a He-Ne alignment laser the beam offset due to refraction in the

beam splitter was measured to be approximately 3/32 inch. The beam

splitter and mirrors A and B all were mounted on universal mirror mounts

to permit their alignment. In addition, mirror B had a translational

adjustment along the axis between it and the beam splitter to compensate

for the refractive offset of the beam passing through the saturable

absorber cell. Thus, as the absorber cell was rotated to obtain

Brewster angle, it was necessary only to translate mirror B to

reestablish alignment. The absorber cell also had a vernier-adjustment

of translation along the axis between mirrors A and B, since other work6

had shown that the performance was critically dependent upon the cell

being symmetrically located with respect to the beam splitter. The ring

was made as compactly as was possible using standard available mirror

mounting hardware, since making its circumference larger would lengthen _

the equivalent cavity and thereby increase diffraction losses.

The beam splitter and windows of the absorber cell were rotated

about the beam axis until their wedging was in the plane of the ring

*(plane of the paper in Fig. 2). This was necessary so that the wedging

effects could be compensated by adjustments of mirrors A and B about

axes perperdicular to the paper in Fig. 2, thus permitting the input

* beam to be retroreflected back along its axis into the rest of the laser

cavity.

The absorber cell was constructed of two optical f lats with a

, teflon grommet compressed between them to give an active cell thickness

of 0.8 mm. Inlet and outlet ports were drilled into one of the flats.

So that the cell could easily be inserted into the ring without

disturbing its previous alignment, the (slight) wedgings of the two

95-10



optical flats were oriented appositely so that they cancelled and a beam

through the pair would experience minimal deflection.

The flow of the absorber dye through the cell was vertical, from

bottom to top. In the closed flow supply system, the dye solution was

pumped from a 165 ml reservior supply through a filter and into the cell

by means of an electromagnetic plunger (exposed parts all glass) pump

developed by Dr. John Taboada and constructed by School of Aerospace

Medicine shop personnel. The dye in the cell was completely exchanged

in approximately two pump strokes, taking about 1 second per stroke.

A photograph of the antiresonant ring structure is shown in Fig. 3

as it appeared during the alignment process (The straight laser mirror

at that end is still in place). The beam splitter, mirrors A and B, and

the dye cell (white) are shown in the lower portion of the photograph,

oriented as in Fig. 2. A calorimeter head is at the left of the beam

splitter to measure the leakage-beam energy. A photograph from the same

end of the laser showing the dye circulation system is shown in Fig. 4.

The shiny case in the upper right portion of the photograph houses the

power supply for the pump.

" "" VI. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

The initial alignment of the antiresonant ring was done with the

,-. dye cell removed. As shown in Fig. 3 the entire ring structure was

mounted on a baseplate which could be clamped in place at the end of the

basic straight laser. Using the template of the baseplate with the

light ray paths drawn in and a bore-sighted He-Ne laser beam coming from

the other end as guides, the ring elements were situated to within 1/16

inch or so. Opaque discs with a mark at their center were placed in the

95-11
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*Fig. 3. Photograph of the experimental setup shoving the antiresonant
* cavity elements.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the experimental setup showing the dye circula-
tion system adjacent to the antiresonant cavity elements.



holders for mirrors A and B and the beam splitter adjusted to place the

He-Ne spot at the disc centers. Then each opaque disc in turn was removed,

replacing it with its mirror, and the mirror adjusted to place its

reflected spot at the center of the disc in the other corner mirror

holder. Then both mirrors were placed in their holders and all elements

of the ring adjusted to give retroreflection of the He-Ne beam back into TI
the straight laser portion of the cavity. This was only an approximate I
alignment since in the beam splitter the refraction of the He-Ne beam is

different from that of the Nd:YAG beam. In addition, it is difficult to

keep track of the desirable spot since the He-Ne beam reflects almost

equally well from both front and back surfaces of the corner mirrors A

and B.

Then the Nd:YAG laser was operated as a straight cavity feeding

directly into the antiresonant ring (with the 10% transmission mirror at

the ring end and the high reflectivily mirror at the opposite end). A

fluorescent infrared indicator was used to observe the leakage output

and the ring elements were adjusted to give the best single mode type

pattern at the leakage arm. The 10% transmission mirror was then

removed and lasing occurred with the antiresonant ring acting as one of

the "end mirrors". It was necessary to remove the aperture nearer to

the ring in order to obtain lasing. The laser was operated in the

Q-switched mode, so that output could be monitored at the high mirror

reflectivity end, and the ring structure elements were adjusted to

.* simultaneously give lowest leakage output and highest output at the

other, high reflectivity end.

After the alignment was accomplished as described, and prior to

insertion of the cell, an optical flat was inserted (normal to the beam)

95-13
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and lasing still could be obtained without additional adjustments. Only

slight tweaking of the mirrors was needed to maximize performance. As

the flat was rotated toward Brewster angle it was necessary only to

translate mirror B to compensate for the beam offset due to refraction -'

in the flat. When the flat was replaced by the empty dye cell lasing

could also be obtained, and the operation was essentially the same as

with the optical flat.

VII. LASER PERFORMANCE - WITHOUT CELL

Considerable leakage was observed coming out the side arm from the

* beam splitter and also through the two corner mirrors, even when the
e

structure was adjusted for optimum performance. With neither the

absorber cell nor optical flat present, the leakage was as shown in

Fig.5 at the lamp current of 24 amperes (slightly above the value for

threshold of oscillation). The leakage through the side arm of the beam

splitter was due to imperfect cancellation of the clockwise and .

p =25 mw
C. c.w

" Pside a 0.6 w P = 40 mw
side armC.w.

Mirror B

Mirror A

P 25 mw . -C.w. P =40 mw
C. C.W.

* . Fig. 5. Leakage powers from the antiresonant ring (high reflectivity
mirror at opposite end of laser and with aperture removed from
ring end). Lamp current - 24 amperes.
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counterclockwise beams. It was impossible to obtain leakage much lower

than this typical value. Actually, as ring adjustments were made to L. .

increase the output at the high reflectivity mirror end of the laser,

the side arm beam splitter leakage increased also. The ring structure

acted essentially like a relatively constant-percent transmission

"mirror" at the end of the straight laser. In subsequent work the

leakage arm was used as a power output port for the laser. The equality

of the leakage at mirror A to that at mirror B indicated that the

splitter was doing a good 50-50 split of the beam. Actually, the

cancellation should be relatively insensitive to the beam splitter

division ratio. If the splitter has a reflection of R - 0.5 - 6 and a

transmission of T = 0.5 + 6, the leakage power is given by the relation

P 462 P 12 Thus a 40-60 splitter would have a leakage of
leakage in*

only 4%. The experimental values above seemed to indicate a percent

leakage much greater than that, unless the laser effective output

coupling was severely undercoupled meaning that there was very high

internal cavity energy storage. Replacement of the high reflectivity

mirror at the opposite end by the 10% transmission mirror introduced too

much output coupling and lasing was unattainable; thus, the conclusion .'-

was that the output was not undercoupled but that simply the cavity was

very lossy with the ring present.

Obviously the mirrors A and B did not have high reflectivity at the

22.50 angle of incidence required. Later measurements external to the

laser cavity indicated that their reflectivities were possibly as low as
i 14 I

0.6. With the aperture at the opposite end of the laser also removed, .,-]

a power output of 1. 1 watts was obtained at the side arm of the

antiresonant ring at a lamp current of 30 amperes. --- i
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VIII. LASER PERFORMANCE - WITH CELL

The insertion of the empty cell caused the power outpat from the

side arm to drop by about 50%. However, the rotation of the cell to

Brewster angle increased the power back up to 87% of the cell-absent

value. When the cell was filled with pure chlorobenzene (to be used in

the dye solution) the same performance was obtained.

The dye concentrations were prepared by adding a measured volume of

a saturated solution of Kodak 9740 dye in chlorobenzene to the pumping

system already filled with a known quanity of pure chlorobenzene. The

initial concentration tried was one having one-fifth the dye needed to

give 89% transmission through the cell. Even with this very weak

concentration, the laser output power dropped to only 10 mw cw. At this

low concentration mode locking could not be obtained, even with the

laser Q-switched to increase the gain.

In order to obtain some confidence in the procedures being used,

another high reflectivity mirror was reinserted at the ring end to give

a very low-loss-cavity straight laser. The cell was inserted inside the

straight cavity at the ring end. The high reflectivity mirror at the

opposite end was moved to lengthen the cavity so that the c/2L mode

spacing frequency would be smaller (the calculated value was 127 MHz).

Then the dye concentration was increased in increments until it was five

times as concentrated as the initial value above. Under Q-switched

conditions mode locking was observed, but the response of the detection

system was not sufficient to measure the width of the pulses.

W' * Henceforth the term "power output" will refer to power out of the side
arm of the beam splitter (this is actually leakage output) unless '
otherwise noted.
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It became obvious that the gain of the laser was too low to use

saturable absorber mode locking in the antiresonant cavity.

IX. OTHER WORK DONE

During constructional delays some effort was spent in preparation

for harmonic doubling of the output of the Nd:YAG laser. A KDP doubler

10was constructed and the Q-switched straight laser output was doubled.

-* The average second harmonic power obtained was 10 mw which checked

almost exactly with the theoretically calculated value of 10.8 mw. 0 '-'7

The calculated peak power at the second harmonic was 133 watts.

Additional time was spent in checking the possibility of using

active mode locking in the antiresonant cavity. An acousto-optic beam

deflection crystal was available but a study of its resonances indicated

that it was of the usual traveling wave type and hence not suitable for "

loss-modulation mode locking. 14,15 A check of the resonances of the

Q-switcher also indicated that it was of the usual traveling wave type.

A mode-locker type modulator hence was not available.

Consideration was given to the possibility of coupling the

antiresonant ring to the straight mirror by means of one of the straight

laser cavity mirrors. This coupled cavity approach would relax the

requirements on low loss of the ring. The available 10% transmission

cavity mirror did not provide strong enough coupling for this approach.

* X. RECOMMENDATIONS,

As was noted earlier the stability of the system and

reproducibility of the pulses is of paramount importance in using a

short pulsed laser for non-invasive studies of the eye. Although the
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combination of active Q-switching and passive mode locking in an

antiresonant ring cavity promised to be an improvement over previous

passive-passive or passive-active systems, a more efficient cavity

structure or a higher gain laser than available in this work will be

required. The active-passive, antiresonant scheme based on the

previous work with non-cw Nd:YAG lasers still may not be stable enough.

Commercial active-active systems are becoming available which use exotic

temperature compensation techniques in stabilizing the laser cavity and ,

the mode-locker individually 16 but they are quite expensive.

It is recommended that consideration be given to an active-active

system, followed by harmonic doubling and pulse compression techniques.

" It should be possible to develop an active-active system where the mode

locker frequency is coupled to the cavity c/2L frequency, letting both

drift about, as long as they stay together. Past techniques at active

stabilization have attempted to hold the laser c/2L constant 17'18

independently and then hold the modulator frequency at this value.

The requirement for an active-active system where the modulation

frequency is locked to the c/2L frequency is that it must be able to |

sense when the modulator frequency departs from the c/2L mode spacing.

Such a discriminant has been shown theoetically to exist for

loss-modulation active mode locking,19 and experimentally for

0 20phase-modulation active mode locking. Basically, the phase of the

mode locked pulse shifts with respect to the modulator drive signal when

the drive frequency departs from the c/2L frequency. It is recommended

that this concept be given further study. It should be possible to

* develop a very stable, relatively simple mode-locked laser which avoids

..'- all the complicated temperature compensation schemes.
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PLASMA GENERATION AND DIAGNOSTICS FOR IONOSPHERIC

PLASMA SIMULATION

by

Bernard McIntyre

ABSIBRCI

An electron/ion source was tested for possible use as a

plasma source in ionospheric simulation where a plasma density of

3 5
10 - 10 Icc is required. A system of Langmuir probes was used

to monitor electron and ion concentrations in the Jumbo vacuum

chamber of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory and showed that

3
far from the source the plasma density is only 10 /cc and that

there are very likely significant electric fields in the chamber

due to the large Debye length associated with this plasma. Small

ratios of electron to ion current dentsities were observed and

attributed to the presence of the electric fields.
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ii INIcrnnuClI0N_

The AFL is preparing for a test in which electron and or, -.w

sourced will be operated" on a vehicle in order to study

spacecraft charging, bean propagation, and electromagnetic-"

*interference. It is expected that the vehicle will encounter in

its flight an ionospheric plasma havina a number density ranging .i'

- .3 5
- from 10 to 10 /cc. A complete ground test of the system will be "

~~conducted in a large vacuum chamber in which the ionospheric

conditions should be simulated as closely as possible. In

addition, individual components of the payload will be tested in

smaller vacuum chambers at the AFGL. In order to perform the

plasma simulation at these two extremes a plasma source capable

of simulating the required charge background over a wide range of

test volumes is required. In addition, a system of plasma

" diagnostics is required to be able to monitor the plasma

" .parameters quickly and accurately. This paper summarizes the

* work done by the author at the AFOL on plasma sources and

diagnostics and presented in a series of talks to the Space

! Physics Division of the AFGL during the summer. The subject of

ion collection is studied here using the sharp sheath model of

Langmuir and Mott-Smith Deviations from their predicted

ratio of electron to ion current are noted and attributed to the

. probe being in the sheath formed at the wall of the plasma

K: "boundary.
FII OBJECIIES

The main objectives of the research effort were to develop

techniques for simulating ionospheric conditions in vacuum

chambers and design a portable plasma diagnostics system which
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.°"I
can be used to monitor the plasma parameters. Data would be k__e

required on the electron aind ion densities, temperatures and

plasma potentials. .i

III LAbIGMUIB eRODE IMEOBY

The theory of biased electrostatic probes in a collisionless

plasma was developed by Langmuir and Mott-Smith and correctly

- - predicted the relationship between the plasma current to the LA

probe versus the bias potential for a wide range of plasmas. A

typical current-voltage characteristic is shown in Figure I., in

which the voltage axis represents the voltage referenced to the

* chamber ground.

Figure 1. Current-voltage characteristic for a biased
probe in a plasma.

[0Iv. region (A) of the characteristic the biased probe is positive

relative to ground and collects electrons. For a low density

collisionless plasma, in which the collected charges undergo no

9 collisions while In the electric field of the probe, Langmuir
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- '"and Smith showed that the electron part of the curve varies as V

1/2
for a sphere and V for a cylinder. In region B, the electrons

are being repelled from the probe and the curve is exponential

for Maxwellian electrons. 'The current in an exponential region

varies as

I= p exp [e(V-Vp)/KTeJ (1)

where V is the plasma potential, K is the Boltzmann constant and

p

Te is the electron temperature. The point V is found by using a

semilog plot of the current-voltage profile and serves as the

plasma ground in that the probe is not disturbing the plasma when

S"at that potential. When V ) V electrons are attracted to the
p

probe and when V < V electrons are repelled and ions attracted.
p

When the probe is at V the ambient plasma electrons and ions
p

which intersect the probe are collected, assuming that there is

no reflection or secondary electron emission at the probe

surface. The ratio of electron to ion current at V then should

scale as (M ~ /M e 1/2 where M 1 and M e are the ion and electron

masses. Temperature effects are not usually considered important

K....in this current ratio for reasons which will be considered below

when discussing sheath formation. ..-

For section (C) of the probe characteristic, the probe is

negative relative to the plasma and all electrons are repelled by S

it. The probe theory of Langmuir and Mott-Smith makes no

distinction between ion collection and electron collection in

that one simply substitutes the proper mass to calculate L
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currents. The ion collecting part of the curve then should also
112

vary as V for a cylindrical probe in a collisionless plas.a.

Bohm later showed that the slower of the charged particles,

usually the ions, must enter the collecting region of the probe

with about one half of the thermal energy that the electrons

have. Using this assumption, the ion part of the curve car be

extrapolated back to V and equated at that point to the random j
thermal current of ions having an energy of about (1/2)KT . The

ion current derived by Bohm is given by

1/2
0.4Nie(2KTe /M1 ) (2)

where Nj is the ion density. The electron temperature is

found from the exponential section, (9), by calculating the .J

slope, I/KT e , in a semilog plot. Once KT is known, equation (2)e
can be used to calculate N A similar approach can be used to

calculate N 6  since the electron current at V is given by

- I - ,,N e Vthn . -'-4
L ,h.'." (3)

When using equations (2) or (3), care must be taken to subtract

the effects of ion currents from electron current data points and
6

vice versa. For dense plasmas ( N > 10 /cc) this becomes a

problem only in the region ihere I Z O and the probe collects

* both electrons and ions. Near Vp for instance, the ion

- contributions in the case of argon should be about 10 times

that of the electrons if the above theory is applicable. In

1 9%-7
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practice, the main difficulty with using equations (2) and (3) to

.-- calculate N. and N independently is that the surface effects on

the ion collecting probe are usually uncertain. Metastable gas

atoms, for example, could bombard the surface and release

electrons. Ion bombardment of the probe causes secondary

electron emission as the voltage increases and the ideal ion

probe characteristic may not be obtained. This makes the

extrapolation process more dubious also. Usually then, the

electron part of the characteristi'c is used to calculate Ne and

it is assumed Njz Ne* The ion part can then be used as a guide

or rough check on the value of e-

IV SSEQIU IHEOBY

A better understanding of the applicability and limitations

of the Langmuir probe theory of section III can be found from the

study of sheath formation. According to Langmuir, a biased probe

will repel one charge species and collect the other. If the

probe potential, V, is much greater than KT/e, all the charges of "

one type are turned back in a distance over which A V - KT/e.

Assuming Tj < Te, the ions are turned back very easily and for

simplicity, Langmuir assumed a sharp sheath edge at which V - V
p

At this edge only electrons penetrate, entering at their thermal

energy, KT e ,  Langmuir used the same sharp sheath edge concept

for ion collection. When V >) KTe/e and the region of space

over &V KT/e (and the electrons are turned back) is negligible,

ion collection and electron collection can be treated on an equal

basis in that current collection is modified by the mass and '

V I. ,temperature of the charges. The bis sed probe is surrounded by a

space charge, positive or negative, which shields the probe from
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the ambient plasma in which V Vp and the region between the

probe and the plasma is the sheath region.
(2)

Bohm later showed that sheath stability can exist only

when the slower charge is accelerated from beyond the sheath edge

in a zone. called the pre-sheath. The charge is accelerated in

the pre-sheath so that it enters the sheath with an energy'*

(1/2)KT where KT is the thermal energy of the faster charge. Ion

collection can be complicated then by two important factors.

First, the sheath edge at which the electrons are turned back car

be very fuzzy or thick. Second, there is a hard to define region

called the pre-sheath in which N i =N e and ion motions are

directed to the probe and the ions gain energy. If the plasma

can not be considered collisionless or if there are other

electric fields present in the pre-sheath region, an ion sheath

may not form and the ion part of probe curve may not be of use in

finding Ni.

V DEBYE LEGI.

The Debye length is a useful concept for discussing some of

the above problems in ion collection.3.-

If a point charge is maintained at a point in an ionized gas

in which there are roughly an equal number of electrons and ions,

S.- the point charge gets shielded out by the opposite charge so that

the potential relative to the fixed point charge decr*ases faster

. than I/r. In the steady state and for potentials small compared

to KTe ,the potential varies as

V(r) - exp (-r/I,)
* r
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where A, 69 (Te /N e ) (T U K, Ne= 0/m 3  is1 the Debye length

or shielding distance. Eq (4) carn be thought of as the potential

due to a small charge or the form of the potential on the fringe

of a field due to a large charge accumulation.

In the case of a pro-be collecting ions, the pro-sheath

potential is A V =%(KTe )/2 and the pre-sheath region would be

expected to be at least a Debye length in extent. For KTe I 1 v

and Ne =10 /cc, )~= 74c. When A.isno sml *.,'

compared to the size of the plasma container or particle mean

free paths, the sheath theory of Langmuir is not applicable. In

the latter situation, it is questionable whether an ion sheath

ever forms about the collector and more sophisticated

calculations must be performed. One more point should be

mentioned in discussing the applicability of the sharp sheath

edge theory t o probe collection. The Langmuir - Smith
1/2

relation I Ok V results from considering angular momentum

effects to charges which enter a sharp sheath edge.

Current collection is orbit limited and A V 12when the sheaths

are so large that some charges enter the sheath but are not

collected. For all of the data collected for this paper the

current collection is orbit limited and the key issue related to

the collection of ions is whether or not sheath formation can be

assumed.

VI eBOBE MBIA aALYSIS

0A system of Langmuir probes was used to study the plasma

generated by a plasma source from the Spire Corp. This source

consisted of a wire mesh cathode inside a cylindrical anode which W
*could be floated relative to an extractor grid in front of the

96-10
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anode as shown in figure 2.

At a gas flow of 1 4 SCC/min the electrons from the

cathode bombard the gas atoms and create electron-ion pairs near

the anode aperture. Since electrons are attracted to the anode

they can be extracted via the electron sheath that forms near the

anode. Initially, probe data was taken with the anode grounded

and the extractor power supply off and the extractor grid

grounded. The cathode was then about -40V relative to the anode.

- This configuration was used so that a probe could be inserted

between the cathode and the anode without having the probe

system, shown in Figure 3, floating at a high voltage. The

internal probe data is shown in Figure 4, from which N . ="

7
1.3x10 /cc, Vp = -25V and KTe = 1.8ev. Note that V p = -25V

relative to chamber ground since the anode is grounded. The

pressure in the source is estimated at approximately .5 Torr

". based on the gas flow and source aperture size. The Debye length

is 0.3 cm, and the mean free paths- 0.03 cm and) - 0.01 cm.

As expected, the cathode-anode region is collision dominated and

for this relatively high density case the ratio of electron to

ion current near V is .-

1.8 x10 6 amp (4505)
4 x 10 -9 amp

and is about twice the theoretical value. The important points

to note for this data are that the ratio of I. /I+ is very

reasonable even though ion and electron collection are apparently

effected by collisions as evidenced by the fact that neither I+
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1/2
* nor I vary as V . Also, since Vp = -25V and the anode is at

ground while the cathode is at -40V, the probe is not in the

sheath of the cathode or the anode.

The plasma source was then used with the extractor power

supply on but with all parts of the source floating. Ground

connection could only occur then via the plasma external to the

source. The bias power supply between the anode and extractor

grid was set at 320V and the grid was observed to float to +400V

relative to ground. In this way the grid could collect electrons

from the plasma for its current return loop. The internal probe

characteristic, shown in figure 5, indicated Ne  - 5.6x10 7/cc,

KTe = 5.5ev and VP = +17 while the anode was +1OV, all relative

to chamber ground. The larger value of Ne was due to a higher

gas flow. The ion curve was completely different from the

previous case though as the ion current was approximately equal

to the electron current near Vp This implies that either N. >> -"

N e or the ions have extremely high thermal energy. The author .. .. "

concludes here that N 1  >> N e and the probe is likely in the

wall sheath of the anode since V is only two volts from thep

anode potential. The effect of the wall sheath is to contain the .-

plasma and keep the faster charge from depleting the volume; in

effect, it tends to force i + i

This floating source configuration, in which the intent was

to simulate charge emission from an isolated satellite, indicated C

-0 that the outer grid, analogous to the spacecraft ground, extracted .

electrons out of the source interior but then floated at about

+100V relative to the chamber plasma so that it could attract

plasma electrons back to it. The anode also floated positive,
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*about +20V, since it was exposed to the chamber plasma. It would

have been interesting to have had a second independent plasma

. source to test the behavior of the floating grid under various

plasma conditions.

Several probe characteristics were taken in the center of "'-

. the vacuum chamber under various operating conditions of the

source. In all of these situations N e was in the range
3

1i.5xi0 /cc, =10cm and + . I Since the chamber wall

sheath extends for at least one Debye length and the chamber

diameter ' im, the volume enclosed by the wall sheath is not

small compared to the remainder of the chamber volume, and the

+" dominant condition is I+ I- rather than N i=; Ne" Ratios of

(4)
I. I /I have been noted by Chen and Goodings. They observed a

trend toward higher i /i ratios as the plasma density decreased

7
below 10 /cc. They concluded that the ion shea% probably is not

well defined for these large Debye length and Ni N

VII BECOMENDIZObIS

The data in section VI indicates that there are three areas

in which the above work could be extended.

-,'First, when the source was used in a floating configuration,

,9... isolated from chamber ground, the outer grid or extractor was set

at +320V relative to the anode. Electrons were then extracted

from the anode and exited through the extractor grid. As a

result, the source went to a positive voltage and then attracted
S

electrons back from the plasma in the chamber. The chamber

plasma had resulted from the source electrons ionizing gas atoms

outside the source. The extractor grid in this case is used as

96-16
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an acceleration/deceleration grid. The grid required a bias of

+80V relative to the plasma in order to collect enough electrons

to balance its electron losses as a source. A second plasma

source could be used to induce the charging and discharging of

the grid as the background plasma density is lowered and raised.

Using a small electron or ion source, scaled' down spacecraft

models could be used, with the grid tied to the spacecraft

ground, to look for possible arcing as the source is operated and

study spacecraft charging.

Second, the probe data for the interior of the source

indicated that the probe was very likely in the wall sheath when

the electron and ion currents were nearly equal. These probe

, "currents were nearly equal in the chamber also, when the plasma

density was very low and the Debye length was 10cm. The

conjecture then was that the volume contained by the wall sheath

. .was not negligible compared to that of the chamber and the

. condition I+* I. dominated. It would be interesting to study

this effrect by using a moveable probe system and an electric

1 field measuring instrument to map out the fields close to and far

from the walls, and close to the source where the plasma density

is greater. This ion current effect should also be compared with

that from ionospheric probe data. If I+-- I_ in the ionosphere,

- it may suggest that there are electric fields in the ionsphere

" ' which are related to the earth's ionosphere acting as a sink for

the plasma. The plasma in that region may in effect set up a

, wall type of sheath in which I+ I- in order to prevent the

rapid loss of electrons.

"* Third, the effects of large ion probe currents in a low
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density plasma can be studied by striningg a series of grounded

collectors along the chamber wall but insulated from it. Before

biasing a probe or collector, each probe can be grounded through

an electrometer to measure the wall current to that section of

the chamber. Using a computer to switch from qne wall probe to

the other probe current data could be displayed on a CRT or

printer. The process could be repeated when a probe or collector

in the chamber is biased. In this way, the effect of a collector

with a large ion current could be detected in the changing

currents to the walls. These outputs can be used to map out the

extent of the pre-sheath region and its dynamic growth as ion

collector current increases.
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SPECTROSCOFIC STUDIES OF

THYRATRON DISCHARGES

by

Richard E. Miers

ABSTRACT

Electron processes in hot and cold cathode thyratrons were studiet

.:tsing spectroscopic analysis of the discharges. The spectra emitted

from a helium filled cold-cathode tube was studied as the tube wa-

operated in a continuous discharge mode. Graphical results of intensity

versuis position between electrodes are presented for various He I and e

!I spectral lines. The time evolution of various spectral lines was

measured for a specially designed IrTT thyratron filled with a mixture

:onsisting of 0.6 torr of hydrogen gas plus 10% helium gas.

Photographic results are presented. Recommendations for follow-on

research are presented.
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. INTRODUCTION:

The hydrogen discharge is of special interest because of its use as

a high power plasma switch (thyratron), as a source of negative ions fo-

the creation of fast neutral beams and as a source of free radicals for

use in plasma chemistry and as a source of polarized atoms.

Much progress has been made in understanding the kinetics of energy

transfer by treating the problem as an infinite medium and neglecting

the influence of boundary conditions. This has been achieved usually by

assuming an equilibrium behavior of the electrons and usually a

Maxwellian or a Druyvesteyn distribution of electron energies.:'"

However, all electrical discharges have to have a double-layer cathode

sheath in order to satisfy the boundary condition of current continuity.

In a hot-cathode discharge, this cathode sheath voltage is somewhat

higher than the ionization potential of the gas, In a cold cathode

discharge the cathode sheath voltage is around 700 volts. Thus, in

either case, there is an injection of fast electrons into the

discharge.,

The plasma that i used in the thyratron is then more

characteristic of a negative glow at low currents, i.e. in the ignition

state of the switch, than of a positive column discharge. As the plasma

density increases, electron-electron collisions will cause efficient

thermalization of the electron beam. The characteristics of the switch

therefore change depending on pre-ionization, repetition-rate and the

rate of rise of the trigger voltage.

There have been many experiments measuring the current-voltage

characteristics of thyratrons. However as indicated above,

assumptions have to be made about the electron energy distribution in
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I

order to estimate ionization and loss-rates. The scaling performance of

such switches is not well defined.

The present project is concerned with a study of the electron

energy distribution function of hot and cold cathode thyratron switches

by spectroscopic analysis of discharges in selected gas mixtures. The

addition of a small amount of Helium or Neon to a hydrogen discharge

should not alter the ionization kinetics very much as their ionization

potentials are much higher than those of either molecular or atomic

hydrogen. The molecular hydrogen also is the only species discussed

that has low energy inelastic rotational and vibrational energy losses,

- so the distribution function is controlled by the switch gas and the

rare gases can be used as titration species.

The threshold for excitation of helium I spectral lines is

considerably higher than the ionization potential of both atomic and

molecular hydrogen. Also the helium II and neon II spectra can be used

to identify excitation by high energy electrons.

The electron excitation functions and cross-sections for many of

' " thse ine hae ben easred7 - 12-
these lines have been Measured. There are also experimental or

theoretical estimates for their transition probabilities, so that if

quantitative measurements are made, then an estimate can be made of the

. actual number of fast electrons adjacent to the cathodes

11. ODJECTIVES

The main objective of this project was to investigate the electron

distribution functions in hot and cold cathode thyratrons through

S-. spectroscopic analysis of the discharges.

Three stages of the experiment were proposed. A commercial hot
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cathode thyratron was used to establish the optical and electrical

systems. A cold cathode gas filled triode designed by AFWAL/POOC-3 was

studied. A specially modified ITT thyratron model that permits optical

access to the cathode-grid space as well as to the grid-anode space was

studied.

The data obtained from this research study will be used to

benchmark computer models of pulsed power switches and to extend the

productive capability of the codes.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The basic experimental arrangement is pictured in Figure I below.

@ .

R e_ m.T'H-. A S,-
X A. Sc JwnI'.q

MN4Ono 'h)-om d

jjjfLI~r. L ns

* ~ f 2.4 b

FIG I - BASIC EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

. The spectroscopic light source was placed at Z.OOmm or 2f from a

-- ". " Ins with focal length f of 150mm. The variable slits of the Jarrell

" Ash 1/2 m scanning monochrometer were located at a distance of 2f from

t- the lens giving unity magnification of the light source at the entrance
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to the monochrometer. The light signals were measured using an EMI

, 96590B photomultiplier. To measure time averaged signals, the

"hotomultiplier output was connected to a Keithly 440 digital

picoammeter. The output of the picoammeter was fed into a Brush 55C

recorder. For measuring the temporal response of fast light pulses the "

photomultiplier current output was connected in series with a 1000 ohm

resistor. The voltage drop across the resistor was measured with a

Tektronix digital oscilloscope. These voltage pulses were then recorded I

with an attached polaroid camera.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A helium-neon discharge tube was used to calibrate the wavelength

drive of the monochrometer and to measure the resolution of the

moaochrometer at various slit width openings.

A commercial glass-enveloped thyratron was connected as shown ir. .-

Figure 2 To.

P,~~ At, -

P. TO

-~C -- .l are.-",;': -d , 'c:o-e

Ptx4se-
FIG 2 BLOCK~ DIAGRAM OF THYRATRON DRIVE CIRCUIT

*The pulse forming network (PFN) was designed to have a 5 ohm output
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impedance and 10 microsecond pulse width when attached as shown to a

triggered thyratron. The light emitted from the anode-grid space could

be monitored by the optical system. By measuring the voltage drop

across the 5 ohm current-limiting resistor in series with the thyratron

one could determine the shape and magnitude of the current pulse output

of the thyratron.

Figure 3 is a basic circuit diagram of the pulse forming network.

1t7 &(rys5 #' 1wire

. D.C. A -

FIG-3- PULSE FORMING NETWORK CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

- . .- .

A tungston ribbon standard lamp operated at 35 A was used to

calibrate the optical system in the range of 3000 angstroms to 7000

angstroms.

A cold cathode tube was designed and constructed by POOC-3. A

diagram of this tube and mount are shown in figure 4.
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a a

s ts. 0 o.. .,.
made to p l t - . .....

-:. .'-i FIG-4 - DIAGRAM OF COLD CATHODE TUBE AND MOUNT ..

woulThis tube was filled with 1.0 tor- ofs pure helium. The tube was

'\"'"' designed with a flat polished aluminum cold cathode and a flat aluminum -- :

' - ':'- anode about 2.54 cm in diameter. These electrodes were spaced about 2.3 .4'.

.0 cm apart with a grid composed of a metal ring with parallel wires spot

" -" "welded in place located about 0.24 cm from the anode. An attempt was

'im ade to pulse this tube with the FFN and grid pulser. However, tetb

*I would only operate in a continuus discharge mode. Therefore the grid was
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allowed to float and the tube was operated with a continuous discharge

using a potential difference between cathode and anode of around 700 V.

,The tube was mounted on a micrometer stage with a travel of slightly

more than 2.54 cm allowing the spectrometer to scan the entire distance.

between cathode and anode. A current limiting resistor of 2,000 ohms was

connected in series with the tube and power supply. The potential across

this resistor was measured using a Simpson voltmeter. This potential

could be varied from 0.4 V. to 1.5 V indicating currents in the

•isicharge of from 0.20 mA to 0.75 mA. The optical system was aligned

with a helium-neon laser to center the image of the window on the

entrance slits of the monochrometer.

The image of the center of the anode grid space was focussed ontc

the monochrometer slit. The relative intensity of the helium II ion

line at 4586 angstroms was measured as a function of discharge current.

Within the uncertainty of the measurements this intensity9 was linear

with the current. The same check was made for the helium I atomi,

spectral line at 4717 angstroms with the result that the intensity was

also linear with the discharge current.

The relative spectral intensities of five helium I lines and two

helium II lines were measured as functions of position between the anode

and cathode. The results are graphed in figures 5, 6 and 7.9 S

In these graphs the image of the cathode position is located at

approximately 0.2 cm with the image of the anode at approximately 2.5

cm. The dip in intensity at 2.0 cm shown in each of the graphs is due

to image of the grid located at this position.

Each of the three triplet lines is more sharply peaked near the

:enter of the tube. The two singlet lines show a relatively hi;her
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FIG 7 -Relative Intensity of He Ion Lines vs. Position
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FIG 8 -Apparent Excitation Functions of Helium Lines

From St. John, et al. Referencela. (Electron energy is from 0 to 500 eV).
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onset of intensity near the cathode. If one examines the apparent

excitation functions for these lines as measured by St. John et a.,10

(illustrated in figure E) this would seem to indicate a number of higher

energy electrons near the cathode.

The two visible He II lines show a rapid rise in intensity at %

positions much closer to the grid indicating a number of electrons with

energies of around 75 to 200 eV, which represent the onset and peak of

the electron excitation functions of these lines.7

The specially modified ITT thyratrom was connected as shown in

Figure 2. The tube was filled with a mixture consisting of 0.6 torr of

hydrogen gas and 0.06 torr of helium. The time evolution of the light

pulses at the various spectral wavelengths of hydrogen and helium were

measured using a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope and a Tektronix C-5-

camera. The light pulses were measured with the photomultipliur output

..* connected in series with a 1000 ohm resistor. The voltages across the

resistor were measured with the oscilloscope and recorded with the• .2. L--:.

camera. Figures 9 and 10 show the typical time evolution of the

spectral lines of hydrogen and helium ocurring midway between the anode

and grid of the thyratron. Figures 11 and 12 show the typical time

evolution of the spectral lines emitted from midway between the grid and

cathode viewed through holes drilled in the grid structure.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

- A theoretical analysis of these data will be Undertaken with a view

toward understanding processes taking place in thyratron tubes,

p - - particularly the nature of the electron distrubution function.

* . Hopefully, by computing a trial fit of various possible distributio.
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functions~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ main Us Ofth kow cos-scton-fr xctaio fr.h

funcrtincakingtud e of the knownbti cros-sctions for texctatine or th

Onecn recommendation for follow-on research is to unetakue sthis

of the cold-cathode tube using the techniques described in this report.

rhe tube will be filled with various mixtures of gases. Much of the

equipment needed to begin this research is already available to me at my

home institution.
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Hydrogen 6563 A

Hydrogen -4340 A ....--

FIG 9 - Typical Time Evolution of H Atomic Spectral Line* Between Anode and Grid of the Thyratron
The upper trace in each photo is the voltage across the 1000 ohm
resistor in series with the photomultip4ier.
The lower trace in each photo is the voltage output of the
PFN/1000 and is proportional to the thyratron current pulse.
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Helium 3889 A

-. et ELA~E

IdLOLE

Helium -5876 A -

Fig 10 -Typical Time Evolution of lie Atomic Spectral Line
Between Anode and Grid of the Thyratron
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Hydrogen 6563 A

Hydrogen 4340 -A

.4,FIG 11 -Typical Time Evolution of H Atomic Spectral Line
Between Cathode and Grid of the Thyratron
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Helium 3889 A

.jj

Helium 5876 A

FIG 12 -Typical Time Evolution of lie Atomic Spectral Line
* Between Cathode and Grid of the Thyratron*
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ON INTERFACING LOGIC PROGRAMMING

SYSTEMS AND RELATIONAL DATABASES

By

John T. Minor

ABSTRACT

Current logic programming systems are inadequate for

the implementation of knowledge-based systems which require

a large number of facts and also want quick real-time

responses to queries. To improve this situation, the

possibility of using a relational database system as a

secondary memory to hold and retrieve facts for the logic

programming system was investigated. An interface between

an actual logic programming system (LM-Prolog running on a

LISP machine) and a database machine (IDM-500) was

* implemented, using the compiled-procedure approach. This

* approach was found to be the best for knowledge-based

systems which have unchanging, moderately-sized intentional

databases. A procedure for handling recursive rules in this

approach was developed by the author and is described.

Further problems which were discovered in the development of

this interface, such as the handling of functional terms or ."

,. side-effect operators, are presented and offered as

suggestions for further research.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A logic programming system (LPS) stores a set of

concrete facts and logical rules in its local memory, and

then handles queries through a theorem-prover which returns

one proof (answer) at a time. Using this design for

implementation of a knowledge-based system (KBS) has several

drawbacks:

(1) A KBS has an extremely large set of facts to be stored,

which will cause immense paging and searching problems

in the LPS.

*(2) A KBS usually wants all results to a query, while a LPS

is designed for one-answer-at-a-time retrieval.

()The real-time response to a query will be slow because

of(l) and (2), and because of the fact that theorem-

proving (a combination of deductive search, unification~

renaming and substitution operations) must be performed

on each query to the system.

* An approach which has been proposed to improve this

situation is shown in Figure 1 .1,p2,3 Here, a database

management system (DBMS) is added to hold the large set of

facts, or extensional data (EDB). Only the set of rules, or

intentional data (1DB), is stored in the memory of the LPS.

It is believed this design will have a much quicker response

* . time to queries for the following reasons:

(1) The DBMS is designed for efficient storage and

searching of large sets of facts.
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* (2) The DBMS retrieves tables of answers at a time.

(3) The IDB can be kept in a modified form where little or

no theorem-proving is done at query response time.

The DBMS that is used is normally of the relational

model because of the natural correspondence between a tuple

in a relation and a fact (unit ground clause) in logic. For

this reason we will assume in the following that the LPS is

accessing a relational database (RDB). Other models and

other ways of handling secondary storage will not be

" considered in this paper.

* The architecture of figure 1 raises a number of

*.... questions, i.e. how should the interface ('--) be

-" implemented, what is the most efficient form in which to

keep the logical rules, and what problems will be caused by

connecting these two systems which have very different

. design motivations. These are the issues addressed in this

paper.

query

Sqefacts stored-0__query-I modified Na

as
handler rules

I tuples

-* answers

LPS DBMS

Figure 1. A Proposed KBS Architecture
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'  II. OBJECTIVES:
!..-The objective of this research was to look at

- -techniques for interfacing logic programming systems and

relational databases in order to provide support for

,o . knowledge-based and other artificial intelligence work at

* " the Rome Air Development Center. Recommendations on the

.+  choice of interfacing approach are given in the last section

of this. paper. Also investigated were problems caused by

differences in the capabilities of logic programming systems

and relational databases. In previous research, these

* conflicts were "solved" by putting large restrictions on the

LPS, e.g. no functional terms, no recursion, etc. These

systems were actually "databases with deductive facilities"

in Gdllaire's 4 categorization. The philosophy of this work

is rather to look at the problems of developing a "logic

programming system with database facilities."

The different interface techniques and problems were

investigated, and some solutions tested, by implementing an

interface between an actual LPS and actual RDB at the Rome

Air Development Center. Specifically, LM-Prolog16 running

- on a LMI Lambda machine was used as the LPS, and a IDM-500,

a backend database machine, was used as the RDB.
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III. COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES:

Much research has already addressed the problem of when

a LPS should request data from the RDB while processing a

query. Three distinct techniques have Oblveds

(1) Interpreted approach. 5 ,6  This technique Is a direct

extension of the standard LPS control mechanism, in which

whenever the theorem-prover needs to access a tact, it

Immediately sends a request to the RDB and waits tor an

answer before continuing. It thus has the advantages of

being easy to implement and of recognizing dead-end

deduction paths sooner than the compiled methods. On the

other hand, because relations are called one at a time, no

optimizations can be performed on the RDB requests and joins

must be done inside the LPS.
(2) Complled-query approach.7P8 . 9 91 0  Deductlie search .

continues as in the Interpreted approach until a tact is

needed. At this point, the fact Is assumed to be true and

the deductive search continues. When a solution is found,

the assumed-true facts are sent as a Join4 to the RDB to be

verfied or rejected. This intermediate object which is

sent to the ROB is often called a proof plan, since it is

not a complete solution until the ROB verities it. Because

an entire proot plan Is constructed betore It Is sent to the

ROB, this technique will, in general, make tewer calls to

the ROD than the interpreted method, and will execute the

Joins in the ROB machine which is designed to do this
9_

" .'- .'. 99e- . .... **J. *I- .'.,-. . .

* 9. . . .. ** ... ..** . %.-,

. . . . . . . . . . . . '. '. * . . . * .. - - . -



*operator effectively. Also local optimization on a proof

plan Is now possible. Local optimization retor& to the

* reordering of calls within a proof plan In order to speed-up

* the join operation

(3) Como iled-orocedure approach.1 2 913  In a once-only stop

* before query processing, thl theorem-prover Is repeatedly

* applied to all rules In the 10B until they are reduced to a

set of proof plans. Then the original IDS is replaced with

this modified one. A query can now be processed by simply

collecting Its proof plans and sending them to the RDS for

verification or rejection. This approach has the great

advantage of completely eliminating theorem-proving from the

* response time to a query, since theorem-proving needs to be

done only In the pr*-processing step. Local and global T17

optimization (the recognition of shared structures between

* proof plans) 12 can be done very easily since all proof plans

exist before any call to the RD9 is made. OeiterI3 has

* shown that any non-recursive IDS can always be compiled In

* this manner, and Section V shows how this approach can be

extended to recursive rules.

Examples which illustrate the differences between

approaches (1) and (2) can be found in Chakravarthy, et al.5

* Approach (3) Is discussed In more detail in the following

sections. -S



IV. AN INPLNZTED INTERFACIs

As part of this research. a partial Interface between

LM-Prolog and IDL IT the input language to the IDN-500

database achine was completed. The interface program was
Implemented In LISP to run on a LISP machine, and the

coopiled-procedure approach was used. for reasons listed In

Section VI. The overall design to shown in Figure 2.

LH-Prolog

Sepaator '?

• "B

Theores cover

COMPLter

c-qniled 106 (LISP fnctilons)

LH-Proloq Query-handler• .. query - "
e•ATransla tor

IM requests

Figure 2. Design of Interface

.* .%

The separator pulls out any facts from the input and

sends them to the RDB for storage. Also if a predicate name

;...96-9 4-,-.

- . - - - .
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appears tn both the I0S and lD. the soprator rewrites it

* using the following procedures Assume both P(X)-body. and

* P(S). appear In the Input file, then a new predicate nan P'

is generated, and the above rules are rewritten as P(X):-

body. P(X):- P'(X). and P (a). This logically equivalent

form completely separates 10 mames, P, from 9B names, P'.

Using the compiled-procedure approach, the theorem-

prover.cmptiler then translates oech LM-Prolog 1l0 procedure

Into a LISP function whose body Is simply the disjunction of 5.

all possible proof plans for that predicate. This procedure

Is of course impossible for recursive prodtctea. so a

slightly different form of LISP function is generated for

them. The technique for recursive procedures is described

In the neat section. Note that LISP was selected as the

Internal form of the compiled predicates because this work

was done on a LiSP machine.

At this point the original 1D and the theorem-prover

can be expunged from the system. Any query to predicate Q

can now be handled as a call to the generated LISP function

Q in the compiled I0. The query-handler.translator then

converts the proof plans returned Into disjunctive normal

form and translates them into IDL. For recursive

* predicates, the query-handler also controls the maximum JO_

number of proof plans generated. "--.

As an exampie, consider the LN-Prolog Input file shovn

In Figure 3. During the separation step, the father" and

W.-10

ft ft . . . ft ft-ft f

ft., .'. . , . . .. -. . ., , ., .. . .. - , f tt. -.. .. . %'. . , . . , , , t- . . . 4. \ - .. . . ,. '



The form of "ancestor. a recursive predicate, will be

Sdiscusse" In the next "Otiose

,* V. 5tZCUR31VI Us p

A predicate defined by a recursive rule will have an

Infinite number of possible proof plans associated with It.

Therefore it Is Impossible to explicitly represent its

compiled rore as a finite set of proof plans. Instead an

implicit form must be used. The following rare and technique

were developed by the author, and to presented here without

proof. .*

Assume P Is a direct or Indirect recursive predicate a'

* which does not use multiple recursion I.e.. P does not call

itself more than once directly or IndLrectly, and does not

use mutual recursion I.e., P does not call another recursive

predicate directly or Indirectly. Then by applying the

thoore-prover, ae can always rewrite the rules for P in the

following form:

P() Ob

:: r(TP): e-lcm. .

P (") on(T. T, -f), PCF).

%* %*

- Where CI and C11 are expressions formed entirely of EDO

predicates and X, Tj, andY are vectors of variables. The

vf '. 61
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arguments in all the heads of tm rules have been made the

same. 1. by renaming variables and by replacing non-variable

7o'+ arguments using the following teohnique, Assume ti is a a.

non-variable term In rule P( *... ti. ... 1,- body. Then

rewrite the rule as P(.... Xi s ...):- XI a ti, body. This

same procedure is used to make the arguments In all the

reourle calls equal toY. All other variables In theaQ

expression I.e., not in 1 or . are collected together Into

the set N1. on-! variables In E, are not shown but are

assumed to be distinct.

Now the above set of' rules can be replaced by the

equivalent LISP function: * ;%

.{
(01U3 P(I K)

(COND((CQ K 0) OC(l( 2i o .M...

(TULAT(lZ(GIVKCTO0))(riC(OIVCTOR))...( T(GKVICT0R1)'

(APPKD(P Z (Sui, ))

(AND (j(XT~ 111) Olt ... OR..(i .)))

where GENVECTOR generates now symbols for all the variables

In the vector, and 9 is a modified form of quote which

" returns Its argument unevaluated except that T. Y and T

variables are instantiated. On a call to P with K n o, the

proof plans for n executions of the recursive loop will be

i'  returned In conjunctive normal form.

,C_

. --..

..:, * -, .-.., .._..-" " '::::',',%
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The query-handler controls the execution of P by

calling P with K a 0, 1, .. , n, then converts the result of '

each call Into disjunctive normal form and translates the

resulting proof plans Into IDL. The value of n at which

calls to P are terminated Is, at this time, set by the user.

This Is an Inadequate solution, but more work Is needed on

this problem before a complete set of termination criteria

IS found. Henschon1" ha~s given Some Ideas on this topic.

As an example of this technique, look at the "ancestorO

definition In Figure 3. After applying the theorem-provor,

9 we can rewrite this definition as the set of ruless

((neso ?x 5%,terl x)

((ancestor ?xl ?x2(msthier ?xl ?x2))

((ancestor ?xl ?W2(father ?yl ?x2)( a 2:1 ?xI)C U ?2 ?yl)

(ancestor ?&I ?z2))

((ancestor 2:1 2x2)(mother ?y3 ?x2)( a ?&I ?xl)( a 2?.2 ?yl)

(ancestor ?&I 2)

These rules can then be replaced by the LISP function:

*9% (DEFUN ANCESTOR (X X2 K)

* V (COMO ((EQ K O)(IST (LIST (LIST 'FATHER X1 X2))

*OR (LIST (LIST 'MOTHER X1 X2))))

(T (LET ((Z (GINSYh))(Z2 (GENSMMYI (GENSYM)))

(APPEND (ANCESTOR ZI Z2 (SUI K))(LXST 'AND



9(LIST (LIST (LIST 'FATHER VI XZ2)(LISTs ZI XI)

(LIST .Z2 TI))

* 'O0R (LIST (LIST 'MOTHER TI X2)(LIST 'aZI XI) .

(LIST 'aZ2 TI)

Calls to ANCESTOR AS well as to the compiled forms of

Oparent.' Ograndparent.' etc. are shown in Figure 4. The

output you see are the proot plans which have been

translated Into IDL.

A multiple recursive rule, such as P(I)t-a(k. Y. 9.

2), P(V). P(Z).. can be treated as the single recursive rule

*~ PMX)au(. Ye, Z), P(i). It we let Q'.4L. P(ON and let '9

U )W The previously described technique can now be used

to generate a recursive function for this P with the
modification that the P07) Inside 0,9 since it is not an EDO

prediate, will have to be treated as another recursive call

*to P. Mutual recursive rules like PM!)t- a~t T. Ir 2)

Q(9), PC!). where Q is recursive, can be handled in the same

*manner. Note that these two recursive cases were not

handled In the Implemented Interface, but they are a

straight-forward extension.

* VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

V ~ If the KOS has a moderate ly-si zed, seldom-changed 108

*then the coopiledt-procedure approach becomes the best WI

Interface technique for the following reasons:

* 96-14
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(asegeste' Is ',)(orent 'g 'y)))

Figure 3 - Example LI-Prolog Program

oniother" definitions will be removed and sent to the RDS

for storage. Then the 08S predicates will be compiled Into

LISP functions. The "parentO LISP function will look like

(DEFUNI PARENT(X T)

.. .(LIST (LIST (LIST 'FATHER X Y))

'OR (LIST (LIST 'MOTHER X Y))))

and Olrandparent.O which has Tour proof plans, will look

like

(DEFUN GRANDPARENT(X Y)

(LIST (LIST (LIST 'FATHER X '?Z)(LIST 'FATHER '?Z Y))

'OR (LIST (LIST 'FATHER X '?Z)(LIST 'MOTHER '?Z Y))

*" 'OR (LIST (LIST 'MOTHER X '?Z)(LIST 'FATHER '?Z Y))

'OR (LS;T (LIST 'MOTHER X '?Z)(LST 'MOTHER '?Z Y))-.
- , -.
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(I) Query response time is grtatly enhanced because no

deductive search or theorem-proving Is conducted.

(2) There is no need tar a theorem-prover at query time, so

it can be expunged from the system after compilation

along with the original 1DS.

(3) Joins of tables are done inside the RDB instead of In

the LPS.

(4) It has the capability to perform local and global

optimizations of proof plans easily.

(5) The overhead of compilation can be ignored because the

IDB is seldom modLfLed.

(6) The increase in size of the compiled IDB over the

original IDB will not cause complications because of

the moderate size of the original IDB.

In applications where the IDB Is large or is being

modified frequently, the compilation overhead and the

increased size of the compiled IDB may become significant

problems In the compiled-procedure approaih. In those cases

the compiled-query approach with the IDB kept as a predicate

connective graph will have an advantage. The predicate

connective graph 1 5 form reduces theorem-proving at response

time, while not Increasing the size of the IDB. In this

representation when a rule Is entered into the system, arcs

are set up from the 1DB predicates in the body of the rule

to the heads of rules defining that predicate. Each arc is

then labeled with the most general unifier of the two

itterals which it connects. This pre-processing of the IDB

98-19
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will eliminate the deductive search and part of the

unification that would normally be done at query response

time in the compLied-query approach. See Kellogg et al. 8

for an example of this approach.

I:
Further Work: * p..

A number Of smplifying assumptions were made in the

buLIo.;ng of the LM-Prolog to IDL interface. Some straight-

forward *nnancements that could be made to the Interface

next would be to implement meta-predicates and variable-

arity predicates as allowed in L-Prolog, Implement multiple

and mutual recursion as described in Section V, and handle

mul. ple-litera" queries.

,%. ore difficult issues, which will require

i.vestgat.cn, Include:
Ho st-te . Ilk &3*'4,Pin ,CteC

T; How s[e-e :fect operators l±'e asse.t, pr .t, cut, etc.

s3.%C. l be I:rporated into the compiled sc.emes.

. 2) How and w.%en to do local and global optl.:zatlon In the

-'-i;" r.:er Tace.
iS...

3) How to han,4!e 1,4nctl on&-terms and *,st-ter!%s In Calls

to the relatLnal database.

-j Hw to s;:ve It*- pob.e of* termination for recursive

;re:SLtces In the compiled approaches.

'.1
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